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" The first thing to be attended to in reading any algebraic treatise ir tbe

gaining a perfect understanding of the different processes there exhibited,

and of their connection with one another. This cannot be attained by a

mere reading of the book, however great the attention which may be given.

It is impossible in a mathematical work to fill up every process in the

manner in which it must be filled up in the mind of the student before

he can be said to have completely mastered it. Many results must be given

of which the details are suppressed, such are the additions, multiplications,

extractions of square root, etc., with which the investigations abound.

These must not be taken in trust by the student, but must be worked by

his own pen, which must never be out of his hand, while engaged in any
algebraical piocess."—Dn Moboan, On the Sttidy and Difficulties of Maihe-

matios, 189J..







PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION.

The fourth edition is materially the same as the third. I

have, however, corrected the misprints which have been

brought to my notice by a number of students of the book,

and made a few verbal alterations and extensions of the text.

I am glad to say that a German edition has been published ;

and to observe that a large number of examples, etc., peculiar

to this work and to my Chemical Statics and Dynamics have

been " absorbed " into current literature.

J. W. M.

The Villas, Stokb-on-Tbbnt,

13th December, 1912.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

I AM pleased to find that my attempt to furnish an Intro-

duction to the Mathematical Treatment of the Hypotheses

and Measurements employed in scientific work has been so

much appreciated by students of Chemistry and Physics.

In this edition, the subject-matter has been rewritten, and

many parts have been extended in order to meet the growing

tendency on the part of physical chemists to describe their

ideas in the unequivocal language of mathematics.

J. W. M.

ith July, 1905.

Til





PKEFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

It is almost impossible to follow the later developments pf

physical or general chemistry without a working knowledge

of higher mathematics. I have found that the regular

text-books of mathematics rather perplex than assist the

chemical student who seeks a short road to this knowledge,

for it is not easy to discover the relation which the pure

abstractions of formal mathematics bear to the problems

which every day confront the student of Nature's laws,

and realize the complementary character of mathematical

and physical processes.

During the last five years I have taken note of the

chief difficulties met with in the application of the mathe-

matician's X and y to physical chemistry, and, as these notes

have grown, I have sought to make clear how experimental

results lend themselves to mathematical treatment. I have

found by trial that it is possible to interest chemical students

and to give them a working knowledge of mathematics

by manipulating the results of physical or chemical ob-

servations.

I should have hesitated to proceed beyond this experi-

mental stage if I had not found at The Owens College a

set of students eagerly pursuing work in different branches

of physical chemistry, and most of them looking for help
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in the discussion of their results. When I told my plan

to the Professor of Chemistry he encouraged me to^ write

this book. It has been my aim to carry out his suggestion,

so I quote his letter as giving the spirit of the book,

which I only wish I could havie carried out to the letter.

"The Owens CohiMas,

" Manchbstkb.

"My Dbae Mbllor,
" If you will convert your ideas into words and write a

book explaining the inwardness of mathematical operations as applied

to chemical results, I believe you will confer a benefit on many students

of chemistry. We chemists, as a tribe, fight shy of any symbols

but our own. I know very well you have the power of winning new

results in chemistry and discussing them mathematically. Can you

lead us up the high hill by gentle slopes? Talk to us chemically to

beguile the way ? Dose us, if need be, 'with learning put lightly, hke

powder in jam ' ? If you feel you have it in you to lead the way we

win try to follow, and perhaps some of the youngest of us may succeed

Wouldn't this be a triumph worth working for ? Try.

"Yours very truly.

May, 1902.
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INTEODUCTION.

" Bient6t le calcul math^matique sera tout auaai utile au ohimiste

que la balance." ''—P. ScHtJTzaNBBRaBB.

When Isaac Newton communicated the manuscript of his

" Methodus fluxionum " to his friends in 1669 he furnished

science with its most powerful and subtle instrument of

research. The states and conditions of matter, as they

occur in Nature, are in a state of perpetual flux, and these

qualities may be effectively studied by the Newtonian method

whenever they can be referred to number or subjected to

measurement (real or imaginary). By the aid of Newton's

calculus the mode of action of natural changes from moment
to moment can be portrayed as faithfully as these words

represent the thoughts at present in my mind. Prom this,

the law which controls the whole process can be determined

with unmistakable certainty by pure calculation—the so-

called Higher Mathematics.

This work starts from the thesis^ that so far as the

investigator is concerned,

Higher Mathematics is the art of reasoning about the

numerical relations between natural phenomena ; and the

several sections of Higher Mathematics are different modes

of viewing these relations.

1 Translated : "Ere long mathematics will be as useful to the chemist as the

balance ". (1880.)

'In the Annalen d^ NatiirpJiUosophie, 1, 50, 1902, W. Ostwald maintains that

mathematics is only a language in which the results of experiments may be conveni-

ently expressed ; and from this standpoint criticises I. Kant's Metaphysical Founda-

tions of Naiwal Science.

xvii 6
*
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For instance, I have assumed that the purpose of the

Differential Calculus is to inquire how natural phenomena

change from moment to moment. This change may be

uniform and simple (Chapter I.) ; or it may be associated

with certain so-called " singularities " (Chapter III.). The

Integral Calculus (Chapters IV. and VII.) attempts to deduce

the fundamental principle governing the whole course of

any natural process from the law regulatiiig the momentary

states. Coordinate Geometry (Chapter 11.) is concerned

with the study of natural processes by means of " pictures
"

or geometrical figures. Infinite Series (Chapters V. and

VIII.) furnish approximate ideas about natural processes

when other attempts fail. From this, then, we proceed to

study the various methods— tools— to be employed in

Higher Mathematics.

This limitation of the scope of Higher Mathematics

enables us to dispense with many of the formal proofs of

rules and principles. Much of Sidgwick's ' trenchant indict- '

ment of the educational value of formal logic might be urged

against the subtle formalities which prevail in " school

"

mathematics. While none but logical reasoning could be :

for a moment tolerated, yet too often "its most frequent

work is to build a pons asinorum over chasms that shrewd

people can bestride without such a structure ".^

So far as the tyro is concerned theoretical demonstrations

are by no means so convincing as is sometimes Supposed.

It is as necessary to learn to " think in letters " and to

handle numbers and quantities by their symbols as it is to

learn to swim or to ride a bicycle. The inutility of " general

proofs "is an everyday experience to the teacher. The be-

ginner only acquires confidence by reasoning about something
which allows him to test whether his results are true or

false ; he is really convinced only after the principle has
been verified by actual measurement or by arithmetical il-

lustration. " The best of all proofs," said OHver Heaviside

1 A. Sidgwiok, The Use qf Words in Reasoning. (A.-& C. Black, London.)
"0. W. Holmes, The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table. (W. Scott, London.)
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in a recent number of the Electrician, " is to set out the fact

descriptively so that it can be seen to be a fact ". Ee-
membering also that the majority of students are only

interested in mathematics so far as it is brought to bear

directly on problems connected with their own work, I have,

especially in the earlier parts, explained any troublesome prin-

ciple or rule in terms of some well-known natural process. For
example, the meaning of the differential coefficient and of a

limiting ratio is first explained in terms of the velocity of a

chemical reaction ; the differentiation of exponential functions

leads us to compound interest and hence to the " Compound
Interest Law " in Nature ; the general equations of the

straight line are deduced from solubility curves ; discon-

tinuous functions lead us to discuss Mendel^eff's work on the

existence of hydrates in solutions ; Wilhehny's law of mass

action prepares us for a detailed study of processes of inte-

gration ; Harcourt and Esson's work introduces the study of

simultaneous differential equations ; the equations of motion

serve as a basis for the treatment of differential equations of

the second order ; Fourier's series is applied to diffusion

phenomena, etc., etc. Unfortunately, this plan has caused

the work to assume more formidable dimensions than if the

precise and rigorous language of the mathematicians had

been retained throughout.

I have sonaetimes found it convenient to evade a tedious

demonstration by reference to the " regular text-books ". In

such cases, if the student wants to " dig deeper," one of the

following works, according to subject, will be found sufficient

:

B. Williamson's Differential Calculus, also the same author's

Integral Calculus, London, 1899 ; A. E. Forsyth's Differential

Equations, London, 1902 ; W. W. Johnson's Differential

Equations, New York, 1899.

Of course, it is not always advisable to evade proofs in

this summary way. The fundamental assumptions—the so-

called premises—employed in deducing some formulae must

be carefully checked and clearly understood. However

correct the reasoning may have been, any limitations intro-

duced as premises must, of necessity, reappear in the con-
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elusions. The resulting formulse can, in consequence, only

be applied to data which satisfy the limiting conditions.

The results deduced in Chapter IX. exemplify, in a forcible

manner, the perils which attend the indiscriminate applica-

tion of mathematical formulse to experimental data. Some

formulse are particularly hable to mislead. The " probable

error " is one of the greatest sinners in this respect.

The teaching of mathematics by means of abstract

problems is a good old practice easily abused. The abuse

has given rise to a widespread conviction that " mathematics

is the art of problem solving," or, perhaps, the prejudice

dates from certain painful reminiscences associated with

the arithmetic of our school-days.

Under the heading " Examples " I have collected

laboratory measurements, well-known formulse, practical

problems and exercises to illustrate the text immediately

preceding. A few of the problems are abstract exercises in

pure mathematics, old friends, which have run through

dozens of text-books. The greater number, however, are

based upon measurements, eitc, recorded in papers in the

current science journals (Continental, American or British)

and are used in this connection for the first time.

It can serve no useful purpose to disguise the fact that a

certain amount of drilling, nay, even of drudgery, is neces-

sary in some stages, if mathematics is to be of real use as

a working tool, and not employed simply for quoting the

results of others. The proper thing, obviously, is to make
the beginner feel that he is gaining strength and power
during the drilling. In order to guide the student along

the right path, hints and explanations have been appended
to those exercises which have been found to present any
difficulty. The subject-matter contains no difiiculty which
has not been mastered by beginners of average abihty with-
out the help of a teacher.

The student of this work is supposed to possesg a work-
ing knowledge of elementary algebra so far as to be able to

solve a set of simple simultaneous equations, and to know
the meaning of a few trigonometrical formulEe. If any
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difficulty should arise on this head, it is very possible that

the appendix will contain what is required on the subject.

I have, indeed, every reason to suppose that beginners in the

study of Higher Mathematics most frequently find their

ideas on the questions discussed in §§ 10, 11, and the appen-

dix, have grown so rusty with neglect as to require refur-

bishing.

I have also assumed that the reader is acquainted with

the elementary principles of chemistry and physics. Should

any illustration involve some phenomenon with which he

is not acquainted, there are two remedies—to skip it, or to

look up some text-book. There is no special reason why the

student should waste time with illustrations in which he has

no interest.

It will be found necessary to procure a set of mathe-

matical tables containing the common logarithms of numbers
and numerical values of the natural trigonometrical ratios.

Such sets can be purchased from a penny upwards. The
other numerical tables required for reference in Higher

Mathematics are reproduced in Appendix 11.





HIGHEE MATHEMATICS

STUDENTS OF CHEMISTEY AND PHYSICS





CHAPTER I.

THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS.

" The philosopher may be delighted with the extent of his views, the

artificer with the readiness of his hands, but let the one remember
that withoutjnechanical performance, refined speculation is an
empty dream, and the other that without theoretical reasoning,

dexterity is little more than brute instinct."—S. Johnson.

§ 1. On the Nature of Mathematical Reasoning.

Hbbbeet Spencee has defined a law of Nature as a proposition

stating that a certain uniformity has been observed in the relations

between certain phenomena. In this sense a law of Nature ex'

presses a mathematical relation between the phenomena under

consideration. Every physical law, therefore, can be represented

in the form of a mathematical equation. One of the chief objects

of scientific investigation is to find out how one thing depends on

another, and to express this relationship in the form of a mathe-

matical equation—symbolic or otherwise—is the experimenter's

ideal goal.^

There is in some minds an erroneous notion that the methods

of higher mathematics are prohibitively difficult. Any difficulty

that might arise is rather due to the complicated nature of the

1 Thus M. Berthelot, in the preface to his celebrated Essai de Micanique Ghimique

fondie swr la thennochemie of 1879, described his woris as an attempt to base chemistry

wholly on those mechanical principles which prevail in various branches of physical

science. E. Kant, in the preface to his Metaphysischen Anfangsgrunden derr Natur-

wissenschaft, has said that in every department of physical science there is only so

much science, properly so called, as there is mathematics. As a consequence, he

denied to chemistry the name "science". But there was no "Journal of Physical

Chemistry " in his time (1786).
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phenomena alone. A. Gomte has said in his Philosophie Positive,

" our feeble minds can no longer trace the logical consequences of

the laws of natural phenomena -whenever we attempt to simul-

taneously include more than two or three essential factors ".^ In

consequence it is generally found expedient to introduce " simplifying

assumptions " into the mathematical analysis. For example, in

the theory of solutions we pretend that the dissolved substance

behaves as if it were an indifferent gas. The kinetic theory of

gases, thermodynamics, and other branches of applied mathematics

are full of such assumptions.

By no process of sound reasoning can a conclusion drawn from

limited data have more than a limited application. Even when

the comparison between the -observed and calculated results is

considered satisfactory, the errors of observation may quite obscure

the imperfections of formula based on incomplete or simplified

premises. Given a sufficient number of " if's," therejs no end to

the weaving of " cobwebs of learning admirable for the fineness

of thread and work, but of no substance or profit ".^ The only

safeguard is to compare the deductions of mathematics with ob-

servation and experiment "for the very simple reason that they:

are only deductions, and the premises from which they are made

may be inaccurate or incomplete. We must remember that we

cannot get more out of the mathematical mill than we put into it.

though we may get it in a form infinitely more useful for our

purpose."

'

The first clause of this last sentence is often quoted in a

parrot-like way as an objexjtion to mathematics. Nothing but

real ignorance as to the nature of mathematical reasoning could

give rise to such a thought. No process of sound reasoning

can establish a result not contained in the premises. It is

admitted on all sides that any deqionstration is vicious if it

contains in the conclusion anything more than was assumed

' I believe that this is the key to the interpretation of Comte's strange remarks

:

" Every attempt to employ mathematical methods in the study of chemical questions

must be considered profoundly irrational and contrary to the spirit of chemistry, , .

.

If mathematical analysis should ever hold a prominent place in chemistry—an aber-
,

ration which is happily almost impossible—it would occasion a rapid and widespread

degeneration of that science."

—

Philosophie Positive, 1830.

' F. Bacon's The Advancement of Learning, Oxford edit., 32, 1869.

' J. Hopkinson's James Porrest Lecture, 1894.
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in the premises, i Why then is mathematics singled out and
condemned for possessing the essential attribute of all sound
reasoning ?

Logic and mathematics are both mere tools by which " the

decisions of the mind are worked out with accuracy," but both
must be directed by the mind. I do not know if it is any easier to

see a fallacy in the assertion that " when the sun shines it is

day
;
the sun always shines, therefore it is always day," than in

the statement that since (|- 3)2 = {|- 2)2, we get, on extracting

roots, |-3 = |-2; or 3 = 2. We must possess a clear conception

of any physical process before we can attempt to apply mathe-
matical methods ; mathematics has no symbols for confused ideas.

It has been said that no science, is estabhshed on a firm basis

unless its generalizations can be expressed in terms of number, and
it is the special province of mathematics to assist the investigator

in finding numerical relations between phenomena. After experi-

ment, then mathematics. While a science is in the experimental

or observational stage, there is little scope for discerning numerical

relations. It is only after the different workers have " collected

data " that the mathematician is able to deduce the required

generalization. Thus a Maxwell followed Faraday, and a Newton
completed Kepler.

It must not be supposed, however, that these remarks are

intended to imply that a law of Nature has ever been represented

by a mathematical expression with perfect exactness. In the best

of generalizations, hypothetical conditions invariably replace the

complex state of things which actually obtains in Nature.

Most, if not all, the formulae of physics and chemistry are in

the earlier stages of a process of evolution. For example, some
exact experiments by Forbes, and by Tait, indicate that Fourier's

formula for the conduction of heat gives somewhat discordant

results on account of the inexact simplifying assumption: "the

quantity of heat passing along a given line is proportional to the

rate of change of temperature " ; Weber has pointed out that

^ Inductive reasoning is, of course, good guessing, not sound reasoning, but the

finest results in science have heen obtained in this way. Calling the guess a " working

hypothesis," its consequences are tested by experiment in every conceivable way. For

example, the brilliant work of Fresnel was the sequel of Young's undulatory theory

of light, and Hertz's finest work was suggested by Maxwell's electro-magnetic theories.
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Fick's equation for the diffusion of salts in solution must be

modified to allow for the decreasing diffusivity of the salt with

increasing concentration ; and finally, van der Waals, Clausius,

Rankine, Sarrau, etc., have attempted to correct the simple gas

equation: pv — BT, by making certain assumptions as to the

internal structure of the gas.

There is a prevaiHng impression that once a mathematical

formula has been theoretically deduced, the law, embodied in

the. formula, has been sufficiently demonstrated, provided the

differences between the "calculated" and the " observed " results

fall within the limits of experimental error. The important point,

already emphasized, is quite overlooked, namely, that any discrep-

ancy between theory and fact is masked by errors of observation.

With improved instruments, and better methods of measurement,

more accurate data are from time to time available. The errors of

observation being thus reduced, the approximate nature of the

formulae becomes more and more apparent. Ultimately, the dis-

crepancy between theory and fact becomes too great to be ignored-

It is then necessary to "go over the fundamentals ''. Newformulsa

must be obtained embodying less of hypothesis, more of fact. Thus,

from the first bold guess of an original mind, succeeding genera-

tions progress step by step towards a comprehensive and a complete

formulation of the several laws of Nature.

§ 2. The Differential Coefficient.

Heracleitos has said that " everything is in motion," and daily

experience teaches us that changes are continually taking place in

the properties of bodies around us. Change of position, change

of motion, of temperature, volume, and chemical composition

are but a few of the myriad changes associated with bodies in

general.

Higher mathematics, in general, deals with magnitudes which
change in a continuous manner. In order to render such a process

susceptible to mathematical treatment, the magnitude is supposed
to change during a series of very short intervals of time. The
shorter the interval the more uniform the process. This conception

is of fundamental importance. To illustrate, let us consider the

chemical reaction denoted by the equation

:

Cane sugar -^ Invert sugar.
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The velocity of the reaction, or the amount i of cane sugar trans-

formed in unit time, will be

Velocity of chemical action = Amount of substance produced ,-..

Time of observation ' ^ •'

This expression only determines the average velocity, V, of the re-

action during the time of observation. If -we let aj^ denote the

amount of substance present at the time, ij, when the observation

commences, and aij the amount present at the time t^, the average

velocity of the reaction will be

V = ^1 ~^2 . . Y_ S^ ,g\
^ t,-t,' ^~li' • • • • ^^)

where Sx and 8t respectively denote differences ajj - x^, and t^ - i^.

As a matter of fact the reaction progresses more and more slowly

as time goes on. Of course, if sixty grams of invert sugar were

produced at the end of one minute, and the velocity of the reaction

was quite uniform during the time of observation, it follows that

one gram of invert sugar would be produced every second. We
understand the mean or average Yelooity of a reaction in any

given interval of time, to be the amount of substance which would

be formed in unit time if the velocity remained uniform and con-

stant throughout the interval in question. But the velocity is not

uniform—it seldom is in natural changes. In consequence, the

average velocity, sixty grams per minute, does not represent the

rate of formation of invert sugar during any particular second, but

simply the fact observed, namely, the mean rate of formation of

invert sugar during the time of observation.

Again, if we measured the velocity of the reaction during one

second, and found that half a gram of invert sugar was formed in

that interval of time, we could only say that invert sugar was pro-

duced at the rate of half a gram per second during the time of ob-

servation. But in that case, the average velocity would more

accurately represent the actual velocity during the time of obser-

vation, because there is less time for the velocity of the reaction to

vary during one than during sixty seconds.

' By " amount of substance " we understand " number of gram-piolecules " per

litre of solution. "One gram -molecule" is the molecular weight of the substance

expressed in grams. JE.g. , 18 grms. of water is 1 gram-molecule ; 27 grms. is 1 '5

_gram-molecule3 ; 36 grms. is 2 gram-molecules, etc. We use the terms "amount,"

"quantity," "concentration," and "active mass" synonymously.
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By shortening the time of observation the average velocity

approaches more and more nearly to the actual velocity of the re-

action during the whole time of observation. In order to measure

the velocity of the reaction at any instant of time, it would be

necessary to measure the amount of substance formed during an

infinitely short instant of time. But any measurement we can

possibly make must occupy some time, and consequently the

velocity of the particle has time to alter while the measurement is

in progress. It is thus a physical impossibility to measure the

velocity at any instant ; but, in spite of this fact, it is frequently

necessary to reason about this ideal condition.

We therefore understand by Yeloclty at any instant, the mean

or average velocity during a very small interval of time, with the

proviso that we can get as near as we please to the actual velocity

at any instant by ta,king the time of observation sufficiently small.

Ah instantaneous velocity is represented by the symbol

I?
= F. . . . . . (3)

where dx is the symbol used by mathematicians to represent an

infinitely small amount of something (in the above illustration, invert

sugar), and dt a correspondingly short interval of time. Hence

it follows that neither of these symbols per se is of any practical

value, but their quotient stands for a perfectly definite conception,-

namely, the rate of chemical transformation measured divring an

interval of time so small that aM possibility of error due to vari-

ation of speed is tUnwmted. Hi^ji^c < 4

NuMBEicAii Illustration.—The rate of conversion of aoetoohloranilide

into jj-ohloracetanilide, just exactly four minutes after the reaction had started,

was found to be i'42 gram-naolecules per minute. The " time of observation "

was infinitely small. When the measurement occupied the whole four

minutes, the average velocity was found to be 8'87 gram-molecules per

ruinute ; when the measurement occupied two minutes, the average velocity

was 5'90 units per minute ; and finally, when the time of observation occupied

one minute, the reaction apparently progressed at the rate of 4-70 units per

minute. Obviously then we approximate more closely to the actual velocity,

4-42 gram-molecules per minute, the smaller the time of observation.

The idea of an instantaneous velocity, measured during an

interval of time so small that no perceptible error can affect the

result, is constantly recurring in physical problems, and we shall

soon see that the so-called " methods of differentiation " will
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actually enable us to find the velocity or rate of change under these

conditions. The quotient dxjdt is known as the differential co-

efficient of X with respect to t. The value of x obviously depends

upon what value is assigned to t, the time of observation ; for this

reason, x is called the dependent variable, t the independent
variable. The differential coefficient is the only true measure of

a velocity at any instant of time. Our "independent variable"

is sometimes called the principal variable ; our " dependent

variable " the subsidiary variable.

Just as the idea of the velocity of a chemical reaction represents

the amount of substance formed in a given time, so the velocity of

any motion can be expressed in terms of the differential coefficient

of a distance with respect to time, be the motion that of a train,

tramcar, bullet, sound-wave, water in a pipe, or of an electric

current.

The term " velocity " not only includes the rate of motion, but

also the direction of the motion. If we agree to represent the

velocity of a train travelling southwards to London, positive, a

train going northwards to Aberdeen would be travelling with a

negative velocity. Again, we may conventionally agree to consider

the rate of formation of invert sugar from cane sugar as a positive

velocity, the rate of decomposition of cane sugar into invert sugar

as a negative velocity.

It is not necessary, for our present purpose, to enter into re-

fined distinctions between rate, speed, and velocity. Velocity is

of course directed speed. I shall use the three terms synonym-

ously.

The concept velocity need not be associated with bodies.

Every one is familiar with such terms as " the velocity of light,"

"the velocity of sound," and "the velocity of an explosion-wave ".

The chemical student will soon adapt the idea to such phrases as,

"the velocity of chemical action," " the speed of catalysis," "the

rate of dissociation," "the velocity of diffusion," "the rate of

evaporation," etc. It requires no great mental effort to extend

the notion still further. If a quantity of heat is added to a sub-

stance at a uniform rate, the quantity of heat, Q, added per degree

rise of temperature, 6, corresponds exactly with the idea of a

distance traversed per second of time. Specific heat, therefore,

may be represented by the differential coefficient dQjdO. Simi-

larly, the increase in volume per degree rise of temperature is
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represented by the differential coefficient dvjdO ; the decrease in

volume per unit of pressure, p, is represented by the ratio - dv/dp,

where the negative sign signifies that the volume decreases with

increase of pressure. In these examples, it has been assumed that

unit mass or unit volume of substance is operated upon, and there-

fore the differential coefficients respectively represent specific heat,

coefficient of expansion, and coefficient of compressibihty.

From these and similar illustrations v^hioh will occur to the

reader, it will be evident that the conception called by mathe-

maticians " the differential coefficient " is not new. Every one

consciously or unconsciously uses it whenever a " rate," " speed,"

or a " velocity " is in question.

§ 3. Differentials.

It is sometimes convenient to regard dx and dt, or more generally

dx and dy, as very small quantities which determine the course of

any particular process under investigation. These small magni-

tudes are called differentials or infinitesimals. Some one has

defined differentials as small quantities " verging on nothing ".

Differentials may be treated like ordinary algebraic magnitudes.

The quantity of invert sugar formed in the time dt is represented

by the differential dx. Hence from (3), if dx/dt = V, we may
write in the language of differentials

dx = V. dt.

I suppose that the beginner has only buUt up a vague idea of

the magnitude of differentials or infinitesimals. They seem at

once to exist and not to exist. I will now try to make the concept

more clearly defined.

§ i. Orders of Magnitude.

If a small number n be divided into a million parts, each part,i

M X 10 ~
" is so very small that it may for all practical purposes be

neglected in comparison with n. If we agree to call n a magmtude
of the first order, the quantity w x 10 - ^ is a magnitude of the

second order. If one of these parts be again subdivided into a

1 Note 10^ = unity followed by four cyphers, or 10,000. 10 - " is a decimal point
followed by three cyphers and unity, or 10 - « = ^^i^ = 0-0001. This notation is in

general use.
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million parts, each part, re x 10 - ^^, is extremely small when
compared with n, and the quantity n x 10 ~ ^'^

is a magnitude of
the third order. We thus obtain a series of magnitudes of the-

first, second, and higher orders,

n, Vi ,

"
1.000000 1000000,000000' '

each one of which is negligibly small in comparison with those

which precede it, and very large relative to those which follow.

This idea is of great practical use in the reduction of intricate

expressions to a simpler form more easily manipulated. It is

usual to reject magnitudes of a higher order than those under

investigation when the resulting error is so small that it is out-

side the limits of the "errors of observation" peculiar to that

method of investigation.

Having selected our unit of smallness, we decide what part of

this is going to be regarded as a small quantity of the first order.

Small quantities of the second order then bear the same ratio to

magnitudes of the first order, as the latter bear to the unit of

measurement. In the "theory of the moon," for example, we
are told that ^ is reckoned small in comparison with unity

;
(Jj)^

is a small magnitude of the second order
; {^^Y of the third order,

etc. Calculations have been made up to the sixth or seventh

orders of smaU quantities.

In order to prevent any misconception it might be pointed out

that "great" and "small" in mathematics, like "hot" and
" cold " in physios, are purely relative terms. The astronomer

in calculating interstellar distances comprising millions of miles

takes no notice of a few thousand miles ; while the physicist dare

not neglect distances of the order of the ten thousandth of an inch

in his measurements of the wave length of light.

A term, therefore, is not to be rejected simply because it seems

small in an absolute sense, but only when it appears small in

comparison with a much larger magnitude, and when an exact

determination of this small quantity has no appreciable effect on

the magnitude of the larger. In making up a litre of normal

oxalic acid solution, the weighing of the 63 grams of acid required

need not be more accurate than to the tenth of a gram. In many

forms of analytical work, however, the thousandth of a gram is of

fundamental importance ; an error of a tenth of a gram would

stultify the result.
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§ 5. Zero and Infinity.

The words "infinitely small" were used in the second para-

graph. It is, of course, impossible to conceive of an infinitely small

or of an infinitely great magnitude, for if it were possible to retain

either of these quantities before the mind for a moment, it would

be just as easy to think of a smaller or a greater as the case might

be. In mathematical thought the word " infinity " (written : os)

signifies the properties possessed by a magnitude greater than any

finite magnitude that can be named. Eor instance, the greater

we make the radius of a circle,, the more approximately does the

circumference approach a straight line, until, when the radius is

made infinitely great, the circumference may, without committing

any sensible error, be taken tp ^represent a straight line. The con-

sequences of the above definition of infinity have led to some of

the most important results of higher mathematics. To sum-

marize, infinity represents neither the magnitude nor the value

of any particular quantity. The term "infinity" is simply an

abbreviation for the property of growing large without limit. E.g.,

"tan 90° = 00 " means that as an angle approaches 90°, its tan-

gent grows indefinitely large. Now for the opposite of greatness

—

smallness.

In mathematics two meanings are given to the word " zero ".

The ordinary meaning of the word implies the total absence of

magnitude
; we shall caU this absolute zero. Nothing remains

when the thing spoken of or thought about is taken away. If four

units be taken from four units absolutely nothing remains. There
is, however, another meaning to be attached to the word different

from the destruction of the thing itself. If a small number be

divided by a billion we get a small fraction. If this fraction be
raised to the billionth power we get a number still more nearly
equal to absolute zero. By continuing this process as long as we
please we continually approach, but never actually reach, the
absolute zero. In this relative sense, zero

—

relative zero—is

defined as " an infinitely small " or " a vanishingly small number,"
or "a number smaller than any assignable fraction of unity".
For example, we might consider a point as an infinitely small
circle or an infinitely short line. To put these ideas tersely, ab-
solute zero implies that the thing and all the properties are absent;
relative zero implies that however small the thing may he its
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property of growing small without limit is alone retained in the

mind.

Examples.—(1) After the reader has verified the following results he will

understand the special meaning to be attached to the zero and infinity of

mathematical reasoning, n denotes any finite number ; and " ? " an in-

determinate magnitude, that is, one whose exact value cannot be determined.

CD + as = CD ; 00-00 = ?; »ixO = 0; 0x0 = 0; »ixa3=oo;
6/0 =? ; n/0 = 00 ; 0/n = ; oo/O = oo ; 0/ oo = ; ra/ oo = ; oo/m = oo.

(2) Let y = 1/(1 - x) and put a; = 1, then y = co; it x < 1, y is positive ;

and when as > 1, y is negative.^ Thus a variable magnitude may change its

sign when it becomes infinite.

If the reader has access to the Transactions of the Cambridge.

Philosophical Society (11. 145, 1871), A. de Morgan's paper " On
Infinity," is worth reading in connection with this subject.

§ 6. Limiting Values.

I. The sum of an infinite number of terms may have a finite

value. Converting J into a decimal fraction we obtain

^ = O'lllll . . . continued to infinity,

. i =_A + liir + TsW + • • to infinity,

bh,3it is to say, the sum of an infinite number of terms is equal to ^
—a finite term ! If we were to attempt to perform this summa- •

tion we should find that as long as the number of terms is finite

we could never actually obtain the result ^. We should be ever

getting nearer but never get actually there.

If we omit aU terms after the first, the result is ^ less than ^

;

if we omit aU terms after the third, the result is g-^g too little

;

and if we omit all terms after the sixth, the result is 9,000.000

less than ^, that is to say, the sum of these terms continually

approaches but is never actually equal to ^ as long as the number

of terms is finite. ^ is then said to be the limiting value of the

sum of this series of terms.

Again, the perimeter of a polygon inscribed in a circle is less

than the sum of the arcs of the circle, i.e., less than the circum-

1 The Hgns of imequalUy are as follows: " ^ " denotes "is not equal to"
;

">," " is greater than "
; "I^," " is no,t greater than " ;

"<," " is less than "
;

and "«(;," " is not less than ". For " = " read " is equivalent to " or " is identical

with". The symbol :5— has been used in place of the phrase "is greater than or

equal to," and —<:, in place of "is equal to or less than".
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ferenoe of the circle. In Fig. 1, let the arcs AaB, BbC.he
bisected at a, b... Join Aa, aB, Bb, ...

Although the perimeter of the second poly-

gon is greater than the first, it is still less

than the circumference of the circle. In

a similar way, if the arcs of this second

polygon are bisected, we get a third poly-

gon whose perimeter approaches yet nearer

to the circumference of the circle. By

continuing this process, a polygon may be

obtained as nearly equal to the circum-

ference of a circle as we please. The circumference of the circle is

thus the limiting value of the perimeter of an inscribed polygon,

when the number of its sides is increased indefinitely. .)

In general, when a variable magnitvde x continually approaches^

nearer and nearer to a constant value n so that x com be made to

differ from n by a quantity less^ than any assignable magrdtude, n

is said to be the limiting value of x.

From page 8, it follows that dx/dt is the limiting value i of

Sx/St, when t is made less than any finite quantity, however small.

This is written, for brevity,

dx _ Sx

dt~^^"'OTt''

in words "dx/dt is the limiting value of Bx/St when t becomes.;

zero " or rather relative zero, i.e., small vrithout limit. This no-

tation is frequently employed.

The sign " = " when used in connection with differential co-

efficients does not mean "is equal to," but rather "can be made
as nearly equal to as we please". We could replace the usual

" = " by some other symbol, say " =^," if it were worth whUe.^

II. The value of a limiting ratio depends on the relation be-

tween the two variables. Strictly speaking, the limiting value of

• Although differential quotients are, in this work, written in the form " dx/dt,"

(Px/dt^ . .
. , the student in working through the examples and demonstrations, should

write -J-, -j^. . . . The former method is used to economize space.

^ The symbol " a; == " is sometimes used for the phrase " as a: approaches zero "-

x = ' kS'o ' °' "*" "^ *'™ ^^^^ instead of our "Ijti = o," meaning "the

limit of . . . as ic approaches zero".
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the ratio Sx/8t has the form §, and as such is indeterminate—in-

determinate, because § may have any numerical value we please.

It is not difficult to see this, for example, § = 0, because 0x0 = 0;

§ = 1, because 0xl = 0;§ = 2, because x 2 = ; § = 15,

because x 15 = ; § = 999,999, because x 999,999 = 0, etc.

Example.—There is a. " hoary-headed " puzzle which goes like this

:

Given x= a; .: x' = xa; .: x'' - a^ = xa - a!^; . . {x - a){x + a) = a{x - a)

;

.: X + a = a; . .2a = a; .•.2 = 1. Where is the fallacy? Ansr. The step

(x - a) (x + a) = a{x — a) means (as -(- a) x = a x 0, i.e., no times x + a =
no times a, and it does not necessarily follow that a; + a is therefore equal

to a.

For aU practical purposes the differential coefficient dxjdt is to be

regarded as a fraction or quotient. The quotient dxidt may also

be called a " rate-measurer," because it determines the velocity or

rate with which one quantity varies when an extremely small

variation is given to the other. The actual value of the ratio dxfdt

depends on the relation subsisting between x and t.

Consider the following three illustrations : If the point P move

on the circumference of the circle towards a

fixed point Q (Kg. 2), the arc x will diminish

at the same time as the chord y. By
bringing the point P sufficiently near to Q,

we obtain an arc and its chord each less

than any. given line, that is, the arc and

the chord continually approach a ratio of

equahty. Or, the limiting value of the ratio

ixjhy is unity.

• Lt ^^

-It is easy to show this numerically. Let us start with an angle

of 60° and compare the length, dx, of the arc with the length,

dy, of the corresponding chord.

Fig. 2.

_dx -

~'Sy
~

Angle at
Centre.
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A chord of 1° does not differ from the corresponding arc in the first

four decimal places ; if the angle is 1', the agreement extends

through the first seven decimal places ; and if the angle be 1", the

agreement extends through the first fifteen decimals. The arc and

its chord thus approach a ratio of equality.

If ABC (Fig. 3) be any right-angled triangle such that AB =BG;
by Pythagoras' theorem or Euclid, i., 47, and vi., 4,

AB: AG = x:y = 1:J2.
If a line DE, moving towards A, remain parallel to BC, this pro-

portion will remain constant even though each side of the triangle

ADE is made less than any assignable magnitude, however small.

That is

_ Sx _dx _ 1

Let ABG be a triangle inscribed in a circle (Fig. 4). Draw AD
perpendicular to BG. Then by Euclid, vi., 8

BG : AG = AG : DG = X : y.

If A approaches G until the chgrd AG becomes indefinitely

small, DG will also become indefinitely small. The above propor-

Fia. 8. Fig. 4.

tion, however, remains. "When the ratio BG : AG becomes in-

finitely great, the ratio of AG to DG will also become infinitely

great, or

Sx dx
Lt„
'"^ny-dy

It therefore follows at once that although two quantities may
become infinitely small their limiting ratio may have any finite or

infinite value whatever.

Example.—Point out the error in the following deduction :
" If AB (Fig. 3)

ie a perpendicular erected upon the straight line BC, and C is any point
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upon BC, then .40 is greater than AB, however near may be to B, and,

therefore, the same is true at the limit, when C coincides with B". Hint.

—

The proper way to put it is to say that AC becomes more and more nearly

equal to AB, as C approaches B, etc.

Two quantities are generally said to 'be equal when their

difference is zero. This does not hold when dealing with differ-

entials. The difference between two infinitely small quantities

may be zero and yet the quantities are not equal. Infinitesimals

can only be regarded as equal when their ratio is unity.

§ 7. The Differential Coefficient of a Differential Coefficient.

Velocity itself is generally changing. The velocity of a falling

stone gradually increases during its descent, whUe, it a stone is

projected upwards, its velocity gradually decreases during its ascent.

Instead of using the awkward term " the velocity of a velocity,"

the word acceleration is employed. If the velocity is increasing

at a uniform rate, the acceleration, F, or rate of change of velocity,

or rate of change of motion, is evidently

Increase of velocity tt, ' 2
"" ^l ^^ /i \

Acceleration = ^j^^ ;
M = -J—^ =

"gf,
(1)

where F^ and Fj respectively denote the velocities at the beginning,

^j, and end, t^, of the interval of time under consideration ; and SF
denotes the small change of velocity during the interval of time St.

In order to fix these ideas we shall consider a familiar ex-

periment, namely, that of a stone falling from a vertical height.

Observation shows that if the stone falls from a position of rest,

its velocity, at the end of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 seconds is

32, 64=, 96, 128, 160,

feet per second respectively. In other words, the velocity of the

descending stone is increasing from moment to moment. The

above reasoning still holds good. Let ds denote the distance tra-

versed during the infinitely short interval of time dt. The velocity

of descent, at any instant, is evidently

T.-y- <^)

Next consider ' the rate at which the velocity changes from one

moment to another. This change is obviously the limit of the

ratio 8V/&t, when St is zero. In other words

-j^^F. . . , . (3)
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Substituting for F, we obtain the second differential ooefficieat

. <i)

which is more conveniently written

This expression represents the rate at which the velocity is increas-

ing at any instant of time. In this particular example the acceler-

ation is due to the eartb's 'gravitational force, and g is usually

written instead of F.

The ratio dflxjdt^ is called the second differential coefficient

of X with respect to t. Just as the first differential coefficient of x

with respect to i signifies a velocity, so does the second differential

coefficient of x with respect to t denote an asoeleration.

The velocity of most chemical reactions gradually dimimshes as

time goes on. Thus, the rate of transformation of cane sugar into

invert sugar, after the elapse of 0, 30, 60, 90, and 130 minutes

was found to be represented by the numbers ^

15-4, 13-7, 12-4, 114, 9-7,

respectively.

If the velocity of a body increases, the velocity gained per:

second is called its acceleration ; while if its velocity decreases, its

acceleration is really a retardation. Mathematicians often prefix

a negative sign to show that the velocity is diminishing. Thus,

the rate at which the velocity of the chemical reaction changes is,

with the above notation,

^'-% .... (5)

In our two illustrations, the stone had an acceleration of 32

units (feet per second) per second ; the chemical reaction had an

acceleration of - 0-00073 units per second, or of - 0*04:4 units per

minute. See also page 155.

In a similar way it can be shown that the third differential

coefficient represents the rate of change of acceleration from moment
to moment; and so on for the higher differential coefficients

d^xjdf^, which are seldom, if ever, used in practical work. A few

words on notation.

Multiplied by 10'.
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§ 8. Notation.

It is perhaps needless to remark that the letters 8, A, (?, (^^, . .

.'

do not represent algebraic magnitudes. They cannot be dis-

Bociated from the appended x and t. These letters mean nothing

more than that x and t have been taken small enough to satisfy

the preceding definitions.

Some mathematicians reserve the symbols 8a;, 8t, Ax, Ai, .

for small finite quantities ; dx, dt ... have no meaning per se. As

a matter of fact the symbols dx, dt . . . are constantly used in place

of 8a3, 8i ox Ax, At. . . . In the ratio -j-, jt'ib the symbol of

an operation performed on x, as much as the symbols "-^" or

"/" denote the operation of division. In the present case the

8x
operation has been to find the limiting value of the ratio -^ when

8t is made smaller and smaller without limit ; but we constantly

find that dx/dt is used when Sxj8t is intended. For convenience,

D is sometimes used as a symbol for the operation in place of d/dx.

The notation we are using is due to Leibnitz ; ^ Newton, the dis-

coverer of this calculus, superscribed a smaU dot over the de-

pendent variable for the first differential coefficient, two dots for

the second, thus x,x...

dy . d
In special eases, besides -3— and y, we may have jt.(2/)> ^Uzj

dH / d\^
Xy, x-y, aS ... for the first differential coefficient ; -j-^, y, [j-j y,

X2, x" . . . for the second differential coefficient ; and so on for the

higher coefficients, or derivatives as they are sometimes called.

The operation of finding the value of the differential coefficients

of any expression is called differentiation. The differential

calculus is that branch of mathematics which deals with these

operations.

§ 9. Functions.

If the pressure to which a gas is subject be altered, it is known

that the volume of the gas changes in a proportional way. The

' For "
. . .

" read "etc." or "and so on ".

2 The history of the subject is somewhat sensational. See B. Williamson's article in

the Encydopcedia Britannica, Art, "Infinitesimal Calculus".

B*
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two magnitudes, pressure p and volume v, are interdependent.

Any variation of the one is followed by a corresponding variation

of the other. In mathematical language this idea is included in

the word "function "
; v is. said to be a function of f. The two

related magnitudes are called variables. Any magnitude which

remains invariable during a given operation is called a constant.

In expressing Boyle's law for perfect gases we write this idea

thus:
Dependent variable = / (independent variable),

or V = /(p),

meaning that " v is some function oip". There is, however, no

particular reason why p was chosen as the independent variable.

The choice of the dependent variable depends on the conditions of

the experiment alone. We could here have written

p = f{v)

just as correctly &s v = f{p). In actions involving time it is

customary, though not essential, to regard the latter as the in-

dependent variable, since time changes in a most uniform and

independent way. Time is the natural independent variable.

In the same way the area of a circle is a function of the radius,

so is the volume of a sphere ; the pressure of a gas is a function

of the density ; the volume of a gas is a function of the tempera-

ture ; the amount of substance formed in a chemical reaction is a

function of the time ; the velocity of an explosion wave is a func-

tion of the density of the medium ; the boiling point of a liquid is a

function of the atmospheric pressure ; the resistance of a wire to the

passage of an electric current is a function of the thickness of the

wire ; the solubility of a salt is a function of the temperature, etc.

The independent variable may be denoted by x, when writing

in general terms, and the dependent variable by y. The relation

between these variables is variously denoted by the symbols

:

y =/{<»); y = <^(a;)
; y = F{x)

; y = ip{x)
; y = /i(a;) . .

.

Any one of these expressions means nothing more than that " y is

some function ofx". If x-^, y^ ; x^, y^ ; x^, y^,... are corresponding

values of x and y', we may have

y = /(a;)
; z/i = /(^i) ; 2/2 = f{x^)

" Let y = f{x) " means " take any equation which will enable

you to calculate y when the value of x is known ".

The word "function" in mathematical language thus implies
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that for every value of x there is a determinate value of y. If Vf^

and ^Q are the corresponding values of the pressure and volume of

a gas in any given state, v and ji their respective values in some
other state, Boyle's law states that pv =

^q'^'o-
Hence,

^ V ' ' p
The value of ^ or of v can therefore be determined for any

assigned value of w or p as the case might be.

A similar rule applies for all physical changes in which two

magnitudes simultaneously change their values according to some

fixed law. It is quite immaterial, from our present point of view,

whether or not any mathematical expression for the function f{x)

is known. For instance, although the pressure of the aqueous

vapour in any vessel containing water and steam is a function of

the temperature, the actual form of the expression or function

showing this relation is not known ; but the laws connecting the

volume of a gas with its temperature and pressure are known

functions— Boyle's, and Charles' laws. The concept thus

remains even though it is impossible to assign any rule for cal-

culating the value of a function. In such oases the corresponding

value of each variable can only be determined by actual obser-

vation and measurement. In other words, f{x) is a convenient

symbol to denote any mathematioal expression containing x.

From pages 8 and 17, since

y = /(«).

the differential coefficient dy/dx is another function of x, say f{x),

Similarly the second derivative, d^y/dx\ is another function of x,

say /"(a;),

and so on for the higher differential functions.

The above investigation may be extended to functions of three

or more variables. Thus, the volume of a gas is a function of the

pressure and temperature ; the amount of light absorbed by a

solution is a function of the thickness and concentration of the

solution ; and the growth of a tree depends upon the fertility of the

soil, the rain, solar heat, etc. We have tacitly assumed, in our
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preceding illustration, that the temperature was constant. If the

pressure and temperature vary simultaneously, we write

'o=f{f,T).

I must now make sure that the reader has clear ideas upon the

subjects discussed in the two following articles ; we wiU then pass

directly to the " calculus " itseK.

§ 10. Proportionality and the Variation Constant.

When two quantities are so related that any variation (increase

or decrease) in the value of the one produces a proportional varia-

tion (increase or decrease) in the value of the other, the one

quantity is said to be directly proportional to the other, or to vary

as, or to vary directly as, the other. For example, the pressure of

a gas is proportional to its density ; the velocity of a chemical

reaction is proportional to the amount of substance taking part in

the reaction ; and the area of a circle is proportional to the square

of the radius.

On the other hand, when two quantities are so related that any

increase in the value of the one leads to a proportional decrease in

the value of the other, the one quantity is said to be inversely

proportional to, or to vary inversely as the other. Thus, the pres-

sure of a gas is inversely proportional to' its volume, or the volume

inversely proportional to the pressure ; and the number of vibra-

tions emitted per second by a sounding string varies inversely as

the length of the string.

The symbol " oc " denotes variation. For xazy, read " x varies

as y"; and for xx y-^, read "x varies inversely as y". The
variation notation i6 nothing but abbreviated proportion. Let

^n 2/i ; «2> 2/2 ; • • • be corresponding values of x and y. Then, if x

varies as y,

fl'i : 2/i = «2 : 2/2 = a's : 2/3 = • •

;

or, what is the same thing,

1 2 3

Since the ratio of any 1 value of x to the corresponding value of y

1 It is perhaps needless to remark that what is true of any vahie is true for all.

If any apple in a barrel is bad, all are bad.
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is always the same, it follows at once that xjy is a constant ; and

xy is a constant when x varies inversely as y, as p and v in

" Boyle's law ". In symbols, if

1 k
X a: y, X = hy ; smiit X cc -, X = -. . , (2)

This result is of the greatest importance. It is utilized in nearly

every formula representing a physical process, k is called the

constant of proportionality, or constant of variation.

We can generally assign a specific meaning to the constant of

proportion. For example, if we know that the mass, m, of a sub-

stance is proportional to its volume, v,

.•. m = kv.

If we take unit volume, v = 1, k = m, k will then represent the

density, i.e., the mass of unit volume, usually symbolized by p.

Again, the quantity of heat, Q, which is required to warm up

the temperature of a mass, m, of a substance 6° is proportional to

m y. 0. Hence,
Q = hme.

If we take m = l,*and ^ = 1°, k denotes the amount of heat re-

quired to raise up the temperature of unit mass of substance 1°.

This constant, therefore, is nothing but the specific heat of the sub-

stance, usually represented by C or by o- in this work. Finally,

the amount of heat, Q, transmitted by conduction across a plate is

directly proportional to the difference of temperature, 6, on both

sides of the plate, to the area, s, of the plate, and to the time, t
;

Q is also inversely proportional to the thickness, n, of the plate.

Consequently,

Q = k'^.^ n

By taking a plate of unit area, and unit thickness ; by keeping the

difference of temperature on both sides of the plate at 1°
; and by

considering only the amount of heat which would pass across the

plate in unit time, Q = k; k therefore denotes the amount of heat

transmitted in unit time across unit area of a plate, of unit thick-

ness when its opposite faces are kept at a temperature differing

by 1°. That is to say, k denotes the coefficient of thermal con-

ductivity.

The constants of variation or proportion thus furnish certain

specific coefficients or numbers whose numerical values usually

depend upon the nature of the substance, and the conditions under
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which the experiment is performed. The well-khown constants

:

specific gravity, electrical resistance, the gravitation constant, n,

and the gas constant, B, are constants of proportion.

Let a gas be in a state denoted hyp^, pj, and T^, and suppose

that the gas is transformed into another state denoted by P2, p^,

and T^. Let the change take place in two stages :

—

First, let the pressure change from p-^ to p2 while the tempera-

ture remains at T^. Let pj, in consequence, become x. Then,

according to Boyle's law,

Pl^P2 ._^^P32l, ... (3)

Pi «
'

Pi

Second, let the pressure remain constant at P2 while the tem-

perature changes from T^ to Tj. Let x, in consequence, become

Pj. Then, by Charles' law,

P2Ti^xT^ (4)

Substituting the above value of x in this equation, we get

-%• = -% = constant, say, B. .-. ^ = BT.
Pl-l-l Pi-'-i P.

We therefore infer that if x, y, z, are variable magnitudes suoh

that xxy, when z is constant, and xa: z, when y is constant, then,

X oc yz, when y and z vary together ; and conversely, it can also

be shown that if x varies as y, when z is constant, and x varies in-

versely as z, when y is constant, then, xcc y/z when y and z both

vary.

Examples (1) If the volume of a gas varies inversely as the pressure

and directly as the temperature, show that

^=-^; and that ^u = 223'. . . (5)

(2) If the quantity of heat required to warm a substance Varies directly

as the mass, m, and also as the range of temperature, 9, show that Q = <rmS.

(3) If the velocity, V, of a chemical reaction is proportional to the amount

of each reacting substance present at the time t, show that

V = kGiG^G^

.

. . On,

where Cj, C^, O3, . . . , Cn, respectively denote the amount of each of the n

reacting substances at the time t, k is constant.

§ 11. The Laws of Indices and Logarithms.

We all know that

4x4= 16, is the second power of 4, written 4^;

4x4x4= 64, is the third poiver of 4, written 4^

;

4x4x4x4 = 256, is the fourth power of 4, written 4*

;
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and in general, the nth power of any number a, is defined as the

continued product

a X a X a X ... n times = a", . . (1)

where n is called the exponent, or index of the number.
By actual multiplication, therefore, it follows at once that

102 X 10^ = 10 X 10 X 10 X 10 X 10 = 102 + 3 = 105 = 100,000
;

or, in general symbols,

a" X a" = a'" + "; or, a' x a' x a' x. . . . = «»+<'+»+•••
, (2)

a result known as the index law.

All numbers may be represented as different powers of one

fundamental number. E.g.,

1 = 10»; 2 = 10-3oi; 3 = 10-*"; 4 = lO-soS; 5 = 10-699. __

The power, index or exponent is called a logarithm, the funda^

mental number is called the base of the system of logarithms,

Thus if

a" = b,

n is the logarithm of the number 6 to the base a, and is written

n = logj).

For convenience in numerical calculations tables are generally used

in which all numbers are represented as different powers of 10.

The logarithm of any number taken from the table thus indicates

what power of 10 the selected number represents. Thus if

103 = 1000; and 101 -""ss" = 11;

then 3 = logiolOOO ; and 1-0413927 = logjoll.

We need not use 10. Logarithms could be calculated to any

other number employed as base. If we replace 10 by some other

number, say, 2-71828, which we represent by e, then

1=6"; 2 = e<'-«s'3; 3 = ei-099. 4 = gi-sse. 5 = gi-609; __

Logarithms to the base e = 2-71828 are called natural, hyper-

bolic, or Napierian logarithms. Logarithms to the base 10 are

called Briggsian, or common logarithms.

Again,

3x6 = (lO"-*"!) X (10»-6990) = 101-1761 = 15_

because, from a table of common logarithms,

logi„3 = 0-4771; log^oS = 0-6990; log^olS = 1-1761.

Thus we have performed arithmetical multiplication by the simple

addition of two logarithms. Generalizing, to multiply two or more
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numbers, add the logarithms of the numbers and find the number

whose logarithm is the sum of the logarithms just obtained.

Example.—Evaluate 4 x 80,

logio 4 = 0'6021

logjjSO = 1-9031

Sum = 2-5052 = logio320.

This method of oaloulation holds good whatever numbers we employ in place

of 3 and 5 or 4 and 80. Hence the use of logarithms for facilitating numerical

calculations. We shaU shortly show how the operations of division, involu-

tion, and evolution are as easily performed as the above multiplication.

From what has just been said it follows that

_ = 103 - 2 = IQI = 10 ; or generally, — = O"-". . (3)

Hence the rule : To divide two numbers, subtract the logarithm

of the divisor (denominator of a fraction) from the logarithm of the

dividend (numerator of a fraction) and find the number correspond-

ing to the resulting logarithm.

Examples.—(1) Evaluate 60 -f 8.

logi„60 = 1-7782

logio 3 = 0-4771

Difference = 1-3011 = logi„20.

(2) Show that 2-2 = J; 10-2 = ^^; 3^ x 8-'=l.

(3) Show that a' x a'~* = a; p -i- px = p^ ~ i ; a" -i- a = a - ^^ — '^K

The general symbols a, b, . . . m, n, . . . x, y, . . . in any

general expression may be compared with the blank spaces in a

bank cheque waiting to have particular values assigned to date,

amount {£ s. d.), and sponsor, before the cheque can fulfil the

specific purpose for which it was designed. So must the symbols,

a, 6, ... of a general equation be replaced by special numerical

values before the equation can be applied to any specific process

or operation.

It is very easy to miss the meaning of the so-called " properties

of indices," unless the general symbols of the text-books are

thoroughly tested by translation into numerical examples. The
majority of students require a good bit of practice before a general

expression appeals to them with full force. Here, as elsewhere,

it is not merely necessary for the student to think that he " under-

stands the principle of the thing," he must actually work out

examples for himself. "In scientiis ediscendis prosunt exempla
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magis quS.m pracepta " ^ is as true to-day as it was in Newton's

time. For example, how many realise why mathematicians write

e" = 1, until some such illustration as the following has been

worked out?
22 X 2<f = 22 + = 22 = 4 = 22 X 1.

The same result, therefore, is obtained whether we multiply 2^ by
2" or by 1, i.e.,

22 X 2» = 22 X 1 = 22 = 4.

Hence it is inferred that 2

2" = 1, and generally that a" = 1. . . (4)

1 Example,—From the Table on page 628, show that

log«3 = 1-0986 ; log,2 = 0-6932 ; log.l = 0. . . (5)

And, since

e X e X e X .. .n times = e»; ...; exex« = e'; e x e = e^; e = e';

.-. log^" = n; ... log^e* = 3 ; log^e^ ^ 2 ; log<^i = 1 = logee. . (6)

I am purposely using the simplest of illustrations, leaving the

reader to set himself more complicated numbers. No pretence is

made to rigorous demonstration. We assume that what is true in

one case, is true in another. It is only by so collecting our facts

one by one that we are able to buUd up a general idea. The be-

ginner should always satisfy himself of the truth of any abstract

principle or general formula by applying it to particular and simple

cases.

To find the relation between the logarithms of a number to dif-

ferent bases. Let w be a number such that a" = w ; or, « = log„w

;

and yS' = n, or, b = log^n. Hence a" = ;S'. " Taking logs " to the

base a, we obtain

a = b logaft,

since log^a is unity. Substitute for a and b, and we get

log„TO = log^n . r&g„/3. ... (7)

In words, the logarithm of a number to the base y8 may be obtained

from the logarithm of that number to the base a by multiplying it

by l/loga)8. For example, suppose a = 10 and jS = e,

'Which may be rendered: "In learning we profit more by example than by

precept "-

2 Some mathematicians define a'^a.alxaxaxa...n times ; a^ = lxaxaxa;
ii^ = lxaxa; a^ = lxa; and a" as 1 x a no times, that is unity itself. It so, then

I suppose that 0" must mean 1 x no times, i.e.,1; and I/O" must mesj) i/(] x un

times), i.e., unity.
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where the subscript in Iog„w is omitted. It is a common practice

to omit the subscript of the " log " when there is no danger of

ambiguity. Hence, since logio2-71828 = 0-4343, and log.lO = 2-3026,

where 2-71828 is the nominal value of e (page 25) :

—

To pass from natural to common logarithms

Common log = natural log x 0-4343 "1
/qv

logiofl = log> X 0-4343 /
^'

To pass from common to natural logarithms

Natural log = common log x 2-3026"! ,j^s

\og,a = logioffl X 2-3026
J

'

^ '

The number 0-4343 is called the modulus of the Briggsian or

common system of logarithms. When required it is written M
or in. It is sufficient to remember that the natural logarithm of a

number is 2-3026 times greater than the common logarithm.

By actual multiplication show that

(100)3 = (10^)3 = 102 X 3 = 10«,

and hence, to raise a number to any power, multiply the loga-

rithm of the number by the index of the power and?^nd the number

corresponding to the resulting logarithm.

{arf = a""" (11)

Example.—Evaluate 5^.

52 = (5)2 = (loo-sssoj^ =.10i-39»» = 25,

since reference to a table of common logarithms shows that

logio5 = 0-6990 ; \og^fi5 = 1-3980.

From the index law, above

10* X 10* = 10* + * = 101 = 10.

That is to say, 10* multiplied by itself gives 10. But this is the

definition of the square root of 10.

•
••

( JjQf = ViO X VIO = 10* X 10* = 10.

A fractional index, therefore, represents a root of the particular

number affected with that exponent. Similarly,

^8 = 8*, because ?/8 X ^8 X ^8 = 8* X 8^ X 8^ = 8.

Generalizing this idea, the wth root of any number a, is

1

"Ja,= a" (12)

To extract the root of any number, divide the logarithm of
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the number by the index of the required root and find the number
corresponding to the resulting logarithm.

Examples.— (1) Evaluate ^8 and V93.

^8 = (8)* = (lO"™')* = 10»-3»i« = 2 ; n/93 = (93)f = (IQi-sBss)! = 10»-28i2 = 1-91,

Bince, from a table of common logarithms,

logio2 = 0-3010; logioS = 0-9031 ; logi„l-91 = 0-2812 ; logi„93 = 1-9685.

(2) Perhaps this will amuse the reader some idle moment. Given the
obvious facts log J = log J, and 3>2 ; combining the two statements we get

3 log J> 2 log J; .-. log{J)3>log(J)2; .-. (J)'>(J)2; .-. J>J; .-. 1 is greater

than 2. Where is the fallacy 1

The results of logarithmic calculations are seldom absolutely

correct because we employ approximate values of the logarithms

of the particular numbers concerned. Instead of using logarithms

to four decimal places we could, if stupid enough, use logarithms

accurate to sixty-four decimal places. But the discussion of this

question is reserved for another chapter. If the student has any
difiiculty with logarithms, after this, he had better buy F. G.

Taylor's An Introduction to the Practical Use of Logarithms,

London, 1901.

§ 12, Differentiation, and its Uses.

The differential calculus is not directly concerned with the

establishment of any relation between the quantities themselves,

but rather with the momentary state of the phenomenon. This

momentary state is symbolised by the differential coefficient, which

thus conveys to the mind a perfectly clear and definite conception

altogether apart from any numerical or practical application. I

suppose the proper place to recapitulate the uses of the differential

calculus would be somewhere near the end of this book, for only

there can the reader hope to have his faith displaced by the certainty

of demonstrated facts. Nevertheless, I shall here illustrate the

subject by stating three problems which the differential calculus

helps us to solve.

In order to describe the whole history of any phenomenon it is

necessary to find the law which describes the relation between the

various agents taking part in the change as well as the law describ-

ing the momentary states of the phenomenon. There is a close

connection between the two. The' one is conditioned by the other.

Starting with the complete law it is possible to calculate the

momentary states and conversely.
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I. The calculation of the momentary states from the complete

law. Before the instantaneous rate of change, dy/dx, can be deter-

mined it is necessary to know the law, or form of the function

connecting the varying quantities one with another. For instance,

Gahleo found by actual measurement that a stone falling vertically

downwards from a position of rest travels a distance of s = Igfi

feet in t seconds. Differentiation of this, as we shall see very

shortly, furnishes the actual velocity of the stone at any instant

of time, V = gt. In the same manner, Newton's law of inverse

squares follows from Kepler's third law ; and Ampere's law, from

the observed effect of one part of an electric circuit upon another.

II. The calculation of the complete laio from the momentary

states. It is sometimes possible to get an idea of the relations

between the forces at work in any given phenomenon from the

actual measurements themselves, but more frequently, a less direct

path must be followed. The investigator makes the most plausible

guess about the momentary state of the phenomenon at his com-

mand, and dresses it up in mathematical symbols. Subsequent

progress is purely an affair of mathematical computation based

upon the differential calculus. Successful guessing depends upon

the astuteness of the investigator. This mode of attack is finally

justified by a comparison of the experimental data with the hypo-

thesis dressed up in mathematical symbols, and thus

The golden guess

Is morning star to the full round of truth.

Presnel's law of double refraction, Wilhelmy's law of mass action,

and Newton's law of heat radiation may have been established in this

way. The subtility and beauty of this branch of the calculus will not

appear until the methods of integration have been discussed.

III. The eduction of a generalization from particular cases.

A natural law, deduced directly from observation or measurement,

can only be applied to particular cases because it is necessarily

affected by the accidental circumstances associated with the con-

ditions under which the measurements were made. Differentiation

will eliminate the accidental features so that the essential circum-

stances, common to all the members of a certain class of phenomena,
alone remain. Let us take one of the simplest of illustrations, a

train travelling with the constant- velocity of thirty miles an hour.

Hence, V = 30. From what -we have already said, it will be clear
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that the rate of change' of velocity, at any moment, is zero. Other-
wise expressed, (iF/ii = 0. The former equation, V= 30, is only
true of the motion of one particular object, whereas dV/dt = 0, is

true of the motion of all bodies travelling with a constant velocity.
In this sense one reliable observation-

might give rise to a general law.

The mechanical operations of finding

the differential coefficient of one vari-

able with respect to another in any
expression are no more difficult than

ordinary algebraic processes. Before de -

scribing the practical methods of differ-

entiation it will be instructive to study

a geometrical illustration of the process.

Let X (Fig. 5) be the side of a square, and let there be an incre-

ment ^ in the area of the square due to an increase of h in the
variable x.

The original area of the square = x".

The new area = (a + h)'' = x^ + 2xh + h\
The inoreiiient in the area = (a; + }if - a;^ = 2xh + W, . (3)

This equation is true, whatever value be given to h. The
smaller the increment h the less does the value of h? become.
If this increment h ultimately become indefinitely small, then h"^,

being of a very small order of magnitude, may be neglected. For
example, if when x = 1,

h = l, increment in area = 2 + 1

;

Pig. 5.

" — 1 Att i
= 0-002 + -, etc.

If, therefore, dy denotes the infinitely small increment in the

area, y, of the square corresponding to an infinitely small incre-

ment dx in two adjoining sides, x, then, in the language of

differentials,

Increment y = 2xh, becomes, dy = 2x . dx. . (4)

The same result can be deduced by means of limiting ratios.

For instance, consider the ratio of any increment in the area, y,

to any increment in the length of a side of the square, x.

1 When any quantity is increased, the qiiantity by which it is increased is called

its inerement, abbreviated "inor." ; a decrement is a negatiyo increment.
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Increment y _ Incr. y _ By _ 2xh + h" _
h ~

Iner. X Sx h '

and •when the value of h is zero

| = u...| = .«. ... (a,

TcTmeasure the rate of change of any two variables, we fix upon

one variable as the standard of reference. When x is the standard

of reference for the rate of change of the variable y, we call dy/dx

the x-rate of y. In practical work, the rate of change of time, t,

is the most common standard of reference. If desired we can

interpret (4) or (5) to mean

dt - ^^
dt'

In words, the rate at which y changes is 2a; times the rate at which

X changes.

Examples.— (1) Show, by similar reasoning to the above, that if the three

Sy
adjoining sides, a;, of a cube receive an increment h, then Lt» = o sj = 3a;',

(2) Prove that if the radius, r, of a circle be increased by an amount h,

the increment in the area of the circle will be {2rh + K')^. Show that tin

limiting ratio, dyjdx, in this case is Zirr. Given, area of circle = irr^.

The former method of differentiation is known as " Leibnitz's

method of differentials," the latter, "Newton's method of limits".

It cannot be denied that while Newton's method is rigorous,

exact, and satisfying, Leibnitz's at once raises the question

:

§ 13. Is Differentiation a Method of Approximation only ?

The method of differentiation might at first sight be regarded

as a method of approximation, for these small quantities appear

to be rejected only because this may be done without committing

any sensible error. For this reason, in its early days, the calculus

was subject to much opposition on metaphysical grounds. Bishop

Berkeley 1 called these limiting ratios "the ghosts of departed

quantities ". A little consideration, however, wUl show that these

small quantities must be rejected in order that no error may be

committed in the calculation. The process of elimination is

essential to she operation.

' G. Berkeley, Collected Worlcs, Oxford, 3, 44, 1901.
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There has been a good bit of tinkering, lately, at the founda-

tions of the calculus as well as other branches of mathematics, but

we cannot get much deeper than this : assuming that the quantities

under investigation are continuous, and noting that the smaller the

differentials the closer the approximation to absolute accuracy, our

reason is satisfied to reject the differentials, when they become so

small as to be no longer perceptible to our senses. The psycho-

logical process that gives rise to this train of thought leads to the.

inevitable conclusion that this mode of representing the process is

the true one. Moreover, if this be any argument, the validity of

the reasoning is justified by its results.

The following remarks on this question are freely translated

from Carnot's Befiexions sur la Mitaphysique du Galcul In-

finitisimal.'^ " The essential merit, the sublimity, one may say, of

the infinitesimal method lies in the fact that it is as easily performed

as a simple method of approximation, and as accurate as the results

of an ordinary calculation. This immense advantage would be

lost, or at any rate greatly diminished, if, under the pretence of

obtaining a greater degree of accuracy throughout the whole pro-

cess, we were to substitute for the simple method given by Leibnitz

one less convenient and less in accord with the probable course of

the natural event. If this method is accurate in its results, as no

one doubts at this day ; if we always have recourse to it in difficult

questions, what need is there to supplant it by comphcated and

indirect means ? Why content ourselves with founding it on in-

ductions and analogies with the results furnished by other means

when it can be demonstrated directly and generally, more easily,

perhaps, than any of these very methods ? The objections which

have been raised against it are based on the false supposition that

the errors made by neglecting infinitesimally small quantities

during the actual calculation are still to be found in the result of

the calculation, however small they may be. Now this is not the

case. The error is of necessity removed from the result by elimi-

nation. It is indeed a strange thing that every one did not from

the very. first realise the true character of infinitesimal quantities,

and see that a conclusive answer to all objections lies in this indis-

pensable process of elimination."

The beginner will have noticed that, unlike algebra and arith-

1 Paris, 21.5, 1813.
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metic, higher mathematics postulates that number is capable of

gradual growth. The differential calculus is concerned with the

rate at which quantities increase or diminish. There are three

modes of viewing this growth :

—

/. Leibnitz's " method of infinitesimals or differentials ". Accord-

ing to this, a quantity is supposed to pass from one degree of mag-

nitude to another by the continual addition of infinitely small parts,

called infinitesimals or differentials. Infinitesimals may have

different orders of magnitude. Thus, the product dx.dy is an m-

finitesimal of the second order, infinitely small in comparison with

the product y.dx, or x.dy.

In a preceding section it was shown that when each of two

sides of a square receives a small increment h, the corresponding

increment in the area is 2xh + hK When h is made indefinitely

small and equal to say dx, then (dx)^ is vanishingly small in com-

parison with x.dx. Hence,

dy = 2x. dx.

In calculations involving quantities which are ultimately made
to approach the limit zero, the higher orders of infinitesimals may

be rejected at any stage of the process. Only the lowest orders of

infinitesimals are, as a rule, retained.

II. Newton's "method of rates orfluxions ". Here, the velocity

or rate with which the quantity is generated is employed. The

measure of this velocity is called a fluxion. A fluxion, written x, y,

. . . , is equivalent to our dx/dt, dy/dt, . .

.

These two methods are modifications of one idea. It is all a

question of notation or definition. While Leibnitz referred the

rate of change of a dependent variable y, to an independent variable

X, Newton referred each variable to " uniformly flowing '' time.

Leibnitz assumed that when x receives an increment dx, y is in-

creased by an amount dy. Newton conceived these changes to

occupy a certain time dt, so that y increases with a velocity §, as x

increases with a velocity x. This relation may be written sym-

bolically,

dy

dx = idi, dy = ydt ;
.-. 1= ^ = ^.
X dx dx

Tt

The method of fluxions is not in general use, perhaps becauaa
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of its more abstruse character. It is occasionally employed in

mechanics.

III. Newton's " method of limits ". This has been set forth in

§ 2. The ultimate limiting ratio is considered as' a fixed quantity

to which the ratio of the two variables can be made to approximate

as closely as we please. "The limiting ratio," says Carnot, "is

neither more nor less difficult to define than an infinitely small

quantity To proceed rigorously by the method of limits it is

necessary to lay down the definition of a limiting ratio. But this

is the definition, or rather, this ought to be the definition, of an

infinitely small quantity." " The difference between the method
of infinitesimals and that of Umits (when exclusively adopted) is,

that in the latter it is usual to retain evanescent quantities of higher

orders until the end of the calculation and then neglect them. On
the other hand, such quantities are neglected from the commence-
ment in the infinitesimal method from the conviction that they

cannot affect the final result, as they must disappear when we
proceed to the limit " {Encyc. Brit.). It follows, therefore, that the

psychological process of reducing quantities down to their Umiting

ratios is equivalent to the rejection of terms involving the higher

orders of infinitesimals. These operations have been indicated sids

by side on pages 31 and 32.

The methods of limits and of infinitesimals are employed in-

discriminately in this work, according as the one or the other

appeared the more instructive or convenient. As a rule, it is easier

to represent a process mathematically by the method of infinit-

esimals. The determination of the limiting ratio frequently

involves more complicated operations than is required by Leibnitz's

method.

§ 14. The Differentiation of Algebraic Functions.

We may now take up the routine processes of differentiation.

It is convenient to study the different types of functions—alge-

braic, logarithmic, exponential, and trigonometrical—separately.

An algebraic function of x is an expression containing terms

which involve only the operations of addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, division, evolution (root extraction), and involution. For

instance, x^y + ^x + yi-ax=l is an algebraic function. Func-

tions that cannot be so expressed are termed transcendental
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functions. Thus, sin x = y, log x = y, e' = y are transcendental

functions.

On pages 31 and 32 a method was described for finding the

differential coefficient ot y = x^, by the following series of opera-

tions :—(1) Give an arbitrary increment ^i to a; in the original

function
; (2) Subtract the original function x^ from the new value

of {x + hf found in (1) ; (3) Divide the result of (2) by h the in-

crement of X ; and (4) Find the limiting value of this ratio when

h = 0.

This procedure must be carefully noted ; it lies at the basis of

all processes of differentiation. In this way it can be shown that

if 2/ = ^'-il
= 2a;; U y = x\^= Sa;^ ; ily = x\^= ix\ etc.

By actual multiplication we find that

{x + hf = {x + h){x + h) = x'^ + 2hx + W

;

{x + Kf = (a; + h)\x + h) = x^ + 3hx^ + 3h^x + h^
;

Continuing this process as far as we please, we shall find that

(x + fe)" =^ a;" -I- ^ a;" - ife -f-

'^^^ ~^^x" - %^ + ... + jXh"-^ + h\ (1)

This result, known as the binomial theorem, enables us to raise any

expression of the type x + h to any power of n (where n is positive .

integer, i.e., a positive whole number, not a fraction) without going

through the actual process of successive multiplication. A simUar

rule holds for {x - h)'\ Now try if this is so by substituting w = 1,

2, 3, 4, and 5 successively in (1), and comparing with the results

obtained by actual multiplication.

It is convenient to notice that the several sets of binomial co-

efficients obey the law indicated in the following scheme, as n

increases from 0, 1, 2, 3

{a -H 6)0 = 1
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Let each side of this expression receive a small increment so that

y becomes y + h' -when x becomes x + h ;

.-. (y + h') - y = inor. y = (x + h)" - x".

From the binomial theorem, (1) above,

Inor. 2/ = «»"- l/l + ^n{n - 1)33" -2/7,2 + . , ,

Divide by increment x, namely h.

Inor. y Inor. y „ , , , ,, „ ,—5—^ = 2 = nx"

-

1 + in(n - l^x" -^h + ...
h Incr. X

Hence vyhen h is made zero

r , Inor. y ^ . ., (x + h)" - x" „ _ ,

Inor. a; h

That is to say

dy dlx") „ , ,„.
-^ = -T-^ = wa;"

-
1. . . . (2)

ax ax

Hence the rule :—The differential coefficient of any power of x

is obtained by diminishing the index by unity and multiplying the

power of X so obtained by the original exponent (or index).

Examples.— (1) If y = afi ; show that dyjdx = &x^. This means that y
changes &x^ times as fast as x. If a; = 1, y increases 6 times as fast as a; ; if

x= -2, y decreases - 6 x 32= - 192 times as fast as x.

(2) 11 y = x2« ; show that dyjdx = 20a;".

(3) Ity — x^ ; show that dyjdx = 5»*.

(4) It y = a^ ; show that dyjdx = 300, when x = 10.

Later on we deduce the binomial theorem by differentiation.

The student may think we have worked in a vicious circle. This

need not be. The differential coefficient of a;" may be established

without assuming the binomial theorem. For instance, let

2/ = «",

and suppose that when x becomes x^ = x + h, y becomes y-^ ; then

we have

yjj-y ^x^-^ = rcj"-! + xx^--^ + ... + x"-\

by division. But Ltj^jajj = x ;

.-.
-J^ = x"-^ + a;"-i + . . . to w terms = nx"-'^.
ax

II. The differential coefficient of the sum or difference of any

mimber of functions. Let u, v, w . . . be functions oi x
; y their
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sum. Let m^ Wj, lo-^, . .
. , Vx, be the respective values of these

functions when x is changed to « + fc, then

2/=M + v + M' + . ••;2/i=«i + ''l + «'! + •••

• yi
- y = {ih.

- u) + {vi- V) + {w^ - w) + . . .

,

by subtraction ; dividing by h,

Inor. « Inor. U Incr. i) Incr. w
—T^ = —iT- + -I— + —T— + ••'
A /i w rt

-. ^ Incr. V «^V <^M dv dw
,

.„,

or, Lts_o 2 = ^=-5- + -5-+j- + ..- . (3)
'

Inor. a; tZa; dZa; da; diT

If some of the symbols have a minus, instead lof a plus, sign a

corresponding result is obtained. For instance, if

y = u~v-w— ...,

., dy _du _&D ^dw
dx dx dx dx ^ '

Hence the rule;—The differential coefficient of the sum or

difference of any number of functions is equal to the sum or differ-

ence of the differential coefficients of the several functions.

III. The differential coefficient of the product of a variable and

a constant quantity. Let

y = ax"

;

Incr. y = a{x + h)" - ax" = anx" -^h+ „<
— "^ ~^h^ + ...

Therefore

l^\^o—fj^--^-anx ...(&)
Hence the rule :—The differential coefficient of the product of

a variable quantity and a copstant is equal to the constant multi-

plied by the differential coefficient of the variable.

IV. The differential coefficient of any constant term is zero.

Since a constant term is essentially a quantity that does not vary,

if 2/ be a constant, say, equal to a ; then dajdt must be absolute

zero. Let

y = {x" -^ a);

then, following.the old track,

Incr. y =^ [x + h)" + a - {x" + a)

;

.-. Inor. y = '±ai---^h + ^(^„, ^^ a:"-^ +
X A\

. -p , Inor. y _ dy

Incr. X dx
~

where the constant term has disappeared,

Lt,=„;j^ = ^ = ««="-
1, . . (6)

Incr. X dx ^ '
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For the sake of brevity we have written l! = l;2!=lx2;
3! = lx2x3;«! = lx2x3x... x(«-2) x (n-l) x n. Strictly
speaking, 0! has no meaning

; mathematicians, however, find it con-
venient to make 0! = 1. This notation is due to Kramp. " n\

"

is read "factorial n ".

V. The differential coefficient of a polynomial i raised to any
porver. Let

y = {ax + x^)".

If we regard the expression in brackets as one variable raised to
the power of n, we get

dy = n{ax + x^)"
-

1 d{ax + x^).

Differentiating the last term, we get

^^ = n(ax + x^)"-\a + 2x). . . (7)

Hence the rule:— The differential coefficient of a polynomial
raised to any power is obtained by diminishing the exponent of the
power by unity and multiplying the expression so obtained by the
differential coefficient of the polynomial and the original exponent.

Examples.—(1) If ^ = a; - Zx\ show that dyjdx = 1 - ix.

(2) If 2/ = (1 _ a;2)3, sliow that dyldx = - 6!c(l - a;2)2. This means that

y changes at the rate of - 6!i;(l-a;2)2 for unit change of a;; in other words,
y changes - 6a;(l - x^)^ times as fast as x.

(3) If the distance, s, traversed by a falling body at the time t, is given by
the expression s = igt\ show that the body will be fallmg with a velocity
dsjdt — gt, at the time t.

(4) Young's formula for the relation between the vapour pressure ^ and
the temperature fl of isopentane at constant volume is, p = be - a, where a
and b are empirical constants. Hence show that the ratio of the change of
pressure with temperature is constant and equal to 6.

(5) Mendel^efi's formula for the superficial tension s of a perfect liquid at

any temperature 6 is, s = a - be, where a and b are constants. Hence show
that rate of change ot s with B is constant. Ansr. - 6.

(6) One of Oalleudar's formulas for the variation of the electrical resistance

iJ of a platinum wire with temperature 9 is, iJ = iJ|,(l + ad + jSS^), where a and
$ and Rg are constants. Find the increase in the resistance of the wire for a

small rise of temperature. Ansr. dB = iJ„(a + 2$e)de.

(7) The volume of a gram of water is nearly 1 + a (e - i)'' cos. where 6

denotes the temperature, and a is a constant very nearly equal to 8'38 x 10 -|^.

Show that the coefficient of cubical expansion of water at any temperature 6 is

equal to 2a{0 — 4). Hence show that the coefficients of cubical expansion of

water at 0" and 10° are respectively - 67-04 x 10 - «, and + 100-56 x 10 - 6.

' A polynomial is an expression oonfaining two or more terms connected by plus or

minus signs. Thus, a + bx; ax + by + z, etc. A binomial contains two such terms.
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(8) A piston slides freely in a circular cylinder (diameter 6 in.). At what

rate is the piston moving when steam is admitted into the cylinder at the

rate of 11 cubic feet per second ? Given, volume of a cylinder = irr^^- H™*-

Let V denote the volume, x the height of the piston at any moment. Hence,

V = w(iyx ;
.-. dv = vdYdx. But we require the value of dx/dt. Divide the

last expression through with dt, let v = -V.

(9) If the quantity of heat, Q, necessary to raise the temperature of a

gram of solid from 0° to 6" is represented by g = afl + bef- + cB^ (where a, b, c,

are constants), what is the speoifio heat of the substance at 6°. Hint. Com-

pare the meaning of dQ/de with your definition of speoifio heat. Ansr.

a + 2be + 3cfl2.

(10) If the diameter of a spherical soap bubble increases uniformly at the

rate of 0-1 centimetre per second, show that the capacity is increasing at the

rate of 0-2ir centimetre per second when the diameter becomes 2 centimetres.

Given, volume of a sphere, v — \Triy,

.-. dv = JirD^cZD, .-. dvjdt = J x tt x 2^ x 0-1 = 0-2ir.

(11) The water reservoir of a town has the form of an inverted conical

frustum with sides inclined at an angle of 45° and the radius of the smaller

base 100 ft. If when the water is 20 ft. deep the depth of the water is de-

creasing at the rate of 5 ft. a day, show that the town is being supplied with

water at the rate of 72,000 Trouble ft. per

diem. Given, frustum, y, of cone = Jtt x

height X (a^ + ab + 6=), where a, and 6 are

the radii of the circular ends. Hint. Let a

(Fig. 6) denote the radius of the smaller end,

X the depth of the water. First show that

a + a; is the radius of the reservoir at the

surface of the water. Hence, y — \K\[a -|- xf -(- fli(a + k) + d?)x ; .-. dy =
Tr(a' + 2aa; + x^)dx, etc.

(12) If a, b, c are constants, show that dy/dx = 6, when x =0, given that

y = a+bx + cx^. Hint. Substitute a; = after the differentiation.

(13) The area of a circular plate of metal is expanding by heat. When
the radius passes throiigh the value 2 cm. it is increasing at the rate of 0-01

cm. per second. How fast is the area changing ? Ansr. O'OItt sq. cm. per
second. Hint. Badius = x cm. ; area=2/ sq. cm. ; .-. area of circle = y=Trx\
Hence, dyjdt = Zvx . dx/dt ; when a: = 2, dxjdt = 0-01, etc.

VI. The differential ooeffioient of the product of any number of
functions. Let

y = uv

where u and v are functions of x. When x becomes x + h, let u, v,

and y become u^, v^, and y^. Then y^ = u^v^
; y^ - y = u^v^ - 'uv,

add and subtract uv^ from the second member of this last equation,
and transpose the terms so that

Vi- y = «("! - y) + Ui(Mi - u).
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In the language of differentials we may write this relation

dy = d{uv) = udv + vdu. ... (8)

Or, divide by hx, and find the limit when hx = 0, thus,

J,
By _ dv du

'^"Bx ~ dx dx'

. % _ d{tiv) _ dv du ,„,

' ' dx dx dx dx ' ' '

Similarly, by taking the product of three functions, say,

y = uvw.

Let vw = g ; then y = uz. From (8) , therefore

dy = z.du + u.dz = vw.du + u.d(vw)
;

.'. dy = vw.du + u{w.dv + v.div)

;

.•. dy = vw.du + uw.dv + uv.dw, . . (10)

in differential notation. To pass into differential coefficients, divide

by dx. This reasoning may obviously be extended to the product

of a greater number of functions.

Hence the rule :—The differential coefficient of any number of

functions is obtained by multiplying the differential coefficient of

each separate function by the product of all the remaining func-

tions and then adding up the results.

Examples.— (1) If the volume, v, of gas enclosed in a vessel at a pressure

p, be compressed or expanded witliout loss of heat, it is known that the

relation between the pressure and volume is pvy = constant
; y is also a

constant. Hence, prove that for small changes of pressure, dvjdp = - v/yp.

(2) If ^ = (a; - 1) (a - 2) (a; - 3), dy/dx = Sx" - 12:1; + 11.

(3) If 2/ = a;2(l + ax^) (1 - ax''), dyjdx = 2x - Sa'a^.

(4) Show geometrically that the difierential of a small increment in the

capacity of a rectangular solid figure whose unequal sides are x, y, z is

denoted by the expression xydz + yedx + zxdy. Hence, show that if an ingot

of gold expands uniformly in its linear dimensions at the rate of 0-001 units

per second, its volume, v, is increasing at the rate of dvjdt = O-llO units per

second, when the dimensions of the ingot are 4 by 5 by 10 units.

The process may be illustrated by a geometrical figure similar

to that of page 31. In the x dx

rectangle (Fig. 7) let the un-

equal sides be represented by ^

X and y. Let x and y be in-

creased by their differentials 'fy JH'^
<&! and dy. Then the incre- dx

ment of the area will be re- ^^"J- 7-

presented by the shaded parts, which are in turn represented by
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the areas of the parallelograms xdy + ydx + dxdy, but at the hmit

dx.dy vanisheSj as previously shown.

VII. The differential coefficient of a fraction, or quotient. Let

y V

where u and v are functions of x. Hence, u = vy, and from (9)

/u\ u,
du = vdy + ydv ; .: du = vdi^-J + -ctv,

on replacing y by its value u/v. Hence, on solving,

u,

in the language of differentials ; or, dividing through with dx we

obtain, in the language of differential coefficients,

du dv

dy dx ~ dx ,.„.# = 5 . . . • (12)
dx v^

'

In words, to find the differential coefficient of a fraction or of a

quotient, subtract the product of the numerator into the differ-

ential coefficient of the denominator, from the product of the

denominator into the differential coefficient of the numerator, and

divide by the square of the denominator.

A special case occurs when the numerator of the fraction ajx

is a constant, a, then

a J x .da — a .dx - a .dx dy a .
.
„.

y =
-a^'^y

=—s^— = -^^;---di= -^' (13)

In words, the differential coefficient of a fraction a/x whose

numerator is constant is minus the constant divided by the square

of the denominator.

Examples.—(1) liy = xj{l - x) ; show that dyjdx = 1/(1 - x)^.

(2) If x denotes the number of gram molecules of a substance A trans-

formed by a reaction with another substance B, at the time t, experiment

shows that a;/(aj - x) = akt, when k is constant. Hence, show that the

velocity of the reaction is proportional to the amounts of A and B present at

the time t. Let «. denote the number of gram molecules of A, and of B
present at the beginning of the reaction. Hint. Show that the velocity of

the reaction is equal to k(a - x)^, and interpret the result.

(3) If y = (1 + x'')l{l - a:^), show that dy/dx = 4a;/(l - a;^)".

(4) If 2/ = ajx", show that dyjdx = - najx" + '.
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(5) The refractive index, /*, of a ray of light of wave-length \ is, according

to Ohristofiers dispersion formula

/I = fi„ v/2/{ Vl + Ao/X + \/l - Xj\],

where ;tt|, and Xq are constants. Find the change in the refractive index

corresponding to a small change in the wave-length of the light. Ansr.

d^i|d\ = - jiiV/{2A.VoV(l - VMf- It is not often so difficult a difierentia-

tion occurs in practice. The most troublesome part of the work is to reduce

d^__ n/|/^oAq{V(1 + Aq/a) - J{1 - Xo/\)}/x^

dA V{1 -"Ao'M{ n/(1 + Ao/A) + v/(i - A„/Aip'

to the answer given. Hint. Multiply the numerator and denominator of the

right member wjth the factor i/i.„^>Jl + Aq/a + \/l - A„/a). and take out the

terms which are equal to /j. of the original equation to get fi". Of course the

student is not using this abbreviated symbol of division. See footnote, page

14. I recommend the beginner to return to this, and try to do it without the

hints. It is a capital exercise for revision.

VIII.- Tlie differential coefficient of a function affected with a

fractional or negative exponent. Since the binomial theorem is

true for any exponent positive or negative, fractional or integral,

formula (2) may be regarded as quite general. The following proof

for fractional and negative exponents is given simply as an exercise.

L'et"

y = a;"-

First. When « is a positive fraction. Let n = p/q, where p
and q are any integers, then

y = x' (14)

Eaise each term to the g'th power, we obtain the expression y' = x".

By differentiation, using the notation of differentials, we have

qy' ~ '^dy = -px" ~ ^dx.

•Now raise both sides of the original expression, (14), to the

{q - l)th power, and we get

y-'^ = X « .

Substitute this value oi y''"^ in the preceding result, and we get

f2 = i'.^-^I^;or,|^ = 4'"',
. . (15)

dx q x" dx q '
^ '

which has exactly the same form as if n were a positive integer.

Second. When w is a negative integer or a negative fraction,

Let

2/ = *-";

then y = 1/a;". Differentiating this as if it were a, fraction, (13)
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above, we get dyjdx = - nx"- Va;^", which on reduction to ita

simplest terms, assumes the form

dy _d{x-'^)
_^ -„^-»-i.

dx dx

' Thus the method of differentiation first given is quite general.

A special case occurs when y = Jx, in that case y = x' ;

%_<^) = J__la,_i,
. . (16)

dx dx 2 Jx 2

In words, the differential coefficient of the square root of a variable

is half the reciprocal of the square root of the variable.

Examples.—(1) Matthiessen's formula for the variation of the electrical

resistance iJ of a platinum wire with temperature 9, between 0° and 100° is

It — iJ|,(l - ae + 6fl2)
-

'. Find the increase in the resistance of the wire for

a small change of temperature. Ansr. dBjde = B\a - 2be)IIifi. Note a and

b are constants ; dB = - Bg(l - a9 + 69^) -^^(1 - afl + i9^) ; multiply and

divide by B,, ; substitute for B from the original equation, etc

(2) Siemens' formula for the relation between the electrical resistance of

a metallic wire and temperature is, B = Bq{1 + ae + b s/e) Hence, find the

rate of change of resistance with temperature. Ansr. iJ|,(o + J69
-

4).

, (3) Batschinski (Bull. Soc. Imp. Nat. Moscow, 1902) finds that the pro-

duct r){9 + 273)' is constant for many liquids of viscosity -q, at the temperature

9. Hence, show that if A is the constant, drijde = - 37)/{9 + 273).

(4) Batschinski
(J,,

c.) expresses the relation between the " viscosity para-

meter," 1), of a liquid and the critical temperature, 9, by the expression

Mieinmi = B, where B, M, and m are constants. Hence show that

dnide = - 1^/9.

IX. The differential coefficient of a function of a function.

Let

M = 't>{y) ; and y = f{x).

It is required to find the differential coefficient of u with respect to

X. Let u and y receive small increments so that when u becomes
Mj, y becomes y^ and x becomes a;j. Then

u-^ - u _ Uj^ - u yi
- y

^1 - » ~
Vi - y ' x^- x'

which is true, however small the increment may be. At the limit,

therefore, when the increments are infinitesimal

du _ du dy

dx~ dy' dx • • • (17)

I may add that we do not get the first member by cancelling out
the dy's of the second The operations are
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In words, (17) may be expressed : the differential coefficient of a
function with respect to a given variable is equal to the product of

the differential coefficient of the function with respect to a second
function and the differential coefficient of the second function with
respect to the given variable. We can get a, physical meaning of

this formula by taking x as time. In that case, the rate of change
of a function of a variable ia equal to the product of the rate of

change of that function with respect to the variable, and the rate

of change of the variable.

The extension to three or more variables will be obvious. If

u = i>{w), w = il/{y), y = f{x), it follows that

du _ du dw dy

dx~ dw'dy'dx ' " *
^^^^

With the preceding notation, it is evident that the relation

a^i - g' Vi- y _
]^

y^ - y' x^- X

is true for all finite increments, we assume that it also holds when
the increments are infinitely small ; hence, at the limit,

dx dy dx 1

5^ 55 = ^ '
°''' S^ = % • (19)

dx
We have seen that if y is a function of x then a; is a function

of y ; the latter, however, is frequently said to be an inverse

function of the former, or the former an inverse function of the

latter. This is expressed as follows : li y = f{x), then x =f- \y),
or, if a; = f{y), then y = f- \x).

Examples.— (1) Ity = a;"/(l + a;)", show that dyjdx = nx« - V(l + a;)" + '.

(2) liy = Ij^il - x^), show that dyldx = xj ^(1 - x^f.

(3) The use of formula (17) often simplifies the actual process of diiferentia-

tion
;
for instance, it is required to difierentiate the expression u = i^(a? - rr^).

Assume^ = cff-- a*. Then.w = sly,y=a?-x'^; aa&.dyldx= -Zx; dujdy=^-i,

from (16) ; hence, from (17), dujdx= -x{a^-x')-i. This is an easy example
which could be done at sight ; it is given here to illustrate the method.

By the application of these principles any algebraic function

which the student will encounter in physical science,^ may be

' K. Weierstrass has shown that there are some continuous functions which have

not yet been differentiated, but, as yet, they have no physical application except

perhaps to vibrations of very great velocity and small amplitude. See J. Harkneaa

and F. Morley's Theory of Functions, Loudon, 65, 1893.
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differentiated. Before proceeding to transcendental functions
,

that

33 to say, functions which contain trigonometrical, logarithmic or

other terms not algebraic, we may apply our knowledge to the

well-known equations of Boyle and van der Waals.

§ IS. The Gas Equations of Boyle and van der Waals.

In van der Waals' equation, at a constant temperature,

[p+-2){v-b) = constant, ... (1)

where 6 is a constant depending on the volume of the molecule, a

is a constant depending on intermoleeular attraction. Differenti-

ating with respect to p and v, we obtain, as on pages 40 and 41,

{V - b)d(p + j^ + (p+ ^)d{v -b)=0,

. (2)

and therefore

dv

dp a 2ab
P ^ +^

The differential coefficient dv/dp measures the compressibility of

the gas. If the gas strictly obeyed Boyle's law, a = b = 0, and

we should have

— = -'-
(3)

dp P' ' ' ' '

The negative sign in these equations means that the volume of

the gas decreases with increase of pressure. Any gas, therefore,

will be more or less sensitive to changes of pressure than Boyle's

law indicates, according as the differential coefficient of (2) is

greater or less than that of (3), that is according as

V - b _ »
, _ a 2ab , a 2ab

—j—m-r •'P^-p^^p^-^ + i^' ••.p&5--^;
P ^2 + ^3

a 2a

••^^-6-T (4)

If Boyle's law were strictly obeyed,

pv = constant, .... (5)

but if the gas be less sensitive to pressure than Boyle's law

indicates, so that, in order to produce a small contraction, the

pressure has to be increased a little more than Boyle's law

demands, pv increases with increase of pressure ; while if the gas
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be more sensitive to pressure than Boyle's law provides for, pv
decreases with increase of pressure.

Some valuable deductions as to intermolecular action have been

drawn by comparing the behaviour of gases under compression in

the light of equations similar to (4) and (5). But this is not all.

From (5), if c = constant, v = c/p, which gives on differentiation

dv _ c

dp p^

or the ratio of the decrease in volume to the increase of pressure, is

inversely as the square of the pressure. By substituting j3 = 2, 3,

4, ... in the last equation we obtain

_^ _ 1 1 1_

dp~ i' 9' 16'"""

where c = unity. In other words, the greater the pressure to

which a gas is subjected the less the corresponding diminution in

volume for any subsequent increase of pressure. The negative

sign means that as the pressure increases the volume decreases.

§ 16. The Differentiation of Trigonometrical Functions.

Any expression containing trigonometrical ratios, sines, cosines,

tangents, secants, cosecants, or cotangents is called a trigono-

metrical function. The elements of trigonometry are discussed

in Appendix I., on page 606 et seq., and the beginner had better

glance through that section. We may then pass at once in medias

res. There is no new principle to be learned.

I. The differential coefficient of sin X is cos X. Let j/ become j/j,

when X changes to x + h, consequently,

y = smx; and 2/^
- sin (x + h); .'. y^ - y = sin {x + h) - sin x.

By (39), page 612,

^ h ( h\
y^ - 2/ = 2 sm 2 cos la; + g )

Divide by h and

Vi-y _ sin 1^ ,-^
(^ + I)-

But the value of approaches unity, page 611} as x approaches

zero, therefore,

V, - V % disinx) ,.

,

U^J-^ = cosa;; .-.^ = ^^ = coso. . (li
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The rate of change of the sine of an angle with respect to the

angle is equal to the cosine of the angle. When x increases from

to lir, the rate of increase of sine x is positive because cos x is

then positive, as indicated on page 610; and similarly, since cos a;

is negative from Jtt to tt, as the angle increases from ^tv to tt, sme x

decreases, and the rate of increase of sin x is negative.

If X is measured in degrees, we must write

^(sin x°)
d{Bin^x^) ^ ^ ^ _^ o

d^ = IT- = 180"°' 180 180
'^°''' '

since the radian measure of an angle = angle in degrees x ^I^tt,

where tt = 3-1416, as indicated on page 606.

NuMEEiCAL IlldstbatioS.—You Can get a very fair approximation to

the fact stated in (1), by taking h small and finite. Thus, if a; = 42° 6'

;

and ;i = 1' ; x + fe = 42° 7'

;

Incr. y _ sin(a; + h) - sins ^ 0-0002158 _ „.„,, oo
•"•

Incr. x~ fe in radians 0-0002909 - " '

But cos X = 0-74198 ; cos (a; + 7i) = 0-74178 ; so that -when h is -^5°, dyjdx lies

some-where bet-ween cos a; and 00s (a; + h). By taking smaller and smaller

values of h, dyjdx approaches nearer and nearer in value to cos x.

II. The differential coefficient of cos x is - sin x. Let us put

7/ = cos a; ; and y^ = oob {x + h)
; y^^

- y = cos [x + h) - cosa;.

From the formula (41) on page 612, it follows that

h / h\ Vt - V ainhh
. { h\,

y,-y = - 2sm2sm(^a; +
^J'

"' ^T = '
-J^'^^V^ + 2j

'

and at the limit when ^ = 0,

Vt - V .
dy d(cosx) . ,„,Lt„.„L^ = - «i^^; £ ^ ^-d^ = - ^'^^ (2)

The meaning of the negative sign can readily be deduced from

the definition of the differential coefficient. The differential co-

efficient of cos X with respect to x represents the rate at which

cos X increases when x is slightly increased. The negative sign

shows that this rate of increase is negative, in other words, cos x

diminishes as x increases from to J?r. When x passes from J-jt to

7r cos X increases as x increases, the differential coefficient is then

positive.

III. The differential coefficient of tan x is sec'^x. Using the re-

sults already deduced for sin x and cos x, and remembering that

sin a;/co9 x is, by deiinition, equal to tan x, let y = tan x, then
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/sina;\ d{smx) . d{co3x)

dx dx cos^a; cos%

But the numerator is equal to unity (19), page 611. Hence

#55£) = _2_ = sec^a; . . (3)
dx oos^a; '

' " '

In the same way it can be shown that

-^^-=—•' = - cosec^a;. . . , (^)
dx

The remaining trigonometrical functions may be left for the

reader to work out himself. The results are given on page 193.

Examples.—(1) If 2/ = oos"a! ; dyjdx = '- n cos"— 'a; . sin x.

(2) II y = sin"a; ; dyjdx = n sin" - 'a; . cos x.

(3) If a particle vibrates according to the equation y = a sin (gt - e), what
is the velocity at any instant when a, q and e are constant ? The answer is

ag cos {qt - e).

(4) If 2/ = sia^{nx - a) ; dyjdx = In sin (nx - a) cos (ms - a).

(5) Differentiate tan 6 = yjx. Ansr. de = {xdy - ydx) -=- (x^ + i/^). Hint.

sec^« . dfl = (1 + tan=fl)<ifl ;
.-. 5!+^=^g^'E^^_:_^_ etc.

(6) If the point P moves upon a circle, with a centre and radius 18 cm.,

AB is a diameter ; MP is a perp(endicular upon AB, show that the speed of M
on the line AB is 226 cm. per second when the angle BOP = a = 30°

; and

P travels round the perimeter four times a second. Sketch a diagram. Here
OM = y = r cos a = 18 cos o ; .-. dyjdt = - (18 sin a)dajdt. But dajdt = 4 x 2ir

since w = half the circumference ; sin 30° = J ;

.-. dyjdt = - 18 xjx Sir = -9x8x3- 1416 = - 226 cm. per sec. (nearly).

§ 17. The Differentiation of Inverse Trigonometrical

Functions. Ttie Differentiation of Angles.

The equation, Bin y = x, means that y is an angle whose sine is

X. It is sometimes convenient to write this another way, viz.,

sin ~^x = y,

meaning that sin ~ ^x is an angle whose sine is x. Thus if sin 30° = |,

we say that 30° or sin~i^ is an angle whose sine is ^. Trigono-

metrical ratios written in this reverse way are called inverse

trigonometrical functions. The superscript " - 1 " has no other

signification when attached to the trigonometrical ratios. Note, if

tan 45° = 1, then tan-U = 45°
; .-. tan (tan-il) = tan 45°.

Some writers employ the symbols arc sin x ; arc tan ic ; . . , for our

sin - ijc
; tao ~

^ic i , .

.

D
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The differentiaticn of the inverse trigonometrical functions^ may

be illustrated by proving that the differential coefficient of sin ^x is

1/ ^(1 - a;2). If 7/ = sin - ^x, then sin y = x, and

dx dy
= cos 2/ ; or -5- =

dy ^ ' dx cos 1/

But we know from (19), page 611, that

cosV + ain^y = 1 ; or cos 2/ = + 'i '
- sinHj) = ± 7(1 - «>^)<

for by hypothesis sin y = x. Hence

i^(sin " la;) _ dy _ 1 _ 1

dx ~ dx" cos y
~ ~ Jl - x^

The fallacy mentioned on page 5 illustrates the errors which

might enter our work unsuspectingly by leaving the algebraic sign

of a root extraction undetermined. Here the ambiguity of sign

means that there are a series of values of y for any assigned value

of X between the limits + 1. Thus, if re is a positive integer, we

know that sin x = sin {n-ir ± x) ; the + sign obtains if w is even

;

the negative sign if n is odd. This means that if x satisfies sin ~ ^y,

BO will TT ± x;'2iTr ± x; . . . If we agree to take sin ~ ^j/ as the angle

between - ^-n- and + ^tt , then there will be no ambiguity because

BOS y is then necessarily positive. The differential coefficient is

then positive, that is to say,

d(sin ~'^x) _ 1
I

.

' dx " 7(1 - x')' • • •
W

Similarly,

d{cos-^x) 1 _ f 1 \ 1
^2)d^ s^y \± Jl - xV Jl - x^'

The ambiguity of sign is easily decided by remembering that sin y
is positive when y lies between w and 0. Again, it y = tan -

^x,

X = tan y, dx/dy = 1/aos'^y. But oos^y = 1/(1 + tan^t/) = 1/(1 + x^)

(page 612). Hence

d(ta,n ~'^x] „ 1-5^—

^

' =cos^y = -- .
. , . (S)dx ^ 1 + a;2

^"f

The differential coefficient of tan-^a; is an important function,

since it appears very frequently in practical formulse. It follows in

a similar manner that

f^(cot -
'a;

) _ 1

dx ~ ~
TT~x^' •

• • (^)
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The remaining inverse trigonometrical functions may be left as an
exercise for the student. Their values will be found on page 193.

BsAMPMS.—(1) Difierentiate y = sm-'[a;/^(l + sb^)]. Sin y^xjslT+x^
hence cos ydy = da;/(l + x'^)k But ooa 3/ = x/(l - sin^j/) = J[l - x'^l(l + afi)-].

Substituting tMs value of cos y in the former result we get, o,n reduction,
dyjdx = (1 + x^)

-
', the answer required. Note the steps :

(1 + a;2)
- J^a; _ jb2(i ^ a,2

- 1^^ = (i + a^)
"
1(1 + x^ - x'^)dx, etc. Also

cos 3/ X (1 + a;2)f = (1 + a;^) "i (i + ^^jf = (1 + x^).

(2) If 2/ = sin -1x2 ; dyjdx = 2x{l - a;*) -i.

(3) If ^ = tan - 1 ,

'"
„ • ;j^=

—

See formula (22), page 612.

§ 18. The Differentiation of Logarithms.

Any expression containing logarithmic terms is called a logar-
ithmic function. E.g., y = \ogx + x\ To find the differential

coefficient of log x. Let

2/ = log a; ; and y-^ = log(a; + h).

Where y-^ denotes the value of y when x is augmented io x + h.

By substitution,

y-i.- y _ log(a3 + /;.)- log a;
.

h ~ h

but we know, page 26, that log a - log 6 = logT, therefore

Incr. y 1 fx + h\
= ^°g(^) = ^°g(l+i)Incr. X

and ^ | = Lt,.„Jlog(l + ^). . . . (1)

The limiting value of this expression cannot be determined in its

present iorva by the processes hitherto used, owing to the nature

of the terms Ijh and hlx. The calculation must therefore be made
by an indirect process. Let us substitute

^ _ 1_ .
1 _ M

X ~ u' ' ' h ~
x'

As h decreases u increases, and the limiting value of u when
h becomes vanishingly small, is infinity. The problem now is to

find what is the limiting value of log(l + w ~
')" when u is infinitely

great. In other words, to find the limiting value of the above

expression when u increases without limit.

D *
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..^ = L..„i.lc8(i.i)- . . (=)

According to the binomial theorem, page 36,

/, 1\" ^ u 1 m(m - 1) 1
,

dividing out the m's in each term, and we get

The limiting value of this expression when u is infinitely great is

evidently equal to the sum of the infinite series of terms

l+3; + 2T +
3! + 4T + ---*° infiiuty- • (3)

Let the sum of this series of terms be denoted by the symbol e.

By taking a sufficient number of these terms we can approximate

as close as ever we please to the absolute value of e. If we add

together the first seven terms of the series we get 2-71826

1 + i = 2-00000

\, = 0-50000

i, = -i- 1^ = 0-16667

ii = i-i,^ 0-04167

r,
= i-f, = 0-00833

It = i--|i = 0-00139

fi = 4 i-, = 0-00020

Sum of first seven terms = 2-71826

The value of e correct to the ninth decimal place

e = 2-718281828 . .

.

This number, like -rr = 3-14159265 . . ., plays an important rMe in

mathematics. Both magnitudes are incommensurable and can only

be evaluated in an approximate way.

Eeturning now to (2), it is obvious that

dy ^(loga;) 1,

Tx^~d^=x^°^^ ... (4)

This formula is true whatever base we adopt for our system of

logarithms. If we use 10, log^^e = 0-43429 . . . = (say) M,

and ^ = d{\og^^x) _ M
dx dx ~ x' ' •

• W
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Sines log„a = 1, from (6), page 27, we can put expression (4) in a

much simpler form by using a system of logarithms to the base e,

then

^ ^ <^(log„g!) ^ 1

dx dx X ... [p)

Continental writers variously use the symbols L, I, In, Ig, for

"log" and "log nep"; " nat log," or "hyp log," for "log,".

" Nep " is an abbreviation for " Neperian," a Latinized adjectival

form of Napier's name.—J. Napier was the inventor of logarithmic

computation. You will see later on where " hyp log " comes from.

Examples.— (1) Ity = log as'', show that dyjdx = ijx.

(2) It y = X" log X, sliow that dyjdx = a;"— '(1 + n log x).

(3) What is meant by the expression, 2-71828" x ^-sozc = iQn ? Ansr. If

TO is a common logarithm, then n x 2'3026 is a natural logarithm. Note,

e = 2-71828.

(4) A. Dupre (1869) represented the relation between the vapour pressures,

p, of a substance and the absolute temperature T by the equation

1 »
I, 1 m <^(log p) A +BT

logi)= j, + 61ogr + c. .-.-i^L!=_r__.

a result resembling van't Hofi's well-known equation. Hence show that if

a, b, c, A, B are all constants, dpjdT = p{A + BTjjT^.

In seeking the differential coefficient of a complex function

containing products and powers of polynomials, the work is often

facilitated by taking the logarithm of each member separately be-

fore differentiation. The compound process is called logarithmic

differentiation.

Examples.—(1) Difierentiate y = a;"/(l + x)".

Here log y = n log x - n log (1 + x), or dyjy = ndxlx{l + x). Hence
dyjdx = ynlx{l + x) = wk"- V(l + x)''+^.

(2) Differentiate !e^(1 + x)"l{x^ - 1).

Ansr. {(n + l)af^ + x? - {n + i)x - 4}a;3(l + x)" - '(a;' - 1) " 2.

(3) Establish (10), page 41, by log differentiation. In the same way,

show that d(xyz) = yzdx + zxdy + xydz.

(4) If ^ = x[(^ + a!^) ^a2_ a,2. ^jz/rfa; = (a< + aV - /Lxf-)[a? - a;^) - J.

(5) If 2/ = log sin X ; dyjdx = i(sin a;)/sin x = cot x.

(6) How much more rapidly does the number a; increase than its log-

arithm ? Here flI(log x)jdx = Ijx. The number, therefore, increases more

rapidly or more slowly than its logarithm according as a; > or •< 1. If

a; = 1, the rates are the same. If common logarithms are employed, ilf will

have to be substituted in place of unity. E.g., d{]ogif,x)dx = M/x.

(7) If the relation between the number of molecules x of substances A and

B transformed in the chemical reaction : A + B = -|- D, and the time t be
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represented by the equation

, bia - SB) , ,,, ,

log -}t r = (a - V)kt" a{b - X) '
'

where & is constant, and a and h respectively denote the amounts of A and B
present when i = 0, show that the velocity of the reaction is proportional to

the amounts of A and B actually present at the time t. Hint. Show that the

velocity of the reaction is proportional to (a - a;)(6 - a;) and interpret.

§ 19. The Differential CoefBcient of Exponential Functions.

Functions in which the variable quantity occurs in the index

are called exponential functions. Thus, a", e' and (a + x)' are

exponential functions. A few words on the transformation of

logarithmic into exponential functions may be needed. It is re-

quired to transform log y = ax into an exponential function.

Eemembering that log a to the base 'a is unity, it makes no

difference to any magnitude if we multiply it by such expressions

as log„a, ; logjjlO ; and loge^. Thus, since log„(e'"') = ax log^e ; if

logeZ/ = '^sjj "we can write

log.2/ = ax \og,e = log.e'" ; .-. 2/ = e"",

when the logarithms are removed. In future " log " will generally

be written in place of " log„ ". " Exp x " is sometimes written for

"&"'
; "Bxp(- x)" for "e-"".

Examples.—(1) If 2/ = e '"e "^ ; show y = x.

(2) If log I = - aw ; 1= e-"".

(3) If e = 6e -«< ; log fe - log e = at.

(4) If log«z = a8 ; logio? = 0-4343a9.

(5) Show that if log y,,
- log y — kct; y = y^fi-

*='.

The differentiation of exponential functions may be conveniently

studied in three sections :

(i) Let

2/ = e*.

Take logarithms, and then, differentiating, we get

log y = x\oge;^ = dx, or -/ = e''
;

y dx

in other words, the differential coefficient of e" is e" itself, or,

-k-'- • (1)

The simplicity of this equation, and of (6) in the preceding
section, explains the reason for the almost exclusive use of natural
logarithms in higher mathematics.
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(ii) Let

y = a-'-

As before, taking logarithms, and differentiating, we get

log 2/ = a; log a
; ^ = 2/ log a ; .-. -^ = a' log.a . (2)

In words, the differential coefficient of a constant affected with

a variable exponent is equal to the product of the constant affected

with the same exponent into the logarithm of the constant,

(iii) Let

y = af,

where x and g are both variable, Taking logarithms, and differ-

entiating

dy
, , zdx

logy = zlogx ;
— = log xdz + — ;

.-. dy = of log xdz + Z3f~'^dx , . (3)

If X and z are functions of t, we have

d(x') dy ^ dz dx ...

Examples.—(1) The amount, x, of substance transformed in a ohemioal

reaction at the time t is given by the expression x = ae - ", where a denotes

the amount of substance present at the beginning of the reaction, hence show

that the velocity of the chemical reaction is proportional to the amount of

substance undergoing transformation. Hint. Show that dxjdt = - lex, and

interpret.

(2) Ify= {a' + x)\ dyjdx = 2(a= + x) (a' log a + 1).

(3) If y = a"», dy/dx = na'" log a.

(4) From Magnus' empirical formula for the relation between the pres-

sure of aqueous vapour and temperature
e

», „hy + 9. dp arf\ogh \^ + e

p = ab-'
; • • Xfl

- J^TW '

where a, b, y are constants. This differential coefficient represents the in-

crease of pressure corresponding with a small rise of temperature, say,

roughly from 8° to (fl + 1)°.

(5) Biot's empirical formula for the relation between , the pressure of

aqueous vapour, p, and the temperature, 9, is

dp
logp = a + ba^ - e^» ; show jt = pba^ log a - pc0^ log j8.

(6) Eequired the velocity of a point which moves according to the

equation y = ae - >^t cos 27r(2i + e). Since velocity = dyjdt, the answer is

- ae- >^l\\ cos 25r(2< + t) + 2ir2 sin 2ir(qt + €)}.

(7) The relation between the amount, x, of substance formed by two ccn-

seoutive unimolecular reactions and the time t or the intensity of the " excited "

radioactivity of thorium or radium emanations at the time t, is given by tha

expression
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where fcj and k^ are constants. Show that the last expression represents the

velocity of the change.

(8) The viscosity,?), of a mixture of non-electrolytes (vfhen the concentra-

tions of the substances with viscosity ooefBcients A, B, C, . are x, y, z, ...

respectively) is r; = A'BvO' . . . Show that for a small change in x, y, z . .

.

dri becomes n{adx + bdy + cdz), where log4 = a, log B = 6, log C = c. Hint.

Take logs before differentiation.

§ 20. The " Compound Interest Law " in Nature.

I cannot pass by the function e' without indicating its great

significance in physical processes. Prom the above equations it

follows that if

y = Ge'"; tlien^=6e- ... (1)

where a, b and G are constants, b, by the way, being equal to

aG log^e. G is the value of y when x = 0. Why ? It will be

proved later on that this operation may be reversed under certain

conditions, and if

^ = be-", then y=Ge'", . . . (2)

where a, b and G are again constant. All these results indicate

that the rate of increase of the exponential function e" is e" itself.

If, therefore, in any ^physical investigation we find some function,

say y, varying at a rate proportional to itself {with or without

some constant term) we guess at once that we are dealing with an

exponential function. Thus if

dy ,„ .^ = ±a'y> we may write y = Ge"^, or Ge ' ", (2a)

according as the function is increasing or decreasing in magnitude.

Money lent at compound interest increases in this way, and,

hence the above property has been happily styled by Lord Kelvin

"the compound interest law" {JEncyo. Brit., art. "Elasticity,"

1877). A great many natural phenomena possess this property.

The following will repay study:

—

IiiLUSTEATioN l.—Gompound interest. If £100 is lent out at

5 % per annum, at the end of the first year £105 remains. If

this be the principal for a second year, the interest during that

time will be charged not only on the original £100, but also on the
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additional £5. To put this in more general terms, let £p|, be lent

at r 7o per annum, at the end of the first year the interest amounts

to i55j>o, and if pj be the principal for the second year, we have at

the end of the first year

Pi = ^o(l + Ho)

;

and at the end of the second year,

P2 = PiO- + iSo) = PoO- + ^f.
If this be continued year after year, the interest charged on the

increasing capital becomes greater and greater until at the end of

t years, assuming that the interest is added to the capital every

year,

P=Po{^ + {J • . . . (3)

Example.—Find the amount (interest + principal) of £500 for 10 years

at 5 °/o oompound interest. The interest is added to the principal annually.

Prom (3), logjp = log 500 + 10 log 1-05
; .: p = £814 8s. (nearly).

Instead of adding the interest to the capital every twelve

months, we could do this monthly, weekly, daily, hourly, and so

on. If Nature were our banker she would not add the interest

to the principal every year, rather would the interest be added to

the capital continuously from moment to moment. Natura non

facit saltus. Let us imagine that this has been done in order that

we may compare this process with natural phenomena, and approxi-

mate as closely as we can to what actually occurs in Nature. As

a first approximation, suppose the interest to be added to the

principal every month. It can be shown in the same way that the

principal at the end of twelve months, is

P=Po{^ + is^r • • • (4)

If we next assume that during the whole year the interest is added

to the principal every moment, say n per year, we may replace 12

by n, in (4), and

For convenience in subsequent calculation, let us put

r 1 ,,, ,
wr

so that n =
lOOn ~

u' 100"

From (5) and formula (11), page 28,

P =P,
l(^-.-)T-
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But (1 + 1/m)" has been shown in (3), page 62, to be equivalent to

e when u is infinitely great ; hence, writing ^ = ^>

which represents the amount of active principal bearing interest at

the end of one year on the assumption that the interest is added to

the principal from moment to moment. At the end of t years

therefore, from (3),

f = p^e"' ; or, ^ = p„ei««'. ... (6)

Example.—Compare the amount of £500 for 10 years at 5 "/„ compound

interest when the interest is added annually by the banker, with the amount

which would accrue if the interest were added each instant it became due.

In the first case, use (3), and in the latter (6). For the first case ^=£814 8s.
j

for the second ^=£824 7s.

Illusteation 2.

—

Newton's law of cooling. Let a body have a

uniform temperature 9-^, higher than its surroundings, it is required

to find the rate at which the body cools. Let ^q denote the tem-

perature of the medium surrounding the body. In consequence of

the exchange of heat, the temperature of the body gradually falls

from 6^ to 6^. Let t denote the time required by the body to fall

from 6j to 6*. The temperature of the body is then 6-6^ above

that of its surroundings. The most probable supposition that we
can now make is that the rate at which the body loses heat

(- dQ) is proportional to the difference between its temperature

and that of its surroundings. Hence

- f = ^(^ - ^o).

where fc is a coefficient depending on the nature of the substance.

From the definition of specific heat, if s denotes the specific

heat of unit mass of substance.

Q = s{6 - e^), ; ordQ = sde.

Substitute this in the former expression. Since k/s = constant =
a (say) and 0^ = 0° C, we obtain

-S=«^ (7)

or, in words, the velocity of cooling of a body is proportional to

the difference between its temperature and that of its surroundings.
This is generally styled Newton's law of cooUng, but it does not
quite express Newton's idea {Phil. Trans., 22, 827, 1701).

Since the rate of diminution of 6 is proportional to 6 itself, we
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guess at once that we are dealing with the compound interest law,

and from a comparison with (1) and (2a) above, we get

= be-'', . . . . (8)

or log b - log $ = at. . . . (9)

If ^1 represents the temperature at the time t^, and 6^ the

temperature at the time t^, we have

log b - log
(9i
= at^, and log b - log 0^ = at^.

By subtraction, since a is constant, we get

h ~ h
^4 (10)

The validity of the original " simplifying assumption" as^ to the

rate at which heat is lost by the body must be tested by comparing
'

the result expressed in equation (10) with the results of experiment.

If the logical consequence of the assumption agrees with facts,

there is every reason to suppose that the working hypothesis is

true. For the purpose of comparison we may use A. Winkelmann's

data, published in Wied. Ann., M, 177, 429, 1891, for the rate of

cooling of a body from a temperature of 19-9° 0. to 0° C.

If denote the temperature of the body after the interval of

time ij — t^ and 6,^ = 19'9, 6^ = 6, remembering that in practical

work Briggsian logarithms are used, we obtain, from (10), the

expression

logjo"! ~ constant, say k.
6h ~ h

Winkelmann's data for and ij

shown in the following table :

—

«2 are to be arranged as

e.
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This is a typical example of the way in which the logical de-

ductions of an hypothesis are tested. There are other methods.

Pormstanoe, Dulong and Petit {Ann. Ghim. Phys., [2], 7, 225, 337,

1817) have made the series of exact measurements shown in the

first and second columns of the following table :

—

«, excess of
temp, of

body above
that of
medium.
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far as we can test them, equally well with facts. The reader must,

therefore, guard against implicit faith in this criterion—the agree-

ment between observed and calculated results—as an infallible

exjierimentum crucis.

Lord Kelvin once assumed that there was a complete transfor-

mation of thermal into electrical energy in the chemical action of a

galvanic element. Measurements made by Joule and himself with a

Daniell element gave results in harmony with theory. The agree-

ment was afterwards shown to be illusory. Success in explaining

facts is not necessarily proof of the validity of an hypothesis, for,

as Leibnitz puts if, " le vrai pent 6tre tir6 du faux," in other words,

it is possible to infer the truth from false premises.

A little consideration will show that it is quite legitimate to

deduce the numerical values of the above constants from the

experiments themselves. For example, we might have taken the

mean of the values of k in Winkelmann's table above, and appHed

the test by comparing the calculated vrith the observed values of

either t^ — t-^, or of 6.

Examples.— (1) To again quote from Winkelmann's paper, if, when the

temperature of the surrounding medium is 99'74°, the body cools so that when

e = 119-97°, 117-97°, 115-97°, 113-97°, 111-97°, 109-97°

;

t = 0, 12-6 26-7 42-9 61-2 83-1.

Do you think that Newton's law is confirmed by these measurements?

Hint. Instead of assuming that fl,, = 0, it will be found necessary to retain

% in the abovje discussion. Do this and show that the above results must be

tested by means of the formula

2 r • logio^ J = constant.

H ~ h "i ~ "o

(2) What will be the temperature of a bowl of coffee in an hour's time if

the temperature ten minutes ago was 80°, and is now 70° above the tempera-

ture of the room ? Assume Nevrton's law of cooling. Ansr. 81-2° above the

surrounding temperature. Hint. From (8), 70 = 80 .«-!»»
; . . a = 0-0134

;

and again, a; = 80 . e - "''^^ ^ ™. We cannot apply the amended laws—Dulong

and Petit's, and Stefan's:^until we have taken up more advanced work. See

(14) and (15), page 372.

Illusteation 3.

—

The variation of atmospheric pressure with

altitude above sea-level can be shown to follow the compound

interest law. Let p^, be the pressure in centimetres of mercury at

the so-called datum line, or sea-level, p the pressure at a height h

above this level. Let po be the density of air at sea-level (Hg = 1).

Now the pressure at the sea-level is produced by the weight of
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the superincumbent air^ that is, by the weight of a column of air

of a height h and constant density p„. This weight is equal to hpo.

If the downward pressure of the air were constant, the barometric

pressure would be lowered p„ centimetres for every centimetre rise

above sea-level. But by Boyle's law the decrease in the density

of air is proportional to the pressure, and if p denote the density

of air at a height dh above sea-level, the pressure dp is given by

the expression

dp = - pdh.

If we consider the air arranged in very thin strata, we may regard

the density of the air in each stratum as constant. By Boyle's law

PPo = PoP ;
or, p = popfpo-

Substituting this value of p in the above formula, we get

dh Po '

' ' '

^ '

The negative sign indicates that the pressure decreases vertically

upwards. This equation is the compound interest law in another

guise. The variation in the pressure, as we ascend or descend, is

proportional to the pressure itself. Since pjpo is constant, we

have on applying the compound interest law to (13),

p = constant X e ?»

We can readily find the value of the constant by noting that at

sea-level h = 0; e" = 1; p = constant x e" = p^^. Substituting

l^ese values in the last equation, we obtain

- -A (U)

a relation knovwi as Halley's law. Continued p. 260, Ex. (2).

Illustration 4.

—

The absorption of actinic energy from light

passing through an absorbing medium. The intensity, I, of a beam
of light is changed by an amount dl after it has passed through

a layer of absorbing medium dl thick in such a way that

dl = - aldl,

where .* is a constant depending on the, nature of the absorbing

medium and on the wave length of light. The rate of variation

in the intensity of the light is therefore proportional to the in-

tensity of the light itself, in other words, the compound interest

law again appears. Hence

dl
^ — - al; or r = constant X e "",
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If Iq denote the intensity of the incident light, then when

Z = 0, I = 7q = constant.

Hence the intensity of the light after it has passed through a

medium of thickness I, is

7 = V-"' .... (15)

ExAMPLBS-.—(1) A 1'006 cm. layer of an aqueous solution of copper

chloride (2-113 gram molecules per litre) absorbed 18-13 °/„ of light in the

region \ = 551 to 554 of the spectrum. What "/„ would be absorbed by a

layer of the same solution 7'64 cm. thick? Ansr. 78'13 "/„. Hint. Find o in

(15) from the first set of observations ; I„ = 100, I = 81-87 ; . . o = 0-1989. See

T. Ewan's paper "On the Absorption Spectra of some Copper Salts in Aqueous

Solution" (PUl. Mag., [5], 33, 317, 1892). Use Table IV., page 616.

(2) A pane of glass absorbs 2 7o of the light incident upon it. How much
light will get through a. dozen panes of the same glass 1 Ansr. 78-66 "/o-

Hint. !„ = 100 ; I = 98 ; o = 0-02. Use Table IV., page 616.

Illustration 5.

—

Wilhelmy's lata for the velocity of chemical

reactions. Wilhelmy as early as 1850 published the law of mass

action in a form which will be recognised as still another, example

of the ubiquitous law of compound interest. "The amount of

chemical change in a given time is directly proportional to the

quantity of reacting- substance present in the system."

If X denote the quantity of changing substance, and dx the

amount of substance which disappears in the time dt, the law of

mass action assumes the dress

dx

dt'" ^^'

where fe is a constant depending on the nature of the reacting

substance. It has been called the coefficient of the velocity of the

reaction, its meaning can be easily obtained by applying the

methods of § 10. This equation is probably the simplest we have

yet studied. It follows directly, since the rate of increase of x is

proportional to x, that

X = be~ "',

where & is a constant whose numerical value can be determined if

we know the value of x when t = 0. The negative sign indicates

that the velocity of the action diminishes as time goes on.

Examples.—(1) If a volume v of mercury be heated to any temperature e,

the'change of volume dv corresponding to a small increment of temperature

de, is found to be proportional to v, hence dv = avde. Prove Bossoha's for-

mula, D= «a9, for the volume of mercury at any temperature 9. Ansr. i)= 6e«9,
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where a, b are constants. If we start with unit volume of mercury at 0°, 6=1

and we have the required result.

(2) According to Nordenskjold's solubility law, in the absence of super-

saturation, for a small change in the temperature, dS, there is a change in the

solubility of a salt, ds, proportional to the amount of salt s contained in

the solution at the temperature fl, or ds = asde where o is a constant. Show

that the equation connecting the amount of salt dissolved by the solution

with the temperature is s = s^e'O, where s, is the solubility of the salt at 0°.

(3) If any dielectric (condenser) be subject to a difierence of potential, the

density p of the charge constantly diminishes according to the relation p=be~ »«,

where 6 is an empirical constant ; and a is a constant equal to the product iw

into the ooefi&cient of conductivity, c, of the dielectric, and the time, t, divided

by the specific inductive capacity, /i, i.e., a = iirct/fi. Hence show that the

gradual discharge of a condenser follows the compound ipterest law. Ansr.

Show dpjdt = - ap.

(4) One form of Dalton's empirical law for the pressure of saturated

vapour, p, between certain limits of temperature, 8, is, p = aei. Show that

this is an example of the compound interest law.

(5) The relation between the velocity y of a certain chemical reaction

and temperature, fl°, is log F = a + be, where a and b are constants. Show
that we are dealing with the compound interest law. What is the logical

consequence of this law with reference to reactions which (like hydrogen and

oxygen) take place at high temperatures (say 500°), but, so far as we can

tell, not at ordinary temperatures ?

(6) The rate of change of a radioactive element is represented by

dNjdt = - rN where N denotes the number of atoms present at the time t,

and r is a constant. Show that the law of radioactive change follows the

" compound interest law ".

§ 21. Successive Differentiation.

The differential coefficient derived from any function of a

variable may be either another function of the variable, or a con-

stant. The new function may be differentiated again in order to

obtain the second differential coeSficient. We can obtain the third

and higher derivatives in the same way. Thus, ii y = x^,

The first derivative is, ^ = 3a;2

;

The second derivative is, -^ = 6x :

The third derivative is, -^ = 6;

The fourth derivative is, ^ = 0.
dx^

It will be observed that each differentiation reduces the index
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of the power by unity. If the index w is a positive integer the
number of derivatives is finite.

In the symbols -g^fy), ^^(y) . .
. , the superscripts simply de-

note that the differentiation has been repeated 2, 3 . . . times. In
differential notation we may write these results

d^y = Gx.dx'^; d^y = Qdx^ ; . .

.

The symbol dx^, dx^ . . ., meaning dx . dx, dx.dx.dx..., must
not be confused with dx^ = d{x^) = 2x.dx; dx^ = d(xy = 3xKdx...

The successive differential coefficients sometimes repeat them-
selves

; for instance, on differentiating

y = sinx

we obtain successively

The fourth derivative is thus a repetition of the original function,

the process of differentiation may thus be continued without end,

every fourth derivative resembling the original function. The
simplest case of such a repetition is

y = e',

which furnishes

dx ' dx^ ' dx^" '"•

The differential coefficients are all equal to the original function

and to each other.

Examples.—(1) lfy = logx; show that d'hj/da^ = - &jx\

(2) If 2/ = !K"; show that d^yjdx'' = n(n - l)(re - 2)(» - 3)x"-*.

(3) Ity = x-^; show that d^yjdx^ = - 2ix- °.

(i) If 2/ = log (x + 1); show that d^jdx^ = - (a; + 1) - \

(5) Show that every fourth derivative iu the successive differentiation of

y = COS X repeats itself.

Just as the first derivative of x with respect to t measures a

velocity, the second differential coefficient of x with respect to t

measures an acceleration (page 17). For instance, if a material ^

'A material point is a flction much used in applied mathematics for purposes

of calculation, just as the atom is in chemistry. An atom may contain an infinite

number of " material points " or particles.

B
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point, P, move in a straight line AB (Fig. 8) so that its distance,

s, from a fixed point is given by the equation s = a sin t, where

a represents the distance OA or OB, show that the acceleration

Fia. 8.

due to the force acting on the particle is proportional to its distance

from the fixed point. The velocity, V, is evidently

. . . (1)•^
dt

a cos t
;

and the acceleration, F, is

F dV dh . .

(2)

the negative sign showing that the force is attractive, tending to

lessen the distance of the moving point from 0. To obtain some

idea of this motion find a set of corresponding values of F, s and V

from Table XIV., page 609, and (1) and (2) above. The result is

If t =
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earth. Show that the acceleration of a body at difierent distances from the

earth's centre is inversely as the square of its distance (Newton's law). Hint.

Differentiate the equation as it stands ; divide by dt and cancel out the v on
one side of the equation with dsjdt on the other. Hence, dhjdfi = - gr^js^

remains. -Now show that if a body falls freely from an infinite distance the

maximum velocity with which it can reach the earth is less than seven miles

per second, neglecting the resistance of the air. In the original equation, s,,

is 00, and s = r = 3,962 miles
; g = 32^ feet = 0-00609 miles. .-. Ansr. = 6-95

miles.

(4) Show that the motion of a point at a distance s = a cos qt from a

certain fixed point is given by the equation dhjdt^ = - g's.

(5) Show that the first and second derivatives of De la Roche's vapour

pressure formula, p = ab^l^'" + "*', where a, 6, m, and n are constants, are

dp _ _™log6_ j^^ . d^ _ TO log b{m log 6 - 2n{m + nd)} ^^„,
de~ im + nef ' de''

~
(m + ne)*

Fortunately, in applying the calculus to practical work, only the

first and second derivatives are often wanted, the third and fourth

but seldom. The calculation of the higher differential coefficients

may be a laborious process. Leibnitz's theorem, named after

its discoverer, helps to shorten the operation. It also furnishes

us with the general or nth derivative of the function which is useful

in discussions upon the theory of the subject. We shall here

regard it as an exercise upon successive differentiation. The direct

object of Leibnitz's theorem is to find the nth differential coefficient

of the product of two functions of x in terms of the differential co-

efficients of each function.

On page 40, the differential coefficient of the product of two

variables was shown to be

dy _ d{uv) _ du dv

dx~ dx ~ dx dx'

where u and v are functions of x. By successive differentiation

and analogy with the binomial theorem (1), page 36, it may be

shown that

<i"(wu) d"u dv d"-^u d"v

The reader must himself prove the formula, as an exercise, by

comparing the values of d%UA))/dx^ ; d^{uv)/dx^ ; . . ., with the de-

velopments of (x + Kf ;
{x \-hY \ ..; of page 36.

Examples.—(1) It y = d^

.

«™, find the value of d^yjdx^. Substitute a^

and e<" respectively for v and u in (1). Thus,

V = t^; .-. dvjdx = ia^ ; d^jdx' = X2!C« ; d^vjdx^ = 24a;

;

« = ««*; .•. du/dx = ae'" ; dhijdx'^ = a^e'^; d^ujdx^ = a^e"^.

E *
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= e'"(a'v

From (l)

d'y d^u dv dhi n{n - 1) dHi du n(n - 1) {n - 2) d^v
.

dv „ d'u
,
d^v\ ,„,

= 6«*(aW + 12aW + 36cia;2 + 2ix).

(2) If 2/ = log X, show that d^yjdx^ = - 5I/a;».

If we pretend, for the time being, that the symbols of operation

/7
"• (^) ' (^) ' "^ (^)' ^epi"sseDt the magnitudes of an operation,

in an algebraic sense, we can write^ = ^(..|)%.,-(..D)^, . ,3)

instead of (2), and substituting D for -j-. The expression {a+Df

is supposed to be developed by the binomial theorem, page 36, and

dv/dx, dHjdx"^, . .., substituted in place of Dv, D\. . ., in the re-

sult. Equation (3) would also hold good if the index 3 were re-

placed by any integer, say n. This result is known as the symbolic

form of Leibnitz's theorem.

§ 22. Partial Differentiation.

Up to the present time we have been principally occupied with

functions of one independent variable x, such that

u =f{x};
but functions of two, three or more variables may occur, say

u = f(x, y,z,.. .),

where the variables x,y,z, . . .w.b independent of each other. Such

"functions are common. As

illustrations, it might be pointed

out that the area of a triangle

depends on its base and altitude

;

the volume of a rectangular box

depends on its three dimensions

;

and the volume of a gas depeiids

on the temperature and pressure.

I. Differentials.

To find the differential of a function of two independent vari-

ables. This can be best done in the following manner, partly

Bafe-B

D

D' C E

FiQ. 9.
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graphic and partly analytical. In Fig. 9, the area u of the rect-

angle ABGD, with the sides x, y, is given by the function

u = xy.

Since x and y are independent of each other, the one may be sup-

posed to vary, while the other remains unchanged. The function,

therefore, ought to furnish two differential coefficients, the one re-

sulting from a variation in x, and the other from a variation in y.

First, let the side x vary while y remains unchanged. The

area is then a function of x alone. ^ remains constant.

.-. {du)y = ydx, .... (1)

where (du),, represents the area of the rectangle BB'GG". The

subscript denoting that y is constant.

Second, in the same way, suppose the length of the side y

changes, while x remains constant, then

[dv,)^ = xdy, .... (2)

where {du)^ represents the area of the rectangle DD'GC. Instead

of using the differential form of these variables, we may write the

differential coefficients

in C. G. J. Jacobi's notation, where ^ is the symbol of differ-

entiation when all the variables, other than x, are constant. Sub-

stituting these values of x and y in (1) and (2), we obtain

Lastly, let us allow x and y to vary simultaneously, the total

increment in the area of the rectangle is evidently represented by

the figure D'EB'BGD.

Incr. u = BB'GG" + DD'GC + GG'G'E

= ydx -t- xdy + dx . dy.

Neglecting infinitely small magnitudes of the second order, we get

du = ydx + xdy ; . . . . (3)

or du = ^dx + ^dy, ... (4)

which is also written in the form
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In equations (3) and (4), du is called the total differential of the

function
;
^dx the partial differential of m with respect to x when

2/ is constant; a.nd ^dy the partial differential of u with respect

to y when x is constant. Hence the rule : The total differential of

two (or more) independent variables is equal to the sum of their

partial differentials.

The physical meaning of this rule is that the total force acting

on a body at any instant is the sum of every separate action.

When several forces act upon a material particle, each force pro-

duces its own motion independently of all the others. The actual

velocity of the particle is called the resultant velocity, and the

several effects produced by the different forces are called the com-

ponent velocities. There is here involved an important principle

—

the principle of the mutual independence of different reactions ;

or the principle of the coexistence of different reactions—which lies

at the ba^e of physical and chemical dynamics. The principle

might be enunciated in the following manner:

—

When a number of changes are simultaneously taking place in

any system, each one proceeds as if it were independent of tlie others

;

the total change is the sum of all the independent changes. Other-

wise expressed, the total differential is equal to the sum of the

partial differentials representing each change. The mathematical

process thus corresponds with the actual physical change.

To take a simple illustration, a man can swim at the rate of

two miles an hour, and a river is flowing at the rate of one mile an

hour. If the man swims down-stream, the river will carry him

one mile in one hour, and his swimming will carry him two miles

in the same time. Hence the man's actual rate of progress down-

stream will be three mUes an hour. If the man had started to

swim up-stream against the current, his actual rate of progress

would be the difference between the velocity of the stream and his

rate of swimming. In short, the man would travel at the rate of

one nule an hour against the current.

This means that the total change in u, when x and y vary, is

made up of two parts : (i) the change which would occur in u if

X alone varied, and (ii) the change which would occur in m if ^
alone varied.

Total variation = variation due to x alone + variation due to y alone.
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If the meaning of the different terms in

du = ^—dx + 1—dy
ox 7)y

is carefully noted, it will be found that the equation is really ex-

pressed in differential notation, not differential coefficients. The
partial derivative liu/Tlx represents the rate of change in the magni-

tude of u when x is increased by an amount Tix, y being constant

;

similarly liu/liy stands for the rate of change in the magnitude of u

when y is increased by an amount 'dy, x being constant. The rate

of change 'i)u/'dx multiplied by dx, furnishes the amount of change

in the magnitude of u when x increases by an amount dx, y being

constant ; and similarly (du/'dy) dy is the magnitude of the change

u when y increases an amount dy, x being maintained C9nstant.

Examples.— (1) If m = a' + x^ + i/'

|^= 3x^ + 2xy;^ = x'' + 3y' ; .: du = (3x' + 2xy)dx + {s= + 3y^)dy.
ox oy

(2) liu = X log y ; du — logy. dx+ x.

(3) If M = cos X . sin y + sin x . cos y ;

du = {dx + dy){oos x cos y - sinx sin y) = {dx + dy){cos{x + y)}.

{i) li u = xt/; du = yxn ~ ^dx + x" log xdy.

(5) The differentiation of a function of three independent variables may
be left as an exercise to the reader. Neglecting quantities of a higher orden

if u be the volume of a rectangular parallelepiped ' having the three dimen-

sions X, y, ii, independently variable, then u = xyz, and

'^ = ^^^^'y^'P'' • • • • (6)

or an infinitely small increment in the volume of the solid is the sum of the

infinitely small increments resulting when each variable changes indepen-

dently of the others. Show that

dw = yzdx + xndy + xydz (7)

(6) If the relation between the pressure p, and volume v, and tempera-

ture 9 of a gas is given by the gas law pv = BT, show that the total change

in pressure for a simultaneous change of volume and temperature is

This expression is only true when the. changes dT and dv are made in-

finitesimal. The observed and calculated values of dp, arranged side by side

' Mis-spelt " parallelepiped " by false analogy with " parallelogram ". I follow

the will of custom

—

quern, penes arUtrium est etjus et norma loquendi. EtymologiCally

the word should be spelt " parallelepiped ". It only adds new interest to learn that

the word is derived from " iropaXXrjXfirnreSoy used by Plutarch and others" ; and

makes one lament the decline of classics.
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in the following table (from J. Perry's The Steam. Engine, London, 564, 1904),

show that even when dv and dT are relatively large, the observed values agree

pretty well with the calculated results, but the error becomes less and less as

dT and dv are made smaller and smaller :

—

T
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on the right of the bracket. The subscripts can only be omitted

when there is no possibility of confusing the variables which have

been assumed constant. For example, the expression 'iC„f()T may
have one of three meanings.

fdGA fdG,\ fdG,\
\dTj,' KcLT),' \dTj^-

Perry suggests ^ the use of the alternative symbols

^„ aOj }G,

H^T' \T' H^T

I have just explained the meanings of the partial derivatives of

u -with respect to x and y. Let me again emphasize the distinction

between the partial differential coefficient tuj'bx, and the differential

coefficient du/dx. In Ttuj'bx, y is treated as a constant ; in du/dx,

y is treated as a function of x. The partial derivative denotes the

rate of change of u per unit change in the value of x when the

other variable or variables remain constant ; du/dx represents the

total rate of change of u when all the variables change simultan-

eously.

Example.—If y and u are functions of x such that

y = sin x; u = xsmx, . , . . (10)

we can write the last expression in several ways. The rate of change of u

with respect to x {y constant) and to y {x constant) will depend upon the way

y is compounded with x. The total rate of change of u with respect to x will

be the same in all oases. For example, we get, from eijuations (10),

u = xy; . . du = y .dx + X . dy; u = a; sin a;; .. du = (aioosa; + sina;)dci;;

M = sin -'2/. sin a; .: du = sin.- ^y . cosx . dx + sinx . {It- y'')-idy.

The partial derivatives are all different, but dujdx, in every case, reduces to

sin X + X cos x.

Many illustrations of functions with properties similar to those

'required in order to satisfy the conditions of equation (8) may

occur to the reader. The following is typical :—When rhombic

crystals are heated they may have different coefficients of ex-

pansion in different directions. A cubical portion of one of these

crystals at one temperature is not necessarily cubical at another.

Suppose a rectangular parallelepiped is cut from such a crystal,

with faces parallel to the three axes of dilation. The volume of

the crystal is

V = xyz,

' J. Perry, N'ature, 66, 53, 271, 520, 1902 ; T. Muir, same references.
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where x, y, z are the lengths of the different sides. Hence

i)v Sv tv

Substitute in (6) and divide by A&, where M represents a slight

rise of temperature, then

dm dx dy dz 1 dv 1 dx 1 dy 1 dz

j§ =y^T6 + ^^Te^ ''yde'°''v -de ^x'Te"^ y-Te^ Vdff

where the three terms on the right side respectively denote the

coefficients of linear expansion, A., of the substance along the three

directions, x, y, or z. The term on the left is the coefficient of

cubical expansion, u. Por isotropic bodies, a = 3X, since

1 dx __1 dy _1 dz

x'd0~y"de~z'de'
Examples.—(1) Losohmidt and Obermeyer's formula for the coefficient

of diffusion of a gas at T° (absolute), assuming fc„ and T^ are constant, is

- "o^Tj 760'

where kg is the coefficient of diffusion at 0° 0. and p is the pressure of the gas.

Required the variation in the eoeffioient of diffusion of the gas corresponding

with small changes of temperature and pressure. Put

" =
76ofv''

3f^2'=ap»i2>-itZ2'; ^dp = aT«dp.

(2) Biot and Arago's formula for the index of refraction, /t, of a gas or

vapour at 9° and pressure p is

_ 1 /^ - J- P
'' ^ - 1+ off 760'

where m is the index of refraction at"0°, a the coefficient of expansion of the

gas with temperature. What is the effect of small variations of temperature
and pressure on the index of refraction? Ansr. To cause it to vary by an

ft)
- 1/ d/p pade \

amount d^ = ^^eO-ilT^ " (TTWV
(3) It y= f(x + at), show that dxjdt = a. Hint. Find dyfdix, and dyldt;

divide the one by the other.

(4) It u = xy, where x and y are functions of t, show that (8) reduces to

our old formula (9), page 41,

du dy dx
Tt='^t + yTt (11)

(5) If a is a function of t such that x = t, show that on differentiation

with respect to i, m = a^ becomes

du^_'du "du- dy
dt~^'^'dy"di (12)

since dtjdt is self-evidently unity.
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(6) If X and y are functions of t, show that on differentiation oi u = xy
with respect to t,

du _ "du dy _ du _ cw ' dt

di-~^'Tt' d^''^t'dy (^^

A result obtained in a different way on page 44,

§ 23. Enler's Theorem on Homogeneous Functions.

One object of Euler's theorem is to eliminate certain arbitrary

conditions from a given relation between the variables and to build

up a new relation free from the restrictions due to the presence of

arbitrary functions. I shall however revert to this subject later

on. Euler's theorem also helps us to shorten the labour involved

in making certain computations. According to Euler's theorem

:

In any homogeneous function, the sum of the products of each

variable with the partial differential coefficients of the original

function with respect to that variable is equal to the product of

the original function with its degree. In other words, if m is a

homogeneous function i of the «th degree, Euler's theorem states

that if

u = %ax'^^ .... (1)

when a + j8 = w, then ^

()M liu ,„,

^§5 + 2/3^
= ''" • • • • (2)

The proof is instructive. By differentiation of the homogeneous

function,

u = ax'^^ + bx'iy^i + . . . = %ax'^^,

when a + ^ = a^ + ySi = . . . = w, we obtain

"iu "iiu

^ = %aax--^y^ ; and ^ = Sa^a;«2/?-i.

Hence, finally, by multiplying the first with x, and the second

with y, and adding the two results, we obtain

ay- + j/g- = 2a(a + P)x'^^ = n^ax'y^ = nu.

The theorem may be extended to include any number of variables

1 An homogeneons function is one in which all the terms containing the variables

have the same degree. Examples : x^ + bxy + li' ; ai* + xys? + xhj + xH^ are homo-

geneous functions of the second and fourth degrees respectively.

" The sign "
S " is to be read " the sum of all terms of the same type as . .

.,"

or here " the sum of all terms containing x, y and constants ". The symbol " n " ia

sometimes used in the same way for " the product of all terms of the type ".
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so that if

u = ..<« •) <"

we may write down at once,

^§^ + 2/3- + . .. = '»« ... (4)

and we have got rid of the conditions imposed upon u in virtue of
'

the arbitrary function /(. . .).

"du 'du "du „

Examples.—(1) li u = xh/ + _xy^ + 3xyz, then x^ + 2/g^ + «g^ - d«-

Prpve this result by actual difierentiation. It of course follows directly from

Euler's theorem, siBoe the equation is homogeneous and of the third degree.

(2) H « =
x^ + xy +y' ""Si + ydi^ '* ^'"""^ ^^^ equation is of the first

degree and homogeneous.

(3) If M = f(-\ show that x^ + y^ = 0. Here n in (3) is zero. Prove

the result by actual difierentiation.

§ 2i. Successive Partial Differentiation.

We can get the higher partial derivatives -by combining the

operations of successive and partial differentiation. Thus when

u == x^ + y^ + x^y^,

the first derivatives of u with respect to a;, when y is constant, and

to y, when x is constant are respectively

g = 2a; + 22/3a;; g=22/ + 3a;Y; . . (1)

repeating the differentiation,

7)2^/ 7\2n. ,

5^ = 2(1+ 2/«); ^=2(1 + 30,^2/), . . (2)

If we had differentiated Sw/Sa; with respect to y, and tiuf^y with

respect to x, we should have obtained two identical results, viz.

:

—

5P^
= 62/==^;, and 5^ = 62/^a;. ... (3)

The higher partial derivatives are independent of the order of

differentiation. By differentiation of liuftx with respect to y,

assuming x to be constant, we get -r— , which is written

Y^', on the other hand, by the differentiation of ^^ with re-
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speot to X, assuming y to be constant, we obtain ^-j-. That is

to say

i!!L = Z!L m
7>y!>x 'dx'iy '

'

This was only proved in. (3) for a special case. As soon as the

' reader has got familiar with the idea of differentiation, he will no

doubt be able to deduce the general proof for himself, although it

is given in the regular text-books. The result stated in (4) is of

great importance.

Example.—1£ ^ = e" + ^' + V is to satisfy the equation

Bhow that a^ = Aff' + Bp, where a, p, y, are constants. Hint. First find the

three derivatives and substitute in the second equation ; reduce.

§ 25. Complete or Exact Differentials.

To find the condition that u may he a function of x and y in

the equation

du = Mdx + Ndy, ... (5)

where M and N'are functions of x and y. We have just seen that

if M is a function of x and y
, 3m, Du
du = ^dx + ^dy, ... (6)

that is to say, by comparing (5) and (6)

,^ 'du „ <)M

Dx

'

oy

Differentiating the first with respect to y, and the second with

respect to x, we have, from (4)

DM DN /7^

oy ox

In text-books on differential equations this condition is shown

to be necessary and sufficient in order that certain equations may

be solved, or "integrated" as it is called. Equation (7) is called

Euler's criterion of integrability. An equation that satisfies

this condition is said to be a complete or an exact differential.

Example.—Shov7 that ydx - xdy = 0, is not exact, and that ydx + xdy =
is a complete differential. Hint. dM/dy = dyldy ; and dNjdx = - 'dxi'dx ;

hence, in the first case, dMjdy is not equal to dN/dx, and therefore the equa-

tion is not exact ; etc.
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§ 26. Integrating Factors.

The equation
Mdx + Ndy = . . . . (8)

can always be made exact by multiplying through with some func-

tion of X and y, called an integrating factor. {M and N are sup-

posed to be functions of x and y.)

Since M and N are functions of x and y, (8) may be written

dy M , ,

di = ~N ^"'

or the variation of y with respect to x is aa-MistoN; that is

to say, X is some function of y, say

f{x, y) = a,

then from (5), page 69,

-w'^'^ + ~^^^ ^ °-
• • (^°)

By a transformation of (10), and a comparison of the result with (9),

we find that

dy _ 'dx M
dx a/(a;,t/)

~~ N
ly

Hence

(11)

—j^ =f,M, and ^^ ^I^N, . . (12)

where /i is either a function of x and y^ or else a constant. Multi-

plying the original equation by the integrating factor fi, and
substituting the values of fxM, /jlN obtained in (12), we obtain

^J^dx + '^l^dy = 0,
dx • "2/

which fulfils the condition of exactness. The function /(a;, y) is to

be derived in any particular ease from the given relation between

X and y.

Example.—Show that the equation ydx - xdy = beoomes exact when
multiplied by the integrating factor l/y^.

32/ 2/^' 9a! " 2/2'

Hence dMfdy = "dNj'dx, the condition required by (7). In the same way show
that Ijxy and 1/x^ are also integrating factors.

Integrating factors are very much used in solving certain forma

of differential equations {q.v.), and in certain important aquations

which arise in thermodynamics.
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§ 27. Illustrations from Thermodynamics.

As a first approximation we may assume that the change of

state of every homogeneous liquid, or gaseous substance, is com-
pletely defined by some law connecting the pressure, p, volume, v,

and temperature, T. This law, called the characteristiG equation,

or the equation of state of the substance, has the form

f{p,v,T)=0 (1)

Any change, therefore, is completely determined when any two of

these three variables are known. Thus, we may have

p = Mv, T)]v= Mp, T) ; or, T = Mp, v). . (2)

Confining our attention to the first, we obtain, by partial differen-

tiation,

The first partial derivative on the right represents the coefficient

of elasticity of the gas, the second is nothing but the so-called

coefficient of increase of pressure with temperature at constant

volume. If the change takes place at constant pressure, dp = 0,

and (3) may be written in the forms

/dv\ [dTJ, . /dp\ V Ur/p

Wl - - TdfT '

"'•
[dTj,- -T7^- • (*)

\dvJr V \dpjj,

The subscript is added to show which factor has been supposed

constant during the differentiation. Note the change of "ivftiT to

dv/dT at constant pressure. The first of equations (4) states that

the change in the volume of a gas when heated is equal to the ratio

of the increase of pressure with temperature at constant volume,

and the change in the elasticity of the gas ; the second tells us

that the ratio of the coefficients of thermal expansion and of com-

pressibility is equal to the change in the pressure of the gas per

unit rise of temperature at constant volume.

Examples.—(1) Show that a pressure of 60 atmospheres is required to

keep unit volume of mercury at constant volume when heated 1° 0. Oo-

1 /dv\
efficient of expansion of Hg = 0-00018 = -

1 gyj ' °* compressibility

= 0-000003 = - — ( j~) • M. Planck, Vorlesungen ilber Thermodynamik.

Leipzig, 8, 1897.

(2) J. Thomsen's formula for the amount of heat Q disengaged when one
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molecule of sulphuric acid, H2SO4, is mixed with n molecules of water, H^O,

is Q = 17860 »/(l-798 + n) cals. Put a = 17860 and 6 = 1-798, for the sake of

brevity. If k of HjSOj be mixed with y of HjO, the quantity of heat dis-

engaged by the mixture is x times as great as when one molecule of H2SO4

unites with yjx molecules of water. Since yjx = n va Thomsen's formula

Q = X X. ayl(bx + y) cals. If dx of acid is now mixed with x of HgSO^ and y
of HjO, show that the amount of heat lib^ated is

a©, ay-- a'n? ^
3^'^'" = (hx + yY^''

•
<"' W+W

In the same way the amount of heat liberated when dy of water is added to a

similar mixture is

'dy'^y
=

(6 + nf^y
°^'^-

Let Q, T, p, V, represent any four variable magnitudes what-

ever. By partial differentiation

«=(i).-Hi),*'=(i).--(f),*-(i).*-(g)-»
Equate together the second and last members of (5), and substitute

the value of dp from (3), in the result. Thus,

Put dv = 0, and divide by dT,

(dQ\ _ /3QN /^X

Again, by partial differentiation

'^=^=(1).'^^ + (!)/'' (8)

Substitute this value of dT in the last two members of (5)

(lil(D.*-(SKD/"(i),*=(m*-{'J)> ">

Put dp = 0, and write the result

(i).(S),=(i), »
By proceeding in this way, the reader can deduce a great

number of relations between Q, T, p, v, quite apart from any
physical meaning the letters might possess. If Q denotes the

quantity of heat added to a substance during any small changes
of state, and p, v, T, the pressure, volume and absolute tempera-
ture of the substance, the above formulae are then identical with
corresponding formulae in thermodynamics. Here, however, the
relations have been deduced without any reference to the theory
of heat. Under these circumstances, (dQ/'dT)4T represents the
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quantity of heat required for a small rise of temperature at oon-
Btant volume: (DQ/'dT), is nothing but the specific heat of the
substance at constant volume, usually written 0„; similarly,

Q>Q/'^T)^ is the specific heat of constant pressure, written C^; and
{^Q/'(Sv)j, and (iiQ/'ip)^ refer to the two latent heats.

These results may be applied to any substance for which the
relation pv = BT holds good. In this case,

Examples.—(1) A little ingenuity, and the reader should be able to
deduce the so-called Reeoh's Theorem

:

G„ \ov/Q
'>' = ^ =

7ff'
(11)

\dvjT

employed by Clement and Desormes for evaluating y. See any text-book on
physios for experimental details. Hint. Find dp for v and Q ; and for v and
2'asin(3).; use (7) and (10).

(2) By the definition of adiabatic and isothermal elasticities (page 113),

E^ = - v(dpldv)i, ; and Et = - v(dpjZv)T, respectively.

The subscripts ^ and T indicating, in the former case, that there has been
neither gain nor loss of heat, in other words that Q has remained constant,

and in the latter case, that the temperature remained constant during the

process dpjdv. Hence show from the first and last members of (5), when Q
is constant,

fdQ\

\apA
From (7), (10) and (4), we get the important result

(dQ\ fdQ\ fdT\ f-dpX fdQ\
E^ _ K-dv). _ [dTjXdvJAdTj, _ \-dT), _ Cp

Er ~ fdQ\ ('^\ ~ T^Q\7W\ ~ ('^\ ~ C. - T- (1^'

\'dp)\-dv)T [dTjXdvjT \dTj„

According to the second law of thermodynamics, for reversible

changes "the expression dQ/T is a perfect differential". It is

usually written d<t>, where ^ is called the entropy of the substance.

Erom the first two members of (5), therefore,

is a perfect differential. From (7), page 77, therefore,

£fl '^\ _ A{1 '^\ f'^\ - f'^\ _ ^
dv\T'-dTj, ~ dT\T' -dvjT'

"'' \dvjT~ \dTj, T'

where G, has been written for QiQI'dT),, L for (dQ/'dv)T.

(13)

(14)
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According to the first law of thermodynamics, when a quantity

of heat dQ is added to a substance, part of the heat energy dU In

spent in the doing of internal work among the molecules of the

substance and part is expended in the mechanical work of expansion,

p . dv against atmospheric pressure. To put this symboUcally,

dQ = dU + pdv; oT dU=dQ -pdv. . . . (15)

Now dU ia & perfect differential. This means that however much

energy U, the substance absorbs, all will be given back again when

the substance returns to its original state. In other words, f7 is a

function of the state of the substance (see page 385). This state

is determined, (2) above, when any two of the three variables

p, V, T, are known.

For the first two members of (5), and the last of equations (16),

therefore,

dU= C«.dT+ L.dv - pdv= G,.dT + [L - p)dv, . (16)

IS a complete differential. In consequence, as before,

(t),-(i?.).-(i).- • • • '">

From (14) and (17),

m.'mh- • M.
a " law " which has formed the starting point of some of the finest

deductions in physical chemistry.

Examples.—(1) Establish Mayer's formula, for a perfect gas.

Op- G, = B (19)

Hints: (i.) Since j)u = BT, (dpfdT), = B/v ; .-. {?)QI?>v)t = BT/v = p, by (18).

(ii.) Evaluate dv as in (3), and substitute the result in the second and third

members of (5). (iii.) Equate dp to zero. Find 'dvj'dT from the gas equation,

use (18), etc. Thus,

(m +(m (^\ .(m . (W\ +m\ R-(W\ . etc

(2) Establish the so-called " Pour thermodynamic relations " between

p, V, T, <j), when any two are taken as independent variables.

VdvJi, \d<pj.' {dvjT~\dTj.' \dpj^~\dt>jp' \dpjT~ \dTj;

It is possible that in some future edition of this work a great

deal of the matter in the next chapter will be deleted, - since

"graphs and their properties " appears in the curriculum of most

schools. However, it is at present so convenient for reference that

I have decided to let it remain.



CHAPTBE II.

OOORDINATB OR ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY.

" Order and regularity are more readily and clearly recognised when
exhibited to the eye in a picture than they are when presented

to the mind in any other manner."^

—

Db. Wheweld.

§ 28. Cartesian Coordinates.

The physical properties of a substance may, in general, be con-

cisely represented by a geometrical figure. Such a figure furnishes

an, elegant method for studying certain natural changes, because

the whole history of the process is thus brought vividly before the

mind. At the same time the numerical relations between a series

of tabulated numbers can be exhibited in the form of a picture and
their true meaning seen at a glance.

Let xOx' and yOy' (Fig. 10) be two straight lines at right angles

to each other, and intersecting at the point 0, so as to divide the

plane of this paper into four quadrants I, II, III and IV. Let
Pj be any point in the first quadrant yOx ; draw P-^M-^ parallel to

Oy and P^N parallel to Ox. Then, if the lengths OM^ and P^Mj
are-known, the position of the point P with respect to these lines

follows directly from the properties of the rectangle NP-^M.^0

(Euclid, i., 34). For example, if OM-^ denotes three units, Pjlfi

four units, the position of the point Pj is found by marking off

three units along Ox to the right and four units along Oy vertically

upwards. Then by drawing NP^ parallel to Ox, and PiM-^ parallel

to Oy, the position of the given point is at Pj, since,

Pjilfj = 0N=4: units; NP^ = OM^ = 3 units.

x'Ox, yOy' are called coordinate axes or " frames of reference
"

(Love). If the angle yOx is a right angle the axes are said to be

rectangular. Conditions may arise when it is more convenient

83 F*
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to make yOx an oblique angle, the axes are then said to be oblique.

xOx' is called the abscissa or x-axis, yOy' the ordinate or y-axis.

The point is called the origin ; OM^ the abscissa of the point

P, and P^M^ the ordinate of the same point. In referring the posi-

tion of a point to a pair of coordinate axes, the abscissa is always

mentioned first, Pj is spoken of as the point whose coordinates are

3 and 4 ; it is written " the point P-^iZ, 4) ". In' memory of its

inventor, Een6 Descartes, this system of notation is sometimes

styled the system of Cartesian coordinates.

The usual conventions of trigonometry are made with respect

to the algebraic sign of a point in any of the four quadrants. Any

abscissa measured from the origin to the right is positive, to the

y
n
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zontal distance along some standard line of referenoe^—the a;-axis,

and (2) its vertical distance along some other standard line of refer-

ence—the 2/-axis.

When the position of a point is determined by two variable mag-

nitudes (the coordinates), the point is said to be two dimensional.

We are always making use of coordinate geometry in a rough

way. Tiius, a book in a Ubrary is located by its shelf and number

;

and the position of a town in a map is fixed by its latitude and

longitude. See H. S. H. Shaw's " Eeport on the Development of

Graphic Methods in Mechanical Science," B. A. Reports, 373,

1892, for a large number of examples.

§ 29. Graphical Representation.

Consider any straight or curved line OP situate,^ with refer-

ence to a pair of rectangular co-ordinate axes, as shown in Fig. 11.

Take any abscissae OM-^, OM^ OM^ . . . OM, and through M^,

^
Fig. 11.

M^...M draw the ordinates ikfjPi, M^P^ . . . MP parallel to the

2/-axis. The ordinates all have a definite value dependent on the

slope of the hne^ and on the value of the abscissse. If x be any

abscissa and y any ordinate, x and y are connected by some

definite law called the equation O'f the curve.

It is required to find the equation of the curve OP. In the

triangle 0PM
MP = OM tan MOP,

' Any straight or curved line when referred to its coordinate axes, is called a
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oj. y = X tan a, . . . . (1)

where a denotes the positive angle MOP. But if OM = MP,

tanJlfOP = ^=l = tan45°.

The equation of the line OP is, therefore,

2/ = a;

;

• • • • (2)

and the Kne is inohned at an angle of 45° to the a;-axis.

It follows directly that both the abscissa and ordinate of a point

situate at the origin are zero. A point on the x-axis has a zero

ordinate ; a point on the 2/-axis has a zero abscissa. Any line

parallel to the ic-axis has an equation

y = h; . . . . (3)

any Hne parallel to the ^/-axis has an equation

X == a, . . . . (4)

where a and b denote the distances between the two lines and their

respective axes.

It is necessary to warn the reader not to fall into the bad habit

of writing the line OM indifferently " OM" and " MO " so that he

will have nothing to unlearn later on. Lines measured from left

to right, and from below upwards are positive ; negative, if measured

in the reverse directions. Again, angles measured in the opposite

direction to the motion of the hands of a watch, when the watch is

facing the reader, are positive, and negative if measured in the

opposite direction. Many difficulties in connection with optical

problems, for instance, will disappear if the reader pays careful

attention to this. In the diagram, the angle MOP will be positive,

POM negative. The line MP is positive, PM negative. Hence,

since

+ MP - PM
*-^^^ = TW=-^ = *^^^^^=+W =-

§ 30. Practical Illustrations of Graphical Representation.

Suppose, in an investigation on the relation between the pres-

sure, p, and the weight, w, of a gas dissolved by unit volume of a

solution, we obtained the following successive pairs of observations,

p = i, 2, 4, 8...= x.

w = i, 1, 2, i...= y.
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By setting off on millimetre, coordinate or squared paper

(Fig, 12) points Pi(i, i), P,i2, 1)

. .
.

, and drawing a line to pass

through all these points, we are

said to plot the curve. This has

been done in Fig. 12. The only-

difference between the lines OP
of Figs. 11 and 12 is in their

slope towards the two axes.

From equation (1) we can put ^^'^- 12.-Solution of Gases
^ ^ ' ^ in liquids.

w = p tan a, or tan u. = ^,

that is to say, an angle whose tangent is ^. This can be found by

reference to a table of natural tangents. It is 26° 33' (approx.).

Putting tan a = to, we may write

w = mp, .... (5)

where m is a constant depending on the nature of the gas and

liquid used in the experiment. Equation (5) is the mathematical

expression for the solubility of a gas obeying Henry's law, viz.

:

" At constant temperature, the weight of a gas dissolved by unit

volume of a liquid is proportional to the pressure ". The curve

OP is a graphical representation of Henry's law.

To take one more illustration. The solubility of potassium

chloride. A, in 100 parts of water at temperatures, 6, between 0°

and 100° is approximately as follows

:

e = 0°, 20°, 40°, 60°, 80°, 100° = x,

X = 28-5, 39'7, 49-8, 59-2, 69-5, 79-5 = y.

By plotting these numbers, as in the preceding example, we obtam

a curve QP (Fig. 13) which, instead of passing through the origin

at 0, cuts the y-a.xis at the point Q such that

OQ = 28-5 units = b (say).

If OF be drawn from the point parallel to QP, then the equation

for this line is obviously, from (5),

1 \ = mO;

but since the line under consideration cuts the ^/-axis at Q,

X = m6 + b, . . . (6)

where & = OQ. In these equations, b, X and 6 are known, the

value of TO is therefore obtained by a simple transposition of (6),
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m =
6

= tan 27° 43' = 05254:.

Substituting in (6) the numerical values of m and &(= 28-5),i we

can find the approximate solubility of potassium chloride at any

temperature [6) between 0° and 100° from the relation

X = 0-51286 + 28-5.

The curve QP in Fig. 13 is a graphical representation of the

PiQ. 13.—Solubility Curve for KCl in water.

variation in the solubility of KCl in water at different tempera-

tures.

Knowing the equation of the curve, or even the form of the

curve alone, the probable solubility of KCl for any unobserved

temperature can be deduced, for if the solubility had been de-

termined every 10° (say) instead of every 20°, the corresponding

ordinates could still be connected in an unbroken line. The same

relation holds however short the temperature interval. From this

point of view the solubility curve may be regarded as the path of

a point moving according to some fixed law. This law is defined

by the equation of the curve, since the coordinates of every point

on the curve satisfy the equation. The path described by such a

point is called the pictare, locus or graph of the equation.

Examples.—(1) Let the reader procure some " squared " paper and plot

:

J/
= JiC - 2 ; 2y + 3x = 12.

(2) The following experimental results have been obtained :

—

When a; = 0, 1, 10, 20, 30, . .

.

y = -3, —1-56, 11-40, 25-80, 40-20,...

' Determined by a method to be described later.
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(a) Plot the curve, (b) Show (i) that the slope of the curve to the aj-axia

is nearly 1'44 = tan a = tan 55°, (ii) that the equation to the curve is

y = Vii« - 3. (o) Measure ofi 5 and 15 units along the K-axis, and show
that the distance ot these points from the curve, measured vertically above
the a;-axis, represents thb corresponding ordipates. (d) Compare the values

of y so obtained with those deduced by substituting a; = 5 and a: = 15 in the

above equation. Note the laborious and roundabout nature of process (c) when
contrasted with (d). The graphic process, called graphic interpolation (g_-v.),

is seldom resorted to when the equation connecting the two variables is

available, but of this anon.

(3) Get some-solubility determinations from any chemical text-book and
plot the values'of the composition of the solution (0, ordinate) at diiierent

temperatures (e°, abscissa), e.g., Loewel's numbers for sodium sulphate are

= 5-0, 19-4, 550, 46-7, 44-4, 43-1, 42-2;

fl° = 0°, 20°, 34°, 50°, 70°, 90°, 108-5°.

What does the peculiar bend at 34° mean ?

In this and analogous oases, h. question of this nature has to be decided

:

What is the best way to represent the composition of a solution f Several

methods are available. The right choice depends entirely on the judgment,

or rather on the finesse, qi the investigator. Most chemists (like Loewel

above) follow Gay Lussac, and represent the composition of the solution as

"parts of substance which would dissolve in 100 parts of the solvent".

Etard found it more convenient to express his results as " parts of substance

dissolved in 100 parts of saturated solution ". The right choice, at this day,

seems to be to express the results in molecular proportions . This allows the

solubility constant to be easily compared with the other physical constants.

In this way. Gay Lussao's method becomes " the ratio of the number of

molecules of dissolved substance to the number, say 100, molecules of

solvent "
; Btard's " the ratio of the number of molecules of dissolved sub-

stance to any number, say 100, molecules of solution ".

(4) Plot logoK = y, and show that logarithms of negative numbers are

impossible. Hint. Put a; = 0, e-.^, e~^, 1, e, e^, oo , etc., and find correspond-

ing values of y.

So many good booklets have recently been published upon
" Graphical Algebra " as to render it unnecessary to speak at greater

length upon the subject here.

§ 31. Properties of Straight Lines.

If equations (1) and (6) be expressed in general terms, using

X and y for the variables, m and b for the constants, we can

deduce the following properties for straight lines referred to a pair

of coordinate axes.

J. A straight line passing through the origin of a pair of

rectamgular coordinate axes, is represented by the equation

y — mx, .... (7)
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where m = tan a = yjx, a constant representing the slope of the

curve. The equation is obtained from (5) above.

II. A straight line which outs one of the rectangular coordinate

axes at a distance b from the origin, is represented by the equation

y = mx + b . . . . (8)

v^here m and b are any constants whatever. For every value of

w there is an angle such that tan a = m. The position of the line

is therefore determined by a point and a direction. Equation (8)

follows immediately from (6).

III. A straight line is always represented by an equation of the

first degree,

Ax + By -i- C = 0; . . . (9)

and conversely, any equation of the first degree between two variables

represents a straight line.^

This conclusion is drawn from the lact that any equation

containing only the first powers of x and y, represents a straight

Ime. By substituting m = ~.A/B and b = - G/B in (8), and

reducing the equation to its simplest form, we get the general

equation of the first degree between two variables ; Ax + By+G= 0.

This represents a straight line inclined to the positive direction of

the X-axis at an angle whose tangent is - A/B, and cutting the

2/-axis at a point - G/B below the origin.

IV. A straight line which cuts each coordinate axis at the re-

spective distances a and b from the origin, is represented by the

equation

? + !=! .... (10)
a

Consider the straight line AB (Fig. 14) which intercepts the

X- and 2/-axes at the points A and B respectively. Let OA = a

OB = b. From the equation (9) if

y == 0, X = a ; Aa + G = 0, a = - G/A.

Similarly if x = 0, y = b; Bb + G = 0, b = - G/B.

Substituting these values of a and b in (9), i.e., in

A B ^ X y ^

"G"
~
TP

^ 1; and we get- + | = 1-

'The reader met with the idea conveyed by a "general equation," on page

26. By assigning suitable values to the constants A, B, C, he will be able to deduce

every possible equation of the first degree between the two variables x and y.
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There are several proofs of this useful equation. Formula (10) is

called the intercept form of the equa-

tion of the straight line, equation (8)

the tangent form.

V. The so-called normal or per-

pendicular form of the equation of a -71

straight line is

^ = a; cos a + y«es"a, . (11)

,
where p denotes the perpendicular dis-

tance of the line BA (Fig. 14) from the

origin 0, and a represents the angle

which this line makes with the a;-axis.

Draw OQ perpendicular to AB (Fig. li). • Take any point P{x, y) and
drop a perpendicular PR on to the K-axis, draw RD parallel to AB cutting OQ
in D. Drop PC .perpendicular on to BD, then PBG = a= QOA. Then,
OQ = OD + PC OD = a coi a; PC = y sin o. Hence follows (11).

Many equations can be readily transformed into the intercept

form and their geometrical interpretation seen at a glance. For
instance, the equation

X + y = 2 becomes ^OS + ^y = 1,

which represents a straight line cutting each axis at the same
distance from the origin.

One way of stating Charles' law is that " the volume of a

given mass of gas, kept at a constant pressure, varies directly as

the temperature ". If, under these conditions, the temperature be

raised ff", the volume increases the ^f^^rd part of what it was at

the original temperature.^ Let the original volume, Vg, at 0° C,

^ Many students, and even some of the text-books, appear to have hazy notions on

this question. According to " Guy Lussac's law " the increase in the volume of a gas

at any temperature for a rise of temperature of 1°, is a constant fraction of its initial

volume at 0°C. ; "J. Dalton's law" {Manchester Memoirs, 3, 595, 1802), on the other

hand, supposes the increase in the volume of a gas at any temperature for a rise of 1°,

i? a, constant fraction of its volume at that temperature (the " Compound Interest

Law," in fact). The former appears to approximate closer to the truth than the latter.

(See page 285.) J. B. Gay Lussac {Annates de Ohimie, 43, 137, 1802) says that Charles

had noticed this same property of gases fifteen years earlier and hence it is sometimes

called Charles' law, or the law of Charles and Gay Lussac. After inspecting Charles'

apparatus. Gay Lussac expressed the opinion that it was not delicate enough to es-

tablish the truth of the law in question. But then J. Priestley in his Experiments and

Observations on Different Kinds of Air (2, 448, 1790) says that " from a very coarse

experiment which I made very early I concluded that fixed and common air expanded
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be unity ; the final volume v, then at &"

This equation resembles the intercept form of the equation of a

straight line (10) where a = - 273 and 6 = 1. The intercepts a and

b may be found by putting x and y, or rather their equivalents,

-273°C

6 and v, successively equal to zero. If ^ = 0, v = 1; if v = 0,

6 = - 273, the well-known absolute zero (Kg. 15).

It is impossible to imagine a substance occupying no space.

But this absurdity ia the logical consequence of Charles'

law when = - 273°. Where is the fallacy ? The answer is that

Charles' law includes a " simpUfying assumption ". The total

volume occupied by the gas really consists of two parts : (i) the

volume actually occupied by the molecules of the substance ; and

(ii) the space in which the molecules are moving. Although we
generally make v represent the total volume, in reality, v only refers

to the space in which the molecules are moving, and in that case

the conclusion that v = 0, when 6 = - 273° involves no absurdity.

No gas has been investigated at temperatures within four degrees

of - 273°. However trustworthy the results of an interpolation

Fio. 16.

may be, when we attempt to pass beyond the region of measure-

alike with the same degree of heat". The cognomen " Priestley's law ' would settle

all confusion between the three designations "Dalton's," "Gay Lussac's" and
"Charles' " of one law.
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ment, the extrapolation, as it is called, becomes more or less

hazardous. Extrapolation can only be trusted when in close prox-

imity to the point last measured. Attempts to find the probable

temperature of the sun by extrapolation have given numbers

varying between the 1,398° of Vicaire and the 9,000,000° of

Waterston ! We cannot always tell whether or not new forces

come into action when we get outside the range of observation.

In the case of Charles' law, we do know that the gases change

their physical state at low temperatures, and the law does not

apply under the new conditions.

VI. To find the angle at the point of intersection of two curves

whose equations are given. Let the equations be

y = mx + b; y' = m'x' + b'.

Let <^ be the angle required (see Kg. 16), m = tan a, m! = tan a'.

From Euclid, i., 32, a' - a = <^, .•. tan (a - a) = tan (/>. By formula,

page 612,

tana' - tana _ ml - m
^'^'^ = 1 + tana, tana' ~ 1 + mm' •

^^^^

Examples.—(1) Find the angle at the point of intersection of the two

lines a; + 2/ = 1, and y = x + 2. m = l, m'=-l; tan <(> = - co = - 90?.

(2) Find the angle between the lines 3y - x = 0, and 2x + y = 1. Ansr.

Tan. (81° 52') =^7.

VII. To find the distance between two points in terms of their

coordinates. In Kg. 17, let Pix^yi) and Qix^y^) be the given points.

Draw QM' parallel to NM. OM=x^, MP = y^; ON=x^, NQ = y^)

MP = MP - MM' = MP - NQ = y-^ - y^;

QM = NM =0M - ON =x^~ x^.

Since QMP is a right-angled triangle

{QPf = {QMf + [PM'f.

.: QP = V(iCi - x,f + (2/1
- y,r. . . (13)

Examples.—(1) Show that the distance between the points ( - 2, 1) and

(- 6, — 2) is 5 units.

(2) Show that the distance from (10, - 18) to the point (8, 6) is the same

as to the point (- 5, 2). Ansr. 25 units in each case.

§ 32. Curyes Satisfying Conditions.

The reader should work through the following examples so as

to familiarize himself with the conceptions of coordinate geometry.

Many of the properties here developed for the straight line can

easily be extended to curved lines.
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§ 32.

I. The condition that a curve may pass through a given point.

This evidently requires that the coordinates of the point should satisfy

the equation of the Une. Let the equation be in the tangent form

y = mx + b.

If the line is to pass through the point (x^, y^),

2/1 = ma^i + b,

and, by subtraction,

(y -
2/1)

= m{x - Xj) . . . (14)

which is an equation of a straight line satisfying the required

conditions.

Examples.—(1) The equation of a line passing through a point whose

abscissa is 5 and ordinate 3 is ^ - mx = 3 - 5m.

(2) Find the equation of a line which wiU pass through the point (4, - 4)

and whose tangent is 2. Ansr. y - 2x + 12 =^ 0.

II. The condition that a curve may pass through two given

points. •Continuing the preceding discussion, if the line is to pass

through (X2, 2/2). substitute x^, j/ji in (1^)

(2/2 - Vi) = »»K - a^i) ;
''"> = '^^-z^-

Substituting this value of m in (14), vre get the equation,

^:ilL = ^jia,
. . . (13)

for a straight line passing through two given points (ajj, y-^ and

K. 2/2)-

ExAMPMis.—(1) Show that the equation of the straight line passing

through the points Pi(2, 8) and ^2(4, 5) ia x - y + 1 =0. Hint. Substitute

a:i = 2, Xj = 4, 2/1 = 3, y^ = 5, in (15).

(2) Hnd the equation of the line which passes through the points

Pi(4, - 2), and Pj(0, - 7). Ansr. 5x - iy = 28.

III. The coordinates of the point of intersection of two given

lines. Let the given equations be

y = mx + b; and y = m'x + b'.

Now each equation is satisfied by an infinite number of pairs of

values of x and y. These pairs of values are generally different

in the two equations, but there can be one, and only one pair of

values of x and y that satisfy the two equations, that is, the

coordinates of the point of intersection. The coordinates at this

point must satisfy the two equations, and this is true of no other

point. The roots of these .two equations, obtained by a simple
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algebraic operation, are the coordinates of the point required. The

point whose coordinates are

b' — b h'm - bm ,-,p,
X =

i ; y = — • ' (16)

satisfies the two equations.

Examples.—(1) Find the coordinates of the point of intersection o! the

two lines x + y = 1, and y = x + 2. Ansr. aj = - J, j/ = f . Hint, m = - 1,

m' = 1, 6 = 1, 6' = 2, etc.

(2) The'coordinates of the point of intersection of the curves 3y-- x = 1,

and 2a! + !/ = 3 a,re a; = f , j/ = f

.

(3) Show that the two curves y^ = ix, and x^ = iy meet at the point

x = 4t,y = 4,.

IV. The condition that three given lines may meet at a point.

The roots of the equations of two of the lines are the coordinates of

their point of intersection, and in order that this point may be on a

third Une the roots of the equations of two of the lines must satisfy

the equation of the third.

BxiMPliES.—(1) If three lines are represented by the equations 5x + Zy= l,

Sx - iy = 10, and x + 2y = 0, show that they will all intersect at a point

whose coordinates are x = 2 and y = - 1. Solving the last two equations,

we get X = 2 and y = - 1, but these values of x and y satisfy the first equation,

hence these three lines meet at the point (2, - 1).

(2) Showthat the lines3a; + 5^+ 7=0; x + 2y+ 2= 0; and 4a;- 3y- 10=0,

do not pass through one point. Hint. From the first and second, y = 1,

x = - i. These values do not satisfy the last equation.

V. The condition that two straight lines may be parallel to one

another. Since the lines are to be parallel they must make equal

angles with the a;-axis, i.e., angle a' = angle a, or tan a' = tan a,

.-. m = m' (17)

that is to say, the coefficient of x in the two equations must be

equal.

Examples.—(1) Show that the lines j/ = 3a: + 9, and 2y = 6x + 7 are

parallel. Hint. Show that on dividing the last equation by 2, the coefficient

of X in each equation is the same.

(2) Find the equation of the straight line passing through (2, - 1) parallel

io3x + y = 2. Ansr. y + 3x= 5. Hint. Use (17) and (14). y + 1 - - 3 {x - 2).

VI. The condition that two lines may be perpendicular to one

another. If the angle between the lines is ^ = 90°, see (12),

a' - ^ = 90°,

1
.'. tana' = tan(90 + a) = - cota = - ^^^>
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.•. TO' = - - (18)m
or, the slope of the one line to the a;-axis must be equal and

opposite in sign to the reciprocal of the slope of the other.

ExAMPiiES.— (1) Find the equation of the line which passes through the

point (3, 2), and is perpendicular to the line y = 2x + 5. Ansr. a; + 2?/ = 7.

Hint. Use (18) and (14).

(2) Find the equation of the line which passes through the point (2, - 4)

and is perpendicular to the line 3y + 2x - 1 = 0. Ansr. 2y - 3x + Xi = 0.

§ 33. Changing the Coordinate Axes.

In plotting the graph of any function, the axes of reference

should be so chosen that the resulting curve is represented in the

most convenient position. In many problems it is necessary to

pass from one system of coordinate axes

to another. In order to do this the

equation of the given line referred to

the new axes must be deduced from the

corresponding equation referred to the

old set of axes.

I. To pass from any system of co-

gj

"—fj j^j

^ ordinate axes to another set pa/rallel to

Pig. 18.—Transformation of ^^^ former but having a different origin.

•*-^^^- Let Ox, Oy (Fig.,18) be the original axes,

and ZO^x^, HO-^y^^ the new axes parallel to Ox and Oy. Let MM-^P
be the ordinate of any point P parallel to the axes Oy and O^y-^.

Let h, k be the coordinates of the new origin Oj referred to the old

axes. Let (x, y) be the coordinates of P referred to the old axes

Ox, Oy, and (x^y^) its coordinates referred to the new axes. Then
OH = h, HO^ = k,

X = OM = OH + HM == OH + O^M-^ = h + x^;

y = MP = MM^ + ikfjP = HO.^ + M^P = k + y^.

That is to say, we must substitute

a; = /i. + Kj ; and 2/ = A; + 2/i, . . (19)

in order to refer a curve to a new set of rectangular axes. The
new coordinates of the point P being

x^ = X - h; and y^ = y - k. . . (20)

Example.—Given the point (2, 3) and the equation 2x + 3y = 6, find the

coordinates of the former, and the equation of the latter when referred to a

set of new axes parallel to the original axes and passing through the point

y
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3,2). Ansr.a!, = a!-3 = 2-3= -1; 2,, = 2/-2 = l. The position of the
point on the new axes is ( - 1, 1). The new equation will be 2(3 + a;,) +
3(3 + J^,) = 0; .•.2a!i + 3^1 + 12 = 0.

II. To pass from one set of axes to another having the same
origin but different directions.

Let the two straight lines x^O
and y-^O, passing through (Pig.

19), be taken as the new system

of coordinates. Let the coordin-

ates of the point P {x, y) when
referred to the new axes be x^^,

y^. Draw MP perpendicular to

the old a;-axes, and M-^P perpen-

dicular to the new axes, ^o that

the angle MPM-^ = BOM^ = a,

OM = X, OM^ = ajj, MP = y, M^P = y^.

Draw BMj^ perpendicular and QJfj parallel to the ic-axis. Then

x= 0M= OB - MB =^ OB ~ QM^,

.'. X = OMj^ cos a - M^P sin a
;

.•. a; = iCj cosa - 2^1 sina.

.

. . (21)

Similarly y = MP = MQ + QP = BM^ + QP
;

.-.
2/ = OM^ sin a + JfjP cos a,

.•. y = x^sina + y^ cos a. . . . (22)

Equations (21) and (22) enable us to refer the coordinates of a

point P from one set of axes to another. Solving equations (21)

and (22) simultaneously,

a?! = a; cos a + ^sina; yi = y cos a - a; sin a. . (23)

Example.—Find what the equation a^^ - y^ = a? becomes when the

axes are turned through - 45°, the origin remaining the same. Here

sin (- 45°) =-\/i; cos (-45°) = \/j. Prom (28), 3^ = sl^x - \/j2/;

j/i= sl^+ij^. Hence, Xj - 2/1= - iJ^x; Xi + y, = \lix; . x^^-y-i^= -ixy,

.: from the original equation, 2xy = - a' ; or, xy = constant.

In order to pass from one set of axes to another set having a

different origin and different directions, the two preceding transfor-

mations must be made one after another.

§ M. The Circle and its Equation;

There is a set of important curves whose shape can be obtained

by cutting a cone at different angles, Hence the name conic seo-
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FiQ. 20.- The Circle.

Then by

(1)

98

tAom. They include the parabola, hyperbola and eUipse, of which

the circle is a special case. I

shall describe their chief pro-

perties very briefly.

A oirole is a cv/rve such

that all points on the curve

are equi-distamt from a given

point. This point is called the

centre, the distance from the

centre to the curve is called

the radius. Let r (Kg. 20) be

the radius of the circle whose

centre is the origin of the reot-

angjilar coordinate axes xOmf

and yOy'. Take any point

P(x, y) on the circle. Let PM be the ordinate of P. From the

definition of a circle OP is constant and equal to r.

EucUd, i., 47,

{OM)^ + {MPy = (OPf, or x^ + y^ = r^,

which is said to be the equation of the circle.

In coimection with this equation it must be remembered that

the abscissae and ordinates of some points have negative values,

but, since the squarj of a negative quantity is always positive, the

rule still holds good. Equation (1) therefore expresses the geo-

metrical fact that all points on the circumference are at an equal

distance from the centre.

Examples.—(1) Required the loous of a point moving in a path according

to the ec^uations y = a cos t, x = a sin t, where t denotes any given interval of

time. Square each equation and add,

l/' + x^ = a'{oosH + ain^f).

The expreasion in brackets is unity (19), page 611, and hence for all values of t

i.e., the point moves on the perimeter of a circle of radius a.

(2) To find the equation of a circle whose centre, referred to a pair of

rectangular axes, has the coordinates h and fc. From (19), previous paragraph,

(x - hf +(y -hf^r^ (2)

where P(x, y) is any point on the circumference. Note the product xy is

absent. The coefficients of x^ au^ y^ are equal in magnitude and sign.

These conditions are fulfilled by every equation to a circle. Such is

Zx^ + 3y^ + 7{B - 12 = 0.

(8) The general equation of a circle is

gi^ + y' + ax + by + c^O (3)
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Plot (8) an squared paper. Try the efieot of omitting ax and of hy separately
and together. This is a sure way of getting at the meaning of the general
equation.

(4) A point moves on a circle x^ + y'' = 25. Compare the rates of change
of as and y when w = 3. If a; = 3, obviously 2/ = ± 4. By differentiation

dAjjdt
:
dxjdt = - xjy = ±§. The function decreases when aj and y have the

same sign, i.e., in the first and third quadrants, and increases in the second
and fourth quadrants

; y therefore decreases or increases three-quarters as
fast as X according to the quadrant.

§ 35. The Parabola and its Equation.

A parabola is a curve such that any point on the curve- is equi-

distant from a given point and a given straight line. The given
point is called the focus, the straight line

the directrix, the distance of any point on ^ ~

the curve from the focus is called the focal

radius. (Fig. 21) is called vertex of the

parabola. AK is the directrix; OF, FP,
FP^ ... are focal radii ; OF = AO ; FP =
KP ; FP-^ = K^P^ ... It can now be proved

that the equation of the parabola is given by

the expression

/Z=iMl7 • . (1)

where a is a constant equal to ^10 in the

above diagram. In words, this equation tells us that the abscissse

of the parabola are proportional to the square of the ordinates.

Examples.—(!) By a transformation of coordinates show that the para-

bola represented by equation (1), may be written in the form

x = a + hy + ay^ (2)

where a, b, c, are constants. Let x become x+ h; y=y+k; a=j where h, k,

and j are constants. Substitute the new values of x and y in (1) ; multiply

out. Oolleot the constants together and equate to a, b and c as the case

might be.

(2) Investigate the shape of the parabola. By solving the equation of

the parabola, it follows that

2/ = ± 2 ^m.
First. Every positive value of x gives two equal and opposite values of

y, that is to say, there are two points at equal distances perpendicular to the

a!-axis. This being true for aU values of x, the part of the curve lymg on one

Bide of the a^axis is the mirror image of that on the opposite side '
; in this

Fig. 21.

' The student of stereo-ohemistry would say the two sides were " enantiomorphio

'
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case the ai-axia is said to be symmetrical witli respect to the parabola. Hence
any line perpendicular to the a>axis cuts the curve at two points equidistant

from the s-axis.

Second. When x = 0, the y-axis just touches ' the curve.

Third. Since a is positive, when x is negative there is no real value of y,

for no real number is known whose square is negative ; in consequence, the

parabola lies wholly on the right side of the y-axis.

Fourth. As x increases without limit, y approaches infinity, that is to say,

the parabola recedes indefinitely from the x or symmetrical-axes on both

sides.

§ 36. The Ellipse and its Equation.

An ellipse is a curve such that the sum of the distances of any

point on the curve from two given points is always the same. Let

P (Fig. 22) be the given point which moves on the curve PP^
so that its distance from the two fixed points F^, F^, called the

W'
> Fig. 22.—The Ellipse.

foci, has a constant value say 2a. The distance of P from either

focus is called the focal radius, or radius vector. is the so-called

centre of the ellipse. The equation of the ellipse

^ + |2 = i • • . . (1)

can now be deduced from the above described properties of the

curve. The line P2P^ (Pig. 22) is caUed the major axis ; P^P.^ the

minor axis, their respective lengths being 2a and 26 ; the magni-
tudes a and b are the semi-axes ; each of the points Pj, P^, P,, P^,

is a vertex.

BxAMPLBs.—(1) Let the point P(x, y) move on a curve so that the position

1 Some mathematicians define a "tangent" to be a straight line which outs the
curve in two coincident points. See Tlie School World, 6,~323, 1904.
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of the point, at any moment, is given by the equations, x = a oos t and

y = b sin t ; required the path described by the moving point. Square and

add ; since oos^i + sin^t is unity (page 611), x^/a!' + y^jV = 1. The point

therefore moves on an ellipse.

(2) Investigate the shape of the ellipse. By solving the equation of the

ellipse we get

y=± 6^1 - ^; andaj = +a^l - ^. . . . (2)

First. Since y^ must be positive, x^ja' '^ 1, that is to say, x cannot be

numerically greater than a. Similarly it can be shown that y cannot be

numerically greater than b.

Second. Every positive value of x gives two equal and opposite values of

y, that is to sav, there are two points at equal distances perpendicularly above

and below the oj-axis. The ellipse is therefore symmetrical with respect to

the a!-axis. In the same way, it can be shown that the ellipse is symmetrical

with respect to the ^-axis.

Third. If the value of x increases from the zero until x = + a, then 2/=0,

and these two values of x furnish two points on the IB-axis. If x now increases

until a; > a, there is no real corresponding value of y^. Hence the ellipse

lies in a strip bounded by the limits x = + a; similarly it can be shown that

the ellipse is bounded by the limits y = + b.

Obviously, if a=b, the equation of the ellipse passes into that of a circle.

The circle is thus a special case of the ellipse.

The absence of first powers of x and y in the equation of the ellipse shows

that the origin of the coordinates is at the " centre " of the ellipse. A term in

xy shows that the principal axes—major and minor—are not generally the

X- and ^-axes.

§ 37. The Hyperbola and its Equation.

The hyperbola is a curve suoh that the difference of the distance

of any point on the curve

from two fixed points is al-

ways the same. Let the point

P (Fig. 23) move so that the

difference of its distances

from two fixed points F, F',

called the fooi, is equal to 2a.

is the so-eaUed centre of

the hyperbola ; OM = x
;

nr-n nt rfD J, PiG. 23.—The Hyperbola.MP = y; OA = a; OB = 0. '^

Starting from these definitions it can be shown that the equation of

the hyperbola has the form

?!-^'=i (1)
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The ic-axia is called the transverse or real axes of the hyperbola

;

the 2/-axis the' conjugate or imaginary axes ; the points A, A' are

the vertices of the hyperbolas, a is the real semi-axis, b the imaginary

semi-axis.

Examples.—(1) Show that the equation of the hyperbola whose origin

is at its vertex is a^y'^ = 2aWx + b^x". Substitute x + u, for x in the regular

equation. Note that y does not change.

(2) Investigate the shape of the hyperbola. By solving equation (1) for

a;, and y, we get

y=±^jQf:^,B.udx=:±^^^^+W. ... (2)

First. Since y^ must be positive, sb^^ a?, or x cannot be numerically less

than a. No limit with respect to y can be inferred from equation (8).

Second. For every positive value of x, there are two values of y differing

only in sign. Hence these two points are perpendicular above and below the

as-axis, that is to say, the hyperbola is symmetrical with -respect to the a!-axis.

There are two equal and opposite values of x for all values of y. The hyper-

bola is thus symmetrical with respect to the y-3.xis.

Third. If the value of x changes from zero until x = + a, then y = 0, and
these two values of x furnish two points on the a;-axis. If a; > o, there are

two equal and opposite values of y. Similarly for every value of y there are

two equal and opposite values of x. The curve is thus symmetrical with

respect to both axes, and lies beyond the limits x = + a.

Before describing the properties of this interesting curve I

shall discuss some fundamental properties of curves in general.

§ 38. The Tangent to a CurYe.

We sometimes define a tangent to a curve as a straight line

, >^ which touches the curve at two co-

T/oV incident points, i
If, in Fig. 24, P

and Q are two points on a curve

such that MP = NB = y; BQ = dy;

OM = x; MN =^PB = dx; the straight

line PQ = ds. Otherwise, the diagram

explains itself. Now let the line APQ
revolve about the point P. We have

already shown, on page 15, that the chord PQ becomes more and
more nearly equal to the arc PQ as Q approaches P ; when Q

•Note the equivocal use of the word "tangent" in geometry and in trigonometry.
In geometry, a " tangent is a line between which and the curve no other straight Ihie

can be drawn," or " a line wMoh just touches but does not out the curve "- The
slope of a curve at any point can be represented by a tangent to the curve at that

point, and this tangent makes an angle of tan a with the a;-axis.
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coincides with P, the angle MTP = angle BPQ = a; dx, dy and

ds are the sideg of an infinitesimally small triangle with an angle

at P equal to a ; consequently

1=*^°- W
This is a most important result. The differential coefficient repre-

sents the slope of gradient of the curve. In other words, the tan-

gent of the angle made by the slope of any part of a curve with

the a;-axis is the first differential coefficient of the ordinate of the

curve with respect to the abscissa.

We can also see very readily that in the infinitely small triangle,

dx = ds . cos a; dy = ds .Bia a; . . (2)

and, since -B is a right angle,

(dsf = {dyy + [dxf. ... (3)

If we plot the distances, a;, traversed by a particle at different

intervals of time (abscissse) ; or the amounts of substance, x, trans-

formed in a chemical reaction at different intervals of time, t, we

get a curve whose slope at any point represents the velocity of the

process at the corresponding interval of time. This we call a

velocity curve. If the curve slopes downwards from left to right,

dxfdt will be negative and the velocity of the process will be

diminishing ; if the curve slopes upwards from left to right, dyjdx

will be positive, and the velocity will be increasing.

If we plot the velocity, F, of any process at different intervals of

time, t, we get a curve whose slope indicates the rate at which the

velocity is changing. This we call an acceleration curve. The

area bounded by an acceleration curve and the coordinate axes

represents the distance traversed or the amount of substance trans-

formed in a chemical reaction as the case might be.

BxiMPLEB.—(1) At what point in the curve y-^ = iXi does the tangent

make an angle of 60° with the a!-axis ? Here dyjdxi = 2/2/j = tan 60° = Js.

Ansr. 2/i =2/N/i; a, = ^.

(2) Mnd the tangent of the angle, o, made by any point P{x, y) on the

parabolic curve. In other words, it is required to find a straight line which

has the same slope as the curve has which passes through the point P(x, y).

Since y^ = iax; dyldas = 2aly = tan o. If the tangent of the angle were to

have any particular value, this value would have to be substituted in place of

dyjdx. For instance, let the tangent at the point P{x, y) make an angle of

45°. Since tan 45 = unity, 2a/y = tan a = 1, .-. y = 2a. Substituting in the

original equation y^ = iax, we get x = a, that is to say, the required tangent
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passes through the extremity of the ordinate perpendicular on the focus.

If the tangent had to be parallel to the aj-axis, tan being zero, dy/dx is

equated to zero ; while if the tangent had to be perpendicular to the a-axis,

since tan 90° = oo, dyfdx = oo.

(3) Required the direction of motion at any moment of a point moving

according to the equation, y = a ao& %r[x + «). The tangent, at any time t,

has the slope, - %ra sin '2,ir(x + e).

(4) E. Mallard and H. le Ohateliet represent the relation between the

molecular specific heat, s, of carbon dioxide and temperature, fl, by the

expression s s= 6-3 + 0-005649 - 0-000001,089^ _ Plot the (9,ds/ii9)-curve from

9 = 0° to 9 = 2,000 (abscissae). Possibly a few trials will have to be made

before the " scale " of each coordinate will be properly proportioned to give

the most satisfactory graph. The student must learn to do this sort of thing

for himself. What is the difference -in meaning between this curve and the

(s, 9)-curve?

(5) Show that dxjdAj is the cotangent of the angle whose tangent is d/yjcks.

Let TP (Pig. 25) be a tangent to the curve at the point

P(a!i, ^i). Let OM = x^, MP = y^. Let y = mx + b, be the equation

of the tangent line TPT', and y^ = f{Xj) the equation of the curve,

BOP. From (14), page 94, we know that a straight line can only

pass through the point P{xi. y^, when

y - y^ = m{x - x^) . . . (4)

where m is the tangent of the angle which the line y = mx makes

with the a;-axis ; and x and y are the coordinates of any point taken

at random on the tangent line. But we have just seen that this

angle is equal to the first differential coefScient of the ordinate of

the curve ; hence by substitution

^ -2^^ =!!;('« -^i)' • • . (5)

which is the required equation of the tangent to a curve at a

point whose coordinates are aSj, y^

E:^MPtBB.—(1) Find the equation of the tangent at the point (4, 2) in

the curve y^^ = ix^. Here, dy^dx^ = 1; x^ = i, y^ = 2. Hence, from (4),

^ = » - 2 is the required equation.

(2) Required the equation of the tangent to a parabola. Since

^i' = 4aa^, dyjdxj^ = iajy-^.

Substituting in (5) and rearranging terms,

(y - Vi)yi = Wi - 3/i='=2a(a! - x^).

.Substituting for y^'', we get

Wi = 2a(a! +Xi) (6)

as the equation for the tangent line of a parabola. If » = 0, tan n = oo, and
the tangent is perpendicular to the as-axis and touches the jz-axis. To get the
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point of interseotion of the tangent with, the a-axis put y = 0, then x = -
(b^.

The vertex of the parabola therefore bisects the a!-axis between the point of

intersection of the tangent and of the ordinate of the point of tangenoy.

(3) Find the equation of the tangent to the ellipse,

substituting this value of d/y^jdx^ in (5), multiply the result by y^\ divide

through by 6^
; rearrange terms and combine the result with the equation of

the ellipse, (1), page 100. The result is the tangent to any point on the ellipse,

where x^, y^ are coordinates of any point on the curve and x, y the coordi-

nates of the tangent.

(4) Find the equation of the tangent at any point P(Xi, y^i on the hyper-

bolic ourve. Differentiate the equation of the hyperbola

Multiply this equation by y^ ; divide by 6^ ; rearrange the terms and combine

the result with the second of the above equations. We thus find that the

tangent to any point on the hyperbola has the equation

«a;i yy^ _ ^
.

At the point of intersection of the tangent to the hyperbola with the ic-axis,

y = and the corresponding value of x is

xx^ = a?;0T, X = a^jx^, .... (9)

the same as for the ellipse.

From (9) if ajj is infinitely great, x = 0, and the tangent then

passes through the origin. The limiting position of the tangent

to the point on the hyperbola at an infinite distance away is

interesting. Such a tangent is called an asymptote. To find

the angle which the asymptote makes with the a;-axis we must

determine the limiting value of

when a?! is made infinitely great. Multiply both sides by b^jx^^,

and

'
' x-^~ a^ x-^'

If x-^ be made infinitely great the desired ratio is

Lt 2/i'-^' Lt ^1-^
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Differentiate the equation of the hyperbola, and introduce this

value for x^jyi, and we get

^ = tan u, (a

ax

a 62
(10)

If we now construct the rectangle BSS'E (Fig. 23, page 101)

with sides parallel to the axes and cut off OA = OA' = a,OB= OB' = b,

the diagonal in the first quadrant and the asymptote, having the

same relation to the two axes, are identical. Since the x- and

2/-axes are symmetrical, it follows that these conditions hold for

every quadrant. Hence, B'OS, and BOS' are the asymptotes of

the hyperbola.

§ 39. A Study of Carves.

A normal line is a perpendicular to the tangent at a given

point on the curve, drawn to the

a;-axi8. Let NP be normal to the

curve (Fig. 25) at the point P

(%> Vi)- ^^^ y = ''^^ + ^' ^® "^^

equation of the normal line ; 2/1
=

/(ajj), the equation of the curve.

The condition that any line may
be perpendicular to the tangent

Une TP, is that m' = - l/m, (17),

page 96. From (6)

y - Vi = ~ :z,{!«
- a;i),

Pia. 25.

or, the equation of the normal line is

dx^

,

, diX-i

dyi ^ ^1
y - y - Vi

(1)

BxAMPLBS.— (1) Find the equation of the normal at the point (4, 3) in the

curve iCi'^i' = a. Here ds^jd/j/i = - 3a!,/2j/i. Henoe, by substitution in (1),

y = '2,x - b.

(2) Show that y = 2(!b - 6) is the equation of the normal to the curve

4j/j + "^1^ = 0, at the point (4, - 4).

(3) The tangent to the ellipse outs the sc-ozis at a point vrhere ^ = 0;

from (7), page 105,

.•. aasi = a" ; or, x = a^jXi. .... (2)

In Fig. 26 let FT be a tangent to the ellipse, NP the normal. From (2),

F^T = x + c = a^lXi + c; FT = x - c = a^jx^ - c,
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(3)

since Wfi = OP^c; OT = x; OM = x-^,

' ' FT a^- cx^ '

Since FP = r, F^P = r^- OF = F^O = c; OM=x^; MP =
y^,

r'' =
2/i= + (c - x^f ; r-,^ = y^^ + (c + ajj".

.-. r-' - r^ = (r + rj (r - r^ = - 4oiKi ;

But by the definition of an ellipse, pages 100 and 101,

r + ri = 2a; .•. r - rj = - lee-^ja; ..r = a- cxja; rj = oj + cxja.

F^_r,_ a^ + cx,

FP~ r ~ a^-cx, ^ '

Prom (3) and (4), therefore,

FiT:FT=FjP:FP.

Fig. 26.—The Foci of the Ellipse.

By Euclid, vi., A :
" If, in any triangle, the segments of the base produced

have to one another the same ratio as the remaining sides of the triangle,

the straight line drawn from the vertex to the point of section bisects the

external angle". Hence in the triangle FPF^, the tangent bisects the ex-

ternal angle FPB, and the normal bisects the angle FPF-^.

The preceding example shows that the normal at any point on

the ellipse bisects the angle enclosed by the focal radii ; and the

tangent at amy point on the ellipse bisects the exterior angle formed

by the focal radii. This property accounts for the fact that if F-^P

be a ray of light emitted by some source F-^, the tangent at P
represents the reflecting surface at that point, and the normal tp the

tangent is therefore normal to the surface of incidence. From a

well-known optical law, "the angles of incidence and reflection

are equal," and since F^PN is equal to NPP when PF is the re-

fleeted ray,, all rays emitted from one focus of the ellipse are

reflected and concentrated at the other focus. This phenomenon

occurs with light, heat, sound and electro-magnetic waves.
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To find the length of the tangent and of the normal. The length

of the tangent can be readily found by substituting the values

MP and TM in the equation for the hypotenuse of a right-angled

triangle TPM (Euclid, i., 47) ; and in the same way the length

of the normal is obtained from the known values of MN and PM
already deduced.

The subnormal of any curve is that part of the a!-axis lying

between the point of intersection of the normal and the ordinate

drawn from the same point oh the curve. Let MN be the sub-

normal of the curve shown in Kg. 25, then

MN = X - x^,

and the length of MN is, from (1),

when the normal is drawn from the point P{Xi, y-^).

The subtangent of any curve Ib that part of the ;r-axis lying

between the points of intersection of the tangent and the ordinate

drawn from the given point. Let TM (Fig. 25) be the subtangent,

then
x^ - x= TM.

.Putting y = in equation (1), the corresponding value for the

length, TM, of the subtangent is

dx, dx, x, - X ,„.
X-, - X = 2/ij ; <"' j= —— . . (6)

Examples.—(1) Find the length of the subtangent and subnormal lines

in the parabola, y^ = iax^. Since yjdyjdx^ = 2a, the subtangent is 2a;i ; the

subnormal, 2a. Hence the vertex of the parabola bisects the subtangent,

(2) Show that the subtangent of the curve pv = constant, is equal to - v.

(3) Let P{x, y) be a point on the parabolic curve (Pig. 27) referred to the

coordinate axes Ox, Oy; FT a, tangent at the point P, and let KA be the

directrix. Let F be the focus of the parabola y^ = iax. Join PF. Draw KP
parallel to Ox. Join ET. Then KPFT is a rliombus (Euclid, i., 34), for it

has been shown that the vertex of the parabola bisects the subtangent, Ex.

(1) above. Hence, TO = OM; and, by definition, AO = OF

;

..TA= FM; and KP = TF;

consequently, the sides ET and PF are parallel, and by definition of the para-

bola, EP = PF, .: the two triangles KPT and PTF are equal in all respects,

and (Euclid, i., 5) the angle KPT = angle TPF, that is to say, the' tangent

to the parabola..at any given point bisects the angle made by the focal radius

amd the perpendiculwr dropped on to the di/rectrix from the given poimt.

In Pig. 27, the angle TPF = angle TPK = opposite angle BPT' (Euclid,
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i., 15). But, by oonstruction, the angles TPN and NPT' are right angles

;

take away the equal angles TPF and BPT'
and the angle FPN is equal tp the angle

NPB.

The normal at any point on the

parabola bisects the angle enclosed by

the focal radius and a line drawn
through the given point, parallel to the

X-axis. This property is of great im-

portance in physics. All light rays

falling parallel to the principal (or x-)

axis on to a parabolic mirror are reflect-

ed at the focus F, and conversely all

light rays proceeding from the focus

are reflected parallel to the aj-axis. Hence the employment of

parabohc mirrors for illumination and other purposes. In some
of Marconi's recent experiments on wireless telegraphy, electrical

radiations were directed by means of parabolic reflectors. Hertz,

in his classical researches on the identity of light and electro-

magnetic waves, employed large parabolic mirrors, in the focus of

which a "generator," or "receiver" of the electrical oscillations

was placed. See D. E. Jones' translation of H. Hertz's Electric

Waves, London, 172, 1893.

Fig. 27 ThePoous of the
' Parabola.

§ 40. The Rectangular or Equilateral Hyperbola.

If we put a = 6 in the standard equation to the hyperbola, the

result is an hyperbola (Fig. 28) for which

a;2 - 2/2 = a\ . (1)

and since tan a = 1 = tan

45°, each asymptote makes

an angle of 45° with the x-

or y-axes. In other words,

the asymptotes bisect the

coordinate axes. This special

form of the hyperbola is called

an equilateral or rectangula/r

hyperbola. It follows directly

that the asymptotes are at
. , , , i 1 ii Fig. 28.—The Rectangular Hyperbola,

right angles to each other.

The asymptotes may, therefore, serve as a pair of rectangular
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coordinate axes. This is a valuable property of the rectangular

hjrperbola.

The equation of a rectangular hyperbola referred to its asymp-

totes as coordinate axes, is best obtained by passing from one set of

coordinates to another inclined at an angle of - 45° to the old set,

but having the same origin, as indicated on page 96. In this way

it is found that the equation of the rectangular hyperbola is

xy == a, . . . . (2)

where a is a constant.

It is easy to see that as y becomes smaller, x increases in magni-

tude. When y = 0, X = cp, the a3-axis touches the hyperbola an

infinite distance away. A similar thing might be said of the y-axis.

§ ii. Illustrations of Hyperbolic Curves.

I. The graphical representation of the gas equation, pv = Bd,

furnishes a rectangular hyperbola when 6 is fixed or constant.

The law as set forth in the above equation shows that the volume

of a gas, V, varies inversely as the pressure, p, and directly as the

temperature, 6. For any assigned value of 6, we can obtain a

series of values of p and v. For the sake of simplicity, let the

constant B = 1. Then if

e= 1

^ = '^
(^
V = 5-U, 1-0, 0-5, 0-1, 0-05, . . . etc.

The "curves" of constant temperature obtained by plotting

these numbers are called isothermals. Bach isothermal (i.e.,

curve at constant temperature) is a rectangular hyperbola obtained

from the equation pv = B6 = constant, similar to (2), above.

A series of isothermal curves, obtained by putting 6 successively

equal to 6-^, O^, 6^ . . . and plotting the corresponding values of

p and V, is shown in Pig. 29.

We could have obtained a series of curves from the variables

p and 6, or v and 6, according as we assume i) or 5? to be constant..

If V be constant, the resulting curves are called isometric lines,

or isochores ;
if ^ be constant the curves are isopiestic lines,

or isobars.

II. Exposure formula for a thermometer stem. When a ther-

mometer stem is not exposed to the same temperature as the

Cp= 0-1,

\v = 10-0,
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bulb, the meroury in the exposed stem is oooled, and a small

correction must be made for the consequent contraction of the

meroury exposed in the stem. If x denotes the difference between

the temperature registered by. the thermometer and the tempera-

P

Fig. 29.—^Isothermal pv-onrvea.

ture of the exposed stem, y the number of thermometer divisions

exposed to the cooler atmosphere, then the correction can be

obtained by the so-called exposure formula of a thermometer,

namely,

e = 0-00016a;y,

which has the same form as equation (2), page 110. By assuming

a series of suitable values for (say O'l . .
.
) and plotting the

results for pairs of values of x and y, curves are obtained for use

in the laboratory. These curves allow the required correction to

be seen at a glance.

III. Dissociation cu/rves. Gaseous molecules under certain

conditions dissociate into similar parts. Nitrogen peroxide, for

instance, dissociates into simpler molecules, thus :

N20,=^2N02.

Iodine at a high temperature does the same thing, Ij becoming 21.

In solution a similar series of phenomena occur, KCl becoming

K + 01, and so on. Let x denote the number of molecules of an
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acid or salt which dissociate into two parts called ions ; (1 - x)

the number of molecules of the acid, or salt resisting ionization

;

c the quantity of substance contained in unit volume, that is the

•A.
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during the change, we have isothermal elasticity, while if the
change takes place without gain or loss of heat, adiabatio elas-
ticity. If unit volume of

gas, V, changes by an P
amount dv for an increase

of pressure dp, the elastic-

ity, E, is

E = dp

"Wo

dp

dv (1)

A similar equation can be

obtained by differentiating

Boyle's law,^''" = constant,

for an isothermal change

of state. The result is

that

dp

dv (2) Pig. 31.—^-curves.

an equation identical with that deduced for the definition of volume
elasticity. The equation pv = constant is that of a rectangular

hyperbola referred to its asymptotes as axes.

Let P{p, v) (Fig. 31) be a point on the curve pv = constant.

In constructing the diagram the triangles KNP and PMT were
made equal and similar (Euclid, i., 26). See Ex. (2) page 108, and

note that KN is the vertical subtangent equivalent to - p.

'EN = - 2fP tan a = - V tan KPN = - v%
dv

that is to say, the isothermal elasticity of a gas in any assigned

condition, is rmnierically equal to the vertical subtangent of the

curve coftesponding to the substance in the given state.

But since in the rectangular hyperbola EN = PM, the iso-

thermal elasticity of a gas is equal to the pressure (2). The

adiabatic elasticity of a gas may be obtained by a similar method

to that used for equation (1). If the gas be subject to an adia-

batic change of pressure and volume it is known that

pv'* = constant = G. . . . (3)

Taking logarithms, (3) furnishes log ^ + y log v = log G. By
differentiation and rearrangement of terms, we get

^« = -^^ = ^' w
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in other words the adiabatio elasticity ^ of a gas is y times the

pressure. A similar construction for the adiabatio curve furnishes

KN:PM=KP:PT=y: 1,

that is to say, the tangent to an adiabatio curve is divided at the

point of contact in the ratio y : 1.

BxAMPLBS.—(1) Assuming the Newtou-Laplaoe formula that the square

of the velocity of propagation, V, of a compression wave {e.g., of sound), in a

gas varies directly as the adiabatio elasticity of the gas, J/0, and inversely as

the density, p, or 7^ oc E^jp ; show that V^ oc yRT. Hints : Since the com-

pression wave travels so rapidly; the changes of pressure and volume may be

supposed to take place without gain or loss of heat. Therefore, instead of

using Boyle's law, po = constant, we must employ ^t»v = constant. Hence

deduce •j^' = " • cLpjdv = E^. Note that the volume varies inversely as the

density of the gas. Hence, if

T™ oc E^jf oc E^v oc -xpu oc yBT. .... (5)

(2) B. Mayer's equation, page 82 and (5) can be employed to determine

the two specific heats of any gas in which the velocity of sound is known.

Let a be a constant to be evaluated from the known values of ij, T, Y^,

-.: G, = i?/(l - a), and Gp = aG,. . . . . (6)

Boynton has employed van der Waals' equation in place of Boyle's. Per-

haps the reader can do this for himself. It will simplify matters to neglect^

terms containing magnitudes of a high order (see W. P. Boynton, Plvysical

Review, 12, 353, 1901).

§ i2. Polar Coordinates.

Instead of representing the position of a point in a plane in

terms of its horizontal and vertical distances along two standard

lines of reference, it is sometimes more convenient to define the

position of the point by a length and a direction. For example, in

Pig. 32 let the point be fixed, and Ox a straight line through 0.

Then, the position of any other point P will

be completely defined if (1) the length OP
and (2) the angle OP makes with Ox, are

known. These are called the polar coordin-
-

ates of P, the first is called the radius

Yector, the latter the vectorial angle. The

Pig. 32.—Polar Co- radius vector is generally represented by the
ordinates. symbol r, the vectorial angle by 9, and P is

called the point P{r, 6), is called the pole and Ox the initial line.

As in trigonometry, the vectorial angle is measured by supposing

I From other conaiderations, Eq Is usually written £^,
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the angle 6 has been swept out by a revolving line moving from

a position coincident with Ox to OP. It is positive if the direction

of revolution is contrawise to the motion of the hands of a clock.

To change from polar to rectangular coordinates and vice versd.

In Fig. 33, let (r, 6) be the polar coordinates of the point P{x, y).

Let the angle x'OP = 6.

I. To pass from Cartesian to polar coordinates.

Bm(
MP y

OP
= -;oos(

OM
OP

''

X
,

r'

.•. y = rainO and x = rcos i

which expresses x, and y, in terms of r and 6.

(1)

Examples.—(1) Transform the equation ofl - y' = 3 from rectangular to

polar coordinates, pole at origin. Ansr. r^ooa 26 = 3. Hint. Cos^fl - sin'fl =

cos 2$.

Pig. 33. Pig. 34.

(2) Show that cc^ + j/' = 9 represents the same line as r = 3. Hint.

r^sirr'e + oos^fl) = 9 ; and sin^fl + oos^fl = 1.

(3) A point F moves along a curve in such a way that the ratio of its

distance from a given point F, and from a given straight line OK (Pig. 34) is

a constant quantity, say e. Pind the path of the point. Hint. In Pig. 34

FP = eKP. Let KP = OM = x ; MP = y. Required the equation connect-

ing X and y. {FPf = {MP)'' + [FMf = y^+ {x- af, where OF is put = a.

If e is unity, the curve is a parabola ; if e < 1 the curve is an ellipse
;

if

8 > 1 the curve is an hyperbola, e is called the eccentricity of the curve.

In polar coordinates KP = OF + FM = a + r cos 9,

r ^^ ln\
••• ^ = a + roose ' "' '" = l-«cos9' • • • (2)

whether curve be an hyperbola, ellipse or parabola.

II. To pass from polar to Cartesian coordinates. In the same

figure
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, ^ MP y

.

tan u "= jr\n/r ^ ~ 'OM X

r2 = {OPf = (OMf + {MPf = a;2 + 2/2

;

.-. « = tan - 1^
; r = + ^W^Tt • • (3)

which expresses ^, and r, in terms of a; and y. The sign of r is

ambiguous, but, by taking any particular solution for B, the pre-

ceding remarks wUl show which sign is to be taken.

Just as in Cartesian coordinates, the graph of a polar equation

may be obtained by assigning convenient values to Q (say 0°, 30°,

45°, 60°, 90°
. . .) and calculating the corresponding value of r from

the equation.

Examples.—(1) What are the rectangular coordinates ol the points (2, 60°),

and (2, 45°) respectively? Ansr. (1, sFi), and (\/2, \/2).

(2) Express the equation r = m cos S in rectangular coordinates. Ansr.

a;2 + 2/2 = rrvx. Hint, Cos fl = a\r ;
.•. r^ = ma;, eto.

Polar coordinates are particularly useful in astronomical and

geodetical investigations. In meteorological charts the relation

between the direction of the wind, and the height of the barometer,

or the temperature, is often plotted in polar coordinates. The

treatment of problems involving direction in space, displacement,

velocity, acceleration, momentum, rotation, and electric current

are often simplified by the use of vectors. But, see 0. Henrici

and G. C. Turner's Yectors and Bo'tors, London, 1903, for a simple

exposition of this subject.

§ 43. Spiral Curves.

The equations of the spiral curves are considerably simplified

by the use of polar coordinates. For in-

stance, the curve for the logarithmic spiral

(Fig. 35), though somewhat complex in

Cartesian coordinates, is represented in

polar coordinates by the simple equation

r = a», . . (1)

where a has a constant value. Hence
Pia. 36.—Logaritlimic

Spiral. log r = 6 log a.

Let G, Gj, Cj, . . . (Fig. 35) be a series of points on the spiral cor-

responding with the angles (9j, 6^,...; and the radii veotores

r,, r,, . . . Hence,
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log rj =
(9i

log a ; log r^ = e^\oga...

Since log a is constant, say equal to h.

r-

'2

that is, the logarithm of the ratio of the distance of any two points

on the curve from the pole is proportional to the angle between

their radii veotores. If r-^ and r.^ li® on the same straight line, then

6;- (92 = 2ir = 360° ; and log^ = 2k7r,
'''2

IT being the symbol used, as in trigonometry, to denote 180°.

Similarly, it can be shown that if r^, r4 ... lie on the same

straight line, the logarithm of the ratio of r-^ to r^, r^ ... is given by

4&ir, Gkir. . . . This is true for any straight line passing through

; and therefore the spiral is made up of an infinite number of

turiis which extend inwards and outwards without limit.

If the radii veotores OG, OD, OE . . . 00^, OD^ ... be taken to

represent the number of vibrations of a sounding body in a given

time, the angles GOD, DOB . . . measure the logarithms of the

intervals between the tones produced by these vibrations. A point

travelling along the curve will then represent a tone continuously

rising in pitch, and the curve, passing successively through the

same line produced, represents the passage of the tone through

successive octaves. The geometrical periodicity of the curve is

a graphical representation of the periodicity perceived by the ear

when a tone continuously rises in pitch.

This diagram may also be used to illustrate the Newlands-

Mendel^eff law of octaves, by arranging the elements along the

curve in the order of their atomic weights. B. Loew {Zeit. phys.

Ghem., 23, 1, 1897) represents the atomic weight, W, as a function

of the radius vector, r, and the vectorial angle, 6 : W = f{r, 6), so

that r = e ^ JW. He thus obtains W = r6. This curve is the

well-known Archimedes' spiral. If r is any radius vector, the

distances of the points Pj, Pj, P3, ••• from are

rj, = r + TT ; r^ = r + Stt ; r^ = r + 5ir; ..

.

rg = r + 27r ; r^ = r + 4^ ; r^ = r + 677 ; . .

.

Examples.—(1) Plot Arohimedes' spiral, r = a»; and show that the re-

volutions of the spiral are at a distance of 2am from one another.

(2) Plot the hyperbolic spiral, rfl = a ; and show that the ratio of the

distance of any two points from the pole is inversely proportional to the

angles between their radii vectores.
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§ M. TrUinear Coordinates and Triangular. Diagrams.

Another method of representing the position of a point in a

plane is to refer it to its perpendicular distance from the sides of a

triangle called the triangle of reference.

The perpendicular distances of the

point from the sides are called tri-

liuear coordinates. In the equi-

lateral triangle ABG ^Fig. 36), let the

perpendicular distance of the vertex A
from the base BG be denoted by 100

units, and let p be any point within the

^triangle whose trilinear coordinates are
C a-

A +u
Fig. 36.-Trilinear Coordinates.?'*' P°' V'^'

^^^"^

pa + pb + pc = 100.

This property^ has been extensively used in the graphic repre-

sentation of the composition of certain ternary alloys, and mixtures

of salts. Each vertex is supposed to represent one constituent of

the mixture. Any

zaCOs point within the tri-

angle corresponds to

' that mixture whose

percentage composi-

tion is represented by

the trilinear coordin-

ates of that point.

Any point on a side of

the triangle represents

a binary mixture.

Fig. 37 shows the

melting points of ter-
B»C03 SrCOa . , , .

nary mixtures oi iso-
PiG. 37.—Surface of Fusibility. , u i.' morphous carbonates

of barium, strontium and calcium. Such a diagram is sometimes

called a surface of fusibility. A mixture melting at 670° may

1 It is not difficult to see this. Through^ draw^t? parallel to AO cutting AB at

O ; through G draw OK parallel to BO cutting ADatF, and AGat K; produce the

line op until it meets 0K at JE ; draw GH perpendicular to AG. Now show that

AF = HG = pb ; that^^=^c ; that DF =spc + pa; and that DA=-pa + pb +pc.
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have the composition represented by any point on the isothermal
curve marked 670°, and so on for the other isothermal curves.

In a similar way the composition of quaternary mixtures has
been graphically represented by the perpendicular distance of a
point from the four sides of a square.

Eoozeboom, Bancroft and others have used triangular diagrams
with lines ruled parallel to each other as shown in Pig. 38. Sup-

R P D R C

Fia. 38.—Concentration-Temperature diagram.

,
pose we have a mixture of three salts, A, B, G, such that the three

vertices of the triangle ABC represent phases i containing 100 7 of

each component. The composition of any binary mixture is given

by a point on the t>oundary lines of the triangle, while the com-

position of any ternary mixture is represented by some point inside

the triangle.

The position of any point inside the triangle is read directly

from the coordinates parallel to the sides of the triangle. For

instance, the composition of a mixture represented by the point

is obtained by drawing lines from parallel to the three sides of

the triangle OP, OB, OQ. Then start from one corner as origin

and measure along the two sides, AP fixes the amount of G, AQ

1 Aphaae is a mass of uniform concentration. The number of phases in a system

is the number of masses of different concentration present. For example, at the tem-

perature of melting ice three phases may be present in the H20-system, viz., solid ice,

liquid water and steam ; if a salt is dissolved in water there is a solution and a vapour

phase, if solid salt separates out, another phase appears in the system.
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the amount of B, and, by difference, GB determines the amount A.

For the point chosen, therefore 4 = 40, S = 40, = 20.

(i) Suppose the aubatanoe A melts at 320°, B at 300°, and G at 305°, and

that the point D repreaenta an euteotio alloy ' of A and G melting at 215°

;

E, of an euteotio alloy of A and B melting at 207° ; ff, of an eutectic alloy of

B and O melting at 268°.

(ii) Along the line DO, the system A and O has a solid phase ; along EC,
A and B have a solid phaae ; and along EO, B and G have a solid phase.

(iii) At the triple point O, the. system A, B and G exists in the thiee-solid,

solution and vapour-phases at a temperature at 186° (say).

(iv) Any point in the area ADOE represents a system compriaing aolid,

solution and vapour of A,—in the solution, the two components B and C are

dissolved in A. Any point in the area CDOE represents a system comprising

aolid, solution and vapour of C,—in the solution, A and B are dissolved in C.

Any point in the area BEOE represents a system comprising solid, solution

and vapour of B,—in the solution, A and C are dissolved in B.

Each apex of the triangle not only repreaenta 100 "/„ of a aubatanoe, but

also the teniperature at which the respective aubatances A, B, or G melt

;

D, E, E also represent temperatures at which the respective eutectic alloys

melt. It follows, therefore, that the temperature at D is lower than at either

A or G. Similarly the temperature at E is lower than at A or B, and at F
lower than at either B or G. The melting points, therefore, rise as we pass

from one of the points D, E, E to an apex on either side.

For details the reader is referred to W. D. Bancroft's The Phase Bute,

Ithaca, 1897.

§ 45. Orders of Curves.

The order of a curve corresponds with the degree of its equa-

tion. The degree of any term may be regarded as the sum of the

exponents of the variables it contains ; the degree of an equation

is that of the highest term in it. For exdmple, the equation

xy + X + b^y = Q, is of the second degree if b is constant ; the

equation sfi + xy = 0, is of the third degree ; x^yz^ + ax = 0, is of

the sixth degree, and so on. A line of the first order is repre-

sented by the general equation of the first degree

ax + by + c = Q (1)

This equation is that of a straight line only. A line of^he second
order is represented by the general equation of the second degree

between two variables, namely,

aaP' + bxy + oy^ + fx + gy + h = 0. . . (2)

1 An eutectic alloy is a mixture of two substances in such proportions that tbo
alloy melts at a lower temperature than a mixture of the same two aubstanoaa in any
other proportions.
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This equation includes, as particular oases, every possible form of

equation in whioh no term contains x and y as factors more than
twice. The term hxy can be made to disappear by changing the
direction of the rectangular axes, and the terms containing fx and

gy can be made to disappear by changing the origin of the co-

ordinate axes. Every equation of the second degree can be made
to assume one of the forms

aa;2 + cy"^ = h, or, y^ = fx. . . . (3)

The first can be made to represent a circle,'^ ellipse, or hyperbola

;

the second a, parabola. Hence every equation of the second degree

between two variables includes four species of curves—^circle,

ellipse, parabola and hyperbola.

It must be here pointed out that if two equations of the first

degree with aU their terms collected on one side be multiplied

together we obtain an equation of the second degree which is

satisfied by any quantity which satisfies either of the two original

equations. An equation of the second degree may thus represent

two straight lines, as well as one of the above species of curves.

The condition that the general equation of the second degree

may represent two straight lines is that

{bg - 2cff = (62 - 4ac) (g^ - ich). . . (4)

The general equation of the second degree will represent a

parabola, ellipse, or hyperbola, according as b^ - 4:ac, is zero,

negative, or positive.

Examples.—(1) Show that the graph of the equation

2x^ - 10fl!2/ + 12^2 + 5a! - ley - 3 = 0,

represents two straight lines. Hint. a«=2 ; 6= - 10 ; c=12 ; /=5 ;
g= -16;

fe = - 3
;
(bg - icff = 1600 ;

(6» - 4ac) (gr" - ich) = 1600.

(2) Show that the graph of x^ - 2oiyy + y^ - 8x + 16 = represents a

parabola. Hint. From (2), b^-4:ac = -2x-2-ixlxl=0.
(3) Show that the graph of sfi - 6xy + y' + 2x + 2y + 2 = represents

a hyperbola. Here 6" - iac = -6x-6-4xlxl=32.

§ 46. Coordinate Geometry in Three Dimensions.—Geometry
in Space.

Methods have been described for representing changes in the

state of a system involving two variable magnitudes by the locus

of a point moving in a plane according to a fixed law defined by

1 The circle may be regarded as an ellipse with major and minor axes equal.
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the equation of the curve. Such was the jjv-diagram described on

page 111. There, d series of isothermal curves were obtained, when

6 was made constant during a set of corresponding changes of p
and V in the well-known equation pv = Bd.

When any three magnitudes, x, y, z, are made to vary together

we can, by assigning arbitrary values to two of the variables, find

corresponding values for the third, and refer the results so obtained

to three fixed and intersecting planes called the coordinate planes.

Of the resulting eight quadrants, four of which are shown in

Pig. 39, only the first is utilized to any great extent in mathe-

matical physios. This mode of graphic representation is called

geometry in space, or geometry in three dimensions. The lines

formed by the intersection of these planes are the coordinate

axes. It is necessary that the student have a clear idea of a few

properties of lines and surfaces in working many physical problems.

If we get a series of sets

of corresponding values of x,

y, z from the equation

X + y - z,

and refer them to coordinate

axes in three dimensions, as

described below, the result is a

plane or surface. If one of

the variables remains constant,

the resulting figure is a line.

A surface may, therefore, be

considered to be the locus of

Fia. 39.—Cartesian Coordinates—Three a Mne moving in space.
Dimensions. , .

I. To find the pomt whose

coordinates OA, OB, 00 are given. The position of the point P
with reference to the three coordinate planes xOy, xOz, yOz -(Kg,

39) is obtained by dropping perpendiculars PL, PM, PN from

the given point on to the three planes. Complete the parallele-

piped, as shown in Fig-. 39. Let OP be a diagonal. Then LP
= OA, PN = BO, MP = 00. Draw three planes through A, B,

parallel respectively to the coordinate planes ; the point of

intersection of the three planes, namely P, will be the required

point.

If the coordinates of P, parallel to Ox, Oy, Oz, are respectively

X, y and z, then P is said to be the point x, y, z. A similar con-
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vention with regard to the sign is used as in analytical geometry of

two dimensions. It is conventionally agreed that lines measured

from below upwards shall be positive, and lines measured from

above downwards negative ; lines measured from left to right

positive, and from right to left negative ; lines measured inwards

from the plane of the paper are negative, lines measured towards

the reader are positive.

If a watch be placed in the plane xy with its face pointing up-

wards, towards + z, the hands

of the watch move in a negative

direction ; if the watch be in the

xz plane with its face pointing

towards the reader, the hands

also move in a negative direction.

II. To find the distance of a

point from the origin in terms of

the rectangular coordinates of

that point. In Fig. 40, let Ox,

Oy, Oz be three rectangular axes,

P{x, y, z) the given point such

that MP = z, AM = y, OA = x.

OP = r, say.

OP^ = OW + MP^

but

Pig. 40.

It is required to find the distance

or, r2 = OW + z^,

OM^ = AM^ + OA^ = x^ + yK

.: r2 = a;2 + j/2 + 22 ,
. . (1)

In words, the sum of the squares of the three coordinates of a

point are equal to the square of the distance of that point from the

origin.

Example.—Find the distance of the point {2a, - 3a, 6a) from the origin.

Hint. r= Via" + 9a^ + S6a^ = la.

Let the angle AOP = a ; BOP = /? ; POO = y, then

X = r cos a; y = r cos ft; z = r cos y. . . (2)

These equations are true wherever the point P may lie, and

therefore the signs of x, y, z are always the same as those of cos a,

cos j8, cos y respectively. Substituting these values in (1), and

dividing through by r^, we get the following relation between the

three angles which any straight line makes with the coordinate axes
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OOS^a + eos^/S + COS^y = 1. . . . (3)

The cosines of the angles «., p, y which the given line makes

with the axes x, y, z respectively are called the direction

cosines, and are often symbolized by the letters I, m, n. Thus

(3) becomes

P +m^ + n^ = 1.

If we know r, cos a, cos ^, and cos y we are able to fix the

position of the point. If a, b, c are proportional to the direction

cosines of some line, we can at once find the direction cosines-

For, from page 23, if

I: a = m :h = n : a; .: I = ra; m— rb ; n = re.

Substitute in the preceding equation, and we get at once

a b c
I =

Ja^ + 62 + (.2

m =
Ja^ + + c^

n =
Ja? + + 0=

BxAMPiiB.T-The direction cosines of a, line are proportional to 3, - 4,

and 2. Find their values. Ansr. 3\/S, - 4;^^, 2\/^. Bint. o=3, 6= -4,
c=2.

III. To find the distance between two points in terms of their

rectangular coordinates. Let Pi{<>:^,

Vv %). ^2(^2. Vv »2) bethe given points,

it is required to find the distance PjPj

in terms of the coordinates of the

points Pj and Pg. Draw planes

through Pj and Pg parallel to the

coordinate planes so as to form the

^_ parallelepiped ABODE. Join P^.
By the construction (Kg. 41), the

angle P-iBP^ is a right angle.
Fia. 41. Hence

[P^P^f = {P^Ef + {P,EY = {P^Ef + {EDf + {P^Dy.
'

But P^E is evidently ^ihe difference of the distance of the foot of

the perpendiculars from Pj and P^ on the a;-axis, or P-^E = ajj - x-^.

Similarly, ED = y^ - y^; P^D = z^ -
«i. Hence

r-^ = K - a^i)' + (2/2 - Vif-^ (^' -
'^if. . (4)

Example.—Find the distance between the points (3, 4, - 2) and (4, - 3,1).

Here as, = 4 ; j/j = - 3 ; »i = 1 ; aSj = 3 ; ^a = 4 ; «, = - 2. Ansr. r = \/59.
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IV. Polar coordinates. Instead of referring the point to its

Cartesian coordinates in three dimen-

sions, we may use polar coordinates.

Let P (Kg. 42) be the given point

whose rectangular coordinates are x, y,

z ; and whose polar coordinates are r,

6, <l>,
as shown in the figure.

I. To pass from rectangular to

polar coordinates. (See page 96.)

x = OA = OMooB(t> = rsin^.cosi^]

2/ = .4M= OM8in<)!) = rsin^.sin<3(.l (5)

a = MP = r cos e.
]

II. To pass from polar to rectangu-

lar coordinates.

B
y
Pig. 42.—Polar Coordinates in

Three Dimensions.

r = J{x^ + j,2 + «2) ; e = tan tan
X

(6)

Examples.—(1) Find the rectangular coordinates of the point (3, 60°, 30°)

Ansr. (|,ix/3,|).

(2) Find the polar coordinates of the point (3, 12, 4). Ansr. The point

(13, tan - 1 J fJlEE, tan - H).

According to the parallelogram of velocities, " if two com-

ponent velocities OA, OB (Fig. 43) are represented in direction and

magnitude by two sides of a parallelogram drawn from a point, 0,

the resultant velocity can be represented ia direction and magni-

tude by the diagonal, OP, of the parallelogram drawn from that

point ". The parallelopiped of velocities is

an extension of the preceding result into three

dimensions. " If three component velocities

are represented in direction and magnitude by

the adjacent sides of a parallelopiped, OA, OG,

OB (Fig. 42), drawn from a point, 0, their

resultant velocity can be represented by the

diagonal of a parallelopiped drawn from that point."

y
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should have known them long ago. A continental text-book has

forty-five theoretical demonstrations of this important principle.

But we are slowly learning the lesson taught by John Stuart MUl

that the "real and only proof of any law of Nature. . .is experi-

ence ". The daily comparison of a new rule with

experience, and the testing of its consequences

under the most diverse conditions is, after the

lapse of a reasonable period of time, a more satis-

factory proof than clumsy deductions drawn from

obscure premises.^
^^°- **•

If the point P travels along the path APB
(Pig. 44) so as to trace a path s units long, then, when x = OM,

and y = MP, let dx, dy, and ds be infinitesimals such that

dx' dy . dx ds dy ds . ,_.

and

The corresponding formulae in three dimensions are very obvious.

Examples.—(1) A oomat moves upon the parabolic path y'^=ia3: ; find its

rate of approach to the sun which is placed at the focus of its orbit. Let r

denote the distance from the fooua to any point P(x, y) on the parabola.

Hence, from the definition of a parabola r = x + a; .. drjdt = dxjdt. Or its

rate of approach to the sun is the same as its horizontal velocity. Let s de-

note the length of the path, then dsjdt = velocity of motion = V, say. But by

difierentiation of the given equation,

dAj_Q.a dx_
. ™ _ /ds\2_/'da;y ia^fdxy _

dx_ yV
[dtj \dt) '^ y'\dt)dt y ' dt' '

'

\dij \dtj y''\dtj "' dt Jy'^+ia?'

or the comet approaches the sun with y(y^ + 4a^)~i times its velocity. At the

vertex of the parabola, y = 0, dxjdt = 0, or the comet is not approaching the

sun at all.

(2) Show that the ordinate of a point moving on the parabola y' = 4a!

Changes 2/j/ times as fast as the abscissa ; and if, at the point a; = 4, the

abscissa is changing at the rate of 20 ft. per second, at what rate is the

ordinate changing ? Hint. If k = 4, j/ = + 4 ; hence

dy_^ dx _ dy ^ 1 dx
'dt~y' Tt' '''~dt~-2 "Si"

1 E. Mach. Of course we only deal with one velocity. The resolving of one

Telocity into three component velocities is a mathematical fiction to assist reasoning.

This is not necessary in "Vector analysis," page 116, which has replaced "coordinate

geometry " in the mathematical treatment of many physical problems.
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Hence dy/dt = + ^ x 20 = + 10. Or the ordinate increases or decreases at

the rate of 10 ft. per sec.

(3) Let a particle move with a velocity V in space. Prom the parallele-

piped of velocities, Foan be resolved into three component velocities Fj, Fj, F,,

along the x-, y- and z-axes respectively. Hence show that

dt ^''di- ^^' It-
'^^ ^^>

which may be written

dx = d{V^t + x„) ; dy = d{r^t + y,) ; dz = d(V,t + «„), , (10)

where a;,,, j/q, z, are constants. Hence we may write the relation between the

space described by the particles in each dimension and the time as

X = V-^t + z^; y = r^t + y^; z = r,t + n^. . . . (11)

Obviously a;,,, j/q, Zq are the coordinates of the initial position of the particle

when t = 0. Hence x„, y^, Zq are to be regarded as constants.

If the reader cannot follow the steps taken in passing from (9) to (11), he

can take Lagrange's advice to the student of a mathematical text-book :
" Allez

en avant, et la foi vous viendra," in other words, " go on but return to strengthen

your powers. Work backwards and forwards ".

Obviously, aSj, j/^, Sj represent the positions of the particle at the beginning

of the observation, when t = 0. Let s denote the length of the path traversed

by the particle at the time t, when the coordinates of the point are x, y and z.

Obviously, by the aid of Eig. 41,

s = V(a; - x,Y +{y - y,f + (z - z.f ; or, s = ^V^^+ V^^+ V,^ . t,

from (11). s can therefore be determined from the initial and final positions

of the particle.

§ 47. Lines in Tliree Dimensions.

I. To find the angle between two straight lines whose direction

cosines are given. Join OP^ (Fig. 41) and OP^. Let i/f,be the

angle between these two lines. In the triangle P^OP^ if OP^ = rj,

OP^ = rg, P^P^ = r, we get from the properties of triangles given

on page 603,

r2 = rj2 + rg^ - 2r^r^ oos f.

Eearranging terms and substituting for r^ and r^ in (1), we obtain

••• COS f = •—. -
'l'2

We can express this another way by substituting,

fl3i = rj cos aj ; x^ = r^ cos a^
; y^ = r^ cos ^j ... ,

as in (2), and we obtain

cos \\l = cos aj . cos Og + COS ^j . COS /?2 + COS y^ . COS yj (12)
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or, cos \j/ = Ijl^ + mfn^ + n-^n^, . . (13)

where ^ represents the angle between two straight lines whose

direction cosines are known.

(i) When the lines are perpendicular to one another, f = 90°,

,-. oos^|f = oos90° = 0, and therefore

cos a^ . cos a^ + COS /Sj . COS ySg + COS y^ . COS y^ = 0, (14)

or, aJi^g + 2/12/2 + »i»2 = 0-

(ii) If the two lines are parallel,

«i = <*2 ; ft = /32 ; 71 = 72 . • (15)

Examples.—(1) Find the acute angle between the lines whose direction

ooainesare JV3;i.4^^3iand J\/3i J,-i\/3". Hint. Zi= ^2=J\/3; mi=m^=i;

n^ = iJ3,n3 = -i^/3. Use (13). Cos ^ = - J; ..
if- = 60°.

(2) Let Fi, V^, Fj be the velocity components (page 125) of a particle

moving with the velocity V; let a, 18, 7 be the angles which the path described

by the moving particle makes with the X-, y- and «-axes respectively, then

show
, dxldt 1 dx ,.m

ds.cosa = i«;.-. ^^=^.g^ = oosa. . . . (16)

Hence,

Tri=|=Fcosa;7-, = g=Fcosfl; 7-, = g=rco3v; . (17)

and consequently, from (3),

r = ds/dt = ^r?Tr?Tv?. . . . . (is)

The resolved part of V along a given line inclined at angles oi, ;8i, 71 to the

axes will be

Foos)|' = F,ooBoi + Faoosft + FjCOBYi, . . (19)

where \fi denotes the angle which the path described by the particle makes

with the given line. Hint. Multiply (12) by F, etc.

(3) To find the direction of motion of the particle moving on the line s

{i.e., r of Fig. 40).
' Let a, j3, y denote the angles made by the direction of s

with the respective axes », y, i. With the same notation.
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Similarly, the projection of the point P upon the lines Ox, Oy, Oz
is at A, B and G respectively.

Fig. 45.—Projecting Plane. PiQ. 46.

In the same way the projection of a curve on a given plane
is obtained by projecting every point in the curve on to the plane.

The plane, which contains all the perpendiculars drawn from the
different points of the given curve, is called the projecting plane.
In Fig. 45, CD is the projection of AB on the plane EFQ; ABGD
is the projecting plane.

E

Pio. 47.

Examples.—(1) The projeotion of any given line on an intersecting line

is equal to the product of the length of the given line into the cosine of the

angle of intersection. In Pig. 46, the projection of AB on CD is AE, but

AE = ABao&e.

(2) In Pig. 47, show that the projection of OP on OQ is the algebraic sum
of the projections of OA, AM, MP, taken in this order, on OQ. Hence, if

OA = x,OB = AM =y,OG = PM = x and OP = r, from (12)

r cos -i/ = X cos a + 2/ cos |8 + 2 cos 7. . . . (22)

.III. The equation of a straight line in rectangular coordinates.

Suppose a straight line in space to be formed by the intersection of

two projecting planes. The coordinates of any point on the line

of intersection of these planes will obviously satisfy the equation of

I
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Fia. 48.

each plane. Let ab, a'V be the projection of the given line AB on

the xOz (where y = 0) and the yOz

(where x = Qi) planes, then (Fig. 48),

x= mz + o;y= in'z + c' (23)

Of the four independent constants,

m represents the tangent of the

angle which the projection of the

-£ given line on the xOz plane makes

with the a;-axis ; m' the tangent

of the angle made by the line pro-

jected on the yOz plane with the

2/-axis ; c is the distance intercepted

by the projection of the given line

along the a;-axis ; o' a similar intersection along the 2/-axis. Hence

we infer that two simultaneous equations of the first degree re-

present a straight line.

Example.—The equations of the projectiona of a straight line on the

coordinate planes xz and ey are x = iz + Z, and j/ = 3a - 5. Show that the

equation of the projection on the xy plane ia 21/ = Sa - 19. c' = - 5 ; c = 3

;

m = 2 ; m' = 3 ; eliminate z; etc. Ansr. 22/ - 3a; + 19 = 0.

If, now, a particular value be assigned to either variable in

either of these equations, the value of the other two can be readily

calculated. These two equations, therefore, represent a straight

line in space.

The difficulties of three-dimensional geometry are greatly les-

sened if we bear in mind the relations previously developed for

simple curves in two dimensions. It will be obvious, for instance,

from page 94, that if the straight line is to pass through a given

point (ajj,
2/i, ^i), the coordinates pi the given point must satisfy the

equations of the curve. Hence, from (23), we must also have

x^ = mz-^ + c; y^ = m'z^ + c'. . . (24)

Subtracting (24) from (23), we get

X - x^ = m{z - z^; y - y^^ m'{z - z^) . (25)

which are the equations of a straight line passing through the

point ajj,
2/i,

z^.

If the line is to pass through two points x^, y^, z^, and

*2> 2^2' ^2> ^^ g®*> '^y ^^^ method of page 94,

X - x^

z - Z-,

^2 ~ ^1

Zn ~ Z-,

y -Vi
Z - Z-,

_ ya-Vi
(26)
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which are the equations of the straight line passing through the
two given points.

EXAMPLB.—Show that the equations a; + 82 = 19
; y = lOz - 2i pass

through the points (3, - i, 2) and ( - 5, 6, 3).

If X, y, z denote the coordinates of any point ji on a given
straight line ; and ajj, y.^, z-^, the known coordinates of another point
P on the straight line such that the distance between A and P is r,

then it can be shown that the equation of the line assumes the
symmetrical form : r =^ =^^ = ^^^. . . (27)

where I, m and n are the direction cosines of the line. This equa-
tion gives us the equation of a straight line in terms of its direction

cosines and any known point upon it. (27) is called the sym-
metrical equation of a straight line.

ExiMPLB.—If a line makes angles of 60°, 45°, and 60° respectively with
the three axes x, y and 0, and passes through the point (1, - 3, 2), show that

the equation of the line is a; - 1 = ij^{y + 3) = a - 2. Hint. Cos 60° = J

;

0O3 45° = v'|r

If the two lines

X = m-^z + Ci ; y = 'm{z + c/ ; . . (28)

x = m^z + c^\ y = m^z + c/, . . (29)

intersect, they must have a point in common, and the coordinates

of this point must satisfy both equations. In other words, x, y
and z will be the same in both equations

—

x of the one line is equal

to X of the other.

.-. (mi - 'm^)z + Cj - C2 = 0, . . (30)

(to/ - m^)z + Cj' - C2' = 0. . . (31)

But the z of one line is also equal to z of the other, hence, if

the relation

« - C2') K - 1^2) = (Ci - C2) K' - »»2'). • (32)

subsists the two lines will intersect.

ExAMPLB.-^Show that the two lines a;=3«+ 7, 2/=S2+8; and a;=23+3.

Jf = 42 + 4 intersect. Hint. (8 - 4) (3 - 2) = (7 - 3) (4 - 3).

The coordinates of the point of intersection are obtained by

substituting (30) or (31) in (28), or (29). Note that if m^ = m/ or

mj = wig", the values of x, y and z then become infinite, and the

two lines will be in parallel planes ; if both wjj = wjj' and m^ = m^,

they will be parallel.
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§ 48. Surfaces and Planes.

I. To find the equation of a 'plane surface in rectangula/r co-

ordinates. LetABG (Mg.

49) be the given plane

whose equation is to be

determined. Let the

given plane cut ' the co-

ordinate axes at points

A, B, G such that OA = a,

OB = b, 0G = c. From

any point P{x, y, z) drop

the perpendicular PM on

to the yOx plane. Then
y^R Pia. 49. OA' = X, MA' = y and

MP = z. It is required to find an equation connecting the -co-

ordinates x, y and z respectively with the intercepts a, b, o. From

the similar triangles AOB, AA'B',

OA:BO = A'A : B'A' ; or, a : 6 = a - a; : B'A',

T)' A' X.
bx_

.'. BA =0
;

a

Again, from the similar triangles COB, G'A'B', PMB', page 603,

OG:BO^ MP: B'M;

bx , , bcx—
: .*. bz = bc - cy -—

•

a ' "a

also B'M = B'A' - MA' = b
bx

" a

or, c :b = z :b - y -

Divide through by be ; rearrange terms and we get the intercept

equation of the plane, i.e., the equation of a plane expressed in

terms of its intercepts upon the three axes

:

X y z ^

a b G '
(33)

an equation similar to that developed on page 90. In other words,

equation (33) represents a plane passing through the points (a, 0, 0),

(0, b, 0), (O; 0, c).

If ABG (Fig. 49) represents the face, or plane of a crystal, the intercepts

a, b, c on the x-, y- and 2-axes are called the parameters of that plane. The

parameters in crystallography are usually expressed in terms of certain axial

lengths assumed unity. If OA = a, 0B= b, 00 = c, any other plane, whose
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intercepts on the x-, y- and a-axes are respectively p, q and r, is defined by

the ratios

a b c

p'q'r
These quotient^ are called the parameters of the new plane. The reciprocals

of the parameters are the indices of a crystal face. The several systems of

crystallographio notation, which determine the position of the faces of a

crystal with reference to the axes of the crystal, are based on the use of

parameters and indices.

We may write equation (33) in the form,

Ax + By + Cz + D = 0, . . (Si)

which is the most general equation of the first degree between

three variables. Equation (83) is the general equation of a

plane surface. It is easily converted into (34) by substituting

Aa + D = 0,Bb + D = 0, Co + D =0.

Examples.—(1) Find the equation of the plane passing through the three

points (3, 2, i), (0, i, 1), and (- 2, 1, 0). Ansr. llx - 3y - 13z + 25 = 0.

Hint. Prom (33),

3 2 4,41 21, 25 , 25 25

-a+ b + -c
= ^- b+ c-^- - a + b = ^' ^ = - rv ^ = !• " = 13-

(2) Find the equation of the plane through the three points (1, 0, 0),

(0, 2, 0)-, (0, 0, 3). Ansr. x + iy + Iz = 1. Use (33) or (34).

If OQ = r (Kg. 49) be normal, that is, perpendicular to the

plane ABG, the projection of OP on OQ is equal to the sum of the

projections of OA', PM, MA' on OQ, Ex. (2), page 129. Hence,' the

perpendicular distance of the plane from the origin is

X cos a + y cos /3 + cos y = r. . . (35)

This is called the normal equation of the plane, that is, the

equation of the plane in terms of the length and direction cosines

of the normal from the origin. Erom (34), we get

COS^a : COS^yS : COS^y = ^2 . £2 . (72 .

and by componendo,i

(cos^a + cos^yS + cos2y) : 003% = A^ + B^ + C^ : A^.

But by (3), the term in brackets on the left is unity, consequently

1 If a, b, c and d are proportional, the text-books on algebra tell us that

a : 6 = c : d ; and it therefore follows by " invertendo " : b: a = d:c; and by

"alternando "
; a: e = b : d; and by " componendo "

: a + b : b = c + d : d; and

by "dividendo": a-b:b=c-d:d; and by " convertendo " - a .a-b= c: c-d

and by "componendo et dividendo ": a+b: a + b = c±d: c + d.
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the direction cosines of the normal to the plane are

A
cos a =

COSyS
B

G
cos V =

,

The ambiguity of sign is removed by comparing the sign of the

absolute term in (34) and (35). Dividing equation (Si) through

with + V-4^ + B^ + G^, we can write

r = - - . . . (36)

7^2, + B^ + G^

Example.—Find tlie length of th.e perpendicular from the origin to the

plane whose equation is 2a; - 41/ + z - 8 = 0. Ansr. 8 v^. Hint. A = 2,

B = - 4, C = 1, -D = 8. Use the right member of the equation (36).

11. Surfaces of revolution. Just as it is sometimes convenient

to suppose a line to have been generated by the motion of a point,

so surfaces may be produced by a straight or curved line moving

according to a fixed law represented by the equation of the curve.

The moving line is called the generator. Surfaces produced by the

motion of straight lines are called ruled surfaces. When the

straight line is continually changing the plane of its motion, twisted

or skew surfaces—surfaces gauches—are produced. Such is the

helix, the thread of a screw, or a spiral staircase. On the other

hand, if the plane of the motion of a generator remains constant) a

developable surface is produced. Thus, if the line rotates round

a fixed axis, the surface cut ou't is called a surface of revolution.

A sphere may be formed by the rotation of a circle about a diameter

;

a cylinder may be formed by the rotation of a rectangle about one

of its sides as axis ; a cone may be generated by the revolution

of a triangle about its axis ; an ellipsoid of revolution, by the rota-

tion of an ellipse about its major or minor axes ; a paraboloid, by

the rotation of a parabola about its axis. If a hyperbola rotates

about its transverse axis, two hyperboloids wiU be formed by the

revolution of both branches of the hyperbola. On the other hand,

only one hyperboloid is formed by rotating the hyperbolas about

their conjugate axes. In the former case, the hyperboloid is said

to be of two sheets, in the latter, of one sheet.
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Fia. 50.

III. To find the equation of the surface of a right cylinder.

Let one side of a rectangle rotate about

Oz as axis. Any point on the outer edge

will describe the circumference of a circle.

If P{x, y, z) (Fig. 50) be any point on
the surface, r the radius of the cylinder,

then the required equation is

r2 = a;2 + 2/2 . . (37)

The equation of a right cylinder is thus

independent of e. This means that z may
have any value whatever assigned to it.

ExiMPLBS.—(1) Show that the equation of

a right cone is x^ + y^ - z^'ia,n^<p = 0, where ip

represents half the angle at the apex of the

cone. Hint. Origin of axes is at apex of cone
;

let the a-axis coincide with the axis of the cone.

Find O'F'A' on the base of the cone resembling

OPA (Fig. 50). Henotf show, O'P' = z tan <p. But O'P' = ^oFT^.
(2) The equation of a sphere is x^ + y'^ + z'^ = r'^. Prove this. Centre of

sphere at origin of axes. Take a section across 2-axis. Find

O'P'A'; OP'=r; (OP']^=(00'f+ {0'Py, (0'P')'^=x^ + y''; (00'f=z''; etc.

The subject will be taken up again at different stages of our

work.

§ 49. Periodic of Hapmonic Motion.

Let P (Pig. 51) be a point which starts to move from a position

of rest with a uniform

velocity on the perimeter

of a circle. Let xOx'
,
yOy'

be coordinate axes about

the centre Q. Let Pj, P^...

be positions occupied by the

point after the elapse of

intervals of t-^, t^. .. From
Pj drop the perpendicular

JfjPj on to the a;-axis.^

Eemembering that if the

direction of M-^P-^, MJP^ .

.

.

be positive, that of M^P^,

M^P^ is negative, and the

motion of OP as P revolves
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about the centre in the opposite direction to the hands of a clock

is conventionally reckoned positive, then

Or, if the circle have unit radius r = 1,

sin aj = + ilfjPj ; sin a^= + M^^ ; sin oij = - M^P^ ; sin a^ = - MJ?^.

If the point continues in motion after the first revolution, this

series of changes is repeated over and over again. During the

first revolution, if we put tt = 180°, and let ^j, O^,--- represent

certain angles described in the respective quadrants.

^1 = a
J ; ^2 = w - ttg ; ^3 = TT + ag ; 6^ = 2ir - a^.

27r + (it + aj), etc.

. . . . (1)

to a and finding the cor-

During the second revolution,

l9i = 27r + aj ; (92 = 27r + (tt - a^) ; 6^

We may now plot the curve

y = sma.

by giving a series of values 0, \ir, fn-

responding values of y. Thus if

y = sin 0, sin ^tt,

y = sin 0°, sin 90'

y=^o, 1,

Intermediate values are sin ^tt = sin 45° = -707, sin fir = -707 . .

.

The curve so obtained has the wavy or undulatory appearance

T,
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function. Its mathematical expression is

m=f{t + qt) ... (2)

where q may be any positive or negative integer. In the present

ease q = 27r. The motion of the point P is said to be a simple

harmonic motion. Equation (1) thus represents a simple harmonic
motion.

If we are given a particular value of a periodic function of,

say, t, we can find an unlimited number of different values of t

which satisfy the original function. Thus 2t, M, 4i, . . ., all satisfy

equation (2).

Examples.— (1) Show that the graph of 2/ = cos a. has the same form as

the sine curve and would be identical with it if the 2/-axis of the sine curve

were shifted a distance of Jir to the right. [Proof : sin (Jtt + x) = 003 x, etc.]

The physical meaning of this is that a point moving round the perimeter of

the circle according to the equation y = cos a is just Jir, or 90° in advance of

one moving according to y = sin a.

(2) Illustrate graphically the periodicity of the function y = tan a. (Note

the passage through + 00.) Keep your graph for reference later on.

Instead of taking a circle of unit radius, let r denote the mag-

nitude of the radius, then

^ = r sin a (3)

Since sin a can never exceed the limits + 1, the greatest and least

values y can assume are - r and + r ; r is caUed the amplitude

of the curve. The velocity of the motion of P determines the rate

at which the angle a is described by OP, the so-called angular

Yelocity. Let t denote the time, q the angular velocity,

da^ = q ; or a = qt, . . . (i)

and the time required for a complete revolution is

t = 27r/q, .... (5)

which is called the period of oscillation, the periodic value, or

the periodic time ; 2ir is the wave length. If E (Kg. 51) denotes

some arbitrary fixed point such that the periodic time is counted

from the instant P passes through E, the angle xOE = €, is called

the epoch or phase constant, and the angle described by OP in

the time* t = qt + e = a, ot

2/ = r sin {qt + i) (6)

Electrical engineers call c the "lead" or, if negative, the "lag"

of the electric current.
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Examples.—(1) Plot (6), note that the angles are to be measured in

radians (page 606), and that one radian is 57-3°. Now let r=10, c = 30°=0-52

radians. Let g denote 0-5°, or jyitj radians.

.•. y = 10 sin {0-0087i + 0-52).

If « = 10, 2/ = 10 sin 0-61 = 10 sin 35°, from a Table of Radians (Table XIII.).

Prom a Table of Trigonometrical Sines, 10 sin 35° = 10 x 0-576 = 5-76 we get

the jame,result more directly by working in degrees. In this case,

y = 10 sin (J<° + 30°).

If t=10, we have y=Vi sin 85° as before. Then we find if j-=10, i=30=0-52
radians, and if

t = 0, 120, 300, 480, 720;

2/ = 5, 10, 0, -10, -5.

Intermediate values are obtained in the same way. The curve is shown in

Pig. 53. Now try the effect of altering the value of

€ upon the value of y, say, you put e = 0, 45°, 60°, 90°,

and note the effect on Oy (Pig. 52).

(2) It is easy to show that the function

a sin (gt + e) + 6 cos (qt + e) . (7)

is equal to A sin (qt + cj) by expanding (7) as indi-

jijg
gg

Gated in formulae (23) and (24), page 612. Thus we
get

sin gt(a oos e - 6 sin e) + cos gt(b cos e + a sin «) = ^ sin (gt + ej),

provided we collect the constant terms as indicated below.

A cos El = a cos € - 6 sin E ; A sin ej = 6 cos e + as sin e. . (8)

Square equations (8) and add

.•.A^ = a?+hV (9)

Divide equations (8), rearrange terms and show that

sin (e - E]) , , , 6
)

Mr = tan (e - e,) = . . . . Mni
cos (e - El)

^ ^' a ^ '

(3) Draw the graphs of the two curves,

2/ = a sin (gt + e) ; and ^i = % sin (qt + ej.

Compare the result with the graph of

2/2 = ffl sin (gt + e) + Oj sin (gt + «,).

(4) Draw the graphs of

2/i = sina!; y^ = \sm^; 2/3 = i sin 5a! ; 2/ = sin a; + J sin 3a! + ^ sin Sa.

(5) There is an interesting relation between sin a! and e". Thus, show
that if

2/ = asin2< + 6sin2<i ^=-2^1 = 3^;...

The motion of M (Fig. 61), that is to say, the projection of the

moving point on the diameter of the circle xOx' is a good illustra-

tion of the periodic motion discussed in § 21. The motion of an
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oscillating pendulum, of a galvanomoter needle, of a tuning fork,

the up and down motion of a water wave, the alternating electric

current, sound, light, and electromagnetic waves are all periodic

motions. Many of the properties of the chemical elements are also

periodic functions of their atomic weights (Newlands-MendeMeff

law).

Some interesting phenomena have recently come to Ught which

-indicate that chemical action may assume a periodic character.

The evolution of hydrogen gas, when hydrochloric acid acts on

one of the allotropic forms of chromium, has recently been studied

by W. Ostwald {2reit.

phys. Chem., 3S, 33,

204, 1900). He found

that if the rate of evo-

lution Tof gas evolved

during the action be

plotted as ordinate

against the time as

abscissa, a curve is

obtained which shows regularly alternating periods of slow and

rapid evolution of hydrogen. The particular form of these " waves "

varies with the conditions of the experiment. One of Ostwald's

curves is shown in Fig. 54 (see J. W. Mellor's Chemioal Statics

and Dynamics, London, 348, 1904).

Fia. 54.—Ostwald's Curve of Chemical Action.

§ SO. Generalized Forces and Coordinates.

When a mass of any substance is subject to some physical

change, certain properties—mass, chemical composition—remain

fixed and invaria"ble, while other properties—temperature, pressure,

volume—vary. When the value these variables assume in any

given condition of the substance is known, we are said to have a

complete knowledge of the state of the system. These variable

properties are not necessarily independent of one another. We
have just seen, for instance, that if two of the three variables

defining the state of a perfect gas are known, the third variable

can be determined from the equation

pv = BT,

where i? is a constant. In such a case as this, the third variable

is said to be a dependent variable, the other two, independent vari-
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ables. When the state of any material system can be defined in

terms of n independent variables, the system is said to possess n

degrees of freedom, and the n independent variables are called

generalized coordinates. Por the system just considered w = 2,

and the system possesses two degrees of freedom.

Again, in order that we may possess a knowledge of some

systems, say gaseous nitrogen peroxide, not only must the vari-

ables given by the gas equation

^{p, v,T) =

be known, but also the mass of the NgO^ and of the NOg present.

If these masses be respectively m^ and m.p there are five variables

to be considered, namely,

<t>i(.P, '», T, mj, mg) = 0,

but these are not all independent. The pressure, for instance, may
be fixed by assigning values to v, T, m^, mj ; f is thus a dependent

variable, v, T, rrii, m^ are independent variables. Thus

We know that the dissociation of NgO^ into 2NO2 depends on the

volume, temperature and amount of NOg present in the system

under consideration. At ordinary temperatures

and the number of independent variables is reduced to three. In

this case the system is said to possess three degrees of freedom.

At temperatures over 136°—138° the system contains NOj alone,

and behaves as a perfect gas with two degrees of freedom.

In general, if a system contains m dependent and n independent

variables, say

iCj, X2, Xg, . . • a^n ^. „

variables, the state of the system can be determined by m + w

equations. As in the familiar condition for the solution of simul-

taneous equations in algebra, n independent equations are required

for finding the value of n unknown quantities. But the state of

the system is defined by the m dependent variables ; the remaining

n independent variables can therefore be determined from n inde-

pendent equations.

Let a given system with n degrees of freedom be subject to

external forces

•^11 -^j, Xj, . . . X„,
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so that no energy enters or leaves the system except in the form

of heat Or work, and such that the n independent variables are

displaced by amounts

dxi, dx^, dxg, .: . dx„.

Since the amount of work done on or by a system is measured by

the product of the force and the displacement, these external forces

XjXg ... perform a quantity of work dW which depends on the

nature of the transformation. Hence

dW. = Xydx-^ + X^dx^ +.
.

'. X„dx„

where the coefficients Xj, Xj, Xg . . . are called the generalized

forces acting on the system. P. Duhem, in his work, Traiti EU-

mentaire de MScanique Ghimique fondie sur la Thermodynamique,

Paris, 1897-99, makes use of generalized forces and generalized

coordinates.



CHAPTEE III.

FUNCTIONS WITH SINGULAB PROPERTIES.

"Although a physical law may never admit of a perfectly abrupt

change, there is no limit to the approach which it may make
to abruptness."—W. Stanley Jevons.

§ 51. Continuous and Discontinuous Functions.

The law of continuity affirms that no change can take place

abruptly. The conception involved -wiU have been familiar to the

reader from the second section of this work. It was there

shown that the amount of substance, x, transformed in a chemical

reaction in a given time becomes smaller as the interval of time, t,

during which the change occurs, is diminished, until finally, when
the interval of time approaches zero, the amount of substance

transformed also approaches zero. In such a case x is not only a

function of t, but it is a continuous function of t. The course of

such a reaction may be represented by the motion of a point along

the curve

«'=/(<)

If the two states of a substance subjected to the influence of two

different conditions of temperature be represented, say, by two

neighbouring points on a plane, the principle of continuity affirms

that the state of the substance at any intermediate temperature

will be represented by a point lying between the two points just

mentioned ; and in order that the moving point may pass from one

point, a, on the curve to another point, h, on the same curve, it

must successively assume all values intermediate between a and 6,

and never move off the curve. This is a characteristic property of

continuous functions. Several examples have been considered in

the preceding chapters. Most natural processes, perhaps all, can

be represented by continuous functions. Hence the old empiricism

:

Natura non agit per saltum.

The law of continuity, though tacitly implied up to the present,

142
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does not appear to be always true. Even in some of the simplest
phenomena exceptions seem to arise. In a general way; we can
divide discontinuous functions into two classes : first, those in which
the graph of the function suddenly stops to reappear in some other
part of the plane—in other words a break occurs ; second, those
in which the graph suddenly changes its direction without exhibit-
ing a break i—in that case a turning point or point of inflexion
appears.

Other kinds of discontinuity may occur, but do not commonly
arise in physical work. For example, a function is said to be dis-

continuous when the value of the function y = f{x) becomes
infinite for some particular value of x. Such a discontinuity
occurs when a; = in the expression y = Ijx. The differential

coeflScient of this expression,

^ = -1,
dx x^'

is also discontinuous for a; = 0. Other examples, which should be
verified by the reader are, log x, when x = 0; tan «, when a; = Jtt, ...

The graph for Boyle's equation, pv = constant, is also said to be
discontiuuous at an infinite distance along both axes.

52. 'Breaks".

;
I
boiEngpoint

Discontinuity accompanied by

If a cold solid be exposed to a source of heat, heat appears

to be absorbed, and the

temperature, Q, of the

solid is a function of

the amount of heat, Q,

apparently absorbed by

the solid. As soon

as the solid begins to

melt, it absorbs a great

amount of heat (latent

heat of fusion), unac-

companied byany rise of

temperature. When the

substance has assumed the fluid state of aggregation, the tem-

Fio. 55.

1 Sometimes the word "break" is used indiscriminately for both kinds of

discontinuity. It is, indeed, questionable if ever the "break" is real in natural

phenomena. I suppose we ought to call turning points "singularities," not

"discontinuities" {see S. Jevon's Prineiples qf Science, London, 1877).
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perature is a function of the amount of heat absorbed by the

fluid, untn, at the boiling point, similar phenomena recur. Heat

is absorbed unaccompanied by any rise of temperature (latent heat

of vaporization) until the liquid is completely vaporized. The

phenomena are illustrated graphically by the curve OABGDE (Pig.

55). If the quantity of heat, Q, supplied be regarded as a function

of the temperature, 0, the equation of the curve OABGED (Fig.

55), will be

This function is said to be discontinuous between the points A and

B, and between G and D. Breaks occur in these positions. f{d)

is accordingly said to be a discontinuous function, for, if a

small quantity of heat be added to a substance, whose state is

represented by a point, between A and B, or G and D, the tem-

perature is not affected in a perceptible manner. The geometrical

signification of the phenomena is as follows : There are two

generally different, tangents to the curve at the points A and B
corresponding to the one abscissa, namely, tan u, and tan a'. In

other words, see page 102, we have

-y^ =f{6) = tan a = tan angle 6BA

;

-jn = f(0) = tan a' = tan angle 6B'A,]

that is to say, the function f'{6) is discontinuous because the

differential coefficient has two distinct values determined by the

slope of the tangent to each curve at the point where the discon-

tinuity occurs.

The physical meaning of the discontinuity in this example, is

that the substance may have two values for its specific heat—the

amount of heat required to raise the temperature of one gram of

the solid one degree—at the melting point,, the one corresponding

to the solid and the other to the liquid state of aggregation. The

tangent of the angle represented by the ratio dQjdO obviously

represents the specific heat of the substance. An analogous set of

changes occurs at the boiling point.

It is necessary to point out that the alleged discontinuity in

the curve OABG may be only apparent. The " corners " may be

rounded off. It would perhaps be more correct to say that the,
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curve is really continuous between A and B, but that the change
of temperature with the addition of

heat is discontinuous.

Again, Mg. 56 shows the result of

plotting the variations in the volume

of phosphorus with temperatures in

the neighbourhood of its melting point.

AB represents the expansion curve of

the solid, CD that of the liquid. A
break occurs between B and G. Phos-

phorus at its melting point may thus

have two distinct coefficients of ex-

pansion, the one corresponding to the solid and the other to the

liquid state of aggregation. Similar changes take place during the

passage of a system from one state to another, say of rhombic to

monoclinic sulphur; of a mixture of magnesium and sodium sul-

phates to astracanite, etc. The temperature at which this change

occurs is called the " transition point ".

§ S3. The Existence of Hydrates in Solution.

Another illustration. If p denotes the percentage composition

of an aqueous solution of ethyl alcohol and s the corresponding

specific gravity in vacuo at 15° (sp. gr. H2O at 15° = 9991 '6), we

have the following table compiled by Mendel^eff :

—

p
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posed at temperatures higher than that at which their dissociation

commences, and that for any given temperature a definite relation

exists between the amounts of the original compound and of the

products of its dissociation, so may definite but unstable hydrates

exist in solutions at temperatures above their dissociation tempera-

ture. If the dissolved substance really enters into combination

with the solvent to form different compounds according to the

nature of the solution, many of the physical properties of the

solution—density, thermal conductivity and such like—will natur-

ally depend on the amount and nature of these compounds,

because chemical combination is usually accompanied by volume,

density, thermal and other changes.

fO,000
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was discontinuous,

ordinates against ^
abscissa p for "^

concentrations

corresponding to

17-56, 46-00 and

88-46 per cent,

of ethyl alcohol.

These concen-

trations coincide

Breaks were obtained by plotting ds/dp as

Fig. 58.—After Mendeleeff.

with chemical compounds having the composition OgHjOH . I2H2O,
C2H5OH . 3H2O and 3O2H5OH . H2O as shown in Fig. 68. The
curves between the breaks are supposed to represent the "zone"
in which the corresponding hydrates are present in the solution.

The mathematical argument is that the differential coefficient

of a continuous curve will differentiate into a straight line or

another continuous curve ; while if a curve is really discontinuous,

or made up of a number of different curves, it will yield a series of

straight lines. Bach line represents the rate of change of the

particular physical property under investigation with the amount
of hypothetiaal unstable compound existing in solution at that

concentration. An abrupt change in the direction of the curve

leads to a breaking up of the first differential coefficient of that

curve into two curves which do not meet. This argument has been

extensively used by Pickering in the treatment of an elaborate and

painstaking series of determinations of the physical properties of

solutions. Crompton found that if the electrical conductivity of a

solution ia regarded as a function of its percentage composition,

such that

E = a + bp + cp^ + fp^ . . . (3)

the first differential coefficient gives a parabolic curve of the type

of (1) above, while the second differential coefficient, instead of

being a continuous function of p,

dp^
+ Bp, (4)

was found to consist of a series of straight lines, the position of the

breaks being identical with those obtained from the first differential

coefficient dsjdp. The values of the constants A and B are readUy

obtained if c and p are known. If the slope of the (p, s)-curve

K^
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changes abruptly, dsfdp is discontinuous ; if the slope of the

(ds/dp, ^)-curve changes abruptly, d^s/dp^ is discontinuous.

But after all we are only working with empirical formulae, and

"no juggling with feeble empirical expressions, and no appeal to

the mysteries of elementary mathematics can legitimately make ex-

perimental results any more really discontinuous than they them-

selves are able to declare themselves to be when properly plotted ".i

It must be pointed out that the differentiation of experimental

results very often furnishes quantities of the same order of magni-

tude as the experimental errors themselves.^ This is a very

serious objection. Pickering has tried to eliminate the experi-

mental errors, to some extent, by differentiating the results obtained

by '

' smoothing " the curve obtained by plotting the experimental

results. On the face of it this " smoothing " of experimental

results is a dangerous operation even in the hands of the most

experienced workers. Indeed, it is supposed that that prince of

experimenters, Eegnault, overlooked an important phenomenon in

applying this very smoothing process to his observations on the

vapour pressure of saturated steam. Eegnault supposed that the

curve OPQ (Fig. 64) showed no singular point at P (Pig. 64) when
water passed from the liquid to the solid state at 0°. It was re-

served for J. Thomson to prove that the ice-steam curve has a

different slope from the water-steam curve.

§ 5^. The Smoothing of Curves.

The results of observations of a series of corresponding changes

in two variables are represented by light

dots on a sheet of squared paper. The

dots in Kg. 59 represent the vapour

pressures of dissociating ammonium

,

carbonate at different temperatures. A
curve is drawn to pass as nearly as pos-

sible through all these points. The re-

sulting curve is assumed to be a graphic

representation of the general formula

(known or unknown) connecting the two variables. Points devi-

i« ^ ,

iV;
-i\^

""Sjl 1— ^•I-'»—I

—I—Li-^5r::i-»--—U_
Fia. 59.—Smoothed Curve.

1 0. J. Lodge, JITatme, 40, 273, 1889 ; S. U. Pickering, i6., 40, 343, 1889.

i^This paragraph will be better understood after Cliapter V,, § 106, has been

studied. The reader may then return to this section.
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ating from the curve are assumed to be affected with errors of

observation. As a general rule the curve vrith the least curvature

is chosen to pass through or within a short distance of the greatest

number of dots, so that an equal number of these dots (representing

experimental observations) lies on each side of the curve. Such

a curve is said to be a smoothed curve (see also page 320).

One of the commonest methods of smoothing a curve is to pin

down a flexible lath to points through which the curve is to be

drawn'and draw the pen along the lath. It is found impossible in

practice to use similar laths for all curves. The lath is weakest

where the curvature is greatest. The selection and use of the lath

is a matter of taste and opinion. The use of " French curves " is

still more arbitrary. Pickering used a bent spring or steel lath held

near its ends. Such a lath is shown in statical works to give a

line of constant curvature. The line is called an " elastic curve
"

(see G. M. Minchin's A Treatise on Statics, Oxford, 2, 204, 1886).

§ 55. Discontinuity accompanied by a Sudden Change of

Direction.

The vapour pressure of a soUd increases continuously with

rising temperature until, at its melting point, the vapour pressure

" suddenFy " begins to increase more rapidly than before. This is

shown graphically in Fig. 60. The substance melts at the point of

intersection of the " solid " and "liquid"

curves. The vapour pressure itself is not

discontinuous. It has the same value at

the melting point for both solid and liquid

states of aggregation. It is, however, quite

clear that the tangents of the two curves

differ from each other at the transition

point, because

tan a =/(^) =
ll

is lea, than tan a' =/(6) = J.
!'«> 60.

There are two tangents to the p^-curve at the transition point.

The value of dp/dO for solid benzene, for example, is greater than

for the liquid. The numbers are 2-48' and 1-98 respectively.

If the equations of the two curves were respectively ax + by = l;

and bx + a/y = 1, the roots of these two equations,

1 1

li&tl.
/«
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would represent the coordinates of the point of intersection, as

indicated on page 94. To illustrate this kind of discontinuity we

shall examine the following phenomena :

—

I. Critical temperature. CaUletet and Collardeau have an

ingenious method for finding the critical temperature of a

substance without seeing the liquid.^ By plotting temperatures

as abscissae against the vapour pressures of different weights of

the same substance heated at constant volume, a series of curves

are obtained which are coincident as long as part of the substance

is liquid, for " the pressure exerted by a saturated vapour depends

on temperature only and is independent of the

quantity of liquid with which it is in contact".

Above the critical temperature the different masses

of the substance occupying the same volume give

different pressures. Prom this point upwards the

pressure-temperature curves are no longer super-

posa.ble. A series of curves are thus obtained

wtiich coincide at a certain point P (Fig. 61), the abscissa, OE,

of which denotes the critical temperature. As before, the tangent

of each curve Pa, Pb . . .ia different from that of OP at the point P.

II. Cooling curves. If the temperature of cooling of pure liquid

bismuth be plotted against time, the resulting curve, called a cooling

curve (ab, Kg. 62), is continuous, but the moment a part of the

metal solidifies, the curve wUl take

another direction be, and continue

so until aU the metal is solidified,

when the direction of the curve

again changes, and then continues

quite regularly along cd. For bis-

muth the point b is at 268°.

If the cooling curve of an alloy

of bismuth, lead and tin (Bi, 21;

Pb, 5"5 ; Sn, 75'5) is similarly

plotted, the first change of direction
Pia. 62.-Ooolmg Cui-ves.

j^ observed at 175°, when solid bis-

muth is deposited ; at 125° the curve again changes its direction.

turn

1 L. P. Cailletet and E. Collardeau, Arm. Chim. Phya., [6], 28, 522, 1891. Note

that the critical temperatwe is the temperature above which a substance cannot exist

otlier than in the gaseous state.
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with a simultaneous deposition of solid bismuth and tin ; and
finally at 96° another change occurs corresponding to the solidifi-

cation of the eutectic alloy of these three metals.

These cooling curves are of great importance in investigations

on the constitution of metals and alloys. The cooling curve of iron

from a white heat is particularly interesting, and has given rise to

much discussion. The curve shows changes of direction at about

1,130°, at about 850° (called Ar^ critical point), at about 770°

(called Ar2 critical point), at

about 500° (called the Ar-^ critical

point), at about 450°—500° C,
and at about 400° 0. The mag-

nitude of these changes varies

according to the purity of the

iron. Some are very marked

even with the purest iron. This

sudden evolution of heat (recal-

escenoe) at different points of the

cooling curve has led many to

believe that iron exists in some

Time

Fig. 63.—Diagrammatio.

aUotropie state in the neighbourhood of these temperatures.^ Pig.

63 shows part of a cooling curve of iron in the most interesting

region, namely, the Ar^ and Ar^ critical points.

§ 56. The Triple Point.

Another example, which is also a good illustration of the beauty

and comprehensive nature of the graphic method

of representing natural processes, may be given

here.

(a) When water, partly liquid, partly vapour,

is enclosed in a vessel, the relation between the

pressure and the temperature can be represented

by the curve PQ (Fig. 64), which gives the

pressure corresponding with any given tempera-

ture when the liquid and vapour are in contact and in equilibrium.

This curve is called the steam line.

{b) In the same way if the enclosure were filled with solid ice.

Fia. 64.—Triple
Point.

1 W. C. Roberts-Austen's papers in tlie Proc. Soc. Mechanical Engineers, 543,

1891 ; 102, 1893 ; 238, 1895 ; 31, 1897 ; 35, 1899, may be consulted for fuller details.
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and liquid water, the pressui-e of the mixture would be completely

determined by the temperature. The relation between pressure

and temperature is represented by the curve PN, called the ice

line.

(c) Ice may be in stable equilibrium with its vapour, and we

can plot the variation of the vapour pressure of ice with its tem-

perature. The curve OP so obtained represents the variation of

the vapour pressure of ice with temperature. It is called the hoar

frost line.

The plane of the paper is thus divided into three parts bounded

by the three curves OP, PN, PQ. If a pomt falls within one of

these three parts of the plane, it represents water in one particular

state of aggregation, ice, liquid or steam.i When a point falls on a

boundary line it corresponds with the coexistence of two states of

aggregation. Finally, at the point P, and only at this point, the

three states of aggregation, ice, water, and steam may coexist to-

gether. This point is called the triple point. For water the

coordinates of the triple point are

p = 4-58 mm., T = 0-0076° 0.

1, Influence of pressure on the melting-point of a solid. The
two formulae, dQ = Tdiji; {'dQfiv)^ = T(lpl'i>T)„, were discussed

on pages 81 and 82. Divide the former by dv and substitute the

result in the latter. We thus obtain,

mr®. m
which states that the change of entropy, <^, per unit change of

volume, V, at a constant temperature {T° absolute), is equal to the

change of pressure per unit change of temperature at constant

volume. If a small amount of heat, dQ, be added to a substance

existing partly in one state, " 1," and partly in another state, "2,"

a proportional quantity, dm, of the mass changes its state, such

that

dQ = Ly^dm,

where L^^ is a constant representing the latent heat of the change

from state " 1 " to state " 2 ". From the definition of entropy, <^,

' Certain unstable conditions [metastahle slates) are known in wliioh a liquid may
be found in the solid region. A supercooled liquid, for instance, may continue the QP
curve along to S instead of changing its direction along PM.
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dQ = Td<i> ; henee d<i> = ^dm. . . (2)

If Vj^, V2 be the specific volumes of the substance in the first and

second states respectively

dv = v^dyn - v-^dm — {v^ — Vj)dm.

From (2) and (1)

This last equation tells us at once how a change of pressure

wUl change the temperature at which two states of a substance

can coexist, provided that we know v-^, v^, T and L-^^.

Examples.— (1) If the specific volume of ice is 1-087, and tliat of water

unity, find the lowering of the freezing point of water when the pressure

increases one atmosphere (latent heat of ice = 80 oal.). Here Dj - «i = 0"087,

T = 273, dp = 76 cm. mercury. The specific gravity of meroujgr is 13'5, and

the weight of a column of mercury of one square cm. cross section is

76 X 13-5 = 1,033 grams. Hence dp = 1,033 grams, Lj^ = 80 oal. = 80 x i7,600

C.G.S. or dynamical units. From (3), dT = 0-0064° 0. per atmosphere.

(2) For naphthalene T = 352-2, v^ - v^ = 0-146 ; Lj^ = 35-46 cal. Find

the change of melting point per atmosphere increase of pressure. dT=0'OSl.

II. The slopes of the pT-curves at the triple point. Let ijg,

Ljg, ijj be the latent heats of conversion of a substance from states

1 to 2 ; 2 to 3 ; 3 to 1 respectively ; v^, v^, v^ the respective volumes

of the substance in states 1, 2, 3 respectively ; let T denote the

absolute temperature at the triple point. Then dp/dT is the slope

of the tangent to these curves at the triple point, and

/3p\ A2 /M -^23
. fM - -^31 m

The specific volumes and the latent heats are generally quite

different from the three changes of state, and therefore the slopes

of the' three curves at the triple point are also different. The

difference in the slopes of the tangents of the solid-vapour (hoar

frost line), and the liquid-vapour (steam Hne) curves of water

(Fig. 39) is

(^p\ _ /^\ 1/ Lu _ -^23 N (KS

At the triple point

ii3 = ij2 -f- L,s ; and {v^ - v^j = (^2 - Vi) + {Vs - v^). (6)

Example.—As a general rule, the change of volume on melting, (v^ - v^,

is very small compared with the change in volume on evaporation, {rt^-v^,
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or sublimation, {v, - v-^) ; hence v^ - v-^ may be neglected in comparison with

the other volume changes. Then, from (5) and (6),

(^\ = _^J? (7)
XdTh T(v, - v,y • • •

Hence calculate the difference in the slope of the hoar frost and steam lines

for water at the triple point. Latent heat of water = 80 ; L^^ = 80 x 42,700

;

T = 273, v^- v^ = 209,400 c.c. Substitute these values on the right-hand side

of the last equation. Ansr. 0-()59.

The above deductions have been tested experimentally in the

case of water, sulphur and phosphorus ; the results are in close

agreement with theory.

§ 57. Maximum and Minimum Values of a Function.

By plotting the rates, V, at which illuminating gas flows through

the gasometer of a building as ordinates, with time, t, as abscissae,

a curve resembling the adjoining diagram (Fig. 65) is obtained.

It will be seen that very little gas

is consumed in the day time, while

at night there is a relatively great

demand. Observation shows that

as t changes from one value to

another, V changes in such a way

that it is sometimes increasing and

sometimes decreasing. In conse-

quence, there must be certain values of the function for which 7,

which had previously been increasing, begins to decrease, that is

to say, V is greater for this particular value of t than for any

adjacent value ; in this case V is said to have a maximum value.

Conversely, there must be certain values of f{t) for which V, having

been decreasing, begins to increase. When the value of V, for

some particular value of t, is less than for any adjacent value of t,

V is said to be a minimum value.

Imagine a variable ordinate of the curve to move perpendicu-

larly along Ot, gradually increasing until it arrives at the position

M-^P-^, and afterwards gradually decreasing. The ordinate atil^iPi

is said to have a maximum value. The decreasing ordinate, con-

tinuing its motion, arrives at the position N-^Q-^, and after that

gradually increases. In this case the ordinate at Nj^Q^ is said to

have a minimum value.

The terms "maximum" and "minimum" do not necessarily

M,

Ooff, Night Day Night Day Night

FiQ. 65.
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denote the greatest and least possible values which the function

can assume, for the same function may have several maximum and

several minimum values, any particular one of which may be

greater or less than another value of the same function. In

walking across a mountainous district every hill-top would repre-

sent a maximum, every valley a minimum.
The mathematical form of the function employed in the above

illustration is unknown, the curve is an approximate representation

of corresponding values of the two variables determined by actual

measurements.

Example.—Plot tlie curve represented by the equation y = sin x. Give

X a series of values Jtt, v, fTr, lir, and so on. Shov? that

Maximum values of y occur for a = ^, fir, fir, . .

.

Minimum values of y occur for a; = - \it, fr, Jir, . . .

The resulting curve is the harmonic or sine curve shown in Fig. 52, page 136.

One of the most important applications of the differential cal-

culus is the determination of maximum and minimum values of a

function. Many of the following examples can be solved by special

algebraic or geometric devices. The calculus, however, offers a sure

and easy method for "the solution of these problems.

§ 58. How to find Maximum and Minimum Yalues of a

Function.

If a cricket ball be thrown up into the air, its velocity, dsjdt,

wiU go on diminishing until the ball reaches the highest point of

its ascent. Its velocity will then be zero. After this, the velocity

of the ball will increase until it is caught in the hand. In other

words, dsldt is first positive, then zero, and then negative. This

means that the distance, s, of the ball from the ground will be

greatest when Hisjdt is least ; s will be a maximum when dsjdt is

zero.

We generally reckon distances up as positive, and distances

down as negative. We naturally extend this to velocities by

making velocities directed upwards positive, and velocities directed

downwards negative. Thus the velocity of a falling stone is

negative although it is constantly getting numerically greater {i.e.,

algebraically less). We also extend this convention to directed

acceleration ; but we frequently call an increasing velocity positive,

and a decreasing velocity negative as indicated on page 18.
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Ndmbbical IiLUSTEATioN.—The distance, s, of a body from the ground at

any instant, t, is given by the expression

s = igt^ + Vfjt,

where «,, represents the velocity of the body when it started jts upward or

downward journey
;

g' is a constant equal to - 32 when the body is going

upwards, and to + 32 when the body is coming down. 'Now let a cricket ball

be sent up from the hand with a velocity of 64 feet per second, it will attain

its highest point when dsjdt is zero, but

ds

di
= - 32i + «„

, u„ 64 , ds
•*=32 = 32'^^«'^^ = °-

Let us now trace the different values which the tangent to the

curve at any point X (Fig. 66) assumes as X travels from A to P;

from P to 5 ; from B to Q ; and

from Q to C ; ^ let a denote the

angle made by the tangent at

any point on the curve with the

a;-axis. Eemember thai; tan 0°=
;

tan 90° = 00 ; when a is less than

90°, tan a is positive ; and when a

is greater than 90° and less than

180° tan a is negative.

Pirst, as P travels from A to P, x increases, y increases. The

tangent to the curve makes an acute angle, aj, with the a;-axis.

In this case, tan a is positive, and also

Fig. 66.—Maximum and Minimum.

dy

55 = +- (1)

At P, the tangent is parallel to the a;-axis
; j/ is a maximum, that

is to say, tan a is zero, and

1 = 0; .... (2)

Secondly, immediately after passing P,_ the tangei^ to the curve

makes an obtuse angle, oj, with the a;-axis, that is to say, tana is

negative, and

dx- ^'^I

The tangent to the curve reaches a minimum value at NQ ; at Q
the tangent is again parallel to ai-axis, y is a, minimum and tano,

as well as

dy

dx
= 0. (^)
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After passing Q, again we have an acute angle, oj, and,

I- <^)

Thus we see that every time dyjdx becomes zero, y is either a

maximum or a minimum. Hence the rule : When the first differ-

ential coefficient changes its sign from a positive to a negative

value the function has a maximum value, and when the first

differential coefficient changes its sign from a negative to a

positive value the function has a minimum value.

There are some curves which have maximum and minimum
values very much resembling P' and Q' (Fig. 67). These curves

are said to have cusps at P' and Q.

It will be observed, in Fig. 67, that x

increases and y approaches a maximum
value while the tangent MP' makes an

acute angle with the a;-axis, that is to say,

dyldx is positive. At P' the tangent be-

comes perpendicular to the a;-axis, and in

consequence the ratio dyjdx becomes in-

finite. The point F is called a cusp. Yia. 67.—Maximum and
After passing P', dyjdx is negative. In Minimum Cusps,

the same way it can be shown that as the tangent approaches NQ,
dyjdx is negative, at Q', dyjdx becomes infinite, and after passing

Q', dyjdx is positive. Now plot y = a;^, and you will get a cusp at 0.

A function may thus change its sign by becoming zero or in-

finity,, it is therefore necessary for the first differential coefficient of

the function to assume either of these values in order that it may
have a maximum or a minimum value. Consequently, in order to

find all the values of x for which y possesses a maximum or a

minimum value, the first differential coefficient must be equated

to zero or infinity and the values of x which satisfy these condi-

tions determined.

Examples.—(1) Consider the equation y = x^ - 8x, .. dyjdx = Sa; - 8.

Equating the first differential coefficient to zero, we have 2a; - 8 = 0; or a; = 4.

Add + 1 to this root and substitute for x in the original equation,

when x = 3,y= 9 - 24 = - 15

;

a! = 4, y = 16 - 32 = - 16;

a; = 5, 2/ = 25 - 40 = - 15.

y is therefore a minimum when x = i, since a shghtly greater or a slightly

less value of x makes y assume a greater value. The addition of + 1 to the

root gives only a first approximation. The minimum value of the function
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might have been between 3 and 4 ; or between 4 ajid 5. The approximation

may be carried as close as we please by using less and less numerical values

in the above substitution. Suppose we substitute in place of + 1, + h, then

when X = i - h, y = W - 16;

a; =4, y = - 16;

x = i + h,y = h^-16.

Therefore, however small h may be, the corresponding value of y is greater

than- 16. That is to say, x=i makes the function a minimum, Q (Pig. 68).

You can easily see that this is so by plotting the original equation as in Fig. 68.

V 4
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values of x correspond to rQaximum or minimum values of the

fu'nction. This is all the more essential in practical work where

the function, not the curve, is to be operated upon.

By reference to Pig. 71 it will be noticed that the tangent

crosses the curve at the points B and S. Such a point is called a

turning point or point of inflexion. You will get a point of

inflexion by plotting y = x^. The point of inflexion marks the

spot where the curve passes from a convex to a concave, or from a

concave to a convex configuration with regard to one of the co-

ordinate axes. The terms concave and convex have here their

ordinary meaning.

Fis. 72.—Convexity and
Oonoavity.

§ 60. How to Find whether a Curve is Concave or Convex.

Eeferring to Fig. 72, along the concave part from A to P,

the numerical value of tana, regularly decreases to zero. At P
the highest point of the curve

tan a = ; from this point to B
the tangent to the angle continu-

ally decreases. You will see this

better if you take numbers. Let

ai = 45°, aj = 135° ; .-. tan aj = + 1,

and tan aj = - 1. Hence as you

pass along the curve from .4 to P
to B, the numerical value of the

tangent of the curve ranges from

+ 1, to 0, to - 1.

The differential coefficient, or rate of change of tan a witt respect

to X for the concave curve APB continually decreases.

d{ta,na}/dx is negative, or

d(tana) _ d'^y

dx dx^

If a function, y = f(x), increases with increasing values of x, dy/dx

is positive ; while if the function, y = f{x), decreases with increas-

ing values of x, dy/dx is negative.

Along the convex part of the curve BQG, tan a regularly in-

creases in value. Let us take numbers. Suppose a^ = 135°,

aj = 45°, then tan aj = - 1 and tan 03 = + 1. Hence as you pass

along the curve from B to Q, tan a increases in value from - 1

to 0. At the point Q, tan a = 0, and from Q to G, tan a continually

if n-,—2 = negative value = < (J.

Hence

(1)
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increases in value from to + 1. The differential coefficient of

tana with respect to the convex curve BQG is, therefore, positive, or

^(^^ =^ = positive value = > 0. . . (2)

Hence a curve is concave or convex upwards, according as the second

differential coefficient is positive or negative.

I have assumed that the curve is on the positive side of the

a;-axis ; when the curve lies on the negative side, assume the K-axis

to be displaced parallel with itself until the above condition is

attained. A more general rule, which evades the above limita-

tion, is proved in the regular text-books. The proof is of little

importance for our purpose. The rule is to the effect that " a

curve is concave or convex upwards according as the product of

the ordinate of the curve and the second differential coefficient, i.e.,

according as yd^y/dx^ is positive or negative ".

Examples.— (1) Show that the curves y = logx and y = xlogx are re-

spectively concave and convex tovirarda the sB-axis. Hint.

cPy/dx' = _a!-2 for the former; and -|- a!~' for the^ latter.

The former is therefore concave, the latter convex, as shovfn

in Fig. 73. Note : If you plot y = log a; on a larger scale

you will see that for every positive value of x there is one

and only one va,lue of y ; the value of y will be positive or

negative according as x is greater or less than unity. When

Fio 73
*"'' ^^^

'

^^^^ '°~^' y'=- ^'< ""^^^ ^= +^, y=+ <»•

There is no logarithmic function for negative values of x.

(2) Show that the parabola, y^= iax, is concave upwards below the aj-axis

(where y is negative) and convex upwards above the as-axis.

§ 61. HoTH to Find Turning Points or Points of Inflexion.

From the above principles it is clearly necessary, in order to

locate a point of inflexion, to find a value of x, for which tan a

assumes a maximum or a minimum value. Bai

for, . - ^^2/
. .

d(iB.n a) _ d^y

Hence the rule : In order to find a point of inflexion we must

equate the second differential coefficient of the function to zero

;

find the value of x which satisfies these conditions ; and test if the

second differential coefficient does really change sign by substitut-

ing in the second differential coefficient a value of a; a little greater

and one a little less than the critical value. If there is no change

of sign we are not dealing with a point of inflexion

y ,

—

"

^~
•yt
—
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Examples.— (1) Showthat the curve y=a+ {x-rbY'ha,sa. point of inflexion

at tlie point y = a, x = b. Differentiating twice we get dH/jdx^ = 6(x - 6).

Equating this to zero we get x = b; by substituting a;=6 in the original equa-

tion, we get y = a. When a; = 6 - 1 the second difierential coefficient Is

negative, when x—b+ 1 the second differential coefficient is positive. Hence

there is an inflexion at the point (6, a). See Mg. 70, page 158.

(2) For the special case of the harmonic curve. Fig. 52, page 136, y=am x ;

.•. cPyjdx'^ = - sinx = - y, that is to say, at the point of inflexion the ordinate

y changes sign. This occurs when the curve crosses the a!-axis, and there are

an infinite number of points of inflexion for which y = 0.

(3) Show that the probability curve, y = ke~ *^*^, has a point of inflexion

for a = ± ^ijh. (Fig. 168, page 513.)

(4) Show that Roche's vapour pressure curve p = a59'('"+"*) has a point

of inflexion when 9=m(log b-2n)l2n'^; and i?= aft(i»e
»

-

""""'"b >. See Ex. (6),

page 67 ; and Fig. 88, page 172.

§ 62. Six Problems in Maxima and Minima.

It is first requisite, in solving problems in maxima, and minima,

to express the relation between the variables in the form of an

algebraic equation, and then to proceed

as directed on page 167. In the ma-

jority of cases occurring in practice,

it only requires a little common-sense

reasoning on the nature of the problem,

to determine whether a particular value

of X corresponds with a maximum or

a minimum. The very nature of the

problem generally tells us whether we

are dealing with a maximum or a mini-

mum, so that we may frequently dis-

pense with the labour of investigating

the sign of the second derivative.

I. Divide a line into any two parts such that the rectangle

homing these two parts as adjoining sides may home the greatest

possible a/rea. If a be the length of the line, x the length of one

part, a - X will be the length of the other part ; and, in conse-

quence, the area of the rectangle will be

y = {a - x)x.

Differentiate, and

f = a-2x.
dx

n/
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Equate to zero, and, x = ^a; that is to say, the line a must be

divided into two equal parts, and the greatest possible rectangle

is a square.

II. Find the greatest possible rectangle that can be inscribed

in a given triangle. In Mg. 74, let b denote the length of the base

of the triangle ABC, h its altitude", x the altitude of the inscribed

rectangle. We must first find the relation between the area of the

rectangle and of the triangle. By similar triangles, page 603,

AH: AK ^ BO : DJE ; h : h ~ x = b : BE,

but the area of the rectangle is obviously y = DE x KH, and

DE = |(/i - x),KH = x; .: y = ^{hx-x'^).

It is the rule, when seeking maxima and minima, to simplify

the process by omitting the constant factors, since, whatever makes

the variable hx - x'^ a, maximum will also make b{hx - x^)jh a

maximum.^ Now differentiate the expression obtained above for

the area of the rectangle neglecting bjh, and equate the result to

zero, in this way we obtain

-/ = h - 2x = 0; or a; = -=.

t dx ,2

That is to say, the height of the rectangle must be half the altitude

of the triangle.

III. To cut a sector from a circular sheet

metal so that the remainder can be formed

',0 a conical-shaped vessel of maximum
pacity. Let AGB (Fig. 75) be a circular

1 1 ite of radius, r, it is required to cut out a

I
rtion AOB such that the conical vessel

med by joining OA and OB together may

hold the greatest possible amount of fluid.

Let X denote the angle remaining after the

sector AOB has been removed. We must first find a relation

between x and the volume, v, of the cone.^

The length of the arc AGB is j^xttt, (3), page 603, and when

Pia. 75.

' This is easily prored, for let y = cf[x), where c has any arbitrary constant value.

For a maximum or minimum value dy/dx = cf'{x) = 0, and this can only ooour where

/'(») = 0.

2 Mensuration formulae (1), (8), (4), (27), § 191, page 603 ; and (1), page 606, will be

required for this problem.
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the plate is folded into a cone, this ia also the length of the peri-

meter of the circular base of the cone. Let B denote the radius of

the circular base. The perimeter of the base is therefore equal to

2irB. Hence,

2,ri? = -7rr; or, B=|r. ... (1)

If h is the height of the vertical cone.

r^^B^ + h^; or, h = Jr^ - B^ . . (2)

The volume of the cone is therefore

«=i^'=i©V--(£)' • _J!>
Eejecting the constants, v will be a maximum when x^ Ji^Tfi - x"^,

or when QCi^{iit^ - x^) is a maximum. That is, when

^{a!*(4,r2 - a;2)} = (IStt* - &x^)a? = 0.

If a; = 0, we have a vertical line corresponding with a cone of mini-

mum volume. Hence, if x is not zero, we must have

16^2 - &x^ = ; or, a; = 2 71 X 180° = 294°.

Hence the angle of the removed sector is about 360° - 294° = 66°.

The application to funnels is obvious. Of course the sides of the

chemists' funnel has a special slope for other reasons.

IV. At what height should a light he placed above my writing table

in order that a small portion of the surface of the table, at a given

horizontal distance a/way from the foot of

the perpendicular dropped from the light

on to the table, may receive the greatest

illumination possible ? Let S (Fig. 76)

be the source of illumination whose dis-

tance, X, from the table ia to be deter-

mined in such a way that B may receive

the greatest illumination. Let AB = a,

and a the angle made by the incident

rays SB = r on the surface B.

It ia known that the intenaity of illumination, y, variea inversely

as the square of the distance of SB, and directly as the sine of the

angle of incidence. Since, by Pythagoras' theorem (Euclid, i., 47),

r2 = o^ -1- a;2 ; and sin u, = x/r, in order that the illumination may

be a maximum,
sin a _ a; x x

I.*
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By differentiation, we get

0; .-.x = aji-

must be a maximum.

dy^

The interpretation is obvious. The height of the light must be

0'707 times the horizontal distance of the writing table from the

" foot " A. Negative and imaginary roots have no meaning in this

problem.

V. To arrange a nmnber of voUaio cells to furnish a maximum
current against a known external resistance. Let the electro-

motive force of each cell be E, and its internal resistance r. Let.

B be the external resistance, n the total number of cells. Assume

that X cells are arranged in series and njx in parallel. The electro-

motive force of the battery is xE. Its internal resistance a;V/w.

The current C, according to the text-books on electricity, is given

by the relation

xE
. dC^(lz^L

dx
c = .

B + -x^
n

(b^I^^

Equate to zero, and simplify, B = rx^ln, remains. This means
that the battery must be so arranged that its internal resistance

shall be as nearly as possible equal to^the external resistance.

The theory of maxima and minima must not be applied blindly

to physical problems. It is generally necessary to take other

things into consideration. An ar-

rangement that satisfies one set of

conditions may not be suitable for

another. For instance, while the

above arrangement of cells will give

the maximum current, it is by no

means the most economical.

VI. To find the conditions which

nmst subsist in order that light moAj

travel from a given point in one

medvwm to a given point in another

mediwm in the shortest possible time.

Let SP (Fig. 77) be a ray of light

incident at P on the surface of

separation of the media M and M

;

let PB be the refracted ray in the same plane as the incident

Pi3. 77.
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ray. If PN is normal (perpendicular) to the surface of incidence,
then the angle NFS = i, is the angle of incidence ; and the angle
N'PB = r, is the angle of refraction. Drop perpendiculars from S
and iJ on to 4 and B, so that SA == a, BE = b. Now the light will

travel from S to B, according to Fermat's principle, in the shortest
possible time, with a uniform velocity different in the different media
M and M'. The ray passes through the surface separating the two
media at the point P, let AP =. x, BP = p - x. Let the velocity

of propagation of the ray of Hght in the two media be respectively

Fj and V^ units per second. The ray therefore travels from S to P
in PS/V-^ seconds, and from P to E in BP/V,^ seconds, and the total

time, t, occupied in transit from S to B is the sum

Prom the triangles SAP and PBB, as indicated in (1), page 603, it

follows that PS = JWT~x^ ; and BP = Jb^ + {p - xf. Sub-
stituting these values in (1), and differentiating in the usual way,
we get

^= ^ P-<» n /ON
' dx Fi Va2 + x^ Fs Jb^ + (^ _ a;)2 * ' ^

^

Consequently, by substituting for PS, BP, AP, and BP as above,

we get from the preceding equation (2), solved for VJV^,

AP X

sini _ PS ^ Vfflg + x^ _ Fi

sin r
~ BP p - x ~

V^'

'RP Jb^ + {P - oof

This result, sometimes called Snell's law of refraction, shows that

the sines of the angles of incidence and refraction must be pro-

portional to the velocity of the light in the two given media in

order that the hght may pass from one point to the other in the

shortest possible interval of time. Experiment justifies Format's

guess. The ratio of the sines of the two angles, therefore, is.

constant for the same two media. The constant is usually de-

noted by the -symbol jx, and called the index of refraction.

Examples.—(1) The velocity of motion of a wave, of length \, in deep

water is V = sJ(Kla + aj\), a is a constant. Required the length of the wave

when the velocity is a minimum. (N. Z. Univ. Exam. Papers.) Ansr. \ = a.

(2) The contact diSerence of potential, E, between two metals is a

function of the temperature, 9, such that E = a + b9 + cff'. How high
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must the temperature of one of the metals be raised in order that the

difierenoe of potential may be a maximum or a minimum, a, b, c are con-

stants. Ansr. 9 = - 6/2c.

(3) Show that the greatest rectangle that can be inscribed in the circle

a;2 + j/2 _ ^2 is a square. Hint. Draw a circle of radius r, Fig. 78. Let the

sides of the rectangle be 2a! and 2y respectively-; .-. area = ixy, x^ + y^ = r\

Solve for y, and substitute in the former equation. Difier-

entiate, etc., and then show that both x and y are equal

to r\/|, etc.

(4) If Do be the volume of water at 0° 0., o the volume

at fl° 0., then, according to Hallstrom's formula, for tem-

peratures between 0° and 30°,

V

=

©oil -0-000057,5778+ 0-000007,56018''- 0-000000,03509«3).

Show that the volume is least and the density greatest

when 9 = 3-92. The graph is shown in Pig. 79. In the working of this ex-

ample, it will be found simplest to use a,b,u ... for the numerical coefaoients,

difierentiate, etc., for the final result, restore the numerical values

of a, 6, c ... , and simplify. Probably the reader has already

done this.

(5) Later on

expression ij(^

Fia. 78.

V
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(9) The weight, W (lbs. per sec), of flue gas passing up a chimney at

different temperatures T, is represented by W= A{T - T^ (1 + a.T)-\ where
4 is a constant, T the absolute temperature of the hot gases passing within
the chimney, T^ the temperature (°0) of the outside air, a = -j^^ the co-

efficient of expansion of the gas. Henoe show that the greatest amount of

gas will pass up the chimney—the "best draught" will occur—when the
temperature of the " flue gases " is nearly 333° 0. and the temperature of

the atmosphere is 15° C.

(10) If YG denotes the " input" of a continuous current dynamo ; a the

fixed losses due to iron, friction, excitation, etc. ; tC^, the variable losses ; C,

the current, then the efficiency, E, is given by £ = 1 - (» - tC^)IVG. Show
that the efficiency will be a minimum when o- = tC. Hint. Find dEldO, etc,

1
. J.

(11) Show that X' is a maximum when x = e. Hint, dy/dx = a!*(l -

loga!)/a!''; . . log a = 1, etc.

(12) A submarine telegraph cable consists of a circular core surrounded by
a concentric circular covering. The speed of signalling through this varies as

1 : a^loga;"^, where x denotes the ratio of the radius of the core to that of the

covering. Show that the fastest signalling can be made when this ratio is

0-606 . . . Hint. 1 : \/e"= 0-606.

(18) The velocity equations for chemical reactions in which the normal
course is disturbed by autocatalysis are, for reactions of the first order,

dxidt = kx{a - x) ; or, dxjdt = k(b + x) {a - x). Hence show that the

velocity of the reaction will be greatest when x = ^a for the former reaction,

and a! = J(a - 6) for the latter.

(14) A privateer has to pass between two lights, A and B, on opposite

headlands. The intensity of each light is known and also the distance be-

tween them. At what point must the privateer cross the line joining the

lights so as to be illuminated as little as possible. Given the intensity of the

light at any point is equal to its illuminating power divided by the square of

the distance of the point from the source of light. "Let p^ and^j respectively

denote the illuminating power of each source of light. Let a denote the

distance from A to B. Let x denote the distance from A to the point on

AB where the intensity of illumination is least ; henoe the ship must be

illuminated pjx^ + pj(a - xY- This function will be a minimum when

CPi/P2)*= xl(a -x); .-.«; = aPi*(i'i*-t-jP2*)-'.

(15) Assuming that the cost of driving a steamer through the water varies

as the cube of her speed, show that her most economical speed through the

water against a current running V miles per hour is f F. Let a; denote the

speed of the ship in still water, x - V will then denote the speed against the

current. But the distance traversed is equal to the velocity multiplied by

the time. • Hence, the time taken to travel s miles will be s/(a; - V). The

cost in fuel per hour is aa?, where a is the constant of proportion. Henoe

:

Total cost = as3?l(x - V). Hence, a;'/ (a; - V) is to be a minimum. Difieren-

tiate as usual, and we get x = fF. The captain of a liver steamer must be

always applying this fact subconsciously.

(16) The stiffness of a rectangular beam of any given material is propor-

tional to its breadth, and to the cube of its depth, find the stiffest beam that
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can be out from a circular tree 12 in. in diameter. Let x denote the breadth

of the beam, and y its depth ; obviously, 12^ = s^ + y". Hence, the depth of

the beam is kJiZ^ - x'; .: stifiness is proportional to x{V2^ - x'')^. This is a

maximum when x = 6. Hence the required depth, y, must be 6 v3.

(17) Suppose that the total waste, y, due to heat, depreciation, etc., which

occurs in an electric conductor with a resistance B ohms per mile with an

electric current, 0, in amperes is O^B + (llffB, find the relation between C
and B in order that the waste may be a minimum. Ansr. OB = 17, which is

known as Lord Kelvin's rule. Hint. Find dyjdB, assuming that is con-

stant. Given the approximation formula, resistance of conductor of cross

sectional area a is 2}=0-04/a ; .•. G=425a, or, for a minimum cost, the current

must be 425 amperes per square inch of cross sectional area of conductor.

§ 63. Singular Points.

The following table embodies the relations we have so far de-

duced between the shape of the curve y = f{x) and the first four

differential coefficients. Some relations have been " brought for-

ward " from a later chapter. The symbol "
. .

" means that the

value of the corresponding derivative does not affect the result :

—

Table I.

—

Singulab Values of Functions.

Property of Curve.
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Examples.—(1) In the oissoid curve, y=b± ^(d^ - d?)^ ; y is imaginary

for all values of x between ±a. When x = ±a, j/ has one value; for any

point to the right of a = + fls, or to the left of a; = - a, y has tvro values

;

dyjdx = + 3a!(x' - a')* vanishes when x= a. The two branches of the curve

have therefore a common tangent parallel to the a-axis and there is a cusp.

The cusp is said to be of the first species, or a ceratoid cusp. We now find

that there are two real and equal values for the second differential coefficient,
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G, when 6 = - mjn, provided b is greater than unity. This curve

is also asymptotic to a line p = ob^l"

parallel to the 6-axis. The other branch

of the curve, I may notice en passant,

is asymptotic to the same straight line

and also to the straight line 6 = - min

parallel to the y-axis. I have asked a

class of students to plot the above equa-

tion and all missed the point of inflexion

at E. As a matter of fact you should

try to get as much information as you

can by applying the above principles

before actual plotting is attempted. You

will now see that if you know the formula of a curve, the calculus

gives you a method of finding all the critical points without going

to the trouble of plotting.
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will get a better insight-into the "inwardness ' of van der Waals'
equation than if pages of leor

descriptive matter were

appended. Notice that

the ajv'^ term has no ap-

preciable influence on the

value of jp when v becomes

very great, and also that

the difference between v

and V - b 'm negligibly

small, as v becomes very

large. What does this

signify? When the gas

is rarefied, it will follow Boyle's law pv = constant.

be the state of the gas when v = 0'0023 ?

For convenience, solve (1) in terms of p, and treat BT as if it

were one constant,

Fig. 89.

p = or, p

What would

(3)V - b V '
• V - 0\ v'^

This enables us to see that p will become zero when the fraction

a(v - b)/v^ becomes equal to BT. This fraction attains the

maximum value a/22&, when v becomes 2b ; and obviously, when
V — b, this fraction is zero. Hence, p will become zero when BT
is equal to al2%, and v = 2&. The curve for - 20° C. (Pig. 89)

outs the ?/-axis in two real points B and E when BT is less than

a/22&. If BT = a/22i, Ov is tangent to the curve at G.

Let us now differentiate (3) with respect to v,

^= __^^ + ?^. or ^= 1 / 2afc-m

If T be great enough, dp/dv will always be negative, that is to say,

the curve, or rather its tangent, will slope from left to right down-

wards, like the hyperbola for 91° C. (Fig. 89). If v be small

enough (v - hf also becomes very small, the curve wUl retaia its

negative slope because dp/dv will be negative ; and when v = b,

(v - byiv^ = 0. When dp/dv becomes zero, the tangent to the

curve is horizontal. This means that we may have maximum or

minimum values of p. If T is small enough, dp/dv will have a

positive value for certain values of v. The curve then slopes from

left to right upwards, as at AB (Fig. 89).

You can now show that 2a('y - by/v^ has the maximum value
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BT - 5*^'). (a)

28a/3^6, when v = Zb ; and gradually approaches zero, as v becomes

very great. If, therefore, BT is greater than 2HJ3^b, the maximum
value of 2a{v - b)^/v^, then v wUl increase as p decreases. When BT
is less than 2^a/3^b, p will decrease for small and large values of v,

but it will increase in the neighbourhood oi v = 36. Consequently,

p has a maximum or a minimum value for any value of v which

makes 2a{v - bf/v^ = BT. This curve resembles that for 0° C.

(Fig. 89), for all values of BT between a/2Pb and 2^a/2^b ; when

BT = 2%/336, we have the point of inflexion Z^ (Fig. 89).

Let us now see what we can learn from the second differential

coefficient

d?p _ 2BT 6a .
d^p 2

dv^ ~ (y - by V* '

°''
dv"^

~
{v

The curve will have a point of inflexion when the fraction

3a('y - byiv^ = BT. By the methods already described you can

show that 3a('W - b^fv^ wiU be zero when v =b\ and that it wiU

attain the maximum value 3^a/4:'^b when v = 46. Every value of

V which makes (6) zero will correspond with a point of inflexion.

BT may be equal to, greater, or less than S^a/i^b. For all values

of BT between 2^a/3^b and 3*a/4*6, there wiU be two points of in-

flexion, as shown at F and G (Fig. 89). When BT exceeds the

value 3*a/4*6, we have a branch of the rectangular hyperbola as

shown for 91°.

If we take the experimental curves obtained by Andrews for

the relation between the pressure, p, and volume, v, of carbon

dioxide at different temperatures T, Tq, T^, T^, ... we get a set

6)^

of carves resembling Fig.

- B

Pig. 90.

and volume of the liquid.

90. At any temperature T above the

critical temperature, the relation be-

tween p and V is given by the curve pT.

The gas will not liquefy. Below the

critical temperature, say T^, the volume

decreases as the pressure increases, as

shown by the curve T-^Kj^ ; at Zj the

gas begins to liquefy and the pressure

remains constant although the volume

of the system diminishes from K^ to

My At Mj^ all the gas will have

liquefied'and the curve M^pj^ will repre-

sent the relation between the pressure

Similar curves T^K^M^^, T^E^M^P^,
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. . . are obtained at the different temperatures below the critical

temperature T^.

The lines K^A, EfP^ and K^B divide the plane of the paper

into three regions. Every point to the left of AK^p^ represents a

homogeneous liquid ; every point to the right of B^oJ'o represents a

homogeneous gaseous phase ; while every point in the region AK^B
represents a heterogeneous liquid-gas phase.

By gradually increasing the pressure, at any assigned tempera-

ture below Tq, the gas wiU begin to liquefy at some point along

the line BK^ ; this is called the dew ouPYe

—

ligne de ros&e. If the

pressure on a liquid whose state is represented by a point in the

region OAK^, be gradually diminished, the substance will begin

to assume the gaseous state at some point along the Une K^.
This is called the boiling ourYe

—

ligne d'&buUition. At Kg there

is a tacnodal point or double cusp of the mixed species.

A remarkable phenomenon occurs when a mixture of two gases

is treated in a similar manner. If a mixture of one volume of air

and nine volumes of carbon dioxide be subjected to a gradually

increasing pressure at about 2° C, the gas begins to liquefy at a

pressure of 72 atm. ; and on increasing the pressure, still keeping

the temperature constant, the Uquid again passes into the gaseous

state when the pressure reaches 149 atm. ; and the liquid does not

reappear again however great the pressure. If the pressure at

which the liquid appears and disappears be plotted with the cor-

responding temperature, we get the dew curve
^

B^G, shown in Fig. 91. For the same ab-

scissa Tj, there are two ordinates, p^ and pj^,

between which the mixture is in a hetero-

geneous condition. At temperatures above

Tg, no condensation will occur at all ; below

2\ only normal condensation takes place ; at

temperatures between Tj and Tq both normal

and retrograde condensation wiU occur,

represents the boiling curve ; above AG the system will be in the

liquid state. E corresponds with the critical temperature of the

mixture. G is called the plait-point.

The phenomenon only occurs with mixtures of a certain com-

position. Above and below these limits the dew curves are quite

normal. This is shown by the curves DC and OC^ in Fig. 92. G

is the plait-point ; and the line joining the plait-points Og, 0,, G^, .

.

Fig. 91.

The dotted line AG
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for different mixtures is called the plait-point curYe. The dotted

lines in the same diagram represent boiling curves. Note the

gradual narrowing of the border curves and their transit into or-

dinary vapour pressure curves DG and OC5

at the two extremes. You must notice that

we are really working in three dimensions.

The variables are p, v and T.

The plait-point curve appears to form

a double cusp of the second species at a

plait-point. There is some discussion as to

Fia. 92. whether, say, AG^KJB really forms a con-

tinuous curve line, so that at G^ the line GG^ is tangent to AG^K^B

;

or separate lines each forming a spinode or cusp with the line CCj

at the point Cg. But enough has been said upon the nature of

these curves to carry the student through this branch of mathema-

tics in, say, J. D. van der Waals' Bindre Gemisohe, Leipzig, 1900.

Example.—Show that the product pv for van der Waals' equation fur-

nishes a minimum when

= "^ _ ^ // ab y ab^

a-BbT y\a-BbT} ~ a - Bb^

Hint. Multiply the first of equations (3) through with a ; differentiate to get

d(pv)ldv = 0, etc. The conclusion is in harmony with M. Amagat's experi-

ments {Ann. Ghim, Phys., [S] 22, 353, '1881) on carbon . dioxide, ethylene,

nitrogen and methane. For hydrogen, a, in (3), is negligibly small, hence

show that pv has no minimum.

§ 65. Imaginary Quantities.

We have just seen that no number is known which has a

negative value when multiplied by itself. The square root of a

negative quantity cannot, therefore, be a real number. In spite of

this fact, the square roots of negative quantities frequently occur in

mathematical investigations. Again, logarithms of negative num-

bers, inverse sines of quantities greater than unity, . . ., cannot have

real values. These, too, sometimes crop up in our work and we

must know what to do with them.

Let J - a^ be such a quantity. If - a^ is the product of a^

and - 1, ± n/ - a^ may be supposed to consist of two parts, viz.,

± a and v - 1. Mathematicians have agreed to call a the real

part of V - a^ and v - 1, the imaginary part. Following Gauss,
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a/ - 1 is -written i (or *). It is assumed that J - 1, or t obeys all

the rules of algebra.^ Thus,

n/^x V^= -1; n/^ = 2 7^; N/-"ax ^/b= j'^^; i* = l.

We know what the phrase " the point x, y " means If one or

both of X and y are imaginary, the point is said to be imaginary.

An imaginary point has no geometrical or physical meaning If

ail equation in x and y is affected with one or more imaginary co-

efficients, the non-existent graph is called an imaginary curve ;

while a similar equation in x, y and z will furnish an imaginary
surface.

Examples.—(1) Show i'^ = l; !*+' = «; t*" + ^ = - 1; ,*<• + ' = - i,

(2) Prove that a' + b^ = {a + ib) (a - ib).

(3) The quadratic x^ + bx + c = 0, has imaginary roots only when 6' - 4o

is less than zero (5), page 354. If a and /3 are the roots of this equation, show

that o = - J6 -I- Ji v6^ - 4c ; and ;8 = - J6 - Ji rjb^ - 4c, satisfy the equation.

(4) Show (a -t- lb) (c + id) = (ac - bd) + (ad + bc)i.

(5) Show by multiplying ijumerator and denominator by c -F id that

a + ib _ac - bd bo + ad

r^^ ~ W+W "^
(? + d^

'

To illustrate the periodic nature of the symbol <., let us suppose

that I represents the symbol of an operation which when repeated

twice changes the sign of the subject of the operation, and when

repeated four times restores the subject of the operation to its

original form For instance, if we twice operate on x with i, we

get - X, or

( sj^lfx = V^l X sj^^ y. X = - x; and ( V^l)*a = «•

and so on in cycles of four. If the imaginary quantities ix, - ac,

. . . are plotted on the 2/-axis—axis of imaginaries—and the real

quantities a?, - a;, ... on the cc-axis—axis of reals—the operation

of I on a; will rotate x through 90°, two operations will rotate x

through 180°, three operations will rotate x through 270°, and four

operations will carry x back to its original position.

1 The so-called fundamental laws of algebra are : /. The law of association ; The

number of things in any group is independent of the order. //. The comirmtatirve law :

(a) Addition. The number of things in any number of groups is independent of the

order. (J) Multiplication. The product of two numbers is independent of the

order. ///. The distributive law ; {a) Multiplication. The multiplier may be distri-

buted over each term of the multiplicand, e.g., m(a + b) = ma + mb. (b) Division,

(a -t- b)/m = a/m + b/m. IV. The index law: (a) Multiplication . a'^a'' = om-K>.

(J) Division, a^^/a'" =a'^~^.

M
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We shall see later on that 2t sin a; = e'^ - e - " ; hence, if a; = jt,

sin IT = 0, and we have

gin- _ g-iir _ 0; or, e" = e-'",

meaning that the function e'^ has the same value whether x = tt, ot

X = - w. From the last equation we get the remarkable connec-

tion between the two great incommensurables jt and e discovered

by Euler :

"

e^'" = 1.

Example.—Show x = xxl = xx e^"^ = ei»8« + 2"r. This means that

the addition of 2nr to the logarithm of any quantity has the efDeot of multi-

plying it by unity, and will not change its value. Every real quantity there-

fore, has one real logarithm and an infinite number of imaginary logarithms

differing by 2i?i7r, where n is an integer.

Do not confuse irrational with imaginary quantities. Numbers"

like \/2, VS, • • • which cannot be obtained in the form of a whole

number or finite fraction are said to be irrational or surd num-

bers. On the contrary, Ji, \/27, ...,are rational numbers. Al-

though we cannot get the absolutely correct value of an irrational

number, we can get as close an approximation as ever we please

;

but we cannot even say that the imaginary quantity is entitled

to be called a quantity.

§ 66. Curyature.

The curvature at any point of a plane curve is the rate at which

the curve is bending. Of two curves AG, AD, that has the greater

curvature which departs the more rapidly from its tangent AB

^
(Kg. 93). In passing from P (Fig. 94) to

~b" another neighbouring point Pj along any

sC arc Ss of the plane curve AB, the tangent

pjg gg
at P turns through the angle 8a, where

a is the angle made by the intersection

of the tangent at P with the i-axis. The curvature of the curve

at the point P is defined as the limiting value of the ratio BajSs

when Pj coincides with P. When the points P and Pj are not

infinitely close together, this ratio may be called the mean or

average curvature of the curve between A and B. We might now

say that

it = -T- = Rate of bending of curve. . . (1)
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I. The curvature of the circumference of all circles of equal
radius is the same at all points, and varies inversely as the radius.
This is established in the following

way : Let A£ (Pig. 94) be a part of a

circle
; Q, the centre

; QP = QP^ =
radius = B. The two angles marked
8a are obviously equal. The angle

PQPj is measured in circular measure,

page 606, by the ratio of the arc PP^
to the radius, i.e., the angle PQPj =
arc PPJB ; or, Ba/Ss = 1/B. The
curvature of a circle is therefore the reciprocal of the radius, or, in

symbols,

ds'B ^^^

Example.—An illustration from mechanics. If a particle moves with a

variable velocity on the curve AB (Pig. 94) so that at the time t, the particle

is at P, the particle would, by Newton's first law of motion, continue to move
in the direction of the tangent PS, if it were not acted upon by a central force

at Q which compels the particle to keep moving on the curvilinear path PP-^B.

Let Pj be the position of the particle at the enS of a short interval of time dt.

The direction of motion of the particle at Pj may similarly be represented by
the tangent P^B. Let the length of the two straight lines ap and ap-^ represent,

in direction and magnitude, the respective velocities of the particle at P and
at Pj. Join pp^. The angle pap-^ is evidently equal to the angle 5o. Since

ap represents in direction and magnitude the velocity of the particle at P,
and api, the velocity of the particle at P^, pp^ will represent the increment

in the velocity of the particle as it passes from P to Pj, for the parallelo-

gram of velocities tells us that ap^ is the resultant of the two component
velocities ap and ^j, in direction and magnitude. The total acceleration

of the particle in passing from P to P^ is therefore

Total acceleration = Vel°''% g^i"«d ^m
Time oooupied dt

Now drop a perpendicular from the point p to meet opj at m. The in-

finitely small change of velocity pp^ may be regarded as the resultant of two

changespm and Pim, or the acceleration ppi/dt is the resultant of two acceler-

ations pmjdt and mpjdt represented in direction and magnitude by the lines

mp and Pim respectively, pmjdt is called the normal acceleration, p-^mjdt, the

tangential acceleration. If dt be made small enough, the direction of mp
coincides with the direction of the normal QP to the tangent of the curve

at the point P ;
just as EP^ ultimately coincides with SP if So be taken

small enough. But mp=apsmSa. If Sa is small enough, we may write

sin Sa=Sa (11), page 602. Let F denote the velocity of the particle at the

point P, then mp = Vda. From (2), Sa = SsjE ; and SsjSt = V, hence,
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Normal acceleration = ^ = 3 • ji = t?
at Ji at H

That is to say, when the particle moves on the curve, the acceleration in the

direction of the normal is directly proportional to the square of the velocity,

and inversely as the radius of curvature. Similarly the

Tangential acceleration = -—
-.

at

If the particle moves in a straight line, B, = Sa, and the normal acceleration

is zero.

Just as a straight line touching a curve, may be regarded as

a line drawn through two points of the curve infinitely close to

each other (definition of tangent), so a circle in contact with a

curve may be considered to pass

through three consecutive points

of the curve infinitely near each

other. Such a circle is called an

"osculatbry circle" or a "circle

of curvature". The osoulatory

circle . of a curve has the same
Fio- 95. curvature as the curve itself at

the point of contact. The curvature of different parts of a curve

may be compared by drawing osculatory circles through these

points. If r be the radius of an osculatory circle at P (Pig. 95)

and rj that at Pj, then

Curvature at P : Curvature at Pj = - ; — . . (3)
r r^

In other words, the curvature at any two points on a curve varies

inversely as the radius of the osculatory circles at these points.

The radius of the osculatory circle at different points of a curve is

called the "radius of curvature" at that point. The centre of

the osculatory circle is the "centre of curvature ".

II. To find the radius of curvature of a curve. Let the co-

ordinates of the centre of the circle be a and b, B the radius, then

the equation of the circle is, page 98,

{x - af + {y - by = i?2. . . . (4)

Differentiating this equation twice ; and, dividing by 2, we get

Let u = dy/dx and v = d^y/dx^, for the sake of ease in manipulation,

(5) then becomes
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, 1 + M^ 1 + w^y-b= ; and, x~a = u . . (6)

by substituting for ^ - 6 in the first of equations (5). Now u, v, x

and y at any point of the curve are the same for both the curve

and the osculating circle at that point, and therefore a, b ^ and B
can be determined from x, y, u, v. By substituting equation (6)

in (4), we get

The standard equation for the radius of curvature at the point

(a;, y) is

1 _da dx^
. I^MJIU ,R.

{^ ^ (in
« d^'y

When the curve is but slightly inclined to the a;-axis, dyjdx

is practically zero, ajid the radius of curvature is given by the

expression

J_
B =d^ (9)

dx^

a result frequently used in physical calculations involving capil-

larity, superficial tension, theory of lenses, etc.

III. The direction of curvature has been discussed in § 60.

It was there shown that a curve is concave or convex upwards at

a point {x, y) according as dh/ldx'^ > or < 0.

Examples.—(1) Find the radius of curvature at any point (x, y) on the

ellipse

At the point x = a, y = 0, B = b^ja. Hint. The steps for dhjjdd^ are :

^__6^__62 y-x.dy/dx_ 6^ ^y^ +W^_b^ cW
d^ ~

a^''
~ a?' 2/'

~ a?' a?Tf a?' j/'

'

(2) The radius of curvature on t^e curve xy = a, at any point (x, y), is

(3? + y^il2a.

iThe determination of a and 6 is of little use in practical work. They give

equations to the evolute of the curve under consideration. The evolute is the curve

drawn through the centres of the osculatory circles at every part of the curve, the

curve itself is called the mvoluie. Example : the osculatory circle has the equation

(a, _ a)2 + (y - S)2 = R. a and b may be determined from equations (4), (7) and (8).

The evolate of the parabola 2/2 = mx is 27»m/2 = 8(2x - mf.
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The equation

§ 67. Envelopes.

m
w = —[ ax,
" a

represents a straight line cutting the ^/-axis at mja, and making an

angle tan ~ 'a with the a;-axis. If a varies by slight increments, the

equation represents a series of straight Unes so near together that

their increments may be considered to lie upon a continuous curve.

a is said to be the variable parameter of the family, since the

different members of the family are obtained by assigning arbitrary

values for a. Let the equations

m
7/,= — + ax

+ (a + 2Ba)x
a + 28a

(1)

(2)

(3)

be three successive members of the family. As a general rule two

distinct curves in the same family

wiU have a point of intersection. Let

P (Fig. 96) be the point of intersection

of curves (1) and (2) ; Pj the point of

intersection of curves (2) and (3),

then, since Pj and P^ are both situ-

ated on the curve (2), PPj is part of

the locus of a curve whose arc PPj
coincides with an equal part of the

curve (2). It can be proved, in fact,

that the curve PPj . . . touches the

whole family of curves represented by the original equation. Such
a curve is said to be an envelope of the family.

To find the equation of the envelope, bring all the terms of the

original equation to one side,

y - ~ - ax == 0.
Ob

Then differentiate with respect to the variable parameter, and put

Fia. 96.—Envelope.

mda—2- - xda^Q;
m

X = 0.

Eliminate a between these equations,
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-vAm. X — X = 0, OT y - 2 Jm .x = 0.

.-. y^ = 4mfl5.

Examples.—(1) Find the enyelope of the family of circles

(a; - a)2 + y^ = r",

Differentiate with respect to a, equatewhere a ia the variable parameter,

to 0, and we get a!-a=0; then
eliminating a, we get ^ = + r, which
is the required envelope. The en-

velope y='+r represents two straight

lines parallel to the ic-axis, AB, and
at a distance + r and — r from it.

Shown Fig. 97.

(2) Show that the envelope of the

family of curves xja + yjfi = 1, where

a and p are variable parameters sub-

ject to the condition that oj8 = im?,

is the hyperbola xy = m^. Hint.

envelope

Double Envelope.

Differentiate each of the given equations with respect to the given para-

meters, and we get xda\<i? + yd^/jS^ = from the first, and pda. + adp = 0,

from the second. Eliminate da and Afi. Hence a/o = ylfi = J ; .-. a = 2x;

j8 = 2y. Substitute in aP = im?, etc.

If a given system of rays be incident upon a bright curve, the

envelope of the reflected rays is called a caustic by reflection.



CHAPTBE IV.

THE INTEGRAL OALOULUS.

" Mathematics may be defined as tlie economy of counting. There is

no problem in the whole of mathematics which cannot be polved

by direct counting. But with the present implements of mathe-

matics many operations of counting can be performed in a few

minutes, which, without mathematics, would take a lifetime."

—

E. Maoh.

§ 68. The Purpose of Integration.

In the first chapter, methods were described for finding the mo-

mentary rate of progress of any uniform or continuous change in

terms of a limiting ratio, the so-called "differential coefficient"

between two variable magnitudes. The fundamental relation

between the variables must be accurately known before one can

form a quantitative conception of the process taking place at any

moment of time. When this relation or law is expressed in tHe

form of a mathematical equation, the "methods of differentiation"

enable us to determine the character of the continuous physical

change at any instant of time. These methods have been

described.

Another problem is even more frequently presented to the

investigator. Knowing the momentary character of any natural

process, it is asked :
" What is the fundamental relation between

the variables?" "What law governs the whole course of the

physical change?"

In order to fix this idea, let us study an example. The con-

version of cane sugar^CigHjaOn—into invert sugar—CgHijOj

—

in the presence of dilute acids, takes place in accordance with the

reaction

:

Ci,H,,Oij + H,0 = 2G,H,,0,.

Let X denote the amount of invert sugar forme'd in the time t;

the amount of sugar remaining in the solution will then be 1 - a;,

184
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provided the solution originally contained one gram of cane sugar.

The amount of invert sugar formed in the time dt, will be dx. From
the law of mass action, "the velocity of the chemical reaction

at any moment is proportional to the amount of cane sugar actually

present in the solution ". That is to say,

^ = ^1-^) (1)

where k is the "constant of proportion," page 23. The meaning

of k is obtained by putting a; = 0. Thus, dx/dt = k, or, k denotes

the rate of transformation of unit mass of sugar, or

^-% «
where V denotes the velocity of the reaction. This relation is

strictly true only when we make the interval of time so short

that the velocity has not had time to vary during the process.

But the velocity is not really- constant during any finite interval

of time, because the amount of cane sugar remaining to be acted

upon by the dilute acid is continually decreasing. For the sake

of simpUoity, let k = yu> ^^ assume that the action takes place in

a series of successive stages, so that dx and dt have finite values,

say Sx and 8^ respectively. Then,

pr _ Amount of cane sugar transformed _ ^ /o\
' ~~

Interval of time 8f
' '

^ '

Let 8* be one second of time. Let ^ of the cane sugar present

be transformed into invert sugar in each interval of time, at the

same uniform rate that it possessed at the beginnrag of the interval.

At the commencement of the first interval, when the reaction

has just started, the velocity will be at the rate of OlOO grams of

invert sugar per second. This rate will be maintained until the

commencement of the second interval, when the velocity suddenly

slackens down, because only 0-900 grams of cane sugar are then

present in the solution.

During the second interval, the rate of formation of invert

sugar will be -^ of the 0-900 grams actually present at the be-

ginning. Or, 0-090 grams of invert sugar are formed during the

second interval.

At the beginning of the third interval, the velocity of the re-

action is again suddenly retarded, and this is repeated every second

for say five seconds.
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, Now let Sajj, Sx^, . . . denote the amounts of invert sugar formed

in the solution during each second, St. Assume, for the sake of

simplicity, that one gram of cane sugar -yields one gram of invert

sugar.
Cane augar transformed.

During the 1st second', Sx^ = O-lOO

„ 2nd „ Saia = 0-090

„ 3rd „ Sajj = 0-081

„ 4th „ SXi = 0-073

5th Sx. = 0-066

Total, 0-410

This means that if the chemical "reaction proceeds during each

successive interval with a uniform velocity equal to that which it

possessed at the commencement of that interval, then, 0-410 gram

of invert sugar would be formed at the end of five seconds. As a

matter of fact, 0-3935 gram is formed.

But 0-410 gram is evidently too great, because the retardation

is a uniform, not a jerky process. We have resolved it into a

series of elementary stages and pretended that the rate of forma-

tion of invert sugar remained uniform during each elementary

stage. We have ignored the retardation which takes place from

moment to moment. If we shorten the interval and determine

the amounts of invert sugar formed during intervals of say half a

second, we shall have ten instead of five separate stages to sum

up, thus

:

Cane sugar transformed.

During the 1st half second, SaJj = 0-0500

2nd
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an infinite number of equations td add up, the actual summation
would give a perfectly accurate result. To add up an infinite

number of equations is, of course, an arithmetical impossibility,

but, by the "methods of integration" we can actually perform
this operation.

X = Sum of all the terms V . dt, between < = 0, and t = 5
;

.-. X = V.dt + V.dt + V.dt +... to infinity.

This is more conveniently written,

X = ^„{V. dt) ; or, better still, X =
\ V. dt.
Jo

The signs " S " and "
J
" are abbreviations for " the sum of all

the terms containing
. . .

" ; the subscripts and superscripts denote

the limits between which the time has been reckoned. The second

member of the last equation is called, on Bernoulli's suggestion,

an integral. " //(a;) . dx " is read " the integral of f{x) . dx ".

When the limits between which the integration (evidently another

word for " summation ") is to be performed, are stated, the

integral is said to be definite ; when the limits are omitted, the

integral is said to be indefinite. The superscript to the symbol
"

J " is called the upper or superior limit ; the subscript, the

lower or inferior limit. For example, j'j^ . dv denotes the sum
of an infinite number of terms p . dv, when v is taken between the

Mmits V2 and Vy In order that the " limit ' of integration may not

be confounded with the "limiting value" of a function, some

writers call the former the " end-values of the integral ".

To prevent any misunderstanding, I will now give a graphic
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representation of the above process. Take Ot and Ov as co-

ordinate axes (Figs. 98 and 99). Mark off, along the abscissa axis,

intervals 1, 2, 3 corresponding to the intervals of time St.

Let the ordinate axis represent the velocities of the reaction

during these different intervals of time. Let the curve vbdfh . .

,

represent the actual velocity of the transformation on the supposi-

tion that the rate of formation of invert sugar is a uniform and

continuous process of retardation. This is the real nature of the

change. But we have pretended that the velocity remains con-

stant during a short but finite interval of time say 8t = 1 second.

The amount of cane -sugar inverted during the first second is,

_i !" I """" I Ill" ™« I I ""I" niii iiiiiimiiiii

01 *i* te i-s z-o 2-5 3-0 3vi t~o *-s s./? see«nc[^

Pig. 99.

therefore, represented by the area vaXO (Pig. 98) ; during the

second interval by the area &c21, and so on.

At the end of the first interval the velocity at a is supposed

to suddenly fall to h, whereas, in reality, the decrease should be

represented by the gradual slope of the curve vh.

The error resulting from the inexact nature of this " simplifying

assumption " is graphically represented by the blackened area vah
;

for succeeding intervals the error is similarly represented by hod,,

def, ... In Kg. 99, by halving the interval, we have considerably

reduced the magnitude of the error. This is shown by the dimin-

ished area of the blackened portions for the first and succeeding

seconds of time. The smaller we make the interval, the less the

error, until, at the limit, when the interval is made infinitely

small, the result is absolutely correct. The amount of invert sugar
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formed during the first five seconds is then represented by the area

vbdf...50.

The above reasoning will repay careful study ; once mastered,

the "methods of integration " are, in general, mere routine work.

The operation! denoted by the symbol "J" is called integra-

tion. When this sign is placed before a differential function, say

dx, it means that the function is to be integrated with respect to

dx. Integration is essentially a method for obtaining the sum of

an infinite number of infinitely small quantities. This does not

mean, as some writers have it, " if enough nothings be taken their

sum is something". The integral itself is not exactly what we
usually understand by the term " sum," but it is rather " the limit

of a sum when the number of terms is infinitely great ".

Not only can the amount of substance formed in a chemical

reaction during any given interval of time be expressed in this

manner, but all sorts of varying magnitudes can be subject to a

similar operation. The distanoe passed over by a train travelling

with a known velocity, can be represented in terms of a definite

integral. The quantity of heat necessary to raise the temperature,

6, of a given mass, m, of a substance from 6°j to 0°2, is given by

the integral f^mia- . dO, . where o- denotes the specific heat of the

substance. The work done by a variable force, F, when a body

changes its position from s^ to s^ is JJJ-F • ds. This is called a space

integral. The impulse of a variable force F, acting during the

interval of time t^ - t^, is given by the time integral ^^^F . dt. ' By
Newton's second law, " the change of momentum of any mass, m,

is equal to the impulse it receives ". Momentum is defined as the

product of the mass into the velocity. If, when t is ij, v = v^;

and, when t is tj, v = v^, Newton's law may be written

I m.dv = I F.dt.

The quantity of heat developed in a conductor during the

passage of an electric current of intensity G, for a short interval

of time dt is given by the expression kG . dt (Joule's law), where k

is a constant depending on the nature of the circuit. If the current

remains constant during any short interval of time, the amount of

1 The symbol "
J
" is supposed to be the first letter of the word "sum '. " Omn,"

from omnia, meaning "all," was once used in place of "J". The first letter of the

differential dx is the initial letter of the word " difference".
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heat generated by the current during the interval of time t^ -
^j,

la given by the integral ^kG.dt. The quantity of gas, q, con-

sumed in a building during any interval of time t^ - t^, may be

represented as a definite integral,

=1;- dt,

where v denotes the velocity of efflux of the gas from the burners.

The value of q can be read off on the dial of the gas meter at any

time. The gas meter performs the -integration automatically.

The cyclometer of a bicycle can be made to integrate.

= f vdt.£•

Differentiation and integration are reciprocal operations in the

same sense that multiplication is the inverse of division, addition

of subtraction. Thus,

a x b -i- b = a; a + b - b = a; Ja^ = a
;

dja .dx = a.dx\ \dx = x
;

3xHx is the differential of a^, so is x^ the integral of Sx^dx. The

differentiation of an integral, or the integration of a differential

always gives the original function. The signs of differentiation

and of integration mutually cancel each other. The integral,

jf'(x)dx, is sometimes called an anti-differential. Integration

reverses the operation of differentiation and restores the differ-

entiated function to its original value, but with certain limitations

to be indicated later on.

While the majority of mathematical functions can be differenti-

ated without any particular difficulty, the reverse operation of

integration is not always so easy, in some cases it cannot be done

at all. If, however, the function from which the differential has

been derived, is known, the integration can always be performed.

Knowing that d(log x) = x ~ ^dx, it follows at once that

\x^'^dx = log X. The differential of »" is wa;" - ^ dx, hence

]nx'^-'^dx = 05"- In order that the differential of a;" may assume

the form of x~'^, we must have w - 1 = - 1, or w = 0. In that

case a;" becomes a;° = 1. This has no differential. The algebraic

function a" cannot therefore give rise to a differential of the form

x~^dx. Nor can any other known function except logo; give rise

to X ~^dx. If logarithms had not been invented we could not have

integrated \x~'^dx. The integration of algebraic functions may
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also give rise to transcendental functions. Thus, (1 - x)-idx
beconaes sin-ia;; and (1 + x^)-'^dx becomes tan-ia;. Still

further, the integration of many expressions can only be effected

when new functions corresponding with these forms have been
invented. The integrals je'^.dx, and /(ajS + l)-idx, for example,

have not yet been evaluated, because we do not know any function

which will give either of these forms when differentiated.

The nature of mathematical reasoning may now be defined

with greater precision than was possible in § 1. There, stress

was laid upon the search for constant relations between observed

facts. But the best results in science have been won by antici-

pating Nature by means of the so-called working hypothesis. The
investigator first endeavours to reproduce his ideas in the form of

a differential equation representing the momentary state of the

phenomenon. Thus Wilhelmy's law (1850) is nothing more than

the mathematician's way of stating an old, previously unverified,

speculation of BerthoUet (1779) ; while Guldberg and Waage's law

(1864-69) is stiU another way of expressing the same thing.

To test the consequefices of Berthollet's hypothesis, it is clearly

necessary to find the amount of chemical action taking place during

intervals of time accessible to experimental measurement. It is

obvious that Wilhelmy's equation in its "present form will not do,

but by "methods of integration " it is easy to show that if

j-^=k{l - X), then, ft = ^ . log j-3-^,

where x denotes the amount of substance transformed during the

time t. X is measurable, t is .measurable. We are now in a posi-

tion to compare the fundamental assumption with observed facts.

If BerthoUet's guess is a 'good one, k, above, must have a con-

stant value. But this is work for the laboratory, not the study,

as indicated in connection with Newton's law of cooling, § 20.

Integration, therefore, bridges the gap between theory and fact

by reproducing the hypothesis in a form suitable for experimental

verification, and, at the same time, furnishes a direct answer to the

two questions raised at the beginning of this section. The idea was

represented in my Chemical Statics and Dynamics (1904), thus:

—

Hypothesis -> DifEerential Equation -^ Integration -> Observation.

We shall return to the above physical process after we have gone

through a drilling in the methods to be employed for the integration

of expressions in which the variables are so related that all the x'a

and dx's can be collected to one side of the equation, all the y's and
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dy's to the other. In a later chapter we shall have to study the in-

tegration of equations representing more complex natural processes.

If the mathematical expression of our ideas leads to equations

which cannot be integrated, the working hypothesis will either

have to be verified some other way,' or else relegated to the great

repository of unverified speculations.

§ 69. Table of Standard Integrals.

Every differentiation in the differential calculus, corresponds

with an integration in the integral calculus. Sets of corresponding

functions are called "Tables of Integrals ". Table II., page 193,

contains the more important ; handy for reference, better still for

memorizing.

§ 70. The Simpler Methods of Integration.

I. Integration o/ the product of a constant term and a differ-

ential. On page 38, it was pointed out that " the differential of

the product of a variable and a constant, is equal to the constant

multiplied by the differential of the variable ". It follows directly

that the integral of the product of a constant and a differential, is

equal to the constant multiplied by the integral of the differential.

E.g., if a is constant,

la .dx = ajdx = ax
; Jlog a. dx = log ajdx = x

.

log a.

On the other hand, the value of an integral is altered if a term

confining one of the variables is placed outside the integral sign.

For iustance, the reader wUl see very shortly that while

jx^dx = ^x^ ; xjxdx = \x^.

II. A constant term must be added to every integral. It has

been shown that a constant term always disappears from an

expression during differentiation, thus,

d{x + G) = dx.

This is equivalent to stating that there is an infinite number

of expressions, differing only in the value of the constant term,

which, when differentiated, produce the same differential. In

1 Say, hf slipping in another " simplifying assumption ". Clairaut expressed his

ideas of the moon's motion in the form of a set of complicated differential equations,

but left them in this incomplete stage with the invitation, "Now integrate them who
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Table II.

—

Standabd Integrals.

193

Function. Differential Calculus.

U = X".

u = a^.

U = e'.

u = logsS!.

ii = sin X.

u = cos a;.

u = tan X.

u = cot X.

u = sec X.

u = coseo X.

u = sin~'a!.

u = cos " 'a;.

u = tan" 'a!.

u = cot~'a!.

u = sec~^a;.

u = coseo -'a;.

u = vers~^a;.

u = covers" 'a;.

du

du

du
dx
du _ 1

dx ~ X
du

du

du „
-J- = - ooseo^a;.
dx
du Bin X

~dx

"

oosV
'du cos X

'dx
~

&\v?x'

du _ 1

Tb;- J(l- a;2)'

du 1

"S ~ 1 + a!^'

dx 1 + a;2' j

du _ 1

S~ a!,^(a;2 - 1)

du 1

dx~ x^(x^-l)
du _ 1

dx " J{2x - x^)'

du 1

m ~
J(2x - x'')'

Stating the result of any integration, therefore, we must provide

for any possible . constant term, by adding on an undetermined,

" empirical," or " arbitrary " constant, called the constant of

integration, and usually represented by the letter 0. Thus,

jdm = u + G.

If we are given

dy = dx,

N
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or, if we put 0=62- C-^,vfegetjdy+ G^ = jdx+G2; y+Ci = x+ G^;

y = X + G.

The geometrical signification of this constant is analogous to

that of " b " in the tangent form of the equation of the straight

line, formula (8), page 94 ; thus, the equation

y = mx + b,

represetits an infinite number of straight lines, each one of which

has a slope m to the a!-axis and cuts the y-axis at some point b.

An infinite number of values may be assigned to b. Similarly,

an infinite number of values may be assigned to G in I ...dx + G.

Example Find a curve with the slope, at any point {x, y), of 2a! to the

a-axis. Since dyjdx is a measure of the slope of the curve at the point (x, y),

dyjdx = 2x ; .: y = x^ + C. If C = 0, we have the curve y = x'; it C = 1,

another curve, y = x^ + 1; if G = 3, y = x'' + 3 ... In the given problem we
do not know enough to be able to say what particular value ought to possess.

According to (5), (6), (7), (8), Table II., which are based upon

(1), (2), (3), (4), page 48,

I
-7==== sin- la; = -cos-ia;;

,
= tan~ia;= -cot-^a!,

J Vl-a;^
'

J x/l+a;^

etc. This means that sin - ^a;, cos - ^a! ; or tan ~ ^x, cot ~'^x,... only

differ by a constant term. This agrees with the trigonometrical

properties of these functions illustrated on page 48. The following

remarks are worth thinking over :

" Fourier's theorem is a most valuable tool of science, practical and theo-

retical, but it necessitates adaptation to any particular case by the provision of

exact data, the use, that is, of definite figures which mathematicians humorously

call ' constants,' because they vary with every change of condition. A simple

formula isn + n = in, so also n y. n = n^. In the concrete, these come to the

familiar statement that 2 and 2 equals 4. So in the abstract, 40 + 40 = 80.

but in the concrete two 40 ft. ladders will in no way correspond to one 80 ft,

ladder. They would require something else to join them end to end and to

strengthen them. That something would correspond to a ' constant ' in the

formula. But even then we could not climb 80 ft. into the air unless there

was something to secure the joined ladder. We could not descend 80 ft. into

the earth unless there was an opening, nor could we cross an 80 ft. gap. For

each of these uses we need something which is a ' constant ' for the special

case. It is in this way that aU mathematical demonstrations and assertions

need to be examined. They mislead people by their very definiteness and
apparent exactness. . .

."—J. T. SPBAanB.

III. Integration of a sum and of a difference. Since

d{x + y + z +...) = dx + dy + dz +.,.,
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it follows that

j{dx + dy + dz +...)= jdx + jdy + jdz +...,

= X + y + z +...,

plus the arbitrary constant^ of integration. It is customary to

append the integration constant to the final result, not to the inter-

mediate stages of the integration. Similarly,

i{dx - dy - dz -,,.) = ]dx - jdy - fdz -...,

=.x - y - z -...+ G.

In words, the integral of the sum or difference of any number of

differentials is equal to the sum of their respective integrals.

ExAMPiiHS.—(1) Remembering that log xy = log a; + log y, show that

J{log (a + bx) (1 + 2x)]dx =
J
log (o + bx)dx + J

log (1 + 2x)dx + C.

(2) Show
/
^"§1 , 2a

'^ig = /log(a + bx)dx - /'log (1 + 2x)dx + G.

IV. Integration of x"dx. Since the differential calculus, page 37,

teaches us that

d{x" + ^) = (w + l)x"dx; x".dx = dl =-j ;

we infer that

.'Ax^dx^ —r^+0. . . . (1)
J n + 1

Hence, to integrate any expression of the form aa;" . dx, it is

necessary to increase the iadex of the variable by unity, multiply

by any constant term that may be present, and divide the product

by the new index. An apparent exception occurs when n = - 1,

for then

f _. , ic-i + i 1

But we can get at the integration by remembering that

d(log x) = — = x-Kdx ; .: \- =logx + a . (2)
X J X

If, therefore, the numerator of a fraction can be obtained by the

differentiation of its denominator, the integral is the natural log-

arithm of the denominator.

I want the beginner to notice that instead of writing log x + G,

we may put.log x + log a == log ax, for log a is an arbitrary con-

stant as well as G. Hence log a = G.

Examples.—(1) One of the commonest equations in physical chemistry is,

dx = k(a - x)dt. Rearranging terms, we obtain
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j J a- x' J a - a

Hence kt = - log [a - x) ; but log 1 = 0, .-. kt = log 1 - log(o - x) ;
or,

k = \ log -^ + 0.
t a - X

(2) Willielmy's equation, dyjdt = - ay, already discussed in connection

with the "compound interest law," page 63, may be written

y J y

Remembering that log 6 = 1; log j/ = log 6 - at log e = log e - o* + log 6,

where log b is the integration constant, hence, log 6e - «(= log y ; and, y= be- «t.

A meaning for the constants will be deduced in the next section.

(3) Show J4a;
- ^ da! = 4ja!

-
" . da; = - a - « + C. Here n of , (1) = - 5,

and m + l = -5+l = -4.

(4) Show ^ax^ . dx = Jckc* + O.

(5) Show jiaa: -i .dx = 5axi + C.

(6) Show J26a . dxl(a ^ bx'^) = - log(a - bx^ + C.

(7) By a similar method to that employed for evaluating ^x"dx
; Ja;

- '^dx
;

show that

fa«dx=,-^ + C ; fe'dx = e'+C; (e- "^dx = - -e - «* + O. (3)

(8) Prove that _ /"^=^ . -i + o (4)

by difierentiating the right-hand side. Keep your result for use later on.

(9) Evaluate Jsin^a; . cos x . dx. Note that cos x.dx = d(sin x), and that

sin^ is the mathematician's way' of writing (sina;)^. Ansr. |-sin*a; + Oj

.•. Jsin^a; . cos a; . da; =
J-|

sin^a; . d!(sin a;) = ^ sin^sB . + C.

(10) What is wrong with this problem: "Evaluate the integral las"" ?

Hint. The symbol "
J
" has no meaning apart from the accompanying " dx "

For brevity, we call " j
" the symbol of integration, but the integral must be

written or understood to mean J . . . cb:.

(11) If y = a+bt + c£'; show that jydt = at+ ibg'+ict^+C. (Heilborn,

Zeit.phys. Chem., 7, 367, 1891).

F. Integration of the product of a polynomial amd its differential.

Since, page 39,

d{ax'" + b)" = n^ax"" + b)" ~ ^amx'^ - ^dx,

where amx" ~ ^dx has been obtained by differentiating the ex-

pression -within the brackets,

.-. «/(»»"• + 6)" ~ lama;" - i(^a; = {ax"' + 6)" + C. . (5)

In words, integrate the product of a polynomial with its differ-

1 But we must not writa sin - ^x for (ain x) - ', nor (sin x)-^ for sin - 'a;. Sin ~
',

cos - ', tan -',... have the special meaning pointed out in § 17.
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ential, increase the index of the polynomial by unity and divide the

result by the new exponent.

ExAMPLDS.—(1) Show /(SoffiS + i)2"9aa!« . dx = ^{ias^ + I)' + 0.

(2) Show J(a! + 1) -Ux = S(a! + l)i + 0.

YI. Integration of expressions of the type :

{a + hx + Gx^ +... Yxdx, ... (6)

where m is a positive integer. Multiply out and integrate each

term separately.

Examples.—(1) J(l + xfxHx = \(x^ + 2ic« + x^)dx=(\ + tx + ld^)x* + 0.

(2) Show that \{a + x^)"x\dx = {^a' + axl + ^xjx^ +

Here are a few simple though useful " tips " for special notice :

(i) Any constant term or a number may be added to the nume-

rator of a fraction provided tjie difiprential sign is placed before

it. The object of this is uspally^'to show that the numerator of

the given integral has been obtaij/ed by the differentiation of the

denominator. If successful the integral reduces to the logarithm

of the denominator. E.g.,

H. Danneel (Zeit. phys. Chem.,33, 415, 1900) used an integral like

this in studying the " free energy of chemical reactions ".

(ii) Note the addition of log 1 makes no difference to the value of

an expression, because log 1=0; similarly, multiplication by log/

makes no difference to the value of any term, because log^e = 1.

(iii) Jsin nx . dx may be made to depend on the known integral

Jsin nx . d{nx) by multiplying and dividing by n. HJ.g.,

I cos nx.dx = -\ cos nx . d(nx) = -sin nx + G.
J «J

^ ' n

(iv) It makes no difference to the value of any term if the same

quantity be added and then subtracted from it ; or if the term be

multiplied with and then divided by the same quantity. E.g.,

[
x.dx _

r

g + a;) - i , r/1 i i \ , x i mi + ix)

Examples.—(1) Show by (16), page 44, and (2) above,

r dx _f d[\ogx) _rd{logx-l)
j {x^ log X - x^)i~! (log X - l)i-j (log X - l)i -^<1°S^ - ^)*' + ^-

(2) The following equation occurs in the theory of electrons (Encyc. Brit,
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26, 61, 1902) : dx/dt = (uajD) ainpt ; hence show a; = - (ua/pD) coapt + C
where u, a, p and D are constants. Use (iv) above.

(3) Show that Ja;(l + 2x) -^dx = ix -i log (1 +2x) + G. Use (iv) and^i).

The favourite methods for integration are by processes known

as " the substitution of a new variable," " integration by parts " and

by " resolution into partial fractions ". The student is advised to

pay particular attention to these operations. Before proceeding

to the description of these methods, I will return once more to the

integration constant.

§ 71. How to find a Yalue for the Integration Constant.

It is perhaps unnecessary to remind the reader that integration

constants must not be confused with the constants belonging to the

original equation. For instance, in the law of descent of a falling

body

^= g ;
^dV^g^dt ; or, 7= gt + C. . . (1)

Here gf is a constant representing the increase of velocity due to

the earth's attraction, G is the constant of integration. There are

two methods in general use for finding the value of the integration

constant.

FiEST Method."—Eeturning to the falling body, and to its

equation of motion,

Y=gt + G.

On attempting to apply this equation to an actual experiment, we

should find that, at the moment we began to calculate the velocity,

the body might be moving upwards or downwards, or starting

from a position of rest. All these possibilities are included in the

integration constant G. Let Fq denote the initial velocity of the

body. The computation begins when i = 0, hence

7„ = sr xO + C; or. C= F„.

If the body starts to fall from a position of rest, Fq = C = 0, and

Idv = gii ; or, F = gt.

This suggests a method for evaluating the constant whenever

the nature of the problem permits us to deduce the value of the

function for particular values of the variable. If possible, there-

fore, substitute particular values of the variables in the equation

containing the integration constant and solve the resulting ex-

pression for G.
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Examples.— (1) Find the value of C in the equation

* = h°e^^+c (2)

which is the integral of a standard " velocity equation " of-physical chemistry.
t represents the time required for the formation of an amount of substance x.

When the reaction is just beginning, a! = and t = 0. Substitute these
values of x and t in (2).

ilogi+C = 0;or,C = -|logi.

Substitute this value of C in the given equation and we get

* = i{^°S^ - log^) = llog^-
d(iogK) 10232 - o-iesar - 0-00101T= ^ ^ „ „^ ,—
dT ~ 2T^ '' ^ ~ '

^"^°

T = 3100, shov7 that the integration constant is - 2-0603.- Hint, log k =
Slie/r + 0-08425 log T + O-COOSOer + C. use natural logs. Substitute the

above values of k and T in this equation. We get 1-8326 = 1-65 + 06774 +
1-5655 + C ; etc.

(3) If the temperature of a substance be raised dT{° abs.) it is commonly
said that it has gained the entropy dtp = dTjT. Show that the entropy, (p,

of one gram of water at 2" is log T - log 273 if the entropy at 0° G. be taken

as zero. Hint. When = 0, T = 273, etc.

(4) In Soret's experiments " On the Density of Ozone " (Awn. Chim.

Phys. [4], 7, 113, 1866 ; 13, 257, 1868) a vessel A containing v^ volumes of

ozone mixed vrith oxygen was placed in communication with another vessel

B containing oxygen, but no ozone. The volume, dv, of ozone which difiused

from A to B during the given interval of time, dt, is proportional to the

difierenoe in the quantity of ozone present in the two vessels, and to the_

duration of the interval dt. If v volumes of ozone have passed from A to B
at the time t, the vessel A, at the time t, vrill have v,, - v volumes of ozone

in it, and the vessel B will have v volumes. The difference in the amount of

ozone in the two vessels is therefore Dq - 2v. By Graham's law, the rate of

diffusion of ozone from 4 to B is inversely proportional to the square root of

the density, p, of the ozone. Hence, by the rules of variation, page 22,

O' , n > -.J dv a
-(.,.,.)at ; or, ^^=-=,

where a is a constant whose numerical value depends upon the nature of the

vessels used in the experiment, etc. Now, remembering that Vq is a constant,

f
dm ^ 1

f
d{2v) ^ _ 1 rd(Vo - Zb) ^ _ log fa - 2v) ^

But when t = 0, v = 0, .: C = i log t)„. Consequently,

dv = -pfa - 2v)dt ; or, ^ = -=(«o - 2«),

2<«y

'°S^2v-j;-' or, -=-,[, _e ^/p)

For the same gas, the same apparatus, and the same interval of time, p, t, and

a will all be constant, and therefore,

Vn— = Constant.
v„
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With different gases, under the same conditions, any difterenoe in the value

of v„lvg must be due to the different densities of the gases. The mean of a

series of experiments wilh chlorine (density, 35'5), carbon dioxide (density,

22), and ozone (density, x), gave the following for the value of this ratio :—

OOj, 0-29 ; Ozone, 0-271 ; Clj, 0-227.

Compare chlorine with ozone. Let x denote the density of ozone. Then, by

Graham's law,

'^(Os) : ^^Oy = ^^35^ : •«/» I
• (0-271)' : (0-227)=' = 33-5 : a;

;
.-. a = 24-9,

which agrees with the triatomio molecule, O3.

Second Method.—Another way is to find the values of x

corresponding to two different values . of t. Substitute the two

sets of results in the given equation. The constant can then be

made to disappear by subtraction. The result of this method is to

eliminate, not evaluate the constant.

Examples.—(1) In the above equation, (2), assume that when t = t^,

X = x^, and when t = t^,x = x^; where asj, aSj, *; and t^ are numerical measure-

ments. Substitute these results in (2).

By subtraction and rearrangement of terms

, 1 , a - x,
k = J T- log =J.

h - h o, - x^

(2) If the specific heat, ir, of a substance at 9° is given by the expression

o- = a + 69, and the quantity of heat, dQ, required to raise the temperature

of unit mass of the substance is dQ = adB, show that the amount of heat

required to heat the substance from 9° to 6^ is

Q =/g[ {a, + be)de = a(e^ - eo + mei' - 6^^).

Numerous examples of both methods will occur in the course

of this work. Some have already been given in the discussion on

the " Compound Interest Law in Nature," page 56.

§ 72. Integration by the Substitution of a New Variable.

When a function can neither be integrated by reference to

Table II., nor by the methods of § 71, a suitable change of variable

may cause the function to assume a less refractory form. The new
variable is, of course, a known function of the old. This method

of integration is, perhaps, best explained by the study of a few

typical examples.

I. Evaluate l(a + x)"dx. Put a + x = y; therefore, dx = dy.
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Substitute y and dy in place of their equivalent values a - x and
dx in the given integral. We thus obtain an integral with a new
variable y, in place of x, namely, \{a + xfdx = ^y'dy. From (1),

page 195, ^ydy = y + yln + 1) + C. Eestore the original values

of y and dy, and we get

\{a + af)dx = ^^ +
"')"""'

+ G.
J n + 1 ^ (1)

When the student has become familiar with integration he will

find no particular difficulty in doing these examples mentally.

Examples.—(1) Integrate J(a - 6a!)"da;. Ansr. - (a- Ja;)» + '/&{«+ 1) + C.

(2) Integrate /(a^ + a;^) - ^Pxdx. Ansr. ^(a"^ + x^) + C.

(3) Show

[_d^_^ 1_ 1 r dx _ 1 1

j (a+x)" n-l"(a + a;)»-i+ '^'
J (a-a;)"~n-l ' (a-a!)"-»+ '^'

(4) Show that /^-^=« = log(loga=) + O.

JI. Integrate (1 - ax)'"afdx, where m or w is a positive integer,

and the x within the brackets^ has unit index. Put y = 1 - ax,

therefore, x = {1 - y)/a ; and dx = ~ dyja. Substitute these

values of x and dx in the original equation, and we get

|(i - axYx'^dx = ^|(i - yfi- y^)iy,

which has the same form as (6), page 197. The rest of the work

is obvious—expand (1 — yY by the binomial theorem, page 36

;

multiply through wdth - y'^dy; and integrate as indicated in

III., page 194.

ExAMPLB.—Show \x[a^x)\dx = i^(4a!i - 3a)(a + a;)* + O. Hint. Put

a + X = y, etc.

111.—Trigonometrical functions can often be integrated by these

methods. For example, required the value of Jtan xdx.

C I sin oc

I tan xdx = I- dx. ... (2)
J J cos X ^ '

Let cos X = u, - sin xdx = dm. Since - Iduju = - log u, and

log 1 = 0, therefore,

I
tan xdx = log——-= log sec x + G.

J COS •A'

Or, remembering that - d{ao3 x) = sin a; . dx, we can go straight
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on without any substitution at all,

fsin X , rd(cos x) ,

I ax = - I
-^^ = - log cos X, etc.

J cos X J cos X °

Examples.—(1) Show that Jsin a; . cos a; . dx=ismH + C. Put sin x=H.

(2) Show Jeot xdx = log sin x + C. Hint, cot x = cos E/sin a;, etc.

(3) Show Jsin x . <to/cos'te = sec a; + C. Hint. Put cos a; = m ; or go the

hort cut as in (2) above.

(i) Show that Jcos x . daj/sin^c = - coseo x + C.

(5) Show that je - '^xdx= - Jje - »« . 2xdx= + ije
- "dix^)=-\e-^+ G.

Some expressions require a little " humouring ". Facility in

this art can only be acquired by practice. A glance over the

collection of formulae on pages 611 to -612 will often give a clue.

In this way, we find that sin a; = 2 sin \x-. cos \x. Hence integrate

f dx f d^ fsec \x , ix

J sin X '
**

J 2 sin -l^flj . cos ^^ " J 2 sin \x

Divide the numerator and denominator by cos-Ja;, then, since

l/cos^Jo; = seo^l^a; ; and <Z(tan x) = sec^a; . dx, page 49, (3),

f dx fsec^ia; . d{\x) ftZrtan 4a;) 1 x „
••• |-=—= 1 f—r-^^ = -7—r--^=logtan5 + 0.
Jsma; J tanja; J tan^a; ^ 2

The substitutions may be difficult to one not familiar with trig-

onometry.

ExAMPiiBS.—(1) Eemembering that cos a; = sin(Jir +a!), (9), page 611,

show that Jda!/oos a; = log tan (Jtt + Jaj) + C. Hint. Proceed as in the illus-

bration just worked out in the text.

(2) Integrate/-;
"

Hint.see (19),page611; oosa;da;=i(sina;);eto.
/ SID. 3/ • COS £C

foos'x + sin'a! , Tcos x , /"sin x ,
-

.". / ~-r- dx= I
—.—dx+ I dx = loe tan x + C.

J Sin SB cos a; jsma; jcos a;
lug uau-/ -r i^.

(3) Integrate ^{a!' - x^ ' idx. Put y = x/a; .: x = ay; .•. dx = ady;

^(a^ - x^) =a ijl

!-.
dx _[ "y .:__, :__ia!

J s/1-^- "
a
^±+0.

(4) Show] ^
^, dx= - -5^ + C. Hint. Put x = -.

IV. Expressions involving the square root of a quadratic binomial

can very often be readily solved by the aid of a lucky trigono-

metrical substitution. The form of the inverse trigonometrical

functions (Table II.) will sometimes serve as a guide in the right

choice. If the binomial has the forms :
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V^JiJl' °'^' ^^^ *" "^
' ^ '^ = '^"i ^

;
or, a tan 61 ; or, cot 0. (3)

vT^^; or, Va^ - ic^ ; try a; = sin 6 ; or, a sin d ; or, cos e. (4)

va!^ - 1 ; or, >/a;2 - a/^; try a; = sec^; or, a sec (9; or, cosec6', (5)

Va"- (o! + by ; try X + b = asine. . . (6)

Examples.—(1) Find the value of
J ^(o^ - K^j^a;, j^ acoordance with the

above rule (4), put a; = a sin fl, .-. da = a ooa 9 . d8. Consequently, by substi-
tution,

SJia" - aP)dx = a^joos^ede = Ja2J(l + cos 2e)de = Ja2(fl + J sin 28)

;

since aoos^fl = 1 + oo3 29, (31), page 612. But a; = a sin 6,0 = sin -
'a/a, and

.-. J sin 29 = sin 9 . cos 9 = sin 9 ,^(1 - sin29) = Va^ - x'' . xja^,

.-. ]^(d? - a^dx = JaSsin-'K/a + ^xJa^ - cc" + 0.

(2) The integration of faiWa^ - SB^
. cZa; arises in the study of molecular dyn-

amics (Helmholtz'sForZes24TCg'«M Uber theoretische Physik, 2, 176, 1902). Rule (4).

Put s = a sin 9 ;
.-

. a!^ = a'sin^e ; dx = aoosB .d8; ^{a'' - x") = a^{l - sin^g).

Eemembering that cos 9 = ^(1 - sin29), and sin 2a; = 2 sin x . cos x, (19) and
(29), pages 611 and 612, we get the expression

Ja?^ ija^ - x^ . dx = a^Jsin29 . 00329 . de = |a*Jsin229 . d(2e)

;

which will be integrated very shortly.

(3) Show
f^^ _ au/r^n^^ = VrJI + ^- P'it'^=°°s9- Rule (4). If

the beginner has forgotten his " trig." he had better verify these steps from

the collection of trigonometrical formulse in Appendix I., page 611. The

substitutions are here very ingenious, but diflSoult to work out de novo.

r sin 0de
f

^ _ _ 1
f

^^ _ _ / 38 Je\
-

J (1 - cos 9) Vl _ C0S29
" j 1 -- cos 9 2J sin2i9 j

°°^^°
2 "\%) '

= cot i9 =2^ = .
/2c5i5? = /iT^ = jr+i.

sin^9 \2sin2i9 \l-eos9 \1 - a!

(4) ShowA
dx

j,^2 . i\
= log {'^ + ^/''''' -I- 1) -I- 0. Put a;=tan 9. Rule (3).

Given tan(^Tr -|- J9) = tanfl + sec 9; .. =• x + ij(x^ + 1); see Ex. (1), pre-

ceding set.

(5) Show/ _ = log (a; -i- s^TlJ + O. Put x = sec 9. Rule (5).

It may be here remarked that whenever there is a function of

the second degree included under a root sign, such, for instance, as

Jx^ + px + q, the substitution of

z = X + sjx^ -t- pa; -I- 2, . . . (7)

will enable the integration to be performed. For the sake of ease,

let us take the integral discussed in Ex. (4), above, for illustrative

purposes. Obviously, on reference to (7), ^ = 0, g = 1. Hence,
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put e = X + ijx^ + 1
;

.-. z^ - 2zx + x^ = x^ + 1; x = 1(02 - l)a -
1

;

aJx^ + l=z - X =^{z^ + 1)^-1; dx = ^{z^ + l)3'Hz;

•*•

J jx^\ 1
= j-j = ipg« = log ('^ + VSmh:) + 0.

F. The integration of expressions containing fractional poivers

of x and of »"*(» + bofy.dx. Here m, h, or ^ may be fractional.

In this ease the expression can be made rational by substituting

X = z', or a + bx = z', where r is the least common multiple

—

L.G.M.—of the denominators of the several fractions.

Examples.—(1) Evaluate Ja!*(l + (C^)idai. Here the L.O.M. of the

denominators of the fractional parts is 2. Put 1 + x^ = z^; then, x^ = z'-l;

.'. 2= \/l + x'^; x.dx = z.'dz.' Substitute thes^ values as reciuired in the

original expression, and

Ja!i>(l + x^)^dx = J(02
- Xfz'^dz = K^ - 2z* + !^)dz = f«' - fa^ + iz'

;

. . Jci!5(l + x'^idx = tJt(1 + a!2)*{15(l + x^ + 42(1 + x^) + 35} + 0.

(2) Evaluate jx-''{l + x^) -^dx. Here again r = 2. Put 1 + a;'' = «W;

.•.x-^ = z^ -1; .•.x-^={z^-l)^; .: x = (z^-l)-i ; dx= -(z^-l)-^zdi;

{1 + x'')~i = Ijzx = sj{^^ - !)/«• Consequently, we get the expression

\x - *{1 + x'')
- ^dx = - \{f - l)dz = - y^ + z; and hence,

r dx ^ (2x^ -!)(!+ x-^^

j^{l + x^)i 3a^
"*"

(3) Evaluate J(l + x^) - ^x^dx. Here, the L.G.M. is 6. Hence, put

s = «". The final result is fa;^ - fa^ + |a^ - {x^ + 6 tan - ^xi + 0. Hint.

To integrate (i + z^ — '-z^dz; first divide s^ by 1 + z'', and multiply through

Wth dz.

(i) Show f^JZ^dx=^x^^-l^x^^+C. 'The least common multiple

'

J A. 15 13
X

is 12. Hence, put x = 2^', etc.

I have no doubt that the reader is now in a position to under-

stand why the study of differentiation must precede integration.

" Common integration," said A. de Morgan, " is only the memory of

differentiation, the different artifices by which integration is effected

are changes, not from the known to the unknown, but from forms

in which memory will not serve us to those in which it will"

{Trans. Cambridge Phil. Soc, 8, 188, 1844). The purpose of the

substitution of a new variable is to transform the given integral

into another integral which has been obtained by the differentia-
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tion of a known function. The integration of any function

therefore ultimately resolves itself into the direct or indirect

comparison of the given integral with a tabulated list of the results

of the differentiation of known functions. The reader will find it

an advantage to keep such a list of known integrals at hand.

A set of standard types is given in Table II., page 193, but this

list should be extended by the student himself ; or A Short Table

of Integrals by B. 0. Pierce, Boston, 1898, can be purchased.

When an expression cannot be rationalised or transformed into

a known integral by the foregoing methods, we proceed to the

so-called " methods of reduction " which will be discussed in the

three succeeding sections. These may also furnish alternative

methods for transforming some of the integrals which have just

been discussed.
'

§ 73. Integration by Parts.

The differentiation of the product uv, furnishes

d(uv) = vdu + udv.

By integrating both sides of this expression we obtain

uv =-jvdu + \udv.

Hence, by a transposition of terms, we have

\udv = uv - fvdu + G. . . . (A)

that is to say, the integral of udv can be obtained provided vdu can

be integrated. This procedure is called integration by parts.

The geometrical interpretation will be apparent after A has. been

deduced from Pig. 7, page 41. Since equation A is used for re-

ducing involved integrals to simpler forms, it rnay be called a

reduction formulae. More complex reduction formulae will

come later.

Examples.—(1) Evaluate fx log xdx. Put

u = log x,ldv = X.. dx

;

du = dxjx,
I

V = Je^.

Substitute in A, and we obtain

^u.dv — jx log X .dx = uv - jv. du,

= ix^ log X - jix.dx = Ja;2 log x - Joj^

= ix^logx-i) + C.

(2) Show that jx cos a; . dx = x sin x + cosx + G. Put

u = X, \dv = cos x.dx;

du = dx,\ V = sin x.

From A, jx oos x.dx = x sin x - Jsin x.dx; etc.
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(3) Evaluate J ^{a' - x'^)dx, by " integration by parts "- Put

u = ^{0^ - ni^), \dv = dx; •

du= - X. dxlj(a^ - a;^), | v = x.

f I
— f x^dx

.-.

j V(o^ - !o^dx = x^a?-x^ +
j ^(a' - a")

'

= xs/a^-x^ +
j

^

Ja^^x^)
-

Transpose the last term to the left-hand side :

2J^/a^ - e" dx = x\/a' - x'' + a^in-^xja (page 193),

.•. [Jia'' - x^)dx = Ja^sin-'ai/a + Jaj VC^" - x^ + C.

(4) Show that ja:e»^da! = {x ~ l)e' + O. Take u = x; dv = e'dx.

(5) Show Ja;V<ia; = (a!^ - 2fl! + 2)6"' + C. Take d« = e^dx and use the

result of the preceding example for vdu.

(6) Show, integrating by parts, that | log a; . da = a!(log x - 1) + G.

(7) Show that the result of integrating ^x ~ ^dx by parts is JsB
~ ^dx itself.

The selection of the proper values of u and v is to be determined

by trial. A little practice wiU enable one to make the right selec-

tion instinctively. The rule is that the integral jv . du must be

more easily integrated than the given expression. In dealing with
'

Ex. (4), for instance, if we had taken u = e", dv = xdx j iv .du

would have assumed the form ^IxH'dx, which is a more complex

tategral than the one to ba reduced.

§ 7^. Successive Integration by Parts.

A complex integral can often be reduced to one of the standard

forms by the " method of integration by parts ". By a repeated

application of this method, complicated expressions may often be

integrated, or else, if the expression cannot be integrated, the

non-integrable part may be reduced to its simplest form. This

procedure is sometimes called integration by successive reduc-

tion. See Ex. (5), above.

ExAMPLBS.— (1) Evaluate ^x^oosnxdx. Put

u = x\ \dv = {cos nx . d{na!)}ln

;

du = 2a! .[dx,
I

V = (sin nx)ln.

Hence, on integration by parts,

I ai^oos nxdx
I f
- jxsinnx . dx. , , (1)

Now put u = x,
I
du = sin nx.dx;

du = dx,
I V = - (cos nx)ln.
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Hence,

L„;r.^r.fy- '"'°^'"' /• -co3«g.dx _ acoswa! sinrog

J n J n n n!' • ^ '

Now substitute (2) in (1) and we get,

I-

, , ay'sin nx 2x cos nx 2 sin nx „
x'cosnx.aa!= h = = (- O.

(2) In the last example, we made the integral jx'^oos nx . dx depend on
that of X sin nx.dx, and this, in turn, on that of - cos nx.d{nx), thus
reducing the given integral to a known standard form. The integral

far'oosa; da; is a little more complex. Put

u = x^, ldv = cos xdx ;

du = ia^dx,
I

V = sin x.

.'. Jic'oos X .dx = a;*sin x 4ja!''sin x . das.

In a similar way,

ijas'sin x.da = 4a!'oos x - Z. 4ja!^oos x . dx.

Similarly,

3 . ijs'oos a; . &! = 3.4.a!%inx + 2 3.4ja!sina!.(j!r,

and finally,

2.3. i\x sin xdx = 2 . 3 . 4a! cos a; + 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 sin a;.

All these values must be collected together, as in the first example. In

this way, the integral is reduced, by successive . steps, to one of simpler form.

The integral Jaj^cos x . dx was made to depend on that of aj'sin a; . dx, this, in

turn, on that of aj^oos a; . dx, and so on until we finally got Jcos x . dx, a well-

known standard form.

(3) It is an advantage to have two separate sheets of paper in working

through these examples ; on one work as in the preceding examples and on

the other enter the results as in the next example. Show that

la^e'dx = aiV - 3ja;V<ia;

;

= a^e" - 3(a!V - Zjxe'^dx)

;

= s^e' - Sx^e' + 2 . 3(a»»^ - je^dx

;

= (a;' - Sx'' + Gx - &)e' + G.

It is also interesting to notice that we sometimes obtain different

results with different substitutions. For instance, we get either

f , , e^f, 1 3 3.5
] ^ ,_,

J.-....
= 5{2.-«.(|f -...}. 0... (.)

according as we take u = x~i, etc., or, u = e". In the last series,

(4), the numerator and denominator of each term has been multi-

plied by xi. Differences of this kind can generally be traced to

differences in the range of the variable, or to differences in the

value of the integration constants. Another example occurs during

the integration of (1 - x}~^dx. In one case,
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/(I - x)-Hx = -<f(l - x)-U{l - a;) = (1 - a;)-i + Oi ; (5)

but if we substitute x = s~'^ before integration, then

\{l-x)-Hx= - l{z-l)-^dz = {z-l)--^ = x{l-x)--' + G^. (6)

The two solutions only differ by the constant " - 1 ". By adding

- 1 to (5), (6) is obtained. G^ is not therefore equal to C^,

C'l = ^2 - 1.

§ 75. Reduction Formulae {for reference).

We found it oonveiiient, on page 205, to refer certain integrals

to a " standard formula " A ; and or^. page 206 reduced complex

integrals to known integrals by a repeated application of the same

formula, namely, Ex. (1), page 206, etc. Such a formula is called a

reduction formula. The following are standard reduction formulae

convenient for the integration of binomial integrals of the type :

—

\ar{a + harydx (1)

These expressions can always be integrated if (m + V)jn be a

positive integer. Four cases present themselves according as m,

or p are positive or negative.

I.—m is positive.

The integral /a;"(a + bx'^y . dx, may be made to depend on that

of jx"~"{a + bx")" + 1 . ix, through the following reduction formula.

The integral (1) is equal to

fl;'»-" + i(a+6a;")'' + i a(m - n + 1) C ,
, ,, ,„^

when w is a positive integer. This formula may be applied suc-

cessively untU the factor outside the brackets, under the integral

sign, is less than n. Then proceed as on page 204. B can always be

integrated if (m - » + l)/w is a positive integer. See Ex. (7), below.

II.—m is negative.

In B, m must be the positive, otherwise the index will increase,

instead of diminish, by a repeated application of the formula.

When m is negative, it can be shown that the integral (1) is equal

to

a;™ + i(a + bx")" + 1 b{np + m + n + 1)

aim + 1) a(r+ir'^ l^'-^"(^+^^t^^-.
(C)
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where m is negative. This formula diminishes m by the number
of units in w. li np + m + n + 1 = 0, the part to be integrated

will disappear, and the integration will be complete. C can always

be integrated if (m + w + l)/?i is a positive integer. See Ex. (7),

below.

III.—p is positive.

Another useful formula diminishes the exponent of the bracketed

term, so that the integral (1) is equal to

m + np + 1 ^ m + 4> + 1 J^"^^
+ bx^-^dx,

.
(D)

where p is positive. By a repeated-application of this formula the

exponent of the binomial, if positive, may be reduced to a positive

or negative fraction less than unity.

IV.—p is negative.

If p is negative, the integral (1) is equal to

as" + Ha + bx")" + 1 (np + m + n + 1) C
, , ^ ^ , , ^^

- an{p ^ 1)
^ anip + 1)

^

H^ + ^^T^^^- (E)

Formulae B, C, D, E have been deduced from (1), page 208, by

the method of integration by parts. Perhaps the student can do

this for himself. The reader will notice that formula B decreases

(algebraically) the exponent of the monomial factor from m to

m - n + 1, while C increases the exponent of the same factor from

m to m + 1. Formula D decreases the exponent of the binomial

factor from piop- 1, while E increases the exponent of the binomial

factor from p to p + 1. B and D fail when np + m + 1 = ; C
fails when w + 1 = ; E fails whenp + 1.= 0. When B, C, and D
fail use V, page 204 ; if E fails p = -1 and the preceding methods

apply.

Examples.—Evaluate the following integrals :

—

(1) j^{a+x'')dx. Hints. Use D. Put m = 0, 6 = 1, w = 2, p = J. Ansr.

K^'JiO' + a;2) + a log {x + J {a + x^)}] + G. See bottom of page 206.

(2) ja^dxjyjia' - x'^). Hints. Put to = 4, 6 = - 1, m = 2, ^j = - J. Use

B twice. Ansr. J{^a'sin - 'x/a - x{2a^ + Sa') ^ (a' - x'^)} + 0.

(3) jj{l - ^')xHx. Hint. Use B. Ansr. - ^(a!^ + 2) ^(1 - x^) + 0.

(4) iv/(o + 'bx'^-^a.x. Ansr. x{a + fca;^) - iP/a + Use E.

i'^\ {—^=^.i.e.{x-H-a^-Vx^-^d.x. Hint. Use C. to = -3, 6=1,
^ M a;ViB^ - «'" I

^x' - o« 1 .X

n=2,iJ=-i. Ansr. —2^v'"+ 2^2 sec -.

O
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(6) Eenyard {Ann. Chim. Phys., [4], 19, 272, 1870), in working out a
theory of eleotro-dynaraio action, integrated j{d' + x')~ idx. Hence m=0,
w = 2, 6 = 1, a = o", p = - |. Use E. Ansr. x{a^ + x") -ija" + C.

(7) To show that it is possible to integrate the expression

J(o»-i -a;»-i)-*a!i(»-iWa! (2)

when »i = . . . f, i - 1, }, I, . . . ; and when » = . . . J, |, ^, 0, 2, f, . . ., substi-

tute z = o + fta?* in (1). We get

m + l 2-+J_l«-i6~ »
J(2

- o) " zMz (3)

If (m + l)jn be a positive integer, the expression in brackets can be expanded

by the binomial theorem, and integrated in the usual manner. By compar-

ing (2) with (3), it is easy to see that (2) can be integrated when

m 4- 1 i(^ - 1) + 1 _ 1 ,

1
,,.

~V~~ w-1 ~m-l*2' • • • **'

is a positive integer. Prom B and C, the integral (2) depends upon the

integral

Jx'»-«(a -1- &x»)''da;; or, J'!c"'
+ «{a + bx")pdx. . . (5)

By the substitution of to - to, and m + n respectively for to in (m + 1)/to, and

comparison with (2), we find that (2) can be integrated when

m-n + 1 _ i(n - 1) - (w - 1) + 1 _ 1 1 •

n
~

TO - 1 TO - 1 ~ 2' • ^°'

is a positive integer ; or else when

m + n + 1 _ i{n - 1) -t- (to - 1) -|- 1 _ 1 3

TO

~
TO-1 ~TO-1'^2'- • ^''

is a positive integer. But (7) can be reduced to either (4) or (6) by subtracting

unity, and since integration by parts can be performed a finite number of

times, we have the condition that

^-l («)

be a positive or negative integer, or zero, in order that (2) may be integrated

;

in other words, we must have

^^^-^ = 0,1,2,3,... -,=-1,-2,-3 (9)

Similarly, by substituting a;=a~',in(l),we obtain -z~"p-m-^ag^+ Vj^dz.

As with (3) and (i), this can be integrated' when

TO-t-1 — np — m — 2 + 1 TO + 1 „„,= = p , , (10)
TO TO TO

•'^ * '

is a positive integer. From D and E, and with the method used in deducing

(8), we can extend this to cases where

or, where - (to - 1)-' is a positive or negative integer. Equating this to

1, 2, 3, ... ; and to - 1, - 2, - 3, ... we get, with (9), the desired values otn.

Notice that we have not proved that these are the only values of n which will

allow (2) to be integrated.
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The remainder of this section may be omitted until required.

If w be a positive integer, we can integrate Ssin"a; . dx by putting,

u = sin" ~'^x
j a = - cos X.

du = {n - 1) sin"

-

^x cos x.dx \ dv =: sin x. dx.

.: Jsin"a; .dx = - sin" - ^o; . cos a; + {n - 1) Jsin" - ^x . cos^a;.. dx

;

=, _ sin" - la;
. cos a; + (to - 1) Jsin" - ^x{l - siD.^x)dx

;

= - sin" - la;
. cos a; + (w - 1) Jsin"- ^a; .dx - {n - 1) jsm"x . dx.

Transpose the last term to the first member ; combine, and divide

by n. The result is

f.„ , sin" -la;, cos a; w - If .

\sm''x.dx = +—^ sm"-2a;.^a!. (12)

Integrating ^oos^x.dx by parts, by putting u =co3"-ia; ; dv = cos

X . dx, we get

f „ , sin a;, cos" -la; w-lf
\cos''x.dx = ~ + -^^\coa''-^x.dx. (13)

Eemembering that cos^tt = cos 90° = ; and that sin 0° = 0, we
can proceed further

fi" . , n- IfJ- . „ ,
1 sm"a; . dx = sm" -^x.dx.
Jo n Jo

Now treat « — 2 the same as if it were a single integer n.

fl"- TO - 3fi"-
.•..I sm."-^x.dx = n\ sin"-'^x .dx.

Jo n - 2J„

Combine the last two equations, and repeat the reduction. Thus,

we get finally

rsin"a;^a;-
(^-^^^^-^)-^-^

P'^^a;-
^^-^)^^-^)-^-^ ^ (F)'

when n is even

P%in"^^^-
^^-^^^^-^^---^

P'sin^^^-
^^-^)^^-^)--^

(G)

when n is odd. If we take the cosine integral (3) above, and work

in the same way, we get

Ci^
,

(w-l)(w-3)...3.1 TT

Jo°°^"^^^= TO(TO-2)...4.2 -2'
• •

(H)

if n is even, and

j„
°os"a;t?a;=

„(„_2)...5.3 ' " " <^^

if n is odd. Test this by actual integration and by substituting

ra = 1, 2, 3, . . . Note the resemblance between H with F, and I

o*
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with G. The last four reduction formulae are rather important in

physical work. They can be employed to reduce jaoa^ssdx or

{sia^xdx to an index unity, or ^ir.

If n is greater than unity, we can show that

Ci" W - If*"
sin"* . oos"xdx = I sin'"a; .cos" - ^xdx ; . (J)

by integration by parts, using u = sin" -'^x, dv = cos"a3 . d(cos a;).

If w is greater than unity, it also follows that

fjir TO - If*"'
sin^a; . co8"a;cZa! = —;— sin™ - ^a; . cos"a!^a!. . (K)

Jo TO + wjo ^ '

Examples.—(1) Show / sma; . oosa!aa!=2 ; / siii2a!.oosa!aa!=g.

riiT 5 riT 2
(2) I sin^aida! = goir; / sin'fl.(Zfl=5.

("'ir 1 /"air TT

(3) I sin a; . ooa^da; = 5 ; / sin%! . oos^sfZa; = jg.

§ 76. Integration by Resolution into Partial Fractions.

Fractions containing higher powers of a; in the numerator than

in the denominator may be reduced to a whole number and a

fractional part. Thus, by division,

1Sti=K'''""'"^^ttK
The integral part may be differentiated by the usual methods,

but the fractional part must often be resolved into the sum of a

number of fractions with simpler denominators, before integration

can be performed.

We know that |- may be represBnted as the sum of two other

fractions, namely \ and ^, such that | = ^ + i- Each of these

pfiirts is called a partial fraction. If the numerator is a com-

pound quantity and the denominator simple, the partial fractions

may be deduced, at once, by assigning to each numerator its own
denominator and reducing the result to its lowest terms. E.g.,

x^ + X + 1 x^ X 1 1 1 1

x^ ~ x^ x^ x^~ X x^ x^'

When the denominator ia a compound quantity, say a;^ - x, it

is obvious, from the way in which the addition of fractions is per-

formed, that the denominator is some multiple of the denominator

of the partial fractions and contains no other factors. We there-
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fore expect the denqminators of the partial fractions to be factors

of the given denominator. Of course, this latter may have been

reduced after the addition of the partial fractions, but, in practice,

we proceed as if it had not been so treated.

To reduce a fraction to its partial fractions, the denominator

must first be spht into its factors, thus : a;^ - a; is the product of

the two factors : x, and x - 1. Then assume each factor to be

the denominator of a partial fraction, and assign a certain indeter-

minate quantity to each numerator. These quantities may, or

may not, be independent of x. The procedure will be evident

from the following examples. There are four cases to be con-

sidered.

Case i.— The denominator can be resolved into real unequal

factors of the type

:

{a - x)(b - x)
(^^

By resolution into partial fractions, (1) becomes

1 A_ B A{1 - x) + B(a - x)

(a - x) {b - x)~ a - X b - x~ {a - x) [b - x) '

1 Ab + Ba - Ax - Bx
" {a - x) {b - x)~ {a - x) {b - x)

We now assume^—and it can be proved if necessary—that the

numerators on the two sides of this last equation are identical,^

1 An identical equation is one in which the two sides of the equation are either

identical, or can be made identical by reducing them to their simplest terms. E.g.,

ax'^ + bx + c = aa^ + bx + c; (a - x)j(a - x)^ = l/(a - x),

or, in general terms,

a + bx + cx^ +.,. = c^ + b'x + c'x^ +. ..

An identical equation is satisfied by each or any value that may be assigned to the

variable it contains. The coefficients of like powers of x, in the two numbers, are also

equal to each other. Hence, if a; = 0, o = a'. We can remove, therefore, a and a'

from the general equation. After the removal of a and a', divide by x and put x = 0,

hence b = b' ; similarly, c=c', etc. For fuller details, see any elementary text-book

on algebra. The symbol " = " is frequently used in place of "=" when it is desbed

to emphasize the fact that we are dealing with identities, not equations of condition.

While an identical equation is satisfied by any value we may choose to assign to the

variable it contains, an equation of condition is only satisfied hyparticular values of the

variable. As long as this distinction is borne in mind, we may follow customary usage

and write " = " when " = " is intended. For " = " we may read, " may be trans-

formed into., .whatever value the variable x may assume" ;
while for " =," we

must read, " is equal to . . . when the variable x satisfies some special condition or

assumes some particular value ".
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Ab + Ba - Ax - Bx = 1.

Pick out the coefficients of like powers of x, so as to build up

a series of equations from which A and B can be determined. For

example,

Ab + Ba = 1 ; x{A + B) = ; .: A + B = ; .: A = - B
;

^ - b - a'
--^ ~ b - a

Substitute these values of A and B in (1).

I = J_._i L-.-i-. (2)
(a - x) {b - x) b - a a - X b - a b - x

An AiiTBENATivE METHOD, much quicker than the above, is

indicated in the following example: Find the partial fractions of

the function in example (3) below.

1 ABC
+ T Z + Z-"

{a - x) [b - x) (p - x) ~ a — X b — x

Consequently,

(& - x) {c - x)A + (a - x) (c - x)B + {a - x) {b-x)G = 1.

This identical equation is true for all values of x, it is, therefore, true

when x = a, .: {b - a){o - a)A = 1; .: A =
(;, - a) {o - a)

'

when x = b, .: (o - b){a - b)B = 1; .: B =
(„ _

;,) (^ - b)
'

when x = c, .: {a - c) {b - o)C = 1; .: G =
(^ - c) (

& - c)
'

Examples.—(1) In studying bimoleoular reactions we meet with

f
dx _ f dx r dx _ 1 . b-x

j {a-x)(b-x) "
J {b-a){a-x) ~

J {b-a){b-x) ~ b^ ' ^^^T^ + ^•

(2) J. J. Thomson's formula for the rate of production of ions by the

Rontgen rays is dxldt= q-ca>\ Eemembering that a-x^=(sja-x) {tja+x);

show that if we put q/a = b', for the sake of brevity, then

1 b + X

(3) Evaluate fj-—„s » '^
„. ,
—-. Keep your answer for use later on.

* '
J [a — X) (b — X) (c — X)

/dx 1 a +bx
a? - b^x'

= 2ab '°S ST^TfeS + O.

(5) If the velocity of the reaction between bromic and hydrobromio acids

is represented by the ec[uation : dx/dt = k{na + x) {a - x), then show that

I, 1 i„„'*o + <" „
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(6) It~ = h(a + X) (na - x) ; stow that k = ,^'^°ff, . log,„—^^.

(7) S. Arrhenius, in studying the hydrolysis of ethyl acetate, employed the
integral.

r i + rmx-nx-' fr
. 1 + nab + {m - n(a + h)}x-\^

J {a-x)(b-xf'' ;
.-. =

j |_
- n +

^a -x) (b - x)

' >
Substitute p = l + nab

; q = m - n{a + b), then, by the method of partial

fractions, show that

p + qx
, P + aa, , , P +bQ

a-x){b-x) ^'' = ^^^°S{^ - <c) -f^j*log(& -x) + C.h
f dx 1 , x

(8) Integrals Uke I ^. _ . = - log ^-^^ + are very common in chemi-

cal dynamics—autooatalysis.

(9) H. Danneel (Zeit. phys. Chem.^ 33, 415, 1900) has the integral

U:
r xdx 1 . a' - a;,^

' ja^-x^' •'2 ^°S a^ - xi = '^f*^ " ^
if a = sBj, when t=t^\ and a; = aSj, when i = fj.

(10) R. B. Warder's equation for the velocity of the reaction between
ohloroacetic acid and ethyl alcohol is

§ = ak{\ - (1 + 6)2/} {1 - (1 - 6)2/}. .-. log ilji;^}^ = 2a6W.

Case ii.— line, denominator can be resolved into real factors

some of which are equal. Type

:

1

(a - xf{b - xj

The preceding method cannot be used here because, if we put

1 A B C A + B G
+ + T = +

(a - xf{h - x) a - X a - x b - x a - x b — x'

A + B must be regarded as a single constant. Eeduce as before

and pick out coefficients of hke powers of x. We thus get three

independent equations containing two unknowns. The values of

A, B and C cannot, therefore, be determined by this method. To
overcome the difficulty, assume that

1 A B G= _— 1
-I

.

{a - xY{b - x) {a - xy a - x b - x

Multiply out and proceed as before, the final result is that

^= 1 ,5 = -^;0 = -
'

b - a' b - a' {b-af

Examples.—(1) H. Goldschmidt represents the velocity of the chemical

reaction between hydrochloric acid and ethyl alcohol, by the relation

dxjdt = )c{a - x) [b - x)^. Hence,
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J. f^f_ f dx ]_ r
f
{a - b)dx _ f

dx
f

dx
1

J J (a - X) (b- xf ~ {a- bfXJ (b - x)^ Jb-x^ Ja-xf'
Integrate. To find a value for C, put a; = when t = 0. The final result is

(a — b)x aib — x)

,„, „, r dx b, a + bx 1 _

,„, „, r dx 1 35 + 1 1 1 „ .

(3) ^^°^j (a;-m3; + l)
= il°g^^ " 2 " iTTI + O- ^n expression

used by W. Meyerhofer, Zeit. phys. Ghem., 2, 585, 1888.

,,, „, f xdx 1 f , aib - x) x(a - i)"l

for values of x from a; = a; to a; = 0. (H. Kuhl, Zeit. phys. Chem., 44, 385,

1903.)

(5) P. Henry (Zeit, phys. Ghem., 10, 96, 1892) in studying the phenomenon
of autooatalysis employed the expression

dx I

-g^^h(a- x) ('JiK(a - x) + K^ - K).

To integrate, put 4Z(a-a;) + Z2=z2;.-.a-a!=(3''-Z^)/4Z; dx= -z.dzl^K..

z.dz kdt 1 , z-K 11 kt

{s-K)(b^-E^)- 2'--iK"^z+K 2 z-K~~2^°eTZ^-n ,—R-=-cr + C

Nov? put P = ^iK{a - X) + JSj'; Q = JiKa + E^, and show that if a! =
when<=0,

If Q-P
,

1 . (P + K){Q-K)
t\{P-K)(Q-K) +2E^°S{P-K)(Q + K)-''-

For a more complex example see T. S. Price, Jowm. Chem. Soc, 79, 314, 1901.

(6) J. W. Walker and W. Judson's equation for the velocity of the chemical

reaction betv^een hydrobromio and brpmic acids, is

'^0' ,, .^ „, If 1 1"!
-ji=k(a-xr. .•.3l<: = z\} v!-~5f.dt ^ ' ty{a-xY a^j

The reader is probably aware of the fact that he can always

prove whether his integration is correct or not, by differentiating

his answer. If he gets the original integral the result is correct.

Case iii.— The denominator can be resolved into imaginary

factors all tmequdt. Type :

1

(a2 + fl;2) (6 + xy

Since imaginary roots always occur in pairs (page 353), the

product of each pair of imaginary factors will give a product of the

form, x^ + c^. Instead of assigning a separate partial fraction to

each imaginary factor, we assume, for each pair of imaginary
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factors, a partial fraction of the form :

Ax + B
a2 + a;2

•

Hence we must write

1 Ax + B G
(a2 + x^) {h + x)~ a? \- 3i^ "^ i + x'

Now get (13), page 193, fixed upon your mind.

Examples.—(1) I -, ^.„, „—=-\=
/ (

/ iT»+ t+-^—zAdx. Here
^ 'J {x-lf{3?+ l) J \(x-l)\^x -1^ x'+ l J

4 = i; B=-J; C=J; £>=0. Ansr Jlog (as'^+ 1) (a;-l) -"- J (a-l) -' + C.

(2) Show /J-I^=2 tan - 'a; + j log f^+ C.

(3) H. Danneel {^ei^. phys. Ohem., 33, 415, 1900) used a similar expres-

sion in his study of the " Free Energy of Chemical Reactions "- Thus, he has

-3 —4=MJ. .•. 2&(«,-i,) = - tan-i— -tan-i— l + s- log j-^ f-H ('

in an experiment where !B= a!j when i= ii ; and x=X2 when i=f2-

/da!
(a - brVl'(r - x\ ^^ *° ^® solved when the rate

of dissolution of a spheroidal solid is under discussion. Put a - bx == z';

a~bc=n'; '. x=[a — z^jb; dx= —Sz'dzjb. Substitute these results in the

given integral, and we get

r dz r dz 1 r dz l r (z + 2n)dz

^j^iris = °J (n-z) {n^+nz + z')~n^J n-z'^n^j n'^+ nz+ z^'

by resolution into partial fractions. Let me make a digression. Obviously,

we may write

r{y + 2b)dy Iff 2y+ b 35 \

Ja+by + y^ 2j\a+ by + y^'^a + by+ 'fJ
"

The numerator of the first fraction on the right is the differential coefficient

of the denominator ; and hence, its integral is J log (a+by + y^) ; the integral

of the second term of the right member is got by the addition and subtraction

of J6^ in the denominator. Hence,

f
dy

f
dy ' 2 ^^^_, 2y+b_

ja+by+'f Ko.-^) + (y+ lbf ^ia-b^ ^ia-i^'

Betuming to the original problem, we see at once that

^f dz 1/ iJn^+nz+ z-\ .-. _, ^z+n
_ „

3/-5 5=-5 log •^^'—-— + x/Stan-' - +C7.
Jn'-z' n\ ° n-z J ^ J3n

Now restore the original values, z = (a - bx)i, and n = {a - 6c)*.

In most of the examples which I have selected to illustrate njy

text, the denominator of the integral has been split up into factors so
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as not to divert the student's attention from the point at issue. If

the student feels weak on this subject a couple of hours' drilling

with W. T. Knight's booklet on Algehrmo Factors, London, 1888,

wiU probably put things right.

Case iY.

—

The denominator can be resolved into imaginary

factors, some of whioh are equal to one another. Type:

1

-'
(fflS + a;2)3(& + xy

Combining the preceding results,

1 Ax + B Gx + D E
{a? + x'^fQ) + x)~ {a^ + x^f

'^
a^ + x^'^b + x

In- this expression, there are just sufficient equations to determine

the complex system of partial fractions, by equating the coefficients

of like powers of x. The integration of many of the resulting

expressions usually requires the aid of one of the reduction

formula (§ 76).

Example, - Prove^j -(^i^ip j ^TjTi
-
J (^^TIp'

Integrate. Ansr. J log (sf + 1) - Ja!/{1 + x^ H-jtan -^x + G. Use formula B,

page 209, for evaluating the last term.

Consequently, if the denominator of any fractional differential

can be resolved into factors, the differential can be integrated by

one or other of these processes. The remainder of this chapter

will be mainly taken up with practical illxistrations of integration

processes. A number of geometrical applications vrill also be given

because the aooompanjdng figures are so useful in helping one to

form a mental picture of the operation in hand.

§ 77. The Velocity of Chemical Reactions.

The time occupied by a chemical reaction is dependent, among

other things, on the nature and concentration of the reacting sub-

stances, the presence of impurities, and on the temperature. With

some reactions these several factors can be so controlled, that

measurements of the velocity of the reaction agree with theoretical

results. But a great number of chemical reactions have hitherto

defied aU attempts to reduce them to order. Por instance, the

mutual action of hydriodic acid and bromic acid ; of hydrogen and

oxygen ; of carbon and oxygen ; and the oxidation of phosphorus.
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The magnitude of the disturbing effects of secondary and catalytic

actions obscures the mechanism of such reactions. In these cases

more extended investigations are required to make clear what
actually takes place in the reacting system.

Chemical reactions are classified into uni- or mono-molecular,

bi-molecular, ter- or tri-molecular, and quadri-molecular reactions

according to the number of molecules -which are supposed to take

part in the reaction. Uni-, bi-, ter-, . . . molecular reactions are

often called reactions of the first, second, third, . . . order.

J.

—

Beaotions of the first order. Let a be the concentration of

the reacting molecules at the beginning of the action when the

time t = 0. The concentration, after the lapse of an mterval of

time t, is, therefore, a — x, where x denotes the amount of sub-

stance transformed during that time. Let dx Henote the amount

of substance formed in the time dt. The velocity of the reaction,

at any moment, is proportional to the concentration of the reacting

substance

—

Wilhelmy's law—hence we have

-^=h{a-x):or,k = j.log^-^^;. . (1)

or, what is the same thing, x = a(l - e ~ **), where i is a constant

depending on the nature of the reacting system. Eeactions which

proceed according to this equation are said to be reactions of the

first order.

II.—Beaotions of the second order. Let a and b respectively

denote the concentration of two different substances, say, in such

a reacting system as occurs when acetic acid acts on alcohol, or

bromine on fumario acid, then, according to the law of mass

action, the velocity of the reaction at any moment is proportional

to the product of concentration of the reacting substances. For

every gram molecule of acetic acid transformed, the' same amount

of alcohol must also disappear. When the system contains a - x

gram molecules of acetic acid it must also contain b - x gram

molecules of alcohol. Hence

dx ,

,

^ „ ^ , 1 1 , (a - x)b
-^=k{a-x){b-x); .:k=j.^—^log^^^^^. (2)

Eeactions which progress according to this equation are called

reactions of the second order. If the two reacting molecules are

the same, then a=b. From (2), therefore, we get log 1 x ^= x co.

Such indeterminate fractions will be discussed later on. But if we
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start from the beginning, we get, by the integration of

-J
= %-fl3f; fc = j.^^^^. . . (3)

In the hydrolysis of cane sugar,

C12H22O11 + HgO = 20eHi20g,

let a denote the amount of cane sugar, h the amount of water

present at the beginning of the action. The velocity of the re-

action can therefore be represented by the equation (3), when x

denotes the amount of sugar which actually undergoes transforma-

tion. If the sugar be dissolved in a large excess of water, the

concentration of the water, h, is practically constant during the

whole process, because b is very large in comparison with x, and

a small change in the value of x vsdll have no appreciable effect

upon the value of h ; b - x may, therefore, be assumed constant.

.•. k' = A:(6 - x), where k' and k are constant. Hence equation (1)

should represent the course of this reaction. Wilhelmy's measure-

ments of the rate of this reaction shows that the above supposition

corresponds closely with the truth. The hydrolysis of cane sugar

in presence of a large excess of water is, therefore, said to be a

reaction of the first order, although it is reaUy bimoleoular.

Example.—Proceed as on page 59 with the followiag pairs of values of

X and t

:

—
t= 15, 30, 45, 60, 75,...

a= 0-046, 0-088, 0-180, 0-168, 0-206,...

Substitute these numbers in (1) ; show that h' is constant. Make the proper

changes for use with common logs. Put a = 1.

III.—Beactions of the third order.- In this case three molecules

take part in the reaction. Let a, b, a, denote the concentration of

the reacting molecules of each species at the beginning of the

reaction, then,

dx
-^ = k{a - x){b - x) (e - x). . . (4)

Integrate this expression and put a; = when t = in order to •

find the value of G. The final equation can then be written in the

form,

k = - °^lV« - a^/ U - x) \o - x) J /gN

t{a - b)(b - g){o - a)

where a, b, 0, are all different. If we make a = 6 = c, in equation
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(4) and integrate the resulting expression

^-u N3 7 1/ 1 1) a;(2a-a;)
^i-lc{a-x) ; A; = 2-^|^-^3^-^| = 2^^3^^3^,. (6)

By rearranging the terms of equation (6) so that,

^ =K' - ^Jht + l)' • • • (7)

we see that the reaction can only come to an end [x = a) after the

elapse of an infinite time, t = cc. li o = b when a is not equal

to b,

1 1
(
{a - h)x a{b - x)

^

f {a- b)^\b{b - X) + ^°S b{a - x)j- (^)

Among reactions of the third order we have the polymerization

of cyanic acid, the reduction of ferric by stannous chloride, the

oxidation of sulphur dioxide, and the action of benzaldehyde upon
sodium hydroxide. For full particulars J. W Mellor, Chemical

Statics and Dynamics, might be consulted.

IV.—Beactions of the fourth order. These are comparatively

rare. The reaction between hydrobromic and bromic acids is,

under certain conditions, of the fourth order. So is the reaction

between chromic and phdfephorous acids ; the action of bromine

upon benzene ; and the decomposition of potassium chlorate.

The general equation for an w-molecular reaction, or a reaction

of the mth order is

^=Ha-xr; fc =-.^^^-^^^_^.. (9)

The intermediate steps of the integration are, Ex. (3) and Ex. (4),

page 196. The integration constant is evaluated by remembering

that when x = 0,-t = 0. We thus obtain

(w-l)(a-a;)»-i = **+*^' ^= "*"(«- ^a"-!'

V.—To find the order of a chemical reaction. Let Cj, G^ re-

spectively denote the concentration of the reacting substance in

the solution, at the end of certain times t^ and ^j. Erom (9), if

G= Gi, when t=t^, etc.,

-f = ^^"' •••

^l{c}^^-G^^}-'('^-'^^' (10)

where n denotes the number of molecules taking part in the re-
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action. It is required to find a value for n. From (10)

f^iO ,. . log <i
- log «„ -TT.

ioxG" ' logOg-logCi

Why the negative sign ? The answer is that (10) denotes the rate

of formation of the products of the reaction, (11) the rate at which

the original substance disappears. C=a-x, .•. dG= -dx.

NuMEBiOAli Illdstbation.—W. Judson and J. W. Walker {Joum. Chem.

Soc, 73, 410, 1898) found that while the time required for the decomposition

of a, mixture of bromio and hydrobromio acids of concentration 77, was >

15 minutes ; the time required for the transformation of a similar mixture

of substances in a solution of concentration 51'33, was 50 minutes. Substi-

tuting these values in (11),

, log 3-333 „ „„

The nearest integer, 4, represents the order of the reaction. Use the Table of

Natural Logarithms, page 627.

The intervals of time required for the transformation of equal

fractional parts ?« of a substance contained in two solutions of

different concentration Gj and Og, may be obtained by graphic

interpolation from the curves whose abscissae are t^ and t^ and

whose ordinates are Oj and Oj respecti-jely.

Another convenient formula for the order of a reaction, is

n^!ljLZ^:ijL. . . . (12)
log Oj. - log O2

The reader will probably be able to deduce this formula for himself.

The mathematical treatment of velocity equations here outlined

is in no way difi&cult, although, perhaps, some practice is still re-

quisite in the manipulation of laboratory- results. The following

selection illustrates what may be expected in practical work if

the reaction is not affected by disturbing influences.

Examples.—(1) M. Bodenstein {Zeit. phys. Chem., 29, 815, 1899) has the

equation
dx^ = k(a - a) (6 - a!)5

for the rate of formation of hydrogen sulphide from its elements. To inte-

grate this expression put b-x=z% .•. dx = - Zzdx, and therefore

C dz ht 2
^ , « „

j;qrZ"»=-l=
or,jtan-i2 + = -fe<

where 4"= a -6. For the integration, see (13), page 193. This presupposes
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that o> 6 ;
if a< 6 the integration ia Case i. of page 213. We get a similar

expression for the rate of dissolution of a- solid cylinder of metal in an aoid.
To evaluate C, note that x=0 when t=0.

(2) L. T. Eeioher (Zeit. phys. Chem., 16, 203, 1895) in studying the action
of bromine on fumario aoid, found that when t=0, his solution contained 8-8

of fumario aoid, and when i=95, 7-87
; the concentration of the acid was then

altered by dilution with water, it was then found that when i=0, the concen-
tration was 3-88, and when i= 182, 3 -51. Here dCJdt= (8-88 - 7-87)/95= 0-0106

;

dCJdt=0-00221
; Oi= (8-88+ 7-87)/2= 8-375 ; C^ = 8-7, n = 1-87 in (12) above'

The reaction is, therefore, of the second order.

(3) In the absence of disturbing side reactions, arrange velocity equations
for the reaction (A. A. Noyes and G. J. Cottle, Zeit. phys. Chem., 27, 578,

1898) :—2CH3 . CO^Ag + H . OO^Na = CH, . COOH + OH3 . 002Na+ 00,,+ 2Ag.
Assuming that the silver, sodium and hydrogen salts are completely dissociated

in solution, the reaction is essentially between the ions

:

2Ag+ + H. 000- = 2Ag + CO2 + H +

therefore, the reaction is of the tliird order. Verify this from the following

data. When a (sodium formate) = 0-050, b (silver acetate) =0'100 ; and when

<= 2, 4, 7, 11, 17, ...

(6-a!)xlOS= 81-03, 71-80, B3-95, 59-20, 56-25,...

Show that if the reaction be of the second order, k varies from 1-88 to 2-67,

while if the reaction be of the third order, k varies between 31-2 and 28-0.

(4) For the conversion of aoetoohloranilide into ^-chloraoetanilide, J. J.

Blanksma {Bee. Trav. Fays-Bos., 21, 366, 1902 ; 22, 290, 1903) has

t= 0, 1, 2, 8, 4, 6, 8,...;

a-a; = 49-3, 35-6, 25-75, 18-5, 18-8, 7-8, 4-8,...

Show that the reaction is of the first order.

(5) An homogeneous spheroidal solid is treated with a solvent which dis-

solves layer after layer of the substance of the sphere. To find the rate of

dissolution of the solid. Let r^ denote the radius of the sphere at the be-

ginning of the experiment, when t=0 ; and r the radius of the time t; let
<f

denote the volume of one gram molecule of the solid ; and let x denote the

number of gram molecules of the sphere which have been dissolved at the

time t. The rate of dissolution of the sphere will obviously be proportional

to the surface s, and to the amount of aoid, a - x, present in the solution at

the time t. But, remembering that the volume of the sphere is Isrr^, the

volume of the x gram molecules of the sphere dissolved at the time t will be

and the surface s of the sphere at the time t will be inr'K

' -Kv-2r?- .•.S=^^(-»);or,| = 4..(v-^£r?(--).

an expression resembling that integrated on page 217, Ex. (4).

(6) L. T. Eeicher {Liebig's Ann., 228, 257, 1885 ; 232, 103, 1886) measur-

ing the rate of hydrolysis of ethyl acetate by sodium hydroxide, found that
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when
t= 0, 393, 669, 1010, 1265, . . . unita

;

a -a = 0-5638, 0-4866, 0-4467, 0-4113, 0-3879,...

6 - SB = 0-8114, 0-2342, 01943, 0-1589, 0-1354, . .

.

Now apply these results to equation (2), page 219, and show that k is ap-

proximately constant and that, in consequence, the reaction is of the second

order.

(7) Ethyl acetate is hydrolized in the presence of acidified water forming

alcohol and acetic acid. Suppose a gram molecules of acetic acid are used to

acidify the water, and that we start an experiment with b gram molecules of

ethyl acetate, show that Wllhelmy's law leads to

dx , , , ,, V 1 , bla + x) . .

^ = k^{a + x) (b - x) ; or, 7 • logio^^jTT^ = constant

;

with the additional assumption that the velocity of the reaction is propor-

tional to the amount of acetic acid present in the system. If a gram molecules

of some other acid are used as " catalytic" agent,

^ = (k^ + k^x) (b-x); or, j . logi„(^^-^ ^^— j
= constant.

See W. Ostwald, Journ. prakt. Ckem., [2], 28, 449, 1883, for experimental

numbers. Hint. There is a of catalyzing acid present and the velocity of the

reaction due to this agent will be k^(b — x) ; but x of acetic acid has also been

produced ; so that the velocity of the reaction due to the catalyzing action of

acetic acid is equal to kjX{b - x). Now apply the principle of the mutual

independence of different reactions of page 70;

(8) It was once thought that the decomposition of phosphine by heat was in

accordance with the equation, 4PH3 = P4 -1- 6H2 ; now, it is believed that the

reaction is more simple, viz., PH3=P-h3H, and that the subsequent formation

of the P4 and Hg molecules has no perceptible influence on the rate of the

decomposition. Show that these suppositions respectively lead to the follow-

ing equations

:

dx 1( 1 ) dx 11
^=k{i- X)* ;

.-. fe = -^|(j3^ -
1
1. ^ = fc'(i -x),..k'^-^. logj^::^.

In other words, if the reaction be of the fourth order, k will be constant, and

if of the first order, k' will be constant. To put these equations into a form

suitable for experimental verification let o gram molecules of PH, per unit

volume be taken. Let the fraction a; of a be decomposed in the time t.

Hence, (1 - x)a gram molecules of phosphine and ^ax, of hydrogen remain.

Since the pressure of the gas is proportional to its density, if the original

pressure of PH, hep^ and of the mixture of hydrogen and phosphine p^, then,

-2;(l-.).=l(3-f);

and

Pi (l-x]a+ixa ^_^. .^ 2p,—

=

=l + ixz x= —

Po

^=K(b^J-^}=^=^°^ 8̂i)„-2pi'

where the constants are not necessarily the same as before. D. M. Kooij
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{Zeit. phys. Chem., 12, 155, 1892) has published the following data:—

t= 0, 4, U, 24, 46-3. ...

p= 768-01, 769-34 795-57, 819-16, 865-22, . .

.

Henoe show that &", not & satisfies the required condition. The decomposi-

tion of phosphine is, therefore, said to be a reaction of the first order. Of

course this does not prove that a reaction is really unimolecular. It only

proves that the velocity of the reaction is proportional to the pressure of the

gas—q[uite another matter. See J. W. Mellor's Chemical Statics and Dynamics.

In experimental work in the laboratory, the investigator pro-

ceeds by the method of trial and failure in the hope that among
many wrong guesses, he wiU at last hit upon one that will " go ".

So in mathematical work, there is no royal road. We proceed by

instinct, not by rule. For instance, we have here made three guesses.

The first appeared the most probable, but on trial proved unmis-

takably wrong. The second, least probable guess, proved to be

the one we were searching for. In his celebrated quest for the

law of descent of freely falUng bodies, Galileo first tried if V, the

velocity of descent was a function of s, the distance traversed. He
found the assumption was not in agreement withfacts. He then

tried if V was a function of t, the time of descent, and so estab-

lished the familiar law V = gt. So Kepler is said to have made

nineteen conjectures respecting the form of the planetary orbits,

and to have given them up one by one until he arrived at the

elliptical orbit which satisfied the required conditions.

§ 78. Chemical Equilibria—Incomplete or Reversible

Reactions.

"Whether equivalent proportions of sodium nitrate and potas-

sium chloride, or of sodium chloride and potassium nitrate, are

mixed together in aqueous solution at constant temperature, each

solution will, after the elapse of a certain time, contain these four

salts distributed in the same proportions. Let m and n be positive

integers, then

(m -1- M)NaN03 + {m+ w)KGl= wiNaCl +mKNOj + wNaNOg + nKGl ;

{m + TO)NaCl + {m + w)KN03 = mNaCl +wKNOg + wNaNOg + wKCl.

This is more concisely written,

NaOl + KNO3 =^ NaNOs + KCl.

The phenomenon is explained by assuming that the products of

the reaction interact to reform the original components simul-
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taneously with the direct reaction. That is to say, two inde-

pendent and antagonistic changes take place simultaneously in

the same reacting system. When the speeds of the two opposing

reactions are perfectly balanced, the system appears to be in a

stationary state of equilibrium. This is another illustration of the

principle of the coexistence of different actions. The special case

of the law of mass action dealing with these "incomplete" or

reversible reactions is known as Guldberg and Waage's law.

Consider a system containing two reacting substances Aj and Aj

such that

Aj^ Ag.

Let Oj and a^ be the respective concentrations of A; and Ag. Let

X of Aj be transformed in the time t, then by the law of mass action,

j7
= fciK - x).

Farther, let x' of Ag be transformed in the time t. The rate of

transformation of Aj to Aj is then

Hx'

But for the mutual transformation of x of A^ to Aj and a;' of Ag

to Aj, we must have, for equilibrium, x = - x' ; and, dx = - dx'
;

• ^= - *2(«2 + a;)-

The net, or total velocity of the reaction is obviously the algebraic

sum of these " partial " velocities, or

dec^ = ky{a^ - x) - k^{a^ + x). . . (1)

It is usual to write K = kjk^. When the system has attained the

stationary state dx/dt — 0. "EquiUbrium," says Ostwald, "is a

state which is not dependent upon time." Consequently

kJ^^ (2)
(aj - xy * ',

where x is to be determined by chemical analysis, flj is the amount

of substance used at the beginning of the experiment, a^ is made

zero when t = 0. This determines K, Now integrate (1) by

the method of partial frq,ctio^s and proceed as indicated in the

subjoined examples.
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Examples.—(1) In aqueous solution 7-oxybutyrio acid is converted into

7-bu1iyrolaotone, and 7-butyrolaotone is transformed into -y-oxybutyrio acid

according to the equation,

OH^OH . OH2 . OH2 . COOH :^ OH2 . CH2 . CH^ .,00 + HaO.

!
I

Use the preceding notation and show that the velocity of formation of the

lactone is, dxjdt = &i(ai - x) - kj^a^ + x), and K = \jk^ ={<h+ x)l(a-^ - x).

Now integrate the first equation by the method of partial fractions. Evaluate

the integration constant for a; = when i = and show that

7 • log TW T—-7T 5?^- = Constant. ... (3)

P. Henry (Zeit. phys. Ohem., 10, 116, 1892) worked with a^ = 18-23,^2 = 0;

analysis showed that when dx/dt = 0, x = 13'28; a^-x = 4-95; ^2 + a; = 13'28

;

S"=2'68. Substitute these values in (8); reduce the equation to its lowest

terms and verify the constancy of the resulting expression when the following

pairs of experimental values are substituted for x and t,

t= 21, 50, 65, 80, 160 ...;

x= 2-39, 4-98, 6-07, 7-14, 10-28...

(2) A more complicated example than the preceding reaction of the first

order, occurs during the esterifioation of alqohol by acetic acid :

CHg . GOGH + CjHj . OH :^ CHg . OGOO2H5 + H . OH,

a reaction of the second order. Let a^, b^ denote the initial concentrations of

the acetic acid and alcohol respectively, a^, 65 of ethyl acetate and water.

Show that, dxidt = fci(ai - a;) (6] - x) - kj^a.^ + a;) (63 + a;). Here, as else-

where, the calculation is greatly simplified by taking gram molecules such

that Oj = 1, 61 = 1, Oj = 0, 62 = 0. The preceding equation thus reduces to

§ = fc,(l - a!)» - M' (4)

For the sake of brevity, write W^ -k^ = m and let o, /3 be the roots of the

equation ^ - 2mx + m = 0. Show that (7) may be written

{x-aUx-ff) = ^^~^^^^-

Integrate for a; = when i = 0, in the usual way. Show that since

a = TO + ^/m' - m and 3 = m - ijm? - to, page 853,

1 , (m - njm? - to) (to + \Jm^ - m - x) ,—5
t log ^ ' ^

,

-' = 2(&, - k^ VTO^ - TO. (6)
* (to + ijw? - m) {m - ijrri? - m - x)

^ is evaluated as before. Since m = fti/(fc, - fcj) ; to = 1/(1 - fej/fci). M. Ber-

thelot and L. Pdan St. Gilles' experiments show that for the above reaction,

kilk, = 4 ; TO = * ; \/m^ - to = %; ^{k^ - ^2) = 0-00575 ; or, using common

logs, |(fci X 0-4343 - \) = 0-0025. The corresponding values of x and t were

t= 64, 103, 137, 167 ...;

a; = 0-250, 0-345, 0-421, 0-474 ...;

constant = 0-0023, 0-0022, 0-0020, 0.0021...

P
*
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Verify this last line from (5). For smaller values of t, side reactions are

supposed to disturb the normal reaction, because the value of the constant

deviates somewhat from the regularity just found.

(3) Let one gram molecule of hydrogen iodide in a « litre vessel be heated,

decomposition takes place according to the equation : 2HI^ Hj+Ij. Hence

show that for equilibrium,

dx , /I - Say / ay ...

and that (1 - 2a!)/« is the concentration of the undissooiated acid. Put

ft]//c2 = S. and verify the following deductions,

h
dx _ 1 . >JK(1- 2a!) +g _ Tc^

I K(\ - Ixf - a" Sn/T V£:(1 - 2a!) - !B
"'

Since, when < = 0, a: = 0, C = 0. M. Bodenstein {Zeit. phys. Ghent., 13, 66,

1894 ; 22, 1, 1897) found K, at 440° = 0-02, hence n/Z = 0-141,

1 , 1 + 5- la:
•• r^°^l-91a! = '=°"=*»°*'

provided the volume remains constant. The corresponding values of x and t are

to be found by experiment. £l.g., when i = 16, a! = 00378, constant = 0-0171

;

and when i = 60, a! = 0-0950, constant = 0-0173, etc.

(4) The "active mass" of a solid is independent of its quantity. Hence,

if c is a constant, show that for OaOOj^ OaO + OOj, Kc = p, where^j denotes

the pressure of the gas.

(5) Prove that the velocity equation of a complete reaction of the first

order. A, = Aj, has the same general form as that of a reversible reaction,

Aj^ Aj, of the same order when the concentration of the substances is re-

ferred to the point of equilibrium instead of to the original mass. Let |

denote the value of x at the point of equilibrium, then, dMJdt=\{fl^ -x)-Jc^;

becomes dxjdt = &i(ai -
f)

- fe^J. Substitute for fejits value fcj(ai - {)/J, when

dxjdt = 0,

. dx_ k,a,(i - a!)
.

dx

di i
—•"

2B- = «({-«). • • • (7)

where the meanings of a, k, k^ vrill be obvious.

(6) Show that k is the same whether the experiment is made with the

substance Aj, or Aj. It has just been shown that starting with Aj, k = fciOi/l

;

starting with Aj, it is evident that there is Oi - { of Ag will exist at the point

of equilibrium. Hence show dx/dt — k^{{ai - 1) - a}l(ai - J) ; ^£=Jhi'h - !)•

therefore, as before, k^OiHoi - {) = \<hli- dxjdt = k-yay(a,i - J - *)/!• I''**"

grate between the limits < = and t = t,x = x^ and a: = as, ; then show, from

(7), that

0. Tubandt has measured the rate of inversion of Z-menthone into <2-men-

thone, and vice versd (Dissertation, Halle, 1904). In the first series of experi-

ments a! denotes the amount of «2-meuthone present at the time t ; and in the



105,
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On integration, k^logia - x) = kjlog{b - y) + log G, where log G

is the integration constant. To find G notice that when x = 0,

y = 0, and consequently log a'^ = log Gb'^ ; or, == a'^jb'^.

1

'^

a - X
(1)

°^b - y

The ratio (a - x)la measures the amount of salt remaining in

the solution, after x of it has been precipitated. The less this ratio,

the greater the amount of salt A in the precipitate. The same

thing may be said of the ratio lb - y)/b in connection with the

salt'B. The more h^ exceeds k-^, the less will A tend to accumulate

in the precipitate and, the more fcj exceeds fcg, the more will A tend

to accumulate in the precipitate. If the ratio kjk^ is nearly unity,

the process of fractional precipitation will be a very long one,

because the ratio of the qjiantities of A and B in the precipitate

wUl be nearly the same. In the limiting case, when k-^ — k^, or

kjk^ = 1, the ratio of A to B in the mixed precipitate will be the

same as in the solution. In such a case, the complex nature of

the "earth" could never be detected by fractional precipitation.

The application to gravimetric analysis has not yet been worked

out.

80. To Evaluate DefiniteAreas enclosed by Curves.

Integrals.

Let AB (Fig. 100) be any curve whose equation is known. It

B is required to find the area of the

portion bounded by the curve ; the

two coordinates PM, QN ; and that

portion of the a;-axis, MN, included

between the ordinates at the ex-

tremities of that portion of the curve

under investigation. The area can

be approximately determined by sup-

posing PQMN to be cut up into small

strips—called surface elements—
_•* perpendicular to the ic-axis ; finding

the area of each separate strip on

the assumption that the curve bound-

ing one end of the strip is a straight
Pig. 100.
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line ; and adding the areas of all the trapezoidal-shaped strips

together. Let the surface PrqQNM be out up into two strips by

means of the line LB. Join PB, BQ.

Area PQMN = Area PBLM + Area BQNL.

But the area so calculated is greater than that of the required

figure. The shaded portion of the diagram represents the magni-

tude of the error. It is obvious that the narrower each strip is

made, the greater will be the number of trapeziums to be included

in the calculation and the smaller will

be the error. If we could add up the n/
areas of an infinite number of such strips,

the actual error would become vanish-

ingly small. Although we are unable Pjl-

to form any -distinct conception of this

process, we feel assured that such an

operation would give a result absolutely

correct. But enough has been said on ' ivi S

this matter in § 68. We want to know ^"* ^°^'

how to add up an infinite number of infinitely small strips.

In order to have some concrete image before the mind, let

us find the area of PQNM in Fig. 101. Take any small strip

PBSM ; let PM = y,BS = y + Sy; OM = x; and OS = x + Sx.

Let 8A represent the area of the small strip under consideration.

If the short distance, PB, were straight and not curved, the area,

M, of the trapezium PBSM would be, (U), page 604,

u = ^sx{PM + BS) = 8x(y + ¥y)-

By making hx smaller and smaller, the ratio, Mj^x = y + ^8y;

approaches, and, at the limit, becomes equal to

This formula represents the area of an infinitely narrow strip, say,

PM. The total area. A, can be determined by adding up the

areas of the infinite number of infinitely narrow strips ranged side

by side from MP to NQ. The area of any strip is obviously length

X width, or 2/ X dx. Before we can proceed any further, we must

know the relation between the length, y, of any strip in terms of its

distance, x, from the point 0. In other words, we must have the

equation of the curve PQ. For instance, the area of aity indefinite
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portion of the curve, is

A^\y:dx+G (2)

and the area bounded by the portion situated between the ordinates

having the abscissae a^ and a^ (Fig. 100) is

=.W.dx+G. . . . (3)

Equation (2) is an indefinite integral, equation (3) a dejSnite

integral. The value of the definite integral is determined by the

magnitude of the upper and lower limits. In Fig. 100, if a-j., a^, a^

represent the magnitudes of three abscissae, such that a^ lies

between aj and a^,

A =
\
y.dx + G =

\
y .dx + \ y.dx+G.

When the limits are known, the value of the integral is found by

(Subtracting the expression obtained by substituting the lower limit

in place of x, from a similar expression obtained by substituting

the upper limit for x.'

In order to fix the idea, let us take a particular case. Suppose

y = 2x, and we want to deal with that portion of the curve between

the ordinates a and b. Prom (3),

['20; . «ia; = IV + G; . . . (4)

The vertical line in the preceding equation, (4), resembles Sarraus'

symbol of substitution. The same idea is sometimes expressed

by square brackets, thus,

r2a!.da!=ra;2 + gT = {Ifl + G) - {a? + G) == (6^- a?).

J a \__ _}a

The process of finding the area of any surface is called, in the

regular text-books, the quadrature of surfaces, from the fact that

the area is measured in terms of a square—sq. cm., sq. in., or

whatever unit is employed. In applying these principles to

specific examples, the student should draw his own diagrams.

If the area bounded by a portion of an ellipse or of an hyperbola

is to be determined, first sketch the curve, and carefully note the

limits of the integral.

Examples.—(1) To find the area bounded by an ellipse, origin at the

centre. Here
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Refer to Fig. 22, page 100. The aum of all the elements perpendicular to the

aj-axis, from OPi to OP^, is given by the equation

I
y.dx,

J
A

'

for, when the curve outs the as-axis, x = a, and when it cuts the y-&xia, x = 0.

The positive sign in the above equation, represents ordinates above the a-axis.

The area of the ellipse is, therefore.

J
dx.

Substitute the above value of y in this expression and we get for the sum of

this infinite number of strips,

A = i- f ^{a^ - x^)dx,
<^J

which may be integrated by parts, thus

^=4[|v(»-.^).|%in->:-H-a];.

The term within the brackets is yet to be evaluated between the limits x = a

and a; =

^ = 4[{iV(»^ - »') +i''^-'E + O} - {In/K - 0^) + ^sin-^ + O}]

.'. A = i-x -K-sm-'l;
a 2

remembering that sin 90° = 1, sin-^l = 90° and 2sin-'l = 180 = ir. The
area of the ellipse is, therefore, irab. If the major and minor axes are equal,

a = b, the ellipse becomes a circle whose area is ira!'. It will be found that

the constant always disappears in this way when evaluating a definite

integral.

(2) Find the area bounded by the rectangular hyperbola, xy = a; or,

y = ajx, between the Kmits x = x^^ and x »= jCj.

A= y.dx= -*b;

.: A = dplog X + C = 4(log iBj + C) - ( log asi + O)} = a log^

If a^ = 1, and sCa = a; ; A = a logeS!. This simple relation appears to be the

reason natural logarithms are sometimes called hyperbolic logaritluns.

(3) Find the area bounded by the curve y = 12(a; - l)/a;, when the limits

are 12 cm. and 3 cm. Ansr. 91'36 sq. cm. The integral is
12J (a; - l)x - Hx

;

or 12[a - log a!]^ = 12(9 - log 4), etc. Use the table of natural logarithms,

page 627.

(4) Show that the area bounded by the logarithmic curve, x = log y, is

2/
- 1. Hint. A = /% = y + G. Evaluate by noting that when a; = 0,

y = -l,A = 0. If 2/ = 1, 4=0; if 2/ = 2, 4 = 1; etc.

If polar coordinates are employed, the differential of the area
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assumes the form
dA = ^r^de (5)

Example.—Find the area of the hyperbolic spiral between and + r.

See Ex. (2), page 117. re = a; de = - a. drjr^; consequently,

. C a , 11° cur or
^ = -i .2-*' = -2|, T=T-

After this the integration constant is not to be used at any

stage of the process of integration between limits. It has been

retained in the above discussion to further emphasize the rule

:

The integration constant of a definite integral disappears during

the process of integration. The absence of the indefinite integration

constant is the mark of a definite integral.

§ 81. Mean Values of Integrals.

The curve

y = rsina;,

represents the sinusoid curve for the electromotive force, y, of an

alternating current ; r denotes the maximum current ; x denotes

the angular displacement made in the time t, such that x = 2irt/T,

where T denotes the time of a complete revolution of the coil in

seconds. The value of y, at any instant of time, is .proportional to

the corresponding ordinate of the curve. "When x = 90°, t = ^T, the

coil has made a quarter revolution, and the ordinate is a maximum.
When X = 270°, or when t = fT, that

is, in three-quarters of a revolution,

the ordinate is a minimum. The
curve cuts the ai-axis when x = 0°,

180°, and 360°, that is, when t = 0,

^T, and T. For half revolution, !the

average electromotive force beginning

Fia. 102.
when x = 0, is equal to the area

bounded by the curve OPG (Fig. 102),

and the aj-axis, cut off at l-T, that is, at ir. This area, A^, is

evidently

A^ = I rsiax.dx = - rcosa; T = - rcosir + roosO = 2r,

because cos tt = cos 180° = - 1, and cos 0° = 1.

The area, A2, bounded by the sine curve during the second

half revolution of the coil lies below the a;-axis, and it has the same
numerical value as in the first half. This means that the average
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electromotive force during the second half revolu fcion is numerically

equal to that of the first half, but of opposite sign. It is easy to

see this.

A^ = I rsayx.dx^ -
]2ir

= - rcos27r + rcosir = - 2r,

since cos 360° = cosO° = 1. The total area, A, bounded by the

Bine curve and the a;-axis during a complete revolution of the coil

is zero, since

4 = ^1 + jIj = 0.

The area bounded by the sine curve and the aj-axis for a whole

period 27r, or for any number of whole periods, is zero.

If now i/i, y^, y^,...,y„ be the values of f{x) when the space

from a to 6 is divided into n equal parts each Sx wide, b - a= nSx,

and if

y = /(iB)

;

Vi =/(«) ; 2/2 =/(« + Sa;)
; 2/3 =/(« + ^Sx);...; y„ =f{b -n- 18aj).

The arithmetical mean of these n values of y is, by definition,

the wth part of their sum. Hence,

yi + ^2 + 2/3 + • • • + y^ ^ (2/1 + 2/2 + 2/3 + • + 2/n)8iC

n b - a
'

since nhx = b — a. It x now assumes every possible value lying

in the interval between b and a, n must be infinitely great. Hence

the sum of this infinite number of indefinitely small quantities is

expressed by the symbol

I f{x)dx,

as indicated on page 189. The arithmetical mean of all the values

which f{x) can assume in the interval 6 - a is, therefore.

f{x)dx , p

This is called the mean or average value of f{x) over the range

b - a. Geometrically, the mean value is the altitude of a rectangle,

on the base b - a, whose area is equal to that bounded by the curve

y =f{x), the two ordinates and the a;-axis. In Fig. 102, OA is the

mean value of y, that is, of r sin x, for all values of x which may

vary continuously from to tt. This is easy to see.
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I
rsinx .dm = Area OPG = Area of rectangle OABG

',

Jo
= 0G y< OA = {b - a) X OA,

where a denotes the abscissa at the point O, and b the abscissa at

G. But b - a = TT, and OA = ^j, consequently,

- 1 .
2r

Mean value of ordinate = —
| r sina; . dx = —= 0"6366r.

TT

Instruments for measuring the average strength, y-^, of an alternat-

ing current during half a complete period, that is to say, during the

time the current flows in one direction, are called electrodynamo-

meters. The electrodynamometer, therefore, measures y-^ = OA
(Kg. 102) = 2r/ir = 0-6366r. But MP = r denotes the maxunum
current, because sin x is greatest when x = 90°, and sin 90° = 1.

Hence, y = rsin 90° = r.

Maximnm current = T ; Average current = 0'6366t.

There is another variety of mean of no little importance in the

treatment of alternating currents, namely, the square root of the

mean of the squares of the ordinates for the range from as = to

X = TT. This magnitude is called the mean square value of /(a;).

With the preceding function, y = r sin a;, the

1 f
"^ r2

Mean value of «^ = — I r sin% .dx=-ci',

on integration by parts as in (12), page 205. Again

Mean square value of y^ = V^r^ = 0'7071r.

Examples.—(1) In calculations involving mean values care must be

taken not to take the wrong independent variable. £'ind the mean velocity of

a particle falling from rest with a constant acceleration, the velocities being

taken at ec[ual distances of time. When a body falls from rest, F = gt,

F
2 ~2'

that is to say, the meia-n velocity, Tt, with respect to equal intervals of time

is^Jne half the final velocity. On the other hand, if we seek the mean

velocity which the body had after describing equal intervals of space, s,

and remembering that 7" = 2js,

that is, two-thirds of the final velocity.

(2) Show that if a particle moves with a constant acceleration, the mean

square of the velocities at equal infinitely small intervals of time, is

y(V^ + F|,F] + Y^, where F,, and Fj respectively denote the initial and final

velcfOities.

M7'-'=\U'-'''''i-'
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(3) The relation between the amount, x, of a substance transformed at

the time, t, in a unimoleoular chemical reaction may be written x

=

a(l - e " *")

where a denotes the amount of substance present at the beginning of the

reaction, and J; is a constant. Show that Y = ake ~ *' ; or, V = k{a - x)

according as we refer the velocity to equal intervals of time, t; or to equal

amounts of substance transformed, x. Also show that the mean velocity

with respect to equal intervals of time in the interval ij - to, is

h ~ h
V,

1 /«!

= ? T \
'ake - '''dt = •

1 fi
Vx = — Ma - x)dix =

Xi- xj . ^ '

log k^ - log 7,'

and the mean velocity, Vx, with respect to equal amounts of substance trans-

formed, is

fe(aa - JBo) (2a- Xi- x„) ^ V„ + 7,

If tj = 0, and <j is infinite, the mean velocity, Vt, converges towards .zero.

Several interesting relations can be deduced from this equation.

Problems connected with mean densities, centres of mass,

moments of inertia, mean pressures, and centres of pressure are

treated by the aid of the above principles.

§ 82. Areas Bounded by Curves. Work Diagrams.

I.

—

The area enclosed between two different curves. Let PABQ
and PA'B'Q (Fig. 103) be two curves, it is required to find the

area PABQB'A'. Let y-^ = f-^ix) be the equation of one curve,

Vi = fi{^)' *lie equation of the other. First find the abscissae of

the points of intersection of the two curves. Find separately the

B

M

B'

R S

Fig. 103.

s^.

Fia. 104.

areas PABQMN and PA'B'QMN, by the preceding methods. Let

a and b respectively denote the abscissae OM, and ON (Fig. 103),

of the points of intersection, P and Q, of the two curves. The

required area, A, is, therefore.

Area PABQB'A' = Area PABQMN - Area PA'B'QMN

: yj^dx ~ \y^.dx. . . . (1).A
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To find the area of the portion ABBA', let x-^ be the abscissa

of AB, and x^ the abscissa of BS, then,

p2 f*2 f*24 = y^.dx -\ y^.dx=\ (y^ - y^dx.
J*i J*i J*i

(2)

In illustration let us consider the area included between the two

parabolas whose equations are y'^= ix; and x"^ = 4y. The curves

obviously meet at the origin, and at the point a; = 4, cm., say,

«/ = 4 cm. (16), page 95. Consequently,

A = l-j-da; - I 2 \/a?. ^a; =
2J

(-g - Jxjdx = - 2| sq. om. (3)

Why the negative sign ? On plotting it will be seen that we first

integrated along the Une 0GB (Pig. 104), and then subtracted from

this the result of integrating along the hne OAP. We ought to

have gone along OAP first. It is therefore necessary to pay some
attention to this matter.

Let a given volume, x, of a gas be contained in a cylindrical

vessel in which a tightly fitting piston can be made to slide (Kg.

105). Let the sectional area of

the piston be unity. Now let

the volume of gas change dx

units when a slight pressure X
E^<*- 105. is appUed to the free end of the

piston. Then, by definition of work, W,

Work = Force x Displacement ; oi, dW = X .dx.

If p denotes the pressure of the gas and v the volume, we have,

dW = p .dv.

Now let the gas pass from one condition where a; = a!i to an-

other state where x = X2. Let the corresponding pressures to

which the gas was subjected be respectively denoted by X^ and X,.

By plotting the successive values of X
and X, as x passes from Xi and x^, we
get the curve AGB, shown in Kg. 106.

The shaded part of the figure represents

the total work done on the system

during the change.

If the gas returns to its original

state through another series of succes-

sive values of X and x we have the

curve ADB (Fig. 107). The total
Fia. 106.—Work Diagram.
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Fig. 107.—Work Diagram.

work done hy the system will then be represented by the area
ABDx^y If we agree to call the work done on the system
positive ; and work done by the system negative, then (Fig. 107),

1^1 - ^2 = -^sa AGBXc^X^ - Area ADBx^X^ = Area ACBD.
The shaded part in Kg. 107, therefore, represents the work done
on the system during the above cycle

of changes. A series of operations by
which a substance, after leaving a certain

state, finally returns to its original con-

dition, is called a cycle, or a cyclic

process. A cyclic process is represented

graphically by a closed curve. In any
cyclic change, the work done on the

system is equal to the "area of the

cycle ".

"

Work is done on the system while x is increasing and by the

system when x is decreasing. Therefore, if the curve is described

by a point moving round the area AGBD in the direction of the

hands of a clock, the total work done

on the system is positive ; if done in

the opposite direction, negative. We
can now understand the negative

sign in the comparatively simple ex-

ample. Fig. 104, above. We should

have obtained a positive value if we
had started from the origin and taken

the curves in the direction of the

hands of a clock.

If the diagram has several loops

as shown in Fig. 108, the total work
is the sum of the areas of the several

loops developed by the point travelling in the same direction as the

hands of a clock, minus the sum of the areas developed when the

point travels in a contrary direction. This graphic mode of re-

presenting work was first used by Clapeyron. The diagrams are

called Clapeyron's Wopk Diagrams.

Fia. 108.—Work Diagram.

In Watt's indicator diagrams, the area enclosed hy the curve represents

the excess of the work done by the steam cm the piston during a forward

stroke, over the work done by the piston when ejecting the steam in the re-

turn stroke. The total energy communicated to the piston is thus represented
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by the area enclosed by the curve. This area may be determined by one of

the methods described in the next chapter, page 335, § 110.

II. The area bounded by two branches of the same curve is but

a simple application of Equation (1). Thus the area, A, enclosed

between the two limbs of the curve y^ = (x^ + 6f and the ordinates

aj = 1, a; = 2 is

A =± \(x^ + 6)dx = ± 8| units,

as you will see by the method adopted in the preceding example.

Example.—Show that the area between the parabola y = x^ - 5x + G,

the a!-axis, and the ordinates a; = 1, a; = 5, is 5i units. Hint. Plot the curve

and the last result follows from the diagram. Of course you can get the same

result by integrating ydx between the limits x = 5, and x = 1.

% 83. Definite Integrals and their Properties.

There are some interesting properties of definite integrals worth

noting, and it is perhaps necessary to further amplify the remarks

on page 232.

1. A definite integral is a fimction of its limits. If /'(a;) denotes

the first dififerential coefficient oif(x),

^"/{x) . dx = ^f{x) ]' , or,

I

'/(a;) = f{b) - /(«)•

This means that a definite iutegral is a function of its limits, not of

the variable of integration, or

[f(x) . dx = [f{y) . dy = [f{z) .dz. . . (1)

ja Ja J a

In other words, functions of the same form, when integrated

between the same Umits have the same value.
r

Examples.—(1) Show
|
e— 'dx^ I e— 'dz=t~<'-e~*.

(2) Prove P x-^.dx = \{(Bf - ( - 1)'} = 9\.

By way of practice verify the following results :

—

ia\ J
sin a; . da; = -

I
cos a; = - ( cos 5 - cos 0° 1 = 1.

(4) / " sirAc.dX'^^; j
sin'he .dec=-A^ - T^)'-.

j
sin^.dx = ^^
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Put M = gin X,Hint for the indefinite integral. Integrate by parts.

dv = sin a; . dx. From (1), § 74,

Jsinite . cte = sin CB . cos a; + loosite . da; = sin a . cos x + j{l - am^x)dx.

Transpose the last term to the left-hand side, and divide by 2.

.•• Jsin^a; . dx = ^(sin a; . cos a; + a;) + O.

II. The interchange of the limits of a definite integral causes

the integral to change its sign. It is evident that

^f(x)dx =f{a) - f{b) = -\/{'^)dx, (2)

or, when the upper and lower limits of an integral are inter-

changed, only the sign of the definite integral changes. This

means that if the change of the variable from 6 to a is reckoned

positive, the change from a to & is negative. That is to say, if

motion in one direction is reckoned positive, motion in the

opposite direction is to be reckoned negative.

III. The decomposition of the integration limits. If m is any

interval between the limits a and 6, it follows directly from what
has been said upon page 232, that

jf'ix)dx =^^J'ix)dx+^f{x)dx =^f{a) -f{m) +f{m) -f(b). (3)

Or we can VTrite

^y'{x)dx = ^y'{x)dx - ^y'{x)dx =^f{m) -f(b) -/H +/(«). (4)

In words, a definite integral extending over any given interval

is equal to the sum of the definite integrals

extending over the partial intervals. Con-

sequently, if f'{x) is a finite and single-

valued function between x = a, and x = b,

but has a finite discontinuity at some point

TO (Fig. 109), we can evaluate the in-

tegral by taking the sum of the partial

integrals extending from a to to, and from

TO to b.

y
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Such are logarithmic, irrational algebraic, and inverse trigonomet-

rical functions. For example, y = tan ~ 'as is a multiple-

valued function, because the ordinates corresponding to

the same value of x differ by multiples of ir. Verify this

by plotting. Obviously, ii x = a and x = h are the

limits of integration of a multiple-valued function, we

must make sure that the ordinates x = a and x = h

belong to the same branch of the curve y = f{x). In

Fig. 110, if x=OM, y is multi-valued, for 2/ may be MP,
MQ, or MB. The imaginary values in no way interfere

with the ordinary arithmetical ones. A single-valued

function assumes cne single value for any assigned (real or imaginary) value

of the independent variable. For example, rational algebraic, exponential

and trigonometrical functions are single-valued functions.

IV. Iff'{x)dx be one function of y, andf'{a — x)dx beumotherj

function of y,

f'{x)dx=\ f'{a - x)dx
Jo Jo

(5)

For, if we put a - y = x ;
.-. dx == - dy, and substitute x = a, we

see at once that y = ; and similarly, ii x = 0, y = a.

..^yix)dx= -£/'(« - y)^ ={/'(« - x)dx,

from (2) and (1) abov" or we can see this directly, since

[ f'{x)dx =
(
/' (a - x)dx = -

f /'(a - x)d(a - x) =f(a) -f(0).
Jo Jo Jo

This result simply means that the area of OPFO' (Fig. Ill)

can be determined either by taking the origin

at and calling 00' the positive direction of

the x-&%x& ; or by transferring the origin to

the point 0', a distance a from the old origin

0, and calling OO the positive direction of

the a;-axis. The following result is an im-

portant application of this,Pig. 111.

sm"a; .dx = \ sm" ( g - xjdx = cos"a! . dx. (6)

Examples.—(1) Verify the following results :

—

/•Jrr/in- r*"' n
I ooBx.dx= I &mx.dx=l; I

Jo Jo J I

(2) Show that, r f(ai')dx=2 f" /{x'^dx

oos^'a! . dx Bin'x . dx=2-
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(3) Evaluate / sin mx . sin nxdx. By (28), page 611,
J

2 sin moc . sin nx = ooa(m - n)x - oos(to + n)x.

.: Jsin mx . sin nxdx = Jjooa(m - njxdx - JJoos(m + n)xdx
;

sin(m - n)x sin(m + n)x

fBin mx .sin nxdx = „, ^ - n/ v2(m - n) 2(m + n)

Therefore, if m and n are integral,

IT

sin mx . oos nxdx=0.
J'

Eemembering that sin ir = sin 180° = 0, and sin 0° = 0, if m = n, show that

X sin 2nxfir 1 fiT r.

I sin%i(;da!=g
I

{1 - ooa 2nx)dx ='\
;

I

2 4?i

(4) Show that the Integral of cos ma; . oos nx . dx, between the limits tt

and 0, is zero when m and n are whole numbers and that the integral is ^-r,

whenm = n. Hints. Prom (27), page 612,

2 oos TOCB. cos wa!=oo8(»8-re)a! + cos(m + n)x.

/IT X X
a sin g . cos „ . dx. Ansr.

4

„ /"t
. a ,/ . a;\ 2a|ir

. „a;

2aj^ svn^.d[sin^) = -^-\^ sm^^ = a.

(6) Show that | cos mx . oos na; . (te = ; i sin mx , sin ria; . dx =0

;

+ ir

COS ma; . sin Jia; . cte =0. Hint. Use the results of Ex. (3) and (4).

(7) Integrate f %=f x-^dx=\ -\ .
and is the answer -2?

F. The function may become infinite at or between the limits of

integration. We have assumed that the integrals are contmuous

between the Umits of integration. I dare say that the beginner

has given an affirmative answer to the question at the end of the

last example. The integral jx ~ ^dx, between the

limits 1 and - 1 ought to be given by the area

bounded by the curve y = x-^, the a;-axis and

the ordinates corresponding with x = 1, and

a! = - 1. Plot the curve and you will find that

this result is erroneous. The curve sweeps

through infinity, whatever that may mean, as x pjg hq.

passes from + 1 to - 1 (Kg. 112). The method

of imtegration is, therefore, unreliable when the function to he

integrated becomes infinite or otherwise discontinuous at or between

the limits of integration. Consequently, it is necessary to examine

Q * '
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certain functions in order to make sure that they are finite and

continuous between the given limits, or that the functions either

continually increase or decrease, or alternately increase and de-

crease a finite number of times.

This subject is discussed in the opening chapters of B. Eiemann

and H, Weber's Die Partiellen Differential-Gleichtmgen der mathe-

matisohen Physik, Braunschweig, 1900-1901, to which the student

must refer if he intends to go exhaustively into this subject. I can,

however, give a few hints on the treatment of these integrals. It

is easy to see that

1

j:^
'dx = = 1 e"

and if n is made infinitely great, the integral tends towards the

limit unity. Hence we say that

I

e-'dx = 1.

If the function is continuous for all values of x between a and

b, except when x — b, at the upper limit, it is obvious that

^y'{x)dx=Ijt,^o\[ ''f'{x)dx . . (7)

if h is diminished indefinitely, h, of course, is a positive number.

And in a similar manner, if f{x) is continuous for all values of x

except when a; = a, at the lower limit,

\''f{x)dx = Lt„J f'{x)dx. . . (8)

/^ dx /!."* dx r "11 - *

.z = Iit»=o ,- = L>t„=o _ iJTZ-^
a/I - X Jo tjl - cc L Jo

= Lt» = ,{ - 2n/1 - 1 + h - ( - 2)} = 2 - i-Jh.

As h is made indefinitely small, the integral tends towards the limit 2.

dx

J o^

— 2.
'ojl

(2) Show that j^^ = Lt»=oj^^ = Lt»=o(^^ - ij.

As % is made very small, the expression on the right becomes infinite. A
definite numerical value for the integral does not exist.

(3) Show that / rt—i = Lt»=9/ ,-r—i = Lt^osin Yl - ;:)•
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Since when h is made very small the limit ' approaches sin - '1, or ^.

(4) Show that j— = Ltj=o f -| = log 1 - log fe = log ^ = «=.

When the function f{x) becomes infinite between the limits, we
write

^f'(x)dx=U^^,^^ f'{x)dx + U^,^A f'{x)dx. (9)

if /'(re) only becomes infinite at the one point. If there are n dis-

continuities, we must obviously take the sum of n integrals.

=Lt»=o[-|];+ Lt.'=o[-i]"' = Lt.=„(l - i)+ Lt„=„(i - l),

The integral thus approaches infinity as h and h' are made very small.

as h and h' become indefinitely small, the lifnit becomes indefinitely great,

and the integral is indeterminate.

(3)
r dx 6

Show that / 37= = n.
J -L^Jx ^

It would now do the beginner good to revise the study of liinits by the aid

of say J. J. Hardy's pamphlet, Infinitesimals and Limits, Baston, 1900, or the

discussions in the regular text-books.

§ 84. To find the Length of any Curve.

To find the length, I, of the curve AB (Kg. 113) when the

equation of the curve is known. This is equivalent to finding the

length of a straight line of the same length as the curve if the curve

were flattened out or rectified, hence the process is called the recti-

fication of curves. Let the coordinates of A be (asg, j/q), and of

-S> (^»i ^m)' Take any two points, P, Q, on the curve. Make the

construction shown in the figure. Then, by Euclid, i., 47, if P and

Q are sufficiently close, we have, very nearly

(PQy = i&xy + {%yY or, dl = ^{Axf H- {dyf

' Note the equivocal use of the word limit. There is a difference between the

' limit " of the differential calculus and the " limit " of the integral calculus.
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at the limit when the length of the chord PQ is equal to the length

of the arc PQ, (1), page 15. Hence, the sum, I, of all the small

elements dl ranging side by side from x-^ to x^ will be

I =f:v- (1)
j:^ y \dx.

In order to apply this result it is only necessary to differentiate

the equation of the curve and substitute

the values of dx and dy, so obtained, in

equation (1). By integrating this equa-

tion, we obtain a general expression be-

tween the assigned limits, we get the

length of the given portion of the curve.

If the equation is expressed in polar

coordinates, the length of a smaU element,

dl, is deduced Ln a similar manner. Thus,

J{dr)^ H- r\def. ... (2)

The mechanical rectification of curves ia practical work is fre-

quently done by running a wheel along the curve and observing

how much it travels. In the opisometer this is done by starting

the wheel from a stop, running it along the path to be measured

;

and then applying it to the scale of the diagram, running it back-

wards until the stop is felt.

Examples.—(1) If the curve is a common parabola y''=4aa!, .•. ydy=2ad<c;

or, {dxf = y\dAiflia^; .: dl = J{y^ + iaP)dyjia, from (1) ; now integrate, as

in Ex. (1), page 203, and we get 1=^ i'Jy'' + ia^ + %a^\og{(y+ ^'f + ia?)l'in} + C.

To find G, put 2/ = 0, when J = ; .-. C = - Sa^ log 2a.

(2) Show that the perimeter of the circle, x^ + y'^ = r', is 2iir. Let I be

the length of the arc in the first quadrant, then dyjdx = - xjy.

dl

— i'V'-{i)'-=/;(T^)*-='/:^^=

L rJo 2

.'. Whole perimeter = 4 x Jttt = 2irr.

(3) Find the length of the equiangular spiral, page 116, whose equation is

r = «» ; or, e = logr/loge. Ansr. 1= s/2. r. Hint. Differentiate; .•. d9=d/rjr,

.: dl = 'sj2. dr. .: I = s/2. r + G ; when r = 0,1 = 0, G = 0.

(4) The length of the first whorl of Archimedes' spiral 2vr = a9 is 3 -38850.

Verify this. Hint. First show that the length of the spiral from the origin

to any value of 6 is ia/ir x {ds/l + 0'' + log„(fl + s/l + eP)}. For the first

whorl, 9 = 2ir = 6-2832; \/l + fl2 = 6'363
; 9 + \/l + 8= = 12-6462;

loge(9 + \/l + 9") = log.12-6462 = 2-5873. Ansr. = o(3-1865 + 0-202).
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(5) Find the value of the ratio

_ ^ _ Length of hyperbolic arc from x = aio x — x
r Distance of a point F(x, y) from the origin

The equation of the rectangular hyperbola is x'' - y' = a^, .-. y = slx'^ - a?\

.: dyjdx =xl ijx^ - a^. By substitution in (1), remembering that »•= sjx'^ + y^;

y^ = x^ - a''; .: r = n/Sk^ _ ^2.

We shall want to refer back to this result when we discuss h3rperbolie func-

tions, and also to show that

„ X + ijs? - a^ I x\^ x^ 2x6" " «" J- « -

"

a ' \ a) a? ^' " -^ ^^a 'a
The reader may have noticed the remarkable analogy between

the chemist's "atom," the physicist's "particle," and "molecule,"

and the mathematician's "differential". When the chemist wishes

to understand the various transformations of matter, he resolves

matter into minute elements which he calls atoms ; so here, we
have sought the form of a curve by resolving it into small

elements. Both processes are temporary and arbitrary auxiliaries

designed to help the mind to understand in parts what it cannot

comprehend as a whole. But once the whole concept is builded

up, the scaffolding may be rejected.

§ 85. To find the Area of a Surface of Revolution.

A surface of revolution is a surface generated by the rotation

of a line about a fixed axis, called the axis of revolution. The

quadrature of surfaces of revolution is

sometimes styled the complanation of

surfaces. Let the curve APQ (Fig. 114)

generate a surface of revolution as it

rotates about the fixed axis Ox. It is

required to find the area of this surface.

If dx and dy be made sufficiently small,
^

^"^ —
j;Jj

jg"

we may assume that the portitin {PQf, or
^^^ ^^^

{dlf = {dxf + {&y)\ . (1)

•

'

as indicated above. The student is supposed to know that the

area of the side of a circular cylinder is 2irrh, where r denotes the

radius of the base of the cylinder, and h the height of the cylinder.

The surface, els, of the cylinder generated by the revolution of the
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y

line Al, will approaoh the limit

ds = %nid,l .... (2)

as the length, Al, at P is made i'nfinitesimally small. Hence, from

(1), and (2),
;

As = 27rt/ J{&xJ X {Ayf. ... (3)

All the elements, Al, revolving around the aj-axis, will together cut

out a surface having an area

, = 2.}j7l.(|)V ... (4)

where x-y and x^ respectively denote the abscissae of the portion of

the curve under investigation.

Examples.—(1) Find the surface generated by the revolution of the slant

"side of a triangle. Hints. Equation of the line OG (Eig. 116) is y=mx;

die, s=j2irm^T+m^ . xdx = irmafl^l + m?+ C.

Beckon the area from the apex, where x=0,

therefore C—0. If a!=7i=height of cone=
OB and the radius of the base = r = BO,

then, m = r/fc and

= irr s/h!' + r^ = 2itr x J slant height.

This is a well-known rule in mensuration.

(2) Show that the surface generated by

the revolution of a circle is 4nr^. Hint,

aja + j^ = r»; dyjdx = - xly; y = s/{r''-x^)

;

.: ^jy sj{1 + x'ly^)dx heaomes 2rr\dx Toy BMhstitutingt" = x^ + f. The limits

of the Integral for half the surface are aSj = r, and x^ = Q.

§ 86. To And the Yolnme of a Solid of Revolution.

This is equivalent to finding the volume of a cube of the same

capacity as the given solid. Hence the process is named the

cubature of solids. The notion of differentials will allow us to

deduce a method for finding the volume of the solid figure swept

out by a curve rotating about an axis of revolution. At the same

time, we can obtain a deeper insight into

the meaning of the process of integra-

tion.

We can, in imagination, resolve the

solid into a great number of elementary

parallel planes, so that each plane is part

of a small cylinder. Fig. 116 will, per-

haps, help us to form a mental picture of

the process. It is evident that the total

Fig. 116.

Pia. 116.—After Cox.
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volume of the solid is the sum of a number of suoh elementary

cylinders about the same axis. If 8x be the height of one cylinder,

y the radius of its base, the area of the base is irj/^. But the area

of the base multiplied by the height of the cylinder is the volume

of each elementary cylinder, that is to say, Try^Bx. The less the

height of each cylinder, the more nearly will a succession of them

form a figure with a continuous surface. At the limit, when
Sx = 0, the volume, v, of the solid is

py'.dx (1)

where x and y are the coordinates of the generating curve ; ajj and

a!„ the abscissae of the two ends . of the revolving curve ; and the

a;-axis is the axis of revolution.

The methods of limits can be used in place of the method of

infinitesimals to deduce this expression, as well as (4) of the pre-

ceding section. The student can, if he wishes, look this up in

some other text-book.

Examples.—(1) Find the volume of the cone generated by the revolution

of the slant side of the triangle in iBx. 1 of the preceding section. Here

y=ma;; dv=iTy^dx=Trm'^Hx. .-. v=\Ttm,'^^+ G. If the volume be reckoned

from the apex of the cone, a = 0, and therefore C=0. Let x= h and m=rjh,

as before, and the

Volume of the entire cone = ^nr^h.

(2) Show that the volume generated by the revolving parabola, j/" = iax,

is Jirj/^s, where a= height and ^= radius of the base.

(3) Eequired the volume of the sphere generated by the revolution of a

circle, with the equation: a? + y^ = r^. Volume of sphere =|irr^ Hint.

v=irj(r^ - x^)dx ; use limits for half the surface x.^=r, x^—0.

§ 87. Successive Integration. Multiple Integrals.

Just as it is sometimes necessary, or convenient, to employ

the second, third or the higher differential coefficients d?ylAx^,

cPyjdx^ . . . , so it is often just as necessary to apply successive in-

tegration to reverse these processes of differentiation. Suppose

that it is required to reduce, d^jdx^ = 2, to its original primitive

form. We can write for the first integration

.-. dy =={2x + G^)dx ; or, 2/ = J(2a; + G^)dx ; .-.y = x^ + G^x + G^.
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In order to show that dh/ldx^ is to be integrated twice, we af&x

two symbols of integration.

y = jjMx.dx, .: y = sf + C^x + C^.

Notice that there are as many integration constants, Cj, C^, as

there are symbols of integration.

Examples.—(1) Find the value oty = JJJa;^ .dx.dx.dx. Ansr.

i.i.^ + iC^x^ + 0^+0,.

(2) Integrate d?sldt^ = g, where jf is a constant due to the earth's gravita-

tion, t the time and s the space traversed by a falling body.

•-//^-?^^-'^
To evaluate the constants Cj and C^, when the body starts from a position

of rest, s = 0, « = 0, Ci = 0, Oa = 0.

In finding the area of a curve y = f{x), the same result will be

obtained whether we divide the area Oah into

a number of strips parallel to the ^-axis, as in

Fig. 117, or strips parallel to the a-axis, Pig.

118. In the second case, the reader will no

doubt be able to satisfy himself that the area

Fio. 117.—Surface
Elements.

Al\

and, in the second case, that

A
Jn
y .dx.

(1)

^2)

There is another way of looking at the matter. Suppose the

surface is divided up into an infinite number of infinitely sinall rect-

angles as illustrated in Fig. 119. The area of each rectangle will

Pia. 118.—Surface Elements.

b
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this strip from to b. The length of this^ strip, y = b, and the

width, dx, is constant ; consequently,

Area of strip Obcd == dx\ dy.
JO

The total area of the surface Obod is obviously the sum of the

areas of the infinite number of similar strips ranged along Oa.

The height of the second strip, say, dcef obviously depends upon
the nature of the curve ba. If the equation of this Une be repre-

sented by the equation,

X V

a^l = l (3)

the height y of any strip at a distance x frorn is obtained by

solving (3) for y. Consequently,

y'-{a-x) (4)

The area of any strip lying betv^een and a is therefore

Ma — x) |— .bjci - X) _.

Area Of any Strip = <ia;
" dy = dx "

^V \
= -{a-x)dx (5)

and it follov^s naturally that the area of all the strips, when each

strip has an axea b{a ~ x)dx/a, will be

C'bia-x)-, rabx-hbx^-]" a^b ia^b ab
Area of all the strips = I

-^ -dx = ^ = 2 ^ |•g^

Jo « L a Jo a a 2 ^
'

'Combining (5)' and (6), into one expression, we get

ra Ma--x) Ma-x)

A = \ dx \ dy = \ \ dx.dy, . (7)

which is called a double integral. This integral means that if we
divide the surface into an infinite number of small rectangles

—

surface elements—and take their sum, we shall obtain the re-

quired area of the surface.

To evaluate the double integral, first integrate with respect to

one variable, no matter which, and afterwards integrate with

respect to the other. If we begin by keeping x constant and

integrating with respect to y, as y passes from to b, we get the

area of the vertical strip Obcd (Fig. 119) ; we then take the sum of

the rectangles in each vertical strip as x passes from to a in
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such a way as to include the whole surface ObaO. When there

can be any doubt as to which differential the limits belong, the

integration is performed in the following order : the right-hand

element is taken with the first integration sign on the right, and

so on with the next element. It just happens that there is no

special advantage in resorting to double integration in the above

example because the single integration involved in (1) or (2) would

have been sufficient. In some cases double integration is alone

practicable. The application of the integral calculus to this simple

problem in mensuration may seem as incongruous as the employ-

ment of a hundred-ton steam hammer to craok nuts. But I have

done this in order that the attention might be alone fixed upon

the mechanism of the hammer.

Examples.—(1) Show that if the curve ab (Fig. 119) be represented by

equation (3), then the area of the surface bounded by ab, and the two co-

ordinate axes, may be variously represented by the integrals

a fi b fa ra r 6(a - i)/a rb ra{i - y)/6

5J/
- y)dy

; sj„(a - ^)dx -,

jj^
dy.dx;

jj dx . dy.

(2) Show
/ / x.dx.dy= j x.dx\y\ = 3 / a; .ia; = sl -g = 7J.
J iJ i J 2 LJ2 J 2 la^

(3) Show / / xy^.dx.dy=-^.

(4) Show that the area bounded by the two parabolas Sy^ = 25x ; and

5x^ = 9yii 6 units.

The areas of curves in polar coordinates may be obtained in- a,

similar manner. Divide the given surfaces up into slices by drawing

radii vectores at an angle d0 apart, and subdivide these slices by

drawing arcs of circles with origin as centre. Consider any little

surface element, say, PQBS (Fig.

120). OPQ may be regarded as a

triangle in which PQ = OQ sin (dd).

But the limiting value of the sine

of a very small angle is the angl^

itself, and since OQ = r, we have
Fia. 120. ^„ ,, ^T. „o • 1.QP = rd$. Now PS is, by con-

struction, equal to dr. The area of each little segment is, at the

limit, equal to PQ x PS, or

dA = r. dr.de. ... (8)

The total area will be found by first adding up all the surface
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elements in the sector OBG, and then adding up all the sectors lilce

GOB which it contains, or.

A = TTV .dr. do. (9)

Example.—Find the area of the circle whose equation is r = 2a ooa 9,

where r denotes the radius of the circle. Ansr.

r2a COS S ri
. r .dr .de = ira",

We can also imagine a solid to be split up into an infinite

number of little parallelopipeds along the three dimensions x, y, z.

These infinitesimal figures may be called volume elements. The
capacity of each little element dx x dy x dz. The total volume,

V, of the solid is represented by the triple integral

v= [j|ia;.%.i«. . . . (10)

The first integration along the a;-axis gives the length of an

infinitely narrow strip ; the integration along the y-axis gives the

area of the surface of an infinitely thin slice, and a third integra-

tion along the z-zs.\b gives the total volume of all these little slices,

in other words, the volume of the body.

In the same way, quadruple and higher integrals may occur.

These, however, are not very common. Multiple integration rarely

extends beyond triple integrals.

Examples.—(1) Evaluate the following triple integrals :

—

r r fy^" .dx.d/y.dz;
j

j

jyx" .dy.dx.dx; I

j j yz'.dz.dx. dy.

Ansrs. 2580, 1550, 1470 respectively.

(2) Show

rr f \/(ri!-a«) f V('«-i>2-»2) 4^
(3) Evaluate 8 / / / dx.dy.dz. Ansr. -g—

.

Note sin Jir = 1. Show that this integral represents the volume of a sphere

whose equation is a;^ + ^ + a^ = r^. Hint. The " dy " integration is the

most troublesome. For it, put r» - a:' = c, say, and use Ex. (1), p. 203. As a

result, iy Jr^ - x" - y"" + W' ~ *') ^va.-\y\^W^^ has to be evaluated

between the limits y = ^{f - 3?) and 2/ = 0. The result is J(r' - x'')*. The

rest is simple enough.
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§ 88. The Isothermal Expansion of Gases.

To find the work done during the isothermal expansion of a gas,

that is, the work done when the gas changes its volume, by ex-

pansion or compression, at a constant temperature. A contraction

may be regarded as a negative expansion. There are three in-

teresting appUcations.

I.—The gas obeys Boyle's law, pv = constant, say, c. We have

seen that the work done when a gas expands against any external

pressure is represented by the product of the pressure into the

change of volume. The work performed during any small change

of volume, is

dW = p.dv. : . . . (1)

But by Boyle's law,

p=m =
l (2)

Substitute this value of p in (1), and we get dW = c . dv/v. If the

gas expands from a volume v^ to a new volume v^i it follows
«

PF = cl — = c logv + G. .: W = i^i^ilog A . (3)

Prom (2), Vj = c/pi, and also v^ = cjp^, consequently

W = p,v,log^ (5)

Equations (3) and (4) play a most important part in the theory

of gases, in thermodynamics and in the theory of solutions. The

value of G is equal to the product of the initial volume, Vj, and

pressure, p^, of the gas. Hence we may also put •

W = 2-3026p,v,log,,^ = 2-3026p,v,log,p,
^2 Pi

for the work done in compressing the gas.

Example.—In an air compressor the air is drawn in at a pressure of

14-7 lb. per square inch, and compressed to 77 lb. per square inch. The

volume drawn in per stroke is 1'52 cubic feet, and 133 strokes are made per

minute. What is the work of isothermal compression ? Hint. The work

done is the compression of 1'52 cubic feet x 133 = 202-16 cubic feet of air at

14-7 lb. to 77 lb. per square inch, or 14-7 x 144 = 2116'8 lb. to 77 x 144 =
11088 lb. per square foot. Prom Boyle's law, pjVi = p^v^ ;

.•. i;2 x 77 =
14-7 x 202-16 ; or, v^ = 38-598. From the above equation, therefore, the

work = 2-3026 x 2116-8 x 202-16 (log 202-16 - log 38-598) = 708757-28 foot

pounds per minute ; or, since a " horse power " can work 33,000 foot pounds

per minute, the work of isothermal compression is 21-48 H.P.
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II-—The gas obeys van der Waals' law, that is to say,

(p + -2)(l> — 6) = constant, say, C.

As an exercise on what precedes, prove that

This equation has occupied a prominent place in the development

of van der Waals' theories of the constitution of gases and liquids.

Example.—Find the work done when two litres of carbon dioxide are

compressed isothermally to one litre
;
given van der Waals' a = O'OOST*

;

6 = 0-0023; o = 0-00369. Substitute in (5), using a negative sign for con-

traction.

III.—The gas dissociates during expansion. By Guldberg and

Waage's law, in the reaction

:

NA^2N0„
for equilibrium, if x denotes that fraction of unit mass of NgO^

which exists as NOj, we must have

V V V

where (1 - x)/v represents the concentration of the undissociated

nitrogen peroxide. The relation between the volume and degree

of dissociation is, therefore,

^« = .-^ (6)
1 — X

If n represents the original number of molecules ; (1 - x)n will

represent the number of undissociated molecules; and 2xn the

number of dissociated molecules. If the relation pv = o does not

vary during the expansion, the pressure will be proportional to the

number of molecules actually present, that is to say, if p denotes

the pressure when there was no dissociation, and p' the actual

pressure of the gas,

p n 1

p' (1 - x)n + 2xn 1 + x'

The actual pressure of the gas is, therefore, p' = {1 + x)p
;
and

the work done is,

dW c= p' . dv = (1 + x)p . dv = p . dv + xp .dv. . (7)

From Boyle's law, and (6), we see that

c cKji - x)

•'P" v~ x^ '
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Substitute this value of p in (7). Differentiate (6) and we obtain

dv 2(1 - x)x + x^ , x{2 - x) ,

m = ~~Z(1 - xf
-• "^ = K{1 - xf-

Now substitute this value of dm in (7) ; simplify, and we get

where x-^ and x^ denote the values of x corresponding with v-^ and

V2- On integration, therefore,

W=o{log'^^^x,-x,-lo^\=^). . (8)

It follows directly from (6), that

33 SC

K{1 - x^ ' ' "' ""^ " K{1 - x^y

Substitute these values of v in (8), and the work of expansion

Pr=c{.,-.,-2Iog|^}. . . (9)

BxAMPLBS.—(1) Find the work done during the isothermal expansion of

dissociating ammonium carbamate (gas) : NHj,000NH4^ 2KH; + COj.

(2) In calculating the work done during the isothermal expansion of

dissociating hydrogen iodide, 2HI ^ H^ + Ij, does it make any diiierenoe

whether the hydrogen iodide dissociates or not 1

(3) A particle of mass m moves towards a centre of force F which varies

inversely as the square of the distance. Determine the work done by the

force as it moves from one place r^ to another place r^. Work = force x

displacement

It r is infinite, W = w/r. If the body moves towards the centre of attraction

work is done by the force ; if away from the centre of attraction, work is

done against the central force,

(4) If the force of attraction, F, between two molecules of a gas, varies

inversely as the fourth power of the distance, r, between them, show that the

work, W, done against'molecular attractive forces when a gas expands iuto

a vacuum, is proportional to the difference between the initial and final

pressures of the gas. That is, W = A{pi - p^, where A is the variation con-

stant. By hypothesis, F=alr* ; and dW=F . dr, where a is another variation

constant. Hence,

--[['"-'rs
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But r is linear, therefore, the volume of the gas will vary as r^. Henoe,
V = Jr^, where b is again constant.

But by Boyle's law, pv = constant, say, c. Hence ii A = abjSc = constant,

w==A{pi-p^y

(5) If the work done against molecular attractive forces when a gas

expands into a vacuum, is

where a is constant ; v-^, v^, refer to the initial and final volumes of the gas,

show that " any two molecules of a gas will attract one another with a force

inversely proportional to the fourth power of the distance between them ".

For the meaning of ajv', see van der Waals' equation.

§ 89. The Adiabatic Expansion of Gases.

When the gas is in such a condition that no heat can enter oi;

leave the system during the change of volume—expansion or con-

traction—the temperature will generally change during the operation.

This alters the magnitude of the work of expansion. Let us first

find the relation between p and v when no heat enters or leaves

the gas while the gas changes its volume. Boyle's relation is

obscured if the gas be not kept at a constant temperature.

J.

—

The relation between the pressure and the volume of a gas

when the volume of the gas changes adiabatically. In example

(5) appended to § 27, we obtained the expression,

As pointed out on page 44, we may, without altering the value of

the expression, multiply and divide each term within the brackets

by 7)T. Thus,

But (clQ/ar)^, is the amount of heat added to the substance at a

constant pressure for a small change of temperature ; this is none

other than the specific heat at constant pressure, usually written

Cy. Similarly (dQ/'iT)^ is the specific heat at constant volume,

written C,. Consequently,

^Q = 0.(^^/v + Ci^^dp. . . (3)
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This equation tells that when a certain quantity of heat is added

to a substance, one part is spent in raising the temperature while

the volume changes under constant pressure, and the other part is

spent in raising the temperature while the pressure changes under

constant volume. For an ideal gas obeying Boyle's law,

Substitute these values in (3), and we get

after dividing through with 6 = pv/B. By definition, an adiabatio

change takes place when the system neither gains nor loses heat.

Under these conditions, dQ = ; and remembering that the ratio

of the two specific heats GJG, is a constant, usually written y

;

G. dv dp „ Cdv Cdp
.'. y=r + -^ = : or, 7 — + I— = Constant.

G, V p ' ' '}v }p
or, y log 7) + log |» = const. ; or, log «V + log^ = const. ; .

• . log (pvy) = const.

". pvy = (5)

A most important relation sometimes called Poisson's equation.

By integrating between the limits jjj, p2 ; and Vj, v^ in the above

equation, we could have eliminated the constant and obtained (5)

in another form, namely,

Fi'W (6)

The last two.equations tell us that the adiabatic pressure of a gas

varies inversely as the -yth power of the volume. Now substitute

Vj = TjE/pj ; and v^ = T^B/p^, in (6), the result is that

®-^;-g-©'=(s)©'-''®'=(ir' c)

and the relation between the volume and temperature of a gas under

adiabatic conditions assumes the form,

This equation afQrms that for adiabatic changes, the absolute tem-

perature of a gas varies inversely as the (y - l)th power of the

volume. A well-known thermodynamic law.

Again, since "weight varies directly as the volume," if Wj
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denotes the weight of v volumes of the gas at a pressure ^^and w^
the weight of the same volume, at a pressure p^i "^^ see at once,

from (6), that

^1 " ypiJ
.... (9)

II.—The work performed when a gas is compressed under adia-

baUc conditions. From (5), p =-c/vy ; and we know that the work
done when v volumes of a gas are compressed from v^ to v^, is

•'^-7ri(i5^-^> • (10)

From (5), o = p-^v-^y = ^gV- We may, therefore, represent this

relation in another form, viz. :

_i_(^_J_ ^\ =J_/£iV _av\ L^fML _ mL\

•' w=:p:iiP2'"2-Pi"i)- . . (11)

If a gas expands adiabatically from a pressure p-^ to a pressure

P2, we get, from (6) and (11),

W = r-n(Pi^
-~y-

P2^-yy~y = -^(^i' " ^ " ^2^

"

XJPiy, (12)

provided we work with unit volume, Wj = 1, of gas, so that ^j = c.

If ^i«i = iJTj ; and j?2y2 = BT^, are the isothermal equations

for Tj" and Tg", we may write,

^=7#i(^2-2'i), . . . (13)

which states in words, that the work required to compress a mass

of gas adiabatically while the temperature changes from Tj° to Tj",

will be independent of the initial pressure and volume of the gas.

In other words, the work done by a perfect gas in passing along

an adiabatie curve, from one isothermal to another, page 111, is

constant and independent of the path.

Examples.,—(1) Two litres of a gas are compressed adiabatically to one

litre. What is the work done? Given 7 = 1-4; atmospheric pressure jp =
1-03 kilograms per sq. cm. Ansr. 16-48 kilogram metres. Hint, y, = Jdj ;

from (6), p^ = PiZ^ ; Uj = 2000 c.c. From a table of common logs,

log2V = log2i-< = 0-30103 X 1-4 = 0-4214
; or 2^'* = 2-64. From (11),

B*
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W = .Mii^l.
1-4 1), etc.

1) 1-03 X 2000

7-1
-

1-4 -T ~" 0-4 ^^'^^

(2) To oontinue illustration 3, § 20, page 62. We have assumed Boyle's

law P2P1 = pjjPj. TMs is only true under isothermal conditions. For a more

correct result, use (5) above. For a constant mass, m, of gas, m = pv, hence

show that for adiabatic conditions,

Pa _ fPi\y . .

-y^.
Pi = Pi

y e (14)

is the more correct form of Halley's law for the pressure, p^ of the atmos-

phere at a height h above sea-level. Atmospheric pressure at sea-level = p^.

(3) From the preceding example proceed to show that the rate of diminu-

tion of temperature, T, is constant per unit distance, h, ascent. In other

words, prove and interpret

^•>-^ =W^^ (15)

(4) A litre of gas at 0° 0. is allowed to expand adiabatically- to two litres.

Find the fall of temperature given 7 = 1-4. Ansr. 66° C. (nearly). Hints.

Oi = 2v^; from (8), T^ x 2»-« = 273 ; a"'* = 1-32, .-. T^ = 207° ; there is there-

fore a fall of 278 - 207° absolute, = 66° 0.

(5) To continue the discussion §§ IS and 64, suppose the gas obeys van der

Waals' law

:

{P + ^^ {i> - b)= BT. .... (16)

where B, d, 6, are known constants. The first law of thermodynamics may
be written

dQ = C,.dT+{p + alv'>)dv, . . . (17)

where the specific heat at constant volume has been assumed constant. To
find u. value for Op, the specific heat at constant pressure. Expand (16).

Differentiate the result. Cancel the term 2a6 . dvji^ as a very small order of

magnitude (§ 4). Solve the result for dv. Multiply through with p + a/v".

Since ajv^ is very small, show that the fraction {p + ajv^Kp - ajv^) is very

nearly 1 + 2alp^. Substitute the last result in (17), and

(18)

dQ = [o, + b(i + Jpjjdr - (1 + 1^) (« - 6)<¥.

By hypothesis C, is constant.

1 +
Bf 2a \

• C. - -^ ^ Cy\- pV'

For ideal gases a = 0, and we get Mayer's equation, § 27. From Boynton,

p. 114;

For.
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(6) Show van der Waals' equation for adiabatio conditions is

('P + -^ {v-b)y = BT,

and the work of adiabatio expansion is

Tr=ie(T.-r4-^-.(l-i)}..

(19)

(20)17-1
(7) Calculate the work done by a gas which is compressed adiabatioally

from a state represented by the point A (Fig. 121) along the path AB until a
state B is reached. It is then allowed to expand
isothermally along the path BC until a state C ia

reached. This is followed by an adiabatio expan-

sion along CD ; and by an isothermal contraction

along DA until the original state A is reached.

The total work done is obviously represented by

the sum of

- AabB + BCcb + CDde - DdaA.
By evaluating the work in each operation as indi-

cated in the last twosections, on the assumption that

the equation of 4B is ^1)1' =Ci; oi BC,pv=c^; CD
pv^ = C3 ; DA, jpv = C4. Hence show that the external work, W, done by the

gas, is

W=' Uog|.y-1
(8) Compare the work of isothermal and adiabatio compression in the

example on page 254. Take y for air = 1'408. Hint. From (6), 14'7 x

206-16''*''5 = 77 X v^^-^"'; .-. v^ = 62-36 cubio feet; and from (10), (62-36 x

11,088 - 202-16 X 2116-8)/0-408 = 645-871 foot lbs. per minute = 19-75 H.P.

The required ratio is therefore as 1 : 0-91.

(9) If a gas flows adiabatioally from one place where the pressure is p^ to

another place where the pressure is p^, the work of expansion is spent in

communicating kinetic energy to the gas. Let V be the velocity of flow.

The kinetic energy gained by the gas is equal to the work done. But kinetic

energy is, by definition, ^mV, where m is the mass of the substance set in

motion; but we know that mass = weight -r g, hence, if Wi denotes the

weight of gas flowing per second from a pressure p^ to a pressure p^,

If a denotes the cross sectional area of the flowing gas, obviously, w^ = aVw^,

where w^ denotes the weight of unit volume of the gas at a pressure p^. Let

vJPi = 2- From (9), w^ = w-^q^iy. Hence the weight of gas

= W;

aVw«
^">'«;i(.y-l)V^i ^» F-

Now multiply through with p^^ ; then with the denominator of p-^\p^ ;
then

with «)j/«)i, or, what is the same thing, with gi'T
;
substitute Wj = Wj^i'V, and

multiply through with the last result. The weight of gas which passes per
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second from a pressure p^ to a pressure p^ is then

% = »Vf^{2'-2"').
JOi will be a maximum when

2 = *(7 + 1)'"^.

For dry steam, y = 1'13, and hence,

log<,2 = - 8-7 X logel-065 = 1-762 ; .-. g = 0-58 ; or, p^ = 0-58pi

;

or there will be a maximum flow when the external pressure is a little less

than half the supply pressure. This conclusion was verified by the experi-

ments of Navier.

§ 90. The Influence of Temperature on Chemical and

Physical Changes.

On page 82, (18), we deduced the formula,

CS)ri^).- • p)

by a simple process of mathematical reasoning. The physical

signification of this formula is that the change in the quantity

of heat communicated to any substance per unit change of volume

at constant temperature, is equal to the product of the absolute

temperature into the change of pressure per unit change of temper-

ature at constant volume.

Suppose that 1 - a; grams of one system A is in equHibiium

with X grams of another system B. Let v denote the total volume,

and T the temperature of the two systems. Equation (1) shows

that (!>Q/'dv)r is, the heat absorbed when the very large volume of-

system A is increased by unity at constant temperature T, less the

work done during expansion. Suppose that during this change of

volume, a certain quantity (ix/liv),, of system B is formed, then, if

q be the amount of heat absorbed when unit quantity of the first

system is converted into the second, the quantity of heat absorbed

during this transformation is q{ixfdv)p q is really the molecular

heat of the reaction.

The work done during this change of volume is p.dv; but dv

is unity, hence the external work of expansion is p. Under these

circumstances.
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from (1). Now multiply and divide the numerator by the inte-

grating fac.tor, I^

.

-G4-(i); • • <3)

If, now, Wj molecules of the system A ; and n^ molecules of the

system B, take part in the reaction, we must write, instead of

pv = BT,

pv = BT{nj{l - x) + n^x} ; or, -^ =—^-^—^-^ ^^-^.

The reason for this is well worth puzzling out. Differentiate with

respect to (p/T) and x; divide by TiT ; and

B. .fdx\

Substitute this result in equation (3), and we obtain

fdx\ T^B. ,f7)x\

By Guldberg and Waage's statement of the mass law, when Wj

molecules of the one system react with n^ molecules of the other,

/a;\"2 ^/l - a;\"i

tJ
= ^(-ir)

Hence, taking logarithms,

logK + {n^ - TOj) log t) = TOj log a; - Wj log (1 - x).

Differentiate this last expression with respect to T, at constant

volume ; and with respect to v, at constant temperature,

t)logZ

^T

^2
, %

X 1 - X

Introduce these values in (4) and reduce the result to its simplest

terms, thus,

HT B'P- •
• • W

This fundamental relation expresses the change of the equilibrium

constant K with temperature at constant volume in terms of the

molecular heat of the reaction.
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Equation (5), first deduced by van't Hoff, has led to some of

the most important results of physical chemistry. Since B and

T are positive, K and g must always have the same sign. Hence

van't Hoffs principle of mobile equilibrium follows directly, viz.,

If the reaction absorbs heat, it advances with rise of temperature
;

if the reaction evolves heat it retrogrades with rise of temperature ;

and if the reaction neither absorbs nor evolves heat, the state of

equilibrium is stationary with rise of temperature.

According to the particular nature of the systems considered q

may represent the so-called heat of sublimation, heat of vaporiza-

tion, heat of solution, heat of dissociation, or the thermal value of

strictly chemical reactions when certain simple modifications are

made in the interpretation of the " concentration " K. If, at tem-

perature Tj and T^, Khecomes K^ and K^, we get, by the uitegration

of (5),

log^=^a-l\ (6)

The thermal values of the different molecular changes, calculated

by means of this equation, are in close agreement with experiment.

For instance

:

Heat of
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J
Cj ^ qfl ]_y . ,

11-84 _ 2/J 1_\

°^Ci~ 2\Ti tJ '
•'• ^^ 6-57 ~

2V283 323y"

.•. g = log 1-8 X 45,704-5 = 2,700 (nearly)
; q (observed) = 3,000 (nearly).

Use the Table of Natural Logarithms, Appendix II., for the calculation.

Le Chatelier has extended van't Hoff's law and enunciated the

important generalization :
'

' any change in the factors of equiUbrium

from outside, is followed by a reversed change within the system ".

This rule, known aa " Le Chatelier's theorem," enables the chemist

to foresee the influence of pressure and other agents on physical

and chemical equilibria.



CHAPTER V.

INFINITE SERIES AND THEIR USES.

"In abstract mathematical theorems, the approximation to truth ia

perfect. In physical science, on the contrary, we treat of

the least quantities which are perceptible."—W. Stahlby Jbvohs.

§ 91. What is an Infinite Series?

Maek off a distance AB (Fig. 122) of unit length. Bisect AB at

Oj ; bisect OyB at 0^ ; 0^ at O3 ; etc.

I ! I III
A Oi Oj, O3 0^ B

Pia. 122.

By continuing this operation, we can approach as near to B as we

please. In other words, if we take a sufficient number of terms

of the series,

AO^ + 0^0^ + 0^0^ + . . .,

we shall obtain a result differing from AB by as small a quantity

as ever we please. This is the geometrical meaning of the infinite

series of terms,

1 = i + {W + iW + (4)* + • • • to i"fl°ity. . (1)

Such an expression, in which the successive terms are related

according to a known law, is called a series.

Example.—I may now be pardoned if I recite the old fable of Achilles

and the tortoise. Achilles goes ten times as fast as the tortoise and the latter

has ten feet start. When AohiUes has gone ten feet the tortoise is one foot

in front of him ; when AohiUes has gone one foot farther the tortoise is ^ ft.

in front ; when AohiUes has gone ^ ft. farther the tortoise is -^^ ft. in front

;

and so on without end ; therefore Achilles will never catch the tortoise. There

is a fallacy somewhere of course, but where ?

When the sum of an infinite series approaches closer and closer

to some definite finite value, as the number of terms is increased

266
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without limit, the series is said to be a convergent series.. The
sum of a convergent series is the " limiting value " of § 6. On
the contrary, if the sum of an infinite series obtained by taking a

sufficient number of terms can be made greater than any finite

quantity, however large, the series is said to be a dlYergent series.

For example,

1 + 2 + 3 + 4+. ..to infinity. . . (2)

Divergent series are not much used in physical work, while con-

vergiag series are very frequently employed.^

The student should be able to discriminate between convergent

and divergent series. I shall give tests very shortly. To simplify

matters, it may be assuined that the series discussed in this work

satisfy the tests of convergency. It is necessary to bear this in

mind, otherwise we may be led to absurd conclusions. E. W. Hob-

son's On the Infinite and Infinitesimal in Mathematical Analysis,

London, 1902, is an interesting pamphlet to read at this stage of

our work.

Let S denote the limiting value or sum of the converging

series,

S = a + ar + ar^ + . . . + ar" + ar"+i + ... ad inf. (3)

When r is less than unity, out off the series at some assigned term,

say the nth, i.e., all terms after ar"~i are suppressed. Let s„ de-

note the sum of the n terms retained, o-„ the sum of the suppressed

terms. Then,

s„ = a + ar + ar^ + ... + ar"-\ . . (4)

Multiply through by r,

rs„ = ar + ar^ + ar^ + ... + ar".

Subtract the last expression from (4),

1 A.™

s„(l - r) = a{l - r") ; or, s„ = a
-^ _ ^

- • (5)

Obviously we can write series (3), in the form,

S = s„ + cr„ (6)

The error which results when the first n terms are taken to repre-

sent the series, is given by the expression

cr„ = S - s„.

This error can be made to vanish by taking an infinitely great

1 A prize was offered in t'ranoe some time back for the best essay on the use of

diverging series in physical mathematics.
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numbei of terms, or, Lt„=„(7-„ = 0. But,

1 - r" a ai"
s„ = a-

1 - r 1 - r 1 - r

When n is made infinitely great, the last term vanishes,

TJ. o^
.'. Lt„_„ =• • '-"'n= Co-, — v/»

I — r

The sum of the infinite series of terms (3), is, therefore, given by

the expression

« = T^, <"

Series (3) is generally called a geometrical series. If r is

either equal to or greater than unity, S is infinitely great when

n — CD, the series is then divergent.

To determine the magnitude of the error introd/uced when only

a finite number of terms of an infinite series is taken. Take the

infinite number of terms,

S = j-^j^ = 1 + r + r2 + . . . + 7^-1 + 5-3-^. . (8)

The error introduced into the sum S, by the omission of all terms

after the wth, is, therefore,

-n=r^ (9)

When r is positive, o-„ is positive, and the result is a little too

small ; but if r is negative

<r„ = ±r^. ... (10)

which means that if all terms after the nth. are omitted, the sum

obtained will be too great or too small, according as n is odd or

even.

Examples.—(1) Suppose that the electrical conductivity of an organic

acid at difierent concentrations has to he measured and that the first

measurement is made on 50 c.o. of solution of concentration c. 25 c.c. of

this solution are then removed and 25 c.o. of distilled water added instead.

This is repeated five more times. What is the then concentration of the acid

In the electrolytic cell ? Obviously vre are required to find the 7th term in the

series o{l + J + {if + (J)' + ...}, vfhere the nth term is c(J)"-^ Ansr. (J)'c.

(2) If the receiver of an air pump and connections have a volume a, and

the cylinder with the piston at the top has a volume 6, the first stroke of

the pump will remove 6 of the air. Hence show that the density of the air

In the receiver after the third stroke will be 0'75 of its original density if

a = 1000 c.c, and b = 100 c.c. Hint. After the first stroke the density of the
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air, pi, will be pi(a + b) = p^a, when pj denotes the original density of the air;

after the second stroke the density will be p^, and p2{a+b)=p^a; .• . p^(o+ 6)^

=

p^a.

After the »th stroke, p„(a+6)"=p„a" ; or p„( 1000 + 100)'=1000^ ; .-. p„=0-73.

§ 92. Washing Precipitates.

Applications of the series to the washing of organic substances

with ether ; to the washing of precipitates ; to Mallet's process for

separating oxygen from air by shaking air with water, etc., are

obvious. We can imagine a precipitate placed upon a filter paper,

and suppose that Gg represents the cpncentration of the mother

liquid which' is to be washed from the precipitate ; let v denote the

volume of the liquid which remains behind after the precipitate has

drained ; v^ the volume of liquid poured on to the precipitate in the

filter paper.

Examples.— (1) A precipitate at the bottom of a beaker which holds v c.o.

of mother liquid is to be washed by deoantation, i.e., by repeatedly filling the

beaker up to say the iij o.c. mark with distilled water and emptying. Sup-

pose that the precipitate and vessel retain v c.c. of the liquid in the beaker at

each deoantation, what will be the percentage volume of mother liquor about

the precipitate after the nth emptying, assuming that the volume of the

precipitate is negligibly small ? Ansr. 100{vjVj)"-^. Hint. The solution in

the beaker, after the first filling, has vjv^ o.o. of mother liquid. On emptying,

V of this v/Vi 0.0. is retained by the precipitate. On refilling, the solution in

the beaker has ('o^MJ'O-y of mother liquor, and so we build up the series,

(2) Show that the residual liquid which remains with the precipitate

after the first, second and rath washings is respectively

V /* V \^ / V \"

It is thus easy to see that the residue of mother liquid yO„ which

contaminates the precipitate, as impurity, is smaller the less the

value of v/(v + Vj) ; this fraction, in turn, is smaller the less the

value of V, and the greater the value of v-^. Hence it is inferited

that (i) the more perfectly the precipitate is allowed to drain

—

lessening v; and (ii) the greater the volume of washing Uquid

employed—increasing v-^—the more perfectly effective will be the

washing of the precipitate.

Example.—Show that if the amount of liquid poured on to the precipi-

tate at each washing is nine times the amount of residual liquid retained by

the precipitate on the filter paper, then, if the amount of impurity con-

taminating the original precipitate be one gram, show that O'OOOl gram of

impurity will remain after the fourth washing.
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What simplifying assumptions have been made in this discussion?

We have assumed that the impurity on the filter pap^r is reduced

a tJjth part when v-^ volumes of the washing liquid is poured on to

the precipitate, and the latter is allowed to drain. We have ne-

glected the amount of impurity which adheres very tenaciously, by

surface condensation or absorption. The washing is, in conse-

quence, less thorough than the simplified theory would lead us to

suppose. Here is a field for investigation. Can we make the

plausible assumption that the amount of impurity absorbed is pro-

portional to the concentration of the solution? Let us find how
this would affect the amount of impurity contaminating the pre-

cipitate after the wth washing.

Let a denote the amount of solution retained as impurity by

surface condensation, let b denbte the concentration of the solution.

If we make the above-mentioned assumption, then

b = ha,

where h is the constant of proportion. Let v o.c. of washing liquid

be added to the precipitate which has absorbed a c.c. of mother

liquid. Then «„ -
"^i o.c. of impurity passes into solution, and with

the V c.c. of solvent gives a solution of concentration («„ - a-^jv ;

the amount of impurity remaining with the precipitate will be

^-a^^=K.
. . . (11)

When this solution has drained off, and v more c.c. of washing

liquid is added, the amount of impurity remaining with the pre-

cipitate will be

^^ = ha,. . . . (12)

Eliminate a^ from this by the aid of (11), and we get

a„ =
hv + 1

for the second washing ; and for the wth washing,

1
a« =

lev + 1
»•

But all this is based upon the unverified assumption as to the con-

stancy of h, a question which can only be decided by an appeal to

experiment. See E. Bunsen, Liebig's Ann., 148, 269, 1868,
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§ 93. Tests for Convergent Series.

Mathematicians have discovered some very interesting facts in

their investigations upon the properties of infinite series. Many of

these results can be employed as tests for the oonvergency of any

given series. I shall not give more than three tests to be used in

this connection.

I. If the series of terms are alternately positive and negative,

and the numerical value of the successive terms decreases, the series

is convergent. For example, the series

may be expressed in either of the following forms :

—

(i-i)+a-i)+a-^)+..-; i-a-i)-(i-^)-(i-^)--.-

Every quantity within the brackets is of necessity positive. The

sum of the former series is greater than \ — \, and the sum of the

latter is less than 1 ; consequently, the sum of the series must have

some value between 1 and \. In other words, the series is con-

vergent. If a series in which all the terms are positive is conver-

gent, the series will also be convergent when some or all of the

terms have a negative value. Otherwise expressed, a series with

varying signs is convergent if the series derived from it by making

all the signs positive is convergent.

II. If there be two infinite series.

Mq + "i + «*2 + • • '^« + • • !
and

'"o + ''l + ^2 + ...Vn + ...

the first of which is known to be convergent, and if each term of

the other series is not greater than the corresponding term of the

first series, the second series is also convergent. If the first series is

divergent, and each term of the second series is greater than the

corresponding term of the first series, the second series is divergent.

This is called the comparison test. The series most used for

reference are the geometrical series

a + a/r + a/r'^ + . . . +a/r + ...

which is knovra to he convergent when r is less than unity, and

divergent when r is greater than or equal to unity ; and

1 i- 1 — -t-

which is known to be convergent when m is greater than unity

;

and divergent, if m is equal to or g^gater than imity.
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Example.—Show that the series l + i + -^ + -^ + ...ia convergent by

comparison with the geometrical series 1 + J + j'-j + t^i + • •

III. An infinite series is convergent if from and after some

fixed term the ratio of each term to the preceding term is nwmerically

less than some quantity which is itself less than unity. For in-

stance, let the series, beginning from the fixed term, be

i
fflj + (Xg + *3 + • •

Let s„ denote the sum of the first n terms. We can therefore

write

s„ = »! + «2 + *3 + *4 + • • •

By rearranging the terms of the series, we get

(1
OS, a, a, a. a„ \

The fraction -^^ is called the ratio test. Suppose the ratio test

dj ftg a.— be leas than r ;
— be less than r '. — be less than r ',

«! ^ ^2 «3

that is, from (3) and (5)^ page 267,

1 - r"
S„ be less than a,-

Hence, from (7), if r is less than unity,

a,
S„ be less than :;

—

•

" 1 — r

Thus the sum of as many terms as we please, beginning with a,

is less than a certain finite quantity r, and therefore the series

beginning with ttj is convergent.

Examples.—(1) The series 1 + ^x + '^^ + jjsb' + . . ., is convergent be-

cause the test-ratio = x/n becomes zero when to = oo.

(2) The series 1 + ^aj + J • |a!^ + ^ • f • |a;' + . . . is convergent when x is

less than unity.

It is possible to have a series in which the terms increase up

to a certain point, and then begin to decrease. In the series

1 + 2x + 3x^ + ix^ + ... + nx"*^ + ..
.,

for example, we have

a„ nx (^ 1 \—=- = T = 1 -H T a
a„_i TO - 1 V n-1)

If n be large enough, the series can be made as nearly equal to x

as we please. Hence, if a; is less than unity, the series is oon.'^

vergent. The ratio will not be less than unity until
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w - 1
- be less than 1 ; i.e., uutil n >

J, 9 1

10' ^°^ example, iZT^ = ^0, and the terms only begin to

decrease aftet the 10th term.

These tests will probably be found sufficient for all the series

the student is likely to meet in the ordinary course of things. If

the test-ratio is greater than unity, the series is divergent ; and if

this ratio is equal to unity, the test fails.

§ 9i. Approximate Calculations in Scientific Work.

A good deal of the tedious labour involved in the reduction of

experimental results to their final form, may be avoided by at-

tention to the degree of accuracy of the measurements under

consideration. It is one of the commonest of mistakes to extend

the arithmetical work beyond the degree of precision attained in

the practical work. Thus, Dulong calculated his indices of refrac-

tion to eight digits when they agreed only to three. When asked

"Why?" Dulong returned the ironical answer: "I see no reason

for suppressing the last decimals, for, if the first are wrong, the last ^

may be all right " !

In a memoir " On the Atomic Weight of Aluminium," at

present before me, I read, " 0-64:6 grm. of aluminium chloride

gave 2-054:9731 grms. of silver chloride. . .
." It is not clear how the

author obtained his seven decimals seeing that, in an earlier part

of the paper, he expressly states that his balance was not sensitive

to more than 0-0001 grm. A popular book on " The Analysis of

Gases," tells us that 1 c.c. of carbon dioxide weighs 0-00196633

grm. The number is calculated upon the assumption that carbon

dioxide is an ideal gas, whereas this gas is a notorious exception.

Latitude also might cause variations over a range of + 0-000003

grm. The last three figures of the given ccmstant are useless.

" Superfluitas," said E. Bacon, " impedit multum . . . reddit opus

abominabile."

Although the measurements of a Stas, or of a Whitworth, may
require six or eight decimal figures, few observations are correct

to more than four or five. But even this degree of accuracy is

only obtained by picked' men working under special conditions.

Observations which agree to the second or third decimal place are

comparatively rare in chemistry.

8
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Again, the best of calculatioas is a more or less crude approxi-

mation on account of the "simplifying assumptions" introduced

when deducing the formula to which the experimental results are

referred. It is, therefore, no good extending the "calculated

results " beyond the reach of experimental verification. " It is

unprofitable to demand a greater degree of precision from the

calculated than from the observed results—but one ought not to

demand a less " (H. Poincar6's Micanique Gileste, Paris, 1892).

The general rule in scientific calculations is to use one more

decimal figure than the degree of accuracy of the data. In other

words, reject as superfluous all decimal figures beyond the first

doubtful digit. The remaining digits are said to be significant

figures.

BxAMPLua.—In 1'540, there are four significant figures, the cypher indi-

cates that the magnitude has been measured to the thousandth part ; in

0'00154, there are three significant figures, the cyphers are added to fix the

decimal point ; in 15,400, there is nothing to show whether the last two

cyphers, are significant or not, there ma^ be three, four, or five significant

figures.

In " casting ofif " useless decimal figures, the last digit retained

must be increased by unity when the following digit is greater

than four. We must, therefore, distinguish between 9-2 when it

means exactly 9*2, and when it means anything between 9-14 and

9'26. In the so-called "exact sciences," the latter is the usual

interpretation. Quantities are assumed to be equal when the

differences fall within the limits of experimental error.

LoGAEiTHMS.—There are very few calculations in practical

work outside the range of four or five figure logarithms. The

use of more elaborate tables may, therefore, be dispensed with.

There are so very many booklets and cards containing " Tables of

Logarithms " upon the market that one cannot be recommended

•in preference to another.

Addition and Sobteaotion.—In adding such numbers as 9-2

and 0'4;913, cast ofif the 3 and the 1, then write the answer, 9'69,

not 9-6913. Show that 5-60 + 20-7 + 103-193 = 129-5, with an

error of about 0-01, that is about 0-08 per cent.

Multiplication and Division.—The product 2-257r represents

the length of the perimeter of a circle whose diameter is 2 '25

units ; TT is a numerical coefiBcient whose value has been calculated

by Shanks {Proc. Boy. Soc, 22, 45, 1873), to over seven hundred
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decimal places, so that tt = 3-14I592,663589,793 Of these two

-numbers, therefore, 2 '25 is the less reliable. Instead of the

ludicrous 7"0685808625 . . ., we simply write, the answer, 7'07.

Again, although W. E. Colvill has run out V2 to 110 decimal

places we are not likely to want more than half a dozen significant

figures.

It is no doubt unnecessary to remind the reader that in scientific

computations the standard arithmetical methods of multiplication

and division are abbreviated so as to avoid writing down a greater

number of digits than is necessary to obtain the desired degree of

accuracy. The following scheme for " shortened mnltiplication

and division," requires little or no explanation :

—

Shortened Multiplication- Shortened Division.

9-774 365-4)3571-3(9-774

365-4 3288-6

2932-2 282-7

586-4 255-8

48-9

3-9

3571i

26-9

25-5

1-4

The digits of the multiplier are taken from left to right, not

right to left. One figure less of the divisor is used at each step of

the division. The last figure of the quotient is obtained mentally.-

A " bar " is usually placed over strengthened figures so as to allow

for an excess or defect of them in the result.

W. Ostwald, in his Hand- und Hilfsbuoh zur Ausfiihrung

physilcoehemiker Messwngen, Leipzig, 1893, has said that "the

use of these methods cannot be too strongly emphasized. The

ordinary methods of multiplication and division must be termed

unscientific." Ihill details are given in B. M. Langley's booklet,

A Treatise on Computation, London, 1895.

The error introduced in approximate calculations by the " casting

off" of decimal figures.

Some care is required in rounding off decimals to avoid an

excess or defect of strengthened figures by making the positive

and negg-tive errors neutralize each other in the final result. It is

sometimes advisable, in dealing with the 5 in a " train" of arith-

metical operations, to leave the last figure an even number. E.g.,

3-75 would become 8-8, while 8-85 would be written 3-8.

S*
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The percentage error of the product of two approximate numbers

is very nearly the algebraic sum of the percentage error of each.

If the positive error in the one be numerically equal to the negative

error in the other, the product will be nearly correct, the errors

neutrahze each other.

Example.—19-8 x 3-18. The first factor may be written 20 with a +
error of 1 °/„, and, therefore, 20 x 3-18 = 63-6, with a + error of 1 °/„. This

excess must be deducted from 63-6. We thus obtain 62-95. The true result

is 62-964.

The percentage error of the quotient of two approximate numbers

is obtained by subtracting the percentage error of the numerator

from that of the denominator. If the positive error of the numer-

ator is numerically equal to the positive error of the denominator,

the error in the quotient is practically neutralized.

There is a well-defined distinction between the approximate

values of a physical constant, which are seldom known to more

than three or four significant figures, and the approximate value of

the incommensurables it, e, J2,

.

. . which can be calculated to any

desired degree of accuracy. If we use -^ in place of 3-1416 for ir,

the absolute error is greater than or equal to 3-1426 - 3-1416, and

equal to or less than 3-1428 - 3-1416 ; that is, between -0012 and

•0014. In scientific work we are rarely concerned with absolute

errors.

§ 95. Approximate Calculations by Means of Iniinite Series.

The reader will, perhaps, have been impressed with the fre-

quency with which experimental results are referred to a series

formula of the type

:

y = A + Bx+ Gx"^ + Dx^ +..., . . (1)

in physical or chemical text-books. For instance, I have counted,

over thirty examples in the first volume of Mendeleeft''s The

Principles of Chemistry, and in J. W. Mellor's Chemical Statics

and Dynamics it is shown that aU the formulae which have been

proposed to represent the relation between the temperature and

the velocity of chemical reactions have been derived from a similar

formula by the suppression of certain terms. The formula has no

theoretical significance whatever. It does not pretend to accurately

represent the whole course of any natural phenomena. AU it

postulates is that the phenomena in question proceed continuously.

In the absence of any knowledge as to the proper setting of the
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"law" connecting two variables, this formula may be used to

express the relation between the two phenomena to any required

degree of approximation. It is only to be looked upon as an
arbitrary device which is used for calculating corresponding values

of the two variables where direct measurements have not been

obtained. A, B,G,... are constants to be determined from the ex-

perimental data by methods to be described later on. There are

several interesting features about this expression.

I. When the progress of any physical change is represented by

the above formula, the. approximation is closer to reality the greater

the number of terms included in the calculation. This is best shown
by an example. The specific gravity s of an aqueous solution of

hydrogen chloride is an unknown function of the amount of gas p
per cent, dissolved in the water. (Unit : water at 4° = 10,000.)

The first two columns of the following table represent cor-

responding values of p and s, determined by Mendel6eff. It is

desired to find a mathematical formula to represent these results

with a fair degree of approximation, in order that we may be able

to calculate ^ if we know s, or, to determine s if we know p. Let

us suppress all but the first two terms of the above series,

s = A + Bp,

where A and B are constants, found, by methods to be described

later, to be 4 = 9991-6, B - 60-5. Now calculate s from the

given values of p by means of the formula,

s = 9991-6 -I- 50-5^, .... (2)

and compare the results with those determined by experiment.

See the second and third columns of the following table :

—

Percentage
Composition
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a mantifaoturmg establishment, but, in order to represent the con-

nection between specific gravity and percentage composition with

a greater degree of accuracy, another term must be included in

the calculation, thus we write

s = A+ Bp + Gf,

where B is found to be equivalent to dQ-dS, and G to 00571. The

agreement between the results calculated according to the formula

:

s = 9991-6 +4943^ + 0-0571^^ . . (3)

and those actually found by experiment is now very close. This

will be evident on comparing the second with the fourth columns

of the above table. The term 0*057l29^ is to be looked upon as a

correction term. It is very small in comparison with the preced-

ing terms.

If .a still greater precision is required, another correction term

must be included ia the calculation, we thus obtain

y = AJrBxJr Cx^ + Bx^.

Such an expression was employed by T. E. Thorpe and A. W.
Eiicker {Bhil. Trans., 166, ii., 1, 1877) for the relation between the

volume and temperature of sea-water ; by T. B. Thorpe and A. E.

Tutton (Journ. Ghem. Soo., 57, 645, 1890) for the relation between

the temperature and volume of phosphorous oxide ; and by Eapp
for the specific heat of water, a-, between 0° and 100°. Thus Eapp
gives

rr = 1-039985 - 0-0070685 + 0-000212550^ _ 0-0000015403,

and Him {Aim. Ghim. Phys. [4], 10, 32, 1867) used yet a fourth

term, namely,

V =A + Be + G6^ -^^ De^ + EG*,

in his formula for the volume of water, between 100° and 200°.

The logical consequence of this reasoning, is that by including

every possible term in the approximation formula, we should get

absolutely correct results by means of the infinite converging

series :

y = A + Bx + Gx^ + Dx^ + Ex*^ + Fx^ + . . . + ad infin. (4)

It is the purpose of Maclaurin's theorem to determine values of

A, B, G, . . . which will rsake this series true.

II. The rapidity of the convergence of any series determines

how many terms are to be included in the calculation in order to

obtain any desired degree of approximation. It is obvious that
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the smaller the numerical value of the " correction terms " in the

preceding series, the less their influence on the calculated result.

If each correction term - is very small in comparison with the

preceding one, very good approximations can be obtained by the

use of comparatively simple formulae involving two, or, at most,

three terms, e.g., p. 87. On the other hand, if the number of

correction terms is very great, the series becomes so unmanageable

as to be practically useless.

Equation (1) may be written in the form,

y = A{1 + bx + cx^ + .. .),

where A, b, c, . . . are constants ; A is the value of y when x = 0.

As a general rule, when a substance is heated, it increases in

volume, ;; ; its mass, m, remains constant, the density, p, therefore,

must necessarily decrease. But,
''

Mass = Density X yolume ; or, m = pV.

The volume of a substance at 6° is given by the expression

V = Vq{1 + aO),

where Vf, represents the volume of the substance when 6 is 0° 0.

a is the coefficient of cubical expansion. Evidently,

p^ V _v£l^^ = 1 + ai9
• • o = P"

True for solids, liquids, and gases. Eor simplicity, put pj = 1. By

division, we obtain

p = l-ae + {aOy - {afff +'
. .

.

For solids and some liquids a is very small in comparison with

unity. Eor example, with mercury a = O'OOOIS. Let 6 be small

enough

p = 1 - 0-00018^ + (0'00018e)2 - . .

.

,-. p = 1 - O'OOOIS^ + 0000000,032452 - ..

.

If the result is to be accurate to the second decimal place (1 per 100),

terms smaller than O'Ol should be neglected ; if to the third decimal

place (1 per 1000), omit all terms smaller than 001, and so on.

It is, of course, necessary to extend the calculation a few decimal

places beyond the required degree of approximation. How many,

naturally depends on the rapidity of convergence of the series.

If, therefore, we require the density of mercury correct to the

sixth decimal place, the omission of the third term can make no

perceptible difference to the result.
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ExAMPiiES.— (1) If Tsj denotes the height of the barometer at 0° 0. and

h its height at e°, what terms must be included in the approximation

formula, h = fe„(l + 0-000168), in order to reduce a, reading at 20° to the

standard temperature, correct to 1 in 100,000 ?

(2) In accurate weighings a correction must be made for the buoyancy of

the air by reducing the " observed weight in air " to " weight in vacuo ".' Let

TF denote the true weight of the body {m vacuo), w the observed weight in

air, p the density of the body, pi the density of the weights, pa the density of

the air at the time of weighing. Hence show that if

\ pJ \ fj -^_H V Pi 9 J VP Pi^

9
.

.'

which is the standard formula for reducing weighings in air to weighings in

vacuo. The numerical factor represents the density of moderately moist air

at the temperature of a room under normal conditions.

(3) If a denotes the coefficient of cubical expansion of a solid, the volume

of a solid at any temperature 6 is, u = 1!q(1 + afl), where i;,, represents the

volume of the substance at 0°. Hence show that the relation between the

volumes, v-^ and% of the solid at the respective temperatures of flj and flj is

Di = vj^ + aflj - affj). Why does this formula fail for gases ?

(4) Smce = — + -5 + ^, + ...,

the reciprocals of many numbers can be very easily obtained correct to many

decimal places. ' Thus

(5) We require an accuracy of 1 per 1,000. What is the greatest value of

X which will permit the use of the approximation formula (1 + k)' = 1 + 3a! ?

There is a collection of approximation formulse on page 601.

(6) From the formula, (1 ± aj)" = 1 + nx, where n rnay be positive or

negative, integral or fractional, calculate the approximate values of v999,

1/ ^y^02, (1-001)', xjroE, mentaUy. Hints. In the first case » = J ; in the

second, w = - J ; in the third, n = 3. In the first, x = - 1 ; in the second,

X = 002 ; in the third, x = 0-001, etc.

§ 96. Maclaurin's Theorem.

Maolaurin's theorem determines the law for the expansion of a

function of a single variable in a series of ascending powers of

that variable. Let the variable be denoted by x, then,

u = f(x).

' A difference of 45 mm. in the height of a barometer daring an organic combus-

tion analysis, may cause an error of 0-6 % in the determination of the COa, and an

error of -4% in the determination of the H.^O. See W. Crookea, " The Determination

of the Atomic Weight of Thallium," PhU. Tram., 163, 277, 1874.
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Assume that f{x) can be developed in ascending powers of x, like
the series used in the preceding section, namely,

M = fioc) = A + Bx+Gx^ + Dx^ + (1)

where A, B, G, D . . ., are constants independent of x, but de-
pendent on the constants contained in the original function. It is

required to determine the value of these constants, in order that
the above assumption may be true for all values of x.

There are several methods.^ar the development of functions in

series, depending on algebraic, trigonometrical, or other processes.
The one of greatest utility is known as Taylor's theorem. Mac-
laurin'si theorem is but a special case of Taylor's. We shall work
from the special to the general.

By successive differentiation of (1),

du dflx) „
5i

=T= ^ + 200, + 3Z)«,=^ + ...;. . (2)

d% df'{x)

S^ = T=2G+2.3Da, + ...; . . (3)

dH df'ix) „ „ ^

By hypothesis, (1) is true whatever be the value of x, and,

therefore, the constants A, B, G, D,. . . are the same whatever
value be assigned to x. Now substitute a; = in equations (2),

(3), (4). Let V denote the value assumed by u when x = 0.

Hence, from (1),

V = /(O) = A, .: A=v;

from (2), g=/'(0) = l.A ,.B = '£;

d^v 1 d^v \ (5)
from(3), ^,=/"(0) = 1.2C, .:G=^^:

from (4), g=/"'(0) = 1.2.3A •:.D =
W^'£-

Substitute the above values of A, B, G, . . ., in (1) and we get

dv X d^v x^ dH a? , ,

/' = ^ + dSr+d^^2!+S53T+--- • (6)

1 The name is here a historical misnomer. Taylor published his series in 1715.

In 1717, Stirling showed that the series under consideration was a special case of

Taylor's. Twenty-five years after this Maolaurin independently published Stirling's

series. But then -''both Maclaurin and Stirling," adds De Morgan, "would have

been astonished to know that a particular case of Taylor's theorem would be called

by either of their names ".
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The series on the right-hand side is known as Maclaurin's Series.

The first term is what the series becomes when a; = ; the second

term is what the first derivative of the function becomes when

X = 0, multiplied by x ; the third term is the product of the second

derivative of the function when x = 0, into x^ divided by factorial

2...

"/"(O) " means that f{x) is to be differentiated n times, and x

equated to zero in the resulting expression. Using this notation

the series assumes the form

u = /(O) + /'(O).^ + /"(O)j^ +
/"'(0)3-f-g

+ . . . (7)

§ 97. Useful Deductions from Maclaurin's Theorem.

The following may be considered as a series of examples of the

use of the formula obtained in the preceding section. Many of the

results now to be established will be employed in our subsequent '

work.

I. Binomial Series.

In order to expand any function by Maclaurin's theorem, the

successive differential coefficients of u are to be computed and x

then equated to zero. This fixes the values of the different con-i

stants.

Let u = (a + x)",

cki/dx = w(a + «)" - 1,
.•./'(0)=Ma""i;

d^u/dx^= n{n - 1) (a + x)" -\ .: /"(O) = n{^ - l)a'' " «

;

d»u/dx^ = n{n-l) (w-2) {a+ x)"-\ .-. f"'{0)^n{n-l){n-2)a''-^,

and so on. Now substitute these values in Maclaurin's series (6),

w , n(n - 1)
(a + x)"= a" + ja''-^x +

i g ^"~^ + (1)

a result known as the binomial series, true for positive, negative,

or fractional values of n.

Examples.—(1) Prove that

w , w(n. - 1)
(a - as)" = a" - ya"-^ + 12 "°~^ ~ (^)

When w is a positive integer, and n = iK, the infinite series is out-ofE at a

point where n - m = 0. A finite number of terms remains.

(2) Establish (1 + x'')y^ = 1 + a;«/2 - x'jS + x^jW - ...

(3) Show (1 - x^) - >/2 = 1 + a!'/2 + Sx^jS +\^!B«/16 + . .

.

(4) Show {1 + x^)~^ = 1 - x'' + X* - . ..Verify this result by actual

division.
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17. Trigonometrioal Series.

Suppose u =f{x) = sin x. Note that du/dx = <^(sin xydx = cos a;

;

d^u/dx^ = d\smx)/dx^ = d{Gosx)/dx = - sina;, etc.; and that sin = 0,
- sin = 0, cos = 1, - cos = - 1.

Hence, we get the sine series,

x x^ x^ a?
sma; = ^-3^ + _-_+

(3)

In -the same manner we find the cosine series

1 a;^ a^ a;^
cosa; = l-2^ + ___+ W

These series are employed for calculating the numerical values
of angles between and \7r. AU the other angles found in "trigo-
nometrical tables of sines and cosines," can be then determined by
means of the formulae, page 611,

sin(|7r - a;) = cos a; ; co8(|Tr - x) = sin x.
Now let

u = /(a;) = tana;. .•. Mcosa; = sina;.

Erom page 67, by successive differentiation of this expression,

remembering that u-^ = dMldx, u^ = d^jdx'^ as in § 8,

.•. •Mjcosa; - Msina; = cos a; ;

.". Mgcosa; - 2MjSina; - m cos a; = - sina;;

.'. MjCosa; - Swgsina; - SMjCOsa; + m sina; = - cos a;.

By analogy with the coefficients of the binominal development (1),

or Leibnitz' theorem, § 21,

M . nin — 1)
M„eos X - jM„_isma;

^ 2
^"-2°°^ a; + . . . = wth deriv. sin x.

Now find the values of u, u^, u^, u^ ... hy equating a; = in

the above equations, thus,

/(O) = /"(O) = . . . = ; /'(O) = 1, /'"(O) = 2, . .

.

Substitute these values in Maclauria's series (7), preceding section.

The result is, the tangent series :

X 2a;^ 16a;* x x^ 2x^
tana; =

J
+ 3T + "gj" + . .

. ; or, tan a; = j + -g- + ^ + . . . (5)

III. Inverse Trigonometrioal Series.

Let e = tan -la;. By (3), § 17 and Ex. (4) above,

.-. de/dx = (1 + a;2)
-1 = 1 - a;2 + a;* - a;« + . .

.

By successive differentiation and substitution in the usual way, we
find that
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tan-la; = a; - ^ + j - (6)

or, from the original equation,

e = tan 61 - -l-tana^ + itan^^ -...,. . (7)

which is known as Gregory's series. This series is known to

be converging when 6 Hes between - \ir and \ir ; and it has

been employed for calculating the numerical value of ir. Let

6 = 4.&' = ^, .•.x = l. Substitute in (6),

^_1 1_1 I _ l_ ^_4~ 3"'"5 T'^g 11 '''13
•••

The so-called Leibnitz series. We can obtain the inverse sine

series

la;' 3a;^ 6 x'

2F"^85" "'^ 16T
in a similar manner. Now write x, — |, sin^^a; = \-n: Substitute

these values in (8). The resulting series was used by Newton for

the computation of tt.

sm-ia; = a!+5o- + o^ + i-fiv-+ (8)

IV. The Numerical vahte of x.

This is a convenient opportunity to emphasize the remarks on

the unpr^cticable nature of a slowly converging series. It would

be an extremely laborious operation to calculate ir accurately by

means of this series. A little artifice will simplify the method,

thus,

2 2

5.7'"9.11"i V Sj'^ip 7y"'"V9 llj"*''"''4 1.3"''? '^'"" ^'+-

' +^+ '

"8 1.3^5.7 9.11^'"'

which does not involve quite so much labour. It will be observed

that the angle x is not to be referred to the degree-minute-second

system of units, but to the unit of the circular system (page 606)j

namely, the radian. Suppose x = J^, then tan -^x = 30° = ^w.

Substitute this value of x in (6), collect the positive and negative

terms in separate brackets, thus

g = (v3 ^57P
"^

V {rjw^TlM "^ •)

To further illustrate, we shall compute the numerical value of

V to five correct decimal places. At the outset, it will be obvious
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that (1) we must include two or three more decimals in each term
than is required in the final result, and (2) we must evaluate term
after term until the subsequent terms can no longer influence the
numerical value of the desired result. Hence :

Temis enclosed in the first brackets. Terms enclosed in the second brackets.

0-57735 03 0-06415 01
0-01283 00 0-00305 48
0-00079 20 0-00021 60
0-00006 09 0-00001 76
0-00000 52 0-00000 15

0-00000 05 0-00000 02

0-59103 89 0-06744 02

.-. IT = 6(0-59103 89 - 0-06744 02) = 3-14159 22.

The number of unreHable figures at the end obviously depends
on the rapidity of the convergenee of the series. Here the last two
figures are untrustworthy. But notice how the positive errors are,

in part, balanced by the negative errors. The correct value of tt to

seven decimal places is 3-1415926. There are several shorter ways
of evaluating ir. See Encyc. Brit., Art. " Squaring the Circle ".

V. Exponential Series.

Show that

X x^ x^ 11
^ = ^+i + 2-!+3! + ---'' = l + l + 2! + 3-!+-" (9)

l)y Maclaurin's series. An exponential series expresses the de-

velopment of e% a', or some other exponential function in a series

of ascending powers of x and coefficients independent of x.

Examples.—(1) Show that if A; = log a,

a* = 1 + te + -gj + -g^ + (10)

(2) Eepresent Dalton's and Gay Lussao's laws, from the footnote, page

91, in symbols. Show by mathematical reasoning that if second and higher

powers of ad are outside the range of measurement, as they are supposed to be

in ordinary gas calculations, Dalton's law, v = v^e<^9, is equivalent to Gay Lus-

sac's, V = Do(l + aS).

(3) Show »-'' = i-r + fi"li + ii---" • • • <^^)

VI. Eider's Sine and Cosine Series.

If we substitute J - 1.x, or, what is the same thing, ix in

place of X, we obtain,
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«' -' + T~2'!~3T'^i'!'^5T~'"'

By reference to page 283, we shall find that the first expression iii

brackets, is the cosine series, the second the sine series. Hence,

e** = cos a; + I sin fl3. . . . (13)

In the same way, it can be shown that

, , to; x^ ix^ a* axfi

1 2! ^ 3! 4! 5!

(^ x^ 3^ \ (x x^ x^ \ ,^..

Or,
,

e - '"^ = cos a; - t sin a;, . . . (15)

Combining equations (13) and (15), we get

\(e!^ - e - «) = t sin a;
;
|(e« + e - '*) = cos x. . (16)

The development by Maclaurin's seyies cannot be used if the

function or any of its derivatives becomes infinite or discontinuous

when X is equated to zero. For example, the first differential

coefficient of /(a;) = ijx, is ^x ~ i, which is infinite for a; = 0, in other

words, the series is no longer convergent. The same thing will be

found with the functions log x, cot x, 1/x, d^ '" and sec ~ ^x. Some
of these functions may, however, be developed as a fractional or

some other simple function of x, or we may use Taylor's theorem.

§ 98. Taylor's Theorem.

Taylor's theorem determines the law for the expansion of a

function of the sum, or difference of two variables into a series

of ascending powers of one of the variables. Now let

Ui=f(ai + y).

Assume that

Ui = f{x + y) = A+By+Cy^ + Dy^+..., . (1)

where A, B, G, D, . .. are constants, independent of y, but de-

pendent upon X and also upon the constants entering into the

original equation. It is required to find values ior A, B, 0, . .

.

which will make the series true. Since the proposed development

is true for aU values of x and y, it will also be true for any given

value of X, say a. Now let A', B', G', ... be the respective values
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ol A, B, G, . . . in (1) when x == a. Hence, we start with the as-

sumption that

^' = /(a + 2/1= -4' + B'y + cy + Dy + ... . (2)

Put z = a + y, hence, y = z - a, and Maclaurin's theorem gives

us
«' = /(«) = ^' + S'{z - a)+ G'{z - ay + D'{z - ay+ ...

Now write down the successive derivatives with respect to z.

du'
-^ =f{z) = B' + 2G'{z -a) + 3D'{z -ay+...

dV
3^ =/"(«) = 20' + 2.3D'{z - a) + 3.4:E{z - af + ...

-^ =f"'{z) = 2 . 3i>' + 2 . 3 . ^E\z -a) + .'.

.

While Maclaurin's theorem evaluates the series upon the assump-

tion that the variable becomes zero, Taylor's theorem deduces a

value for the series when x = a. Let z = a, then y = 0, and we
get

/(a) = 4';/'(a)=5';/» = 2C'; .-. C = i/»; /'» = 2.3i)';

.-. D' = y"\a).

Substitute these values of A', B', G', ... in equation (2), and we
get

u' = f{a + y)^ f{a) + f{a)l + na)t + f'(a)t + . . . (3)

for the proposed development when x assumes a given particular

value. But a is any value of x ; hence, if

u=){x) (4)

Substitute these values of A, B, G, D in the original equation

and we obtain

ddt y d^u y^' d^u y^ ,_.

«a "/(a; + 2/) = M + s 1 + S^ 172 + 5i^ 17273 + ••• (^)

The series on the right-hand side is known as Taylor's series.

The first term is what the given function becomes when y = 0;

the second term is the product of the first derivative of the function

when y = 0, into y ; the third term is the product of the second

derivative of the function when y = 0, into 4/^ divided by factorial

2 . . . In (5), M = f{x) is obtained by' putting y = Q. Thus, in the

development of (a; + yY by Taylor's theorem,

u- = f{x) = x^ ; dMJdx =^ f\x) = 5a!*; dHjdx^ = f"{x) = i.5x^; ...

.-. {x + yf = x^ + 5x*y + lOa;^?/^ + lOa;^^/^ + 5xy* + y\
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Instead of (5), we may write Taylor's series in the form,

«i = /(* + y)= f(p) + /'wf + /"(«')o + /"'(^^rts + • • • (6)

Or, interchanging the variables,

«i = /(«> + 2/) = /(2/) + f\y)i + f"(y)r:2 + f'^y^rr^ + • • • (^)

I leave the reader to prove that

fix -y)= fix) - f\x)l + f"{x)^, - f"\xf~ + . . . (8)

Maclaurin's and Taylor's series are slightly different expressions

for the same thing. The one form can be converted into the other

fcy substituting f{x + y) for f{x) in Maclaurin's theorem, or by

putting y = Qm Taylor's.

Examples.—(1) Expand Mj = (a; + y)" by Taylor's theorem. Put y = Q

and M = !5», as indicated above,

...._ = „a,»-i
; ^i =n{n - l)!e--^ etc.

Substitute the yaJues of these derivatives in (7).

.: Ui = {x + y)" = m" + nafl ~^y + in{n - l)x" -y + . .

.

(2) If & = loga;
.*i
= a/' + f = o«(l + ky + JfcV + V'Y +)

(3) Show {x + y + a)i = (x + a)i + ^{x + a)~i - . .. If a = - o, the

development fails.

(4) Shovsr sin {x + y) = ainajf 1 - g"!
"*"

iT ~ ' "

')
"'' °°^^{v ~

fl + • • •)'

(5) The numerical tables of the trigonometrical functions are calculated by

means of Taylor's or by Maclaurin's theorems. For example, by Maclaurin's

theorem,

a^ sfi x^ a^
sma! = a!-gi + gj-...; cosx = 1 - j-^ + ^^

- ...

But 35° = -610865 radians, and .-. sin 85° = sin -610865. Consequently,

sin 35° = -610865 - ^(-610865)' + Tk('610865)5 - . . . = -67357 . .

.

In the same way, show that coa 35° = -SIOIS . . . Again by Taylor's theorem,

sin 36° = sin (35° + 1°)

;

.-. sin 36° = sin 35° + ^^|j—{-017453) - ^^^^(-017453)2 - . . . = -58778 . .

.

(6) Taylor's theorem ia used in tabulating the values, of a function for dif-

ferent values of the variable. Suppose we want the value of y = x(2i - a;^) for

values of x ranging from 2-7 to 3-3. First draw up a set of Values of the

successive differential ooefl&cieuts of y.

f{x) = /(3) = !B(24 - a;') = 45
; f{x) = f(3) = 24 - 8a;'' = - 3

;

f"{x) = /"(3) = - 6a! = - 18 ; f"(x) = /"'(3) = - 6.

By Taylor's theorem,

/{3 + h) =/(3) ±f{3)h + ifiSj^ ± if"'(3)h' = 45 + 3fe - m.+ h'.
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But 2-7 = 3- 0-3 ; 2-8 = 3 - 0-2 ; .... 3-3 = 3 + 0-8. Hence,

/(2-7) = 45 + 0-9 - 0'81 + 0'027 = 45-117.

/(2-8) = 45 + 0-6 - 0-36 + 0-008 = 45-148.

/(2-9) = 45 + 0-3 - 0-09 + 0-001 = 45-211.

/(3-0) =45 = 45-000.

/(3-1) = 45 - 0-8 - 0-09 - 0-001 = 44-609.

/(8-2) = 45 - 0-6 - 0-36 - 0-008 = 44-032.

/(3-3) = 45 - 0-9 - 0-81 - 0-027 = 43-263.

(7) Showlog(a! + y) = loga;+|--^ + -^-...

'Vj Expand log (n + h) and also log (n + 1). Observe that we can neglect

terms containing second powers of h, if h is less than unity, and n is large.

Thus, if fe < 1, and n is 10,000, fe/M < 0-0001 ; the second term of the ex-

pansion is less than 0-000000,005 ; and the next term still less again. By
division of the two expansions, we get the important result,

log {n + h) - log n _ h
log (tc + 1) - log TO 1 ^ '

or,

Inor. when log« becomes log{n + h) : Incr. when logw becomes log(»i + 1) = h : 1,

provided the differences between two numbers n and h are such that n is of

the order of 10,000 when a; is less than unity. This formula, known as the

rule of proportional parts, is used for finding the exact logarithm of a number
containing more digits than the table of logarithms allows for, or for finding

the number corresponding to a logarithm not exactly coinciding with those in

the tables. The following examples wil make this clear :

—

(9) Find the logarithm of 46502-32, having given

log 46501 = 4-6674623 ; log 46502 = 46674716 ; difference = 0-0000093.

Let h denote the quantity to be added to the smaller of the given logs. The

problem may be stated thus,

log n = log 46501 = 4-6674623

;

log (n + l) = log (46501 + 1) = 4-6674623 + 0-0000093

;

log {n + h)= log (46501 + 0-32) = 4-6674623 + x.

By (9), that is, by simple rule of three ; if a difEerence of 1 unit in a number

corresponds with a difEerence of 0-0000093 in the logarithm, what difference

*n the logarithm will arise when the number is augmented by 0-32 ?

.•. 1 : 0-32 = 0-0000093 : as, .-. « = 0-00000298 . .

.

ihe required logarithm is, therefore, 4-6674653.

Again, find the number whose logarithm is 4-6816223, having given

log 48042 = 4-6816211 ; log 48043 = 4-6816301.

Since a difierenoe of unity in the number causes a difference of 0-0000090

in the logarithm, what will be the difierenoe in the number when the logarithms

differ by 0-0000012 ?

.•.l:h = 0-0000090 : 00000012 ; .:h = 0-13. The number is 48042-13,

(10) Show lo^{l + y) = y - y +W - iy* + • •'

T
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This series may be employed for evaluating log 2, but as the series happens

to be divergent for numbers greater than 2, and very slowly convergent for

numbers less than 2, it is not suited for general computations.

(11) Shov7 log {i-y)=- {y + iy^ + if + iy* + .. )
liy = i, the development gives a divergent series and the theorem is then

said to fail. The last four examples are logarithmic series.

A series suitable for finding the numerical values of logarithms may here

be indicated as a. subject of general interest, but of no particular utility since

we can purchase "ready-made tables from a penny upvfards". But the

principle involved has useful applications.

Subtract the series in Ex. (11) from that in Ex. (10) and we get

a series slowly convergent when y is less than unity. Let n have a value

greater than unity. Put

n + 1 1 + y ^, ^
1

-IT = T^' so that 2/ =
2;5-f-j;.

Hence, when n is greater than unity, y is less than unity. By substitution,

therefore,

log(» + 1) = logn + 2(2;^+ 3p5^p-jj3 + •••)•

This series is rapidly convergent. It enables us to compute the numerical

value of log («• + 1) when the value of log n is known. Thus starting with

»i = 1, log ra = 0, the series then gives the value of log 2, hence, we get the

value of log 3, then of log 4, etc.

(12) Put ^ = - a; in Taylor's expansion, and show that

f(x) = /(O) + fix) . X - If'ix) .x^ + ...,

known as Bernoulli's series (of historical interest, published 1694).

Mathematical text-booka, at this stage, proceed to discuss the

conditions under which the sum of the individual terms of Taylor's

series is really equal to f{x + y). When the given function f{x + y)

is finite, the sum of the corresponding series must also be finite, in

other words, the series must either be finite or convergent. The

development is said to fail when the series is divergent.

It is not here intended to show how mathematicians have sue-.

ceeded in placing Taylor's series on a satisfactory basis. That

subject belongs to the realms of pure mathematics.^ The reader

may exercise "belief based on suitable evidence outside personal

experience," otherwise known as faith. This will require no great

mental effort on the part of the student of the physical sciences.

He has to apply the very highest orders of faith to the fundamental

' If the student is at all curious, Todhunter, or Williamson on " Lagrange's

Theorem on the Limits of Taylor's Series," is always available.
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principles—the insorutables—of these sciences, namely, to the

theory of atoms, stereochemistry, affinity, the existence and pro-

perties of interstellar ether, the origin of energy, etc., etc. What
is more, " reliance on the dicta and data of investigators whose

very names may be unknown, lies at the very foundation of physical

science, and without this faith in authority the structure would fall

to the grojind ; not the blind faith in authority of the unreasoning

kind that prevailed in the Middle Ages, but a rational belief in the

concurrent testimony of individuals who have recorded the results

of their experiments and observations, and whose statements can

be verified . .
.".i

The rest of this chapter will be mainly concerned with direct

or indirect applications of iafinite converging series.

§ 99. The Contact of Curves.

The follovTing is a geometrical illustration of one meaning of

the different terms in Taylor's development. If four curves Pa,

Pb, Po, Pd, . . . (Fig. 123) have a common
p

point P, any curve, say Pc, which passes

between two others, Pb, Pd, is said to have //

'

/}).

a closer contact with Pb than Pd. Now Piar 123.—Contact of

let two curves P^P and P^P^ (Fig. 124) re-
Curves.

ferred to the same rectangular axes, have equations,

y = /(a;) ; and, y^ = f^{x^). . . (i)

Let the abscissa of each curve at any given point, be increased by

a small amount h, then, by Taylor's theorem,

/(a; + /i) = 2/ + 3^fe + 5^2T+---;

/xK+^)=2/i+l;^ + s^^2T+--- • (2)

If the curves have a common point Pq, x = x-^, and 2/ = J/i
^*

the point of contact. Since the first differential coefficient repre-

sents the angle made by a tangent with the a;-axis, ifj at the point

^ = ^-2/ = 2/l.and| = |l,

1 Excerpt from the Presidential Address of Dr. Carrington Bolton to the Washing-

ton Chemical Society, English Mechanic, 5th April, 1901.
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the curves wUl have a common tangent at Pj. This is called a

contact of the first order. If, however,

X = Xt -0, ^ _^ .

~y^' dx dx^

'

and
a^y dh/-

dx^

the curves are said to have a contact of the second order, and

so on for the higher orders of contact.

If all the terms in the two equations are equal the two curves

will be identical; the greater the number of

equal terms in the two series, the closer will

be the order of contact of the two curves. If

the order of contact is even, the curves will

intersect at their common point ; if the order

of contact is odd, the curves will not cross each

other at the point of contact.

^
M,

Pia. 124.—Oontaot of

Curves.
ExAMFiiES.—(1) Show that the onrres y—-a?, and

: 3a; - x" mteiseot at the point a; = 0, ^ = 0. Hint.

The first differential coef&cients are not equal to one another when we put

a; = 1, Thus, in the first case, d/yjdx = - 2x = - 2 = ; and in the second,

dyldx = 3 - 2a! = 1.

(2) Show that the tangent crosses a curve at a point of inflexion. liet

the equation of the curve be ^ = f(x) ; of the tangent, Ax + By + = 0.

The necessary condition for a point of inflexion in the curve y = f(z) is that

d'yjdx'' = 0. But for the equation of the tangent, ePyjdx" is also zero.

Hence, there is a contact of the second order at the point of inflexion, and
the tangent crosses the curve.

§ 100. Extension of Taylor's Theorem.

Taylor's theorem may be extended so as to include the expan-

sion of functions of two or more independent variables. Let

u=fix,y), . . . . (1)

where x and y are independent of each other. Suppose each

variable changes independently so that x becomes x + h, and y
becomes y + h. First, let f{x, y) change to f(x + h, y). By
Taylor's theorem

Dm £»% A*
/(a; + fc,

2^) = M + j^fe + ^ 2T + ••
• (2)

If y now becomes y + fc, each term of equation (2) will change so

that

M becomes « + j^* + ^ 21
"*" *

"
*'
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^becomes^ +^ + ...;^becomes^ + ^^fe + ...,

by Taylor's theorem. Now substitute these values in (2) and we
obtain, if «' denotes the value of u when x becomes x + h, and y
becomes y + k,

u'=f{x + k,y+ k);

lu 3% k 32m 3m, 3% h

^='^+3i?* +V2! + -"+3S3^^^ + ---+3S^ + 3-5-2 2T + ---

Su = u'-u=f{x + h, y + k)-f{x, y);

„ 3m, 3m, 1/32m,, „32m,, 3%, \

The final result is exactly the same whether we expand first

with respect to y or in the reverse order.

By equating the coefficients of hk in the identical results ob-

tained by first expanding with regard to h, (2) above, and by first

expanding with regard to k, we get

3% 3%
3a;3^ liylix'

which was obtained another way in page 77. The investigation

may be extended to functions of any number of variables.

§ 101. The DeteFmination of Maximum and Minimum Values
of a Funotlon by means of Taylor's Series.

I. Functions of one va/riahle.

Taylor's theorem is sometimes useful in seeking the maximum
and the minimum values of a function, say,

M = f{x).

It is required to find particular values of x in order that y may
be a maximum or a minimum. If x changes by a small amount
h, Taylor's theorem tells us that

,. r, . ^,1 dH, „ 1 d%,

„

Ax ±h)- fix) = ± S^ + 2 3P^' ± 6 5i-3^'
+ • • . . (1)

according as h is added to or subtracted from x.

First, it must be proved that h can be made so small that the

term -j^fe will be greater than the sum of all succeeding terms of

either series. Assume that Taylor's series may be written,

f{x + h) = u + Ah + Bh^ + Gh^ + ...,

where A, B, G, . . . are coefficients independent of h but dependent
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upon X, then, H Bh = Bh + Gh^ + . .. = {B + Gh + . . .)h, and

/(x + h) = u + h(A + Bh). . . (2)

Consequenjjly, for sufficiently small values of h, it -will be obvious

that Bh must be less than A.

Let us put
hi=f(x±h)- f{x).

If u is really a maximum, aver so small a change—increase or

decrease—in the value of x will diminish the value of u ; and /(a;)

must be greater than f{x + h). Hence, for a maximum,

8m = f{x + h)— f{x) must be negative.

Again, if u is really a minimum, then u will be augmented when x

is increased or diminished by h. In other words, if m is a minimum,

8m =2 f{x ±h) — f{x) must be positive.

Illustration.—The function u = 4a;' - 3x^ - ISa will be a maximum
when X =- 1. In that case, f{x) = 11 ; if we put some small quantity,

say i, in place of h, then f(x + A) = + i^, and f{x - h) =+ if. Hence,

/(a; ± h) - f(x) will be either - J^, or - ^. You can also show in the same

manner that u will be a minimum when a; = f

.

Now if h is made small enough, we have just proved that the

higher derivatives in equations (1) will become vanishingly small

;

and so long as the first derivative, du/dx, remains finite, the al-

gebraic sign of 8u will be the same as

. du,

dx

At a turning point—maximum or minimum—we must have, as

explained in an earlier chapter,

• dx

Substituting this in the above series,

- 1 d^u,„ 1 d^u,.
,

^'' = Td^^'^6-M^' + --

remains. Now h may be taken so small that the derivatives

higher than the second become vanishingly small, and so long as

dhbjdx^ remains finite, the sign 8m will be the same as that of

„ dH W
^ = ^-2-

But V, being the square of a number, must be positive. The sign

of the second differential coefficient will, in consequence, be the

same as that of Sm. But u = f{x) is a maximum or a minimum

according as 8m is negative or positive. This means that y will be
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a maximum when &yldx — and iPy/dx^ is negative, and a mini-

mum, if (Py/dx^ is positive.

If, however, the second differential coefficient vanishes, the

reasoning used in connection with the first differential must be

applied to.the third differential coefficient. If the third derivative

vanishes, a similar relation holds between the second and fourth

differential coefficients. See Table I.
,
page 168. Hence the rules :

—

1. y is either a maxim/urn or a mdnimum for a given value of x

only when the first non-vanishing derivative, for this value of x, is

even.

2. y is a maximum or a minim/um according as the sign of the

non-vanishing derivative of am, even order, is negative or positive.

In practice, if the first derivative vanishes, it is often con-

renient to test by substitution whether y changes from a positive

to a negative value. If there is no change of sign, there is neither

I maximum nor a minimum. For example, in

y = a;3 - 3a;2 + 3a; + 7 ; .'. ^ = 3a;2 - Ga; + 3.

For a maximum or a minimum, we must have^
a;2 - 2a; + 1 = ; .-. a; = 1.

lix = 0,y = 7; it x = 1, y = 8 ; if a; = 2, 2/ = 9. There is no

change of sign and x = 1 will not make the function a maximum
or a minimum.

Examples.—(1) Test y = a^ - Vki? - 60a; for maximum or minimum

values, d/gl&x = dx' - 2ix - 60 ;
.-. a;^ - 8a; - 20 = 0,

or !C = - 2, or + 10. d^jdv? = 6a; - 24 ; or, a; = + 4.

Since d'yjdx^ is positive when a; = 10 is substituted, j^
a; = 10 will make y a minimum. When - 2 is substi-

tuted, d'^jdx^ becomes negative', hence a; = - 2 will make

y a maximum. This can easily be verified by plotting

(Pig. 125), for, if

a; = - 3, - 2, - 1, . . . + 9, +10, + 11, . .

.

J,.
= + 45, + 64 (max.), +48, ... - 783, - 800 (min.), - 781, . .

.

(2) What value of x will make y a maximum or a minimum in the

expression, y = 3? - Ox' + 11a; +6?
d/yjdx = 3a;'' - 12a; + 11 = 0; .•.

a; = 2 ± \/| ; d'yjdx^ = 6x - 12. If

X = 2 + JJ, cPyjda? = &'J'^ = + 2\/3;

and if a; = 2 - J^, d'y/dx^ = - 2\/3.

Hence 2 + iJi makes y a minimum, and

2 - \/fmakes y a maximum (see Fig. 126). Pig. 126. Fia. 127.

(3) Show that x' - 9x^ + 16» - 3 is a

—

1
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maximum when a; = 1, and a minimum when x = 5, The graph Is shown in

Fig. 127.

II. FimcUons of two variables.

To find particular values of x and y which will make the

function,

M =/(», y),

a maximum or a minimum. As before, when x changes by a

small amount h, and y hy a, small amount k, if f{x, y) is greater

than f{x ±h,y± k), for all values of h or k, then f{x, y) is a

maximum. Hence, if

8m = f(x ± h, y ± k) - f{x, y) is negative,

M will be a maximum ; whereas when /(a;, y) is less than

f{x ±h,y± k),

8m = f{?> ± h, y ± k) - f{x, y) is positive,

aad u will be a minimum.

Illustbation.—The function u = x^ + xy'' - 3xy will be a minimum
when X = 1 and y = 1. In that case f{x, y) = - 1; and if we put fe = J, and

k = J—any other small quantity will do just as well—then f{x+ h, y+k)=0;
and f(x - h,y - k) = -

J..
Hence, f{x ±h,y ±k) - f{x, y) = + l,OT + J.

Also, let

8u = f{x+h,y + k) - f{x, y).

Let us now expand this function as indicated in the preceding

section, and we get ,

By making the values of h and k small enough, the higher orders

of differentials become vanishingly small. But as long as tJw/Sa;

and 'du/'dy remain finite, the algebraic sign of tiu will be that of

©." - ©.-<^y/

At a turning point—maximum or a minimum—we must have

5i^+j^* = W
and, since h and k are independent of each other, and the sign of

8m, in (4), depends on the signs of h and A;, u can have a maximum
or a minimum value only when

/lu\ „ /3m\
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We can perhaps get a clearer mental picture of what we are
talking about if we imagine an undulating surface lying above the
a!j^-plane. At the top of an isolated hill, P (Pig. 128), u will be a
maximum

; at the bottom of a valley or lake, Q, m will be a mbi-
mum. The surface can only be

horizontal at the point where
'du/Tix and Tiufdy are both zero.

At this point, u will be either a

maximum or a minimum. It

is easy to see that if APBG
is a surface represented by
M = f{x, y), 7)u/7)x is the slope

of the surface along AP, and
7>ufdy, the slope along BP.
The line Pb represents the slope 'buj'hx at P, and Pa the slope

lufty at P.

If u is really a maximum, it follows from our previous work,

page 159, that di^ufbx^ and 'd^/ly^ must be negative, just as surely

as if P is really the top of a hill, movement in the directions Pb,

or Pa must be down hill. And similarly, if we are really at the

bottom of a valley, H^uJUx^ and Tt^ufdy^ must be both positive.

Let us now examine the sign of 8m in (3) when Hu/'dx and ^u/Tiy

are made zero : h and k can be made so small that

Pio. 128.

2^^hk
3%

A2
'"dx'by"'"'

"^
'i>y^"'~J

• • (®)

remains. For the sake of brevity, write the homogeneous quad-

ratio (6) in the form
ah^ + 2bhk + ckK ... (7)

Add and subtract b^k^ja ; rearrange terms, and we get the equiva-

lent form

\[^^^ + bky + {ac - 6^)*^}, (8)

which enables us to see at a glance that for small values of h and

k the sign of (7), or (6), is independent of h and k only when
ac - i* is positive or zero, for if ac - 6^ is negative, the expression

win be positive when k = 0, and negative when ah + bk is zero.

Consequently, in order that we may have a real maximum or

minimum, ac must be greater than b^ ; or what is the same thing,

sj—2 '>' ~. 2 must be greater than
Xpx'byJ

• (9)
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This is called Lagrange's criterion for maximum and minimum
values of a function of two variables. When this criterion is

satisfied f{x, y) will either be a maximum or a minimum. To

summarize, in order that u = f{x, y) may be a maximum or a

minimum, we must have

^ ' '!)x~ ' ^y
~

3% . .

(2) YT negative, if m is a maximum
;
positive, if m is a mimmum,

3% 32m • /32mV ,,
'

^
3"^'' v''"''*'"'°v5i3y;' • •

^^^'

or 'h'^ufbx^ and 'i^u/'by^ have different signs, the function is neither

a maximum nor a minimum. If a man were travelling across a

mountain pass he might reach a maximum height in the direction

in which he was travelling, yet if he were to diverge on either side

of the path he would ascend to higher ground. This is not there-

fore a true maximum. A similar thing might be said of a " bar"

across a valley for a miaimum. If

3% 3% _ / 3% Y

there will probably be neither a maximum nor a minimum, but

the higher derivatives must be examined before we can definitely

decide this question.

Examples,—(1) Show that the velocity of a bimoleoular ohemioal re-

action 7= k{a -x){b- x) is greatest when a = 6. Here BF/Bo = - k{b - x);

'dVI'db — - k(a - x). Hence if J;(6 - a;) = ; and Tc(a - x) = 0, a = b, etc.

(2) Test the function u = sc? + y^ - Saxy for maxima or minima, Here

duldx=3x^~Say^O,.:y=x^la;dul?ry=3y^-Scu>i=0,..y^-ax=!ii^la'-aai=0;

.•. x=0, 3?-a?=(i, or x=a. The other roots, being imaginary, are neglected;

.•.y = x^la = a, or ^ = ;

Call these derivatives (a), (6), and (c) respectively, then if a; = 0, (a) = 0,

(b) = - 3a, (c) = ; if iu = a, {a) = 6a, (6) = - 3a, (c) = 6a

;

'
dx^' 'dy^~ * ' \dx-dy) ' ^^ •

This means that x = y — a will make the function a minimum because

3%/3a!2 is positive ; a; = will give neither a maximum nor a minimum.

(3) Find the condition that the rectangular parallelepiped whose edges

are x, y, and » shall have a minimum surface u when its volume is v'. Since
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v^ = xy2, u = xy + y3 + sx = xy + ifijx + ifijy. When 'duj'bx = 0, x^ = i^;

when 'dul'dy=0, xy^=v^. The only real roots of these equations are x=y=v,
therefore a = «. The sides of the box are, therefore, equal to each other.

(i) Show that u = x^y^{l - x - y) is sk maximum when x = ^, y = ^.

(5) Find the maximum value of m in m= a;-' - Zax' - iay"^. dufdx= 3x{x- 2a);

"duldy^-Sa/y; d^l'dx^=6{x-a); 'd^[dx'dy=.0;?iHi,l'dy^= -8a. Oondition(5)
is satisfied by a; = 0,y = and bya;=»2a, y — i).

The former alone satisfies Lagrange's condi-

tion (9), the latter comes under (10).

(6) In Fig. 129, let P^ be o, luminous
point ; OMi, OM^ are mirrors at right angles

to each other. The image of Pj is reflected

at ^j and N^ in such a way that (i) the angles

of incidence and reflection are equal, (ii) the

length of the path P^N^N^^ is the shortest

possible. (Permat's principle : " a ray of light

passes from one point to another by the path

which makes the time of transit a mini-

mum ".) Let »! = r^, ij = r^ be the angles of

incidence, and reflection as shown in the figure,

and N^

:

Let 02^2 = X ; ON^ = y ; 0M^= % ; M^Pi = a^ ; JI4P5

N>

PiQ. 129.

To find the position of Ni

Let

s = P^N^ + N^N^ + N^^ = s/aS + {b^ - yf + >J¥T^ + sl(ch - '^Y + K-
Fiivd 3s/3k and 'dsj'dy. Equate to zero, etc. The final result is

X = (0561 - (hHlipi + 62) ; 2/ = ("hh - <hh)li<h + <^il-

Note that xjy = (Oi + a,j)j(\ + 6^). Work out the same problem when the

angle M^OM^ = a.

(7) Bequired the volume of the greatest rectangular box that can be sent

by "Parcel Post" in accord with the regulation: "length plus girth must

not exceed six feet ". Ansr. 1 ft. x 1 ft. x 2 ft. = 2 o.ft. Hint. V = xys is to

be a maximum when F = a; + 2(2/ + a) = 6. But obviously y = z, .•. Y = xy^

is to be a maximum, etc.

(8) Eequired the greatest cylindrical case that can be sent under the same

regulation. Ansr. Length 2 ft., diameter 4/ir ft., capacity 2-55 o.ft. Hint.

Volume of cylinder = area of base x height, or, ^W is to be a maximum
when the length + the perimeter of the cylinder = 6, i.e., I + irD = 6. Ob-

viously I and D denote the respective length and diameter of the cylinder.

(9) Prove that the sum of three positive quantities, x, y, z, whose product

is constant, is greatest when those quantities are equal. Hint. Let xyz = a
;

X + y + z = u. Hence u = ajyz + y + z; .-. "duj'dy = - afy^z + 1 = 0;

3m/3z = - alyz^ +1 = 0; .-.y = x,u = x; .•.x = y = z = Ja. To show that

M is a minimum, note "d^fdx^ = + Sa/a?'.

III. Functions of three va/riahles.

Without going into details I shall simply state that if we are

dealing with three variables x, y, and z, such that
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u=f{x,y,z), .... (12)

there will be a maximum or a minimum if the first partial deriva-

tives are each equal to zero; and Lagrange's criterion, u^'U'^>{u^^,

is satisfied ; and if

'«'J,V;^U„U^ + 2u„U„U^ - U^U^„ - U^1^„ - «feM2J>0. (13)

For a maximum u^ will be negative, and positive for a minimum.

The meaning of the notation used will be understood from page

19. u^ = (»%/c)a;2 ; u^ = ItHllxhy.

Examples.— (1) It u = x^ + 1/^ + z^ + x - 2z - xy, Ux = ^x - y + 1=0;
M, = %-a!;zfe=2a-2 = 0;..a! = -|;2/ = -i;« = l;M = -4. a„ = 2j

«sv = 2 > ^ = 2 > ^xii = - 1 ; u^ r= ; Uyi= 0. Hence, Bagrauge's criterion

furnishes + 3 ; and criterion (13) furnishes 2(8 + - - - 2) = 12. Hence,

since Uxx is positive, - ^ is a minimum value of u.

'

(2) If we have an implicit function of three variables, and seek the maxi-

mum value of aay « in m = 2a!* + 5^" + e"^ - ixy - 2a; - 4y - J = 0, we proceed

as follows : th = ix - iy - 2 = 0; «, = 10^ -4a!-4 = 0; .•. a! = f; y = l;

» = + 2. «<» = 2« = + 4;M„ = 4;«,^ = 10;Mjty = -4. Lagrange's criterion
,

furnishes the value 40 - 16 = 24. a is therefore a maximum when « = -|
and y = 1.

IV. Conditional Maxima and Minima.

If the variables

u=f{x,y,e) = 0, . . . (14)

are also connected by the condition

v = <l>(x,y,e) = 0, . . . (15)

we must also have, for a maximum or a minimum,
t>M, ^w, 3m, „ ,,„,^dx + ^dy + y^dz = 0. . . (16)

From (15), we have by partial differentiation

^^ + ^"^ + T/' = ^- • (17)

Multiply (17) by an arbitrary constant X, called an undetermined

multiplier, and add the result to (16).

/3m
,
,3«\j /3m x3?;\- /3m- ,3i)\, „ ,,„,

But A. is arbitrary, and it can be so chosen that

3m 3« _ „

3a! ox
~

Substitute the result in (18), and we obtain

/3m ,3t)\, /3m ,3'U\,
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But if y and z are independent, we also have

Hence, we have the three equations

Si + ^ = 0' 5^ + ^ = 0;
3i

+ ^55
= 0,

together with <^(a;, y, z) = 0, for evaluating x, y, z, and \. This is

called Lagrange's method of undetermined multipliers. To
illustrate the application of these facts in the determination of

maxima and minima, let us turn to the following examples :

—

Examples.—(1) Find the greatest value of T = &xyg, subject to the con-

dition that a;" + J/" + »2 _. i. gy differentiation,

xdx + ydy + ada = ; and yzdx + xgd/y + xydx = 0.

For a maximum, we must have

yt + \x = 0; xt + \y = 0; xy + \z = 0.

Multiply these equations respectively by x, y, and a, so that

xyz + M? = 0; xyz + \y'' =^ ; xyz + \z^ = 0. . . (19)
By addition

3xyi + \{x^ + y^ + z") = 0. .-. fy + \ = 0; or, \ = - |F.

Substitute this value of x in equation (19), and we get

a = x/| ; 2/ = Jj; a = n/|; .-. 7= f ^'1-

(2) Find the rectangular parallelopiped of maximum surface which can

be inscribed in a sphere whose equation is x^ + y^ + g' = r". The surface of

the parallelopiped is s = 8{xy + xt + yz), where 2«, 2y, and 2a are the lengths

of its three coterminous edges. By differentiation, xdx + yd/y + tdz = ;

(y+ z)dx+ (x+ e)dy+ {y+ x)dz= 0. For a maximum, therefore, y+z+ \x=0;
a+»+hy=0; x+y+\B=0. Proceed as before, and we get finally »= 2/= a.

Ansr. Cube with edges 2a! = 2rv'^.

(3) Find the dimensions of a cistern of maximum capacity that can be

formed out of 800 sq. ft. of sheet iron, when there is no lid. Let x, y, a,

respectively = length, breadth and depth. Then, asj/ + 2!Ba + ^z = 300 ; and,

u = xyz, is to be a maximum. Proceed as before, and we get a; = y = 2a.

Substitute in the first equation, and we get i£ = y = 10, a = 5. Hence the

oistem must be 10 ft. long, 10 ft. broad, and 6 ft. deep.

§ 102. Lagrange's Theorem.

Just as Maclaurin's theorem is a special case of Taylor's, so

the latter is a special form of the more general Lagrange's theorem,

and the latter, in turn, a special form of Laplace's theorem. There

is no need for me to enter into extended details, but I shall have

something to say about Lagrange's theorem.

If we have an implicit function of three variables,

« = y + X(l>(z) (1)
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such that, a; and y have no other relation than is given by the

equation (1), each may vary independently of the other. It is

required to develop another fijnction of z, say/(«), in ascending

powers of a;. Let

then, by Maolaurin's theorem,

(dM\x (dM\x^ (d?u\a?
,

^ = ^0 + isj„i +Wm + \w]j-\ + • •
•

Without going into details,, it is found that after evaluating the

respective differential coefficients indicated in this series from (1),

we get as a final result

which is known as Lagrange's theorem. The application of this

series to specific problems is illustrated by the following set of

examples :

—

BxAMPiiBB.—(1) Given o - iy + cj/' = 0, find y.

Bearranging the given equation, we get

y.^h-is^' (3)

and on comparing this vrith the typical equations (1) and (2), we have

/(«) = v> •• /fe) = « ; <)>(«) = y^< <p(y) = «"
;
n^^ajb; » = c/6.

Prom (2), df{y)ldy = 1 ; d«/da = 1, etc., e of (1) is y of (3), therefore,

2^ = ^ + *'l
+
-ST- 21+^-31 + -:

.•.y = z + z^ + 423?! + 6. 5«*^V ...

;

•'•y- l"^
b'^'l'^ 21' b^' b^"^ 31 6«*6S •"••'

_af ae 4 a^c" 6.5 aV v

.:y . ^\^i+-+-.^ + -^.— + ...y

a series which is identical with that which arises when the least of the two

roots of equation (3) is expanded by Taylor's theorem.

(2) Given y^ - ay + h — 0, find 2/". On comparing the given equation

2/ = - + -S^,

with the typical forms, we see that

/(«) =y^,-:f{y) = ^; <l>{^)
= 2/», ••

<l>{y) = 2'
; « = ft/as ; « = 1/a.

, ^3! ' d(W2"-V) X^

6"/

y"=a«(
V 1 n{n + S) b* 1

a' a 21 or or
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(3) In solving the velocity equations

dx d^^ = fti(a! - B) (a - «! - f) ; ^ = h^(a - a) (a - x -
f),

for the reaction betvfeen propyl iodide and sodium ethylate, W. Heoht, M.

Oonrad, and C. Briiokner (Zeit. phys. Ohem., i, 273, 1889) found that by

division of the two equations, and integration,

a \ a)

l_? = l_^ + i=fl-iy, find
a a a \ a)

where a denotes the amount of substance at the beginning of the reaction

;

X and J are the amounts decomposed at the time t; K= k^jh^ ; when i = 0,

SB = 0, and f = 0. If Z is small, Maolaurin's theorem furnishes the expres-

sion

1 _? = /'l_iy = l_zi; or, a! = J^J. . . (4)
a \ a) a' '

* * '

If we put as + I = y, we can get a straightforward relation between y and t ;

for obviously,

Kl + i = y\ (l + ^{ = 2/; .•. (1 + -K)d{ = <i^;

.•. ^ = fcjj(a - i) (a - e -
f); becomes^ = k^(aK+a - y) (a - y),

which can be integrated in the ordinary way. But K was usually too large

to allow of the approximation (4). We have therefore to solve the problem

:

Given

i.
a

For the sake of brevity vrate this

:

l-x + 2 = (l- z)^, .-.1 -x + !i=l- Kz + ^K(K- 1)^~ ...;

.: x = (K + l)z- K(K -\)z'^+ fM- • (5)

.•. 20! = Sfi{e) ; .•. B = ffijTjr = Xll>{ll). ... (6)

On referring to the fundamental types (1) and (2), we see that

f(z) = z, f(y)
= y ; <p(z) = <p(z), ,p(y) = ,p{y); y = 0,x = y;

••'-.-'^wf-tt-wi-j;*... . m
We must now evaluate the separate terms.

>) =| = ^ <«)

From (5) and (6),

since y = 0; again, from (5), (6), (7), and (8),

2g(-g-l) _ ^(^-1)
(10)= {(K + l)-iK(^-l)y + ...?'' {E + iy ' ^

I

since y is zero. Hence, the required development, from (7), is
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1_ X 1 K{K - 1) /£Y

We have put n for |/a, and x for y/a. On restoring the proper values of « and

X into the given velocity equations, we can get, by integration, a relation

between y, t, and constants.

§ 103. Functions requiring special Treatment before

Substituting Numbers.

In discussing the velocity of reactions of the second order, we
found that if the concentration of the two species of reacting

molecules is the same, the expression

,^ 1 , a - X a

a-b°o — xb
assumes the indeterminate form

kt = CO X 0,

by substituting a = b. We are constantly meeting with the same

sort of thing when dealing with other functions, which may re-

duce to one or other of the forms : §, ^, oo - oo, 1°°, oo", 0" . .

.

We can say nothing at all about the value of any one of these

expressions, and, consequently, we must be prepared to deal with

them another way so that they may represent something instead

of nothuig. They have been termed illusory, indeterminate and

singular forms. In one sense, the word "indeterminate" is a

misnomer, because it is the object of this section to show how
values of such functions may be determined.

Sometimes a simple substitution will make the value apparent

at a glance. For, instance, the fraction (a; + a)/{x + b) is ihde-

terminate when x is infinite. Now substitute x = y~^ and it is

easy to see that when x is infinite, y is zero and consequently,

^' = -5TT '^ ^*'' =»my " ^'

Fractions which assume the form ^ are called vanishing frac-

tions, thus, {x^ - ix + 2>)l{x^ - 1) reduces to §, when a; = 1. The

trouble is due to the fact that the numerator and denominator

contain the common factor [x — V). If this be eliminated before

the substitution, the true value of the fraction for a; = 1 can be

obtained. Thus,

a;" - 4a; + 3 _ {x - 1) (a; - 3) ^ a; - 3 _ _ 2 _ _
a!2 - 1 ~\x -l)\x + l)~ x + l~ 2~ '
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These indeterminate functions may often be evalued by alge-

braic or trigonometrical methods, but not always. Taylor's theorem

furnishes a convenient means of dealing with many of these func-

tions. The most important case for discussion is " §," since this

form most frequently occurs and most of the other forms can be

referred to it by some special artifice.

I. The function assumes the form ^.

This form is the so-called vanishing fraction. As already

pointed out, the numerator and denominator here contain some

common factor which vanishes for some particular value of x, say.

These factors must be got rid of. One of the best ways of doing

this, short of factorizing at sight, is to substitute a + hiov x in. the

numerator and denominator of the fraction and then reduce the

fraction to its simplest form. In this way, some power of h will

appear as a common factor of each. After reducing the fraction

to its simplest form, put h = so that a = x. The true value of

the fraction for this particular value of the variable x will then be

apparent.

For cases in which x is to be made equal to zero, the numerator

and denominator may be expanded at once by Maclaurin's theorem

without any preliminary substitution for x. For instance, the trig-

onometrical function (sin x)/x approaches unity when x converges

towards zero. This is seen directly. Develop sin x in ascending

powers of x by Taylor's or Maclaurin's theorems. We thus obtain

/x y? x^ x' \

sina; VI
~

3!
'^

ST ~ TT +
'

' 7 . ^,£l_f!.^

The terms to the right of unity all vanish when a; = 0, therefore,

Examples.—(1) Show Lt;, = „(a^ - y')\x = log a/6.

(2) Show Lt:, = o(l - o°s x)\d^ = J.

(3) The fraction (ar" - a,")l(x - a) becomes % when x = a. Put x == a + h

and expand by Taylor's theorem in the usual way. Thus,

SB" - a" ^ ^ (a + fe)" - a" „ ,

Ltx -"^^^ = ^** =« h = "'^" '•

It is rarely necessary to expand more than two or three of the lowest powers

of h. The intermediate steps are

(a>' + na^-'^h + jnjn - l)a» -%' + ...)- a"
Lt» = a+ h - a

V
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Cancel out o" in the numerator, and a in the denominator ; divide out the fc's

and put ?i = 0.

(4) The velocity, F, of a body falling in a resistiixg medium after an

interval of time t, is

when the coefficient of resistance, j3, is made zero. Hint. Expand the numer-

ator only before substituting ^8 = 0.

(5) Show that Lt» = o^log ( 1 + -
j
= -, as on page 51.

If S. denotes the height which a body must fall in

, Y, then

1 1 „ T™/ (feT)^
,

(fe7)^ \

(6) If H denotes the height which a body must fall in order to acquire a

velocity, V, then

where k is the coefficient of resistance. If &=0, show that S =

We can generalize the preceding discussion. Let

(1)

(3)

"AW AW 0- • • •

Obviously,

f^(a)=Ma) = 0. ... (2)

Expand the two given functions by Taylor's theorem,

Mx + h) _ Mx) + f{{x)h + \f^\x)W + .

.

f,{x + h) fix) + U{x)h + Wi^)^' + •' •

Now substitute x = a, and /i(a) = /2(a) = as in (2) ; divide by

h; and

Ma + h) A'(a) + ¥i"{<^)h+,...

Ma + h) f,'{a) + if,"{a)h+... •
'

W
remains.

/i(a +h) f{{a) + lf{'{a)h + . .

.

^'^ = 'Uia + h)- '^^' = y^{a) + y^'{a)h + ..: ^°^

In words, if the fraction /iCa^VAC"') becomes §, when a; = a, the

fraction can be evaluated by dividing the first derivative of the

numerator by the first derivative of the denominator, and sub-

stituting 0! = a in the result. This leaves us with three methods

for dealing with indeterminate fractions.

1. Division Method.—i.e., by dividing out the common factors.

2. ExpoMsion Method.—i.e., by substituting x + hioi x, etc.

3. Differentiation Method.—i.e., by the method just indicated.

Examples.—(1) Prove that /
-—

• = log sc, by means of the general formula
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j'^'^=im- Hint. Show that

- ^""=-%+l = -'^*"=-l 3i =Lt„=_iCB« + llog!B = loga!.

by differentiating the numerator and denominator separately with regard to
n and substituting tc = - 1 in the result.

(2) Show Lty =^^(-1^ - -A_) = clog|. See (10), p. 269, (3),

p. 254.

II. The function assumes the form ~,

Functions of this type can be converted into the preceding "^"
case by interchanging the num^ator and denominator, but it is

not difficult to show that (6) applies to both ^ and to ^ ; and
generally, if the ratio of the first derivatives vanishes, use the

second
;
if the second vanishes, use the third, etc. Or, symbolically,

Lt -^^-Lt ^^ Tt ^n^ Tt ^''>) m
This is the so-caUed rule of I'Hopital.

,_, log X x~^
Examples.—(1) Show that Ltj = „ —?t = Lt,; = ,

———^ = U^ = „ - a; = 0.

(2) The nth derivative of !B" is m ! and the nth derivative of e" is e* by
Leibnitz' theorem, when n is positive. Hence show that

Lt«= 00^ = Iitx = oox.2...TC = "•

III. The function assvmes the form oo x 0.

Obviously, such a fraction can be converted into the " ^ " form

by putting the infinite expression as the denominator of the fraction

;

or into the -^ form by -putting the zero factor as the denominator

of the fraction as shown in the subjoined examples.

Examples.—(1) The reader has already encountered the problem : what
does a; log a; become when a; = 0? We are evidently dealing with the x oo

case. Obviously, as in a preceding example,

log a;

Lti = oasloga! = Lt,, = o i
= "•

X

(2) Show Lt„ = 6^-3-5 log ^ _ ^^^
=

^(^ _ J,)
, as indicated on page 220.

(3) Show Uix - (x>e ~ ''log a; = x 00 = 0.

IV. The function assmnes the form 00 - 00, or - 0.

First reduce the expression to a single fraction and treat as

above.
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ExAMPiiBS.—(1) Show by difierentiating twice, etc., that

X 1 a; log a; - g + 1 _ ^
x 1

""liTn: ~ iSi¥ = "'' = i (iB-l)loga! ~ ^'' = ^x + 1-2- ^'°-

(2) Show that Lt, = lisj^
- i^ = 1-

(3) W. Heoht, M. Conrad and 0. Brackner {Zeit. phy's. Ghem., i, 273, 1889)

wanted the limiting value of the following expression in their work on

chemical kinetics :

—

^*" ='^('°ST:rr - ^°Sn). Ansr.^,
V. The fimotion assumes one of the forms 1", oo", 0".

Take logarithms and the expression reduces to one of the

preceding types.

Examples (1) Lt^, = oa?" = 0»- Take logs and noting that y = US',

log J/ = a! log a;. But we have just found that a! log a; = when x = 0;

,: log 2/ = when a! = ; .-. j/ = 1. Hence, Ux = lix' = !•

(2) Show Lt« = o(l + mx)^!' = 1" = e". Here log y = a;-Uog (1 + mx).

But when a; = 0, log j/ = $ ; by the difierential method, we find that

log{l + »wa;)a!
~

' becomes m when a; = ; hence log y = m ; or y = e™, when

» = 0.

§ 10^. The Calculus of Finite Differences.

The calcvilus of finite differences deals with the changes which

take place in the value of a function when the independent variable

suffers, a finite change. Thus if a; is increased a finite quantity h,

the function x'^ increases to {x + h)\ and there is an increment of

{x + hf - x"^ = 2xh + ^^ in the given function. The independent

variable of the differential calculus is only supposed, to suffer in-

finitesimally small changes. I shall show in the next two sections

some useful results which have been obtained in this subject

;

meanwhile let us look at the notation we shall employ.

In the series

18, 23, 38, 4», 53, ...

,

subtract the first term from the second, the second from the third,

the third from the fourth, and so on. The result is a new series,

7, 19, 37, 61, 91, . .

.

called the first order of differences. By treating this new series

in a similar way, we get a third series,

12, 18, 24, 30

called the second order of differences. This may be repeated
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as long as we please, unless the series terminates or the differ-

ences become very irregular.

The different orders of differences are usually arranged in the
form of a " table of differences ". To construct such a table, we
can begin with the first member of series of corresponding values
of the two variables. Let the different values of one variable,

say, x^, Xy. ajj, . . . correspond with y^, y^, y^, . . . The differences

between the dependent variables are denoted by the symbol
" A," with a superscript to denote the order of difference, and a

subscript to show the relation between it and the independent
variable. Thus, in general symbols :

—
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§ 105. Interpolation.

In one method of fixing the order of a chemical reaction it is

necessary to find the time which is required for the transformation

of equal fractional parts of a given substance in two separate

systems. Let x denote the concentration of the reacting sub-

Jtanoe at the time t ; a, the initial concentration of the reacting sub-

stance ; and suppose that the following numbers were obtained :

—

Syatem I., a = 0-1.
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with fair exactness, we can, by the principle of continuity, antici-

pate the results of any future measurements.

When the form of the function connecting the two variables is

known, the determination of the value of one variable correspond-

ing with any assigned value of the other is simple arithmetic.

When the form of the function is quite unknown, and the definite

values set out in the table alone are known, the problem loses its

determinate character, and we must then resort to the methods now

to be jiescribed.

I. Interpolation by proportional parts.

If the differences between the succeeding pairs of values are

small and regular, any intermediate value can be calculated by

simple proportion on the assumption that the change in the value

of the function is proportional to that of the variable. This is

obviouslynothing more than the rule of proportional parts illus-

trated on page' 289, by the interpolation of log (w + h) when log n

and log (w + 1) are known. The rule is in very common use. For

example, weighing by the method of vibrations is an example of

interpolation. Let x denote the zero point of the balance, let w^

be the true weight of the body in question. This is to be measured

by finding the weight required to bring the index of the balance to

zero point. Let «! be the position of rest when a weight w-^ is

added and x,^ the position of rest when a weight Wj is added. As-

suming that for small deflections of the beam the difference in the
,

two positions of rest will be proportional to the difference of the

weights, the weight, Wj. necessary to bring the pointer to zero will

be given by the simple proportion :

(Wo - Wj) : {Xq - Xi) = (^2 - w-^) : {x^ - ajj).

When the intervals between the two terms are large, or the

differences between the various members of the series decrease

rapidly, simple proportion cannot be used with confidence. To take

away any arbitrary choice in the determination of the intermediate

values, it is commonly assumed that the function can be expressed

by a limited series of powers of one of the variables. Thus we have

the interpolation formulae of Newton, Bessel, Stirling, Lagrange,

and Gauss.

II. Newton's interpolation formula.

Let us now return to fundamentals. If y^ denotes a function of

X, say
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then, if x be increased by h,

y. + i=f{!e + h),

and consequently,

Increment
V:,
= y^ + u

- y^ == /{x + h) - f{x) = A^^. (1)

Similarly, the increment

Aiy. = A^+» - ^\ = Ai(Ay = ^\, . . (2)

where A'^ is the first difference in the value of y^, when a; is in-

creased to X + h; A^j is the first difference of the first difference

of y^i that is, the second difference of y^ when x is increased to

X + h. It wiU now be obvious that A' is the symbol of an opera-

tion—the taking of the increment in the value of f{x) when the

variable is increased to x + h. For the sake of brevity, we gener-

ally write Aj. for A^^. Prom (1) and (2), it follows that

y^ + i = y. + A'^.; ... (3)

yx+2h = y^+h + ^^yx +k = y^+- ^^y^ + A\yx + ^^y^) ;

••2/x + 2» =2/a: + 2Ai2/, + A^j/,. . . (4) -

Similarly,

y. + ^ = y. + 3Ai2/, + 3^% + A^y^ . . (6)

We see that the numerical coefficients of the successive orders of

differences follow the binomial law of page 36. This must also be

true of ^j; + ,gi if TO is a positive integer, consequently,

y« + «A = 2/« + nAy^ + \n{n - l)ii>?y:, + ...

This is Newton's interpolation formula (Newton's Principia, 3,

lem. 6, 1687) employed in finding or interpolating one or more

terms when n particular values of the function are known. Let us

write 2/0 in place of y^ for the first term, then

n(n - 1) „ n(n - 1) (w - 2) „
y^='y, + wA^o + \^ Vo

-1-
-5^

ff
'-A\ + ... (6)

continued until the differences become negligibly small or irregular.

If we write nh = x, n = x/h, and (6) assumes the form

„ „ ^* Alp x{x-h) A% x{x-h){x-2h) A^o ,

yx=yo + }j;- 1 +
h2

--21+ p '3T+--- ^^>

where h denotes the increment in the successive values of the inde-

pendent variable ; and x is the total increment of the interpolated

term. The application is best illustrated by example.
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Examples.—(1) If y„ = 2,844 ; y^ = 2,705 ; y^ = 2,501 ; y^ = 2,236, find y,

(Inst, of Actuaries Exam., 1889). First set up the difference table, paying

particular attention to the algebraic signs of the differences.

X.
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III. Lagrange's interpolation forrmtla.

We have assumed that the n given values are all equidistant.

This need not be. A new problem is now presented : Given n

consecutive values of a function, which are not equidistant from

one another, to find any other intermediate value.

Let y become y„, y^, y„. .. y„ when x becomes a, b, c, . .

.

n.

Lagrange has shown that the value of y corresponding with any

given value of x, can be determined from the formula

{x-b)(x-c)...{x-n) {x-a){x-G)...{x-n)
^'~ (a-b){a-G) . . .{a-nf"^ (b-a)(b-c) . . .{b-nf"'^ • •' ^°>

where each term is of the reth degree in x. This is generally known

as Lagrange's interpolation formula, although it is said to be

really due to Buler.

BxAMPiiBS.—(1) Find the probability that a person aged 53 will live a

.year having given the probability that a person aged 50 wiU live a year

= 0-98428 ; for a person aged 51 = 0-98335 ; 54, 0-98008 ; 55, 0-97877 (Inst.

Actuaries Exam., 1890). Here, y„ = 0-98428, a = 0; yt = 0-98835, 6=1;
j/„ = 0-98008, c = i; ya = 0-97877, d = 6; . . x = 3.

{x - 6) (x c) (a; - d) = (3 - 1) (3 - 4) (3 - 5) = + 4

;

(a; - a) (a; - 6) (x - i) = (3 - 0) (3 - 4) (3 - 5) = + 6

;

{x - a) (a; - 6) (a; - d) = (3 - 0) (3 - 1) (3 - 5) = - 12

;

(a; - a) (a; - 6) (a; - c) = (3 - 0) (3 - 1) (3 - 4) = - 6

;

(a - b) {a - c) (a - d) = (0 - 1) (0 - 4) (0 - 5) = - 20

;

(6 - a) {6 - c) (6 - d) = (1 - 0) (1 - 4) (1 - 5) =+ 12;

(c -a){c - b) (0 -d) = (i- 0) (4 - 1) (4 - 6) = ~ U ;

{d - a)(d- b) (d- c) = (5 - 0) (S - 1) (5 - 4) = + 20.

4 6 12 6 0-98428 0-98335 0-98008 3x0-97877
y.= -

2o2/« + 12?" + 12^° - 202'"= - ""S""*" r~ + ~^ 10
'

y^=- 0-196856+ 0-491675 + 0-98008 - 0-29361= 0-98127.

(2) Given log280=2-4472; log281=2-4487;log283=2-4518;log286=2-4564,

find log 282 by Lagrange's formula (Inst. Actuaries Exam., 1890). x.= 2,

a = 0, 6 = 1, c = 3, d = 6. Hence show that

Vx = - iVa + iVi, + fy, ~ i^i = 2-4502.

(3) Find by Lagrange's formula log x = 2^, given log 200 = 2-30103

;

log 210 = 2-32222 ; log 220 = 2-34242 ; log 230 = 2-36173 (Inst. Actuaries

Exam., 1891). Here a = 0, b = 1, c = 2, d = 3. Substitute in the interpo-

lation formula and we get

(a; - 1) (a; - 2) (x - 3) (a; - 0) (a; - 2) {x - 8)
y'-

(0 - 1) (0 - 2) (0 - af" + (1 - 0) (1 - 2) (1 - 3)^> + • • •

'

a;' - 6a;2 + lla; - 6 a;' - Sx'' + 6x
••• yx = - o 2/« + 5

2/6 + ..,;
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the student must fill in the other terms himself. OoUeot together the difierent
terms in as, x'', x^, etc., and

2-33333 = 2-80103 + 0-02171a! - 0-00055a;» + 0-00001a!».

When this equation is solved by the approximation methods described in a
later chapter, we get a; = 215-462 (nearly).

(4) Ammonium sulphate has the electrical conductivities : S52, 1010, 1779
units at the respective concentrations : 0-778, 1-601, 3-377 grm. molecules per
litre. Calculate the conductivity of a solution containing one grm. molecule
of the salt per litre. Ansr. 684-5 units nearly. Hint. By Lagrange's
formula, (8),

a, = (1-1-601) (1-3-377) (1 - 0-778) (1 - 3-377) ,„„
(0-778-1-601) (0-778 -3-377) *" (1-601 - 0-778) (1-601 - 3-377)^°^° + "

'

"

0-601 .2-377 0-222.2-377
^ „ . 0-222.0-601,„.

0-823.2-599°" "^ 0-823 . 1-776 "" ~ 2-599.1-776"™"

Simple proportion gives 680 units. But we have only selected three observa-
tions

; if we used all the known data in working out the conductivity there

would be a wider difference between the results furnished by proportion and
by Lagrange's formula. The above has been selected to illustrate the use of

the formula.

(5) From certain measurements it is found that if as = 618, y = 3-927

;

X = 588, y = 3-1416
; x = 452, y = 1-5708. Apply Lagrange's formula, in order

to find the best value to represent y when x = 617. Ansr. 3-898.

If the function is periodic, Gauss' interpolation formnla may
be used. This has a close formal analogy with Lagrange's.

^

_ 3in^(a; - &) . 3in^(a; - o) . . . sin|(a; - n)

IV. Interpolation by central differences.

A comparison of the difference table, page 309, with Newton's

formula will show that the interpolated term y^ is built up by

taking the algebraic sum of certain proportions of each of the

terms employed. The greatest proportions are taken from those

terms nearest the interpolated term. Consequently we should

expect more accurate results when the interpolated term occupies a

central position among the terms employed rather than if it were

nearer the beginning or end of the given series of terms.

Let us take the series y^, y^, y^, y^, y^ so that the term, y^, to be

interpolated lies nearest to the central term j/g. Hence, with our

former notation, Newton's expression assumes the form

' For- the theoretical bases of these reference interpolation formulae the reader

must consult Boole's work, A Treatise on the Oaicmhis of Finite IMferemces, London,

38, 1880.
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S^,.. = 2/o + (2 + «^)A^^o + ^^^^?^^A^2/o+... (10)

It will be found convenient to replace the suffixes of 2/„, y^, y^, y^, y^,

respectively by «/ _ j, 2/ _ i, 2/o. 2/i> Vr '^^ ^^^^^ °^ differences then

assumes the form

a^-i y-i Ai:^ A'-2 A8_,
X, y„ A^ A^_x A' A'_2

a; V ^'o A2
^'-1

*1 »! Al '* -0
^2 ^2

Equation (10) must now be written

,. = ,.,M2 4..)A^_, + ^^-^4^)a^-. + ... (11)

Let us now try to convert this formula into one in which

only the central differences, blackened in the above table, appear.

It will be good practice in the manipulation of difference columns.

First assume that

Ai = KAi_, + Aio); A^^KA'-. + A".!). . (12)

.-. A8_2= 2A3- A3_i. . . . (13)

Again from the table of differences

A*_, = A3_i- A3_2; .-. A''_, = A''_i^A*_5,. (U)

By adding together (13) and (14),

A8_, = A''-iA*_,. . . . (15)

In a similar manner, from the table, and (15), we have

A2_2 = A2_j - A2_2 = A2_i- AS + |A*_2. . (16)

And also from the first of equations (12), and the fact that

A2._i = Aifl - Ai_i ; Ai_i = Ai - ^A2_j, it follows that

Ai_, = Ai_i - A=^_, = (Ai - ^A2_i) - (A2_i - A8 + ^A*_,);

..Ai_, = Ai-fA2_i + A''-iA*_2. . (17)

Still further, from the table of differences, (16), and the fact that

A^-i = 2/o
- y-i> ^e ge*

y-2 = y-i - Ai-2 = (yo ~ ^^-i) - a^-s;
=

(yo
- Al-i) - (Ai - |A^.i + AS - |A*_,).

But A^ _ 1 is equal to A^ - -JA^ _ j, as just shown, therefore,

2/_2 = 2/o-2Ai + 2A2_i- A'> + ^A*_2. . (18)

Now substitute these values of ^ _ g, A^ _ g, A^ _ j, A' _ j, from (15),

(16), (17), and (18), in (11) ; rearrange terms and we get a new

formula (19).
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X Aio + Ai_i a;2 x{x^-l) A3_, + A3_„
y=y,+l- 2 +2!^^-i+-T! •

—

-2—
- + •' (19)

which is called Stirling's interpolation formula (J. Stirling,

Methodus Differentialis, London, 1730), when we are given a set

of corresponding values of x and y, we can calculate the value y
corresponding to any assigned value x, lying between x^ and a;j.

Stirling's interpolation formula supposes that the intervals x-^ - x^,

Xf, - a; _ J, . . . are unity. If, however, h denotes the equal incre-

ments in the values x^-x^, x^-x _-^. . . , Stirling's formula becomes

X Aip + Ai.i x^ {x + h)x{x-h) A8_i + A»_;
'

}(20)

{x + h)x%x-h)
+ iTP -2

{x + 2fe) (a; + h)x{x -h){x- 2h) A^_2 + A^_3
+

5]h^ 2
*•'

where y is written in place of y^.

ExAMPDE.—The 3 % annuities on lives aged 21, 25, 29, 33, and 37 are

respectively 21'857, 21-025, 20a32, 19-145, and 18-057. Find the annuity for

age 30. Set up the table of differences, h = i.

y- Ai. Aa. A«. A«.

21 (21-857) _ 2 (_0'832)_,
26 (21-025)_, (_ 0-893 _i

(-0'061)-, ,_ 0-033) _2
29 (20-132)0 _ 0-987 „

(-0-09i)-i _ o-oo?) x
<+ 0-026) _2

83 (19-145)i /_ 1.088, (-0-101)„

37 (18-057)2

0-940 0-094 15 x 0-02 15 x 0-026
.-.y =20-132

r'~2lx42"'" 3!x43 41 x 4^ '

= 20-132 - 0-235 - 0-003 + 0-0008 - 0-0001 = 19-895.

By Newton's formula, we get 19-895.

The central difference formula of Stirling thus furnishes the

same result as the ordinary difference formula of Newton. We
get different results when the higher orders of differences are neg-

lected. For instance, if we neglect differences of the second order

in formulae (7) and (20), Stirliog's formula would furnish more

accurate results, because, in virtue of the substitution A^ = A^ - JA^. j,

we have really retained a portion of the second order of differences.

If, therefore, we take the difference formula as far as the first,

third, or some odd order of differences, we get the same results

witE the central and the ordinary difference formulae. One more

term is required to get an odd order of differences when central

differences are employed. Thus, five terms are required to get
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third order differences in the one case, arid four terms in the other.

For practical purposes I do not see that any advantage is to be

gained by the use of central differences.

F. Graphic interpolation.

Intermediate values may be obtained from the graphic curve

by measuring the ordinate corresponding to a given abscissa or

vice versd.

In measuring high temperatures by means of the Le Chatelier-

Austin pyrometer, the deflec-

tion of the galvanometer index

on a millimetre scale is caused

by the electromotive force gen-

erated by the heating of a

thermo-couple (Pt - Pt with

10 7o R^) ^^ circuit with the

galvanometer. The displace-

ment of the index is nearly

proportional to the tempera-

ture. The scale is calibrated

by heating the junction to

well-defined temperatures and

plotting the temperatures as

ordinates, the scale readings

as abscissae. The resulting

______^__ graph or " calibration cwve "

20 fo eo so jto ao ifomm soe
jg shown in Kg. 130. The

Pia. 130.—Calibration Chart. ordinate to the curve corre-

sponding to any scale reading, gives the desired temperature. For

example, the scale reading " 160 " corresponds with the tempera-

ture 1300°.
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In illustration, A. Horstmann (Liebig's Ann. Erghd., 8, 112, 1872),

wished to compare the experimental values of the heats of vaporiz-

ation, Q, of ammonium chloride with those calculated from the

expression : Q = T{dp/dTjdv, which had been deduced from the

principles of thermodynamics. He found that the observed vapour

pressure, p, at different temperatures, 6, could be represented well

enough by Biot's formula : log^^p = a + 6a« " 268-6_ Hence, the

value of dp/dO, or dp/dT, for the vapour pressure at any particular

temperature could be obtained by differentiating this formula and

substituting the observed values of p and t in the result. It is

assumedj of course, that the numerical values of a, b and a are

known. Following Horstmann a = 5-15790, b = - 3-34598, and

logj^a = 0-9979266 - 1. Suppose it be required to find the value

of dp/dO at 300°. When 6= 300, 6 - 258-5 = 41-5
; and a«-6 = 0-819,

because logi„a«-6 = 41-51ogioa =41-6 x -00020734 = - 0-086046
;

consequently, 0-086046 = - 41-51ogioa = logioa-"^ = logiol-221.

Henoe,a-«-s = 1-221;.•.a«-5 = 0-819;and6a«-6= -3-34598x0-8192
= - 2-74036. Hence, log^o^? = 5-1579 - 2-7403

; or, logjap = 2-4175

= logm261-5 ; or, ^ = 261.5. By differentiation of log^op = a

+ 6a »- 258-6

^ = p6a«-61ogioa = 26-1-5 X - 2-74035 x - 0-0020734 = 1-5.

Examples.—(1) Assuming that the pressure, p, of steam at fl' 0. in lbs.

per square foot is given by the law 9 = 29-'npi - 37-6, show that when

p = 290, dpide = 15-67. Hint, de/dp =~H29-77)p-^l^ ; .-. ^jde = 0-168p*/»;

.-, dpide = 0-168 X 290*/'* lbs. per square foot per ° C.

(2) The volume, v„ of a cubic foot of saturated steam at T° abs. is given

by the formula L = T{Vi + vJjdp/dT, where v„ the volume of one pound of

water which may be taken as negligibly small in comparison vrith v,; L ib

the latent heat of one pound of steam in mechanical units, i.e., 740,710 ft.

lbs. Given also the formula of the preceding example, show that when

fl = 127° 0.,p = {(127 + 37-6)/29-77}'' ; .-. log^ = 3-71365 ; .-. dpjde, or, what

is the same thing, dpjdT = 0-168 x 935 = 157 lbs. per square foot per degree

absolute. Hence, 7^0710 = 157 x «, x 400 ; .-.«, = 11-8.

11. Graphic interpolation.

In the above-quoted investigation, Horstmann sought the

value of dp/dT for the dissociation pressure of aqueous vapour

from crystalline disodium hydrogen phosphate at different tempera-

tures. Here the form of ^ = f{T} was not known, and it became

necessary to deal directly with the numerical observations, or with
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the curve expressing these measurements. In the latter case,

the tangent to the "smoothed" or "faired" curve obtained by

plotting corresponding values of p and T on squared paper -will

sometimes allow the required differential coefficient to be obtained.

Suppose, for example, we seek the numerical value of dp/dO at

150° when it is known that when

p = 8-698, 9-966, 11-380 lbs. per sq. ft.

;

6 = 145, 150, 155° C.

These numbers are plotted on squared paper as in Kg. 131. To

find dpjdd at the point P corresponding

with 150°, and 9-966 lbs. per square foot,

first draw the tangent PA ; from P draw

PB parallel with the 6-axis. If now the

pressure were to increase throughout 5°

from 160° to 155° at the same rate as it is

increasing at P, the increase in pressure

for 5° rise of temperature would be equal

to the length BA, or to 1300 lbs. per

square foot. Consequently, the increase

of pressure per degree rise of temperature

is equal to 1300 -e- 5 = 260 lbs. per sq. ft.

Hence dpjdT = 260.

The graphic differentiation of an experimental curve is avoided

if very accurate results are wanted, because the errors of the ex-

perimental curve are greatly exaggerated when drawing tangents.

If the measurements are good better results can be obtained,

because the curve does not then want smoothingi Graphic

interpolation was accurate enough for Horstmann's work. See

also O. W. Eichardson, J. Nicol, and T. Parnell, Phil. Mag. [6],

8, 1, 1904, for another illustration.

We now seek a more exact method for finding the differential

coefficient of one variable, say y, with respect to another, say x,

from a set of corresponding values of x and y obtained by actual

measurement.

III. From the difference fornmlce.

Let us now return to Stirling's interpolation formula. Differ-

entiate (19), page 317, with respect to x, and if we take the

difference between y^ and y^ to be infinitely small, we must put

a; = in the result. In this way, we find that
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dx h\ 2 6 2 + 30 h ^-•••j-(l)

This series may be written in the form

gy_ VA'o+ALi r-* A3_jH-A3_„ 12.22 A5_, + A5 \
rfa; /il, 2 31

2 + "5r' ~^^ "- + •••] (2)

To illustrate the use of formula (2), let the first two columns
of the following table represent a set of measurements obtained
in the laboratory. It is required to find the value of dyjdx cor-
responding to a; = 5-2. First set up the table of central differences.
*• y- A'- A2. AS. A*. AB
4'9 (134-290) _ 3 .^

i liih s:; S:: S:: .0..-. ,.,..„,

.

HS S sf - -- •^^"°''^-

5-5 (244-692), ^^^^^^h "

Make the proper substitutions in (2). In the case of 5-2 only the
block figures in the above table are required. Thus,

%_lY17-250 + 19-065 1 0174 + 0-189 1 0-009

-

0-004\
<i!^ 0-l\, 2 6 2 +30 2 j'

.-. P- = 181-273.
dx

The student may now show that by differentiating Stirling's

formula twice, and putting a; = in the result, we obtain the

second differential coefiScient

d^y If 1 1 \

5l=M^^-i-12^*-2 + 9-o^«-3----), • (3)

which may also be writtten

d^y 1/2., 2 , 2.22
^ 2. 22. 32.

„ \

s^ = p(2!'^'-i - 4!^'-2 + -6r^'-3 - -8r-^'-* +•••) w
The difference columns should not be carried further than is

consistent with the accuracy of the data, otherwise the higher

approximations will be less accurate than the first. Do not carry

the differences further than the point at which they begin to ex-

hibit marked irregularities. The A^ differences in the above table,

for instance, are "out of bounds". The first two terms generally

suf&ce for all practical requirements.

Examples.— (1) From Horstmann's observations on the dissociation

pressure, p, of the ammonio-chlorides of silver at different temperatures, fl

:

X
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9 = 8, 12, 16, . . . °0.

p = 43-2, 52'0, 65-3, ...cm. Hg.

show that at 12°, dp/de = 2-76.

(2) Show that ds/de = - i-7 x 10-«, at 0° 0, from the following data :—

9 = 1, 0-5, 0, - 0-5, - 1-0, . . .

;

10« X s = 1288-3, 1290-7, 1293-1, 1295-4, 1297-8, . .

.

(3) Find the value of dhjjdx'^ for 2/=5-2 from the above table. Ansr. 181'4.

(4) The variation in the pressure of saturated steam, p, with temperature

B has been found to be as follows :

—

9 = 90, 95, 100, 105, 110, 115, 120, . . .

;

p = 1463, 1765, 2116, 2524, 2994, 3584, 4152, . .

.

Hence show that at 105° dpjde = 87-58, d'^lde'' = 2-48. Hint, dyjdx

= Hl(408 + 470) - A{5 + 8)} = J (437-917) = 87-583.

§ 107. How fo Represent a Set of Observations by Means of

a Formula.

After a set of measurements of two independent variables has

been made in the laboratory, it is necessary to find if there is any

simple relation between them, in other words, to find it a general

expression of the one variable can be obtained in terms of the

other so as to abbreviate in one simple formula the whole set of

observations, as well as intermediate values not actually measured.

The most satisfactory method of finding a formula to express

the relation between the ivfb variables in any set of measurements,

is to deduce a mathematical expression in terms of variables and

constants, from known principles or laws, and then determine the

value of the constants from the experimental results themselves.

Such expressions are said to be theoretical formulae as distinct

from empirical formulae, which have no well-defined relation

with known principles or laws.

The terms "formula" and "function" are by no means

synonymous. The function is the relation or law involved in the

process. The relation may be represented in a formula by symbols

which stand for numbers. The formula is not' the function, it is

only its dress. The fit may or may not be a good one. This

must be borne in mind when the formal relations of the symbols

are made to represent some physical process or concrete thing.

It is, of course, impossible to determine the correct form of a

function from the experimental data alone. An infinite number
of formulae might satisfy the numerical data, in the same sense

that an infinite number of curves might be drawn through a seriea
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of points. For instance, over thirty empirical formulffi have been
proposed to express the unknown relation between the pressure
and temperature of saturated steam.

As a matter of fact, empirical formulae frequently originate
from a lucky guess. Good guessing is a fine art. A hint as to

the most plausible form of the function is sometimes obtained by
plotting the experimental results. It is useful to remember that
if the curve increases or decreases regularly, the equation is prob-
ably algebraic ; if it alternately increases and decreases, the curve
is probably expressed by some trigonometrical function.

If the curve is a straight line, the equation will be of the form,

y=-mx-\-b. If not, try y = ax", ox y = ax/{l + bx). If the rate

of increase (or decrease) of the function is proportional to itself we
have the compound interest law. In other words, if dy/dx varies

proportionally with y, y = he-'" or he"" If dyjdx varies pro-

portionally with xjy, try y = bx\ If dy/dx varies as x, try

y = a + bx^. Other general formulae may be tried when the

above prove unsatisfactory, thus,

a + X
y = b^7^' y = 10° + '^ y = a + blogx; y = a + b<f, etc.

Otherwise we may faU back upon Maclaurin's expansion in ascend-

ing powers of x, the constants being positive, negative or zero.

This series is particularly useful when the terms converge rapidly.

When the results exhibit a periodicity, as in the ebb and flow
of tides j annual variations of temperature and pressure of the at-

mosphere
; cyclic variations in magnetic declination, etc., we

refer the results to a trigonometrical series as indicated in the

chapter on Fourier's series.

Empirical formulae, however closely they agree with facts, do
not pretend to represe-nt the true relation between the variables

under consideration. Tliey do little more than follow, more or

less closely, the course of the graphic curve representing the re-

lation between the variables within a more or less restricted range.

Thus, Eegnault ernployed three interpolation formulae for the vapour

pressure of water between - 32° F. and 230° F.i For example,

from - 32° F. to 0°F., he used p = a + &a«, from 0° to 100° F.,

' Eankine was afterwards lucky enough to find that \ogp = a - fiB-^ - yt-^,
represented Regnault's results for the vapour pressure of water throughout the whole

range - 32° F. to 230° F.
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log^ = a + ho? + cp» ; from 100° to 230° P., log^ = a + Ja* - c^^.

Kopp required four formulse to represent his measurements of the

thermal expansion of water between 0° and 100° C. Each of Eopp's

formulae was only applicable within the hmited range of 25° C.

If all attempts to deduce or guess a satisfactory formula are

unsuccessful, the results are simply tabulated, or preferably plotted

on squared paper, because then " it is the thing itself that is before

the mind instead of a numerical symbol of the thing ".

§ 108. To Evaluate the Constants in Empirical or

Theoretical Formulae.

Before a formula containing constants can be adapted to any

particulqr process, the numerical values of the constants must be

accurately known. For instance, the volume, v, to which unit

volume of any gas expands when heated to d°, may be represented

by

where a is a constant. The law embodied in this equation can

only be applied to a particular gas when u. assumes the numerical

value characteristic of that gas. I: we are dealing with hydrogen,

u, = 0-00366 ; if carbon dioxide, a = 0'00371 ; and if sulphur

dioxide o = •00385.

Again, if we want to apply the law of definite proportions, we
must know exactly what the definite proportions are before it can

be decided whether any particular combination is comprised under

the law. In other words, we must not only know the general law,

but also particular numbers appropriate to particular elements.

In mathematical language this means that before a function can be

used practically, we must know :

(i) The form of the function ;

(ii) The numerical values of the constants.

The determination of the form of the function has been discussed

in the preceding section, the evaluation of the constants remains

to be considered.

Is it legitimate to deduce the numerical values of the constants

from the experiments themselves? The answer is that the nu-

merical data are determined from experiments purposely made by

different methods under different conditions. When all indepen-

dently furnish the same result it is fair to assume that the
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experimental numbers includes the values of the constants under
discussion.!

In some determinations of the volume, v, of carbon dioxide
dissolved in one volume of water at different temperatures, 0, the
followmg pairs of values were obtained :

—

e= 0, 5, 10, 15;
V = 1-80, 1-45, 1-18, 1-00.

As Herschel has remarked, in all cases of "direct unimpeded
action," we may expect the two quantities to vary in a simple

proportion, so as to obey the linear equation,

y = a + bx; Tx* have, v = a + b6, . . (1)

which, be it observed, is obtaiaed from Maolaurin's series by the

rejection of all but the first two terms.

It is required to find from these observations the values of the

constants, a and b, which will represent the experimental data in

the best possible manner. The above results can be written,

(i) 1-80 = a,
1

(ii) 1-45 = a + 5b, I

f^)
(iii) 1-18 = a + 10&,

j

" ^
'

(iv) 1-00 = a + 156, j

which is called a set of observation eqaations. We infer, from

(i) and (ii) a = 1-80, b = - 0-07,

(ii) and (iii) a = 1-62, b = - 0-054,

(iii) and (iv) a = 1-64, b 0-036, etc.

The want of agreement between the values of the constants

obtained from different sets of equations is due to errors of

observation, and, of course, to the fact that the particular form of

the function chosen does not fit the experimental results. It

nearly always occurs when the attempt is made to calculate the

constants in this manner.

The numerical values of the constants deduced from any arbi-

trary set of observation equations can only be absolutely correct

when the measurements are perfectly accurate. The problem here

presented is to pick the best representative values of the constants

from the experimental numbers. Several methods are available.

1 J. P. W. Hersohel's A Preliminary Discourse on the Study of Natwal 'Phil-

osophy, London, 1831, is worth reading in tliis connexion.
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I. Solving the equations by algebradc methods.

Pick out as many observation equations as there are unknowns

and solve for a, b, c by ordinary algebraic methods. The different

values of the unknown corresponding with the different sets of

observation arbitrarily selected are thus ignored.

Example.—Oorreaponding values of the variables x and y are known, say,

x^, y^; STj, y^; sBj, J/j! .•• Calculate the constants a, b, c, in the interpolation

formula

y = a.ld' + ''.

When Ki= 0, 2/1= o. Thus 6 and c remain to be determined. Take logarithms

of the two equations in x^, 3/2 ^^^ "'si Vs ^^^ show that,

This method may be used with any of the above formulae when

an exact determination of the constants is of no particular interest,

or when the errors of observation are relatively small. V. H. Eeg-

nault used it in his celebrated " M6moire sur les forces 61astiques

de la vapeur d'eau" (Ann. Ghim. Phys., [3], 11, 273, 1844) to

evaluate the constants rnentioned in the formula, page 323 ; so did

G. C. Schmidt (Zeit. phys. Ghem., 7, 433, 1891); and A. Horst-

mann {Liebig's Ann. Ergbd., 8, 112, 1872).

II. Method of Least Squares.

The constants must satisfy the following criterion j The differ-

ences between the observed and the calculated results must be the

smallest possible with small positive and negative differences.

One of the best ways of fixing the numerical values of the con-

stants in any formula is to use what is known as the method of

least squares. This rule proceeds from the assumption that the

most probable values of the constants are those for which the

sum of the squares of the differences between the observed and the

calculated results are the smallest possible. We employ the rule

for computing the maximum or minimum values of a function.

In this work we usually pass from the special to the general.

Here we can. reverse this procedure and take the general case first.

Let the observed magnitude y depend on x in such a way that

y = a + bx (3)

It is required to determine the most probable values of a and b. For
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perfect accuraoy,we should have the following observation equations

:

a+bx-^-y^ = 0, a + bx^- y^^O; .. . a + bx„ - y„ = 0.

In practice this is unattainable. Let Vj^, v^, ... v„ denote the actual

deviations so that

a + bx^-y^ = v^; a + bx^ - y^ = v^; . . . a + bx„ - y„ = v„.

It is required to determine the constants so that,

S(v^) = Vj^ + V2^ + ... + vj is a minimum.

With observations atfected with errors the smallest value of v^

will generally differ from zero ; and the sum of the squares will

therefore always be a positive number. We must therefore choose

such values of a and b as will make

S::> + bx^ - y„f

the smallest possible. This condition is fulfilled, page 156, by

equating the partial derivatives of %{v^} with respect to a and b

to zero. In this way, we obtain,

c-S(a + bx - yy = 0; hence, %{a + bx - y) = 0;

^S(a + bx yY = 0; hence, ^x{a + bx - y) = 0.

If there are n observation equations, there are n a'a and S(a)

therefore,

na + b%{x) - t{y) = 0; a%{x) + b%{x^) - %{xy) = 0.

Now solve these two simultaneous equations for a and b,

_ %{x).%{xy)-%{x^).%{y)
. _ %{x)%{y) - n1{xy)

p(a!)]2 - n%{x'') ' mx)f - nt{x^)
'

which determines the values of the constants.

Eetuming to the special case at the commencement of this

section, to find the best representative value of the constants a and

b in formula (1). Previous to substitution in (4), it is best to

arrange the data according to the following scheme :

—

(4)
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Substitute these values in equation (4), n, the number of

observations, = 4, hence we get

a = 1-758; b = - 0-0534.

The amount of gas dissolved at 6° is therefore obtained from the

interpolation formula,

V = 1-758 - 0-0534^.

To show that this is the best possible formula to employ, in

spite of 1'758 volumes obtained at 0°, proceed in the following

manner :

—

Temp. = e.
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where a, b and c are constants to be determined. The resulting

formulaB for b and c (omitting a), analogous to (4), are,

° - 3(a;2) . %{x^) - [2((r3)]2 '
"

%{x^) . %{x^) - [2(a;3)]2
• ^ >

These two formulae have been deduced by a similar method to

that employed in the preceding case, a is a constant to be

determined separately by arranging the experiment so that when
a! = 0, a =

2/o.

Examples.—(1) The following series of measurements of the tempera-

ture, 9, at different depths, x, in an artesian well, were made at Grenelle

(France) :

—

x= 28, 66, 173, 248, 298, 400, 505, 548;

9 = 11-71, 12-90, 16-40, 20-00, 22-20, 23-75, 26-45, 27-70.

The mean temperature at the surface, where a; = 0, was 10-6°. Hence show

that at a depth of x metres, 9 = 10-6 + 0-042096!); - 0-00002055Ba!2.

(2) If, when x = 0,y = \ and when

x= 8-97, 20-56, 36-10, 49-96, 62-38, 83-73;

y = 1-0078, 10184, 1-0317, 1-0443, 1-0503, 10759.

Hence show that y = 1 + 0-00084a; + O-OOOOOOga^.

Thomson {Wied. Ann., 44, 553, 1891) employed the general

formulae for a, b, c, when still another correction term is included,

namely,

y = ax + bx^ + cx^. ... (7)

Illustrations will be found in the original paper.

If three variables are to be investigated, we may use the

general formula

2 = ax + by (8)

The reader may be able to prove, on the above lines, that

^x^) . Ijxz) - %{xy) . %{yz)
. _ S(a;^) %{yz) - %{xy). %{xz) ,„

" - 2(a;2) . S(2/2) - [^{xy)-\' ' ^x^) • 2(2/^) - [%{xy)f ' ^
''

M. Centnerszwer {Zeit. phys. Chem., 26, 1, 1896) referred his ob-

servations on the partial pressure of oxygen durmg the oxidation

of phosphorus in the presence of different gases and vapours to the

empirical formula

p^ = p, - alog (1 + bx) ; or to ^„ - p« = alog (1 + bx),

where p„ denotes the pressure of pure oxygen, p^ the partial pres-

sure of oxygen mixed with x % of foreign gas or vapour. Show
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with Oentnerszwer, that H y — Po — Px

"-
:S{x^).%{xi)-{%{x^)f '"- 5(a!2) . S(a;*) - [a(a!3)P

'V I

BxAMPLB.—Show, with Oentnerszwer, that a = 184-, 6 = 113 for ohlor-

benzene when it is known that when

iJx=561, 549, 536, 523, 509, 485;

a!= 0, 0-054, 0-108, 0-215, 0-430, 0-858.

The method of least squares assumes that the observations are

all equally reliable. The reader will notice that we have assumed

that one variable is quite free from error, and very often we can

do so with safety, especially when the one variable can be

measured with a much greater degree of accuracy than the other.

We shall see later on what to do when this is not the case.

III. Graphic methods.

Eetuming to the solubility determinations at the beginning of

this section, prick points corresponding to pairs of values of v and

6 on squared paper. The points Ue approximately on a straight

Une. Stretch a black thread so as to get the straight line which

Ues most evenly among the points. Two points lying on the'

black thread are v = l-O, 6 = 14-5, and v = 1-7, 9 = 1-6.

.-. a + li-5b = 1 ; a + 1-56 = 1-7.

By subtraction, b = — 0-54, .•. a = 1-78. It is here assumed that

the curve which goes most evenly among the points represents the

correct law, see page 148. But the number of observations is,

perhaps, too small to show the method to advantage. Try

these

:

p= 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40,

s = 1-02, 1-03, 1-06, 1-07, 1-09, 1-18, 1-23, 1-29, 1-34, 1-40,

where s denotes the density of aqueous solutions containing p °/^

of calcium chloride at 15° 0. The selection of the best " black

thread " line is, in general, more uncertain the greater the mag-
nitude of the errors of observation afifeoting the measurements.

The values deduced for the constants will differ slightly with

different workers or even with the same worker at different times.

With care, and accurately ruled paper, the results are sufBciently

exact for most practical requirements.
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When the " best " curve has to be drawn freehand, the
results are still more uncertain. For example, the amount of
" active " oxygen, y, contained in a solution of hydrogen dioxide
in dilute sulphuric acid was found, after the lapse of t days,
to be:

t = 6, 9, 10, 14, 18, 27, 34, 38, 41, 54,

y = 3-4, 3-1, 3-1, 2-6, 2-2, 1-3, 0-9, 0-7, 0-6, 0-4,

We leave these measurements with

87,

0-2,

where y = 3-9 when t = Q
the reader as an exercise.

In J. Perry's Practical Mathematics, London, 1899, a trial

plotting on "logarithmic paper " is recommended in certain cases.

On squared paper, the distances between the horizontal and vertical

lines are in fractions of a metre or of a foot. On logarithmic

pa/per (Fig. 132), the distances between the lines, like the divisions

on the slide rule, are proportional to the „

logarithmsof the numbers. If, therefore, 50

the experimental numbers follow a Jaw '"

like logj„a; + alogi^j^ = constant, the fune-
'^^

tion can be plotted as easily as on squared 20

paper. If the resulting graph is a

straight line, we may be sure that we ig

are dealing with some such law as

xy' = constant ; or, {x + a) (y + h)

constant.

20 30 40

PiQ. 132.—Log. Paper.

Example.—The pressure, p, of saturated steam in pounds per square

inch when the volume is v cubic feet per pound is

p= 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60,

V = 37-80, 19-72, 13-48, 10-29, 8-34, 6-62.

Hence, by plotting corresponding values of p and v

on logarithmic paper, we get the straight line :

logioP + 7logio^ = logio* ;
hence, jw)i»»= = 382,

since logjoft = 2-5811, .-. 6 = 382 and y = 1-065. The

graph is shown on log paper in Fig. 132, and on

ordinary squared paper in Fig. 134.

90

80

70
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straight line. One advantage of logarithmic paper is that the

skill required for dra-wing an accurate free-

hand Curve is not required. The stretched

.black thread will be found sufficient. With

semi-logarithmic paper, either x + logjQ?/ =

constant ; or, y + logiQ* = constant will give

a straight line.

According to 0. Eunge and Paschen's law,

if the logarithms of the atomic weights are

plotted as ordinates with the distances be-

Fio. 134. tween the brightest spectral lines in -the

magnetic field as abscissae, chemically alUed elements lie on the

same straight hne. This, for example, is the case with magnesium,
calcium, strontium, and barium. Eadium, too, lies on the same

.

line, hence 0. Eunge and J. Precht {Ber. deut. phys. Ges., 313,

1903) infer the atomic weight of radium to be 257'8. Obviously

we can plot atomic weights and the other data directly on the

logarithmic paper. Another example will be found in W. N.

Hartley and B. P. Hedley's study {Journ. Chem. Soc, 91, 1010,

1907), of the absorption spectra solutions of certain organic com-

pounds where the oscillation frequencies were plotted against the

logarithms of the thicknesses of the solutions.

Examples.—(1) Plot on semi-logarithmio paper Haroourt and Essen's

numbers (I.e.)

:

<= 2, 5, 8, 11, U, 17, 27, 31, 35, 44,

y = 94-8, 87'9, 81-3, 74-9, 68-7,' 64'0, 49-3, 44-0, 39-1, 81-6,

for the amount of substance y remaining in a reacting system afte; the elapse

of an interval of time t. Hence determine values for the constants a and 6 in

y = ae -« ; i.e.,m logio2/ + hf = logijO,

a straight line on " semi-log " paper. The graph is shown in Pig. 133 on
" semi-log " paper and in Fig. 134 on ordinary paper.

(2) What " law " can you find in 3. Perry's numbers {Proa. Boy. Soc, 23,

472, 1876),

e = 58, 86, 148, 166, 188, 202, 210,

0=0, -004, -018, -029, -051, -073, -090,

for the electrical conductivity C of glass at a temperature of 9° P. ?

(8) Evaluate the constant a in S. Arrheuius' formula, tj = a", for the vis-

cosity 1) of an aqueous solution of sodium benzoate of concentration x, given

•n
= 1-6498, 1-2780, 1-1303, 1-0623,

x= 1, i, i, . h

Several other methods have been proposed. Gauss' method,

for example, will be taken up later on. See also Hopkinson,
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Messenger of Mathematics, 2, 65, 1872 ; or S. Lupton's Notes on

Observations, London, 104, 1898.

§ 109. Substitutes for Integration.

It may not always be convenient, or even possible, to integrate

the differential equation ; in that case a less exact method of

verifying the theory embodied in the equation must be adopted.

For the sake of illustration, take the equation

£ = k{a-x); . . . . (1)

used to represent the velocity of a chemical reaction, x denotes the

amount of substance transformed at the time t ; and a denotes the

initial concentration. Let dt denote unit interval of time, and let

Ax denote the difference between the initial and final quantity of

substance transformed in unit interval of time, then ^Ax denotes

the average amount of substance transformed during the same

interval of time. Hence, for the first interval, we write

Ax = k^{a - iAx),

which, by algebraic transformation, becomes

^^ = rTp;- ... (2)

For the next interval,

Ax = k^{a - X - \Ax), etc.

These expressions may be used in place of the integral of (1),

namely

^ = h^^x^ ... (3)

for the verification of (1).

With equations of the second order

dec

gf
= ki{a - xf, ... (4)

we get, in the same way,

by putting, as before, Ax in place of dx, dt = 1, x = \Ax, and

remembering that the second power of Ax is negligibly small.

The regular integral of (4) is

K = K-^^- ... (6)^ at a - X ^ '
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NuMEEicAi, ItLUSTBATiON.—Let US Suppose that ftj and fej are both equal

to 01, and that a = 100. -From (2)

0-1 X 100

AX :

1-05

0-1 X 90-48

= 9-52
; . . as - a; = 100 - 9-52 = 90-48

;

1-05
= 8-62

;

. ffi - SB = 90-48 - 8-62 = 81-87.

Again from (5), for reactions of the second order

0-1 X 10,000
Aa = T , „-, . ,nf^ = 90-99

;
.-. a a; = 100 - 90-09 = 909

;

= 4-33 ; .-.a- x = 9-09 - 4-33 = 4-76.

1 + 0-1 X 100

(9-09)' X 0-1

^'^ " 1 + 0-1 X 9-09

The following table shows that the results obtained ,by this method of

approximation compare very favourably with those obtained from the regular

integrals (3) and (6). There is, of course, a slight error, but that is usually

within the limits of expeiSmental error.

First Order.
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of a solution, y was a known function, hence, dy could be readily
calculated. Integrate by parts, and we get

u = xy - Ix. dy,

which can be evaluated by the planimeter, or any other means.
Again, to calculate the vapour pressure, p^, in the expression

where p^ and p^ denote the vapour 'pressure of two components of

a mixture ; x is the fractional composition of the mixture. Sup-
pose that ^1 and x are known, it is required to calculate p^. Here
also, on integration by parts,

^^\ ]l-x ?)« '**- l-ic +J(l-a;/*-
The second setting is much better adapted for numerical com-
putation.

§ 110. Approximate Integration.

We have seen that the area enclosed by a curve can be

estimated by finding the value of a definite integral. This may
be reversed. The numerical value of a definite integral can be

determined from measurements of the area enclosed by the curve.

For instance, if the integral //(a;) . dx is unknown, the value of

1 f{x) . dx can be found by plotting the curve y = f{x) ; erecting

ordinates to the curve on the points x = a and x = b; and then

measuring the surface bounded by the a;-axis, the two ordinates

just drawn and the curve itself.

This area may be measured by means of the planimeter, an

instrument which automatically registers the area of any plane

figure when a tracer is passed round the boundary lines. A good •

description of these instruments by 0. Henrici will be found in the

British Association's Beports, 496, 1894.

Another way is to cut the figure out of a sheet of paper, or

other uniform material. Let Wj be the weight of a known area a^

and w the weight of the piece cut out. The desired area x can

then be obtained by simple proportion,

w-^ : a = w : X.

Other methods may be used for the finding the approximate

value of an integral between certain hmits. First plot the curve.
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Divide the curve into n portions bounded by w + 1 equidistant

ordinates ?/„, i/j, y^, . . ., y„, whose magnitude and common distance

apart is known, it is required to find an approximate expression for

the area so divided, that is to say, to evaluate the integral

f{x).dx.
Jo

Assuming Newton's interpolation formula

_

fix) = y,+ xA\ + ^,x{x - 1)A% + (1)

we may write,

.'. f(x) .'dx =-yA dx + A\\ x.dx + -^x{x - l)dx + . . ., (2)

which is known as the Newton-Cotes integration formula. We
may now apply this to special oases, such as calculating the value

of a definite integral from a set of experirnental measurements, etc.

I. Parabolic Formula.

Take three ordinates. There are two intervals. Eeject all

te: ms after AV Eemember that Aij = y^-y^ and A^^ = y^- ^y^ + y^.

Let the common difference be unity,

^Jix) .
dx = 2y„ + 2Ai„ + IA\ = l{y, + 42/1 + 2/.)- (3)

If h represents the common distance of the ordinates apart, we
have the familiar result known as Simpson's one-third rule, thus,

J/(»)
• dx = ih{y, + iy^ + y^). . . (4)

A graphic representation will perhaps make the assumptions in-

volved in this formula more apparent. Make
»i—£n the construction shown in Fig. 135. We

^'^ ''^^^'. ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ °^ *^® portion ANN'A' cor-

"^i.

""

responding to the integral f{x) . dx between

.^k.^i'^ ^ the limits x = Xg and x = x„, where f{x)

jjr- represents the equation of the curve ABGDN.oa' b' c'

Assume that each strip is bounded on one
side by a parabolic curve. The area of the

portion

ABGG'A' = Area trapezium AGG'A' + Area parabolic aegment ABGA,
From well-known mensuration formulae (16), page 604, the area
of the portion

ABGG'A' = A'C'[l(A'A + C'G) + ^{B'B - 1{A'A + G'G)]];

= 2h{\A'A + IB'B + ^G'G) = lh{A'A + iB'B + G'G). (5)
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Extend this discussion to include the whole figure,

Area ANNA' = J/i(l + 4 + 2 + 4 + . . . + 2 + 4 + 1), (6)

where the successive coefficients of the perpendiculars AA', BB', . .

.

alone are stated ; h represents the distance of the strips apart. The
greater the number of equal parts into which the area is divided,

the more closely will the calculated correspond with true area.

Put OA' = Xfj ; ON = x„ ; A'N = x„ - x^ and divide the area

into n parts ; h = (x„ - x^jn. Let i/q, y^, y^, . . . y„ denote the

successive ordinates erected upon Ox, then equation (6) may be

written in the form,

(7)
f{x).d^=^h{{y^ + 2/„) + 4(2/i + y^ +...+ 2/„_i)

'+ 2(2/2 + 2/4 + ••• + 2/" -2)'

In practical work'a great deal of trouble is avoided by making

the measurements at equal intervals x-y - «„, ajj - aij, . . ., a;„ - a;„ _ j.

E. Wegseheider {Zeit. phys. Chem., M, 52, 1902) employed Simp-

son's rule for integrating the velocity equations for the speed of

hydrolysis of sulphonic esters ; and G. Bredig and F. Epstein

(Zeit. anorg. Chem., 42, 341, 1904) in their study of the velocity of

adiabatic reactions.

Examples.— (1) Evaluate the integral Ja^ . dx between the limits 1 and 11

by the aid of formula (6), given h = l and
2/,,, j/i, y^, 2/3, .. . %, 1/9, ^lo are re-

spectively 1, 8, 27, 64:, . . . 1000, 1331. Compare the result with the absolutely

correct value. From (6),

j
a^.dx = i(10980) = -3660 ; andj x . dx = J(ll)« - 1(1)^ = 3660,

is the perfect result obtained hf actual integration.

(2) In measuring the magnitude of an electric current by means of the

hydrogen voltameter, let Oq, Oj, G^, , . . denote the currents passing through

the galvanometer at the times t^, ^, t^, . . . minutes. The volume of hydrogen

liberated, v, will be equal to the product of the "intensity" of the current,

amptes, the time, t, and the electrochemical equivalent of the hydrogen, x
;

.•. V = xCt. Arrange the observations so that the galvanometer is read after

the elapse of equal intervals of time. Hence ii-io=<2-ii=<3-<2=.. .'=^.

Prom (7),

j^"c.i<=i;i{(C„+ C„) + 4(Oi+03+ ... +C„_,) + 2(02+04+ ... +0„_2)}.

In an experiment, v = 0-22 when t = 3, and

t = 1-0, 1-5, 2-0, 2-5, 3-0, . . ,

;

= 1-53, 1-03, 0-90, 0-84:, 0-57, . .

.

0-5
O.ii = -3-{(l'53 + 0-57) + 4(1-03 + 0-84) + 2 x 0'90} = 1-897.

Y

J
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This example also illustrates how the value of an integral can be obtained

from a table of numerical measurements. The result 0'1159, is better than if

we had simply proceeded by what appears, at first sight, the more correct

method, namely,

L
c.dt = {t,- g2!L+_a + (t, - y^L^' + . . . = 1-91,

0"22
for then x = —3= = 0-1152. The correct value is 0-116 nearly.

(3) If jdz-= j6''/*(6 - x)~^dx, where 6 is the end value of x, then, in the

interval z^ - Zj, show that the integrals will assume the form

2, = -

6

between the limits x^ and x^. Hint. Use (4) ; h = ^(Xj + x^).

If we take four ordinates and three integrals, (4) assumes the form

[ fix) . dx = 1^(2/0 + 3(2/1 + 2/2) + ^3) ; • • (8)
Jo

where /i denotes the distance of the ordinates apart, i/q, y-^, . . . the

ordinates of the successive perpendiculars, in the preceding diagram.

This formula is known as Simpson's three-eighths rule. If we
take seven ordinates and neglect certain small differences, we get

f{x) .
dx = j%h{yo + by

I + 2/2 + ^Vs + 2/4 + ^Vi + Vf) (9)
Jo

which is known as Weddle's rale {Math. Journ., H, 79, 1854).

J. E. H. Gordon {Proc. Boy. Soo., 25, 144, 1876 ; or Phil. Trans.,

167, i., 1, 1877) employed "Weddle's rule to find the intensity of

the magnetic field in the axis of a helix of wire through which an

-electric current was flowing. The intensity of the field was

measured at seven equidistant points along the axis by means of

a dynamometer, and the total force was computed from (9).

Examples.—(1) Compare Simpson's one-third rule-and the three-eighths

rule when h = 1, with the result of the integration of

a^dx. Ansr. i{{-f 3)» - (- 3)^} = 97-2,
r->

r:

by Actual integration ; for Simpson's one-third rule,

K{+ Sy + {- S)" + m+ S.y + 0* + {- 2)*} -H 2 (1 + 1)] = 98.

The three-eighths rule gives

f(x)dx = my^ + 32/, + 82/j + 22/3 -I- ay, + 3y^ + y^,

§[(+ 3)^ -f- (- 3)* + 3{{+ 2)* + !* + {- 1)» + (- 2)*} -1- 2 X 0] = 99.

The errors are thus as 8 : 18, or as 4 : 9. A great number of oases has been

tried and it is generally agreed that the parabolic rule with an odd number of

ordinates always gives a better arithmetical result than if one more ordinate is

employed. Thus, Simpson's rule with five ordinates gives a better result than

if six ordinates are used.
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(2) On plotting/(K) in ^f{x)dx, it is found that the lengths of the ordinatea

3 om. apart were: 14-2, 14-9, 15'3, 15-1, 14-5, 14'1, 13-7 om. Find the

numerical value of the integral. Ansr. 263 '9 aq. om. by Simpson's one-third

rule. Hint. Prom (7),

rJ f{x)dx = (14'2 + 18'7) + 4(14-9 + 15-1 + 14a) + 2(15-3 + 14-5).

An objection to these rules is that more weight is attached to

some of the measurements than to others. E.g., more weight is

attached to y^, y^, and 2/5 than to y^ and y^ in applying Weddle's rule.

II. Trapezoidal FormulcB.

Instead of assuming each strip to be the sum of a trapezium

and a parabolic segment, we may suppose

that each strip is a complete trapezium. In

Kg. 136, let AN be a curve whose equation

is 2/ = /(a;) ; AA', BB', . . . perpendiculars

drawn from the a;-axis. The area of the

portion ANNA' is to be determined. Let

OB' - OA' = OC - OB' = ... = h. It fol-

lows from known mensuration formulae, (11),

page 604,

toa ANNA' = ih{AA' + BB') + ih{B'B + G'C) -f . . .

;

= ih{AA' + 2BB' + 2CG' + ... + 2MM' + NN) ;

= «(| + 1 + 1 + . . . + 1 -f 1 + I), . . (10)

where the coef&oients of the successive ordinates alone are written.

The result is known as the trapezoidal rule.

Let Xq, Xj, fljji . .
.

, x„, be the values of the abscissas correspond-

ing with the ordinates y^, y^, 2/2 y^, then,

f{x) . dx = J(a!i - «„) (^0 - 2/i) + • • • +JK - a!„_ 1) (2/„ _ 1 H- y„).

1
- a!Q = iCg - a?! = . . . = ^, we get, by multiplying out,

y
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is said to combine the accuracy of the parabolic rule with the

simplicity of the trapezoidal. It is called Durand's rule.

Examples.—(1) Byaluate the integral / -r, by the approximation form-
J 2 ^

ulsB (7), (10) and (13), assuming h = l,n = S. Find the absolute value of the

result and show that these approximation formulae give more accurate

results when the interval h is made smaller. Ansr. (7) gives 1'611, (10)

gives 1-629, (13) gives 1-616. The correct result is 1-610.

(2) Now try what the trapezoidal formula would give for the integration

of Ex. (2), page 339. Ansr. 263-55. Hint. Prom (12)

3{J(ld:-2 + 13-7) + 14-9 + 15-3 + 15-1 + 14-5 + 14-1}.

Gr. Lemoine (Ami. Chim. Phys., [4], 27, 289, 1872) encountered

some non-integrable equations during his study of the action of

heat on red phosphorus. In consequence, he adopted these

methods of approximation. The resulting tables "calculated"

and "observed" were very satisfactory.

Double integrals for the calculation ©f volumes can be evaluated

by a double application of the formula. For illustrations, see C. W.
Merrifield's report " On the present state of our knowledge of the

application of quadratures and interpolation to actual calculation,"

B. A. Reports, 321, 1880.

III. Mid-section Formula.

A shorter method is sometimes used. Suppose the indicator

diagram (Fig. 137) to be under investigation. Drop perpendiculars

PM and QN on to the "Atmospheric line" MN; divide MN mio

n equal parts. In the diagram w = 6. Then measure the average
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length ab, ad, ef,... of each strip ; add, and divide by n. Alge-

braically, if the length oi ab = y^; od = y^; ef = y^; ...

Totel area = -(j/j + 2/3 + 2/5 + . . .). . (16)

§ 111. Integration by Infinite Series.

Some integrations tax, and even baffle, the resources of the

most expert. It is, indeed, a common thing to find expressions

which cannot be integrated by the methods at our disposal. We
may then resort to the methods of the two preceding sections, or,

if the integral can be expanded in the form of a converging series

of ascending or descending powers of x, we can integrate each

term of the expanded series separately and thus obtain any desired

degree of accuracy by summing up a finite number of these terms.

If f{x) can be developed in a converging series of ascending

powers of x, that is to say, if

fix) = % + a^x + a,/i? + a,^^ + (1)

By integration, it follows that

if{x)dx = /(«„ + a^x + a^x"^ + . . .)dx

;

= ia^dx + ^a^xdx + ^a^xHx + . .
.

;

= a^fo + ^a^x^ + \a^^ + . .
.

;

= x{% + \aiX + \a^x'^ +...) + C. . (2)

Again, if /(a;) is a converging series, j/(a;) . dx is also convergent.

Thus, if

f{x) = l + a; + a;2 + a;3 + ...+ a;"-! + a;" + . .
.

,

(3)

y{x).dx^ a; + |a;2 + |a;3 + ... + ^a;" + ^^^j:^a!''+i + ... (4)

Series (3) is convergent when x is less than unity, for all values of

n. Series (4) is convergent when ^^a;, and therefore when x is

less than unity. The convergenoy of the two series thus depends

on the same condition, a;>l. If the one is convergent, the other

must be the same.

If the reader is able to develop a function in terms of Taylor's

series, this method of integration will require but few words of

explanation. One illustration will suffice. By division, or by

Taylor's theorem,

(1 + a!2)-i = 1 - a!^ + a^ - a;8 + ...

Consequently.
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I
2 = \dx - \x^ .dx + \x* .dx - \x^ .dx + ...;

.: J(l + x'^)-^dx = X - Ix^ + ^^ - ... = tan -^x + G,

from (6), page 284.

Tj i
= <" + 2~3 "^ 24 5

"*" • •• = sin-'!K +

/• dx „ /-:— /, 1 sin^a; 1.3 sin^a; \ „
(^) ^^°^ j;/sS=s= ^^"°V + 2- -5- + o- -9- + ••• j ""

^-

(3) Show je-'^dx = a: - 173 + n^Tg -
1.2.3.7 + ••• + <^-

The two following integrals will be required later on. k^ is less than unity. -

,=,/> - «.v,'^ .|{i - !(!»)% |(1J*.)' ....}.

(6) How would you propose to integrate j {1 - x) -' log x . dx in series ?

Hint. Develop (1 - a;)-' in series. Multiply through with log x.dx. Then

integrate term by term. The quickest plan for the latter operation will be

to first integrate Ja!"log a; . dx by parts, and show that

f xn +V 1 \

j
a;»log x.dx= ;j^ri(^log => -

^^^t,)-

r loga;
, /I 1 1 1 \

••i„r4^'^» = -(p + 2-^ + p + P + ---)

(7) Show that -j-^ = - + - . - + _^_ j + . .

.

Then, remembering that 2 sin^Ja; = 1 - cos x, (35) page 612, show that

r x.dx 1 / a!' 7a!' , \ , ^
i x/l-cosa! ^71r'° + 3-6 + 14;i00 + ---; + ^-

(8) Show
j
^sm ^da, = [-^ . - -

-(^^
j - + _(^-) j^-

- . . .

J^

;

= 0-5236 - 0-0875 + 0-0069 - 0-0003 + . . . = 0-446.
'

We often integrate a function in series when it is a compara-

tively simple matter to express the integral in a finite form. The

finite integral may be unfitted for numerical computations. Thus,

instead of

-
-di =

^^(^^- '^y- ^'=iciGT^ = ir^^-l' (^)

S. Arrhenius {Zeit. phys. Ghem., i, 110, 1887) used

, 1 1 a;/' 1 1 \

''^-'g:~gi~ 2\a? ~w ' ' ^^'

because x being small in comparison with G, (5) would not give
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accurate results in numerical work, on account of the factor x~^,

and in (6) the higher terms are negligibly small. Again, the

ordinary integral of

dx \o ,^ 1 ({a - b)x , a(b - x)'\

5^ = &(a - X) ib - xy- kt = ^^-3^,|^L__i^ + log^l^j,

from (9), page 221, does not give accurate results when a is nearly

equal to b, for the factor (a - b)~^ then becomes very great. We
can get rid of the dif&culty by integration in series. Add and sub-

tract {b - x)-^ dx to the denominator of

{a-x){b-xf \_{b-xf^{a-x){b-xf {b-xfA '

^ L(T^^ " b^\{a-x)(T3-xy]Y'"

'

~\_{b-xf b-x\{b-xf b-x\a-x){b-xf]Y'''

"UJb-xf {b-xy^{b-xf (b-xf J

This is a geometrical series with a quotient (a - b)/(b - x) and

convergent when (a - b) < (b - x); that is when a < 5, or when

a is only a little greater than 6. Now integrate term by term;

evaluate the constant when x = and * = ; wo get

^ =
't blcz) - xf

~ ¥} ~ ~x"{(6 - xf ~ p| + • •

-J-

The first term is independent of a - 6, and it will be sufficiently

exact for practical work.

Integrals of the form

fJ(
e-'^dx; or. e-'^dx ... (7)

Jo

are extensively employed in the solution of physical problems.

E.g., in the investigation of the path of a ray of light through

the atmosphere (Kramp) ; the conduction of heat (Fourier) ; the

secular cooling of the earth (Kelvin), etc. One solution of the

important differential equation

Dt ~ "'dx^'

is represented by this integral. Errors of observation may also be

represented by similar integrals. Glaisher calls the first of equa-

tions (7) the error function complement, and writes it, "erfca;";
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and the second, he calls the error function, and writes it, " erix".

J. W. L. Glaisher {Phil. Mag. [4], 42, 294, 421, 1871) and E.

Pendlebury {ib., p. 437) have given a hst of integrals expressible

in terms of the error function. The numerical value of any in-

tegral which can be reduced to the error function, may then be

read off directly from known tables. See also J. Burgess, Trans.

Boy. Soo. Edin., 39, 257, 1898.

We have deduced the fact, on page 240, that functions of the

same form, when integrated between the same limits, have the same

value. Hence, we may write
/•OS 1*00

e-'^dx=\ 6-"^%;
Jo Jo

.-. e-'^dx\ e-»^%= e-(^' + »''>da;%=[ e~'dx\. ((8)^

Now put

y = vx; i.e., dy = xdv.

Our integral becomes
i.00 f.rx

Jo Jo
xe-'^^^ + '^^dxdv. . . , (9)

;o

It is a common device when integrating exponential functions to

first differentiate a similar one. Thus, to integrate jxe'"^dx, first

differentiate e " '^, and we have d{e -'^) = - 2axe ~ ""^dx. Prom
this we infer that

\d{e -'^) =-2a\xe- '^dx ; or, \x& - "^dx = - g-e - ""^ + C.

Applying this result to the " dx " integration of (9), we get

Jo L 2(1 + v^) Jo 2(1 + v^)
•

since the function vanishes when x is oo. Again, from (13)

page 193, the "dv" integration becomes

r2(TT^=G*--^^i=i-
Consequently, by combining the two last results with (8) and (9),

it foUows that

[jV»^cZa;]'=
I;

or, ^\-'^dx = ^. . (10)

This fact seems to have been discovered by Euler about 1730.

There is another ingenious method of integration, due to Gauss,
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in which the penultimate integral of equations (8) is transformed

into polar coordinates and the limits are made so as to just cover

one quadrant.

IT

.-.

j I
e-^'^+''^^dxdy = {'re-'-^r.de.dr = ire-'-\.dr = J

etc.

This important result enables us to solve integrals of the

form je~'^x'^dx, for by successive reduction

r 2 7
(w - 1) (« - 3)...2r „ ,

J^
e-"^V . dx = ^^

^giLi),ii
'

J
e-'^x . dx, . (11)

when n is odd ; and, when n is even

|V... .^ . "-^(-»)-'JW . (12)

AU these integrals are of considerable importance in the kinetic

theory of gases, and in the theory of probabUity. In the former

we shall meet integrals Uke

—7=-- e-'^x*.dx; and, -7=^ e-^x^.dx. . (13)
V'T Jo vttJo

From (12), the first one may be written ^Nma?; the latter 2Nal Jtt.

If the limits are finite, as, for instance, in the probability in-

tegral,

P = -^re'^'-'dikx); .: P = J-L-'^dt,
V irj V i"J

by putting hx = t. Develop e~'^ into a series by Maclaurin's

theorem, as just done in Ex. (3) above. The result is that

may be used for small values of t For large values, integrate by

parts,

By the decomposition of the hmits, (4), page 241, we get

^e-'^dt^re-Ht-^e-'^dt

The first integral on the right-hand side = | Jir. Integrating the
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Becond between the limits oo and t

«"Vl 1 1-3 1-3.5 \

t ^\ x^
•

(2<2)2 (2!S2)3.
+•) \^^)

This series converges rapidly for large values of t. From this ex-

pression the Value of P can be found with any desired degree of

accuracy. These results are required later on.

§ 112. The Hyperbolic Functions.

I shall now explain the origin of a new class of functions, and

show how they are to be used as tools in mathematical reasoning.

We all know that every point on the perimeter of a circle is equi-

distant from 'the centre ; and that the radius of any given circle

has a constant magnitude, whatever portion of the are be taken.

In plane trigonometry, an angle is conveniently measured as a

function of the arc of a circle. Thus, if I denotes the length of

an arc of a circle subtending an angle 6 at the centre, r' the radius

.of the circle, then

, . Length of arc V

Length of radius r'

This is called the circular measure of an angle and, for this reason,

trigonometrical functions are sometimes called circular functions.

This property is possessed by no plane curve other than the circle.

For instance, the hyperbola, though symmetrically placed with

reject to its centre, is not at all points equidistantjrom it. The

same thing is true of the ellipse. The parabola has no centre.

If I denotes the length of the arc of any hyperbola, which cuts

th6 a;-axis at a distance r from the centre, the ratio

I

is called an hyperbolic function of u, just as the ratio Z'/r' is a

circular function of 6. If the reader will refer to Ex. (5), page 247,

it will be found that if I denotes the length of the arc of the rect-

angular hyperbola

a,2-2/2 = a2, . . . . (1)

between the ordinates having abscissae a and x,

But this relation is practically that developed for cos x, on

page 286, ix, of course, being written for u. The ratio xja is
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defined as the hyperbolic cosine of u. It is usually written

cosh M, or hycos M, and pronounced "coshw," or " h-cosine m ".

Hence,
,7*2 7/4

coshM = |(e" + e-") = 1 +
2I

+
il

+ • • • • (2)

In the same way, proceeding from (1), it can be shown that

y 1^'
1
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The last formula thus resembles the well-known trigonometrical

relation : cos^a; + sin% = 1. Draw P'M a tangent to the circle

AF at P.' Drop a perpendicular FM on to the a!-axis. • Let the

angle M'OF = 6.

.•. x/a = sec ^ = coshM
;
y/a = tan = sinhw. . (6)

I. Conversion Formula.—Corresponding with the trigonometri-

cal formulas there are a great number of relations among the

hyperbolic functions, such as (5) above, also

cosh 2a; = 1 + 2 siah^a; = 2 oosh^a; + 1. . (7)

sinh X - sinh ?/ = 2 cosh ^(x + y) . sinh |(a; - y), . (8)

and so on. These have been summarized in the Appendix, " Col-

lection of Eeference Formulas ".

II. Graphic representation of hyperbolic functions.—We have

seen that the trigonometrical sine,

cosine, etc., are periodic functions.

The hyperbolic functions are ex-

ponential, not periodic. This wiU
be evident if the student plots

the six hyperbolic functions on

squared paper, using the nu-

merical values of x and y given

in Tables IV. and V. I have

done this for y = cosh x, and

y = secha; in Fig. 139. The
cosh X, is known in statics as the " catenary ".

It is easy to

Pia. 139.- -Grapha of oosh x and
seek X.

graph of y
III. Differentiation of the hyperbolic functions.-

see that

<^(sinh x) (^e«_e-«)}
dx '

^
d^

= i (e"^ + e—) = cosh x.

We could get the same result by treating sinh u exactly as we
treated sin x on page 48, using the reference formulae of page 611.

For the inverse hyperbolic functions, let

y = sinh -la;; .-. dx/dy = cosh?/.

From (5) above, it follows that

cosh 2/ = 'Jainh^y + 1; .-. coshy = v/«2 + I;
.

and, from the original function, it follows that

dy _ 1

<i^ Jx^ + 1
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17. Integration of the hyperbolic functions.—A standard col-

lection of results of the differentiation and integration of hyperbolic

functions, is set forth in the following table :— *

Table III.

—

Standard Inteqeals.

Function.

y = sinh x.

y = cosh X.

y = tanh x.

y = cotha;.

y — seoh x.

y = coseoh x.

y = sinh. - 'a;.

y = cosh - ^x.

y = tanh - ^x.

y = cotli - ^x.

y = seoh - 'x.

y = ooseoh - ^x.

Differential Calculus.

= cosh X.

= sinh a;.

= sech^E.

j- = - ooseoh^x.

dy

dx
dv

dx
'

dy _
dx ^x^ + l

dm 1

,s"mh X

ooah''^ X
cosh X

sinh^ X
1

dx ^x^ - l'

dy _ 1 „^T

dy _ 1 „^T

dx
'

dy

dx
'

Xsjl - x'^

. 1

X sj X^'+ l

Integral Calculus.

cosh X dx = sinh x.f
j
sinh xdx = cosh x.

I-
j
seoh^a; dz = tanh x.

I
oosech^a; dx= - coth x

/"sinh x
- dx = - aech x.

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)
cosh^ X

sinh^ X

I „ , = sinh - 'a;

\/x^ + 1

f dx
/

dx

dx

dx

h
f dx

cosh - 'X.

tanh^- 'k.

coth - ^x.

- seoh a;.

(15

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)Vl - X'/dx
^~j== = -ooBechx. (20)

Examples.—When integrating algebraic expressions involving the square

root of a quadratic, hyperbolic functions may frequently be substituted in

place of the independent variable'. Such equations are very common in

eleotrotechnios. It is convenient to remember that a;= a tanh M, or a:= tanhM
may be put in place of o^ - x^, or 1 - a;" ; similarly, x = a cosh u may be tried

in place of ijx^ - a? ; x = a sinh u, for Jx^ + a\

(1) Evaluate | Jx'' + a" . dx. Substitute x = a sinh u for Jx' + a^, dx=

a cosh u . du. Prom (5), above ; and (22) and (24), page 613,

.. f tjx^ + a? .dx = \ sla^Ci. + sinh^w) . a cosh u.du = o''Joosh% . du

= Jai^|(cosh2M +1) .du;

= Ja*sinh2M + Ja^w = Jos sinh u . a cosh u + ^a^u.

= i^Jim'' + a') + Jo^ sinh - ^xja.

And since Vfe are given sinh-^y = log{y + ijy' + 1) on page 613, (81),

.: Jx^ + aKdx= ^ + T °^
a
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(2) Now try and show that \\lx'^ - a? . dx furnishes the result

ix>Jx^ -a? - Ja^log (x + n/e^ - d^fa + C, when treated in a similar manner
by substituting x = a cosh u.

(3) Find the area of the segment OPA (Fig. 138) of the rectangular
hyperbola K^ _ ^2 _ 1. Put a; = cosh m ; i/ = sinh m. From (6),

.•. Area APM = / y .dx = I sinhht .du = i Mcosh 2u - 1) du.

Area APM=l sinh 2m -Jm. .-. Area 0P4 = J Area P2K". OM- Area APM=lu.
Note the area of the circular sector OP'A (same figure) = J9, where 6 is Lhe

angle AOP'.

(4) Bectify the catenary curve j/= c cosh xjc measured from its lowest point
Ansr. i=csiuh(a/c). Note Z=0 when a;=0, .-. C=0. Hint. (26), page 613.

(5) Rectify the curve y^ = iax (see Ex. (1), page 246)'. The ejcpression

,y(l+a/!B)da! has to be integrated. Hint. Substitute a!=asinh2M. ialcosVu.du
remains. Ansr. = aj(l + aosla.2u)du, or a(u + J sinh 2m). At verteX) where
X = 0, sinh M = 0, C = 0. Show that the portion bounded by an ordinate
passing through the focus has I = 2-296a. Hint. Diagrams are a great help

in fixing limits. Note a = o, .-. sinhM = 1, cosh u = a/2, from (5). From
(81), page 613, sinh - il = m = log(l + >/2). Prom (20), page 613, sinh 2m =
2 sinhM. coshM.

Z = a Tm + J sinh 2mT = o(m + sinh M . cosh m) = a [" log(l + ijs) + ij^l.

Use Table of Natural Logarithms, Appendix II. Ansr. 2'296o.

(6) Show that y = A cosh mix + B sinh mx, satisfies the equation of

d^yjdx^ = m^y, where m, A and B are undetermined constants. Hint. Dif-

ferentiate twice, etc. Note the resemblance of this result with y = A cosnx-i-

B sin nx, which furnishes d'y/dx^ = - n^y when treated in the same way.

(7) In studying the rate of formation of carbon monoxide in gas producers,

3. K. Clement and 0. N. Haskins (1909), obtained the equation

with the initial condition that a; = when t = 0. Integrating, and

Solving for x, we get

log£±? = 2a«.
iS-iB

0at — g—ai

V. Numerical Values of hyperbolic functions.—Table IV.

(pages 616, 617, and 618) contains numerical values of the hyper-

bolic sines and cosines for values of x from to 5, at intervals of

0*01. They have been checked by comparison with Des Ingenieurs

Taschenbuch, edited by the Hiitte Academy, Berlin, 1877. The

tables are used exactly like ordinary logarithm tables. Numerical

values of the other functions can be easily deduced from those of

sinh X and cosh x by the aid of equations (4).
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ExAMPLB.—The equation I = a;(e»'^^ - e-'i^"), represents the relation be-

tween the length I of the string hanging from two points at a distance s apart

when the horizontal tension of the string is equal to a length x of the string.

Show that the equation may be written in the form 11m - 10 sinhw = by

writing u = 10 /ic and solved by the aid of Table IV., page 616. Given' Z = 22,

s = 20. .-. X = 13-16. Hint. Substitute s = 20, i = 22, « = lO/ic, and we get

22u - 10(e» - e-») = 0; .-. 11m - 10 x J(e» - e-") = 0; etc. u is found by

the method described in a later chapter ; the result is u = 0'76. But

X = 10/m, etc.

VI. Demoivre's theorem.—We have seen that

cos a; = ^(e'* + e~'^); isina; = ^(e'^ - e""«),

e'a: = cos X + I sin X ; and e ~ « = cos a; - i sin x.

If we substitute nx for x, where n is any real quantity, positive or

negative, integral or fractional,

eosrea; = 1(6'"^ + e~"«);tsinwa;= |(e'"^ - e~'").

By addition and subtraction and a comparison with the preceding

expressions ; we get

cos wa; + t sin wa; = e'™ = (cos a; + i sin a;)""j ,„-, ^

cos nx — I sin wa; = e~ "« = (cos a; - t sin x)"}

which is known as Demoiirre's theorem. The theorem is useful

when we want to express an imaginary exponential in the form of

a trigonometrical series, iii certain integrations, and lq solving

certain equations.

Examples.—(1) Verify the following result and compare it with Demoivre's

theorem : (cos a; + i sin x)^ = (oos^o! - sin'a;) + 2i sin a; . cos a; = cos 2a! + i sin 2a;.

(2) Show e» + 'P = 6"i«'^ = 6''(coaj8 + isinjS).

(3) Show Je'«(cos fix + i sin px)dx = e<Kc{coa $x + i sin /3a;)/(a + i/3)

;

= e°^'
(cos 0x + t sin px) (g - 10) .

_ (acosjSa; + jSsinjSa!) + i( - ;3cos|3a! + asin^x)
~" i^T^P

: + ^'

by separating the real and imaginary parts.

For a fuller discussion on the properties and uses of hyperbolic

functions, consult G. Chrystal's Algebra, Part ii., London, 1890

;

and A. G. Greenhill's A Chapter in the Integral Calculus, London,

1888.



CHAPTBE VI.

HOW TO SOLVE NUMERICAL EQUATIONS.

"The object of all arithmetioal operations is to save direct enumeration.

Having done a sum once, we seek to preserve the answer foi

future use ; so too the purpose of algebra, which, by substituting

relations for values, symbolizes and definitely fixes all numerical

operations which follow the same rule."—E. Maoh.

§ 113. Some General Properties of the Boots of Equations.

The mathematical processes culminating in the integral calculus

furnish us with a relation between the quantities under investiga-

tion. For example, in § 20, we found a relation between the

temperature of a body and the time the body has been cooling.

This relation was represented symbolically : 6 = be'"', where a and

b are constants. I have also shown how to find values for the

constants which invariably affect formulae representing natural

phenomena. It now remains to compute one variable when the

numerical values of the other variable and of the constants are

known. Given b, a, and 6 to find t, or given b, a, and ( to find 9.

The operation of finding the numerical value of the unknown

quantity is called solving the equation. The object of solving

an equation is to find what value or values of the unknown will

satisfy the equation, or will make one side of the equation equal

to the other. Such values of the unknown are called roots, or

solutions of the equation.

The reader must distinguish between identical equations like

{x + ly = x^ + 2x + 1,

which are true for all values of x, and conditional equations like

03 + 1 = 8; x^ + 2x + 1 = 0,

which are only true when x has some particular value or values,

in the former case, when x = 7, and in the latter when a; = - 1.

852
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An equation like

a;2 + 2a! + 2 = 0,

has no real roots because no real values of x will satisfy the equa-
tion. By solving as if the equation had real roots, the imaginary
again forces itself on our attention. The imaginary roots of this

equation are - 1 + >J - 1, or - 1 + i. Imaginary roots ia an

equation with real coefficients occur in pairs. E.g., if a + ^8 \/^T
is one root of the equation, a - /3 J- 1 is another.

The general equation of the nth degree is

X" + ax"-'^ + bar-^ + ... + qx + B = 0. . (1)

The term B is called the absolute term. If « = 2, the equation is

a quadratic, x^ + ax + B = 0; if w = 3, the equation is said to be

a cubic ; it w = 4, a biquadratic, etc. If x" has any coefficient, we
can divide through by this quantity, and so reduce the equation to

the above form. When the coefficients a, 6, . . ., instead of being

literal, are real numbers, the given relation is said to be a numer-
ical equation. Every equation of the wth degree has n equal or

unequal roots and no more

—

Gauss' law. E.g., afi + x^ + x+l = Q,

has five roots and no more.

General methods for the solution of algebraic equations of the

first, second and third degree are treated in regular algebraic text-

books ; it is, therefore, unnecessary to give more than a brief

resume of their most salient features. We nearly always resort to

the approximation methods for finding the roots of the numerical

equations found in practical calculations.

After suitable reduction, every quadratic may be written in the

form

:

b c
ax^ + bx + c = 0; 01, x^ + -X ¥ - = 0. . (2)

a a ^ '

If o and yS represent the roots of this equation, x must be equal to

a or /3, where

- b + Jb^ - 4:ac , o -b - Jlfl - iac ,„..

a = — ^ ; and, ^ ^ (3)

The sum and product of the roots in (3) are therefore so related

that a + /8 = - 6/a ; aj8 = c/a. Hence a;« - {a + ^)x + afi = 0;

or, x* - (sum of roots) x + product of roots = ; (4) if one of the

roots is known, the other can be deduced directly. From the

second of equations (2), and (4) we see that the sum of the roots

is equal to the coefficient of the second term with its sign changed,

Z
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the product of the roots is equal to the absolute term. If a is a

root of the given equation, the equation can be divided by a; - a

without remainder. If fi, y, ... are roots of the equation, the

equation can be divided by (ar - ^) {x - y) . . . without remainder.

From Gauss' law, therefore, (2) may be written

(a; - a) (x - /3) = 0. . . . (5)

From (3), and (4), we can deduce many important particulars re-

peoting the nature of the roots ^ of the quadratic. These are

:

BlIiATIONS BBTWESN THB COEFTICIBNTS OF EQUATIONS AND THEIB BoOTS.

Belation between the CoeflScients. The Nature of the Boota.

I

I

positive,

zero,

negative,

perfect square,
not a perfect square,

a, b, e, have the same sign,

a, b, difier in sign from c,

a, c, differ in sign from b, .

a =
6-0
c =
c = 0, 6 - 0, .

real and unequal.
real and equal.
imaginary and unequal.
rational and unequal. .

irrational and unequal.
negative.

opposite sign, , .

positive.

one root infinite. .

equal and opposite in sign.

one root zero.

both roots zero.

6)

(7

(8)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(16)

(16)

(17)

On account of the important rdle played by the expression

b^ - 4:00, in fixing the character of the roots, "6* - icus," is

called the discriminant of the equation.

ExAMPLBB.—(1) In the familiar equation of Quldberg and Waage
K{a - x) {b - x) = {o + x) {d + x)

found in most text-books of theoretical chemistry, show that

_ K{a + b) + d + c

2pr
l(K(a + b) + d + eY cd + Kab

1) - \ \ 2(Jr - 1) J
^ r - 1

Hint. Expand the given equation ; rearrange terms in descending powers of

X ; and substitute in the above equations (2) and (8).

(2) If v' - 516'17« + 1852'6 = 0, find v. This equation arises in Ex. (4),

page 362. On reference to equations (2) and (3), a = 1 ; 6= - 516*17 ; c = 1852-6.

Hence show that v = (516-17 ± 508-94)2.

(3) The thermal value, q, of the reaction between hydrogen and carbon

dioxide is represented by g = - 10232 + 0-16852' + O-OOIOIT^, where Tdenotes

the absolute temperature. Show T= 3100° when q'=0. Hint. ITou will have to

reject the negative root. To assist the calculation, note (0'1685)2=0-02839;

4 X 10232 X O-OOlOl = 41-33728; >/41-36567 = 6-432.

1 In the table, the words " equal

'

values at the roota.

and "unequal" refer to the numerical
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§ Hi. Graphic Methods for the Approximate Solution of

Numerical Equations.

In practical work, it is generally most convenient to get ap-

proximate values for the real roots of equations of higher degree

than the second. Cardan's general method—found in the regular

text-books—for equations of the third degree, is generally so un-

wieldy as to be almost useless. Trigonometrical methods are

better. For the numerical equations pertaining to practical work,

one of the most instructive methods for locating the real roots, is

to trace the graph of the given function. Every point of inter-

section of the curve with the a;-axi8, represents a root of the

equation. The location of the roots of the equation thus reduces

itself to the determination of the points of intersection of the graph

of the equation with the a;-axis. The accuracy of the graphic method

depends on the scale of the diagram and the skill of the draughts-

man. The larger the " scale " the more accurate the residts.

BxAMPLBS.—(1) Find the root of the equation a + 2 = 0. At sight, of

course, we know that the root is - 2. But plot the curve y =. iB -H 2, for

values of y when -8,-2,-1, 0, 1, 2, 3, are suo-

oessively assigned to x. The curve (Fig. 140) outs

the X-axis whan a = - 2. Henoe, as >3 - 2, is a root

of the equation.

(2) Locate the roots of «» - 8* -h 9 - 0. Pro-

ceed as before by assigning successive values to m.

Boots occur between 6 and 7 and 1 and 2.

(8) Show that a;' - 6ii!'' + 11a; - 6 - has roots

in the neighbourhood of 1, 2, and 8.

(4) Show, by plotting, that an equation of an odd degree with real co-

efficients, has either one or an odd number of real roots. For large values of

X, the graph must lie on -the positive side of the a^axis, and on the opposite

side for large negative values of x. Therefore the graph must out the »-axis

at least once ; if twice, then it must cut the axis

a third time, etc.

(6) Prove by plotting if the results obtained

by substituting two numbers are of opposite signs,

at least one root lies between the numbers sub-

stituted.

(6) Solve a> + e - 2 - 0. Here »» - - aj + 2.

Puty—iB»andy— -ic-l-2. Plot the graph of each

of these equations, using a Table of Cubes,

The abscissa of the point of intersection of

these two aurres is one root of the given equa-

tion. «-OU (Fig. 141) is the root required.

Z*
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(7) Show, by plotting, that an equation of an even degree with real

ooefaoienta, has either 2, 4, ... or an even number of roota, or else no roots

at aU.

(8) Plot »" - 2a! + 1 = 0. The curve touches but does not out the SB-axis.

This means that the point of contact of

the curve with the a-axis, corresponds to

two points infinitely close together. That

is to say, that there are at least two equal

roots.

(9) Solve x^+y^=l ; x^ - ix = y^ -3y.

Plot the two curves as shown in Pig.

142 hence a; = + OM are the roots re-

quired.

The graphic method can also be em-

ployed for transcendental equations.

(10) If s -1- 0O3 X = 0, we may locate

the roots by finding the point of inter-

Fio. 142. section of the two curves y = - x and

y = cos X.

(11) If as -1- e* = 0, plot y = e^ and y = - x. Table IV., page 616,

tor e*.

In his Die Thermo&yncwmk in der Gherme (Leipzig, 61, 1893),

J. J. van Laar tabulates the values of b calculated from the expres-

sioD

log
b

Vi -J)
- 2 =

1-82

Vi - V

for corresponding values of v-^ and v^.

table

:

Here is part of the

Vi.
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Now set up the following table containing values of b computed
on the right and on the left sides of equation (1) :

—

b.
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§ 116. Newton's Method for the Approximate Solution of

Numerical Equations.

Aooording to the aboye method, the equation

f{x) =y = x* ~7x + 7, . . . (1)

has a root lying somewhere between - 3 and - 4. We can keep

on assigning intermediate values to x until we get as near to the

exact value of the root as our patienoe wiU allow. Thus, if a; = - 3,

y«» + l, ifa!=«- 3"2, y " - 3'3. The desired root thus lies some-

whete between - 3 and - 3*2. Assume that the actual value of

the root is - 3" 1. To get a close approximation to the root by

plotting is a somewhat laborious operation. Newton's method

based on Taylor's theorem, allows the process to be shortened.

Let a be the desired root, then.

/(a)-a8-7a + 7 (2)

As a first approximation, assume that a = - 3-1 + A, is the required

root. From (1), by differentiation,

|-8'^-7;^^=6.;g-6. . . (3)

All Huooeeding derivatives are zero. By Taylor's theorem

/(a; + ft) - y + fc^^ + 21 .^ + 3j . ^.
Put » — - 3-1 and a — v + ft.

fia)~fiv + ft)=./(i,) + h^+^.^^+^.^.
Neglecting the higher powers of ft, in the first approximation,

/(.) + 4 = 0;o, ft--M .
. (4)

where f'{v) = dv/dx. The value of f{v) is found by substituting

- 3*1, in (2), and the value of f'(v) by substituting - 3"1, in the

first of equations (3), thus, from (4),

f{v) _ 1:091 ^ Q^ggg

Hence the first approximation to the root is - 3 05.

As a second approximation, assume that

a - - 3"05 + ftj - t)i + hi.

As before,

/(i>i) 0-022625 ^ „„,„„„

''»°"M='" 20^908r-+0'001082.
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The second approximation, therefore, is - 3-048918. "We can, in

this way, obtain third and higher degrees of approximation. The
first approximation usually gives all that is required for practical

•work.

EzAUPLBS.—(1) In the same way show that the first approximation to

one ot the roots of as* - 4a;' - 2ai + 4 — 0, is o = 4•2491 . . . and the second

^ 4-2491405. . .

.

(2) If !C» + 2aj» + 3a; - 60 - 0; a; = 2-9022834.. .

.

(8) The method can sometimes be advantageously varied as follows.

SoIt*

/ 0-796V

Put a; = 1, and the left side becomes 0-3976—a number very nearly 0-398. If,

therefore, we put 1 + o for x, a will be a very small magnitude,

/0-795\l + <«

By Maolaurin's theorem,

/(o) =/(0) + o/'(0) + remaining terms. . . (7)

As a first approximation, omit the remaining terms since they include higher

powers of a small quantity a. If /(O) = 0-8975, by diflerentiation of the left

side of (6), /(O) - - 0'6655. Hence,

/(«) - 0-3975 - 0-5655O.

But by hypothesis, /(o) -=.0-398,

.-. 0-398 = 0-3978 - 0-6656o ; or, a - - 0-0008842.

Since, x^l+a,it follows that x = 0-991158. By substituting this value of

x in the left side of (5), the expression reduces to 0-39801 which is sufficiently

close to 0-398 for all practical requirements. But, if not, a more exact result

will be furnished by treating 0-9991158 + p = x exactly as we have done

1 + o = as.

§ 116. How to Separate Equal Roots fpom an Equation.

This is a preliminary operation to the determination of the

roots by a process, perhaps simpler than the above. From (5),

page 354, we see that if u., fi, y, .. . are the roots of an equation

of the nth. degree,

«" + aar-i + . . . + sx + B - 0,

becomes

{x - a){x -
fi) ... {x - rj) =0.

If two of the roots are equal, two factors, say x - a and x - /3,

will be identical and the equation will be divisible by {x - o)^ ; if

there are three equal roots, the equation will be divisible by {x - a)',

etc. If there are n equal roots, the equation will contain a factor
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(a; - a)", and the first derivative will contain a factor n{x - a)" " *,

or a; - a will occur n - 1 times. The highest common factor of

the original equation and its first derivative must, therefore, contain

X - a, repeated once less than in the original equation. If there

is no common factor, there are no equal roots.

Examples.—(1) a^ - 5x^ - 8x + i8 = has a first derivative 3x'' - lOs - 8.

!Fhe common factor is a; - 4. This shows that the ec[uation has two roots

equal to a: + 4.

(2) is* + Ta^ - 3a;^ - 55a; + 50 = has two roots each equal to a — 5.

§ 117. Sturm's Method of Locating the Real and Unequal

Roots of a Numerical Equation.

Newton's method of approximation does not give satisfactory

results when the two roots have nearly equal values. For instance,

the curve

y = x^ - Ix + 1

has two nearly equal roots between 1 and 2, which do not appear

if we draw the graph for the corresponding values of X and y, viz.:

x = 0, 1, 2, 3, . .
.

;

y = l, 1, 1, 13,...

The problem of separating the real roots of a numerical equa-

tion is, however, completely solved by what is known as Sturm's

theorem. It is clear that if x assumes every possible value in

succession from + co to - oo, every change of sign will indicate

the proximity of a real root. The total number of roots is known
from the degree of the equation, therefore the number of imaginary

roots can be determined hj difference.

Number of real roots + Number of imaginary roots = Total number-of roots.

Sturm's theorem enables these changes of sign to be readily

detected. The process is as follows :

—

First remove the real equal roots, as indicated in the preceding

section, let

y = x^-lx-^l, . . . (1)

remain. Find the first differential coefl&oient,

^ = 3a;2 - 7 (2)

Divide the primitive (1) by the first derivative (2), thus,

a!° - 7a! + 7

3a;2 - 7 '

and we get ^x with the remainder - ^(14a! - 21). Change the
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sign of the remainder and multiply by f, the result

B = 2x -3, . . . . (3)

is now to be divided into (2). Change the sign of the remainder

and we obtain,

5 = 1 (4)

The right-hand sides of equations (1), (2), (3), (4),

a^ - 7x + 7; 3x^-7; 2x - 3; 1,

are known as Sturm's functions.

Substitute - oj for a; in (1), the sign is negative

;

„ „ (2), „ positive

;

„ „ (3), „ negative;

„ „ (4), „ positive.

Note that the last result is independent of x. The changes of

sign may, therefore, be written

- + - +.
In the same way,

Value of X. -
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As above, noting that if a; =+ l'l, u = + 0*1, etc,

S117.

Value of z.
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In this last example we have rejected two roots because they

were inconsistent with the physical conditions of the problem under

consideration. This is a very common thing to do. Not all the

solutions to which an equation may lead are solutions of the prob-

lem. Of course, every solution has some meaning, but this may
be quite outside the requirements of the problem. A mathematical

equation often expresses more than Nature allows. In the physical

world only changes of a certain kind take place. If the velocity

of a falling body is represented by the expression v' = 64s, then,

if we want to calculate the velocity when s is 4, we get v^ = 256,

or, V ** ± 16. In other words, the velocity is either positive or

negative. We must therefore limit the generality of the mathe-

matical statement by rejecting those changes which are physically

inadmissible. Thus we may have to reject imaginary roots when
the problem requires real numbers; and negative or fractional

roots, when the problem requires positive or whole numbers.

Sometimes, indeed, none of the solutions will satisfy the condi-

tions imposed by the problem, in this case the problem is inde-

terminate. The restrictions which may be iniposed by the

. application of mathematical equations to specific problems, intro-

duces us to the idea of limiting conditions, which is of great

importance in higher mathematics. The ultimate test of every

solution is that it shall satisfy the equation when substituted in

place of the variable. If not it is no solution.

BziMPLBB.—(1) A is 40 years, B 20 years old. In how many years will

A be three times as old as £ 7 Let x denote the required number of years.

.-. 40 H- ic = 3(20 4- ») ; or iu = - 10.

But the problem requires a positiye number. The answer, therefore, is that

A will never be three times as old as B. (The negatiye sign means that A
was three times as old as B, 10 years ago.)

(2) A number x is squared; subtract 7; extract the square root of the

fesult ; add twice the number, 6 remains. What was the number «?

.-. 2a! + ^(is» - 7) = 5.

Solve in the usual way, namely, square 6 - 2a; = s/x' - 7 ; rearrange terms

and use (2), § 113. Henoe a; — 4 or |. On trial both solutions, a; ~ 4 and

X = 2|, fail to satisfy the test. These extrameous solutions have been intro-

duced during rationalization (by squaring).

§ 118. Horner's Method for Approximating to the Real

Roots of Numerieal Equations.

When the first significant digit or digits of a root have been

obtained, by, say, Sturm's theorem, so that one root may be
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distinguished from all the other roots nearly equal to it, Horner's

method is one of the simplest and best ways of carrying the

approximation as far as may be necessary. So far as practical

requirements are oonoerned, Horner's process is perfection. The

arithmetical methods for the extraction of square and cube roots

are special cases of Horner's method, because to extract \/9, or

-^9, is equivalent to finding the roots of the equation a;^ - 9 = 0,

or 0^ - 9 = 0.

" Considering the remarkable elegance, generality, and simplicity of the

method, it is not a little surprising that it has not taken a more prominent place

in current mathematical text-books. Although it has been well expounded

by several English writers, ... it has scarcely as yet found a place in English

curricula. Out of five standard Continental text-books where one would have

expected to find it we found it mentioned in only one, and there it was ex-

pounded in a way which showed little insight into its true character. This

probably arises from the mistaken notion that there is in the method some

algebraic profundity. As a matter of fact, its spirit is purely arithmetical

;

and its beauty, which can oqly be appreciated after one has used it in

particular oases, is of that indescribably simple kind which distinguishes

the use of position in the decimal notation and the arrangement of the simple

rules of arithmetic. It is, in short, one of those things whose invention was

the creation of a commonplace."—G. Ohiystal, Text-booh of Algebra (London,

i., 346, 1898).

In outline, the method is as follows : Knd by means of Sturm's

theorem, or otherwise, the integral part of a root, and transform

the equation into another whose roots are less than those of the

original equation by the number so found. Suppose we start

with the equation
ajs - 7a; -(- 7 = (1)

which has one real root whose first significant figures we have

found to be 1-3. Transform the equation into another whose

roots are less by 1-3 than the roots of (1). This is done by

substituting w -H 1'3 for x. In this way we obtain,

u + 3-90m2 _ l-93# -1- -097 = 0. ... . (2)

The first significant figure of the root of this equation is 0'05. Lower

the roots of (2) by the substitution oiv + 0-05 for u in (2). Thus,

^3 + 4-05^2 - l-5325i; + -010375 = 0. . . (3)

The next significant figure of the root, deduced from (3), is '006.

We could have continued in this way until the root had been

obtained of any desired degree of accuracy.

Practically, the work is not so tedious as just outlined. Let a, b, c,
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be the coeflBcients of the given equation, B the absolute term,.

oa;' + hx^-\- ex + B = 0.

1. Multiply a by the first significant digits of the root and add

the product to h. Write the result under 6.

2. Multiply this sum by the first figure of the root, add the

product to c. Write the result under c.

3. Multiply this sum by the first figure of the root, add the

product to B, and call the result the first dividend.

4. Again multiply a by the root, add the product to the last

number under h.

5. Multiply this sum by the root and add the product to the

last number under c, call the result the first trial divisor.

6. Multiply a by the root once more, and add the product to the

last number under b.

7. Divide the first dividend by the first trial divisor, and the

first significant figure in the quotient will be the second significant

of the root. Thus starting from the old equation (1), whose root

we know to be about 1.

a h c R (Boot

1 +0 - 7 +7 (1-3

1 1 - 6

1 - 6 1 First dividend.

1 2

2 - i First trial divisor.

1

8

8. Proceed exactly as before for the second trial divisor, using

the second digit of the root, viz., '3.

9. Proceed as before for the second dividend. We finally ob-

tain the result shown in the next scheme. Note that the black

figures in the preceding scheme are the coefficients of the second of

the equations reduced on the supposition that a; = 1-3 is a root of

the equation.

a' V c* Bl (Boot13 - 4 1 (1-35

0-8 0-99 - 0-908

3-8 - 8-01 0'097 Second dividend.

0-3 1-08

8-6 - 1"93 Second trial divisor.

0-3

3-9
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Onoe more repeating the whole operation, we get,

a
1

6"
8-9

0-06

8-96

0-06

4-00

0-06

4-OS

c"
1-93

0-1976

1-7325
0-2000

B" (Eoot
0-097 (1-366

0-086626

0-010375 Third dividend.

1-582S Third trial dirisor.

Having found about five or seven decimal places of the root in

this way, several more may be added by dividing, say the fifth

trial dividend by the fifth trial divisor. Thus, we pass from

1-356895, to 1*356895867 ... a degree of accuracy more than

sufl&cient for any practical purpose.

Knowing one root, we can divide out the factor x - 1-3569 from

equation (1), and solve the remainder like an ordinary quadratic.

If any root is finite, the dividend becomes zero, as in one of

the following examples. If the trial divisor gives a result too large

to be subtracted from the preceding dividend, try a smaller digit.

To get the other root whose significant digits are 1-6, proceed

as above, using 6 instead of 3 as the quotient from the first dividend

and trial divisor. Thus we get 1-692 . . . Several iugenious short

cuts have been devised for lessening the labour in the application

of Horner's method, but nothing much is gained, when the method

has only to be used occasionally, beyond increasing the probability

of error. It is usual to write down the successive steps as indicated

in the following example.

ExAiiFi.18.—(1) Find the root between 6 and 7 in

4*3 - ISx^ - Six - 276.

4 - 18 - 81 - 276 (6-36

24 66
276
210

11
24
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The steps mark the end of eaoh transformation. The digits in blaok

letters are the coefficients of the successive equations.

(2) There is a positive root between 4 and 6iaa? + (c^ + x- 100. Ansr.

1-2644 . .

.

(8) Find the positive and negative roots in a* + 8x' + 16s — 440. Ansr.

+ 3-976 . . ., - 4-3504. To find the negative roots, proceed as before, but first

transform the equation into one with an opposite sign by changing the sign

of the absolute term.

> (4) Show that the root between - 3 and - 4, in equation (1), is

-8-0489178396 . . . Work from o = 1, 6 = -0, c = -7, iJ = -7.

{p + J) (« - b)^BT; or. v»-(b + ^v^+- (1)

§ 119. Yan der Waals' Eqaation.

The relations between the roots of equations, discussed in this

chapter, are interesting in many ways ; for the sake of illustration,

let us take the van der Waals' relation between the pressure, p,

rolume, v, and temperature, T, of a gas.

a ah ^
-V = 0.
P P

This equation of the third .degree in v, must have three roots,

<»> j3, y, equal or unequal, real or imaginary. In any case,

{v-a){v-p){v-y) = 0. . . (2)

Imaginary roots have no physical meaning ; we may therefore

confine our attention to the real roots. Of these, we have seen

that there must be one, and there may be three. This means that

there may be one or three (different) volumes, corresponding with

every value of the pressure, jp, and temperature, T. There are

three interesting cases

:

I. There is only one real root present. This implies that there

is one definite volume, v, corres-

ponding to every assigned value of

pressure, p, and temperature, T.

This is realized in the ^-ourve, of

all gases under certain physical

conditions ; for instance, the graph

of carbon dioxide at 91° has only

one value of p corresponding with

eaoh value of v. See curve GH,
Kg. 143.

II. There (vre three real unequal •

roots Resent. The ^-ourve of

carbon dioxide at temperatures be-
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low 32°, has a wavy curve BG (Fig. 143). This means that at this

temperature and a pressure of Op, carbon dioxide ought to have

three different volumes corresponding respectively with the abscissae

Oc, Ob, Oa. Only two of these three volumes have yet been

observed, namely for gaseous CO^ at a and for liquid COj at y,

the third, corresponding to the point j8, is unknown. The curve

Ay/BoD, has been realized experimentally. The abscissa of the

point a represents the volume of a given mass of gaseous carbon

dioxide, the abscissa of the point y represents the volume occupied

by the same mass of liquid carbon dioxide at the same pressure.

Under special conditions, parts of the sinuous curve yBfiGa

have been realized experimentally. Ay has been carried a little

below the line ya, and Da has been extended a Uttle above the line

ya. This means that a liquid may exist at a pressure less than

that of its ovm vapour, and a vapour may exist at a pressure higher

than the " vapour pressure " of its own liquid.

III. There are three real equal roots present. At and above

the point where a = /8 = y, there can only be one value of v for any

assigned value of p. This point K (Fig. 143) is no other than the

weU-known critical point of a gas. Write p„ v„ T^, for the critical

pressure, volume, and temperature of a gas. From (2),

(V- a)8 = 0; or, « = a; . . . (3)

let «„ denote the value of v at the critical point when a = v = v„.

Therefore, if p^ denotes the pressure corresponding wiih v = v„

from (1), and the expansion of (3),

„ A BT,\ „ a ah

\ P' / Pc- Pc
(4)

This equation is an identity, therefore, from page 213,

3v,p, = bp, + BT, ; 3v\p, = a; <p, = ab, . (5)

are obtained by equating the coefficients of like powers of the

unknovTn v. From the last two of equations (6),

v,= 3b (6)

From (6) and the second of equations (5),

- i. 1
P' ~ 27' b^

("^

From (6), (7), and the first of equations (5),

'"iT'bB (^)
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From these results, (6), (7), (8), van der Waals has calculated the

values of the constants a and b for different gases. Let p = pjp',

V = v/v., T = r/r.. Prom (1), (6), (7) and (8), we obtain

(p+J)(3v-l) = 8r, ... (9)

which appears to be van der Waals' equation freed from arbitrary

oonstants. This result has led van der Waals to the belief that

all substances can exist in states or conditions where the corre-

sponding pressures, volumes and temperatures are equivalent.

These he calls corresponding states—^uebereinstimmende Zustande.

The deduction has only been verified in the case of ether, sulphur

dioxide and some of the benzene balides.

AA



CHAPTEE VII.

HOW TO SOLVE DIPPBEENTIAL EQUATIONS.

" Theory always tends to become more abstract as it emerges success-

fully from the chaos of facts by processes of differentiation and
elimination, whereby the essentials and their connections be-

come recognized, while minor effects are seen to be secondary

or unessential, and are ignored temporarily, to be explained by
additional means."—0. Hsavisidx.

§ 120. The Solution of a Differential Equation by the

Separation of the Variables.

This chapter may be looked upon as a sequel to that on the

integral calculus, but of a more advanced character. The
" methods of integration " already described will be found ample

for most physico-chemical prooeBses, but more powerful methods

are now frequently required.

I have previously pointed out that in the effort to find the

relations between phenomena, the attempt is made to prove that

if a limited number of hypotheses are prevised, the observed facts

are a necessary consequence of these assumptions. The modus

operandi is as follows:

—

1. To " anticipate Nature " by means of a " working hypoth-

esis," which is possibly nothing more than a " convenient fiction ".

"From the practical point of view," said A. W. Eiicker (Presidential

Address to the B. A. meeting at Glasgow, September, 1901), "it is a matter of

secondary importance whether our theories and assumptions are correct, if

only they guide us to results in accord with facts. ... By their aid we can

foresee the results of combinations of causes which would otherwise elude us."

2. Thence to deduce an equation representing the momentary

rate of change of the two variables under investigation.

3. Then to integrate the equation so obtained in order to

reproduce the "working hypothesis" in a mathematical form

suitable for experimental verification.

370
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So far as we are concerned this is the ultimate object of our

integration. By the process of integration we are said to solve

the equation. For the sake of convenience, any equation contain-

ing differentials or differential coefficients will, after this, be called

a difiTereiitial equation.

I.

—

The va/riables can be separated directly.

The different equations hitherto considered have required but

little preliminary arrangement before integration. Por example,

the equations representing the velocity of chemical reactions have

the general type

:

^ = A;/(a;) (1)

We have invariably collected all the x's on one side, the t'a, on

the other, before proceeding to the integration. This separation of

the variables is nearly always attempted before resorting to other

artifices for the solution of the differential equation, because the

integration is then comparatively simple.

ExAMPLKB.—(1) Integrate the equation, y .d» + x.dy = 0. Eearrange

the terms so that

^ + ^=0;or.f^ + /'^-O.
X y J « J y

by multiplying through with Ijxy. Ansr. log a + logy- C. Two or mora

apparently different answers may mean the same thing. Thus, the solution

of the preceding equation may also be written, logxy »« log«<'; i.«., ey — e";

or logsry = logC; i.e., my = G'. C and logC are, of course, the arbitrwy

constants of integration.

(2) F. A. H. Schreinemaker (Zeit. phys. Chem., 36, 413, 1901) in his

study of the distillation of ternary mixtures, employed the equation %/tte =>=

a^/x. Hence show that y = Ox". He calls the graph of this equation the

" distillation curve ".

(8) The equation for the reotUiuear motion of a particle under the in-

fluence of an attractive force from a fixed point i» v . dvjdx + ax-' = 0; .•.

i«» - o/« + C.

(4) In consequence of imperfect insulation, the charge on an electrified

body is dissipated at a rate proportional to the magnitude E of the charge.

Hence show that if a is a constant depending on the nature of the body, and

Bo represents the magnitude of the charge when t (time) = 0, £ = E^e-i^.

Hint. Compound interest law. Integrate by the separation of the variables.

Interpret your result in words.

(6) Solve (1 + x^dy = s/V ^^- Ansr. 2 ^j/ - tan - •«! = C.

(6) Solve y -X. dy/dx = a{y + dyldx). Ansr. y •= G(a + x) (i- a).

(7) Abegg's formula for the relation between the dielectric constant, D, of

AA*
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a fluid and temperature #, is - dDjd9 = i^D. Hence show that D = Ga tts,

where O is a constant whose value is to be determined from the conditions of

the experiment. Put the answer into words.

(8) What curves have a slope - yjx to the a;-axis ? Ansr, The rectangular

hyperbolas say = C. Hint. Set up the proper differential equation and solve.

(9) The relation between small changes of pressure and volume of a gas

under adiabatic conditions, is ypdv + v3/p= 0. Hence show that p\ii= constant.

(10) A lecturer discussing the physical properties of substances at very low

temperatures, remarked " it appears that the specific heat, o-, of a substance

decreases with decreasing temperatures, 9, at a rate proportional 'to the

speoifio heat of the substance itself" Set up the differential equation to

represent this "law" and put your result in a form suitable for experimental

verification. Ansr. (log a^ — logirjjd — const.

(11) Helmholtz's equation for the strength of an electric current, C, at the

time t, is C = EjB - {LIB)dCldt, where E represents the electromotive force

in a circuit of resistance B and self-induction L, If E, B, L, are constants,

show that BC = E{1 - e- «'!') provided = 0, when t = 0.

(12) The distance x from the axis of a thick cylindrical tube of metal is re-

lated to the internal pressure^ as indicated in the equation (^ - a,)dx+ xd/p=0,

where a is a constant. Hence show thaty = ^a + Gx-^.

(IS) A substitution will often enable an equation to be treated by this

simple method of solution. Solve (x - 'if)dx + 2xydy = 0. Ansr. xe''!' — ^.

Hint. Put y^ = v, divide by x^, .: dxjx + d(ylx) = 0, etc.

(14) Solve Dulong and Petit's equation : dB/dt = 6(c9 - 1), page 60. Put

cfi - 1 = X and differentiate for de and dx. Hence dx'= c9 log c . dB,

dB = dxlcS log c ; and page 213, Case 1.

f dB f dx ,,, , X „ ,

j^rri = i x(x + i)\o^c ' •• ** i°s " = i°g JTl + C; eto.

(15) Solve Stefan's equation : dBfdt = a{(273 + 8)* - 273''}, page 60. Put

X = 273 + B and c = 273. Hence the given equation can be written dxjdt

= a(!e* - c^) = a(x + c) (x - c) {a? 4- c^) which can be solved by Oase 3, page

216. Thus, at = i- (log 'l^ - 2 tan-i 2 ) + c.

(16) Solve dujdr - ujr = Gj/r' - ^ar^: Substitute v = u/r; .: rdv/dr =
dujdr - ujr. .: dvjdr = C-Jr^ - lar; .: ujr = Cj - JOi/»^ - \ar".

(17) According to the Glasgow Herald the speed of H.M.S. Sapphire was
Fwhen the engines indicated the horse-power P. When

P = S012, 7281, 10200, 12650

;

V = 18-47, 20-60, 22-43, 23-63.

Do these numbers agree with .the law dPjdV = aP, where a is constant?

Ansr. Yes. Hint. On integration, remembering that F = when P = 0, we
get logioP - logioO = aV, where is constant. Evaluate the constants as

indicated on page 324, we get G = 181, a = 0-07795, eto.

JI.—The eqtiation is homogeneous in x and y.

If the equation be homogeneous in x and ?/, that is to say, if

the sum of the exponents of the variables in each term is of the
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same degree, a preliminary substitution oi x = ty, or y = tx, ac-

cording to convenience, will always enable variables to be separated.

The rule for the substitution is to treat the differential which in-

volves the. smallest number of terms.

Examples.—(1) Solve x + y . dyjdx - % = 0. Substitute y = esc; or
dy = xdz + zdx, and reairange terms. We get (1 - 2s + z^)dx + xzdz = ; or

(1 - zfdm + xedz = ; and

/zdz fdx -, 1 '

(iTip +
j a = ^' ••

iTTl + '°S(^ - *) + log'^ =G'.{x- y)e''-v = C.

(2) P. A. H. Sohreinemaker (Zeit.phys. Ohem., 36, il3, 1901) in studying
the vapour pressure of ternary mixtures used the equation dyjdx = myjx + n
This becomes homogeneous when x = iy is substituted. Hence show that

CaS^ - nxl(m ~ 1) = y, where is the integration constant.

(3) Show that if {y - x)dy + ydx =
; y = Oe -zh

.

(4) Show that if xHy - y''dx - xydx = ; a; = e - «'* + G.

(5) Show that if (x= + y'')dx = Ixydy \ x"^ - y^ = Cx.

III.—The equation is non-homogeneous in x and y.

Non-homogeneous equations in x and y can be converted into

the homogeneous form by a suitable substitution. The most
general type of a non-homogeneous equation of the first degree is,

{ax -^^ by + c)dx + (a'x + b'y + c')dy = 0, . (2)

where x and y are of the first degree. To convert this into an

homogeneous equation, assume that x = v + h; and y = w + k,

and substitute in the given equation (2). Thus, we obtain

{av + bw + {ah + bh + c)}dv + {a'v + b'w -f- (a'fe -i- b'h -i- d)]Aw = 0. (3)

Find h and h so that a/i + &fc -t- c = ; a'/i -)- J'A + c' = 0.

, h'c -be' , _ ac' - a'c
•' ^~ a'b-ab'' "' a'b - aV ' ' W

Substitute these values of h and k in (3). The resulting equation

{av + bw)dv + {a'v + b'w)dw = 0, . . (5)

is homogeneous and, therefore, may be solved as just indicated.

Examples.—(1) Solve (3y - 7x - 7)dx + {7y - 3x - 3)dy = 0- Ansr.

{y - X - lf(y + X + 1)' = C. Hints, Prom (2), o=-7, 6-3, c=-7:
a' = - 3, y = 7, c* = - 3. Prom (4), h = - 1, k = 0. Hence, from (3), we
get 3wdv - Ivdv + Iwdw - 3vdw = 0. To solve this homogeneous equation,

substitute w = vt, as above, and separate the variables.

„dv 3 - It,, „ i'dv f 2dt f 5dt „
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.-. 7 log « + 21og{« - 1) + 51og(i + 1) = C ; or, v^t - 1)«(« + 1)^ = C.

But X = v + h, .-.v = x + l;y = 10 + k, .-.y = w; .-.1 = wjv = yl(x + 1), etc.

(2) If (2y - SB - l)dy + {2x - y + l)dx = 0; x^ - xy f y^ + a - y = C.

IV.—Non-homogeneotis equations in which the constants have the

special relation ah' = a'b.

li a : b = a' : b' = 1 : m (say), then h and k are indeterminate,

since (2) then beoomes

(ax + by + o)dx + {m{ax + by) + c'}dy = 0.

The denominators in equations (4) also vanish. In this ease put
e = ax + by, and eliminate y, thus, we obtain,

, z + c de - ,„.

a - b ; - -J- = 0, . . . (6)
mz +c ax

an equation which allows the variables to be separated.
,

BxiMPLES.— (1) Solve {2x + 3y - S)dy + (2x + 3y - X)dx = 0.

Ausr. X + y - i log(2a; + Sy + 1) = C.

(2) Solve {3y + 2x + i)dx - (ix + 6y + 5)dy = 0.

Ansr. 9 log{(2l3/ + 14a; + 22)}21{2y - a;) = 0. •

When the variables cannot be separated in a satisfactory manner,

special artifices must be adopted. We shall find it the simplest

plan to adopt the routine method of referring each artifice to the

particular class of equation which it is best calculated to solve.

These special devices are sometimes far neater and quicker pro-

cesses of solution than the method just described. We shall foUow

the conventional x and y rather more closely than in the earlier

part of this work. The reader will know, by this time, that his

X and y'a, his p and i;'s and his s and t's are not to be kept in

" water-tight compartments ". It is perhaps necessary to make a

few general remarks on the nomenclature.

§ 121. What is a Differential Equation?

We have seen that the straight line,

y = mx + b, . . . . (1)

fulfils two special conditions : (i) It cuts one of the coordinate axes

at a distance b from the origin ; (ii) It makes an angle tan a => m,

with the a;-azis. By differentiation,

! = '« (2)

This equation has nothing at all to say about the constant b.
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That condition has been eliminated. Equation (2), therefore,

represents a straight line fulfilling one condition, namely, that

it makes an angle tan-% with the aj-axis. Now substitute (2)

in (1), the resulting equation,

y =^ + ^ (3)

in virtue of the constant b, satisfies only one definite condition,

(3), therefore, is, the equation of any straight line passing through

b. Nothing is said about the magnitude of the angle tan ~ ^to.

Differentiate (2). The resulting equation,

J=0' • • • • W
represents any straight line whatever. The special conditions

imposed by the constants m and b in (1), have been entirely

eliminated. Equation (4) is the most general equation of a

straight line possible, for it may be applied to any straight line

that can be drawn in a plane.

Let us now find a physical meaning for the differential equation.

In § 7, we have seen that the third differential coefficient, dhjdt^

represents '

' the rate of change of acceleration from moment to

moment ". Suppose that the acceleration dhldP, of a moving

body does not change or vary in any way. It is apparent that the

rate of change of a constant or uniform acceleration must be zero.

In mathematical language, this is written,

dhjdt^ = (6)

By integration we obtain,

dhjdP = Constant = gr. . . . (6)

Equation (6) tells us not only that the acceleration is constant,i but

it fixes that value to the definite magnitude g ft. per second.

Eemembering that acceleration measures the rate of change of

velocity, and integraticig (6), we get,

dsldt = gt + Gy, . . . . (7)

From § 71, we have learnt how to find the meaning of G^. Put

t = 0, then dsfdt = C/j. This means that when we begin to reckon

the velocity, the body may have been moving with a definite velocity

Cj. Let Oj = 'Wq ft. per second. Of course if the body started from

a position of rest, Oj = 0. Now integrate (7) and find the value of

Oj in the result,

s = \gV' + v,t + G^, . . . (8)
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by putting ( = 0. It is thus apparent that Og.represents the space

which the body had traversed when we began to study its motion.

Let C, >c Sg ft. The resulting equation

« = ^gi^ + Vot + ta, • • (9)

tells us three different things about the moving body at the instant

we began to take its motion into consideration.

1. It had traversed a distance of Sq ft. To use a sporting phrase,

if the body is starting from " scratch," Sg =0.

2. The body was moving with a velocity of v^ ft. per second.

3. The velocity was increasing at the uniform rate of g ft. per

second.

Equation (7) tells us the two latter facts about the moving body

;

equation (6) only tells us the third fact ; equation (5) tells iis no-

thing more than that the acceleration is constant. (5), therefore, is

true of the motion of any body moving wiiJi a uniform acceleration.

ExAUPLXB.—(1) A body falls from rest. Show that it travels 400 ft. in

6 sec. Hint. Use g = 32.

(2) A body starting with a velocity of 20 ft. per sec. falls in accord with

equation (7) ; what is its velocity after 6 seconds ? Ansr. 212 ft.

(3) A body dropped from a balloon hits the ground with a velocity of

384 ft. per sec. How long was it falling ? Ansr. 12 seconds.

(4) A particle is projected vertically upwards with a velocity of 100 ft.

per sec. Find the height to which it ascends smd the time of its ascent.

Here d'sldfi = - g; multiply by 2dsldt, and integrate

ds d^
dt ' dt^ ' ar

when the particle has reached its maximum height dsjdt = ; and, therefore,

s = iv,^lg = AJ^; from (7), since Cj = 100 = i.„, t = v,lg = ^if-

(5) If a body falls in the air, experiment shows that the retarding effect

of the resisting air is proportional to the square of the velocity of the moving

body. Instead of g, therefore, we must write g - bv^, where 2i is the variation

constant of page 22. For the sake of simplicity, put b = gja? and show that

«»<'« — «—»*/« a? «»</<• + e - ««/a a' gt

" = "'
e^ia + e-n'i' ' * = 7'°e 2 = jl°80<»l' a'

since v = 0, when t = Q, and s=0 when t=Q. Hint. Qlie equation of motion

is di>ldt = g - Infl.

Similar reasoning holds good from whatever sources we may
draw our illustrations. We are, therefore, able to say that a

differential equation, freed from constants, is the most

general way of expressing a natural law.

Any equation can be freed from its constants by combining it
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with the various equations obtained by differentiation of the given

equation as many times as there are constants. The operation is

called elimination. Elimination enables us to discard the ac-

cidental features associated with any natural phenomenon and to

retain the essential or general characteristios. It is, therefore,

possible to study a theory by itself without the attention being

distracted by experimental minutiae. In a great theoretical work

like " Maxwell " or " Heaviside," the differential equation is

ubiquitous, experiment a rarity. And this not because experi-

ments are unimportant, but because, as Heaviside puts it, they

are fundamental, the foundations being always hidden from view

in well-constructed buildings.

Examples.—(1) Eliminate the arbitrary constants a and h, from the

relation y = ax + bxK DiSerentiate twice ; evaluate a and b ; and substitute

the results in the original equation. The result,

is quite free from the arbitrary restrictions imposed in virtue of the presence

of the constants a and b in the original equation.

(2) Eliminate m from y' = imx. Ansr. y = 2x. dyjdx.

(3) Eliminate a and 6 from y » a cos x + h sin x. Ansr. ^jdx^ + y = 0.

We always ass^mle that every differential equation has been

obtained by the elimination of constants from a given equation

called the primitive. In practical work we are not so much

concerned with the building up of a differential equation by the

elimination of constants from the primitive, as with the reverse

operation of finding the primitive from which the differential

equation has been derived. In other words, we have to find

some relation between the variables which will satisfy the differ-

ential equation. Given an expression involving x, y, dx/dy,

d^x/dy^, ..., to find an equation containing only x, y and con-

stants which can be reconverted into the original equation by the

elimination of the constants.

This relation between the variables and constants which satisfies

the given differential equation is called a general solution, or a

complete solution, or a complete integral of the differential

equation. A solution obtained by giving particular values to the

arbitrary constants of the complete solution is a particular solu-

tion. Thus y = mx is a complete solution of y = x. dyjdx
;

y = a; tan 45°, is a particular solution.
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A differential equation is ordinapy or partial, according as

there is one or more than one independent variables present.

Ordinary differential equations will be treated first. Equations

like (2) and (3) above are said to be of the first order, because

the highest derivative present is of the first order. For a similar

reason (4) and (6) are of the second order, (5) of the third order.

The order of a diiferential equation, therefore, is fixed by that

of the highest differential coefficient it contains. The degree of a

differential equation is the highest power of the highest order of

of differential ooefBcient it contains. This equation is of the second

order and first degree :

It is not difficult to show that the complete integral of a differ-

ential equation of the nth order, contains n, and no more than n,

arbitrary constants. . As the reader acquires experience in the

representation of natural processes by means of differential equa-

tions, he wUl find that the integration nmst provide a sufficient

number of undetermined constants to define the initial oonditioris

of the natural process symbolized by the differential equation. The

complete solution must provide so many particular solutions (con-

taining no undetermined constants) as there are definite conditions

involved in the problem. For instance, equation (6), page 375, is

of the third order, and the complete solution, equation (9), requires

three initial conditions, g, Sq, v^ to be determined. Similarly, the

solution of equation (4), page 375, requires two initial conditions,

m and b, in order to fix the line.

§ 122. Exact Differential Equations of the First Order.

The reason many differential equations are so difficult to solve

is due to the fact that they have been formed by the elimination

of constants as well as by the elision of some common factor from

the primitive. Such an equation, therefore, does not actually re-

present the complete or total differential of the original equation

or primitive. The equation is then said to be inexact. On the

other hand, an exact differential equation is one that has been

obtained by the differentiation of a function of x and y and per-

forming no other operation involving x and y.

Easy tests have been described, on page 77, to determine
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whether any given differential equation is exact or inexact. It

was pointed out that the differential equation,

M.dx + N.dy = 0, . . . (1)

is the direct result of the differentiation of any function u, provided,

This last result was called " the criterion of Integrability," because,

if an equation satisfies the test, the integration can be readily per-

formed by a direct process. This is not meant to imply that only

such equations can be integrated as satisfy the test, for many equa-

tions which do not satisfy the test can be solved in other ways.

Examples.— (1) Apply the test to the equations, ydx + xd/y = 0, and
ydx - x&y= 0. In the former, M~y,N = x; .: 'dMfdy = \, 3J?'/3ai=l;

.•. 'dMI'dy = 'dNj'dx. The test is, therefore, satisfied and the equation is exact.

In the other equation, M = y, N =^ - x, .: ?)M[dy = 1, "dNfdx = - 1. This

does not satisfy the test. In consequence, the equation cannot be solved by

the method for exact differential equations.

(2) Show that (a?y + x')dx + (6' + a^x)dy = 0, is exact.

(3) Is the equation, {x + 2y)xdx + {x' - lP)dy = 0, exact ? Jf= x^x + 2y),

N = 1? -'f; .: "dMI'dy = 2x, diN/dx = 2x. The condition is satisfied, the

equation is csact.

(4) Show that (sin y + y cos x)dx + (sin x + x cos y)dy = 0, is exact.

I. Equations which satisfy the criterion of integrabiUty.

We must remember that M is the differential coefficient of u

with respect to x, y being constant, and N is the differential co-

efficient of u with respect to y, x being constant. Hence we may
integrate Mdx on the supposition that y is constant and then treat

Ndy as if x were a constant. The complete solution of the whole

equation is obtained by equating the sum of these two integrals to

an undetermined constant. The complete integral is

u=G (3)

Example.—Integrate x(x + 9y)dx + {p? - y'')dy = 0, from the preceding

set of examples. Since the equation is exact, M = a;(a; + 2y) ; N ='x'' - y^;

.•. (Mdx = \x(x + 2y)dx = -Ja;' + x''y — Y, where Fis the integration constant

which may, or may not, contain y, because y has here been regarded as a con-

stant. Now the result of difierentiating^ + x'^ = T, should be the original

equation. On trial, x^dx + ixydx + x^dy = dY. On comparison with the

original equation, it is apparent that dY = y'^d/y ;
.-. F = ^' + 0. Sub-

stitute this in the preceding result. The complete solution is, therefore,

^3? + x^ - \jf = O, The method detailed in this example can be put into a

more practical shape.
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To integrate an exact diflferential equation of the type

M .dx { N.dy = 0,

first find jM . dx on the assumption that y is constant and substi-

tute the result in

{Mdx + {(N-^{Mdx)dy = G. . . (i)

E.g., in x{x + 2y)dx + {x^ - y^)dy = 0, it is obvious that jMdx is

^x^ + xhf, and we may write down at once

~x^ + x^y + Ux^ -y^- My^ + x^yj\dy = G.

.-. ^ + x^y + Jix" - y^ - x^)dy =0; or, ^a^ + x^y - \y^ - 0.

If we had wished we could have used

^N&y +^{M-^Ndy^d^ = 0,

in place of (4), and integrated \N . dy on the assumption that x is

constant.

In practice it is often convenient to modify this procedure. If

the equation satisfies the criterion of integrability, we can easily

pick out terms which make Mdx + A^% = 0, and get

- Mix + Y\ and Bdn) + X,

where F cannot contain x and X cannot contain y. Hence if we

can find Mdy and Ndx, the functions X and Y will be determined.

In the 'above equation, the only terms containing x and y are

2xydx + x'^dy, which obviously have been derived from x^. Hence

integration of these and the omitted terms gives the above result.

Examples.—(1) Solve (d' - Hey - 2'f)dx + ('f - iiey - 2ix^)dy = 0. Pick

out terms in a; and y, we get - {ixy + 2^)dx - {ixy + 2x^dy =0. Integrate.

.•. - 2x^ - 2xy^ = constant. Pick out the omitted terms and integrate for

the complete solution. We get,

jx'^dx + jy^dy - 2x^ - 2a^ = ; .-. a;^ _ ex'y - 6a;^ + y* = constant.

(2) Show that the solution of (d?y + x''')dx + (6* + o^a;)(iy = 0, furnishes

the relation c^xy + Wy + \i? = 0. Use (4).

(3) Solve [x^ - 'f)dx - 2xyd/y = 0. Ansr. 4fl!» - y» = Cjx. Use (4).

II. Equations which do not satisfy the criterion of integrability.

As just pointed out, the reason any differential equation does

not satisfy the criterion of exactness, is because the " integrating

factor " has been cancelled out during the genesis of the equation

from its primitive. If, therefore, the equation

Mdx + Ndy - 0,
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does not satisfy the criterion of integrability, it will do so when
the factor; previously divided out, is restored. Thus, the pre-

ceding equation is made exact by multiplying through with the
integrating factor fi. Hence,

lJi.{Mdx + Ndy) = 0,

satisfies the criterion of exactness, and the solution can be obtained
as described above.

§ 123. How to find Integrating Factors.

Sometimes integrating factors are so simple that they can be

detected by simple inspection.

ExAMEMB.—(1) ydx - xdy •= is inexact. It beoomea exact by multipli-

cation with either a;-', a;-' . y-', or y-'^.

(2) In (y - x)dy + ydx «= 0, the term containing ydx - xdy is not exact,

but becomes so when multiplied as in the preceding example.

. d/y xdiy - ydx „ , x „
" J ~~t ' "• ®^ "

V
"

We have already established, in § 26, that an integrating factor

always exists which will make the equation

Mdx + Ndy =- 0,

an exact differential. Moreover, there is also an infinite number
of such factors, for if the equation is made exact when multiplied

by ix, it will remain exact when multiplied by any function of /x.

The different integrating factors correspond to the various forms

in which the solution of the equation may present itself. For

instance, the integrating factor x~^y~^, of ydx + xdy = 0, corre-

sponds with the solution logo; + logy = G. The factor y~^ corre-

sponds with the solution xy = C Unfortunately, it is of no

assistance to know that every differential equation has an infinite

number of integrating factors. No general practical method is

known for finding them ; and the reader must consult some special

treatise for the general theorems concerning the properties of in-

tegrating factors. Here are four elementary rules applicable to

special cases.

Rule I. Since

d{3fy') = af~hf~\mydx + nxdy),

an expression of the type imydx -f- nx&y = 0, has an integrating

factor a^^'V"^; ^^> *^s expression

x'^^{mydx + nxdy) = 0, . . . (1)
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has an integrating factor

or more generally stUl,

a*»-i-^*— i-p, ... (2)

where k may have any value whatever.

Example.—Find an integrating factor of ydx - xdy = 0. Here, o = 0,

;8 = 0, m = 1, w = - 1 .•. ^~* is an integrating factor of the given equation.

If the expression can be written

off^^imydx + nxdy) + x'^'y^'{m'ydx + n'xdy) = 0, . (3)

the integrating factor can be readily obtained, for

a*» -
1 - «yft« -

1 - p ; and «*"»' -
1
-
"V""'

~^~^',

are integrating factors of the first and second members respectively.

In order that these factors may be identical,

km - 1 - a = k'm' - 1 - a' ; kn - 1 - p = k'n' - 1 - 1^.

Values of k and k' can be obtained to sajiisfy these two conditions

by solving these two equations. Thus,

^^
w'(a - g') - m'08 - )8')

. j^, ^ n(a - a') - m(/3 - ^)
otto' - m'n

'

rrm' — m'n '
^

'

ExAMPLiss.—(1) Solve y'(yd!B - ^xdA/) + !i^(2ydce + xdy) = 0. Hints. Show

that a = 0, ;8 = 3, m = 1, » = - 2 ; a' = 4, ;8' = 0, to' = 2, w' = 1 ;
.".

^k-iy-vt-i is an integrating factor of the flrst, ajs*' - b^*' - 1 of the second

member. Henoe, from (4), fc = - 2, fc' = 1, .. •"' is an integrating faotor of

the whole expression. Multiply through and integrate for 2as*j/ - y* = Ox^.

(2) Solve (y' - %jx'^dx + (2^ - si?)d/y = 0. Ansr. !bV(2/'' - x^ = 0. In-

tegrating factor deduced after rearranging the equation is xy.

Rule II. If the eqitation is homogeneous and of the form

:

Mdx + Ndy = 0, then (Mx + Ny) ~^ is un integrating factor.

Let the expression

Mdx + Ndy =

be of the mth degree and /a. an integrating faotor of the rath degree,

.-. fiMdx + fjJSfdy = du, . . . (5)

is of the (ot + TO)th degree, and the integral u is of the (ot + to + l)th

degree. By Buler's theorem, § 23,

.-. fi-Mx + fiNy = (m + n + l)u. . . (6)

Divide (5) by (6),

Mdx + Ndy 1 du

Mx + Ny ~ m + TO + 1
" M

The right side of this equation is a complete differential, oonse-
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quently, the left side is q,lso a oomplete differential. Therefore,
the factor (Mx + Ny)-'^ has made Mdx + Ndy = an exact
differential equation.

Examples.—(1) Show that {a:?y - lef)-^ is an integrating factor of
(x^ + y3)dx - 2xyHy = 0.

(2) Show that l/(a;i'-7tya;+y2) is an integrating factor of j/d2/+ (i-?!^)da=0.
The method, of course, cannot be used if Mx + Ny is equal to zero. In

this case, we may write y = Cx, a solution.

Rule III. If the equation is homogeneous and of the form

:

/iCa!. y)yd^ +/2(«, y)«!dy = o,

then (Mx - Ny) ~^ is an integrating factor.

ExiMPLB.—Solve (1 + xy)ydx + (1 - si^)xdy = 0. Hint. Show that the

integrating factor is l/2a!''2/''. Divide out J. .: jMdx =- Ijxy + log x. Ansr.

X = Cye .

y

If Mx - Ny = 0, the method fails and xy = G is then a solu-

tion of the equation. E.g., (1 + xy)ydx + (1 + xy)xdy = 0.

Role lY. If •jH-l-^ ^) is a fwnction of x only, ej"-

integrating factor. Or, if -^{j^ "^) " ^^y^' *^^ ^^'

integrating factor. These are important results.

ExAMPLiiB.—(1) Solve (a" + y')dx - 2xycly = 0. Ansr. a' - ^2 = Cx.

Hint. Show /(!B) = - 2a:-i. The integrating factor is e-'^-'^^'- ^e'^^'i'-

— x-^. Prove that this is an integrating factor, and solve as in the preced-

ing section.

(2) Solve (y* + 2y)dx + {xy + 2^ - ix)dy = 0. Ansr. xy^+ y*+ 2x=Cy^.

We may now illustrate this rule for a special case, as we shall

want the result later on. The steps will serve to recall some of the

principles established in some earlier chapters. Let

S + ^2' = « (7)

where P and Q are either constants or functions of x. Let yu. be an

integrating factor which makes

dy + {Py - Q)dx - 0, . . , (8)

an exact differential.

.-. /*% + iJi.{Py - Q)dx= Ndy + Mdx.

•I=^^f-<^''-<^^''- ••l?-(iv-<.p^

.-. ^dx = (Py - Q)=^dx + P,idx = - ^<Zy + P[,dx.
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.-. ^£dx + ||% = df.. P^dx. .-. P =
J
^; ••• iPdx = log^;

and since log,e = 1, (jPdx) log e = log j«. ; consequently

.-./ji^e^'^ (9)

is the integrating factor of the given equation (7).

§ 124. Physical Meaning of Exact DifTerentials.

Let AP (Kg. 144) be the path of a particle under the influence

of a force F making an angle $ with the tangent

PToi the ciurve at the point ^(a;, y). Let W
denote the work done by the particle in passing

from the fixed point A{a, b) to its present position

P{x, y). Let the length AP be s. The work,

dW, done by the particle in traveUing a distance

ds will now be

dW=F.oose.ds. . . . (1)

Let PT and PF respectively make angles a and y8 with the a;-axis.

Hence, as on page 126, dxjds = cos a ; dA/jds = sin a ; .: 6 = a — fi.

.: FoosO = i^oos(a - 0) = jPcosa.cos/8 + i^'sina.sinyS,

by a well-known trigonometrical transformation (24) page 612.

...i.cos.-i.cos^^^.i.sin^| = zg.r|,. (2)

where X is put for J*cos /3, and Y for Fsin ^; X and Y are ob-

viously the two components of the force parallel with the coordinate

axes. From (1),

'^^=(4+^IK • • • (3)

7. Let Xdx + Ydy be a complete differential.

Let us assume that Xdx + Ydy is a complete differential of the

function u = f{x, y). Hence

,.„ /«)« dx tu dy\ ,

'^^=fe-3F +^-i> = '^.
• • (4)

by partial differentiation. In order to fix our ideas, let

M = tan - \y/x) Pig. 144. Hence, Ex. (5), page 49,

where r^ is put in place of x^ + y^. Prom (4),

dW _ (x_ d/y y dx\ du
ds ^ \r^"ds ~ r^dsj ^

ds'
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The rate dWjds at which the work is performed by the particle
changes as it moves along the curve and is equal to the rate, dujds,
at which the function /(aj, y) changes. Any change in Wis accom-
panied by a corresponding change in the value of u. Hence, as
the pajtiole passes from A to F, the work performed will be

,l^=5%Z^^^tan-|=d.:
and by integration,

W — U + constant

This means that the work done by the particle in passing from a

fixed point A to another point P{x, y) depends only upon the value

of u, and m is a function of the coordinates, x and y, of the point P.

It will be obvious that if the particle moves along a closed

curve the work done will be zero. If the origin lies within the

closed curve, u will increase by Stt when P has travelled round the

curve. In that case the work done is not zero. The function u is

then a multi-valued function.

Example.—If X = j/, and Y = x,dW = (xdx + ydy) = d(xy) ; or, by in-

tegration W = xy + G. We do not need to know the equation of the path.

The work done is simply a function of the coordinates of the end state. The
constant C serves to define the initial position of the point A(a, h).

The first law of thermodynamics states that when a quantity of

heat, dQ, is added to a substance, one part of the heat is spent in

changing the internal energy, dU, of. the substance and another

part, dW, is spent in doing work against external forces. In

symbols,

dQ = dU + dW.

In the special case, when that work is expansion againstatmospherio

pressure, dW — p .dv. Now let the substance pass from any state

A to another state B (Fig. 145). The internal energy of the sub-

stance in the state B is completely deter-

mined by the coordinates of that point, -^

because U is quite independent of the

nature of the transformation from the

state A to the state B. It makes no

difference to the magnitude of U whether ^

that path has been vid APB or AQB. -,

In this case U is completely defined by

the coordinates of the point corresponding

to any given state. In other words dU is & complete differential.

BB
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On the other hand, the external work done during the trans-

formation from the one state to another, depends not only on the

initial and final states of the substance, but also on the nature of

the path described in passing from the state A to the state B.

For example, the substance may perform the work represented by

the area AQBBA' or by the area APBB'A', in its passage from the

state A to the state B. In fact the total work done in the passage

from .4 to JB and back again, is represented by the area APBQ.
In order to know the work done during the passage from the state

A to the state B, it is not only necessary to know the initial and

final states of the substance as defined by the coordinates of the

points A and B, but we must know the nature of the path from

the one state to the other.

Similarly, the quantity of heat supplied to the body in passing

from one state to the other, not only depends on the initial and final

states of the substance, but also on the nature of the transforma-

tion. All this is implied when it is said that " dW and dQ are not

perfect differentials ". dWa,ni dQ can be made into complete differ-

entials by multiplying through with the integrating factor /*. The
integrating factor is proved in thermodynamics to be equivalent to

the so-called Garnot's fimction. To indicate that dW and dQ are

not perfect differentials, some writers superscribe a comma to the

top right-hand corner of the differential sign. The above equation

would then be written,

d'Q = dU+ d'W.

II. Let Xdx + Tdy be an incomplete differential.

Now suppose that Xdx + Ydy is not a complete differential.

In that case, we cannot write X = 'du/lx and Y = Hu/'by as in (3)

and (4). But from equation (3), by a rearrangement of the terms,

we get

dW {X+J^)dx. ... (5)

And now, to find the work done by the particle in passing from A
to P, we must be ablei to express y in terms of x by using the

equation of the path. Let X = - y, and Y = x ; let the equation

of the path he y = ax^, .: dy/dx = 2ax. From (5)

dW=(-y + 2ax^)dx = {- ax'^ + 2ax^)dx = ^ax^ + G.

It is now quite clear that the value oi X+ Ydy/dx will be different
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for different paths. For example, iiy = ax^,

dW= (ax^ + 3ax^)dx = ax'^.

So that the work done depends upon the coordinates of the point

P as well as upon the equation of the path.

ExAMPLB.—If dV=dQ - pdv, and d 17 is a oomplete differential, show
that dQ is not a complete diflerential. Hint. We know, page 80, that

If 17 is a oomplete difierential,

dT\-dv PJ ~ dv\dTJ ' • • ardu ~ dvdT "^ dr • ^^1

From (6), if dQ is a oomplete differential,

3^g d^Q
dvdT dTdm

Hence (6) and (7) cannot both be true.

The question is discussed from another point of view in Technics,

1, 615, 1904.

§ 125. Linear Diiferential Equations of the First Order,

A linear differential equation of the first order involves only

the first power of the dependent variable y and of its first differ-

ential coefficients. The general type, sometimes called Leibnitz'

equation, is

^£ + Py = Q. . . . . (1)

where P and Q may be functions of x and explicitly independent

of y, or constants. We have just proved that e-^^*" is an integrat-

ing factor of (1), therefore

e^'''^(dy + Pydx) =-- e^^^Qdx,

'

is an exact differentM equation. Consequently, the general solu-

tion is,

ye^''^ = W^^Qdx + G; or, y = e--^''^W'-^Qdx + Ce--^'^. (2)

The linear equation is one of the most important in applied mathe-

matics. In particular cases the integrating factor may assume a

very simple form.

ExAMPiiES.—(1) Solve (1 + x^)d/y = {m + xy)dx. Beduce to the form (1)

and we obtain
dy X m
dx \ + x^^ 1 + x^'

&
BB *
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.-. Jpdx = -/j^ = - Jlog (1 + x^) = - log v'(l + x^).

Bememberiug logl = 0, log« = 1, the integrating factor is evidently,

logg/p<st = logl _ log\/l + x^; or e^^^ = /n + x'Y

Multiply the original equation with this integrating factor, and solve the

resulting exact equation as § 122, (i), or, better still, by (2) above. The

solution : y = mx + C ,y/(l + x') follows at once.

(2) Ohm's law for a variable current flowing in a circuit vrith a coefficient

of self-induction L (henries), a resistance B (ohms), and a current of G
(amperes) and an electromotive force JEJ (volts), is given by the equation,

E = BG + LdGjdt. This equation has the standard linear form (1). If E
is constant, show that the solution is, G = EjB + Be~^i'', where B is the

arbitrary constant of integration (page 193). Show that G approximates to

E/B after the current has been flowing some time, t. Hint for solution.

Integrating factor is e""^.

(3) The equation of motion of a particle subject to a resistance varying

directly as the velocity and as some force which is a given function of the

time, is dvldt + kv=f(t). Show that u = Ce-*« + e-*«fe*'/(<)d<. Iftheforoe

is gravitational, say g, v = Ce-** + g/k.

(4) SoIyb xdy+ydx=!i^dx. Integrating factor= a;. Ansr. ^=Ja;'-l-0/a;.

(5) We shall want the integral of dy/dt + k^y = k2a(l - e-h') very shortly.

The solution follows thus

:

y = Ge-fV - e-/*2<BjeA2«{ _ ^^^(1 - e-*i')}dt;

= C« - *2' + e- '^{k^a^e'^ - \e^H-\^']dt

;

= Ge-'V +a- ^^e-h'.
"'2 "" "'1

(6) We shall also want to solve

Kx .

( Sdx

dx a - X a — x'
Here

(a - x)^

• y -r-\-v f
'^^^ -Ha. "^

TT {_J:^__•• {a- x)^ - "" + -^j (a - a:)^ + i " '^ + (a - x)^ ~
^J {a - a:)«

on integrating by parts. Finally, if a; = 0, when y = 0,

(K~ l)a^-i

Many equations may be transformed into the linear type of

equation, by a change in the variable. Thus, in the so-called

Bernoulli's equation,

g-HP2/=%". ... (3)

Divide by y", multiply by (1 - n) and substitute y^-" = v, in the

result. Thus,
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(1 - n) dy

.-.g + (1 - n)Pv = ©(1 - n),

which is linear in v. Hence, the solution follows at sight,

^gd-ni/p*. = (1 - w)JQe(i-"i«-'^cZa! + G.

.: 2/i-Vi-"'-^'"'^ = (1 - n)\Qe^'^-''V'-^dx + G.

Examples.—(1) Solve dyjdx + ylx = 'jf. Substitute v = Ijy. Integration

factor is «-/*»/* = e-i»Bi = a!*'. Ansr. Cxy - xylogx = 1.

(2) Solve dyjdx + x sin 2y = x^oos^. Divide by cosV Put tan y = v.

The integration factor is er^dx^ i.e., e^. Ansr. e»^(tau j/ - J?;'' + J)
= O.

Hint. The steps are sec'''?/ dyjdx + 2x tan y = x^; dvjdx + 2xu = x^; to solve

ve' = JkV dx + C. Put x'' = 2, .•• 2a;dx = dz, and this integral becomes

ijz^dz ; or, ^(z - 1), (4) page 206, etc.

(3) Here is an Instructive differential equation, which Harcourt and Bsson
encountered during their work on chemical dynamics in 1866.

•y dx y X

I shall give a method of solution in full, so as to revise some preceding work.

The equation has the same form as Bernoulli's. Therefore, substitute

1 . dv 1 dy dv „ E „
V = -; I.e., J- =—o

• j^- ••3 Kv + — =0,
y ax y^ dx dx x

an equation linear in v. The integrating factor is e^^''^; or, e-'^'; Q, in

(2), = - Kjx ; therefore, from (2),

CE
ve-^" = - l—e-^'dx + 0.

J <»

Prom the method of § 111, page 341,

....e-^. = -El{^-Kdx.^-^,....}.C.
But V = Ijy. Multiply through with ye^", and integrate.

l = ^C,-log. + .^.-^Vj«,-...},.

We shall require this result on page 437. Other substitutions may convert

an equation into the linear form, for instance :

(4) I came across the equation dxjdt= k(a-x) (x-y), where y=a(l-e-'^),

in studying some chemical reactions. Put 2 = ljk{a - x) ; .•. dx = - dzjkz^,

.: dzjdt -kze-'"' = 1.

This equation is linear. For the integrating factor note that kedt = - kejm

= —u, say. Consequently,

1 r/e"du „\ e-"/, 1 m2 1 „3 v
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z = when t = 0; .-. u = hjm when < = 0. Let S denote the sum of the

series when hjm is substituted in place of it, and s the sum as it stands above.

When = 0, < = 0, C = - S.

TO me" • fc(S - s)

if w is less than unity the series is convergent.

(5) J. W. Mellor and L. Bradshaw (Zeit. phys. Chem., 48, 353, 1904) have

for the hydrolysis of cane sugar

du/dt + bu = Ab{l -«-**); .-. ««»« = ^e" - 6e(»-»«)/(6 - ^ + G.

(6) The law of cooling of the sun has been represented by the equation

dT/dt = alP - bT. To solve, divide by 2"
;

put T-^ = z, and hence

T ~ ^dT = - ^dz ; hence dzjdt - 2bz = — 2a. This is an ordinary linear

equation with the solution 2 = ajb + Ce^'. Restore the value of z. The

constant O can be evaluated in the usual manner.

§ 126. Diiferential Equations of the First Order and of the

First or Higher Degree.—Solution by Differentiation.

Case i. The equation can be spUt up into factors. If the

differential equation can be resolved into n factors of the first

degree, equate each factor to zero and solve each of the n equa-

tions separately. The n solutions may be left either distinct, or

combined into one.

Examples.—(1) Solye x{dyjdx)^=y. Resolve into factors of the first degree,

dxjdy= ± ijyjx. Separate the variables and integrate, jx~idx+jy~idy= ± JC,
where ^C is the integration constant. Hence ijx + a^^ = + iJC, which, on

rationalization, becomes {x - yY - 2C(x + y) + C^ = 0. Geometrically this

equation represents a system of parabolic curves each of which touches the

axis at a distance C from the origin. The separate equations of the above

solution merely represent different branches of the same parabola.

(2) Solve xy(d/yldx)''-{x^-y^)dyldx-xy=0. Ansi. xy=C, or x^-y'=C.
Hint. Factors {ap + y) {yp - e), where p = dyjdx. Either xp + y ^ 0, or

'ip - x = 0, etc.

(3) Solve (dyjdxf - Idyjdx + 12 = 0. Ansr. 3/ = 4a! + C, or 3a! + O.

Case ii. The equation oawnot be resolved into factors, but it can

be solved for x, y, dyjdx, or y/x. An equation which cannot be

resolved into factors, can often be expressed in terms of x, y, dyjdx,

or yjx, according to circumstances. The differential coefficient of

the one variable with respect to the other may be then obtained

by solving for dyjdx and using the result to eliminate dyjdx from

the given equation.

Examples.—(1) Solve dyfdx + ixy =x^+ y\ Since (x-yY^x^-ixy+jf
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y = x + tjdyjdx. Put^) in place of i^/dx. Difiereutiate, and we get

^ = 1 +_J— .^
dx "'" 2j^'dx'

Separate tte variables x and ji, solve for dyjdx, and integrate by tbe method of

partial fractions.

On eliminating p by means of the relation y = x + ijp, we get the answer

y = x+{G + e^')l[0 - e''').

(2) Solve x(dyldxf - 2y{dyldx) + aa; = 0. Ansr. y = i{Gx^ + aje). Hint.
Substitute for p. Solve for y and differentiate. Substitute pdx for dj/, and
clear of fractions. The variables p and x can be separated. Integrate

p = xO. Substitute in the given equation for the answer.

(3) Solve yidyjdxf + ixidyjdx) - y = 0. Ansr. j/S = C(2x + O). Hint.

Solve for a;. Difierentiate and substitute dyjp for dx, and proceed as in

example (2). yp = C, etc.

Case iii. The equation oannot be resolved into factors, x or y is

absent. If x is absent solve for dyldx or y according to conveni-

ence ; if 2/ is absent, solve for dxjdy or x. Differentiate the -result

with respect to the absent letter if necessary and solve in the

regular way.

Examples.—(1) Solve (dyjdxf+xidyjdx) + 1=0. For the sake of greater

ease, substitutep for dyjdx. The given equation thus reduces to

- x=p + 1Ip (1)

Differentiate with regard to the absent letter y, thus,

-~p-{'-hT4-' or,-Z-P-l--.:y = ^o,p-ip^ + e. (2,

Combining (1) and (2), we get the required solution.

(2) Solve dy/dx = y + Ijy. Ansr. ys = Ce^ - 1.

(3) Solve dyjdx = x + Ijx. Ansr. y = ^x^ + log x + C.

§ 127. Clairaut's Equation.

The general type of this equation is

»-l-/(l)^ . . . (1)

or, writing dy/dx = p, for the sake of convenience,

y = px + f{p). ... (2)

Many equations of the first degree in x and y can be reduced

to this form by a more or less obvious transformation of the vari-

ables, and solved in the following way: Differentiate (2) with

respect to x, and equate the result to zero
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Hence, either dpjdx = ; or, a; +/'(p) =0. If the former,

1 = 0, ..., = 0,

where G is an arbitrary constant. Hence, dy = Gdx, and the

solution of the given equation is

y=Cx+f{G).
Again, p in x +f'(p) may be a solution of the given equation.

To find p, ehminate p between

y =poo + f{p), and X + f'{p) = 0.

The resulting equation between x and y also satisfies the given

equation. There are thus two classes of solutions to Clairaut's

equation.

ExAMPi/ES.— (1) Find both solutions in ^ = px + p^. Ansr. Cx + C^ = y;

and x^ + iy = 0.

(2) If {y -px){p -l)=p; show {y - Cx) {0 - 1) = C ; ^y + Jx = 1.

(3) In the velocity equation, Ex. (6), page 388, if K = 2, put dy/dx = p,

solve for y, and differentiate the resulting equation,

a - X dy p a — X dp dx _ dp '

2' = '" -—Q—P' ^ = P = '- + 2 i~-di'' 'S:^^~~p^^'
Integrate, and - log(o - x) = - log{p - 2) ; .-. a - x = p - 2, and we obtain

y = 2x - a - {a - x)^, which is the equation of a parabola y^ = Xj^, if we

substitute !i; = a + l + a!i; y = a + 1 - y^.

After working out the above examples, read over § 67, page 182.

§ 128. Singular Solutions.

Clairaut's equation introduces a new idea. Hitherto we have

assumed that whenever a function of x and y satisfies an equation,

that function, plus an arbitrary constant, represents the complete

.

or general solution. We now find that a function of x and y can

sometimes be found to satisfy the given equation, which, unlike

the particular solution, is not included in the general solution.

This function must be considered a solution, because it satisfies

the given equation. But the existence of such a solution is quite

an accidental property confined to special equations, hence their

cognomen, singular solutions. Take the equation

dy a a

dx

Eemembering thatp has been written in place of dy/dx, differentiate

with respect to x, we get, on rearranging terms,
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- -\^ -

where either x - a/p^ = ; or, dpjdx = 0. If the latter,

p = G; 0T,y = Cx + a/G; . . (2)

and if the former, p = i>Ja/x, which, when substituted in (1), gives

the solution,

2/2 = iax (3)

This is not included in the general solution, but yet it satisfies

the given equation. Hence, (3) is the singular solution of (1).

Equation (2), the complete solution of (1), has been shown to

represent a system of straight lines which differ only in the value

of the arbitrary constant G ; equation (3), containing no arbitrary

constant, is an equation to the common parabola. A point moving

on this parabola has, at any instant, the same value of dy/dx as if

it were moving on the tangent of the parabola, or on one of the

straight lines of equation (2). The singular solution of a differential

equation is geometrically eqmvalent to the envelope of the family of

curves represented by the general solution. The singular solution

is distinguished from the particular solution, in that the latter is

contained in the general solution, the former is not.

Again referring to Fig. 96, it will be noticed that for any point

on the envelope, there are two equal values of p or dyjdx, one for

the parabola, one for the straight line.

In order that the quadratic

ax^ + bx + c = 0,

may have equal roots, it is necessary (page 354) that

62 = 4ac ; or. b^ - -iao = 0. . . . (4)

This relation is called the discriminant. From (1), since

y = px + -; .-.xp^ -yp + a = 0. . . (5)

In order that equation (5) may have equal roots,

2/2 = Aax,

as in (4). This relation is the locus of all points for which two

values of p become equal, hence it is called the p-discriminant

of (1).

In the same way if C be regarded as variable in the general

solution (2),

y = Gx + ^l 01, xG^ - yG + a = Q.
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The condition for equal roots, is that

2/2 = iax,

which is the locus of all points for which the value of C is the

same. It is called the C-disoriminant.

Before applying these ideas to special cases, we may note that

the envelope locus may be a single curve (Pig. 96) or several

(Fig. 97). For an exhaustive discussion of the properties of these

discriminant relations, I must refer the reader to the text-books

on the subject, or to M. J. M. Hill, " Oh the Locus of Singular

Points and Lines," Phil. Trans., 1892. To summarize

:

1. The envelope locus satisfies the original equation but is

not included in the general solution (see xx', Eg. 146).

S /hedalloensj

Fio. 146.—Nodal and Tao Looi.

2. The tac locus is the locus passing through the several

points where two non-consecutive members of a family of curves.

touch. Such a locus is represented by the lines AB (Fig. 97), PQ
(Fig. 146). The tao locus does not satisfy the original equation,

it appears in the js-discriminant, but not in the 0-discriminant.

3. The node locus is the locus passing through the different

points where each curve of a given family crosses itself (the point

of intersection—node—may be double, triple, etc.). The node

locus does not satisfy the original equation, it appears in the

y

Pia. 147.—Cuap Looua,

0-discrJminant but not in

the ^-discriminant. B,8

(Fig. 147) is a nodal locus

3£/^eu^toeii^ passing through the nodes

A,...,B,..., C,...,M...

4. The cusp locus

passes through all the

cusps (page 169) formed
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by the members of a family of curves. The cusp locus does not

satisfy the original equation, it appears in the p- and in the C-
' discriminants. It is the line Ox in Fig. 147. Sometimes the

nodal or cusp loci coincide with the envelope locus.

Examples.—(1) Find the singular solutions and the nature of the other

looi in the following equations : (1) xp'' - iyp + ax = 0. For equal roots

y^ = ax^. This satisfies the original equation and is not included in the general

solution: x'^ - 2Cy + C^ = 0. y^ = acc^ is thus the singular solution.

(2)' 4!Bp2 = (3x - (if. General solution : (2/ + Gf = x(x - of. For equal

roots in p, ix(3x - af = 0, or a!(3iB - af = (p-disoriminant). For equal

roots in C, diiierentiate the general solution with respect to G. Therefore

(x + G)dxjdC = 0, or = - ». . . x(x - o)^ = (0-discriminant) is the con-

dition to be fulfilled when the 0-disorimiuant has e qual roots, a; = is

common to the two discriminants and satisfies the original equation (singular

solution) ; X = a satisfies the O-discriminant but not the p-disoriminant and,

since it is not a solution of the original equation, x = a represents the node

locus ; X = ^ satisfies the p- but not the C-disoriminant nor the original

equation (tao locus).

(3)
ps + 2xp - y = 0. General solution : (2a!'' + 3xy + Cf = i{x'' + yf ;

y-disoriminant : x'^+ y = 0; C-discriminant : (s' -i- yY = 0. The original

equation is not satisfied by either of these equations and, therefore, there is

no singular solution. Since (x^ + y) appears In both discriminants, it repre-

sents a cusp locus.

(4) Show that the complete solution of the equation y^p'' -I- 1) = o', is

y^ + (x - O)' = a' ; that there are two singular solutions, y = ± a; that

there is a tao locus on the a;-axis tot y = (Fig. 97, page 183).

A trajectory is a curve which cuts another system of curves

at a constant angle. If this angle is 90° the curve is an orthog-

onal trajectory.

Examples.—(1) Let xy = G he a system of rectangular hyperbolas, to

find the orthogonal trajectory, first eliminate by differentiation with respect

to X, thus we obtain, xdyjdx + y = 0. If two curves are at right angles

(Jtt = 90°), then from (17), § 32, Jir = (a' - a), where a, a' are the angles

made by tangents to the curves at the point of intersection with the w-axis.

But by the same formula, tan(+ Jx) = (tana' - tana)/(l + tan a . tq,u o')

.

Now tan + Jir = 00 and 1/ oo =0, .-. tan a = - cot a ; or, dyfdx = - dxjdy.

The differential equation of the one family is obtained from that of the other

by substituting dyldx for - dxjdy. Hence the equation to the orthogonal

trajectory of the system of rectangular hyperbolas is, xdx + ydy = 0, or

a.2 _ 2/2 = 0, a system of rectangular hyperbolas whose axes coincide with

the asymptotes of the given system. For polar coordinates it would have

been necessary to substitute - (drlr)de for rdejdr.

(2) Show that the orthogonal trajectories of the equipotential curves

1/r - Xjr' = C, are the magnetic curves cos 8 -i- cos 9' = C.
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§ 129. Symbols of Operation.

It has been found convenient, page 68, to represent the

symbol of the operation " djdx " by the letter "D ". If we assume

that the infinitesimal increments of the independent variable dx

have the same magnitude, whatever be the value of x, we can

• suppose D to have a constant value. Thus,

D2,,i)V,..-tandfor|,g,3....

respectively. The operations denoted by the symbols D, D^, . . .,

satisfy the elementary rules of algebra except that they are not

commutative 2 with regard to the variables. For example, we
cannot write D{xy) = I>(yx). But the index law

is true when m and n are positive integers. It also follows that if

Du==v; u=D~h); oi, u=j^; .'. v =D .D'^v; or, D .D~^ = l

;

that is to say, by operating with D upon D * ^i) we annul the effect

of the I) ~ 1 operator. In this notation, the equation

can be written,

{D^ - (a + ^)D + ap}y = • or, (D - a) {D - ^)y = 0.

Now replace Z> with the original symbol, and operate on one

factor with y, and we get

(s-«)(s-^>- »<&-•) (I -"») = »

By operating on the second factor with the first, we get the original

equation back again.

§ 130. Equations of Oscillatory Motion.

By Newton's second law, if a certain mass, m, of matter is

subject to the action of an " elastic force," Fq, for a certain time,

we have, in rational units,

Fq = Mass X Acceleration of the particle.

If the motion of the particle is subject to friction, we may regard

the friction as a force tending to oppose the motion generated by

' See footnote, page 177.
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the elastic force. Assume that this force is proportional to the

velocity, F, of the motion of the particle, and equal to the product

of the velocity and a constant called the coefficient of friction,

written, say, fi. Let F-^^ denote the total force acting on the par-

ticle in the direction of its motion,

Pj = Fo - /aF = md^s/dt\ ... (1)

If there is no friction, we have, for unit mass,

F, = dh/dfi (2)

The motion of a pendulum in a medium which offers no resist-

ance to its motion, is that of a material particle under the influence

of a central force, F, attracting with an intensity which is pro-

portional to the distance of the particle away from the centre of

attraction. We shall call F the effective force since this is the

force which is effective in producing motion. Consequently,

F = -q\ . . . (3)

where q^ is to be regarded as a positive constant which tends to

restore the particle to a position of equilibrium—the so-caUed co-

efficient of restitution. It is written in the form of a power to

avoid a root sign later on. The negative sign shows that the

attracting force, F, tends to diminish the distance, s, of the particle

away from the centre of attraction. If s = 1, q^ represents the

magnitude of the attracting force unit distance away. From (2),

therefore,

SF = -3^ (^)

The integration • of this equation will teach us how the particle

moves under the influence of the force F. We cannot solve the

equation in a direct manner, but if we multiply by idsjdt we can

integrate term by term with regard to s ; thus,

Let us replace the constant G by the constant q^r^ ; separate the

variables, and integrate again ; we get from Table II., page 193,

{-jJL== = + qUt; or, sin -
1^ = + g« + c; or, s = + rsin (gi + e),

where « is a new integration constant. Here we have s as an

explicit function of t. We have discussed this equation in an

earlier chapter, pages 66 and 138. It is, in fact, the typical equa-

tion of an oscillatory motion. The particle moves to and fro on a
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straight line. The value of the sine function changes with time

between the limits + 1 and - 1, and consequently x changes

between the limits + r and - r. Hence, r is the amplitude of the

swing ; e is the phase constant or epoch of page 138. The sine of

an angle always repeats itself when the angle is increased by 27r,

or some multiple of 2ir. Let the time t be so chosen that after the

elapse of an interval of time Tq the particle is passing through the

same position with the same velocity in the same direction,

hence,

qT, = 27r ; oT,T, = ^. ... (5)

The two undetermined constants r and e serve to adapt the relation

s = r sin(qt + e)

to the initial conditions. This is easily seen if we expand the

latter as indicated in (23) and (24), page 612

:

s = r sin e . cos qt ± r cos e . sin qt.

Let Cj and Gj denote the undetermined constants r sin c, and

r cos € respectively, such that

r = VOi^ + £7/; £ = tan -
1^,

as indicated on page 138. Now differentiate

ds
s = GiOosqt + Gjsingi; .•. 37 = -.-qCiainqt + qC^GOsqt.

Let Sq denote the position of the particle at the time t = Q when

moving with a velocity F,,.. The sine function vanishes, and the

cosine function becomes unity. Hence, Oj = s^ ; 62= VJq, and

the constants r and £ may be represented in terms of the initial

conditions

:

i :o^ + ^;£=tan-i^.

In the sine galvanometer, the restitutional force tending to

restore the needle to a position of equilibrium, is proportional to

the sine of the angle of deflection of the needle. If / denotes the

moment of inertia of the magnetic needle and G the directive

force exerted by the current on the magnet, the equation of motion

of the magnet, when there is no other -retarding force, is

J^ = - Gsik,^. ... (6)

For small angles of displacement, <^ and sin (j> are approximately
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equal. Hence,

d^<l> _ G
IW'"!^ C^)

!Prom (4), q = jGfJ, and, therefore^ from (5),

T^ = 2wJ7[G, .... (8)

a well-known relation showing that the period of oscillation of a

magnet in the magnetic field, when there is no damping action

exerted on the magnet, is proportional to the square root of the

moment of inertia of the magnetic needle, and inversely proportional

to the sqpare root of the directive force exerted by the current on the

magnet.

§ 131. The Linear Equation of the Second Order.

As a general rule it is more difficult to solve differential equa-

tions of higher orders than the first. Of these, the linear equation

is the most important. A linear equation of the nth order is

one in which the dependent variable and its n derivatives are all

of the first degree and are not multiplied together. If a higher

power appears the equation is not linear, and its solution is, in

general, more difficult to find. The typical form is

d'y nd"~^y ^ -Dj4 + -P
-, „ 1 + ... + Qy = B.

dx" daf-^ "

Or, in our new symbolic notation,

D"2/ -I- X^D^-^y + ... +X^ = X,

where P, Q,. . ., B are either constant magnitudes, or functions of

the independent variable x. If the coefficient of the highest

derivative be other than unity, the other terms of the equation

can be divided by this coefficient. The equation will thus assume

the typical form (1).

I. Linear equations with constant coefficients.

Let us first study the typical linear equation of the second

order with constant coefficients P and Q,

g.p|.» = o. . . . ,1)

The linear equation has spme special properties which consider-

ably shorten the search for the general solution. For example,

let us substitute e"" for y in (1). By differentiation of e"", we

obtain dx/dt = mx ; and d'^xjdt^ = m%, therefore,
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+ P^-- + Qe^ = (to2 + Pot + Q)0"^ = ;

dx^ dx

provided

m^ + Pm+ Q = 0. . . . (2)

This is called the auxiliary equation. If m-^ be one value of m
which satisfies (2), then y = e'"i'' is one integral of (1), and

y = e^a" is another. But we must go further.

If we know two or more solutions of a linear equation, each

can be multiplied by a constant, and their sum is an integral of

the given equation. For example, if w and v are solutions of the

equation

-^ = - fx, . . . . (3)

each is called a particular integral, and we can substitute either

w or 1) in place of x and so obtain

d'^u ,„ d'^v „ ...^ = -2%; or, ^=-2^^. . . (4)

Multiply each equation by arbitrary constants, say, Cj and G^ ; add

the two results together, and OjM + G^ satisfies equation (1),

(?2(Cm + Gm) „,^ _ , ,_,
••

dp . =-g'(<^i^+<^2^)- • • (5)

This is a very valuable property of the linear equation. It means

that if v, and v are two solutions of (3), then the sum G-^ + Gp
is also a solution of the given equation. Since the given equation

is of the second order, and the solution contains two arbitrary con-

stants, the equation is completely solved. The principle of the

superposition of particular integrals here outlined is a mathe-

matical expression of the well-known physical phenomena discussed

on page 70, namely, the principle of the coexistence of different

reactions ; the composition of velocities and forces ; the super-

position of small impulses, etc. We shall employ this principle

later on, meanwhile let us return to the auxiliary equation.

1. When the auxiliary equation has two unequal roots, say wij

and wij, the general solution of (1) may be written down without

any further trouble.

y = Gje'^i" + G^e^. ... (6)

This result enables us to write down the solution of a linear equa-

tion at sight when the auxiliary has unequal rootSv
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Examples.—(1) Solve {V + liD - 32)i/ = 0. Assume y = Ce"" is a,

solution. The auxiliary becomes, vi' + Urn - 32 = 0. The roots are m = 2

or - 16. The required solution is, therefore, y = G-^e^^ + CjC -'''*.

(2) Solve d^yjdx^ + Adyjdx + 3y = 0. Ansr. y = C^^e-^" + O^e-'.

(3) Fourier's equation for the propagation of heat in a cylindrical bar, is

d'Vjdx^ - 0'V=O. Hence show that V = O^^^ + Ce' P^.

2. When the two roots of the auxiliary are equal. If wij = m^,

in (6), it is no good putting {G^ + G^e'^i' as the solution, because

Ci + Og is really one constant. The solution would then contain

one arbitrary constant less than is required for the general solu-

tion. We can find the other particular integral by substituting

wig = TOj + h, in (6), where h is some finite quantity which is to be

ultimately made equal to zero. Substitute m^ = TOj + /i in (6)

;

expand by Maclaurin's theorem, and, at the limit, when /i = 0,

we have

y = e'"i'(4 + Bx). ... (7)

This enables us to write down the required solution at a glance.

For equations of a higher order than the second, the preceding

result must be written,

y = e'^^^Gi + G^ + G^x^ + . . . + C, _ ^a;'-
-

1), . (8)

where r denotes the number of equal roots.

Examples.—(1) Solve d'yjda? - dh/jdx^ - dyjdx + y = 0. Assume

y = Oe™*. The auxiliary equation is m' - m^ - m + 1 = 0. The roots are

1, 1, - 1. Hence the general solution can be written down at sight

:

2/ = Ci«-*+ (Oj-I- CjEJe*.

(2) Solve {D^ + 3D2 - 4:)y = 0. Ansr. e-2«(Ci + C.^) + C^\ Hint.

The roots are obtained from (x - 2) (a; - 2) (x - 1) = 3? + Sx^ - i.

3. When the auxiliary equation has imaginary roots, all un-

equal. Eemembering that imaginary roots are always found in

pairs in equations with real coefficients, let the two imaginary

roots be
m-^ = a + 1/3; and m^ = a — t/3.

Instead of substituting «/ = e"" in (6), we substitute these values

of m in (6) and get

y = Oie(''+'^)»' + C2e(»-'P)^ = e'^iC^e'^" + G^e-^^");

where Gj and G^ are the integration constants. From (13) and

(15), p. 286,

y = e'^Gi{oo3^x + I sin /3a!) + e'^G^icos fix - tsin/?fl3). (9)

Separate the real and imaginary parts, as in Bx. (3), p. 351,

.-. y =e«*{(Oi + Gi)aospx + i{Ci - 02)sin^a;}.

CO
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If we put Gj + Cj = A, and i(Ci - G^ = B, we can write down

the real form of the solution of a linear equation at sight when its

auxiliary has unequal imaginary roots.

y = e'^(A cos ^x + B sin fix). . . (10)

In order that the constants A and B in (10) may be real, the

constants (7^ and Oj must include the imaginary parts.

The undetermined constants A and B combined with the par-

ticular integrals u and v may be imaginary. Thus, u and v may
be united with Oj and iCj, and Au + iBv is then an integral of the

same equation. It is often easier to find a complex solution of

this character than a real expression. If we can find an integral

u + iv, of the given equation, u and v can each be separately

regarded as particular integrals of the given equation.

Examples.—(1) Show, from (9), and (2) and (3) of page 347, that we can

write y = (oosh ax + sinh ax) (^j oos $x + B^ sin px).

(2) Integrate d'^ldx'+dyjdx+y=0. The roots are o= - J and ;3=J\/3;

.•. y = e-''f{Acos^i^.x + S sin J \/3 . k).

(8) The equation of a point vibrating under the influence of a periodio

force, is, d^x/df + q^ = 0, the roots are given by (D + ta) (D - m) = 0. From

(10), y = A cos ax + B sin ax.

(4) In the theory of electrodynamics (Encyc. Brit., 28, 61, 1902) and in

the theory of sound, as well as other branches of physics, we have to solve

the equation

Multiply by r and notice that

^(r<t>) _J^.J±_^.„^. ^H<pr) _dl dr d^ d^
dr ~^dr^ dr~^^ dr' d/r ~ d/r

'^
d/r' dr '^

d/r^'

dr^ ^ dr dr"^

Hence we may write

-^ = &2(r,(,) = (112 + W)^ = (B + A) (D - i-k)<^r = 0.

.: (j>r = Ae''^ + Be-'^; .•. <p= -(4cos/c?-+Bsini'cr),asin(9) and(10)above.

4. When some of the imaginary roots of the auxiliary equation

are equal. If a pair of the imaginary roots are repeated, we may

proceed as in Case 2, since, when Wj = m^, G-^f^" + G^^'^, is

replaced by {A + £a;)e"'i' ; similarly, when m^ = m^, Cje'"*' + G^e'^

may be replaced by {G + Dx^e""^. If, therefore,

TOj = mg = a + lyS ; and mj = m^ = a - lyS,

the solution

3/
= (Ci + 02a!)e(»+'^)» + (Cj + G^x)e^''-^P^',
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becomes

y = e'"{(4 + Bx) cos fix + {G + Dx) sin /Sx}. . (11)

Examples.—(1) Solve (D* - 12D' + 621)2 - 156D + 169)2/ = 0. Given the
toots of the auxiliary : 3 + 2i, 3 + 2i, 3 - 2i, 3 - 2i. Henoe, the solution is

y = 6'*{(0i + O^x) sin 2a! + (C, + C^x) ooa 2a;}.

(2) If (D^+lf{D -1)^=0, y={A + Bx) sin x+ {C+Dx) cos x+ (E+Fx)e'.

II. Linear equations with variable coefficients.

Linear equations with variable coefQcients can be converted

into linear equations with constant coefficients by means of the

substitution

X = e'; 01, z = logx, . . . (12)

as illustrated in the following example :

—

Example.—Solve the equation

''"d + '^^i + ^y-^-

by means of the substitution (12). By difEerentiation of (12), we obtain

— = e'- •. e"^ = ^ . ^ = i . ^.
dz '

" dx dz' ' ' dx x dz
Again,

dV^ld^ dx

dx ~ X dz x"

since, from (12), dx = xdz. Introducing these values of dyjdx and d^jdx^ in

the given equation, we get the ordinary linear form

dy d^ _ yd^ _ dy\
' dz' •• dx^~ x\dz^ dzj'

with constant ooeflSoients. Hence, y = Cje^ + O^ = C^x^ + 0^.

If the equation has the form of the so-called Legendre's

eqaation, say,

^^ + '")'S-^^^
+

'')S
+ ^2/ = 0; . (13)

the substitution z = a + x wiU convert it into form (12), and the

substitution e' ioTC a + x will convert it into the linear equation

with constant coefficients. Hence, dx = {a + x)dt ; dx"^ = {a + xfd1?,

and

§ - 5§ + 6y = ; .-. 2/ = G^e-^ + G^e^' = G^a + xf + G^a + x)\

Example.—In the theory of potential we meet with the equation

d^r 2 dr . JiW „ '^T^ n
d;^ + r-d;:=°: ••'V2 + 2r^ = °-

The roots of the auxiliary are m — 0, and to = - 1. Henoe, F = Oj + 0/~'i
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§ 132. Damped Oscillations.

The equation -^ = - cpa takes no account of the resistance to

which a particle is subjected as it moves through such resisting

media as air, water, etc. We know from experience that the

magnitude of the oscillations of all periodic motions gradually

diminishes asymptotically to a position of rest. This change is

called the damping of the oscillations.

When an eleotrio current passes through a galvanometer, the needle is

deflected and begins to oscillate about a new position of equilibrium. In

order to m^ake the needle come to rest quickly, so that the obserrations may
be made quickly, some resistance is opposed to the free oscillations of the

needle either by attaching mica or aluminium yanes to the needle so as to

increase the resistance of the air, or by bringing a mass of copper close to

the oscillating needle. The currents induced in the copper by the motion of

the magnetic needle, react on the moving needle, according to Lenz' law, so

as to retard its motion. Such a galvanometer is said to be damped. When
the damping is sufficiently great to prevent the needle oscillating at all, the

galvanometer is said to be " dead beat " and the motion of the needle is

aperiodic. In ballistic galvanometers, there is very much damping.

It is a matter of observation that the force which exerts the

damping action is directed against that of the motion ; and it also

increases as the velocity of the motion increases. The most

plausible assumption we can make is that the damping force, at

any instant, is directly proportional to the prevaiHng velocity, and

has a negative value. To allow for this, equation (4) must have

an additional negative term. We thus get the typical equation of

the second order,

dh ds

where fi is the coefficient of friction. For greater convenience, we
may write this 2/, and we get

|J + 2/|f+g^.
= 0. . . . (1)

Before proceeding further, it will perhaps make things plainer

to put the meaning of this differential equation into words. The
manipulation of the equations so far introduced, involves little more
than an application of common algebraic principles. Dexterity in

solving comes by practice.. Of even greater importance than quick

manipulation is the ability to form a clear concept of' the physical

process symbolized by the differential equation. Some of the most
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important laws of Nature appear in the guise of an " unassuming
differential equation ". The reader should spare no pains to acquire

familiarity with the art of interpretation ; otherwise a mere system

of differential equations maybe mistaken for "laws of Nature".
The late Professor Tait has said that " a mathematical formula,

however brief and elegant, is merely a step towards knowledge, and

an all but useless one until we. can thoroughly read its meaning ".

Euler once confessed that he often could not get rid of the

uncomfortable feehng that his science in the person of his pencil

surpassed him in intelligence. I dare say the beginner will have

some such feeling as he works out the meaning of the above

innocent-looking expression. The term d^sjdP, page 17, denotes the

relative change of the velocity of the motion of the particle in unit

time ; while 2/. dsldt shows that this motion is opposed by a force

which tends to restore the body to a position of rest, the greater

the velocity of the motion, the greater the retardation ; and qh re-

presents another force tending to bring the moving body to rest,

this force also increases directly as the distance of the body from the

position of rest. The whole equation represents the mutual action

of these different effects. To investigate this motion further, we

must find a relation between s and t. In other words, we must

solve the equations.

We can write equation (1) in the symbolic form

(i)2 + 2/I> + <f)s = 0, .

the roots of the auxihary are, pages 353 and 354,

a = -f+Jp^r^;P = -f-Jp^^. . (2)

The solution of (1) thus depends on the relative magnitudes of

/ and q. There are two important cases : the roots, «. and /3, may

be real or imaginary. Both have a physical meaning and represent

two essentially different types of motion. Suppose that we know

enough about the moving system to be able to determine the in-

tegration constant. When ^ = 0, let F = F„ and s = 0.

I. The roots of the cmxiliary equation are imaginary, equal

and of opposite sign. For equal roots of opposite sign, say + q,

we must have / = 0, as indicated upon page 401. In this case, as

in the typical equation for Case 3 of the preceding section,

s = G^sinqt + G^ cos qt. . . . (3)

To find what this means, let us suppose that i = 0, s = 0, F^ = 1,

2 = 2, / = 0. Differentiate (8),

dsldt = qC^ cos qt - qC^ sin qt.
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O2 X 0, or<7i = |; .-. C2 0.

§132.

HenceHence 1 = 20i x 1 -

the equation,

s = I sin 2i '

(4)

Ourve 1 (Fig. 148) was obtained, by plotting, from equation (4) by assign-

ing arbitrary values to t in radians ; converting the radians into degrees ; and

finding the sine of the corresponding angle from a Table of Natural Sines.

Suppose we put 2t = 45°, then sine 45° = 0-79 ; t = 22-5° = 0-39 radians from

Table XIII. ; if 2« = 630°, sin 630° = sin 45° in the fourth quadrant, it is there-

fore negative ; t = 320° ;.-.*= (3-1416 -I- J of 3-1416 -1- 0-39) radians. The

numbers set out in the first three cblumns of the following table were calcu-

lated from equation (4) for the first complete vibration :

—

8 = J sin 2J.
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damped oscillations of a particle. The effects of damping are

brought out, by the diagram, curve 2, in an interesting manner.
The net result is a damped yibration, which dies away at a rate

depending on the resistance of the medium (2/«) and on the

magnitude of the oscillations (qh). Such is the motion of a

l—

1
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which expresses the relation between the periods of oscillation

of a damped and of an undamped oscillation. Consequently,

OT - OTa = 1-019 (Kg. 148).

2 The ratio of the amplitude of any vibration to the next, is

constant. The amplitudes of the undamped vibrations M-^P-^, M^P^,

. . . become, on damping NiQ^, N^Q^i ... It is easy to show, by

plotting, that tan <^, of (9), is a periodic function such that

tan ^ = tan (<^ + w) = tan (^ + 2ir) = ...

Hence <^ ;
(f>
+ tt; <^ + 2n- ; ... satisfy the above equation. It

also follows that bt-^ ; bt^ + w; bt^+ 2ir; ... also satisfy the equation,

where ^j, t^, t^, . . . are the successive values of the time. Hence

&i2 = 6<i + 7r; &i3 = &«i + 27r; ...; .: t^ = t^ + ^T; t^ = t^ + T; ...

Substitute these values in (7) and put Sj, Sj, Sg, ... for the cor-

responding displacements,

..Si = Ae-'"''- sin bt^; - 8^ = Ae~ "^ sin bt^; ...

where the negative sign indicates that the displacement is on the

negative side. Hence the amplitude of the oscillations diminishes

according to the compound interest law,

^ = e-«(«i-«a) = eioJ-; ^ = ^= ... = eJ»^, . (12)
Sj Sj s^

This ratio must always be a proper fraction. If o is small, the

ratio of two consecutive amplitudes is nearly unity. The oscilla-

tions diminish as the terms of a geometrical series with a common
ratio e'"''2. By tak-

ing logarithms of the

terms of a geometrical

series the resulting

arithmetical series has

every succeeding term

smaller than the term

which precedes it by

a constant difference.

PiQ. 149.—Strongly Damped Oscillations. This difference can be

found by taking logarithms of equations (12).

Plotting these successive values of s and t, in (12), we get the

curve shown in Fig. 149. The ratio of the amplitude of one swing

to the next is called the damping ratio, by Kohlrausch ("Damp-
fungsverhaltnis "). It is written k. The natural logarithm of the

damping ratio, is Gauss' logarithmic decrement, written \ (the

s
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ordinary logarithm of k, is written L). Hence

A. = log A; = \aTlog e = ^aT = air/6,

and from (11),

1 X2;o.r=r„(l + ^.^, + ...).

(13)

(14)

Hence, if the damping is small, the period of oscillation is aug-

mented by a small quantity of the second order. The logarithmic

decrement aUows the " damping constant " or " frictional co-

efi&cient " (ji. of pages -897 and 404) to be determined when the

constant a and the period of oscillation are known. It is there-

fore not necessary to- wait until the needle has settled down to

rest before making an observation. The following table contains

six observations of the amplitudes of a sequence of damped oscilla-

tions :

Observed
Deflection.
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or dsjdt. Thus

s = G,e-'-^' + Oge--""; dsjdt = - b-^W^e'''-^" - O-lGC^e-"^''.

.-. - 6-24:Ci - -76(72 = 1.

From (15), when i = 0, s = ; and Gi + O2 = ; or - Gj=+ Og = 0-225,

.-. s = 0-225(e-''8' - e-'''^'). . . (16)

Assign particular values to t, and plot the corresponding values

of s by means of Table IV., page 616. Curve 3 (Fig. 150) was

=^
Pig. 150.

obtained by plotting corresponding values of s and t obtained in

this _way. The curves have lost the sinuous character, Fig. 148.

IV. The roots of the a/wxilia/ry equation are real and equal.

The condition for real and' equal roots is that/ = q.

..s = {G^ + G^t)e~f. . . . (17)

As before, let/ = 2, g = 2, f = 0, s = 0, Fq = 1. The roots of the

auxiliary are - 2 and — 2. Hence, to evaluate the constants,

s = (0i + 02i)e'»; ds/dt=G^e'^' -2{Gj^ + G2t)e'^' ; G^-^G^^l;

Oi= and O2 = 1

;

.-. s = te-2' (18)

Plot (18) in the usual manner. Curve i (Fig. 150) was so ob-

tained.

Compare curves 3 and 4 (Fig. 148) with curves 1 and 2

(Fig. 160). Curves 3 and 4 (Fig. 150) represent the motion when

the retarding forces are so great that the vibration cannot take

place. The needle, when removed from its position of equilibrium,

returns io its position of rest asymptotically, i.e.; after the lapse of

an infinite time. What does this statement mean ? B. du Bois

Eaymond calls a movement of this character an aperiodic motion.

§ 133. Some Degenerates.

There are some equations derived from the general equation

by the omission of one or more terms. The dependent or the

independent variable may be absent. I have already shown,

pages 249 aiid 401, how to solve equations of this form

:
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3 = ?;S + 2^2/ = 0;-3-2^ = 0, . (1)

where g and q are constants.

Example.—^The general equation for the deflection of a horizontal beam
uniformly loaded and subjected to the pressure of its supports is

where a and w are constants. If the beam has a length I and la supported at

both ends, the integration constants are evaluated on the supposition that

y = 0, and dih/jdx^ = both when a; = and x = I. Hence show that the

integration constants, taken in the same order as they appear in the inte-

gration, are Cj = - J6Z ; Oj = ; C^ = -^bl^ ;• 0^ =0. Hence the solution

y = ^i>x(x^ - 2lx + F). If the beam is clamped at both ends, y = 0, and

dy/dx = for x = and x = I. Show that the constants now become

Ci = -ibl; O = ^bP ; 0. = ; O4 = 0. .-. 2/ = ^bx'^ix' - 2to + V). If the

beam is clamped at one end and free at the other, y = 0, dyjdx = for

a; = ; and dHjjdx^ = 0' and d^yjAx^ = when x = 1. Show that Ci = - 6Z

;

O = J62 ; O3 = ; O4 = 0. .•.y = bx'^ip? - Alx + 6V).

If lex denotes the "pull " of a spring balance when stretched a

distance x, at the time t, the equation of motion is

d^x k^ + ^^ = ^ (2^

. where m denotes the stretching weight
; g is the familiar gravita-

tion constant. For the sake of simplicity put fc/m = a?, and we

can convert (2) into one of the above forms by substituting

a d?u „ „

^ = " + f2^-'-dF+''" = °-

Solving this latter, as on page 4:01, we get

M = Oj cos at + C2 sin at; .-. x = G^ cos at + C^ sin at + g/a\

Or, you can solve (2) by substituting

P ~ dx' " dx^ dx dx'dy ^dy '
^''^

so as to convert the given equation into a linear equation of the

first order. For the sake of ease, take the equation

dW I dV^_ £ M

,

dr^
'^

r' dr Ifx' ' ' '
*' '

which represents the motion of a fluid in a cylindrical tube of

radius r and length I. The motion is supposed to be parallel to

the axis of the tube and the length of the tube very great in

comparison with its radius r. P denotes the difference of the

pressure at the two ends of the tube. If the liquid wets the

walls of the tube, the velocity is a maximum at the axis of the
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tube and gradually diminishes to zero at the walls. This means

that the velocity is a function of the distance, rj, of the fluid from

the axis of the tube. /«. is a constant depending on the nature of

^he fluid. Mrst substitute p = dVldr, as in (3)

dp p P P P

dV P C, „ P „ ^ ,

To evaluate Oj in (5), note that at the axis of the tube r = 0. This

means that if Oj is a finite or an infinite magnitude the velocity

vrill be infinite. This is physically impossible, therefore, Cj must

be zero. To evaluate Oj, note that when r — r^^, V vanishes and,

therefore, we get the final solution of the given equation in the

form,

ilfi '-

which represents the velocity of the fluid at a distance rj from the

axis.

Examples.—(1) Show that if d^jdx^ = 32, and a particle falls from rest,

the velocity at the end of six seconds ia 6 >« 32 ft. per second ; and the

distance traversed is J x 32 x 36 ft.

(2) The equation of motion of a particle in a medium which resists di-

rectly as the square of the velocity is d^sjdt^ =- a(dsjdtY. Solve. Hint.

Substitute as in (3); .•.d,plp'+ adt=<i; .•.jp-'= a« + Ci ; .-. as=\og(at+ 0^ + Gi;

etc.

(3) Solve y . d^yjdx' + (dyjdxf = 1. Ansr. y^ = x^ + 0-^x + 0^. Hint.

Use (3), pdpjdAi + p^jy = l/y; . : py = x + 0^, etc.

Exact equations, may be solved by successive reduction. The
equation of motion of a particle under the influence of a repulsive

force which varies inversely as the distance is

dh a ds , t ^ t

on integration by parts. The equation of motion of a particle

under the influence of an attractive^ force which varies inversely

as the wth power of the distance is

dh a_
. (dsY _ 2a / 1 1 \

Again integrating, we get

,, ,,
/w - 1 f• sJ("-i'(^s
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According to the tests of integrability, this may be integrated when
™ = • -i I- i.

- 1, f. i • . ; orwhea « = . . . f , |,
i,

0, 2, f, . . . (7)

as indicated on page 210.

Examples.—(1) If n. = J, we get (dsldty = ia{a^ - s^) ; consequently,

2 \/a . d{ = - (oi - si) ~ ids. The negative sign is taken because s and t are

inverse functions of one another. Add and subtract 2Va/(3\/s\'ai - s^)-

We get on rearranging terms,

• < = 3;7^{**(''* - *^'* + 2\/a{ai - s4)H = 3^(8* + 2ai) (a* - sh)i.

(2) If d'sldP - ^.dzjdt = ; show that Oj + 2 = (Oi - ajedC + Ca;

Hint. We get on substituting p = dzjdt ; d'^zjdt^ = dp/di = dzjdt x dp/dz

(3) The equation of motion of a thin revolving disc is

d^u du u
., ^ u ^ O, at^

'^&^ + dF -7 + «*•'= 0; •••r=<^»-2;^-x-
Hint. Add and subtract rdufdr.

( d?u „ du\ ( du \ , d f du\ d
, ^ d far\ „

rs^ +
^'-dFJ

- VdF + ^) +«'•= = 0; .-. 5;(r^^) - ^(r«) + 5-,(x) = 0-

On integration we get an ordinary equation of the first order which can be

solved (Ex. (16), p. 372) by substituting vr = u.

§ 134. Forced Oscillations.

We have just investigated the motion of a particle subject to

an effective force, (PsjdP, and to the impressed forces of restitu-

tion, qh, and resistance, 2/F. The particle may also be subjected

to the action of a periodic force which prevents the oscillations

dying away. This is called an extsrnal force. It is usually

represented by the addition of a term /(<) to the right-hand side

of the regular equation of motion, so that

S+2/| + g^.=/(0. . . . (1)

The effective force and the three kinds of impressed force all

produce their own effects, and each force is represented in the

equation of motion by its own special term. The term comple-

mentary function, prdposed by Liouville (1832), is applied to the

complete solution of the left member of (1), namely,

d^s ^,ds „ „ -ON__ + 2/^.^g2, = 0. ... (2)

The complementary function gives the oscillations of the system
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when not influenced by disturbing forces. This integral, there-

fore, is said to .represent the free or natural oscillations of

the system. The particular integral represents the effects of the

external impressed force which produce the forced oscillations.

The word " free " is only used in contrast with " forced ". A free

oscillation may mean either the principal oscillation or any motion

represented by any number of terms from the complementary

function.

Let equation (1) represent the motion of a pendulum when

acted upon by a force which is a simple harmonic function of the

time, such that

^ + iy^ + q^s = k cos nt. . . . (3)

We have already studied the complementary function of this

equation in connection with damped oscillations. Any particular

integral represents the forced vibration, but there is one particu-

lar integral which is more convenient than any other. Let

s = A cos nt + B sin nt, . . . (i)

be this particular integral. The complementary function contains

the two arbitrary constants which are necessary to define the

initial conditions ; consequently, the particular integral rieeds no

integration constant. We must now determine the forced oscil-

lation due to the given external force, and evaluate the constants

A and B in (4).

First substitute (4) in (3), and two identical equations result.

Pick out the terms in cos nt, and in sin nt. In this manner we
find that

- An^ + 2Bfn + qU = k; and, - Bn^ - 2Afn + q^B = 0.

Solve these two equations for A and B, and we get

_ hjq^ - n^)
. _ 2kfn

(if - «2)2 + 4/W '
-° - (gs _ ^2)2 + ^pn^-

(.o;

It Is here convenient to collect these terms under the symbols

B, cos £, and sin €, so that

q^ - n^ = cose; 2/re = sine; e = tan'i-v^^—

:

(6)

J{(f - n^f + 4/2^2

'

.'. A = Boose; B = Bwa.i. . . (7)

From (4) we may now write the particular integral

s = B(oos e . cos nt + sin e . sin nt), . , (8)
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or, making a well-known trigonometrical substitution,

s = Boos (nt - e). . . . (9)

This expression represents the forced oscillations of the system
which are due to the external periodic force. The forced oscil-

lation is not in the same phase as the principal oscillation induced
by the effective force, but lags behind a definite amount e.

B in (6) always has the same sign whatever be the signs of n and q; 2/ is

positive, hence sin e is positive and the angle e lying in the first two quadrants
ranges from to tt. On the other hand, the sign of cos e does depend upon
the relative magnitudes of n and q. If q be greater than n, e is in the first

quadrant ; if g is less than n, e is in the second quadrant (see Table XV., page
610) ; if 2 = n, 6 = Jtt. The amplitude, B, of the forced vibration is propor-

tional to the intensity, Jc, of the external force. If / be small enough, we can
neglect the term containing / under the root sign, and then

In that case the more nearly the numerical value of q approaches n, the

greater will be the amplitude, B, of the forced vibration. Finally, when

2 = », we should have an infinitely great amplitude. Consequently, when

2 = w, we cannot neglect the magnitude of /" and we must have

R -A"""•* - 2ra/

so that the magnitude of B is conditioned by the damping constant. If /=0
as is generally assumed in the equation of motion of an unresisted pendulum,

jp + ^s = k cos nt, . . . . . (10)

the particular integral of which

s = -= B cos nt,

is indeterminate when n = q. The physical meaning of this is that when a

particle is acted upon by a periodic force " in step " with the oscillations of

the particle, the amplitude of the forced vibrations increase indefinitely, and

equation (10) no longer represents the motion of the pendulum. See page

404. As a matter of fact, equation (10) is only a first approximation obtained

by neglecting the second powers of small quantities (see B. 3. Eouth's Ad-

vanced Bigid Dynamics, London, 222, 1892). I assume that the reader knows

the meaning of q and n, if not, see pages 137 and 397.

If the motion of the particle is strongly damped, the maximum exoita-v

tion does not occur when n = q, but when the expression under the root sign

is a minimum. If n be variable, the expression under the root sign is a

minimum when n^ — ^- 2f^, as indicated in Ex. (5), page 166 ; and B is there-

fore a maximum under the same conditions. If n be gradually changed so

that it gradually approaches q, and at the same time /be very small, B will

remain small until the root sign approaches its vanishing point, and the

forced oscillations attain a maximum value rather suddenly. For example.
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if a tuning fork be sounded about a metre away from another, the minute

movements of air impinging upon the second fork will set it in motion.

If / be large, the expression under the root sign does not vanish and

there is no sudden maximum. The amplitudes of the free vibration changes

gradually with variations of n. The tympanum of the ear, and the receiver

of a telephone or microphone are illustrations of this. Every ship has its

own natural vibration together vrith the forced one due to the oscillation of

the waves. If the two vibrations are synchronous, the rolling of the ship

may be very great, even though the water appears relatively still. " The ship

AcMlles," says White in his Manual of JTaval Architecture, " was remarkable

for great steadiness in heavy weather, and yet it rolled very heavily ofi Port-

land in an almost dead calm." The natural period of the ship was no doubt

in agreement with the period of the long swells. Iron bridges, too, have

broken down when a number of soldiers have been marching over in step

with the natural period of vibration of the bridge itself. And this when the

bridge could have sustained a much greater load.

The complete solution of the linear equation is the sum of the

particular integral and the complementary function. If the latter

be given by II., page 406, the solution of (3) must be written

s = i? cos (mi - e) + e - "^(Ci ooa qt + G^sinqt).

We can easily evaluate the two integration constants Cj and Oj,

when we know the initial conditions, as illustrated in the preced-

ing section. If the particle be at rest when the external force

begins to act,

Ci = -i?cose; G^ = - Bi-Bvae + — oosA.

At the beginning, therefore, the amplitude of the free vibrations is

-y A B
Fig. 151.

of the same order of magnitude as the forced oscillation. If the

damping, 2/, is smaU, and n is nearly equal to q, the damping
factor, e-", will be very great nearly unity; 2f/q is nearly zero;

njq is nearly unity ; and € is nearly Jtt. In that case, G^ = 0, and

C?2 = — iJ. The motion is then approximately

s = B{sm nt - sin qf).

The two osoillations mint and - wa.qt are superposed upon one
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another. If these two harmonic motions functions are plotted

separately and conjointly, as ia Fig. 151, we see at once that they

almost annul one another at the beginning because the one is

opposed by the other. This is shown at A. In a little while, the

difference between q and n becomes more marked and the ampli-

tude gradually increases up to a maximum, as shown at B. These

phenomena recur at definite intervals, giving rise to the well-

known phenomena of interference of light and sound waves, beats,

etc.

Examples.—(1) Ohm's law for a constant current ia E = BO ; for a

variable current of O amperes flowing in a circuit -with a coefficient of self-

induction of L henries, with a resistance of B ohms and an electromotive

force of E volts, Ohm's law is represented by the equation,

E = BG + L. dICdt, .... (11)

where dC/dt evidently denotes the rate of increase of current per second, L ia

the equivalent of an electromotive force tending to retard the current.

(i) When E is constant, the solution of (11) has been obtained in a preced-

'ing set of examples, 0=EjB + Be-^l^, where B is the constant of integration.

To find B, note that when t = 0,0 = 0. Hence, O = E{1 - e- '"i^)IB. The

second term is the so-called " extra current at make," an evanescent factor

due to the starting conditions. The current, therefore, tends to assume the

steady condition : C = EjB, when t is very great.

(ii) When C is an harmonic function of the time, say, = 0„ sin qt ;

.•. dC/dt = Coffcosgi. Substitute these values in the original equation (11),

and E = BC^ sin qt + LOoi cos qt, or, E = 0„ ViJ^ + LY sin (s' + «). oil

compounding these harmonic motions, page 138, where e = tan-i(iJ2/iJ}, the

so-called lag ^ of the current behind the electromotive force, the expression

sJ{B^ + L^) is the so-called imfiedance.

(iii) When JB is a function of the time, say,/(«).

:Be-^+t^\e^f{t)dt,

where B is the constant of integration to be evaluated as described above,

(iv) When S is a simple harmonic function of the time, say, E=E^smqt,

then,
_« E{B sin qt - Lq cos qt)

a = Be 1. + W+T^ \

The evanescent term e-"'!'- may be omitted when the current has settled

down into the steady state. (Why ?)

1 An alternating (periodic) current is not always in phase (or, "in step") with

the impressed (electromotive) force driving the current aloBg the circuit. If there

is self-induction in the circuit, the current lags behind the electromotive force
;

if

there Is a condenser in the circuit, the current in the condenser is greatest when the

electromotive force is changing most rapidly from a positive to a negative value, that

is to say, the maximum current is in advance of the electromotive force, there is then

said to be a lead in the phase of the current.

DD
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(v) When E is zero, O =-Be~'''i^. Evaluate the integration constant

B by putting O = C^, when t = 0.

(2) The relation between the charge, q, and the electromotive force, E, of

two plates of a condenser of capacity connected by a wire of resistance B, is

E = B . dqidt + qjC, provided the self-induction is zero. Solve for g. Show
that when if S be 0; g = Qo*"'""'! (Qn is tlie charge when t = 0). If E be

constant
; q = CE + Be- 'i"". HE = f{t)

;

1 j_ r t t_

ge - «o / eBaf(t)dt + Be~ xc.2=1*
' GEiaingt + BCa DOS at).

^
(3) Show if E= E^Binqt

; q= Be-'So+ —
i + B^CY

§ ISS. How to find Particular Integrals.

The particular integral of the linear equation,

(D^ + PD + Q)y =m, . . . (1)

it will be remembered, is any solution of this equation—the simpler

the better. The particular integral contains no integration con-

stant. The complete solution of the linear equation is the

sum of the complementary function and the particular integral.

Complete solution = complementary function + particular integral.

We must now review the processes for finding particular in-

tegrals. Let B be written in place of f(x), so that (1) may be

written /(Z))y = B. Consequently, we may write,

2/= /(D) -IB; or, 2/=^. . . (2)

The right-hand side of either of equations (2), will furnish a

particular integral of (1). The operation indicated in (2) depends

on the form of /(D). Let us study some particular cases.

I. When the operator f(D) ~ ^ can be resolved into factors.

Suppose that the linear equation

can be faetorized. The complementary function can be written

down at sight by the method given on page 401,

{D^ - 5D + &)y = 0; or, (D - 3) (D - 2)y = 0.

According to (2), the particular integral, y-^, is

^1 " (D - 3) (D - 2)-^ " (d~^ ~ W^^)^

'

On page 396 we have defined /(D) - ^B to be that function of x

^hioh gives B when operated upon by f{D). Consequently,
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D-^x^ = \x^dx. Hence, D - 3 acting upon (D - 3) - iJ? must, by
definition, give B. But (D - 3) -m is the particular integral of

the equation

SO that from (2), page 387, y = e-'-^^le^-^Edx = e^le-^'Bdx.
••

2/i
= es^je - ^^Bdx - e^je - ^'Bdx.

from (2). The general solution is

.-. y = G^e^ + Ge^ + e^^je - ^Bdx - e^fe - ^Bdx.

Examples.—(1) In the preceding illustration, put B = e^" and show that
the general solution is, G^^" + O^^ + ^^.

(2) If (1)2 - 4Z) + 3)2/ = 26^"^
; y = O^e' + O^" + xe^.

(3) Solve cPyjdx'^ - 3dyldx + 2y == e^'. In symbolic notation this will

appear in the form, (D - 1) (D - 2)y = e^x. The complementary function ia

y = Ci«* + Cje^. The particular integral is obtained by putting

^' = (P~- 2)% - 1)
'^' = {d^- D^^'

according to the method of resolution into partial fractions. Operate with
the first symbolic factor, as above, yi = e'^^je-^'^'dx - e'^e-'e^'dx = }je^.

The complete solution is, therefore, y = O^e" + O^e^ + Js'^".

II. When Bis a rational function of x, say x".

This case is comparatively rare. The procedure is to expand

/(U) ~ 1 in ascending powers of D as far as the highest power of x
in B. The expansion may be done by division or other convenient

process.

ExAMPEBB.—(1) Solve cPy/dx^ - idyjdx + iy = a?. The complementairy

function is y = e^{A + Bx) ; the particular integral is

:

-»» = j(l + D + ^D^^a" =|(2a!2 + ix + 8).(2- i))2

You will, of course, remember that the operation Dx'^ is 2x ; and D'x^ is 2.

(2) If cPy/dx^ -y = 2 + 5x; y = O-fi" + O^-^ - 5x - 2.

(3) The particular integral of (D» + 3D'- + 2D)yi= x^ is '}^x(2x'^-9x-{-21) ;

the complementary function is Oj + O^-^ + G^e

~

*. The steps are

1

2g(l + |J + ^J^)=^''=25(l - i^ + S^')^2D + 31)2+ Ds-' -2D\

Now proceed as in Ex. (1) for the operation Bx^ and DV. Then note that

-=a! = \xdx; -j??= tx^dx ; etc.

HI. WhenB contains an exponential factor, so that B = e'"'X.

Two cases arise according as X is or is not a function of x, a is

eoQstanli.

PP*
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(i) When X is afimction of x. Since Ire"' = a'a"', where n is

any positive integer, we have

DCe^Z) = e-^DX + ae^X = e"*(I» + a)X,

and generally, as in Leibnitz' theorem, page 67,

iye'"X = e'^iD + afX;
iy^e°" 1 1

Consequently, the operation /(D) - ^e'^X is performed by trans-

planting e"" from the right- to the left-hand side of the operator

/(D) ~ 1 and replacing D by D -H a. This will, perhaps, be better

understood from Bxs. (1) and (2) below.

(ii) Wh&n X is constant, operation (3) reduces to

wr^m'"- • •
w

The operation /(D) ~ ^e"^ is simply performed by replacing D by a.

Examples.—(1) Solve d^jdx^ - 'id/yjdx +y=x^^. The complete solution,

by page 418, is (Cj + xCi)e^+ (D -|- 2D + 1)
- 'aV*. -The particular integral is

I»« -2D + X^''"' = (D - 1) (D - l)*"

By rule : «^ may be transferred from the right to the left side of the operator

provided we replace Dhy D + 3.

We get from I above, e'*(Ja;''-Ja! + |), as the value of the particular integral.

(2) Evaluate (D - 1) ~ 'e^log x. Ansr. e*(iB log a; - aj)
;

' or a»"=log (a/e).

Integrate Jlogsia; by parts.

(3) Find the particular integral in {D^ - SD + 2)y = e\

D2 - 3D + 2*'" = 3= - 3 . 3 -I-
2*^ = **"•

(4) Show that ^e", is a particular integral in d'^yjda? + idyjdx + y = $'•

(6) Repeat Ex. 1, I, above, by this method.

An anomalous case arises when a is a root of /(D)= 0. By this

method, we should g^t for the particular integral of dy/dx -y = e'.

1 -« «"

The difficulty is evaded by using the methodl(3) instead of (4). Thus,

D-r ~ "D-
The complete solution is, therefore, y = Ge' + xe*.

Another mode of treatment is the following : If a is a root of

/(D) = 0, then as on page 354, D - a must be a factor of /(D).
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Consequentily,

/(!>) = (D - a)f{D) ;

and the particular integral is

If the factor D - a occurs twice, then following the same rule

and so on for any number of factors.

Examples.—(1) Find the particular integrals in, {D + Ify = «-». Ansr.

^«~*. Hint. Use (6) extended; or, since the root a is - 1, we have to

evaluate e - « . D - ^ ; that is, e - '[jjdxdxdx.

(2) (I»3 - l)y = xe^. Ansr, e'(ix^ - ix). Hint. By the method of (3),

and Ex. (3), II., above,11 11/1 1\ Ifx 1\

IV. When B contams sine or cosine factors.

By the successive differentiation of sin nx, page 67, we find that

. rf(sinwa;) „ . d%amnx) .

Dsmnx =—^-— = wcoswa; ; D^amnx = , ^
—- = - W'^sm nx; ...

.-. (D2)"sin(«a; + a) = (- n^yBm(nx + a),

where n and a are constants. And evidently

/(i)^)sin(wa; + a) = f(_- w^)sin(«a; + a).

By definition of the symbol of operation, f(D^) ~
^, page 396, this

gives us

'•
/(Wf^^^ + a) =

y( _ ^2)
Sin(roa; 4- a).

. (7)

It can be shown in the same way that,

j^ooainx + a) = j^-^^ooa(nx + a). . (8)

Examples.—(1) cPyjdx^ + ePyjdafl + iyjdx + y = sin 2a!. Find the par-

ticular integral.

B 1 . . 1 . „_
-am 2a! =

f(D)
~ D' + D^ + D + r (D^ + 1) + D(D2 + 1)

Substitute - 2^ for D^ as in (7). We thus get - \(D + 1) " ^sin 2a!. Multiply

and divide by D - 1 and again substitute iJ^ = ( - 2^") in the result. Thus we

get ^(D - 1) sin 2a! ; or ^(2 cos 2a! - sin 2a!).

(2)' Solve cPyldx^ -Jc^= cos mx. Ansr. Oi«** + C^-'^- (cos mx)j(m?+ ft").

(3) If a and ^ are the roots of the auxiliary equation derived from Helm-

holtz's equation, dHildP+ mdyjdt + n^y= a sin nt, for the vibrations of a tuning-

fork, show that y=0i6'»'-t- Cje/S' - (a aosnt)lmn is the complete solution.
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An anomalous case arises when U^ in D'' + n^ is equal to - »*.

For instance, the particular integral of* dhj/dx^ + re^ = ^wa;, is

(Z>2 + »'') ~ 1 ^ TOO!. If the attempt is made to evaluate this, by

substituting D^ = - n^, we get J?; wa;( - w^ + w^)
-

1 = oo ^•nx.

We were confronted with a similar difficulty on page 420. The

treatment is practically the same. We take the Umit of

(Z)^ + n^)~^^nx, when n of J?' nx and - D^ become n + h and h

converges towards zero. In this manner we find that the par-

ticular integral assumes the form

a; sin wjc „ x cos »m; _ . ,„^+—n— it B = cos nx; and 5-— if it = sm nx. (a)

ExampijBB.—(1) Evaluate (D' + 4) - '00s 2a;. Ansr. ix sin 2a!.

(2) Show that - Ja; 00s a;, is the particular integral of {D^ + l)y = sin x.

(8) Evaluate {D' + i)" 'sin 2a!. Ansr. - Ix cos 2a;.

V. When B contcdns amy fwnction of x, say X, siush that B = xX.

The successive differentiation of a product of two variables,

xX, gives, pages 40 and 67,

lyxX = xD^X + nlr-^X.

.:f(P)xX = xf(P)X+f\D)X. . . (10)

Substitute Y = f{P)X, where 7 is any function of x. Operate

with/(Z)) ~ 1. We get the particular integral

where f'(D)/f(D) is the differential coefficient of f(^D) ~ 1.

ExAMPiiBS.—(1) Find the particular integral in dfy/dx^ - y = x^. Be-

member that f'{D) is the differential coefficient of D' - 1. From (11) the

particular integral is

(2) Show in this way, that the particular integral of (JD - 1)^ = a; sin a
is

1 . 1 D + 1 . ID + l)" .

'"^TTi: sina; - p _ i^a
Bina; = x -^, _ ^

sina; -
(j)2 _ ^i smx;

= Ja!(Z) + 1) cos a! - J(i)^ + 2D + 1) cos x = Ja;(oos a; + sin as) - J cos x.

(3) If (Pyjdx'' - y = is'-'cosx; y = G-^e" + C^-'+ a; sins + J oosa!(l - a;*).

Hint. By substituting xX in place of X in (10), the particular integral may
be transformed into

where f'(D)lf(Df, and f"(D)lf(Ifi) respectively denote the first and second

differential coefficient of f(D)
~

'. Successive reduction of a;"X furnishes a

similar formula. The numerical coefficients follow the binomial law. Be-
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turning to the original problem, the first and second differential coefficients

of (D2 _ 1)
-

1 are - 2D(I»2 - 1) - 2, and (W - 2) p^ _ i) - 3. Hence,

^^ ( ^ ^ <,-2X> 2(D2 _ 1)^

f{pf^°^ » =
I ^"^rrj + 2^p2_i)2 + p. _ i/

jcos (c

;

.'. ^1 = - Jic'cos a; - J sin a; + J cos e.

(4) Solve cPyldofi - y = xsinx. The particular integral consists of two
parts, ^{x - 3) cos x - x sin a;}. Tho complementary function is

Oi6» + e'^^iO^amiiJax) + 0300s(J >/3a!)}.

§ 136. The Gamma Function.

The equation of motion of a particle of unit mass moving

under the influence of an attractive force whose intensity varies

inversely as the distance of the particle away from the seat of

attraction is obviously

dfi
~

s'

where a is a constant, and the minus sign -denotes that the

influence of the force upon the particle diminishes as time goes

on. To find the time occupied by a particle in passing from a

distance s = s to s = So, we must integrate this equation. Here,

on multiplying through by 2ds/dt, we get

fds d^s „ fl ds l/dsV
, , ^

If 1; = when s = s^,

dt
= ^2alogJ; or, t=^lJ_ -^. (1)

For the sake of convenience, let us write y in place of logsjs.

From the well-known properties of logarithms discussed on

page 24, it follows that if s = Sj, «/ = ; and if s = 0, y = co.

Hence, passiag into exponentials,

log^ = y; -^ = 6" ; s = s^e'"; ds = - s^e-'dy

;

V2aJo \/^ \/2aJo

It is sometimes found convenient, as here, to express the solu-

tion of a physical problem in terms of a definite integral whose'

numerical value is known, more or less accurately, for certain

valwes of the variable. For example, there is Soldner's table of
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Io(loga!)
* ^dx ; Gilbert's tables of Fresnel's integral J^oos ^v . dv, or

JJsin ^ttV . dv ; Legendre's tables of the elliptic integrals ; Kramp'a

table of the integral l"e~'^.dt; and Legendre's table of the in-

tegral f^e'^sd^"^. dx, or the so-called "gamma function". We
shall speak about the last three definite integra,ls in this work.

Following Legendre, the gamma function, or the " second

Eulerian integral," is usually symbolised by r(»). By definition,

therefore,

r(w) = e-^af-^.dx. ... (3^

Integrate by parts, and we get

e ~ ''x'''}dx = n\ e-'af^.dx - e'^'x". . (4)
Jo

The last term vanishes between the limits x = ^nd x = (x.

Hence

6"iir.dx = n\ e-^'af^^.dx. . . (5)
Jo Jo

In the above notation, this means that

r(« + 1) = »r(»). ... (6)

If w is a whole number, it follows from (6), that

" r(w + 1) = 1 . 2 . 3 . . . w = M I . . . (7)

This important relation is true for any function of n, though n !

has a real meaning only when n is integral.

The numerical value of the gamma function has been tabu-

lated for all values of n between 1 and 2 to twelve decimal places.

By the aid of such a table, the approximate value of all definite

integrals reducible to gamma functions can be calculated as easily

as ordinary trigonometrical functions, or logarithms. There are

four cases

:

1. n lies between and 1. Use (16).

2. n lies between 1 and 2. Use Table V., below.

3. n is greater than 2. Use (6) so as to make the value of the

given expression depend on one in which n lies between 1 and 2.

4. r(l) = 1; r(2) = 1; r(0) = oo; r0 = ^/;. . . (8)

I. The conversion of defimte integrals into the gamma fimction.

The following are a few illustrations of the conversion of de-

finite integrals into gamma functions. For a more extended

discussion special text-books must be consulted. If a is inde-
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pendent of x,

l^e—a;'-i.tia; = ^r(m); . . (9)

fVi(l - xT-K& = {'.'"'^'T. = ^P^- (10)
Jo ^

^
]aO-+xy+" T(m + n) ^ '

The first member of (10) is sometimes called the first Eulericm
integral, or beta function. It is written B(m, n). The beta func-

.tion is here expressed in terms of the gamma function. Substitute

X = ayjb in the second member of (10), and we get

" ;/•"-% _ r(w)r(w) .y.

o(a/y + by*" a''b"T(m + n)' ' ' ^I
Other relations are

:

f%in"a;.ia;=rcos»a;.da, = i^£M^). . (12)
Jo Jo mn +1)

j" x"e-'"dx = a-<''+"r(« + 1) ; ^ e-''^''^dx = ^^ = ^. (16)

You can now evaluate (2). We get

Compare the result with that obtained by the process of integra-

tion described on pages 342 and 344.

Examples.—(1) Evaluate I
'"

arn^'x . dx. Hint. From (12), ^
wfil

>Ji f.^-f-l-i-N/ii- TT 9^ 7 5 3 1"
2 5.4.3.2.1 ~2'l0'8'6'4'2'

r°° r(6) 5.4.3.2.1
(2) Evaluate

I
e-^x^.dx. Use (9). Ansr.^ =

^5

, TTF = sSI^' «^°^ *^''* rW •
''(1 - »») = ffil^ '

'*''*

r(l + m) . r(l -»»)== -1
, by putting m + w = 1 in the beta function, etc.

These two results can be employed for evaluating the gamma function when

n lies between and 1. By division

, ,
r(l + m) ,iov

If m = J, r(J) = 3-6254; log r(J) = 0-5594; if m = J, r(J) = 1-7725;
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logio r(J) = 0-2486; and if m = J, r(i) = 1-2253; logi„ r(i) = 0'0883; where

the bar shows that the figure has been strengthened.

11. Numerical computations.

Table V. gives the value of logif,T(n) to four deeimal places for

all values of w between 1 and 2. It has been adapted from Le-

gendre's tables to twelve decimal places in his Exercises de Galeul

Integral, Paris, 2, 18, 1817. For all values of n between 1 and 2,

log r(n) will be negative. Hence, as in the ordinary logarithmic"

tables of the trigonometrical functions, the tabular logarithm is

often increased by the addition of 10 to the logarithm of T{n).

This must be allowed for when arranging the final result.

Tablb V.-
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gravitation ; I the length of the string AO. Hence, show that

l/d6\^ q a

mj-h^^^^ ••• ^ = -
i°o«";

.:§= ±y^(cose - cos a) = ± 2^^(sin2j - sin^l), (2)

since cos «= 1 - 2 sin^^a ; cos ^ = 1 - 2 sin46i, and a is the value

of when d6/dt = 0, that is, a is the angle, less than 180°, through
which the pendulum oscillates on each side of the vertical. Since

6 is always less than a, we retain the negative sign.

The period of an oscillation, or double swing, T, can, therefore

he obtained from (2). We have ^

Tj_[* d
,i,

^yl Jo Vl - sin2|a.sin^<^' " ' ^^

since to pass from to ^T, increases from to a, and <^ from

to ^ir. Hence, we may write

The expression on the right is called an elliptic integral of the

first class, and usually written F(k, ^). The constant sin |a is

called the modulus, and it is usually represented by the symbol k.

The modulus is always a proper fraction, i.e., less than unity. <^

is called the amplitude of T Jg/l, and it is written <^ = am >Jg/l T.

We can always transform (2) by substituting sm.^6 = x sin |a,

where a; is a proper fraction. By differentiation,

I cos \9 . do = sia^a . dx ; .. dO — 2(1 - sin^Ja .x^)-^ '^sin \a. . dx.

This leads to the normal form of the elUptic integrals of the first

class, namely,

dx
. . (5)ill "Jo-, V(l - a;2) (1 - /bV)'

commonly written F(k, x). We can evaluate these integrals in

• The expression on the right of (2) can be put in a simpler form "by writing

sin J9 = sin Jo . sin <p; .-.J cos J9 . d9 = sin Jo . cos cj> . dtp.

2 sin Jo . cos (p . dtp ^ 2 sin Jo . cos ipdtp _ 2 sin Jo cos tpdtp
_

cosje Jl - sin^je \/n^^lm^j7rSP^

'

2 sin Jo cos tpdtp 2 cos tpdtp

de Ji - sin^Jgsin^" Jl - sjn^Jo . sin>

\/sin2Jo~- sin^Jtf = sin Jo\/i - sin*<^
~

cos tp

Heuoe (3) above. These results follow directly from the statements on pages 611 and

612.
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series as shown on Ex. (4), page 342. In this way we get, from

(4), for the period of oscillation,

T = 2.^^{l-f(ifc)V(i^i^)%... . (6)

When the swing of the pendulum is small, the period of oscillation'

37= 2n-V% seconds. If the angle of vibration is increased, in

the first approximation, we see that the period must be increased

by the fraction ^(sin ^a)^ of itself.

The integral (3) is obviously a function of its upper limit ^,

and it therefore expresses T Jgjl as a function of ^. We can

reverse this and represent ^ as a function of T >Jg/L This gives us

the so-called elliptic fanctions.

<^ = am (T ijgji) ; mod k = sin |a.

The elliptic functions are thus related to the elliptic integrals the

same as the trigonometrical functions axe related to the inverse

trigonometrical functions, for, as we have seen, if

f" dx . ,

2/ = I -u _ ^2
;

••• y = sax-^x ; and a; = amy.

We get, from (3) and (5),

^ = am T Jg/l ; a; = sin <^ ; .•. a; = sin am T Jg/l,

according to Jaoobi's notation, but which is now written, after

Gudermann, a; = sn T Jg/l. Similarly the centrifugal force, F, of

a pendulum bob of mass m oscillating like the above-described

pendulum, is written F = Amg sin ^a . on T ijg/l, where en T tjgfl

is the cosine of the ampHtude of T >Jg/l.

The elliptic functions bear important analogies with the ordin-

ary trigonometrical functions. The latter may be regarded as

special forms of the elliptic fimotions with a zero modulus, and

there is a system of formulae connecting the elliptic functions to

each other. Many of these bear a formal resemblance to the

ordinary trigonometrical relations. Thus,

sn^ + cn% = 1 ; a; = sn w ; en m = «/! - x^; etc.

The elliptic functions are periodic. The value of the period

depends on the modulus k. We have seen that the period of

oscillation of the pendulum is a function of the modulus. The

substitution equation, sin ^^ = sin |^a. sin <^, shows how sin |6

changes as <^ increases unilormly from to 2ir.
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As (j) increases from to ^jt, ^e increases to + |a.
As (^ increases from ^ to tt,' ^e decreases to 0.

As fj> increases from ir to §7r, 1$ decreases to - io
As 4> increases from |-7r to 2ir, |6 increases to 0.

During the continuous increase of 0, therefore, ^e moves to and
fro between the limits ± Ja.

The rectification of a great number of curves furnishes expres-
sions which can only be integrated by approximation methods-
say, in series. The lemniscate and the hyperbola furnish elliptic

integrals of the first class which can only be evaluated in series.

In the ellipse, the ratio oFJoP^ (Pig. 22, page 100) is called the ec-

centricity of the ellipse, the " e " of Ex. (3), page 115. Therefore,

c = ae; but, c^ = a^ - b^, .-. b^ja^ = 1 - e^.

Substitute this in the equation of the ellipse (1), page 100. Hence,

Therefore, the length, I, of the arc of the quadrant of the ellipse is

This expression cannot be reduced by the usual methods of inte-

gration. Its value can only be determined by the usual methods

of approximation. Equation (7) can be put in a simpler form by

writing a; = a sin <jf>, where <^ is the complement of the "eccentric"

angle (Fig. 152). Hence,

fjir

l = a\ Jl -_e^3m^i>.d(l>.

The right member is an elliptic integral of the second class,

which is usually written, for brevity's sake, IE{k, <^), since k is

usually put in place of our e. The integral may also be written

^(^'
") = IoVtT^-'^^' • • •

(8)

by a suitable substitution. We are also acquainted with elliptic

integrals of the third class,

n(w, k, d>) =
\ y^ . -,. '^_ ,„ . „ ; or, n(w, k, x), etc., (9)

^ ' ' ^^
Jo (1 + TOsm2^)7i _ fc^sinV ' ^ ' ' -" ' ^ '

where n is any real number, called Legendre's parameter. If the

limits of the first and second classes of integrals are 1 and 0,

Instead of x and in the first case and -^ and in the second
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case, the integrals are Said to be complete. Complete eUiptio in-

tegrals of the first and second classes are denoted by the letters F
and E respectively.

The integral of an irrational polynomial of the second degree,

of the type,

r . f Xdx

J
^^ + ^'^ -^ oxKX.dco; or,

J j^^^^^ ^^,

(where X is a rational function of a;), can be made to depend on

algebraic, logarithmic, or on trigonometrical functions, which can

be evaluated in the usual way. But if the irrational polynomial

is of the third, or fourth degree, as, for example,

I Va + 6a; + ox^ + dafi + eoe^Xdx

;

the integration cannot be performed in so simple a manner. Such

integrals are also called elliptic integrals. If higher powers than

a^ appear under the radical sign, the resulting integrals are said to

be nltra-elliptic or hyper-elliptic integrals. That part of an

elliptic integral which cannot be expressed in terms of algebraic,

logarithmic, or trigonometrical functions is always one of the three

classes just mentioned.

Legendre has calculated short tables of the first and second

class of elliptic integrals ; the third class can be connected with

these by known formulae. Given k and x, P{k,
<l>)

or E{k, <^) can

be read off directly from the tables. The following excerpt will

give an idea of how the tables run

:

NuMBBiCAL Values of F{k,
<t>) ; sin a = k.

</..
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We cannot spare space to go farther into this matter. Maseart

and Joubert have tables of the coefficient of mutual induction of

electric currents, in their Electrioity and Magnetism (2, 126, 1888),

calculated from JB and F above. A. G. Greenhill's The Applica-

tions of Elliptic Functions (London, 1892), is the text-book on

this subject.

§ 138. The Exact Linear Diiferential Equation.

A very simple relation exists between the coefficients of an

exact differential equation which may be used to test whether the

equation is exact or not. Take the equation,

where Xq, X^, . .
.

, B are functions of x. Let their successive

differential coefficients be indicated by dashes, thus X', X", . .

.

Since X^ . d^y/dx^ has been obtained by the differentiation of

X„ . d^jdx^, this latter is necessarily the first term of the integral

of (1). But,

dx\^°dxy
~

Subtract the right-hand side of this equation from (1).

iX,-X',)^, + X,^ + X^ = B. . . (2)

Again, the first term of this expression is a derivative of

(Xj - X^dyjdx. This, therefore, is the second term of the in-

tegral of (1). Hence, by differentiation and subtraction, as before,

{X^-X\ + T\^ + X,y^B. . . (3)

This equation may be deduced by the differentiation of

(Xj - X'l + X"f,yy, provided the first differential coefficient of

(Xg - X'l +X"^ with respect to x, is equal to Xg, that is to say,

X, - X"i + X"'o = X, ; or, X, - X', + X'l - X"'„ = 0. (4)

But if this is really the origin of (3), the original equation (1) has

been reduced to a lower order, namely,

X,g + (Xi - Xo)| + (X, - X'l + X\)y = \Bdx + 0, (5)

This equation is called the first integral of (1), because the order
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of the original equation has been lowered unity, by a process of

integration. Condition (4) is a test of the exactness of a differential

equation.

If the first integral is an exact equation, we can reduce it, in

the same way, to another first integral of (1). The process of

reduction may be repeated until an inexact equation appears, or

until y itself is obtained. Hence, an exact equation of the nth

order has n independent first integrals.

Examples.— (1) Is of' . cPyfOa? + 15a^ . dShjjdx^ + 603^ . c^jdx + SOx^ = H'

an exact equation? Prom (4), X3 = mx^; X\ = ISOa;^ ; X<\ = ISOa!^;

X"\ = eOs^. Therefore, X3 - X\ + X'\ - X"\ = and the equation is

exact. Solve the given equation. Ansr. x^y^= e* + CiX^ + C^ + Cj.

Hints. From (5), the first integral is {afiD^ + lOx'D + 20x^)y = e" + Cj.

This is exact, because the new values of X for the first integral just obtained

Xj _ x\ + Z"(| = 0, since, 20x^ - iOa? + lOa? = 0. For the next first in-

tegral, we have

^^ + (^i-^\)y=^\^^'^ + \o^dx + C^. . . (6)

Hence (a^D + Sa;*)^ = e»^ + O^x + 0^. This is exact, because the new values

of X, namely, Xj - X, = 0. Hence, the third and last first integral is .

af'y = Je«tfe + ^G^xdx + ^C^dx + O3, etc.

(2) Solve xd^yjda? + {x^ - Sjd^jdx^ + ix . dyjdx + 2y = 0, as far as pos-

sible, by successive reduction. The process can be employed twice, the

residue is a linear equation of the first order, not exact. Complete solution :

x-^^hj= Gi\x-'^Mdx + OaJiB
- Sei*2(Ja! -|- C,.

There is another quMe practical test for exact differential equa-

tions (Forsyth) which is not so general as the preceding. When
the terms in X are either in the form of aa;™, or of the sum of

expressions of this type, x"'d"y/dx" is a perfect differential co-

efi&cient, if to < w. This coefficient can then be integrated what-

ever be the value oiy. If to = to or to > w, the integration cannot

be performed by the method for exact equations. To apply the

test, remove all the terms in which w is less than n, if the re-

mainder is a perfect differential coefficient, the equation is exact

and the integration may be performed.

BxAMPLBB.—(1) Test x' . d^yldx* + x^ . d?yldx/> + x . dyjdx + y = 0.

X.. dyjdx + y remains. This has evidently been formed by the operation

D(xy), hence the equation is a perfect difierential.

(2) Apply the test to {x^D^ + x^IP H-x^D -f- ^x)y = sin x. x^.dA/jdx +^
remains. This is a perfect differential, formed from D(x'^). The equation

is exact.
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§ 139. The Velocity of Conseoutiye Chemical Reactions.

While investigating the rate of decomposition of phosphine,

page 224, we had occasion to point out that the action may take

place in two stages :

—

Stage I. PHg = P + 3H. Stage II. 4P = P^ ; 2H = H^.

The former change alone determines the velocity of the whole
reaction. The physical meaning of this is that the speed of the

reaction which occurs during the second stage, is immeasurably

faster than the speed of the first. Experiment quite fails to reveal

the complex nature of the complete reaction. J. Walker illustrates

this by the following analogy {Proc. Boyal Soc. Edin., 22, 22,

1898): "The time occupied in the transmission of a telegraphic

message depends both on the rate of transmission along the conduct-

ing wire and on the rate of the messenger who delivers the telegram

;

but it is obviously this last, slower rate that is of really practical

importance iu determining the total time of transmission".

Suppose, for example, a substance A forms an intermediate

compound M, and this, in turn, forms a final product B. If the

speed of the reaction A = M, is one gram per jinj\y5T7 second, when
the speed of the reaction M = B, is one gram per hour, the ob-

served "order " of the complete reaction

A = B,

will be fixed by that of the slower reaction, M = B, because the

methods used for measuring the rates of chemical reactions are not

sensitive to changes so rapid as the assumed rate of transformation

of A into M. Whatever the " order " of this latter reaction, M =B
is alone accessible to measurement. If, therefore, A = B is of the

first, second, or rath order, we must understand that one of the

subsidiary reactions : A = M, or M = B, is (i) an immeasurably

fast reaction, accompanied by (ii) a slower measurable change of

the first, second or nth order, according to the particular system

under investigation.

If, however, the velocities of the two reactions are of the same

order of magnitude, the " order " of the complete reaction will not

fall under any of the simple types discussed on page 218, and

therefore some changes will have to be made in the differential

equations representing the course of the reaction. Let us study

some examples.

EE
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I. Two consecutive tmimoleoular reactions.

Let one gram molecule of the substance A be taken. At the

end of a certain time t, the system contains x oi A, y of M, z of B.

The reactions are

A = M; M = B.

The rate of diminution of x is evidently

-^i.= k,x, . . . . (1)

where k^ denotes the velocity constant of the transformation of

A to M. The rate of formation of B is

£ = k^, .... (2)

where k^ is the velocity constant of the transformation of M to B*

Again, the rate at which M accumulates in the system is evidently

the difference in the rate of diminution of x and the rate of increase

of z, or

^ = ftja; - k^. ... (3)

The speed of the chemical reactions,

A = M = B,

is fully determined by this set of differential equations. When the

relations between a set of variables involves a set of equations of

this nature, the result is said to be a system of simultaneous

differential equations.

In a great number of physical problems, the interrelations of

the variables are represented in the form of a system of such

equations. The simplest class occurs when each of the dependent

variables is a function of the independent variable.

The simultaneous equations are said to be solved when each

variable is expressed in terms of the independent variable, or else

when a number of equations between the different variables can be

obtained free from differential coefficients. To solve the present

set of differential equations, iirst differentiate (2),

dt^ "Ht ~ "

'

Add and subtract k-Jt^y, substitute for dyjdt from (3) and for h^

from (2), we thus obtain

d% ., T .dz , , , , „
5p- + (^1 + h)-^ - hKi<« + 2/) = 0.
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But from the conditions of tJie experiment,

X + y + z = I, .-. z - 1 ^ - {x + y).
Hence, the last equation may be written,

d\z - 1) d{z - 1)

dt^ + (*i + ^^)^-dt + ^i*2(^ - 1) = 0. (4)

This linear equation of the second order with constant coefficients,

is to be solved for .er - 1 in the usual manner (§ 131). At sight'

therefore,

»- 1 = Oje-*!' +C2e -*!!'.
. . (5)

But z = Q, when t = 0,

.-. Ci + C^ = - 1. . . . (6)

Differentiate (6). From (2) dzjdt = 0, when t = 0. Therefore
making the necessary substitutions,

- G^\ - GJco = 0. . , . (7)
From (6) and (7),

Ci = k^l{k^ -k^); G, = - kj{k, - k,).

The final result may therefore be written,

^1 . _ »^ k- 1 = -*2« _ ^e - *i'. (8)

Harcourt and BsSon have studied the rate of reduction of

potassium permanganate by oxalic acid.

2KMnO^ + SMnSO^ + SH^O = K^SO, + 2H2SO^ + SMnO^

;

MnOg + H^SO^ + H^CA = MnSO, + 2Bl^0 + 200^.

By a suitable arrangement of the experimental conditions this

reaction may be used to test equations (5) or (8).

Let X, y, z, respectively denote the amounts of MujO^, MnOg
and MnO (in combination) in the system. The above workers

found that Ci = 28-5; C^ = 2-7; e-*i = -82 j e-'a = -98. The
follovying table places the above suppositions beyond doubt.

t

Minutes.
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the amount of M transformed into B at the time t, then, if a denotes the

amount of A present at the beginning of the experiment,

S = *i(»-2'); J = *.(y-^)- ... (9)

Prom the first equation, y = o(l - e~h*). Substitute this result in the second

equation, and we get

dz
T7 + fcjz - Aija(l - e-*i') = 0.

From Ex. (5), page 388, if = 0, when i = 0, we get

= Oe-V+o- jr^e-*i«; = -jr^-ffl; . (10)

and we get, finally, an expression resembling (8) above. Equation (8) has

also been employed to represent the decay of the radioactivity excited in

bodies exposed to radium and to thorium emanation.

II. Two bimoleoular consecutive reactions.

During the saponification of ethyl succinate in the presence

of sodium hydroxide.

02H4(0OO02H5)2 + NaOH = OgHgOH+ C^H^ . COONa . COOO2H5;
OjH^ . COONa . COOH + NaOH = CaHgOH + 02H4(COONa)2

.

Or,

A + B = C + M; M + B = C + D.

Let X denote the amount of ethyl succinate, A, which has been

transformed at the time t; a - x will then denote the amount

remaining in the solution at the same time. Similarly, if the

system contains h of sodium hydroxide, B, at the beginning of

the reaction, at the time t, x of this will have been consumed in

the formation of sodium ethyl succinate, M, and y in the formation

of sodium succinate, D, hence b — x — y oi sodium hydroxide, B,

and X - y oi sodium ethyl succinate, M, will be present in the

system at the time t. The rate of formation of sodium ethyl suc-

cinate, M, is therefore

^ = fci(a - x) {b- x-y); . . (11)

and the rate of formation of sodium succinate, D, will be

% = U^ -y) {b-x-y). . . (12)

By division, if kjk-^ = E,

dy E Ex
-/ + y = — .

ax a - x" a - X
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This equation has been integrated in Ex. (6), p. 388. Hence

1 ((a - xY ^1
y = K^-W^ -a + Exj.

. . (13)

dx , , , f

,

(a — xY a, Ex 1
... ^-= k,ia - x)\b - X - (-2^^n)^i + r^T - E^]- (1^)

This can only be integrated when we know the numerical value of

E. As a rule, in dealing with laboratory measurements, it will be

found most convenient to use the methods for approximate in-

tegration since the integration of (14) is usually impracticable, even

when we know the value of E.

III. A wmnolecula/r reaction followed by a bimolecular reaction.

Let X denote the amount of A which remains untransformed

after the elapse of an interval of time t, y the amount of M, and z

the amount of B present in the system after the elapse of the same

interval of time t. The reaction is

A=M; M + B = 0.

Hence show that the rate of diminution of A, and the rate of

diminution of M (or of B) are respectively

dx dz
-

di = ^^'"'-di = ^^y'' (^^)

the rate of formation of M^ is the difference between the rate of

formation of M by the reaction, and the velocity of transformation

of M into C, by the second reaction and

.-.-£ = kjX - k^yz. . . . (16)

If X, y, z^ could be measured independently, it would be sufficient

to solve these equations as in I, but if x and y are determined

together, we must proceed a little differently. If there are a

equivalents of A, and of B originally present, then, at the time t

we shall have a-x=a-z + y,oxy = z-x. Divide (16) by

the first of equations (15) ; substitute dy = dz - dx in the result

;

put y = z - x; divide by z^, and we get

1 dz E_E^
^

z' dx^ z X ^' ^ ^

where Ehs.8 been written in place of kjk^. The solution of this equa-

tion has been previously determined, Ex. (3), page 389, in the form

Z-e-^4c, - log a; -H ^a; - j^C-^^'*)' +.•}« = 1- (18)

In some of Haroourt and Esson's experiments, C^ = i-G&;k^ = -69

;
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&2 = "006364. From the first of equation (9), it is easy to show

that X = ae~ *i'. Where does a oome from ? What does it mean

?

Obviously, the value of x when t = Q. Hence verify the third

oolumn in the following table :

—
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of &i and &2- The observed velooity in the steady state depends

on the difference between the steady diminution - dxjdt and the

steady rise dz/dt. If fcj is infinitely great in comparison . with fcj,

(8) reduces to

z = a{l - e-"!'),

which will be immediately recognised as another way of writing

the familiar equation

7
^1 *

fc, = 1 log .

1 t ^ a - z

So far as practical work is concerned, it is necessary that the

solutions of the differential equations shaU not be so complex as to

preclude the possibility of experimental verification.

IV. Three consecutive bimolecular reactions.

In the hydrolysis of triacetin,

OgHs . Aj + H . OH = 3A . H + 03H5(OH)3,

where A has been v/ritten for CHg . COO, there is every reason

to believe that the reaction takes place in three stages :

C3H5 . A3 + H . OH = A . H + O3H5 . A2 . OH (Diacetin)
;

C3H5 . Ag . OH + H . OH = A . H + C3H5 . A(0H)2 (Monoacetin)

;

CgHj A . (0H)2 + H . OH - A . H + C3H6(OH)3 (Glycerol).

These reactions "are interdependent. The rate of formation of

- glycerol is conditioned by the rate of formation of monoacetin ;
the

rate of monoacetin depends, in turn, upon the rate of formation of

diacetin. There are, therefore, three simultaneous reactions of the

second order taking place in the system.

Let a denote the initial concentration (gram molecules per

tmit volume) of triacetin, b the concentration of the water ;
let x,

y, e, denote the number of molecules of mono,- di- and triacetin

hydrolyzed at the end of t minutes. The system then contains

a - z molecules of triacetin, z -y, oi diacetin, y -x,oi monacetin,

and b - {x + y + z) molecules of water. The rate of hydrolysis

is therefore completely determined by the equations

:

dx/dt = \{y -x) {b -x-y - z); . . (19)

dyjdt = hi{z ~y) {b -x-y -z); . . (20)

dz/dt = k^la - z) {b - X- y - z); . . (21)

where k-^, fcg, k^, represent the velooity coefficients (page 63) of the

respective reactions,
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Geitel tested the assumption: k-^ = k^ = kg. Hence dividing

(21) by (19) and by (20), he obtained

dz/dy = {a - z)j{z - y) ; dzjdx = (a - z)l{y - x). (22)

From the first of these equations,

dy 1 z

dz a — z a - z"

whioh can be integrated as a linear equation of the first order.

The constant is equated by noting that if a = 1, « = 0, ^ = 0.

The reader might do this as an exercise on § 125. The answer is

y = z + {a - z)\og{a - z). . . (23)

Now substitute (23) in the second of equations (22), rearrange

terms and integrate as a further exercise on hnear equations of the

first order. The final result is,

a! =- a + (a - «) log (a - 0) - ^^{log (a - z))K (24)

Geitel then assigned arbitrary numerical values to z (say from

O'l to 1-0), calculated the corresponding amounts of x and y from

(23) and (24) and compared the results with his experimental

numbers. For experimental and other details the original memoir

must be consulted.

A study of the differential equations representing the mutual

conversion of red into yellow, and yellow into red phosphorus,

will be found in a paper by Q. Lemoine in the Arm. GMm. Phys.

[4], 27, 289, 1872. There is a series of papers by E. Wegscheider

bearing on this subject in Monats. Ghemie, 22, 749, 1901 ; Zeit.

phys. Chem., 30, 593, 1899; 34, 290, 1900; 35, 513, 1900; J.

Wogrinz, *., M, 569, 1903; H. Kiihl, ib., ii, 385, 1903. See

also papers by A. V. Harcourt and W. Bsson, PhU. Trans., 156,

193, 1866; A. G. Geitel, Joum. prakt. Ghem. [2], SS, 429, 1897;

57, 113, 1898 ; J. Walker, Proo. Boy. Soo. Edm., 22, 22, 1898.

It is somewhat surprising that Harcourt and Esson's investiga-

tions had not received more attention from the point of view of

simultaneous and dependent reactions. The indispensable differ-

ential equations, simple as they are, might perhaps account for

this. But chemists, in reality, have more to do with this type of

reaction than any other. The day is surely past when the study

of a particular reaction is abandoned simply because it " won't go
"

according to the stereotyped velocity equations of § 77.
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§ 140. Simultaneous Equations with Constant Coeflaoients.

By way of praotioe it will be convenient to study a few more
examples of simultaneous equations, since they are so common in

many branches of physios. The motion of a particle in space is

determined by a set of three differential equations which determine
the position of the moving particle at any instant of time. Thus,
if .2", Y, Z, represent the three components of a force, F, acting on
a particle of mass m, Newton's law, page 396, teUs us that

and it is necessary to integrate these equations in order to represent

X, y, g as functions of the time t. The solution of this set of

equations contains six arbitrary constants which define the position

and velocity of the moving body with respect to the x-, y-, and the

z-axis when we began to take its motion into consideration.

In order to solve a set of simultaneous equations, there must
be the same number of equations as there are iijdependent variables.

Quite an analogous thing occurs with the simultaneous equations

in ordinary algebra. The methods used for the solution of these

equations are analogous to those employed for similar equations in

algebra. , The operations here involved are chiefly processes of

ehmination and substitution, supplemented by differentiation or

integration at various stages of the computation. The use of the

symbol of operation D often shortens the work.

ExAMPiiBS.—(1) Solve dxjdt + a/y = 0, dyjdt + bx = 0. Differentiate the

fiist, multiply the second by a. Subtract and y disappears. Henoe writing

ab = m?, X = Ci*"" + G^-"^ ; or, y = G^ijhfa.e-'^ - OiJbJa.e'^. We
might have obtained an equation in y, and substituted it in the second.

Thus four constants appear in the result. But one pair of these constants

can be expressed in terms of the other two. Thus: two of the constants,

therefore, are not arbitrary and independent, while the integration constant

is arbitrary and independent. It is always best to avoid an unnecessary

multiplication of constants by deducing the other variables from the first

without integration. The number of arbitrary constants is always equal

to the Slim of the highest orders of the set of difierential equations under

consideration.

(2) Solve dxjdt + y = 3x; dyjdt - y = x. Differentiate the first. Sub-

tract each of the given equations from the result. (D^-iD + i)x=0 remains.

Solve as usual, a; = (Oj + Ca<)e^. Substitute this value of x in the first of

the given equations and y = {0^ - O^ + 0^)6"".

(3) The rotation of a particle in a rigid plane, is represented by the equa-
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tions dxjdt = ^y ; dyjdt = iix. To solve these, difierentiafce the first, multiply

the seoond by ft, etc. Finally x = Gi cos /d + C^ sin /U; y= O'jOos fit + 0\ sin id.

To find the relation between these constants, substitute these values in the

first equation and - /iOj sin id + iiO^ pos yi = iiO\ cos id + ^C'j sin ^, or

Ci = - O'a and O2 = G\.

(4) &6\.y6CPxjd1?= -n^ d^ldP=-n^. Baoh equation is treated separ-

ately as on page 400, thus a; = Oj 00s nt+ Cj sin »ii ; y = O'l 00s nt + 0', sin nt.

Eliminate ( so that

(G\x - O^yY + (O'jd! - O^f = (C^a\ - OjO'i)», etc.

The result represents the motion of a particle in an elliptic path, subject to a

central gravitational force.

(5) Solve dyjdx + 83/ - 4a = 5«^^
; dzjdx + y - 2a; = - 3e^*. Differentiate

the first and solve for dzldx ; substitute this value of dzjdx in the second

equation. We thus get a linear equation of the seoond order

:

+ S - ^2' = ^^"' •• y = °^^' + ^^""^ + ^~°''

vrhen solved by the usual method. Now differentiate the last equation, and

substitute the value of d/yjdx so found in the first of the given equations.

Also substitute the value of y just determined in the same equation. We
thus get z = O^ei' + iC^-^ - ffe^*.

(6) R. Wegscheider (Zeit. phys. Chem., 41, 52, 1902) has proposed the

equations dxjdt = k^(a - x - y); dyjdt = h^(a - x - y) (b - y), to represent

the speed of hydrolysis of sulphonio esters by water. Hence show that

dx

h ,
= kit + C.

f a - (1 + bk)x + ^bS^x"

Hint. Divide the one equation by the other ; expand e ~" ; reject all but

the first three terms of the series.

(7) J. W. Mellor and L. Bradshaw (Zeit. phys. Ohem., 48, 853, 1904)

solved the set of equations

dX . , .^ du , , dv .
, ,-^=k,{a-x);^^ k,{x - «) ; 34

= h(y - «)

with the assumption that X'^x + y + u + v; v = k^u ; M = « = rc = 3/ =
when t = 0. Show that

u =—^ (1 - -J—e - *i' +J^-A^ 2(k, + l)y- b-k{ * 6 - fci /
if 6 is put in place of 2kjc,{ki + l)/(fc2 + ^3^4). See Ex. (5), page 890.

(8) J. J. Thomson {Conduction of Electricity through Oases, Cambridge,

86, 1903) has shown that the motion of a charged particle of mass m, and

charge e, between two parallel plates with a potential gradient E between

them when a magnetic field of induction 3 is applied normal to the plates,

is given by the equations

d^x T^ „dy dHi „dxm^:=.Ee-He^;mJ = Ee^, . . . (1)

provided that there is no resisting medium (say air) between the plates. To

solve these equations with the initial conditions that x, y, x, y, are all zero,

put
dx dp dy dh)

,
d^

P = dt' dt=''-^dt' dfi=^' w=-^"P'
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Hence, from page 405, and remembering that * = 0, when t = 0,

p = Ojsin U + Oaoos 6< ; O^ = ; ^ = dsiu hi .: x = ^-J(l - cos bt), (2)

since, when « = 0, a; = 0, and the integration constant is equal to OJb. Prom
the third of equations (2), and the second of equations (1),

^ = 60,sm bt; •• ^ = - Ojcos bt + Oj,

the integration constant is equal to Oj when dyjdt = 0, and t = ; again
integrating, and we get y = 0^(bt - sin U)jb, since y = 0, when i = 0. To
evaluate the constant Cj, substitute for a; and^, from (2) and the above, in the
firat of equations (1). We find G^ = a/b, and consequently, if a = EmjH'^e,
and b = Hejm.

x = a(l - cos bt); y = a(bt - sin bt), ... (3)

Let us follow the motion of a particle moving on the path represented by
equations (3). Of course we can eliminate bt and get one equation connect-
ing X and y, but it is better to retain bt as the calculation is then more
simple. When

ht = 0, TT, 27r, Stt, 4w, Stt, . . .

;

X = 0, 2a, 0, 2(1, 0, 2(1, ...

;

y =Q, <nr, 2anr, 3(Hr, iair, 5aw, .

.

.

Hence, x oscillates to and fro between and 2a
; y too is periodic, repeating

itself in the time 2jr/6
;
passing through a distance 2aTr from the

origin every period. In other words, the path of an electron

moving under the above conditions is that of a cycloid traced

by the rim of a wheel of radius a rolling upon a plate Oy
Fig. 153.

(9) Two vessels, capacity v^ and v^, are filled with the same
gas but at different pressures p^ and p^ respectively. Assume
that the vessels are connected by a capillary tube and that the

quantity of gas which flows from one vessel to the other is pro-

portional to the difference in the squares of the pressures in "'^Za-i

the two vessels, and to the time. What are the pressures, x^ Fig. 153.

and ajj, in each vessel at the end of t seconds ? (Lorentz.) The quantity of

gas, dQ, which flows through the capillary during the infinitely small in-

terval of time dt is by hypothesis

dQ = a{Xi^ - x^^)dt (i)

where a is a constant. Let b denote the quantity of gas in unit volume, bv

will therefore denote the amount of gas which occupies v volumes at atmos-

pheric pressure. If the pressure changes by an amount dx, the quantity of

gas, dQ, changes an amount bv^, hence,

dQ = bv^dt ; dQ = - bv^^dt. ... (5)

The difference in sign shows that the gas which leaves one vessel enters the

other. The temperature is of course supposed to remain constant. Prom

(4) and (5),

dt 6«;il^i ^"2 ) . at 6i>,*^ ^'l- ' ' y^l
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But the total mass of gas remains oonstantly eqaal to ac, say

.-. «i!Ki + ajTBa = c; .-. c = PiV^ + p^v^, ... (7)

by Boyle's law. Multiply the first of equations (6) with x^v^v^, and the

second by XjViV^ ; subtract the latter from the former ; divide by x^" ; sub-

stitute X = xjx^ and

dx ae, , ,,

remains. Solve this equation in the usual way, and we get

2 '°^x-l- b +^'°'='-t'°S (X, - x^ {p^ + p,)
-

bv,v,-

From this equation and the first of equations (7), it is possible to calculate

Xi and x^ at any time t.

(10) If two adjacent circuits have currents C] and O^, then, according to

the theory of electromagnetic induction,

dCi dOo dGo dG,

^li + ^m^ + -^^o, = E^
;
M-^ + T^xw + -^'^1 = -®i'

where Bj, iJj, denote the resistances of the two circuits, L-^, L^, the 00-

efacients of self-induction, E^, JB,, the electromotive forces of the respective

circuits and M the coefficient of mutual induction. All the coefficients are

supposed constant.

First, solve these equations on the assumption that E^= E^=0. Assume
that Oi= ae^ ; and O^—lff^, satisfy the given equations. Differentiate each

of these variables with respect to t, and substitute in the original equation

aMm + b{L^m, + Bg) = ; bMm + a{Lim + BJ = 0.

Multiply these equations so that

(ilia + M^)m' + (ijBa + Bjij)??! + B^B, = 0.

For physical reasons, the induction ijia must always be greater than M.
The roots of this quadratic must, therefore, be negative and real (page 354),

and

Oi = a^e - •»!«, or, o^e - "a*
; Oj = V ~ "*'* oii V ~ "^•

Hence, from the preceding equation,

OiMnii + \L^m^ + b^B^ = ; or Oi/di = - (Lm^ + B^jMrn^
;

similarly, ajb^ = - MmJ{L^m^ + B^). Combining the particular solutions

for Ci and Oj, we get the required solutions.

Oi = Oie-*"!' + a^-«^; O2 = b^e-"V + b^-'^.

Second, if E^ and E^ have some constant value,

Oi = Si/Bj + a,e^>»i« + o^e-".*; G^ = E^B^ + b^a-'^v + V""*.
are the required solutions.

§ 141. Simultaneous Equations with Variable Coeflfloients.

The general type of simultaneous equations of the first order,

is

Pjda; + Q-^dy + E^dz =
;F-fix + Q^dy + B^dz =
; \

P^dx + Q^dy + B^z = 0, . . . J
'

' (^^
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where the coefficients are functions of x, y, z. These equations
can often be expressed in the form i

dx _&y _ds
T~'Q^'B (2)

which is to be looked upon as a typical set of simultaneous equa-
tions of the first order. If one pair of these equations involves
only two differentials, the equations can be solved in the usual
way, and the result used to deduce values for the other variables,

as in the second of the subjoined examples.

When the members of a set of equations are symmetrical, the
solution can often be simplified by taking advantage of a well-

known theorem 2 in algebra—ratio. According to this,

dx ^dy ^<h ^ Idx + mdy + ndz _ I'dx + m'dy + n'dz

P Q B IP + mQ + nB ~
I'P + m'Q + n'B = • - (^)

where I, m, n, I', ml, «',... may be constants or functions of

X, y, z. Since I, to, n,... are arbitrary, it is possible to choose
I, m,n, . . . so that

IP + mQ + nB = 0; I'P + m'Q + n'B = 0; . .. (4)

Idx + mdy + ndz = 0, etc. . . (5)

The same relations between x, y, z, that satisfy (5), satisfy (2)

;

and if (4) be an exact differential equation, equal to say du, direct

integration gives the integral of the given system, viz.,

u = Gi . \ . . . (6)

where Cjdenotes the constant of integration.

In the same way, if

I'dx + m'dy + n'dz = 0,

is an exact differential equation, equal to say dv, then, since dv is

also equal to zero,

« = C, (7)

is a second solution. These two solutions must be independent.

Examples.—(1) By way of illustration let us solve the equations

dx dy _ dz

' The proof will come later, page 584
' The proof is interesting. Let dxjP = dyjQ = dnjE = k, say ; then, dx = Pk

dy = Qk ; dz = JBk ; or, Idx = IPk ; md/y = mQk ; ndz = nBk. Add these r©-

sulfa, Idx + mdy + ndz = k(lP + niQ + nB),

Idx + mdy + ndz _ i.
_dx _dy^ _dz

' IP + mQ + nB P " Q ~ B'
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Here P = y ~ z; Q = 2-x; B=x-y. Since, as in (4),

y-z + z-x + x-y = 0; I — m = n = 1;
and as in (6),

"^{V
- z) + y(z - x) + z{x - y) = 0; V = x; m' = y; n' = z.

For the first combination, therefore

dx + dy + dz = 0; 01, X + y + z = Ci; . . . (8)

and for the second combination

xdx + ydy + zdz = 0; .: x^ + y^ + s' = C^ . . . (9)

The last of equations (8) and (9) define x and y as functions of z, and also

contain two arbitrary constants, the conditions necessary and suflBcient in

order that these equations may be a complete solution of the given set of

equations. Equations (8) and (9) represent a family of circles.

(2) Solve dxjy = dy/x = dzls. The relation between dx and dy contains

K and y only, the integral, y^ - x'^ = Oj, follows at once. Use this result to

eliminate a; from the relation between dy and dz. The result is, p. Si9,

dzjz = dyj V(2/= - OJ ; ox,y + V(a' - CJ = 0^.
These two equations, involving two constants of integration, constitute a

complete solution.

(3) Solve da;/(m« - ny) = dy(nx - Iz) = dzl(ly - mx). HereP= mz - ny;

Q = nx - Iz; B = ly - mx. I, m, n and x, y, z form a set of multipliers

satisfying the above condition. Hence, each of the given equal fractions is

equal to

Idx + mdy + ndz

and to

Accordingly,

l(mz - ny) + m(nx - Iz) + n{ly - mx)

'

xdx + yd/y + zdz
.

x(mz - my) + y(nx - Iz) + z{ly - mx)'

Idx + »»<% + ndz = ; xdx + yd/y + zdz = 0.

The integrals of these equations are

u = Ix + my + nz = C^; v = x^ + y'^ + z^ = C^,

which constitute a complete solution.

dx dy_ _ dz
_ _ xdx + ydy + zdz

(4) Solve ^2 _ yi _ ^2 -2xy~2xz' ''' ~
x{x'' -^- z') + 2xy'' + 2xz'

dz 2xdx + 2ydu + 2zdz
, , „ ^ „ „

•'• 7
x^ + y^ + z^

—
=
• l°g('" + ^ + ^

)
= l°g ^ + l°g 0,;

consequently, a^ + y^ + z^ = C^ is the second solution required.

It is thus evident that equation (5) must be integrable before

the given set of simultaneous equations can be solved. The

criterion of integrability, or the test of the exactness of an

equation containing three or more variables is easily deduced.

For instance, let -

Pdx + Qdy + Bdz = 0; .-. du = ^da; + ^r-dy + ^de. (10)

The second of equations (10) is obviously exact, and equivalent to

the first of equations (10), since both are derived from u = Gy
Hence certain conditions must hold in order that the first of
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equations (10) may be reduced to the exact form of the second.

As indicated above, there must exist a function of x, y, and »,

say, /A, such that

^ = z*^; 3^ = /^Q; 57 = ^B. . . (11)

Let the student now differentiate each of equations (11), first with

respect to y and z ; second with respect to s and x ; and third with

respect to x and y, the result will be

J>u IP -du ag /3P 1)Q\ J^u J)u
'

% + ''-^^^Tx + /*§^5 ••. i^[^ -^)-'^Tx-^Ty'
J>u IQ J>u 1)B ?bQ IB\ J)u J)u ,_,
•3^ + /^si

= -^^ + f^^' K^ -^) = %- «y.4^i2)

Multiply the three equations on the right, in turn, by B, P, and

Q respectively, and add the results together. The result gives us

the relation which must hold between the coefficients P, Q, and B
of the first of equations (10) in order that it may have an integral

of the form u = G. We must have, in fact,

<^-i)^C-'J)-<|-g)-o-
If equation (10) be not exact it can be made exact by means of an

integrating factor.

Examples.—(1) Given {y + s)dx + (a + x)dy + (x + y)dz = 0, show that

the condition of integrability is satisfied. To integrate an exact equation of

this kind, first suppose that z is temporarily constant, and integrate. Thus,

we get

{y +z)dx + {$ + x]dy = ; (j/ + 2) (« + x) = C. . . (13)

The integration oonatant obviously includes the variable z; let 0''=f{z).

To determine the form of this function, difierentiate {% + z) (2 + a;) = /(«)

with respect to x, y, and 2, and compare the result with the given equation.

We get

(y + z)dx + (« + x)d/y + (a; + y)dz + 22^2 = -^^dz ;

.•. 22d2 - df(z) = ; or, f(z) = z^ + O^;

•• {y + 2) (2 + K) "= «" + O2 ; or, xy + yz + sx= d,
Is the required solution. The same result could have been obtained more

quickly, in this particular case, by expanding the given equation and so

getting

(xdy + ydx) + (ydz + zdy) + (zdx + xdz) = ; .-.xy + yz + zx = Oj.

(2) Integrate yzdx + xzd/y + xydz == 0. Divide by xyz, and

diX dv dz , « ^— = -7 = — = ; .•. log a; + log i^ + log 2 = log ; ..xyz = C.
X y Jt
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(3) Integrate xydx - zxdx - yHz = 0. Ansr. xjy - log « = O. Hint.

Divide by l/xy'^ and the equation becomes exact.

(4) If {ydx + xdy) (o - z) + xyde = 0, show that xy — C(z - a). Hint.

Proceed as in Ex. (1), making z = constant, and afterwards showing that

xy = /(«), and then that f(z) = 0{z - a).

§ 142. Partial Differential Equations.

Equations obtained by the differentiation of functions of three

or more variables are of two kinds :

1. Those in which there is only one independent variable)

such as

Pdx + Qdy + Bdz = Sdt,

which involves four variables—three dependent and one inde-

pendent. These are called total differential equations.

2. Those in which there is only one dependent and two or

more independent variables, such as,

where z is the dependent variable, x, y, t the independent variables.

These equations are classed under the name partial differential

equations. The former class of equations are rare, the latter very

common. Physically, the differential equation represents the rela-

tion between the dependent and the independent variables when

an infinitely small change is made in each of the independent

variables.^

In the study of ordinary differential equations, we have always

assumed that the given equation has been obtained by the eHmina-

tion of constants from the original equation. In solving, we have

sought to find tffis primitive equation. Partial differential equa-

tions, however, may be obtained by the elimination of arbitrary

^ The reader will, perhaps, have noticed that the term " independent variable " is

an equivocal phrase. (1) If u =f(z), « is a quantity whose magnitude changes when

the value of z changes. The two magnitudes u and z are mutually dependent. For

convenience, we fix our attention on the effect which a variation in the value of a has

upon the magnitude of u. If need be we can reverse this and write z =/(«), so that

u now becomes the " independent variable". (2) If v =/(»;, y), x and y are " inde-

pendent variables " in that x and y are mutually independent of each other. Any

variation in the magnitude of the one has no effect on the magnitude of the other, a

and y are also " independent variables " with respect to v in the same nse that » has

just been supposed the "independent variable " with respect to u.
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functions of the variables as well as of constants. For example, if

u=f{ax + hy),

be an arbitraiy funct.on of x and y, we gel, as in Euler's theorem
page 75,

where the arbitrary function has disappeared.

Examples.— (1) li u = f(at + x), show that

'du_ du 'd'u a%

Here dufdt = af'(at + x) ; 'dufdx = f'(at + x), etc. Establish the result by
giving f(at + x) some specific form, say, f{at + x) = at + x; and sin (at + x)

(2) Eliminate the arbitrary function from the thermodynamic equation

op '^ap ap'

(3) Remembering that the object of solving any given differential is to

find the primitive from which the differential equation has been derived by
the elimination of constants or arbitrary functions. Show that e=f^{x) +f2{y)
is a solution of 'd'zj'dx'dy = 0. Hint. Eliminate the arbitrary function.

(4) Show that z = f^(x + at) + /^(a; - at) is a solution of 'd'zldt'=^a:^''zfdx^.

An arbitrary function of the variables must now be added to

the integral of a partial differential equation instead of the constant

hitherto employed for ordinary differential equations. If the

number of arbitrary constants to be eliminated is equal to the

number of independent variables, the resulting differential equa-

tion is of the first order. The higher orders occur when the

number of constants to be eliminated, exceeds that of the inde-

pendent variables.

If M = f{x, y), there will be two differential coefficients of the

first order ; three of the second ; . . . Thus,

£)w-'3% li'^u 3% c)%

Ix' Tiy ' 7)x'^' 7)y^' "dxliy '

"'

§ 143. What is the Solution of a Partial Differential

Equation ?

Ordinary differentia^ equations have two classes of solutions

—the complete integral and the singular solution. Particular

golutions are only varieties of the complete integral. Three

FP
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classes of solutions can be obtained from some partial differential

equations, still regarding the particular solution as a special case

of the complete integral. These are indicated in the following

example.

The equation of a sphere in three dimensions is,

0,2 + 3/2 + ^;2 = r2, . . . (1)

where the centre of the sphere coincides with the origin of the

coordinate planes and r denotes the radius of the sphere. If the

centre of the sphere hes somewhere on the xy-iplajie- at a point

(a, b), the above equation becomes

(x - of + {y - Vf + z^ = r^. . . (2)

When a and b are arbitrary constants, each or both of which may
have any assigned magnitude, equation (2) may represent two

infinite systems of spheres of radius r. The centre of any mem-
ber of either of these two infinite systems—called a double infinite

system—must lie somewhere on the aiy-plane.

Differentiate (2) with respect to x and y.

7)z liz

'^-"' + ^1^=^' y- ^ + %=^- ' (3)

Substitute for a; - a and y — b in (2). We obtain

. iO' * C4)' * ^] '" <«

Equation (2), therefore, is the complete integral of (4). By
assigning any particular numerical value to a or b, a, particular

.
solution of (4) will be obtained, such is

{X - 1)2 + (2/
- 79)2 + ^2 = ^2, , , (5)

If (2) be differentiated with respect to a and b,

^{(x - af + (2/ + bf + 02 = r2}
;
^{(x - a)2 + {y - bf + z^ = T%

or, a; - a = 0, and 2/ - & = 0.

Eliminate a and b from (2),

z = ±r (6)

This result satisfies equation (4), but, unlike the particular solution,

is not included in the complete integral (2). Such a solution of the

differential equation is said to be a singular solution.

Geometrically, the singular solution represents two plane sur-

faces touched by all the spheres represented by equation (2). The

singular solution is thus the envelope of all the spheres represented
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by the complete integral. If AB (Pig. 97) represents a cross sec-

tion of the xy-Tpla,ne containing spheres of radius r, CD and EF
are cross sections of the plane surfaces represented by the singular

solution.

If the one constant is some function of the other, say,

a = b,

(2) may be written

{x - af + (j/ + af + z^ = r^. . . (7)

Differentiate with respect to a. We find

a==^(x + y).

Eliminate a from (7). The resulting equation

a;2 + 2/2 + 2^2 - '2,xy = 2r\

is called a general integral of the equation.

Geometrically, the general integral is the equation to the

tubular envelope of a family of spheres of radius r and whose
centres are along the line x = y. This line corresponds with the

axis of the tube envelope. The general integral satisfies (4) and

is also contained in the complete integral.

Instead of taking a = & as the particular form of the function

connecting a and b, we could have taken any other relation, say

a = ^b. The envelope of the general integral would then be like

a tube surrounding all the spheres of radius r whose centres were

along the line x = ^. Had we put a^-b^ = 1, the envelope would

have been a tube whose axis was an hyperbola x^ — y^ = 1.

• A partiaular solution is one particular surface selected from the

double infinite series represented by the complete solution. A general

integral is the envelope of one particular family of surfaces selected

from those comprised in the complete integral. A singular solution

s an envelope of every surface included in the complete integral.^

Theoretically an equation is not supposed to be solved com-

pletely until the complete integral, the general integral and the

singular solution have been indicated. In the ideal case, the

complete integral is first determined ; the singular solution ob-

tained by the eUmination of arbitrary constants as indicated above

;

the general integral then determined by eliminating a and /(a).

Practically, the complete integral is not always the direct ob-

' 6. B. Airy's little book. An Mlementary Treatise on Pa/rtial Differential

Mquations, London, 1878, will repay careful study in oonnection with the geometrical

interpretation of the solutions of partial differential equations.
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jeot of attack. It is usually sufficient to deduce a number of

particular solutions to satisfy the conditions of the problem and

afterwards to so combine these solutions that the result will not

only satisfy the given conditions but also the differential equation.

Of course, the complete integral of a differential equation

applies to any physical process represented by the differential

equation. This solution, however, may be so general as to be of

little practical use. To represent any particular process, certain

limitations called limiting conditions have to be mtroduced.

These exclude certain forms of the general solution as impossible.^

We met this idea in connection with the solution of algebraic

equations, page 363.

§ iM. The Linear Partial Equation of the First Order.

Let M = Oj, . . . . (1)

be a solution of the linear partial equation of the first order and

degree, namely of

„()« „7)z

%-^«§^ = ^'
•

• • (2)

where P, Q, and B are functions of x, y, and z ; and Cj is a con-

stant. Now differentiate (1) with respect to x, and y respectively,

as on page 44, or Ex. (5), page 74.

liu 3m £)2 _ 3m Tiu 'dz

3a; 'dz''dx ~
' 'by Tiz' iy ~ ' ' * '

Now solve the One equation for lizfdx, and the other for 'bzj'by, and

substitute the results in (2). We thus obtain

„3m „3m „3m

Again, let (1) be an integral of the equation

3« _ 3^ _ 3£
P Q ~ B- ' • ^^>

The total differential of u with respect to x, y, and z, is

3m, 3m, 3m, „ ,„^^dx+^d^+^^dz = 0; . . (6)

and since, by equations, dx = kP ; dy = kQ; dz = kB, page 445

(footnote), we have

' For examples, see the end of Chapter VIII. ; also page 460, and elsewhere.
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which is identical with (4). This means that every integral of (2)

satisfies (5), and conversely. The general integral of (2) will

therefore be the general integral of (5).

What has just been proved in connection with u = G-^ also

applies to the integral v = C^ oi (7), page 446. ' If therefore we
can establish a relation between u and v such that

w =/(«); or, <^(M,'U) = 0, . . (8)

this arbitrary function will be a solution of the given equation.

This is known as Lagrange's solution of the linear differential

equation ; equations (5) are called Lagrange's auxiliary equa-

tions.

We may now show that any equations of form (8) will furnish

a definite partial equation of the linear form (2). Differentiate

Equations (8), say the first, with respect to each of the inde-

pendent variables x and y. We get

£)w Sm Iz /"bv liv clzV'''^ ^w 3« /liv 3i) c)«\

'bx Tiz' 'dx~''^ '\px liz' 'bx)''6'y 'dz' 'by~-' ^ ^\dy bz'dyj'

By division and rearrangement of terms, f'(v) and the terms con-

taining the product of 'dz/lx with 'iz/liy disappear,^ and we get

dx dy dz

'bu TiV 'bU liV ()M c)V bu "bv 'bu "bv TiU liV ^ '

7)y
'

7)z Tiz' £>?/ 'bz
'

lix <)«
" Hz dx ' 'by Tiy' bx

This equation has the same form as Lagrange's equation

dx dy dz , Jbz ^2iz _
P Q B ox oy

hence, if w = f(v) is a solution of (2), it is also a solution of (5).

Examples.— (1) Solve E. Olapeyron's equation (Journ. de I'Ecole Boy.

Polyt, ii, 153, 1834),

-f-f=-i «
well known in thermodynamics. Here, P = p, Q = p, B = - plap, and La-

grange's auxiliary eq^uations assume the form,

§? = ?P - Z. (^^)

From the first pair of these equations we get logp - log p = log Oj ; conse-

quently ^/p = Cj. Prom the first and last of equations (11), we have

d(3 = -f.^;.-.<3
= -£logi> + 0„

ap p Op

1 When the reader has read Chapter XI. he will write the denominator in the

form of a "Jaoobian".
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is the second solution of (10). The complete solution is therefore

(2) Solwe y.dzi'dx - x.'dzj'dy = 0; here, P = y,Q = - x,B = 0,

dx dy dz ,„, j „
.•. — = —2- = -TT ; .•.dz = 0, and xdx + ydy = 0.

y - X '
"

.-. a;2 + 2/2 = Ci ; and e = C^; or, s = f{x^ + y^).

(3) Solve xz . dzjdx + yz . 'dzldy = xy. Here, P = Ijy, Q = Ijx, B = I/0.

The auxiliary equations are therefore ydx = xdy = zdz. From the first two

terms we get y\x = Oj ; and from the multipliers l = y\, m = x; n = - 2z,

as on page 445 (4), we get

Idx + mdy + ndz = Q;.\ ydx + xdy = 2zd3 ; or, z^ - xy = C^,

from (5), page 445. This is the second solution required. Hence, the com-

plete solution is z'' = xy + f{xly) ; or, cp^z^ - xy, xjy) = 0.

(4) Moseley (Phil. Mag. [4], 37, 370, 1869) represents the motion of im-

perfect fluids under certain conditions by the equation

"dz 'dz^ + ^=mz;.:z = e-'yf(x-y).

§ 145. Some Special Forms.

For the ingenious general methods of Gharpit and G. Monge,

the reader will have to consult the special text-books, say, A. E.

Forsyth's A Treatise on Differential Equations, London, 1903.

There are some special variations from the general equation which

can be solved by " short cuts ".

I.

I. The variables do not appear directly. The general form is

Anx' §^j = "•
• • •

The solution is

e = ax + by + C,

provided a and b satisfy the relation

/(a, 6) = 0; or 6= /(a).

The complete integral is, therefore,

z = ax + yf{a) + G. . . . (l)

/3zy /'dz\^
Examples.—(1) If

(^gj.
j -I- (^j = m', show z = ax + by + C, provided

a^ + 62 = m\ The solution is, therefore, z = ax + y J{m!' - a') -|- C. For

the general integral, put C - f(a). Eliminate a between the two equations,

z = ax + ^(m? - d?)y -|- f(a) ; and x - a{m' - a?)~iy + f(a) = 0, in the usual

way. The latter expression has been obtained "from the former by differ-

entiation with respect to a.
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(2) Solve Zx^y = 1. Ansr. s = ax + yfa + 0. Hint. a6 = 1, etc. Notb.—
We shall sometimes write for the sake of brevity, 2) = 32/3a;=21; g.='dzl'dfy=Zy

(3) Solve a(Zx + Zy) = z. Sometimes, as here, when the variables do ap-

pear in the equation, the function of x, which occurs in the equation, may
be associated with 'dzj'dx, or a function of y with 'dzj'dy, by a change in the

variables. We may write the given equation op/a+ 02/0= 1. V\A dzjz=dZ

;

iyja=dY, dxla=dX, hence, clZldY+clZldX-l, the form required. Ansr.

^ = aX + r(l - o) + C ; where, Z = logz; Y = yja: X = x/a, etc.

(4) Solve xhix^ + yhiy^ = z\ Put X = log sc, T = log y, Z = log z. Pro-

ceed as before. Ansr. z = Cx'y 'J(^- "").

If it is not possible to remove the dependent variable z in this

way, the equation \7ill possibly belong to the following class :

—

II. The independent variables x and y are absent. The general

form is,

K-s'4)-'- •
"'

Assume as a trial solution, that

2^; _ "iiz

liy 3a;'

Let "bzfbx be some function of z obtained from II., say u^ = ^(2).

Substitute these values in

dz — z^dx + zjdA).

We thus get an ordinary differential equation which can be readily

integrated.

dz = <j>{z)dx + acf>{z)dy. .'. x + ay =
dz „

Examples.—(1) Solve z^'z + z^ = 4. Here put 'dzfdy = adzfbx,

.-.{c^^-z) {izldxf = 4. iJcfT'z . dzjdx = 2,

.:x+ay + G=\l(a?+ z)^dz= \(a^+ zY'\ Ansr. i(a? + zY=B{x+ay+ CY.

(2) Solve i)(l + 2^) = q.(z - a). Ansr. r^(z - a) = (hx + y + Cf ¥ 4. Hint.

Put g = by, etc. The integration and other constants are collected under C.

(3) Moseley (Phil. Mag., [4], 37, 370, 1869) has the equation of the motion

of an imperfect fluid

2iz dz
.•f- + ~- = mz.
dx dy

?lz "dz "dz "da dz mz dz amz

Btitution in the original equation. From (3), .

^^ =^a^- ^^a'y-' T=r^('^^

+

'^y^ ' '°s^ = rT-«(^

+

^y^ + ^-
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If z does not appear directly in the equation, we may be able

to refer the equation to the next type.

III. z does not appear directly in the equation, hut x and Izfix

can be separatedfrom y and 'hzfiy. The leading type is

/.(-S)=/.(».|)- • •
"•

Assume as a trial solution, that each member is" equal to an arbi-

trary constant a, so that z^, and z^ can be obtained in the form,

z, = f^{x, a); z,= f^{y, a); dz = zjx + z^dy,

then assumes the form

z = J/i(a;, a)dx + 1/2(2/, a)dy + G. . . (3)

Examples.—(1) Solve Zy - z^+ a; - y = 0. Put dzfdx -x = "d^fdy -y = a.

Write Sx = x + a; Zg = y + a;

.-. ds={x + a)dx + {y + a)dy, z = ^{x + af + l(y + af + C.

(2) Assume with S. D. Poisson {Arm. de Ghim., 23, 337,1823) that the

quantity of heat, Q, contained in a mass of gas 'depends upon the pressure,

p, and its density p, so that Q =f{p, p). According to the well-known gas

equation, p = Bp(l + aB) ; if p is constant,

dp__ Bp
.

dp _ Bp
de~ \+ae' ' de~l + aB'

if p is constant. Proin (10) and (7), page 80, the specific heats at oonstailt

pressure, and constant volume (i.e., p = constant) may he written

^' - \^p)p\'dB)p~ [-dpll + a0'
^""^ "'- WjX^b)- [-dp).! + a0

Assuming, with Laplace and Poisson, that y = GplC„ is constant, we get?,

by division.

-(i).-(f).-°-
This differential equation comes under (3). Put

'dp yp' dp p'

°'\y¥~~p)' oi^.'S = ^i°gi' - «i°gp.-f 0.
P / 7

If <p is an independent function,

'=<f): oi,^ = ^{Q),

where f is the inverse function of
<l>.

If it be assumed that the quantity of

heat contained in any gas during any change is constant, <fi(Q) will remain

constant. Otherwise expressed,

I
py— = constant ; or, pvTf = constant.
P

since volume, v, varies inversely as the density, p. This relation was deduced

another way on page 258.
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(4) E. Clapeyron's equation, previously discussed on page 453, may be
solved by the method of the separation of the variables.

30 3Q__P dQ_ 1 dQ c

sincep= cphy Boyle's law.

••3p + ^=^; 3^ =
^=-

Hence, by integration and substitution in (3), we get

Q = Ap + Acp + C- ^logp ; or, g = /(^) - ^log^,

by collecting all the integration functions under the symbol /(. . .), and sub-

stituting for c from Boyle's law. Of course f{plp) can only be evaluated when
the relation between p and p is known. 0. Holtzmann assumed that this

function could be written = A + BT, where A and B were constants, T the
absolute temperature.

IV. Analogous to Glairaut's equation. The general type is

The complete integral is

z = ax + hy + f{a, b). . . . (4)

ExAMPr.Es.—Solve the following equations :

(1) s=Z3fc+ 0yy+z^Zy. AnsT. s= ax+ by +ab. Singular solution z= -a'?/.

(2) z = z^ + Zgy + r^{l + z^ + Zy^. Ansr. 2 = aa; + ftj/ + r>J\ + cfi+W.

Singular solution, x^ + i/^ + 0^ = rK The singular solution is, therefore, a

sphere ; r, of course, is a constant.

(3) z=z^x+Zyy-n'iJz^Zy. Ansr. z=ax+ hy -n\lab. Singular solution,

z = (2-n) (xyyii^- "K

There are no general methods for the solution of partial differ-

ential equations, and it is only possible to perform the integration

in special cases. The greatest advances in this direction have been

made with the linear equation. Linear equations are often en-

countered in physical mathematics.

§ 146. The Linear Partial Equation of the Second Order.

Suppose an elastic medium (gas) to be confined in a tube of unit

sectional area ; let E denote the coefficient of compressional

elasticity of the gaseous medium ; and p a force which will produce

a compression du in a layer of the gas dx thick, then, since

Stress = elasticity x strain.
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as in Hooke's well-known law

—

ut tensio sic vis—we get

Again, the layer dx will be moved forwards or backwards by the

differences of pressure on the two sides of this layer. Let this

difference be dp. Hence, by differentiation of p and du, we get-

#-^ .... (2)

Let p denote the density of the gas in the layer dx, then, the mass m,

m = pdx.

Now the pressure which moves a body is measured, in dynamics,

as the product of the mass into the acceleration, or

, , d^u dH,

The equation of motion of the lamina is

••
dt^

~
p dx-'- • • • ^^>

This linear homogeneous partial differential equation represents

the motion of stretched strings, the small oscillations of air in

narrow (organ) pipes, and the motion of waves on the sea if the

water is neither too deep nor too shallow. Let us now proceed to

the integration of this equation.

There are many points of analogy between the partial and the

ordinary linear differential equations. Indeed, it may almost be

said that every ordinary differential equation between two variables

is analogous to a partial differential of the same form. The solu-

tion is in each case similar, but there are these differences

:

First, the arbitrary constant of integration in the solution of

an ordinary differential equation is replaced by a function of a

variable or variables.

Second, the exponential form, Ce™*, of the solution of the

h_

ordinary linear differential equation assumes the form e ''^^Q/).

s

The expression, e '^'^(y), is known as the symftolic form of Taylor's

theorem. Having had considerable practice in the use of the symbol of

operation D for ^, we may now use D' to represent the operation ^. By
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Taylor's theorem,

^(y + mx) = 0(2/) + mx -^ + ^^_ ™' + ...,

where x is regarded as constant.

••• *(2' + ™'^) = \^+ '"^3^ + TT 3^"^ + . .

.

j</'(2/).

The term in brackets is clearly an exponential series (page 285), equivalent to

e <'y, or, writing D' for ^,

4,{y +mx) = e'^'>'(p{y) (4)

Now convert equation (3) into

^ = * 5^2 • • • • (5)

by writing a^ = ^/p. This expression is sometimes called d'Alem-

bert's equation. Instead of assuming, as a trial solution, that

y = e"", as was the case with the ordinary equation, suppose that

u =f{x + mt), . . . . (6)

is a trial solution. Differentiate (6), with respect to t and x, we
thus obtain,

Yf
= m,f{x + mt); ^ =f{x + mt); ^^ = mf'{x + mt) ;

Ji2
= 'mT{«> + fnt)

; ^2 = /"(« + int).

Substitute these values in aquation (5) equated to zero, and divide

out the factor /"(a; + mt). The auxiliary equation,

w2 - a2 = , . . . . (7)

remains. If m is a root of this equation, f"{x + mt) = 0, is a

part of the complementary function. Since + a are the roots of

(7), then

u = e-">'Mx) + e-^^Mx). . . (8)

From (4) and (6), therefore,

u = f^{x - at) + f^ix + at) . . . (9)

Since + a and - a are the roots of the auxiliary equation (7), we can

write (5) in the form,

(D + aD')iD - aD')u = 0. . . . (10)

Examples.—(1) I* g4 ~
B^''

= "' ^^°'" ^ = •''i^^ "^ "^^ + ''^'^ ~ '"''

(2) If S-- *S + ^^ = o- «^°" ' = f^^y + 2^) +^^<^ + '">•

(3) If 2 g - 3^ - 2|^ = 0. «li°w . = A(22, - 0=) + f,(y + 2x).

In the absence of data pertaining to some specific problem,

we cannot say much about the undetermined functions f^{x + at)
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a.ndL f^lx - at) of (9). Consider a vibrating harp string, where no

force is applied after the string has once been put in motion. Let

x = l =AB (Fig. 154) denote the length of

1^— |f_^-— l,.^ . the string under a tension T; and m the

/^
i \^ mass of unit length of the vibrating

r >r y string. In the equation of motion (5),

A—'M
-—-S»—e^^ in order to avoid a root sign later on,

Fia. 154.
*^ appears in place of Tjm. Further, let

u PM represent the displacement of any

part of the string we p'ease, and let the ordinate of one end of the

string be zero. Then, whatever value we assign to the time t, the

ends of the string are fixed and have the limiting condition u = 0,

when a; = ; and u = 0, when x = 1.

/i(««) + Ai - a*) = ; /i(Z + at) + f^l - at) = 0, (11)

are solutions of d'AIembert's equation (5). From the former, it

follows that

/j(ai() must always be equal to — f^i— 0>t) . (12)

But at may have any value we please. In order to fix our ideas,

suppose that we put I + at for at in the second of equations (11) ".

then, from (12),

f,{at+2l)=f^(at) (13)

The physical meaning of this solution is that when/i(. . .) is increased

or diminished by 21, the value of the function remains unaltered.

Hence, when at is increased by 21, or, what is the same thing, when

t is increased by 2l/a, the corresponding portions of the string will

have the same displacement. In other words, the string performs at

least one complete vibration in the time 2l/a. We can show the same

thing applies for U, 61. . . . Hence, we conclude that d'AIembert's

equation represents a finite periodic motion, with a period of oscil-

lation.

aJ = 2Z ; or, « = -
; or, i = 21 J"^- • (14)

NumebioaIj Examplh.—The middle O of a pianoforte vibrates 264 times

per second, that is, once every -^ second. If the length of the wire is 2J

feet, and one foot of the vfire weighs 0-002 lbs., find the tension T inJbs. Now
mass equals the weight divided by g, that is by 32. Hence,

Vw 1 / 0-002

Equation (5), or (9), represents a wave or pulse of air passing

through a tube both from and towards the origin. If we consider
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a pulsa passing from the origin only,

u = f{x + at)

is the solution of the differential equation. By differentiation with
regard to x, and with regard to t, we have already shown, Ex. (1),

page 449, that

^= ,f{x + at).-^=af{x + at).

The first of these equations represents the rate of expansion or

contraction ; the second, the velocity of a particle. The velocity of

the wave is, by division,

dx JE^ = a; or, F=y-;
which is Newton's formula for the velocity of sound (Newton's

Princvpia, ii., Prob. 43-6.0). Newton made E represent the iso-

thermal elasticity, p ; Laplace, the adiabatie elasticity yp of

page 114.

When two of the roots in equation (7) are equal to, say, a.

We know, page 401, that the solution of

(D - afz = 0, is 2 = e^{G^x + C^),

by analogy, the solution of

{D - aD'Yz = 0, is ^ = e'-''>/i(2/) + ffy)),

or, z = xf-^{y + ax) + f^{y + ax). . . (15)

Examples.—(1) Solve ; (D^ - D^D' - DD"' + D'^)z = 0.

Ansr. 2 = xf^(y - x) + f^{y
- x) + f^iy + x).

(2) g^ + 2g^ -1-^=0. Ansr. = xf^iy + x) + f^(y + x).

If the equation be non-homogeneous, say,

()% t)% 'i^z S2 liz

^o5P + A5^ + ^2j-p + ^35i + ^4§^ +V = 0, (16)

and it can be separated into factors, the integral is the sum of the

integrals corresponding to each symbolic factor, so that each factor

of the form D - mD' , appears in the solution as a function of

y + mx, and every factor of the form D - mU - a, appears in

the solution in the form z = e°'"f{y + mx).

BxAMEMS.-(l) Solve ^2 -3^+3^ + 3^ = 0-

Factors, (D -1- D') (D - D' + l)z = 0. Ansr. z = f-^(y
- x) + e- '^fj^y + x).

... _ ,
3'0 3=0 ,30 30 „(2)Solyeg^-^g^ + ^-g^=0.

Factors, (D + 1) (D - D')z = 0. Ansr. = e - ^fM H- f4?^ H- V)-

It is, however, not often possible to represent the solutions of
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these equations in this manner, and in that case it is customary to

take the trial solution,

z = e-^+^v (17)

Of course, if a is a function of p we can substitute a = f{li) and so

get rid of yS. Now differentiate (17) so as to get^

l)z Iz „ 3% „ 3% , li^z „,

Substitute these results in (16). We thus obtain the auxiliary

equation

{A^a^ + A-^aP + A^/3^ + A^a + A^p + A^)z = 0. . (18)

This may be looked upon as a bracketed quadratic in a and /3.

Giveii any value of /S, we can find the corresponding value of a ; or

the value of /3 from any assigned value of a. There is thus a^i

infinite number of particular solutions. Hence these important

rules :

J. Ifu-^, «2) z*3) • • • J
<>'»« particular solutions of any partial dif-

ferential equation, each solution can be multiplied by an arbitrary

constant and each of the resulting products is also a solution of the

equation.

II. The sum or difference of any rmmher of particular solutions

is a solution of the given equation.

It is usually not very difficult to find particular solutions, even

when the general solution cannot be obtained. The chief dif&culty

Ues in the combining of the particular solutions in such a way,

that the conditions of the problem under investigation are satisfied.

In order to fix these ideas let us study a couple of examples which

wiU prepare the way for the next chapter.

Examples.—(1) Solve (D'''-D')z=Q. Here a^-fi=0; .: 0=a^. Hence

(17) beoomea a = Ce<^^ + «^. Put a = i, a = 1, a = 2, . . . and we get the par-

ticular solutions eK^a; + y)^ ^ + y^
g2x + 4y_ . .

.

.-. « = O^eV?^ + y'> + O^ + !' + 0^^ + *2' + . .

.

Now the difference between any two terms of the form e"* + ^V, is included in

the above solution, it follows, therefore, that the first differential ooeffioient

of e"^ + ^y, is also an integral, and, in the same way, the second, third and
higher derivatives must be integrals. Since,

£,g«a; + "i^ = (a; + 'iay]e'"'' + "'8'
; D^e"^ + «"!/ = {{x + lay) + 22/}e«* + »"»

;

jyigp^c + aiV ^ |(^ ^ 2^j^j ^ gj^(^ ^ 2a2/)}e<^ + -^^V
; etc.,

we have the following solution :

—

z = Oi(a; + 20^)6"^ + »^ + C^{{x + 2ay) + 22/}e«a= + ""y + . .

.

If a = 0, we get the special case,

= Oiic + C^(!ifl + 2y) + Ct{x' +6xy) + ...
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(2) Solye^-^-3^ + 3^ = 0. Put = Oe"" + ^^
; and we get

(a - |8) (a + j8 - 3) = 0. .-. /3 = o, and ;8 = 3 - a.

.-. z = 0^e<'>' + y') + e^yc^^" - y) = f^{y + x) + e^yf^ix -
y).

The processes for finding the particular integrals are analogous

to those employed for the particular integrals of ordinary differ-

ential equation, I shall not go further into the matter just now, but

will return to the subject in the next chapter. Partial differential

equations of a higher order than the second sometimes occur in

investigations upon the action of magnetism on polarized light

;

vibrations of thick plates, or curved bars ; the motion of a cylinder

in a fluid ; the damping of air waves by viscosity, etc.

§ 1^7. The Approximate Integration of Diiferential Equations.

There are two interesting and useful methods for obtaining the

approximate solution of differential equations :

I. Integration in series. When a function can be developed in

a series of converging terms, arranged in powers of the independent

variable, an approximate value for the dependent variable can easily

be obtained. The degree of approximation attained obviously

depends on the number of terms of the series included in the

calculation. The older mathematicians considered this an under,

hand way of getting at the solution, but, for practical work, it is

invaluable. As a matter of fact, solutions of the more advanced

problems in physical mathematics are nearly always represented

in the form of an abbreviated infinite series. Pinite solutions are

the exception rather than the rule.

Examples.—(1) It is required to find the solution dyjdx = y, in series.

Assume that y has the form

2/ = ffii, + Ojic + flJjX^ + a^x^ + . .

.

Differentiate, and substitute for y and y in the given equation.

(Oi - do) + (2^2 - ai)x + (303 - a^x'^ + ... =0.

If X is not zero, this equation is satisfied when the ooefiicients of x become

zero. This requires that 11 i _ A
Oj = aQ ; 02 = gOj = gfl^o i % — ^'^i ~ 3 1^0 ' • •

Hence, by substitution in (1), we obtain

y = a„(l + x + ^K^ + g^xs + . . . j
= a^e".

Put a for the arbitrary constant so that the final result is 2/ = a«*. That this

is a complete solution, is proved by substitution in the original equation. We
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must proceed a little difierently with equations of a higher order. Take ae a

second example

(2) Solve dyjdx + ay + hx^ = in series. By successive difierentiation of

this expression, and making y = y^ when a: = in the results, we obtain

By Maolaurin's theorem,

/dy\ X /d?y\ x^ fd^yX ^

=^0 - a2/o« + Wy<?^'' - iia^Vi,+ ^b)x^+•>
= j/„(l -ax+ \a?x^ -...)- 26a - 3 (i aSajS - ^jO^a;*+ ..-.);

=2/„e-»*+ 26a-5 («-"- l + aa;-|aV),

by making suitable transformations in the contents of the last pair of brackets.

Hence finally 2/= Cje ~ «* - 26a - " (1 - aa; + \aV) . Verify this by the method

of § 125, page 387.

(3) Solve d''yjdx^-a?y=0 in series. By successive differentiation, and

integration

'd^-°' dx' da^-°'dx^' '"
V<2a;Vo~ ^'"

'

'

*'

when the integrations are performed between the limits a; = a;, and a; = 0, so

that y becomes y^ when a; = 0. From Maclaurin's theorem, (1) above, we get

by substitution

/dy\ X „ x^ „ fdy\ x^

y=y'>+[di)o-i+''y^-^i+'' U;„-3i+---

f aV aV ) 1 fdy\ (ax a^x^ ">

=3'o{l+^ +Tr+ •••j+a(iMT +-3T+ ••}•

By rearranging the terms in brackets and putting the constants y^ = A, and

5„/a = B, we get,

y=A{(l+ iax+la^x-'+ ...) + (i-lax+la^x'' -...)+ B( . . . )}

;

=J4 (e™+ e
-

"") + B(«''^ - e - "") = Oje'"+ Cje- »».

Sometimes it is advisable to assume a, series with undetermined indices

and to evaluate this by means of the differential equation, as indicated in the

next example.

(4) Solve
dhJ dm
J-'^a|-c2/ = a>^ . . , . (2)

(i) The complementary function. As a trial solution-, put y = a|,a;»». The

auxiliary equation is

m(m - IjOjO?" ~'' - (to + cjOuX"* = 0. . . . (3)

This shows that the difierence between the successive exponents of x in the

assumed series, is 2. The required series is, therefore,

2/ = a^a?" + OiX™ + 2 + ... + o„_ja!™ + 2»-i'+ a„a?»+^ = 0, . (4)

which is more conveniently written

2/= 2^fl!na!™ +^= (5)

In order to completely determine this series, we must know three things

about it. Namely, the first teim ; the ooeffioienits of x ; and the difiereut
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powers of a; that make up the series. By differentiation of (4), we get

5 = 2^ (w + 2M)a„!c"» + 2";-
1 ;

j,- = 2g" (m + 2w) {m + '2n - l)a„x''' + ^-^.

By substitutioa of this result and (4) in equation (2), we have

2 J°{(ot + 2to) {m + 2n - l)a,^ + <^~^ - (m + 2n + c)a„x'^ + ^} = 0, (6)

where n has all values from zero to infinity. If (5) is a solution of (2), equa-
tion (6) is identically zero, and the coefficient of each power of x must vanish.

Hence, by equating the co-efficients of x^+^i, and of !b™+2» - 2 to zero, we have

(w + 2n) {m + 2n - l)o„!c» + » - 2 _ {m + 2n + c)a„x'^ + ^ =
;

and replacing w by to - 1 in the second term, we get

{m + 2») (m + 2n - l)a„ - (m + 2n - 2 + c)a„ - 1 = 0; . (7)

since {m + 2to) (»i -i- 2to - 1) = 0, when m = 0, m{m - 1) = 0; consequently,

J» = 0, or nt = 1 ; for succeeding terms to is greater than zero, and the relation

between any two consecutive terms is

m + 2n - 2 + c
"»"" (m -f2TO) (m -1- 2to - l)*»-i- • • • (8)

This formula allows us to calculate the relation between the successive 00-

fficients of x by giving n all integral values 1, 2, 3, . . . Let a„ be the first term.

First, suppose m = 0, then we can easily calculate from (8),

c c + 2„ c{c + 2)

"i=t72"»' '^= TTT =~Ti—''»• •••

.-. r, = ao|l +c|^^-o(c-^2)|-,
4....J-

. . (9)

Next, put TO = 1, and, to prevent confusion, write b, in (8), in place of a.

c + 2n - 1

°"~2to(1to -1- if"-^'

proceed exactly as before to find successively b^, b^, 63, . . .

[x + (c + 1)^ +(c+l){c +
3)f^ -J- . . . |. . (10)

The complete solution of the equation is the sum of these two series, (9)

and (10) ; or, if we put Cn/i = T^, G^y^ = 7^,

y = Ci^i + C22/3,

which contains the two arbitrary constants Oj and Cj.

(ii.) Tfie particular integral. By the above procedure we obtain the com-

plementary function. For the particular integral, we must follow a somewhat
similar method. X.g., equate (7) to x^ instead of to zero. The coefficient of

a!"-', in (3) becomes

m{in - l)a^'^ -" = xK

A comparison of the exponents shows that

m - 2 = 2; and m(m - l)a^ = 1 ; .•. f» = 4 ; a„= ^.
Prom (8), when m = 4,

_ 2 H- 2w -f e
"•" - 2{n + 2) {2n + Sf"-"

Substitute successive values of to = 1, 2, 3, ... in the assumed expansion, and

we obtain

Particular integral = a^ + aite^ +- + a^ + * + .,.,

where Aq, a,, Og, . . . and nt have been dQtenalned,

r, = 6o{=:
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(5) The following velocity equations have been proposed for the catalytic

action of an enzyme upon ^alioine (J. VV. Mellor's Chemical Statics and Dyn-

amics, London, 380, 1904) :—

•

^^ = k,{a- X- y){c-y); -^=k0. . . . (11)

Prom Maclauriu's theorem,

/dx\
^

(d?x\ f
»' = '«o + (sV+ Vd^j„2T

+ <^2)

Hence, when a; = 0, and y = 0, equations (11) furnish

(|)„
= M. = ; .-.

(1)^ ^Ka.; (g)^ = fc,/..ao = A, say. (13)

By differentiation of the first of equations (11), we get

(g)^ = -..(a -.-,)!-.,.-.)(!. I). . (U)

and from the second of equations (11), (18), and (14),

\dp),~'

a

\^k^ac{a + c) = B, say. . . . (15)

Again, difierentiating (14),

dhj , (fdx dy\dy ,
d?y dyfdx dy\

, Jd^'x dh/W
.

{-^\ = 2feiWc2 + \H^c{a + c) - \c{k-Jc^c - k^ac{a, + c)};

= SfciWc^ + \^a'^c(a + c) - \^k^ac^ + k-^ac\a + c)

= \^ac(a + cY + 2\^a^c^ - k-^k^aa\

fd*'x\
•'•

( d?j
= V«2'Jc(a + c) + 2VM^c^ - feA^ac^ + C, say. . (16)

Consequently, from (12), (13), (15), and (16), and collecting the constants to-

gether, under the symbols A, B, C, . . . we get

i^ is *! A t B t^ C t^

'« = ^2T + -^rf + ^n + ---5 y = F,-i + ii,-2\ + k,-3i + -- w
We have expressed x and y in terms of t and constants.

A great number of the velocity equations of consecutive chemical

reactions are turned out by the integral calculus in the form of an

infinite series. If the series be convergent all may appear to be

well. But another point must here be emphasized. The constants

in the series are evaluated from the numerical data and the agree-

ment between the calculated and the observed results is quoted in

support of a theory. As a matter of fact the series formula is quite

empirical. Scores of hypotheses might be suggested which would

all furnish a similar relation between the variables, and " best

values " for the constants can be determined in the same way.

Of course if it were possible to evaluate the constants by independ-

ent processes, and the resulting expression gave results in harmony

with the experimental material, we might have a little more faith
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in the theory. These remarks in no way conflict with the dis-

cussion on page 324. There the constants were in questions, here

we speak of the underlying theory.

But we are getting beyond the scope of this work. I hope

enough has been said to famiharize the student with the notation

and ideas employed in the treatment of differential equations so

that when he consults more advanced books their pages will no

longer appear as " unintelligible hieroglyphs ". For more extensive

practical details, the reader will have to take up some special work

such as A. E. Forsyth's Differential Equations, London, 1903

W. E. Byerly's Fourier's Series and Spherical Harmonics, Boston

1895. H. F. Weber andB. Eiemann's Die Partiellen Differential

Gleichungender Mathematischen Physik, Braunschweig, 1900-1901

is the text-book for more advanced work. A. Gray and G. B
Mathews have A Treatise on Bessel's Functions and their Applica-

tion to Physics, London, 1895.

II. Method of successive approximations. This method re-

sembles, ia principle, that used for the approximate solution of

numerical equations, page 358. When some of the terms of the

given equation are small, solve the equation as if these terms did

not exist. Thus the equation of motion for the smaU oscillations

of a pendulum in air,

^+q20= a(j^ ; becomes^ + qW = 0, . (18)

provided the right member a{d6/dty is small. Solving the second

of these equations by the method of page 401, we get = - r cos qt.

If so then a{d6/dty must be ar^qhin^qt. Substituting this in the

first of equations (18), and remembering that 1 - cos 2a; = 2 sin^o;,

page 612, we get

d^e ar%V „ \ dW J„ ar\ aq^r^ „ ^^ + q^e = -/-(l-cos2gi) ; or, ^ -t- q^(6 -^)= -\-ooH2qt.

This gives 6 - ^ar^ + (r - far^) cos qt + ^ar^ cos 2gi, when solved,

as on page ,421, with the conditions that when t = 0, 6 = r, and

de/dt = 0.

Example.—^A set of equations resembling those of Ex. (5), of the preced-

ing set of examples ia solved in Technics, 1, 514, 1904, by the method of suc-

cessive approximation, and under the assumption that fcj and a are small in

comparison with Te^ and o. Hint. Differentiate the second of ec[uations (11)

;

multiply out the first ; and on making the proper substitution

5^ dF

=

ATt) +i[''-''-Vdt + ^^'^^ -'")••
•

('^)

GG*
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Neglect terms in ftj/fca, and d^{x - a)ldP + ^{x - a) = remains, if 2* be put in

place of feicfcj. Hence, x - a = -a cos gt, since x and y are both zero when
t==0. Differentiate and substitute the results in (19). We get

d^x k - •

Tjj + q^x - a) = - ki{a cos qt - c)aq sin qt + jpt^q^ sin^qt

;

d^ a^k, a!'qVt^
•'• dP

"*" * '* ~ ") = 2 singi - —|-*8in22< + -^(1 - oosagi),

which can be solved by the method of page 421. The complete (approximate)

solution—^particular integral and complimentary function—is

q^t cos qt a'k, sin 2 qt a'k, cos 2qt eflk,x-a = + acosg<-^-a-^+ ^eg <- e\ +W-
This solution is not well fitted for practical work. It is too cumbrous.



CHAPTEE Vin,

FOURIER'S THEOREM.

" Fourier's theorem is not only one of the most beautiful results of

modern analysis, but may be said to furnish an indispensable

instrument in the treatment of nearly every recondite question

in modern physios. To mention only sonorous vibrations, the

propagation of electric signals along a telegraph wire, and the

conduction of heat by the earth's crust, as subjects in their

generality intractable without it, is to give but a feeble idea of

its importance."

—

Teomson ahd Tait.

§ 148. Fourier's Series.

Sound, as we all know, is produced whenever the particles of air

are set into a certain state of vibratory motion. The to and fro

motion of a pendulum may be regarded as the simplest form of

vibration, and this is analogous to the vibration which produces a

simple sound such as the fundamental note of an organ pipe.

The periodic curve, Fig. 52, page 136, represented by the equations

y = sin X; oi y = cos x, is a graphic representation of the motion

which produces a simple sound.

A musical note, however, is more complex, it consists of a

simple sound—called the fundamental note—compounded with a

series of auxiliary vibrations—called overtones. The periodic curve

of such a note departs greatly from the simpUcity of that represent-

ing a simple sound. Fourier has shown that any periodic curve

can be reproduced by compounding a series of harmonic curves

along the same axis and having recurring periods 1, ^,^, 5, . • . th

of the given curve. The only limitations are (i) the ordinates must

be finite (page 243) ; (ii) the curve must always progress in the same

direction. Fourier further showed that only one special combina-

tion of the elementary curves can be compounded to produce the

given curve. This corresponds with the fact observed by Helm-

469
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holtz that the same composite sound is always resolved into the

same elementary sounds. A composite sound can therefore be re-

presented, in mathematical symbols, as a series of terms arranged,

not in a series of ascending powers of the independent variable, as

in Maclaurin's theorem, but in a series of sines and cosines of

multiples of this variable.

Fourier's theorem determines the law for the expamsion oj amy

arbitrary function in terms of sines or cosines of multiples of the

independent variable, x. If f{x) is a periodic function with respect

to time, space, temperature, or potential, Fourier's theorem states

that

f{x) = Af)+ ajsin x + a^ain 2x+ .. . + bj^oos x + b^oos 2x + ... (1)

This is known as Fourier's series. It is easy to show, by

plotting, as we shall do later on, that a trigonometrical series like

that of Fourier passes through all its changes and returns to the

same value when x is increased by 2ir. This mode of dealing with

motion is said to be more advantageous than any other form of

mathematical reasoning, and it has been applied with great success

to physical problems involving potential, conduction of heat, light,

sound, electricity and other forms of propagation. Any physical

property—density, pressure, velocity—which varies periodically

with time and whose magnitude or intensity can be measured,

may be represented by Fourier's series.

In view of the fact that th^ terms of Fourier's series are all

periodic we may say that Fourier's series is an artificial way of

representing the propagation or progression of any physical quality

by a series of waves or vibrations. "It is only a mathematical

fiction," says Helmholtz, " admirable because it renders calcula-

tion easy, but not necessarily corresponding with anything in.

reality."

§ 149. Evaluation of the Constants in Fourier's Series.

Assuming Fourier's series to bs valid between the limits a; = + tt

and X = - TT, we shall now proceed to find values for the co-

efficients Afj, «!, flSj, . . . , &p &2> • • > which will make the series

true.

I. To find a value for the constant A^. Multiply equation (1)

by dx and then integrate each term between the hmits a; = -h tt and

X = - TT. Every term involving sine or cosine term vanishes, and
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2'^^o =
J _

/(«) .dx;6T,A^=^j_ f{x) . Ax, . (2)

remains. Therefore, wheu f{x) is kuown, this integral can be

integrated. 1

I strongly recommend the student to master §§ 74, 75, 83 before~

taking up this chapter.

II. To find a value for the coefficients of the cosine terms, say

6„, where n may bs any number from 1 to n. Equation (1) must
not only be multiplied by dx, but also by some factor such that all

the other terms will vanish when the series is integrated between

the limits + tt, 6„cos nx remains. Such a factor is cos nx . dx.

In this case,

I cos%a; . dx = b^ir,

(page 211), all the other terms involving sines or cosines, when
iategrated between the Umits + ir, will be found to vanish. Hence
the desired value of &„ is

aosnx.dx. ... (3)

This formula enables any coefficient, b^, b^, . .., b„ to be obtained.

If we put re = 0, the coefficient of the first term A^ assumes the

form,

Ao-iK (^)

If this value is substituted in (1), we can dispense with (2), and

write

f{x) = ib(, + ftisin X + Sjcos x + a^s^n 2x + b^oos 2x +.... (5)

III. To find a value for the coefficients of the sine terms, say a„.

As before, multiply through with &mnxdx and integrate between

the limits + ?r. We thus obtain

a„= -\ fix) sin nx . dx. ... (6)

'"'J -IT

Examples.—(1) Problems like these are sometimes set for practice. Put

tune

.-T-

—

iirt „. ,^^
-m- = X, m (1), and develop the curve Fig. 155.

Note r is a special value of t. The series to be

developed is

f(t)=A,+ a,sin^, + ... +6,cos^* + ... Fig. 155.

1 1 have omitted details because the reader shonld find no difficiilty in working

out the results for himself. It is no more than an exercise on preceding work—page
211.
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To evaluate iij, multiply by the periodic time, i.e., by T, as in (2), and integrate

between the limits and T. From page 211.

X rr V
A„ = yj f{t)dt = Average height oif{t) = g.

For the constants of the cosine and sine terms, multiply respectively by

cos {2wtlT)dt, and by sin (iTrtjTjdt and integrate between the limits and

T. The answer is

V 2V/ . 2lr< 1 . 6ir« 1 . lOirt \
/W = 2 +Vi'""^ + 3 sin -y + g-sm -^+...). •

Eemember sin 2mr is zero if n is odd or even ; cos 2nir ia + 1 if n is even, and

- 1 if n is odd or even. The integration in this section can all be done by

the methods of §§ 73 and 75. Note, however, jx sin nxdx = n-^si^l nx - nx

cos nx), on integration by parts.

(2) In Fig. 156, the straight lines sloping downwards from right to left

»—T-

^/TO^^-'^ j^

Fig. 156. Fig. 157.

have the equation f{t) = mt, where to is a constant. When t = T, f{t) = V, so

that y=mT, or to = YjT; .-. f{t) = VtlT. Hence show that

V
' 2

Vf V 2frn
sm -ff;dt = —~.

T"-

and also

2t< 1 . 4ir«
: Sin -

1 , e^ri
sm ,..).

(3) In Fig. 157, you can see that A^ is zero because

1 /'' 2 f 27r<

-^0=2*] /(f^i! = Average height of /(«) = 0;ai=2ij /(«) sin ^d«.

Now notice that f{t) = mt between the limits - JT and + JIT ; and that when
t = jr, f(t) = a BO that a = Jmr ; and to = ia/T ; whUe between the limits

t = iT, and t = §T,'f{t) = 2a(l - 2«,T) ; hence,

2 /+J2'4a< . 2^*,^ 2 rir /, 2A . 27r«„ 80
'=^= rj _ j,.lf ''°

r"*^* + rj jr^a^^l -
yj sin ^< = :^.~

In a similar manner you can show that all the even a's vanish, and all the

6's also vanish. Hence

f{t)=-[Bm^ - 9 sm^ + 25 sm-^ - .. . j.

There are several graphic methods for evaluating the ftoeffioients of a

Fourier's series. See J. Perry, Electrician, 28, 362, 1892 ; W. B. Woodhouse,

the same journal, 46, 987, 1901 ; or, best of all, 0. ^enrioi, Phil. Mag. [5], 38,

110, 1894, when the series is used to express the electromotive force of an

alternating current as a periodic function of the time.
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= : a. = -I x.ainnx.dx = + -,

§ 150. The Development of a Function in a Trigonometrical

Series.

I. The development ofa trigonometrical series of sines. Suppose

it is required to find the value of

f(x) = X,

in terms oi Fourier's theorem. From (2), (3) and (6),

ir+f
^n = ~ I ^ • COS nx . dx

'"'i-it

according as n is odd or even ;

Hence Fourier's series assumes the form

X =, 2(sin a; - J sin 2a; + ^ sin 3a; - . . .),

which is known as a sine series ; the cosine terms have dis-

appeared during the integration.

By plotting the bracketed terms in (7) we obtain the series

of curves shown in Fig. 158. Curve 1 has been obtained by

plotting ^ = sin a; ; curve 2, by plotting ^ = ^ sin 2a; ; curve 3, from

(7)

Fig. 158.—Harmonics of the Sine Curve.

y = ^m.n 3x. These curves, dotted in the diagram, represent the

overtones or harmonics. Curve 4 has been obtained by drawing

ordinates equal to the algebraic sum of the ordinates of the pre-
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(8)

ceding curves.- The general form of the sine series is

/(a;) = a^sin x + a^siu 2x + agsin 3x + . . .,

where a has the value given in equation (6).

II. The development of a trigonometrical series of cosines. In

illustration, let

fix) = x^

be expanded by i^ourier's theorem. Here

x^ . cos nx.dx = + -s,
n^

= — a

3. or evenaccording as n is odd or even. Also,

IT" „
<^»= ""

I
flJ^sm nx .

'"'J -IT

Hence,

x^ = gjT^, - 4fcosfl; - 22Cos2a;' +-saCos3a; - . ..). . (9)

By plotting the first three terms enclosed in brackets on the right

side of (9), we obtain the series of curves shown in Fig. 159. The
general development of a cosine series is

f(x) = |6j X bj^oosx + b^Gos2x + (10)

where b has the values assigned in (3). As a general rule, any odd

Fia. 159.—Harmonics of the Cosine Curve.

function of x will develop into a series of sines only, an even function

of X will consist of a series of cosines. An even function of x is

one which retains its value unchanged when the sign of the vari-

able, X, is changed. S.g-, the sign of x^ is the same whether x be

positive or negative; cos a; is equal to cos(- x), page 611, and

therefore x^ and cos a; are even functions of x. If f{x) is
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an even function of x, f{x) = /( - x). An odd function of x
changes its magnitude when the sign of the variable x is changed-

Thus, a;, x^,. . . and generally any odd power of an odd function,

since sin x = — sin (— x), sin a; is an odd function of x
;
generally

if f{x) is an odd function of x, f{x) = - /( - x). In (8) f{x) is an

odd function of x, and in (10), f{x) is an even function of x between

the limits - tt and + ir.

ExAMpms.—(1) Develop unity in a series of sines between the limits

a = ir and x = Q. Here f(x) = 1. Now perform the integrations with

n — 1, 2, 3, . . . and you will see that

2 /"ir 2 2 4
Om = -/ sinnxdx = — (1 - oos fi/ir) = —(1 - (- IW = — , or, 0,

according as n is odd or even. Hence, from (8),

1 = -( sina; + oSin So; +-rsin5a; + . . .). . . (11)

The first three terms of this series are plotted in Pig. 160intheusual way.

(2) Show that for a; = + tt

2sinh7r
{g-^ooss + icos2x+ ...) + (ifrsina;- -j sin2a;+ ,

2 a ..)}. (12)

Pig. 160.—Harmonics of the Sine Development of Unity.

(3) a; sin a = 1 - 4 cos a; - I cos 2a; + J cos 3a! - ^V cos 4a; + . . . .

Establish this relation between the limits t and 0. If a; = -Jir, then

1 „ 1
•gC0s3ai +25''(4) Show a; = J f cosa; + g cos 3s + ggCosBa; + . . . j.

6. = - ada; = - . -5 = TT ;

6„ = -{"x cos nx.dx= :p^(°03 W" - 1) = -^{^ - 1)" - !}•

(13)

(U)
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(5) Show that if c is constant,

4c/ . 1 . „ 1 . ^ \
c = — I sino! +^sm8a! + gsmoa; + ... I. .. . (15)

HI. Gomparison of the sine cmd the cosine series. The sine and

cosine series are both periodic functions of x, with a period of 2n-.

The above expansions hold good only between the limits x = ± tt,

that is to say, when x is greater than - ir, and less than + ir.

When X = 0, the series is necessarily zero, whatever be the value

of the function. As a matter of fact any function can be re-

presented both as a sine and as a cosine series.- Although

the functions and the two series will be equal for all values

of X between x = ir and a; = 0, there is a difference between

the sine and cosine

developments for

other values of x.

For instance, com-

pare the graph of x

when developed in

series of sines and

series of cosines

Fio. 161.—Diagrammatic Curve of the Cosine Series, between the limits

a; = and x = it, as shown in Pigs. 158 and 159 above. Plot

these equations for successive values of x between + tr, etc. In the

case of the cosine curve we get the lines shown diagrammatically

in Fig. 161. By tracing the curves corresponding with still greater

values of tt, we get

the dotted lines

shown in the same

figure. For the

sine curve we get

lines shown dia-

grammatically in

Fig. 162. Note the

isolated points,

Pio. 162.—Diagrammatic Curve of the Sine Series. of page 171, for

X = + TT, y = Q ; x = ± iiTiy = ; . . . Both these curves coincide
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§ 151. Extension of Fourier's Series.

Up to the present, the values of the variable in Fourier's series

only extend over the range + tt. The integration may however
be extended so as to include all values of x between any limits

whatever.

I. The limits a/re x = + c, x — - c. Let f(x) be any function

in which x is taken between the Umits - c and + e.
,
Change the

variable from x to czjir, so that z = ira;/c. Hence,

/(aj)=/(4) (16)

When X changes from - c to + c, 2 changes from - jt to + tt, and,

therefore, for all values of x between - c and + c, the function

f(czlir) may be developed as in Fourier's series (5), or

f(~zj = ibf^ + bjOOB z + a^sin^ + ijcos 2z + a^ain 2z + . .. (17)

where,

6„=— I f( -zj cos nz.dz; a„= -\ /(-zja'mnz.dz. (18)

This development (17) is true from + ir to - ir. From (16)> there-

fore,

f(x) = ^&o + ^icos — + ffliSin— + ^acos-^ + . . . (19)

The coefficients a and b are the sanie as in (17), and consequently

(19) holds good throughout the range + c. From (18), we have

6„ = -
J
_ Ax)coa -j-dx ; a« =

g J
_ fO^^m —dx. (20)

Hence the rule: Any arbitrary function, whose period ranges from
- c to + c, so that T = 2c, can be represented as a series of trigono-

metrical functions with periods T, ^T, ^T ^ .

.

Examples.—(1) From (19), show that the sine series, from x=0 to x= c,

is

f{x) = flSiSin— + Ojsm— + ajsm— + (21)

a^=-\ f(x)sm—-dx (22)

And for the cosine series, from a = to a; = c, we have

... 1. 1 ira; , 2ira; ,„ .

f(x) = g6„ + Jjoos— + 62O03— + . . . . - (23)

6„ = |/'>(x)oos^dx (24)
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(2) Prove tho following series for values of x ^om x = 0to x = c:—
4c/ . irx 1 . 3vx 1 . birx \ ,„„.

2mc/ , irx 1 . 27ra! ,1 . 3Traj \ ,„„,
ma= =—(^sm--2sm^ + 3Sm-^-...j. . . (26)

mir imf irx 1 iirx X . 5irx
.

\ ,_„.

Hint. (26) is f{x) = mx developed in a series of sines
; (27) the same function

developed in a series of cosines.

2c/ irX 1 . 2ira! \
(3) Itf{x) = X between + o; a; = —(sin— -

g sm— + . . .1. (28)

, II. The limits are + oo and — oo. Since the above formulae

are true, whatever be the value of c, the limiting value obtained

when c becomes infinitely great should be true for all values of x.

Let us look closer into this, and in order to prevent mistakes in

working, and to show that equations (20) have been integrated, we
may write, as indicated on page 232,

K = -[J/(a;)oos^(^a;J^^; a„ =. -[J/(a;)sin'?^fl3T
^;

but it is more convenient to put A, in place of x to denote that the

expression has been iategrated. Accordingly,, we get

&» = -]_/W cos -—iX ; «„ = -]_m sm-^dK (29)

Substitute these values of a-^, a^i • • •, ^c ^i' • • •> ^^ 0-^)< ^^^ ^9
get, by the series of trigonometrical transformations, (24), (13), (6),

page 609 et seq.,

+ '_ |/(^) sm— sm—dA. + . . .

|
;

lf+° ,,,,, fl / ttX. ttX . ttX . 7ra;\ )

=
3j_

/(^)<^a|2 + [cos- cos - + sm - sm -j + . . .|

;

= cJ_/W^M2 "*" °°^
c^'^

~ *^ "*" °°®
~G^^ ~ ^^ "*"

• }

'

1 f"*"" r TT' 2ir 1=
2^

/(A)iA-^ 1 + 2 cos-^(A - o;) + 2 cos —(A. - x) +...[;

= 2^J_/W'^^|l + cos Ja - 03) + cos (^- ^)(A - a;) + . . .

|

;

= i£/W^^{H'=°« T(^ - (c) + ^ cosJa - o;) + . .

.

^cos(-^)(A-a,)+...|.+
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As is increased indefinitely, the limiting value of the term in

brackets is

J ^
^cos —(A - a;)d— . Let a = — , w being any integer,

/(i) assumes the form

1 f+ « '

f+ "

^^"'^ "
2^J - „-^^)'^'^J „

°°^ "-^^ - ^)^"' • (30)

for all values of x. The double integral in (30) is known as
Fourier's integral.

It is sometimes convenient to refer to the following alternative

way of writing Fourier's series :

m =
^J ^
fW •

dX + -^^ ^ ^
«os— «03—/W . dX, (31)

true for any value of x between and 0.

Example.—Find an expression equal to v when x lies between and a,

and equal to zero, when x lies between a and 6. Here f(\) = v, from \ = to

\ = a, and f{\) = 0, from \ = a to A = 6 ; c = 6 ; 06s -^/(\) . d\, becomes

f nirX vb . nra
vl cos —T-dA., or, —- sm —r^. Hence the required expression is,

wben X = a, this expression reduces to J«.

III. Different forms of Fov/rier's integral. Fourier's integral

may be written in different equivalent forms. From page 241,

I cos xdx = I cos xdx + I cos xdx

;

J- » J - CD Jo
CO CO ro

I cos xdx = I cos ( - x)d( - x) = - I cos xdx

;

J - W J QO J 00

(•+00 (•»

I COB xdx = 2
I

00a xdx.
J- « Jo

Hence, we may write in place of (30),

/(fl3) = - f(X)dX cos a(X - x)da, . . (32)
1" J- 00 Jo

where the integration limits in (32) are independent of a and X, and

therefore the integration can be performed in any order. Again,

'df(x) is an even or an odd function, (32) can be simplified,

(i) Let f{x) be an odd function of x, page 475, so that

/W = -/(-^)>o>-, -f{x)^f{-00),
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then, by means of the trigorjometrioal transformations of page 611,

and the results on page 241,

1 !•+

»

f+

"

1 (•+»(•+ "

/W = - /W'^^1 oosa(X-a;)ia = - da\ f(X)0OBa(K-x)dk;
tJ _ ,„ Jo TJ Q J - 00

= - [ °°da
I /(\) COS a(A. - x)dk + 1 /(X)oos a(\ - x)d\

;

irj-ooj-n Jo

lf+» fO f°°

/(a;) = - <?a /(-\)co3a(~\-a;)d(-X) +
J

/(\)cosa(\ - a!)d\;

= -f dai-\ y(\)coso(A. + a!)ixi+ y(\)cosa(A. - a;)iA;

= -l <iol /(X)jco8a(\ - a?) - co3a(X + a;) W\

;

= -l (iai ftX^amaX.smi/jE.dX;
'tJo Jo

2
poo poo

.•.f(x) = -\ f(X.)d\\ Bin aX. Bin ax. da, . . (33)
"Jo Jo

which is true for all odd functions otf(x) and for all positive values

of X in any function.

(ii) Let f{x) be an even function of x, page 474, so that

We can then reduce (32) in the same way to the Fourier's integral

Opoo poo

/(a;) = -I y(X)d\l cosoA,. cosaa;.cia, . . (34)

which is true for all values of x when fips) is an even function of x

and for all positive values of x in any function.

Although the integrals of Fourier's series are obtained by inte-

grating the series term by term, it does not follow that the series

can be obtained by differentiating the integrated series term by

term, for while differentiation makes a series less convergent,,

integration makes it more convergent. In other words, a con-

verging series may become divergent on differentiation. This

raises another question—the convergency of Fourier's series. In

the preceding developments it has been assumed :

(i) That the trigonometrical series is uniformly convergent.

(ii) That the series is really equal to /(a;).

Elaborate investigations have been made to find if these as-

sumptions can be justified. The result has been to prove that the

above developments are valid in every case when the function is

single-valued and finite between the limits ± ir ; and has only

a finite number of maximum or minimum values between the
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limits X = ±Tr. The curve y =f{x) need not follow the same law

throughout its whole length, but may be made up of several

entirely different curved. A complete representation of a periodic

function for all values of x would provide for developing each term as

a periodic series, each of which would itself be a periodic function,

and so on.

An adequate discussion of the conditions of convergenoy of Fourier's series

must be omitted. W. B. Byerly's An Elementary Treatise on Fourier's Series,

etc., is one of tte best practical works on the use of Fourier's integrals in

mathematical physics. J. Fourier's pioneer work Thiorie analytigue de la

Chaleur, Paris, 1822, is perhaps as modern as any other work on this subject

;

see also W. Williams, Phil. Mag. [5], 42, 125, 1896 ; Lord Kelvin's Collected

Papers ; and Eiemann-Weber's work (i.e.), etc.

§ 152. Fourier's Linear Diffusion Law.

Let AB be any plane section in a metal rod of unit sectional

area (Fig. 163). Let this section at any instant of time have a

uniform temperature—equi-thermal surface—and let the tempera-

ture on the left side of the plana AB be higher than that on the

right. In consequence, heat will flow from the hot to the cold

side, in the direction of the arrow, across the surface AB. Fourier

assumes, (i) The direction of the flow is perpendicular to the section

AB ;
(ii) The rate of flow of heat across any given section, is pro-

portional to the difference of temperature on the two sides of the

plate.

Let the rate of flow be uniform, and let 6 denote the tempera-

ture of the plane AB. The rate of rise of temperature at any point

in the plane AB, is dOjds— Ss

the so-called temperature

gradient. The amount of

heat which flows, per

second^ from the hot to the

cooler end of the rod, is

- a . dOjds, where a is a

constant denoting the heat

that flows, per second, P"*- l^^-

through unit area, when the tempertaure gradient is unity. Con-

sider now the value of - a . dOlds at another point in the plane

GB, distant hs from AB ; this distance is to be taken so small,

that the temperature gradient may be taken as constant. The

HH

/
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since - :?- IS
/ de \ .

temperature at the point s + Ss, will be (6 - ^8s)> si

the rate of rise of temperature along the bar, and this, multiplied

by Ss, denotes the rise of temperature as heat passes from the

point s to s -f Ss. Hence the amount of heat flowing through the

small section ABGD will be

<^/. dO^\ dW^

-"'dsV-T^V''''^ + ''M^'' '
(3^)

will denote the difference between the amount of heat which flows

in at one face and out at the other. This expression, therefore,

denotes the amount of heat which is added to the space ABGD
every second. If a denotes the thermal capacity of unit volume,

the thermal capacity of the portion ABGD is (1 x Ss)o-. Hence

the rate of rise of temperature per unit area is ar{dOldt)Ss. There-

fore,

''di^^'
=

''di^'- •
(3^'

Put a/o- = K ; this equation may then be written,

K- dt~ ds^
(^^^

where k is the diffusivity of the substance. Equation (36) re-

presents Fourier's law of linear diffusion. It covers all possible

cases of diffusion where the substances concerned are in the same

condition at all points in any plane parallel to a given plane. It

is written more generally

K-dt dx^ ^"^'^

If we had studied the propagation of the "disturbance" in

three dimensions, instead of the simple case of linear propaga-

tion—in one direction—equation (37) would have assumed the

form,

1 dV_d^ ^ dW
k' dP~ dx^

"*.
dy^ ^ dz-'- ' ' ^^^>

Lord Kelvin calls V the quality of the substance at the time t, at a

distance x from a fixed plane of reference. The differential equa-

tion (37), therefore, shows that the rate of increase of quality per

unit time, is equal to the product of the diffusivity and the rate

of increase of dV/ds, i.e. quality per unit of space. The quality

depends on the subject' of the diffusion. For example, it may
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denote one of the three components of the velocity of the motion

of a viscous fluid, the density or strength of an electric current per

unit area perpendicular to the direction of flow, temperature, the

potential at any point in an isolated conductor, or the concentration

of a given solution. Ohm's law is but a special case of Fourier's

linear diffusion law. Fick's law of diffusion is another. The trans-

mission of telephonic messages through a cable, and indeed any

phenomenon of linear propagation, is included in this law of

Fourier.

§ 153. Application to the DifTusion of Salts in Solution.

Fill a small cylindrical tube of unit sectional area with a solution

of some salt (Fig. 164). Let the tube and contents be submerged

in a vessel containing a great quantity of water, so that the open

end of the cylindrical vessel, containing the salt solution, dips just

beneath the surface of the water. Salt solution passes out of the

diffusion vessel and sinks towards the bottom of the larger vessel.

The upper brim of the diffusion vessel, therefore, is assumed to be

always in contact with pure water. Let h denote the height of the

liquid in the diffusion tube, reckoned from the bottom to the top.

The salt diffuses according to Fourier's law,

dV _ (PV

dt ~ "d^x ^ -'

which is known as Fick's law of diffusion of substances in

solution.

I. To find the concentration, V, of the dissolved substcmce at

different levels, x, of the diffusion vessel after the elapse of am/

stated interval of time, t. This is equivalent to finding a solution

of Fick's equation, which will satisfy the conditions under which

the experiment is conducted. These so-called limiting condi-

tions ara : (i) when

. = 0,^=0; ... (2)

dV/dx = means that no salt goes out from, and no salt enters the

solution at this point, (ii) when

a; = h,V=0; . . . (3)

and (iii) when
« = 0, r=Fo. . . . (4)

The reader niust be quite clear about this before going any further.
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What do V, X and t mean ? Fq evidently represents the coneen-

_, tration of the salt solution at the beginning

of the experiment ; F is the concentration

of the solution expressed in, say, gram

—x=o "^"^^"^^^s of salt per litre of solution, at a

distance x from the bottom of the inner

vessel (Fig. 164) at the time t ; at the top

of the diffusion vessel, obviously x = h,

and F is iero, because there the water is

Fig. 164. pure ; the first condition means that at the

bottom of the diffusion vessel, the concentration may be assumed

to be constant during the experiment.

First deduce particular solutions. Following the method of

page 462, assume tentatively that

F=e« + P« .... (5)

is a solution of (1), when a and /3 are constants. Substitute this in

(1), and we get

/3 = ica^ (6)

Hence, if (6) is true, (5) is a solution of (1) whatever be the value

of a. Hence it is true when a = t/A.

Consequently

V = e- "t^^^e'i^ ; and F = e - 'i^^'e
-

'f^

are both solutions of (1). Hence the sum and difference

F = |e - "i^^e'-i^ + e - 'A")

are also solutions of (1) ; and from Buler's sine and cosine series,

page 285,

V = ae- "i^^f cos /jix; and F = &e - 'i^^' sin /jix, , (7)

where a and b are constants, as well as

F = (a cos /ix + baia fjisc)e - 'i^^*.
. . (8)

are solutions of the given equation. It remains to fit the constants

a and b in with the three given conditions.

Condition i, when a; = 0, dVjdx = 0. Differentiate (8) with

respect to x, and we get

g— = ( - fia sin fji^ + fib cos /ia;)e - "i^"'.

Now when x = 0, sin fjx vanishes, and when a; = 0, cos fix = 1.

Consequently b must be zero, if dV/dx is to be zero when a; = 0.

Hence (5), i.e. (8), satisfies the first condition.
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Condition ii, when x = h,V =0. In order that (8) may satisfy

the-second condition, we must have cos fih = 0, when x = h. But

cos -^ = cos |7r = . . . = cos ^(2n - V)ir = 0,

where ir = 180° and n is any integer from 1 to oo. Hence, we
must haive //.h = ^ ;

/jJi — ^ir; . .
.

, or

_ IT _ Sir _ 5ff (2n — l)7r

^~ 2h' ~2h' ~W' ••• "=
2fc '

in order that oos/Ji may vanish. Substitute these values of fi

successively in (8) and add the results together ; we thus obtain

T7
- (£) "* '^"^ ~ (a) "' 37ra3 _^V = a^e ^^"^ cos-nj- + a^e ^^' cos-nj- + . . . to inf., (9)

which satisfies two of the required conditions, namely (1) and (2).

Condition iii, when t = Q,V = V^, we must evaluate the coeffi-

cients «!, ttj, . . . in (9), in such a way that the third condition may

be satisfied by the particular solution (8), or rather (9). This is

done by allowing for the initial conditions, when i = 0, in the

usual way. When < = 0, F = F^. Therefore, from (9),

ttX ZwX ,,_.

Fo = aioos 2^ + fflscos-g^ + (10)

is true for all values of x between and h. Hence,

These results have been obtained by equating each term of (9) to

zero, and integrating between the Hmits and h. Substituting

these values of «„. %. • • • i*^ (9), we get a solution satisfying the

limiting conditions of the experiment. If desired, we can write

the resulting series in the compact form,

4F X-^''=" 1 - ^
^"'^

^rVirf 2m - 1 .^„.

^=^]£„ =o2^^^ ^ " ")"eos-^.., (12)

where the summation sign between the limits w = oo and re =

means that w is to be given every positive integral value 0, 1, 2, 3

... to infinity, and all the results added together.

If we reckon h from the top of the diffusion vessel a; = at the

top, and, at the bottom, x = h, hence it follows, by the same

method, that

We could have introduced a fourth condition dVjdx = 0, when
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X = h, but it would lead to the same result, as we shall see in one

of the subjoined examples, viz., Ex. (1).

Examples.—(1) T. Graham's difiusion experiments {PHI. Trans., 151, 188,

1861). A oylindrioal vessel 162 mm. higli, and 87 mm. in diameter, contained

0-7 litre of water. Below this was placed 0-1 litre of a salt solution. The

fluid column was then 127 mm. high. After the elapse of a certain time,

successive portions of 100 o.c, or ^ of the total volume of the fluid, were

removed and the quantity of salt determined in each layer. Here x =
at the bottom of the vessel, and x — H at the top ; a; = /s at the surface

separating the solution from the liquid when t — 0. The vessel has unit

irea. The limiting conditions are : At the end of a certain time t, (i) when
«; = 0, dVjdx = ; and (ii)when x = 3, dVjdx = ; (iii) when t = 0,V= V^

between x = and x = h; (iv) when t = 0, V = between x = h and x = H.

To adapt these results to Fourier's solution of Pick's equation, first show that

(6) is a particular integral of Pick's equation. Differentiate (8) with respect

to X and show that for the first condition we must have 6 zero, and condition

(i) is satisfied. For condition (ii), sin fiH must be zero ; but sin Utt is zero

;

hence we can put

fiM = nr ; or, /» = -=,

where n has any value 0, 1, 2, 8, . . . Adding up all the particular integrals, we

have

irx - (^) Kt Zvx - (w)«'F=a„ + Oj0osge V"' +Ojcos^=-e ^''' + . . ..

where the constants iZg, a,, o^, . . . have to be adapted to conditions (iii) and

(iv). For condition (iii), when i = 0, F = Foi consequently,

ttX '2,'irX

I'o = ''o + %00S -g + OjCOS -g^ + . . .,

from a; = 0, io x = %, For condition (iv), substitute F = 0, from x = h to

X = H. Hence, from (4), page 241,

In the same way it can be shown that

i {'„ nvx^ 2F„r* nirxJniTX\ 2F|, . mrh

Hence, taking all these conditions into account, the general solution appears

in the form,

^=fl"+—2 =i;ism^cos^e VH/
, . (14)

which is a standard equation for this kind of work. In Graham's experi-

ments, h = \n. Hence the concentration F in any plane, distant x units

from the bottom of the difiusion vessel, is obtained from the infinite series

:

V ^o_,2F„ " = "1 . w,r nnx - f^)'"*
^ /.^^V=f + ^^^^^-..n^.oo.^e Vh; . . (15)

An infinite series is practically useful only when the series converges

rapidly, and the higher terms have so small au influence on the result that
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all but the flrsfi terms may be neglected. This is often efieoted by measuring
the concentration at difierent levels x, so related toH that cos(nTrxlE) reduces

to unity ; also by making t very great, the second and higher terms become
vanishingly small.

(2) H. F. Weber's difiusion experiments (Wied. Ann., 7, 469, 536, 1879;

or Phil. Mag., [5], 8, 487, 523, 1879). A concentrated solution of zinc sulphate

(0-25 to 0'35 grm. per c.c. of solution) was placed in a, cylindrical vessel on
the bottom of which was fixed a round smooth amalgamated zinc disc (about

71 cm. diam.). A more dilute solution (0-15 to 0'20 grm. per c.c.) was poured

over the concentrated solution, and another amalgamated zinc plate was
placed just beneath the surface of the upper layer of liquid. It is known that

if Fi, Fj denote the respective concentrations of the lower and upper layers

of liquid, the difference of potential E, due to these difierenoes of concentra-

tions, is given by the expression

E=A(V^ - 7,){1 + B{V, + V,)\, . . . (16)

where A and B are known constants, B being very small in comparison witii A.

This difference of potential or electromotive force, can be employed to deter-

mine the difference in the concentrations of the two solutions -about the zinc

electrodes. To adapt these conditions to Fick's equation, let \ be the height

of the lower, h^ of the upper solution, therefore h^ + h^ = S. The limiting

conditions to be satisfied for all values of t, are dVjdx = 0, when a; = 0, and

dVldx = 0, when x = H. The initial conditions when t = 0, axe V = V^, for

all values of x between x = h and x = H. From this proceed exactly as ir

Elx. (3), and show that

r^hj + FA _ 2(^2-71) 1 . M^,
"o= s '• ""~ ~ T -re^™ H '

and the general solution

F=^^^^4^-?^^2;:;isin^\os^".-^. (17,

This equation only applies to the variable concentrations of the boundary

layers a; = and x = S. It is necessary to adapt it to equation (16). Let

the layers x = and x = H, have the variable concentrations F' and F"

respectively.

^^FA^FA_2(F.-F,)|^.^^^-a..^l,,,2_g.,-g-'^..,|,

7r2 . , „ 7. 4t2

F" =

r>^y = ^(^^; ^0
{sin ^. -

^-"h-I sin ^pe "^^^ . . },

„ „ VJh + VJi„ 4(F2-F,)fl . 2^^! -%^t 1 \V"+r = 2 ^^.g. '" - ^ ^^ 'M ^sin-g-e ^ -H^, etc. .
.

.J-.

In actual work, B" was made very small. After the lapse of one day {t = 1),

the terms. J sin iir\IH, etc., and J sin STrhJH, etc., were less than -f^.

Hence all terms beyond these are outside the range of experiment, and may,

therefore, be neglected. Now h was made as nearly as possible equal to ^H,

in order that the term ^sin STrhJH, etc., might vanish. Hence,
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,,-rr T7-V
JTT^lit

ir d

a IT o .

Now substitute these values of V"~Y and V + V' in (16), observing that

TT, Fj, Fj, fei, fej, sin ^, sin ^tt and H, are all constants, and that Fj and Fa

become respectively F' and F" when i==0. The difference of potential E,

between the two electrodes, due to the difference of concentration between

the two boundary layers F' and V is

E=A{r'-V'){l +B{V"+F')}=A^e~ ~S^ + B,e~ 'bT^
. (18)

where A^ and B^ are constant. Since B is very small in comparison with A,

the expression reduces to

E = A,e B" (19)

in a very short time. This equation was used by Weber for testing the

accuracy of Fick's law. The values of the constant -k'^kjIP, after the elapse

of i, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 days were respectively 0-2032, 0-2066, 0-2045, 0-2027.

0-2027, 0-2049, 0-2049. A very satisfactory result. See also W. Seitz, In-

aiigural-Dissertaiion, Leipzig, 1897.

II. To find the quantity' of salt, Q, which diffuses through any

horizontal section in a given time, t. Differentiate (7) with respect

dV
to X, multiply the result through -with Kdt, so as to obtain - K-^dt.

If X represents the height ' of any given horizontal section, then

dV
- Kq-^dt -will represent the quantity of salt -which passes through

this horizontal plane in the time dt ; q represents the area of that

section. Let the vessel have unit sectional area, then q = 1.

('dV, rK7r( (^)\t . TTX i^.

Integrate between the limits and t. The result represents the

quantity of salt which passes through any horizontal plane, x, of

the diffusion vessel in the time t, or,

C'dV, 2h( / -(E\\t\, -nx \ ,„„,

III. To find the quantity of salt, Q-^, which passes out of the

diffusion vessel in any given time, t. Substitute h = x in. (20).

The sine of each of the angles \ir, f-n-, ,
\{2n + 1) is equal to

unity. Therefore,

g, = ^^(«.(l-e-(^^)-|4-.-(-^)....}. (21)
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IV. To find the value of k, the coefficient of diffusion. Since

the members of series (21) converge very rapidly, we may neglect

the higher terms of the series. Arrange the experiment so that

measurements are made when x = h, ^h, -i/i in this way
sin irx/2h, ... in (20) become equal to unity. We thus get a series

resembling (21). Substitute' for the coefficient and we obtain, by

a suitable transposidon of terms,

2ha.^

ttX if-TX\

'•2h-\m)
=^.^\,,^_rl/^\-^

There are several other ways of evaluating k besides this. See

page 198, for instance.

V. To find the quantity of salt, Q^, which remains in the

diffusion vessel after the elapse of a given time, t. The quantity

of salt in the solution at the beginning of the experiment may be

represented by the symbol Qq. (Jq may be determined by putting

t — in (20) and eliminating sin7ra;/24, ... as indicated in 17.

2/i/ 1 \

Qo = ~( '''i
-

'^'^s + . . .j ; and Qg = Qo -
(^i

;

,.g..?i(„.-S)'--J«.. -©%...). (,3,

Example.—A solution of salt, having a concentration Vq, la poured into

a tube up to two-thirds of its height, the rest of the tube is filled with pure

solvent. Find Qj. From (9),

- ' cos -air^^ = :::— sm -3-.

where w = 1, 3, 5, . . . and h denotes the height of the tube. Henoe

From (23), we have

9

VI. If the diffusion vessel is divided into m layers, to find the

quantity/ of salt, Q„ between the (r - l)th, and the rth layer. The

quantity of salt in the rth layer dx thick is obviously dQ,. ;
and since

7 is the concentration of the saM in the plane x units distant from
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the bottom of the diffusion vessel,

dQ, = Tdx; or Q,=
(r—l\H

Vdx. (24)

The value of 7 given in (10) or (11) is substituted in (24) and the

integration performed in the usual way.

Examples.— (1) Returning to Graham's experiments, Ex. (1), page 486,

show that

2V„ . Wjt mira;
H sm -5- cos -^s-e

(f)'")..;

asing both (24) and (15), and neglecting the summation symbol pro tern.

integration, therefore

On

n;ir(x-Xl\

71/ir . mt W7r(2r-1)

1

8 2ot 2m

from (39), page 612. Eestoring the neglected summation symbol, and re-

Inembering that in Graham's experiments m = 8, we have

(2r-l>.^-CH)V
) (25)

8 V8
' T2-"n=i tcZ-"" 8 •"" 16

•"'"'
16

where \'V(fl multiplied by the cross section of the vessel (here supposed

,unity) denotes the total quantity of salt present in the diffusion vessel. Put

Qd = \V^. Unfortunately, a large number of Graham's experiments are not

adapted for numerical discussion, because the shape of his diffusion vessels,

even if known, would give very awkward equations. A simple modification

in experimental details will often save an enormous amount of labour in the

mathematical work. The value of Qr depends upon the value of cos ^mr(%r - 1)

.

If the diffusion vessel is divided into 8 equal parts—layers

—

r has the values

1, 2, 3, . . . 8. Now set up a table of values of cos -^ nv{2r - 1) for values of

r from 1 to 8 ; and for values of to = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . We get

rth layer
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series cancel out, and that the succeeding terms are negligibly small. Ac-
cordingly, we get

Qi+ Qi+ Qs+ Qs= iQo> .... (26)

a result in agreement with J. Stefan's experiments (Wien Ahad. Ber., 79, ii.

161, 1879), on the diffusion of sodium chloride, and other salts in aqueous
solution. When i = 14 days, series (23) is so rapidly convergent that all but

the first two terms may be neglected. Consequently,

^ ^ ^ /I
,
64 . T . ^ ,r 3w - (i)'''*\

Qi+ Qi= Vol 4+-^ sin
8 ^™ 16 °°^ 4 °°^

T6^ )
^^''^

remains. Q^, Q^, Q„, S, t, can all be measured, e and ir are known constants,

hence k can be readily computed.

(2) A gas, A, obeying Dalton's law of partial pressures, diffuses into an-

other gas, B, show that the partial pressure p of the gas A, at a distance x, in

the time

clp 3VW = 'W (28)

tn Loschmidt's diffusion experiments (Wien Akad. Ber., 61, 367, 1870; 62,

468, 1870) two Cylindrical tubes were arranged vertically, so that communica-
tion could be established between them by sliding a metal plate. Each tube

was 48'75 cm. high and 2-6 cm. in diameter and closed at one end. The two

tubes were then filled with different gases and placed in communication for a

certain time t. The mixture in each tube was then analyzed. Let the total

length L of the tubes joined end to end be 97-5 cm. It is required to solve

equation (28) so that when t = 0, p = p,,, from x = to x = ^L = I; p = 0,

from X = Jjfj to X = L ; dp/dx = 0, when x = 0, and x = L, for all values

of t. Note p^ denotes the original pressure of the gas. Hence show that

The quantity of gas Q^ and Q3 contained in the upper and lower tubes, after

the elapse of the time t, is, respectively,

Qi=ajv^^;Q2=ijjP'i^' .... (30)

where I = Ji, and g is the sectional area of the tube. Hence show that

from which the constant k can be determined. If the time is sufficiently long,

? = -^ ~ (i) "*
(31)

S 8/

where D and S respectively denote the sum and difference of the quantities

of gas oontainfed in the two vessels. Loschmidt measured D, 8, t, and a and

found that the agreement between observed and calculated results was very

close. 0. A. von Obermayer's experiments {Wien Akad. Ber., 83, 147, 749.

1882 ; 87, 1, 1883) are also in harmony vrith these results.
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VII. To find the concentration of the dissolved suhstanoe in

diffSrent parts of the diffusion vessel when the stationary state is

reached. After the elapse of a sufficient length of time, a state

of equilibrium is reached when the concentration of the substance

in two parts of the vessel is maintained constant. This occurs if

the outer vessel (Fig. 164) is very large, and the liquid at the

bottom of the inner vessel is kept saturated by immediate contact

with solid salt. In this case,

^_Z=o-^=o.
dt ' dx^

Integrate the latter, and we get

V=ax + h, . . . . (32)

where a and b are constants to be determined from the experi-

mental data, as described in § 108. (32) means that the concen-

tration diminishes from below upwards as the ordinates of a

straight line, in agreement with Pick's experiments.

ExAMPES.—(1) Adapt (38), page 482, to the diffusion of a salt In a funnel-

shaped vessel. For a conical vessel, g = Trm^x', where the apex of the cone

is at the origin of the coordinate axes, m is the tangent of half the angle

included between the two slant sides of the vessel. Pick has made a series

of crude experiments on the steady state in a conical vessel with a circular

base (funnel-shaped), and the results were approximately in harmony with

the ec[uations

l!i:+2 3I_o- .y-r +S .33^d^^x dx=°' ^=^^ + l^- • ' (^^1

The apex of the cone was in contact with the reservoir of salt, hence when

a; = 0, F = Vg, and when x = h, the height of the cone, V — 0. This enables

Cj and Cj to be evaluated. A. Fiok, Pogg. Ann., 94, 59, 1855 ; or Phil. Mag.,

[4], 10, 30, 1855.

(2) An infinitely large piece of pitchblende has two plane faces so arranged

that the a-axis is perpendicular to the faces. Owing to the generation of heat

by the internal changes there is a continuous outflow of heat through the

faces of the plate. In the steady state, the outflow of heat, - k{^ejds')Ss per

sq. cm., is equal to the rate of generation of heat per sq. cm., say to qSs.

Hence show cPelds^= - qjk. If the slab be 100 cm. thick and the faces be kept

at 0°0. : and if q be igooooo *'^ units, and fe=0-005 (R. 3. Strutt, Nature, 68, 6,

1908) show that the temperature in the middle of the slab will be ^°G. hotter

than the faces. Hint. First inliegrate the above equation. The limiting con-

ditions are 8 — 0, when s = 0, and when s = 100.

as 1
•'• *~ ~ W-^ ~ '^'^^

'
^^^ * ~ •g,iapproximately,

at the middle of the slab where s = 50.
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§ 15^. Application to Problems on the Conduction of Heat.

The reader knows that ordinary and partial differential equa-

tions differ in this respect : While ordinary differential equations

have only a finite number of independent particular integrals, partial

differential equations have an infinite number of such integrals.

And in practical work we have to pick out one particular integral

to satisfy the conditions under which any given experiment is per-

formed. Suppose that a value of V is required in the equation

-dx-'
"•

3^^ ~ -' ' • • • (^^

such that when y = oo, F = ; and when y = 0, Y = f{x). As

on page 484, first assume that

is a solution, when u, and /8 are constant. Substitute in (1) and

divide by e'^V'^^", and

remains. If this condition holds, the assumed value of F is a

solution of (1). Hence F=e°!'±"^, are also solutions of (1),

therefore also e'^i'e"" and e'^ve
~ '" are solutions. Add and divide

by2ior subtract and divide by 2; from (13) and (15), page 286,

it follows that

F = e'^y cos ax ; and F = e'^y sin asc, . . (2)

must also be solutions of (1). Multiply the first of equations (2)

by cos aX, and the second by sin aX, The results still satisfy (1).

Add, and from (24), page 612,

e-'^y cos a(A. - x)

must also satisfy (1). Multiply by/(X)(£X, and the result is still a

solution of (1)

e-'^y /(X) . cos a(X - x)dX.

Multiply by I/tt and find the limits when a has different values

between and oo . Hence, from (30) and (32), page 479, we have

the particular solution satisfying the required conditions

e-^yfQCj cos a(^ - x)dX. . (3)

=c-i:
Examples.—(1) A large iron plate ir cm. thick and at a uniform tempera-

ture of 100° is suddenly placed in a bath at zero temperature for 10 seconds.

Eequired the temperature of the middle of the plate at the end of 10 seconds,

supposing that the difEusivity k of the plate is 0-2 G.G.S. units, and that the
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surfaces of the plate are kept at zero temperature the whole titae. If heat

flows perpendicularly to the two faces of the plate, any plane parallel to these

faces will have the same temperature. Thus the temperature depends on

dt " "dai"
^*'

as in (1) page 483. The conditions to be satisfied by the solution are that

e = 100°, when i = ; fl = 0, when x = 0; 9 = 0, when x = ir. First, to get

particular solutions. Assume fl = e<^+pt is a solution, as on page 484. Hence

show that

9 = e- "f''* COS /IS, . - . . . . (S)

9 = e - 'M^t sin^ (6)

are solutions of (4). By assigning particular values to /j., we shall get par-

ticular solutions of (4). 'Second, to.^combine these particular solutions so as to

get a solution of (4), to satisfy the three conditions, we must observe tljat (6)

is zero when x = 0, for all values of /x., and that (6) is also zero when a; = it if

L is an integral number. If, therefore, we put 6 equal to a sum of terms of

the form Ae - "i^t sin nx, say,

9 = o^e " *' siua + a^e ~ **' sin 2a! + a^ ~ ^"^ sin 3a! + . . ., . (7)

to n. terms, this solution will satisfy the second and third of the above con-

ditions, because sin w = = sin 0. When i = 0, (7) reduces to

e =ai sin X + a^ sin 2a; -t- Oj sin 3a! H- . . . . . (8)

But for all values of x between and tt, we see frqm Ex. (1), page 475 that if

e = 100, then, from 43, On = if « is even, and 40p/ji,7r, if n is odd.

400/ 1.1 \
fl = — r sm a! + g sin 3ai -I- g sin 5a! + . . . I. . . (9)

We must substitute the coefficients of this series for Oj, a.^, a,, . . . in (7), to get

a solution satisfying all the required conditions. Note a^, a^, . . . in (9) are

zero. We thus obtain the required solution

9= — I « ~ "sina! H-ge ~ ""'smSa! + ... 1. . . (10)

To introduce the numerical data. When a! = Jtt, i = 10, k = 0-2. Hence
use a table of logarithms. The result is accurate to the tenth of a degree if

all terms of the series other than the first be suppressed. Hence use

400 „ . IT , 400
e= —e-^sin-s-= e-'^

IT 2 V

for the numerical calculation. Note sin Jir = 1. Ausr. 17 -a" 0. In the

preceding experiment, if the plate is c centimetres instead of v centimetres

thick, use the development

400/ . Tra! 1 . 3ira! \
e = Bin— -H a sm —- + . . . .

from a! = to a! = c, in place of (9).

(2) An infinitely large solid with one plane face has u uniform tempera-

ture /(a;). If the plane face is. kept at zero temperature, what is the tempera-

ture of a point in the solid a! feet from the plane face at the end of t years ?

Let the origin of the coordinate axis be in the plane face. We have to
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solve equation (4) subject to the conditions 9 = 0, when x = 0; = f{x), when
i = 0. Proceed according to the above methods for (5), (6), and (3). We
thus obtain

e = -fdaj_y- """'/(X) cos a{K-x).d\; . . (11)

since positive values of x are wanted we can write, from (33), page 480,

""^'/(A) sin aa! . sin oA . dx. . . (12)

Hence from (28), page 612, the required solution is

9 = - / f{\)d\
I
e~ ""^'{oos a(\ - a;) - cos o(\ + x)}da.

This last integration needs amplification. To illustrate the method, let
/oo

e ~ ""^^cos 6a! . dx.

Laplace (1810) first evaluated the integral on the right by the following

ingenious device which has been termed integration by differentiation. Dif-

ferentiate the given equation and
^1^ r 2 2.,,
TT- = - / xe- <"^ sin ox . dx,

provided 6 is independent of x. Now integrate the right member by parts in

the usual way, page 205,

du , b du 6 ,,

db 2a^ u 2a'

Integrate, and

b^ -^
log M = -

27-2 + C ; or M = Ce i"!'.

To evaluate 0, put 6 = 0, whence

C = u = f^e-^^-.dx=^.
as in (10), page 344. Therefore

u= e - «2-*2 cos bx.dx = ~e *«^

Eeturning, after this digression, to the original problem. Let us change

the variables by substituting in (13),

P=^^; ..\=x+2pKsJt; ..d\=2'jKr.d0. . . (14)

What will be the effect of substituting these values of A, and d\ upon the

limits of integration ? Hitherto this has not been taken into consideration

because we have dealt either with indefinite integrals, page 201, or with

definite integrals with constant limits,; page 240. Here we see at oncfe that if

\=0, j8= -—p=; and if A= 00, ;3=+ 00. . > (15)
2v«:i

Consequently, expression (12) assumes the form

9 = -7=1 r X e- ^V(2;3 \firt + x)dfi -T " ® "
^V(2j8 ^^ - »)<^'3 [ • (^^)
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If the initial temperature be constant, say /(a;) = flj. then, from (4), page 241,

the required solution assumes tlie form
X

e= ^(T ,.e-^'d0- r ^ e-Mp]=^i^'J^te- P'dfi. (17)

For numerical computation it is necessary to expand the last integral in series

as described on page 341. Therefore

28„r X x^ \
'

"-^12;^ 3.(2^:^3 + •••!• • • • <18)

If 100 million years ago the earth was a molten mass at 7,000° P., and, ever

since, the surface had been kept at a constant temperature 0° F., what would

be the temperature one mile below the surface at the present time, taking

Lord Kelvin's value k = 400 ? Ansr. 104° F. (nearly). Hints. 9^ = 7,000°;

X = 5,280 ft. ; i = 100,000,000 years.

. _ 2 X 7,000 / 5280 \ _ ,
'

N/Fl4i6"V2 >« 20 X 10,000j
'-" '

Lord Kelvin, " On the Secular Cooling of the Earth," (W. Thomson and P. G.

Tait's Treatise on Natural Philosophy, i, 711, 1867), has compared the observed

values of the underground temperature increments, dejdx, with those deduced

by assigning the most probable values to the terms in the above expressions.

The close agreement—Calculated :
1° increment per^ ft. descent. Observed

;

1° increment per -^ ft. descent—led him to the behef that the data are nearly

correct. He extended the calculation in an obvious way and concluded :
" I

think we may with much probability say that the consolidation cannot have

taken place less than 20,000,000 years ago, or we should have more under-

ground heat than we really have, nor more than 400,000,000 years ago, or we

should not have so much as the least observed underground increment of

temperature ". Vide 0. Heaviside's Electromagnetic Theory, 2, 12, London,
~ 1899. The phenomena associated with " radio-activity " have led us to modify

the original assumption as to the nature of the cooling process. See Ex. (2),

page 492.

(3) Solve (4) for two very long bars placed end to end in perfect contact,

one bar at 1°C. and the other at 0°0. under the (imaginary) condition that the

two bars neither give nor receive heat from the surrounding air. Let the

origin of the axes be at the junction of the two bars, and let the bars lie along

the a!-axis. The limiting conditions are : When t = Q, S — 0, when x is less

than zero, and 8 = f{x) = 1, when x is greater than zero. It is required to

find the relation between 6, x, and t. Start from Fourier's integral (32), page

479, and proceed to find the condition that u may be f{x) when i =='0 by the

method employed for (3) above. Change the order of integration, and we
obtain

fl = -f "/(A)d\f «-'"''''coso(\ - x)da. . • (19)

Integrate by Laplace's method of difierentation, and

e = -j_/(x)dA(2^«- ,.t j
= 2-^j_/(^).- ,., d^. (20)
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But if 6 = 0, wben t = 0, from a;=-o3 toa! = 0;e = l, when t = 0, from
-X = 0, to a; = + 00 ; then, since f(x) = 1,

_ (A - it)2

~i;d'd\. . . . (21)
_ 1 r°°

Mate the substitutions (li) and (15) above, and

X

9 =i ftl£_« - ^'''/S = 1={ p ^'^e - P»d0 + f"e - fi^d0, (22)

2^Kt s/tt JO •">

by (3), page 241. Then, on integration, pages 341 and 463, the required solu-

tion is

1 1 f X If X Y 1 ^ a; \,
•>

"-2+ J-A^^t'A^'JW ^5.2\{2J-t)
-•••/•

• (^3)

The process of difiusion of heat here exemplified is quite analogous to the

diffusion of a salt from a solution placed in contact with the pure solvent.

If K be determined, it is possible by means of (23), to compute the weight of

salt (9) in unit volume of solution at any time (i), and at any distance (a;) from

the junction of the two fluids. When a set of values of 9, x, and t are known,

K can be computed from (23). See J. C. Graham, Zeit. phys. Chem., SO, 257

1904, for an example.

n



CHAPTBE IX.

PROBABILITY AND THE THBOBY OF BBROES.

"Perfect knowledge alone can give certainty, and in Nature perfect

knowledge would be infinite knowledge, whicli is clearly beyond

our capacities. We have, therefore, to content ourselves with

partial knowledge—knowledge mingled with ignorance, producing

doubt."—W. Stahley Jevons.

" Lorsqu'il n'est pas en notre pouvoir de disoerner les plus vraies

opinions, nous devons suivre les plus probables." '

—

Ren6
Debcabtes.

§ ISS. Probability.

Neaely every inference we make with respect to any future event

is more or less doubtful. If the circumstances are favourable, a

forecast may be made with a greater degree of confidence than

if the conditions are not so disposed. A prediction made in ignor-

ance of the determining conditions is obviouslj',l|!S9i.irfastworthy

than one based upon a more extensive kji(^Mfee'.' If a sports-

man missed his bird more frequently than ne hit, we could safely

infer that in any future shot he would be more likely to miss than

to hit. In the absence of any conventional standard of compari-

son, we could convey no idea of the degree of the correctness of

our judgment. The theory of probability seeks to determine the

amount of reason which we may have to expect any event when

we have not sufficient data to determine with certainty whether it

will occur or not and when the data will admit of the application

of mathematical methods.

A great many practical people imagine that the "doctrine of

probability " is too conjectural and indeterminate to be worthy of

serious study. Liagre ^ very rightly believes that this is due to

' Translated :
" When it is not in our power to determine what is true, we ought

to act according to what is most probable ".

2 J. B. J. Liagre's Calcal des FrohabiliUs, Bruxelles, 1879.

493
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the connotation of the word—probabiUty. The term is so vague

that it has undermined, so to speak, that confidence which we
usually repose in the deductions of mathematics. So great, indeed,

has been the dominion of this word over the mind that all applica-

tions of this branch of mathematics are thought to be affected with

the unpardonable sin-—want of reality. Change the title and the

"theory" would not take long to cast off its conjectural character,

and to take rank among the most interesting and useful applica-

tions of mathematics.

Laplace remarks at the close of his Essai philosophique sur les

ProbabiliUs, Paris, 1812, " the theory of probabilities is nothing

more than common-sense reduced to calculation. It determines

with exactness what a well-balanced mind perceives t)y a kind of

instinct, without being aware of the process. By its means nothing

is left to chance either in the forming of an opinion, or in the re-

cognizing of the most advantageous view to select when the occasion

should arise. It is, therefore, a most valuable supplement to the

ignorance and frailty of the human mind. . .
."

I. If one of two possible events occurs in such a way that one of

the events must occur in a ways, the other in b ways, the probabiUty

that the first will happen is a/{a + b), and the probability that the

second tvill happen is b/{a + b). If a rifleman hits the centre of

a target about once every twelve shots under fixed conditions of

light, wind, quality of powder, etc., we could say that the value

of his chance of scoring a " bullseye " in any future shot is 1 in 12,

or
Yj-,

and of missing, 11 in 12, or i|. If a more skilful shooter

hits the centre about five times every twelve shots, his chance of

success in any future shot would be 5 in 12, or -j^, and of missing

Yj. Expressing this idea in more general language, if an event

can happen in a ways and fail in b ways, the probability of the

event

a b ,

Happening = ^-^ ; Failing = -^^^, • (i-)

provided that each of these ways is just as likely to happen as to

fail. By definition,

Number of ways the event occurs
Probability = i^uui^er of possible ways the event may happen" *

'

Example.—If four white, and six black balls are put in a bag, show that

the probabiltty that a white ball will be drawn is t^, and that a black ball

will be drawn f . In betting parlance, the odds are 6 to 4 against white.

II*
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II. If jp denotes the probability that an event will happen, 1 -p
denotes the probability that the event will fail. The shooter at the

target is certain either to hit or to miss. In mathematics, unity is

supposed to represent certainty, therefore,

Probability of hitting + Probability of missing = Certainty = 1. (3)

If the event is certain not to happen the probability of its oc-

currence is zero. Certainty is the unit of probability. Degrees

of probability are fractions of certainty.

Of course the above terms imply no quality of the event in

itself, but simply the attitude of the computer's own mind with

respect to the occurrence of a doubtful event. We call an event

impossible when we cannot think of a single cause in favour of its

occurrence, and certain when we cannot think of a single cause

antagonistic to its occurrence. All the different " shades " of

probability—improbable, doubtful, probable—lie between these

extreme limits.

Strictly speaking, there is no such thing as chance in Nature.

The irregular path described by a mote " dancing in a beam of

sunlight " is determined as certainly as the orbit of a planet in the

heavens.
All nature is but art, unknown to tbee

;

All chance, direction thou oan'st Hot see

;

All discord, harmony not understood.

The terms "chance" and "probability" are nothing but

conventional modes of expressing our ignorance of the causes of

events as indicated by our inability to predict the results. " Pour

une intelligence " (omniscient), says Liagre, " tout 6v6nement h,

venir serait certain ou impossible."

III. The probability that both of two independent events will

happen together is the product of their separate probabilities. Let

p denote the probability that one event will happen, g the probability

that another event will happen, the probability, P, that both events

will happen together is

P^m W
This may be illustrated in the following manner : A vessel A

contains flj v^hite balls, b-^ black balls, and a vessel B contains a^

white balls and b^ black balls, the probability of drawing a white

ball from A\Bp^ = aj{a-^ + b^, and from B,p^ = a^l{a,^ + b^). The

total number of pairs of balls that can be formed from the total

number of balls is {a^ + 6j) {a^ + b^)-
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Example.—In any simultaneous drawing from each vessel, the probability

that

Two white balls will occur is: a-^aj{ai + b^) (a,^ + S^) ; . . . (5)

Two black balls will occur is ; b-fiJla^ + b^) {a^ + b^); . . . (6)

White ball drawn from the first, black ball from the next, is

:

ajbj{a^ + 6J {a^ + b^); . . . . (7)

Black ball drawn from the first, white ball from the next, is :

O2&1/K + 61) K + 62) ; . . . , (S)

Black and white ball occur together, is : (a-fi,^+ bia,^)j{ai + JJ (a^+ h^ . (9)

The sum of (5), (6), (9) is unity. This condition is required by the above

definition.

An event of this kind, produced by the composition of several

events, is said to be a compound event. To throw three aces with

three dice at one trial is a compound event dependent on the con-

currence of three simple events. Errors of observation are com-

pound events produced by the concurrence of several independent

errors.

Examples.—(1) If the respective probabilities of the occurrence of each

of n independent errors is p,ci,r. .., the probability P of the occurrence of

all together isP=^xgxrx...
(2) If, out of every 100 births, 49 are male and 51 female, what is the

probability that the next two births shall be both boys ; both girls ; and a

boy first, and a girl next ? Ansr. 0-2i01 ; 0-2601 ; 0-2499. Hint. ^^ x tVo- '<

iW '^ Aff > 1%" ^ iit- _ V

IV. The probability of the occurrence of several events which

cannot occur together is the sum of the probabilities of their

separate occurrences, li p, q, . . . denote the separate probabilities

of different events, the probabiUty, P, that one of the events will

happen is,

P^p + q+ (10)

Examples.—(1) A bag contains 12 balls two of which are white, four

black, six red, what is the probability that the first ball drawn will be a

white, black, or a red one? The probability that the ball will be a white is

J, a black J, etc. The probability that the first ball drawn shall be a black or

a white ball is }.

(2) In continuation of Ex. (2), preceding set, show that the probability

that one shall be a Hoy and the other a girl is 0-4998
; and that both shall be

of the same sex, 0-5002. Hint. 0-2499 + 0-2499 ; 0-2401 + 0-2601.

V.Ifp denotes the probability that an event will happen on a

single trial, the probability, P, that it will happen r times in n

trials is

p= "^"-^^--;f""'^V -Fr-- . (11)

The probability that the event will fail on any single trial is 1 - ^ ;

the probabiUty that it will fail every time is (1 - p)". The proba-
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bility that it will happen on the first trial and fail on the succeeding

n-1 trials is p{ 1-pY' ^, from (4). But the event is just as likely

to happen on the 2nd, 3rd . . . trials as on the first. Hence the

probability that the event will happen just onoe in the n trials is,

from (4), and (10),i

(p + p + . . . 4: re times) X (1 - pY -1
; or, np{l - p)"-i.

(12)

The probability that the event will occur on the first two trials

and fail on^the succeeding w - 2 trials is ^^{1 - j))"~^. But the

event is as likely to occur during the 1st and 3rd, 2nd and 4th, . .

.

trials. Hence the probability that it will occur just twice during

the n trials is

^n{n-l)p%l-pr-K . . . (13)

The probability that it will occur r times in n trials is, therefore,

represented by formula (11).

Examples.— (1) What is the probability ot throwing an ace exactly three

times in four trials with a single die ? Ansr. ^fj. Hint. n = i; r = 3

;

there is one chance in six of throwing an ace on a single trial, hence p = i;

n-r = l;p-=(iy; l-p = i. Hence, J-^ x 1^.

(2) What is the probability of throwing a deuce exactly three times in

three trials ? Ansr. ^^. to = 3 ; r = 3 ;
(i -;p)" -'• = 5° = l;jp = i, etc.

VI. If p denotes the very small probability that an event will

happen on a single trial, the probability, P, that it will happen r

times in a very great number, n, trials is

P = M'e-„^. . . . (14)

From formula (11), however small p may be, by increasing the

number of trials, we can make the probability that the event will

happen at least once in n trials as great as we please. The proba-

bility that the event will fail every time in « trials is (1 - p)", and if

p be made small enough and n great enough, we can make (1 -pY
as small as we p'ease.^ If n is infiniiely great and p infinitely

small, we can write n = n — l = n-2 = ...

,i' w 1
n(n-l) „ ^ (vmf

.: (1 -py=l-np + -^YlP • • =1 -«^ +^ - • • •
(approx.)

;

(1-^)"= e-"^ (approx.). . . . (15)

1 The student may here find it necessary to read over § 190, page 602.

2 The reader should test this by substituting small numbers in place of p, and

large ones for n. Use the binomial formula; of § 97, page 282. See the remarks on

page 24, § 11.
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(14) follows immediately from (11) and (15). This result is very
important.

Example.—If n grains of wheat are scattered haphazard over a sur-

face s units of area, show that the probability that a units of area will

contain r grains of wheat is

I
any'

r\

Thus, n . dsjs represents ths infinitely small probability that the small space

ds contains a grain of wheat. If the selected space be a uriits of area, we
may suppose each ds to be a, trial, the number of trials will, therefore, be

ajds. Henoe we must substitute anjs for np in (14) for the desired result.

VII. The probability, P, that an event will occur at least r

times in n trials is

I'=r+ nV'"\'^-p)+ ^^
ai

^^
'^"'^ (1 - y)^ + . .

.
to (w - r) terms (16)

For if it cccur every time, or fail only once, twice, . . . , or w - r

times, it occurs r times. The whole probability of its occurring at

least r times is therefore the sum of its occurring every time, of

failing only once, twice, ...,« — r times, etc.

Example.—What is the probability of throwing a deuce three times at

least in four trials ? Ansr. ^l-j. Here ^'> = (\Y ; and the next term of (16) is

i X 5 X (i)*.

Sometimes a natural process proves far too complicated to admit

of any simplification by means of " working hypotheses ". The

question naturally arises, can the observed sequence of events be

reasonably attributed to the operation of a law of Nature or to chance?

For example, it is observed that the average of a large number of

readings of the barometer is greater at nine in the morning than

at four in the afternoon ; Laplace {Th&orie analytique des Proba-

bilitds, Paris, 49, 1820) asked whether this was to be ascribed to the

operation of an unknown law of Nature or to chance ? ' Again, G.

Kirchhoff {Monatsberichte derBerliner Akademie, Oct. ,1859) inquired

if the coincidence between 70 spectral lines in iron vapour and in

sunlight qould reasonably be attributed to chance. He found that

the probability of a fortuitous coincidence was approximately as

1 : 1,000000,000000. Hence, he argued that there can be no

reasonable doubt of the existence of iron in the sun. Mitchell

{Phil. Trans., 57, 243, 1767; see also Kleiber, Phil. Mag., [5], 25,

439, 1887) has endeavoured to calculate if the number of star

clusters is greater than what would be expected if the stars had been

distributed haphazard over the heavens. A. Schuster {Proc. Boy.
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Soc, 31, 337, 1881) has tried to answer the question, Is the number

of harmonic relations in the spectral lines of iron greater than what

a chance distribution would give ? Mallet (Phil. Trans., 171, 1003,
.

1880) and E. J. Strutt {Phil. Mag., [6], 1, 311, 1901) have asked. Do
the atomic weights of the elements approximate as closely to whole

numbers as can reasonably be accounted for by an accidental co-

incidence ? In other words : Are there common-sense grounds for

believing the truth of Prout's law, that " the atomic weights of the

other elements are exact multiples of that of hydrogen " ?

The theory of probability does not pretend to furnish an in-

fallible criterion for the discrimination of an accidental coincidence

from the result of a determining cause. Certain conditions must

be satisfied before any reliance can be placed upon its dictum.

For example, a sufficiently large, number of cases must be avail-

able. Moreover, the theory is applied irrespective of any know-
~ ledge to be derived from other sources which may or may not

furnish corroborative evidence. Thus Kirchhoffs conclusion as to

the probable existenae of iron in the sun was considerably

strengthened by the apparent relation between the brightness of

the coincident lines in the two spectra.

For details of the calculations, the reader must consult the

original memoirs. Most of the calculations are based upon the

analysis in Laplace's old but standard Thiorie {I.e.). An excellent

risumi of this latter work will be found in the Encyclopcedia Metro-

politana. The more fruitful appKcations of the theory of prob-

ability to natural processes have been in connection with the kinetic

theory of gases and the " law " relating to errors of observation.

§ 156. Application to the Kinetic Theory of Gases.

The purpose of the kinetic theory of gases is to explain the

physical properties of gases from the hypothesis that a gas consists

of a great number of molecules in rapid motion. The following

illustrations are based, in the first instance, on a memoir by

E. Clausius {Phil. Mag., [4], 17, 81, 1859). For further develop-

ments, 0. E. Meyer's The Kinetic Theory of Gases, London, 1899,

may be consulted.

I. To show that the probability that a single molecule, moving
in a swarm of molecules at rest, will traverse a distance x without

collision is
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P = e I . . . . (17)

where I denotes the probable value- of the free path the molecule

can travel without collision, and x/l denotes the ratio of the path

actually traversed to the mean length of the free path. " Free

path " is defined as the distance traversed by a molecule between
two successive coUisions. The " mean free path " is the average

of a great number of free paths of a molecule. Consider any
molecule moving under these conditions in a given direction. Let

a denote the probability that the molecule will travel a path one

unit long without collision, the probability that the molecule will

travel a path two units long is a .a, or a^, and the probability that

the molecule will travel a path x units long without collision is,

from (4),

P = a% . . . . (18)

where a is a proper fraction. Its logarithm is therefore negative.

(Why ?) If the molecules of the gas are stationary, the value of

a is the same whatever the direction of motion of the single mole-

cule. From (15), therefore,,

P = e"'

where I = 1/log a. We can get a clear idea of the meaning of this

formula by comparing it with (16). Supposing the traversing of

unit path is reckoned a " trial," x in (17) then corresponds with n

in (15). l/l in (17) replaces p in (15). l/l, therefore, represents

the probability that an event (collision) will happen during one

trial. If I trials are made, a collision is certain to occur. This is

virtually the definition of mean free path.

11. To show that the length of the path which a molecule, moving

amid a swarm of molecules at rest can traverse without collision is

probably

^ = ^. (19)

where \ denotes the mean distance between any two neighbouring

molecules, p the radius of the sphere of action corresponding to the

distance apart of the molecules during a collision, tt is a constant

with its usual signification. Let unit volume of the gas contain N
molecules. Let this volume be divided into N small cubes, each of

which, on the average, contains only one molecule. Let X denote

the length of the edge of one of these little cubes. Only one mole-

cule is contained in a cube of capacity X^. The area of a cross
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section through the centre of a sphere of radius p, is -n-p^, (13),

page 604. If the moving molecule travels a distance A, the hemi-

spherical anterior surface of the molecule passes through a

cylindrical space of volume -n-p^X. (26), page 605^ Therefore, the

probability that there is a molecule in the cylinder xp^A is to 1 as

irp^A is to X?, that is to say, the probability that the molecule under

consideration -will collide with another as it passes over a path of

length X, is irp^X : \^. The probability that there will be no collision

is 1 - ^. From (17),
A

P = e-T=l-e_. . . . (20)

According to the kinetic theory, one fundamental property of

gases is that the intermolecular spaces are very great in compari-

son with the dimensions of the molecules, and, therefore, p-irfK^ is

very small in comparison with unity. Hence also Xjl is a small

magnitude in comparison with unity. Expand e-^l'' according to

the exponential theorem (page 285), neglect terms involving the

higher powers of X, and
-'^ X

e ' = 1--^. , . . . (21)

From (20) and (21),

l = ^;or,P=e-hr. . . . (22)
p'^TT

Example.—The beliaviour of gases under pressure indicates that p is very

much smaller than \. Henoe show that " a molecule passes by many other

molecules like itself before it collides with another". Hint. From the first

of equations (22), l:\ = K^: pV. Interpret the symbols.

III. To show that the mean value of the free path of n molecules

moving under the same conditions as the solitary molecule just con-

sidered, is

Z = 4- (23)

Out of n molecules which travel with the same velocity in the

same direction as the given molecule, ne~''^ will travel the distance

X without collision, and we-(* + *»'/' wiU travel the distance x + dx

without collision. Of the molecules which traverse the path x,

lie ' -e '
j
= me "(l- e ')n{e'-e ' ) = me '(l-e ']=^e"'dx,

of them will undergo collision in passing over the distance dx.

The last transformation follows directly from (21). The sum of
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all the paths traversed by the molecules passing x and x + dxi^
X — -
jtie 'dx.

Since each molecule must collide somewhere in passing between
the limits a; = and a; = od, the sum of all the possible paths

traversed by the n molecules before colhsion is

i e 'dx.

and the mean value of these n free paths is

\je-Ux^L

Integrate the indefinite integral as indicated on page 205. From

(4) we get (23). This represents the mean free path of these

molecules moving with a uniform velocity.

Examples.—(1) A molecule moving with a velocity V enters a space

filled witli n stationary molecules of a gas per unit volume, what is the prob-

ability that this molecule will collide with one of those at rest in unit time ?

Use the above notation. The molecule travels the space Fin unit time. In

doing this, it meets with irtip^F molecules at rest. The probable number of

collisions in unit time is, therefore, imp'V, which represents the probability

of a collision in unit time.

(2) Show that the probable number of collisions made in unit time by a

molecule travelling with a uniform velocity V, in a swarm of N molecules at

rest, is

I=Z& (24)

What is the relation between this and the preceding result? Note the

number of collisions = V/l ; and N?J^ = 1.

IV. The number of collisions made in unit time by a molecule

moving with uniform velocity in a direction which makes an angle

tvith the direction of motion of a swarm of molecules also moving

with the same uniform velocity is probably

Let V be the resultant velocity of one molecule, and ajj, y-^, z-^

the three component velocities, then, from the parallelepiped of

velocities, page 125,

^2-1; sin
i(?.

. . . (25)

v^ = x-^ + y-^^ + z-^

x^ = V cos Oil i/i = V sin 6-^ . cos cj>-^; z^ = v sin 6-^ . sin .}•
<'')

If one set of molecules moves with a uniform velocity, v, whose

components are x, y, z, relative to the given molecule moving with
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the same uniform velocity, v, whose components are x-^, y-^, Zy then,

v2 = a!2 + 2/2 + 22; . . . (27)

X = V cos 6; y = V sin 6 . cos-^'; « = sin ^ . cos <^, . (28)

and the relative resultant velocity, v, of one molecule with respect

to the other considered at rest, is

F= J{x^-xf + {y^-yf + {z^-zf. . (29)

If we choose the three coordinate axes so that the a;-axis coincides

with the direction of motion of the given molecule, we may sub-

ititute these values in (26), remembering that cos 0° = 1, sinO°= 0,

^j = 0; z^ = 0j .-.x^ = v. . . (30)

Substitute (30) and (26) in (29), we get

7= J {v - V cos ef + y^sin^^ . cos^.^ + vHin^ . sin^^

;

.-. F = V 1)2 _ 2t)2cos d + v'^coB^e + y2sin2^,

since sin2^ + cos2<^ = 1. Similarly, cos26 + wo?d = 1, and con-

sequently

V=v J 2 - 2 cos 61 = V V 2(1 - cos 6).

But we know, page 612, that 1 - cos x = 2(sin ^xy, hence,

V=2v sin iO. ... (31)

Having found the relative velocity of the molecules, it follows

directly from (24) and (31), that

Fp2ir p^TT
Number of collisions = ,3 = "T3'2l' Sm ^0.

V. The number of collisions encountered in unit time by a mole-

cule moving in a swarm of molecules in all directions, is

z >? \^^i

Let F denote the velocity of the molecules, then the different

motions can be resolved into three groups of motions according to

the parallelepiped of velocities. Proceed as in the last illustration.

The number of molecules, n, moving in a direction between B and

B + dQ\B to the total number of molecules, 'N, in unit volume as

n: J^ = 27r sin HB : dx ; or, w = iN sin ed6. . (33)

Since the angle 6 can increase from 0° to 180°, the total number of

collisions is

Vp^TT n Fp2,r . 6 1 .-.,.

"AT • M = ir^^"^ 2 2
^^'^ ^^'^

To get the total number of collisions, it only remains to integrate

for all directions of motion between 0° and 180°. Thus if A denotes

the number of collisions.
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Dy the method of integration on page 212.

Example.—Find the length of the free' path of a molecule moving in a

swarm of molecules moving in all directions, with a velocity V. Ansr.

Length of free path = VjA = fxVp'V. . . . (34)

For the hypothesis of uniform velocity see § 164, page 534.

VI. Assuming that two tml/pke molecules combine during a colli-

sion, the velocity of chemical reaction between two gases is

Tt=^^^ (35)

where N and N' are the number of molecules of each of the two

gases respectively contained in unit volume of the mixed gases,

dx denotes the number of molecules of one gas in unit volume

which combines with the other in the time dt; h vi & constant.

Let the two gase? be A and B. Let A. and X' respectively denote

the distances between two neighbouring molecules of the same
kind, then, as above,

N>? = .WX's = 1. ... (36)

Let p be the radius of the sphere of action, and suppose the mole-

cules combine when the sphere of action of the two kinds of

molecules approaches within 2p, it is required to find the rate of

combination of the two gases. The probability that a B molecule

will come within the sphere of action of an A molecule in unit time

is VTrp^X?, by (24). Among the W molecules of B,

2

N''^Vdt;ox.NN'irpWdt, . . (37)

by (36), combine in the time dt. But the number of molecules

which combine in the time dt is - dN = - dN', or, from (37),

dN = dN' = -NN-TrpWdt.

If dx represents the number of molecules in unit volume which

combines in the time dt,

dx = dN=dN' = irp-'YNNdt. .: ^ = kNIT.

by collecting together aU the constants under the symbol k. This

will be at once recognized as the law of mass action applied to

bimolecular reactions. J. J. Thomson's memoir, " The Chemical

Combination of Gases," Phil. Mag., [5], 18, 233, 1884, might now

be read by the chemical student with profit.
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§ 157. Errors of Observation.

If a number of experienced observers agreed to test, indepen-

dently, the accuracy of the mark etched round the neck of a litre

fla*k with the greatest precision possible, the inevitable result

would be that every measurement would be different. Thus, we
might expect

1-0003; 0-9991; 1-0007; 1-0002; 1-0001; 0-9998;...

Exactly the same thing would occur if one observer, taking every

known precaution to eliminate error, repeats a measurement a

great number of times. The discrepancies doubtless arise from

various unknown and therefore uncontrolled sources of error.

We are told that sodium chloride crystallizes in the form of

cubes, and that the angle between two adjoining faces of a crystal

is, in consequence, 90°. As a matter of fact the angle, as measured,

varies within 0-5° either way. No one has yet exactly verified

the Gay Lussac-Humboldt law of the combination of gases ; nor

has any one yet separated hydrogen and oxygen from water, by

electrolysis, in the proportions required by the ratio, 2H2 : Oj.

The irregular deviations of the measurements from, say, the

arithmetical mean of all are called accidental errors. In the

following discussion we shall call them " errors of observa-

tion " unless otherwise stated. These deviations become more

pronounced the nearer the approach to the limits of accurate

measurement. Or, as Lamb ^ puts it, " the more refined the

methods employed the more vague and elusive does the supposed

magnitude become ; the judgment flickers and wavers, until at

last in a sort of despair some result is put down, not" in the belief

that it is exact, but with the feeling that it is the best we can

make of the matter". It is the object of the remainder of this

chapter to find what is the best we can make of a set of discordant

measurements.

The simplest as well as the most complex measurements are

invariably accompanied by these fortuitous errors. Absolute

agreement is itself an accidental coincidence. Stanley Jevons

says, " it is one of the most embarrassing things we can meet

when experimental results agree too closely ". Such agreement

should at once excite a feeling of distrust.

iH. Lamb, Presidential Address, B.A. meeting, 1904 ; Nature, 70, 372, 1904.
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The observed relations between two variables, therefore, should
not be represented by a point in space,' rather by a circle around
whose centre the different observations will be grouped (Fig. 165).
Any particular observation will find a place

somewhere within the circumference of the
circle. The diagram (Kg. 166) suggests our old

illustration, a rifleman aiming at the centre of a
target. The rifleman may be likened to an ob-
server ; the place where the bullet hits, to an
observation ; the distance between the centre

and the place where the bullet hits the target

resembles an error of observation. A shot at the centre of the
target is thus an attempt to hit the centre, a scientific measure-
ment is an attempt to hit the true value of the magnitude
measured (Maxwell).

The greater the radius of the circle (Kg. 166), the cruder and
less accurate the measurements ; and, vice versd, the less the

measurements are affected by errors of observation, the smaller

will be the radius of the circle. In other words, the less the skill

of the shooter, the larger will be the target required to record his

attempts to hit the centre.

Fig. 165.

§ 158. The "Law" of Errors.

, These errors may be represented piotorially another way.

Draw a vertical line through the centre of the target (Fig. 165)

and let the hits to the right of this line represent positive errors

and those to the left negative errors. Suppose that 500 shots are

fired in a competition ; of these, ten on the right side were be-

tween O'i and 0'5 feet from the centre of the target ; twenty shots

between 0'3 and O'i feet away ; and so on, as indicated in the

following table.

Positive
Deviations from
Mean between
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a manner that the shadows in the successive positions

the whole series of curves." If we agree to define an error as

the deviation of each measurement from the arithmetical mean, k

corresponds with those measurements which coincide with the

mean itself, or are affected by no error at all. The height at

which the curve cuts the y-a.xis represents the frequency of oc-

currence of the arithmetical mean ; k has nothing to do with the

actual shape of the curve beyond increasiag the length of the

maximum ordinate as the accuracy of the observations increases.

II. To find a meaning for the constant h. Put k = 1, and plot

corresponding values of x and yiov x = ± 0-3, + O-i, ± 0-5, + 0-6",

. . . when h = ^, ^, 1, 2, 3, . . ., as shown in Fig. 168. In this way,

it will be observed that although all the curves cut the y-3,xis at
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A good shot will get a curve enclosing a very much smaller area

than one whose shooting is wUd.

We must now submit our empirical "law" to the test of

experiment. Bessel has compared the errors of observation in

470 astronomical measurements made by Bradley with those

which should occur according to the law of errors. The results

of this comparison are shown in the following table :—"•
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servations of the transit of Mercury. According to the " law "
of

errors, there should be 5 errors numerically greater than + 27".

In reality 49 surpassed these limits. You can also notice how-the
"big" errors accumulate at the ends of the frequency curve in
Pig. 170.

The theory assumes that the observations are all liable to the
same errors, but differ in the akicidental circumstances which give
rise to the errors.^ Equation (1) is by no means a perfect repre-

sentation of the law of errors. The truth is more complex. The
magnitude of the errors seems to depend, in some curious way,
upon the number of observations. In an extended series of

observations the errors may be arranged in groups. Bach group
has a different modulus of precision. This means that the mod-
ulus of precision is not constant throughout an extended series of

observations. See Encyo. Brit., P. Y. Bdgeworth's art. " Law of

Error," 28, 280, 1902. But the probability curve represented by
the formula

may be considered a very fair graphic representation of the law
connecting the probability of the occurrence of an error with its

magnitude. All our subsequent work is based upon this empirical

law ! J. Venn in his Logio of Chance, 1896, calls the " exponential

law of errors," a law, because it expresses a physical fact relating to

the frequency with which errors are found to present themselves in

practice; while the "method of least squares " is a rule showing

how the best representative value may be extracted from a set of

experiments,! results. H. Poincare, in the preface to his Thermo-

dA/na/mque, Paris, 1892, quotes the laconic remark, " everybody

firmly believes in it (the law of errors), because mathematicians

imagine that it is a fact of observation, and observers that it is a

theorem of mathematics ".

Adrian (1808) appears to have been the first to try to deduce

the above formula on theoretical grounds. Several attempts have

since been made, notably by Gauss, Hagen, Herschel, Laplace,

etc., but I believe vrithout success.

' Some observers' results seem more liable to these large errors than others, due,

perhaps, to carelessness, or lapses of attention. Thomson and Tait, I presume, would

call the abnormally large errors "avoidable mistakes".

Klf
*
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§ 169. The Probability Integral.

Let X(), a?!, X2,...x be a series of errors in ascending order of

magnitude from x^ to x. Let the differences between the succes-

sive values of x be equal. If x is an error, the probability of

committing an error between x^ and x is the sum of the separate

probabiUties ke - "2^, fee - "^"-^
. . ., ,(10), page 501, or

P = ifc(e-»V + e-*V +••) = * X^e-'^''. (X)

If the summation sign is replaced by that of integration, we must

let dx -denote the successive intervals between any two limits Xq

and X, thu

P^^^'e-^'^^dx.
dx }^

Now it is certain that all the errors are included between the limits

+ 00, and, since certainty is represented by unity, we have

from page 345. Or,

k = -^.dx (3)

Substituting this value of & in the probability equation (1), pre-

ceding section, we get the same relation expressed in another

form, namely,

-^e-'^-'dx (4)

a result which represents the probability of errors of observation

between the magnitudes x and x+dx. By this is meant the ratio

:

Number of errors between x and x + dx
Total number of errors

The symbols y and P are convenient abbreviations for this cumbrous

phrase. For a large number of observations affected with accidental

errors, the probabihty of an error of observation having a magnitude

a;, is,

A
which is known as Gauss' law of errors. This result has the

same meaning as 2/ = ke-h^^^ of the preceding section. In (4) dx re-

presents the interval, for any special case, between the successive

values of x. For example, if a substance is weighed to the

thousandth of a gram, dx = O'OOl ; if in hundredths, dx = O'Ol,

y = -^e-''^'''dx, ... (5)
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eto. The probability that there will be no error is

h.dx

-J^' •
• • . (6)

the probability that there will be no errors of the magnitude of a
miUigram is

O-OOl/i

~7r (7)

The probability that an error will lie between any two limits x^

a^nd X is

"'M.'-"-^- •(«)
The probability that an error will lie between the limits and x is

Oh ex

^'TZl'-'^''''-^ ... (9)

which expresses the probability that an error will be numerically

less than x. We may also put

which is another way of writing the probability integral (8). In

(8), the limits x^ and x ; and in (9) and (10), ± x. By differentia-

tion and the usual method for obtaining a minimum value of any

function, we find, from (1), that y,'m y = ke-''^, is a minimum
when

«' = 2^ ;
.-. Xo^ + xi' + x^''+...+ xj = Sgp-

But we have seen that the more accurate the observations the

greater the value of h. The greater the value of h, the smaller

the value of 2(a;^) ; S(a!^) is a minimum when /i is a maximum.
This is nothing but Legendre's principle of least squares

:

The most probable value for the observed quantities is that for lohioh

the sumi of the squares of the individual errors is a minimum.

That is to say, when

V + a^l^ + ^2^ + • + iBn^ = A MINIMUM, . (11)

where x^, aSg, . . ., x„, represents the errors respectively affecting the

first, second, and the nih. observations.

To illustrate the reasonableness of the principle of least squares

we may revert to an old regulation of the Belgian army in which

the individual scores of the riflemen were formed by adding up the

distances of each man's shots from the centre of the target. The
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smallest sum won "le grand prix" of the regiment. It is not

difficult to see that this rule is faulty. Suppose that one shooter

scored a 1 and a 3 ; another shooter two 2's. It is obvious that

the latter score shows better shooting than the former. The shots

may deviate in any direction without affecting the score. Conse-

quently, the magnitude of each deviation is proportional, not to

the magnitude of the stradght line drawn from the, place where

the bullet hits to the centre of the target, but to the area of the

circle described about the centre of the target with that line as

radius. This means that it would be better to give the grand

prize to the score which had a minimum sum of the squares of

the distances of the shots from the centre of Jbhe target. ^ This

is nothing but a graphic representation of the principle of least

squares, formula (11). In this way, the two shooters quoted above

would respectively score a 10 and an 8.

§ 160. The Best Bepresentatiire YaJue for a Set of

ObserYations.

It is practically useless to define an error as the deviation of

any measurement from the true result, because that definition

would imply a knowledge which is the object of investigation.

What then is an error ? Before we can answer this question, we
must determine the most probable value of the quantity measured.

The only available data, as we have just seen, are always as-

sociated with the inevitable errors of observation. The measure-

ments, in consequence, all disagree among themselves within

certain limits. In spite of this fact, the investigator is called

upon to state definitely what he considers to be the most probable

value of the magnitude under investigation. Indeed, every chemical

or physical constant in our text-books is the best representatwe value

ofa more or less extended series of discordant observations. For in-

stance, giant attempts have been made to find the exact length of

a column of pure mercury of one square millimetre cross-sectional

area which has a resistance of one ohm at 0° 0. The following

numbers have been obtained :

106-33
;

106-31

;

106-24

;

106-32
;

106-29
;

106-21

;

106-82

;

106-27

;

106-19,

' See properties of similar figures, page 603.
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centimetres (J. D. Everett's Illustrations of the G.G.S. System of
Units, London, 176, 1891). There is no doubt that the true value
of the required constant lies somewhere between 106-19 and
106"33

; but no reason is apparent why one particular value should
be chosen in preference to another. The physicist, however, must
select one number from the infinite number of possible values be-

tween the limits 106'19 and 106-33 cm.

I. What is the best representative value of a set of discordant

results ? The arithmetical mean naturally suggests itself, and
some mathematicians start from the axiom :

" the arithmetical

mean is the best representative value of a series of discrepant

observations ". Various attempts, based upon the law of errors,

have been made to show that the arithmetical mean is the best

representative value of a number of observations made under the

same conditions and all equally trustworthy. The proof rests

upon the fact that the positive and negative deviations, being

equally probable, will ultimately balance each other as shown in

Ex. (1), below.i

BxAliPLHB.—(1) If «!, Oji, ..a^ are a series of observations, a their

arithmetioal mean, show that the algebraic sum of the residual errors is .

(Oi - a) + (Oa - a) +... + (a„ --o) = 0. . . (1)

Hint. By definition of arithmetical mean,

ai + a^+.
. .+ On

a = ; or, na = a^ + a^ + ...+ o„.

Distribute the n a's on the right-hand side so as to get (1), etc.

(2) Prove that the arithmetioal mean makes the sum of the squares of

the errors a minimum. Hint. See page 550.

En passant, notice that in calculating the mean of a number
of observations which agree to a certain number of digits, it is not

necessary to perform the whole of the addition. For example, the

mean of the above nine measurements is written

106 + ^-33 + -32 + -32 + -31 + -29 + -27 + -24 + -21 + -19) = 106-276.

II. The best representative value of a constant interval. When

' G. Hinrichs, in his The Absolute Atomic Weights of the Chemical Elements,

criticizes the selection (and the selectors) of the arithmetioal mean as the beat re-

presentative value of a set of discordant observations. He asks :
" If we cannot use

the arithmetical mean of a large number of simple weighings of actual shillings as the

true value of a (new) shilling, how dare we assume that the mean value of a few

determinations of the atomic weight of a chemical element will give us its true value ?

"

But there seems to be a misunderstanding somewhere. F. Y. Edgeworth has "The
Choice of Means," Phil. Mag., [5], 24, 268, 1887, and several articles on related

subjects in the same journal between 1883 and 1889.
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the best representative value of a constant interval x in the ex-

pression x„= Xq + nx (where w is a positive integer 1, 2 . . .), is to

be determined from a series of measurements Xq, x^, x^, . . ., such

that

a?! = a;, + SB ; X2 = Xq + 2x ; . . . x„ = x^ + nx,

where Xg denotes the first observation, x^ the second reading when
M = 1 ; x^, the third reading when n = 2; . . . The best value for

the constant interval x has to be computed. Obviously,

The arithmetical mean cannot be employed because it reduces to

X„ — Xq
X — '

n

the same as if the first and last term had alone been measured.

In such cases it is usual to refer the results to the expression

a, = g
(w - 1) ix„ - Xj) + (w - 3) (g!„. 1 - 3:2)-+ . .

n{n^ — 1) > ^ J

which has been obtained from the last of equations (4), page 327,

by putting

S(a;) = 5(w) = 1 + 2 + ... +w= |re(w + l);

5(a72) =SK) = 12 + 22+ ... +w2 = >(to+1) (2« + 1);

S(2/) = S(a;„) = ajj + ajg + . . . a;„ ; 5(a;2/) = %{nx„) =Xi + 2x2+ ... + nx„.

If n is odd, the middle measurement does not come in at all.

It is therefore advisable to make an even number of observations.

Such measurements might occur in finding the length of a rod at

different temperatures ; the oscillations of a galvanometer needle
;

the interval between the dust figures in Kundt's method for the

velocity of sound in gases ; the influence of OHg on the physical and

chemical properties of homologous series of organic chemistry, etc.

Examples.— (1) In a Kundt's experiment for tlie ratio of the speoifio

heats of a gas, the dust figures were recorded in the laboratory notebook at

30-7, 43-1, 55-6, 67-9, 80-1, 92-8, 104-6, 116-9, 129-2, 141-7, 184-0, 166-1 centi-

metres. What is the best representative value for the distance between the

nodes ? Ansr. 12-3 cm.

_ (2) The following numbers were obtained for the time of vibration, in

seconds, of the " magnet bar " in Gauss and Weber's magnetometer in some

experiments on terrestrial magnetism : 3-26 ; 9-90 ; 16-65 ; 23-35 ; 30-00 ;
86-65

;

43-30 ; 50-00 ; 56-70 ; 63-30 ; 69-80 ; 76-55 ; 83-30 ; 89-90 ; 96-65 ; 103-15 ; 109-80

;

116-65
; 123-25 ; 129-95 ; 136-70 ; 143-35. Show that the period of vibration is

6-707 seconds.

(3) An alternative method not dependent upon " least squares " is shown

in the following example : a swinging galvanometer needle " reversed " at (a)
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10 min. 9-90 seo. ; (6). 10 min. 23'20 seo.
; (c) 10 min. 36-i5 see.

; (d) 10 min.
49-80 seo.

;
(e) 11 min. 3-25 seo. ; (/) 11 min. 16-60 seo., required the period of

oscillation. Subtract (a) from (d) and divide the result by 3. We get 13-300 -

subtract (b) from («). We get 13-350 ; simUarly, from (c) and {/) we get 13-383!
Mean = 18-344 = period of oscillation.

§ 161. The Probable Error.

Some observations deviate so little from the mean that we may
consider that value to be a very close approximation to the truth, in

other oases the arithmetical mean is worth very little. The question,

therefore, to be settled is. What degree of confidence may we have in

selecting this mean as the best representative value of a series of ob-

servations ? In other words, How good or how bad are the results ?

We could employ Gauss' absolute measure of precision to answer
this question. It is easy to show that the measure of precision of
two series of observations is inversely as their accuracy. If the
probabilities of an error x-^, lying between and l^, and of an error

asj, between and Zj, are respectively

-i^l; -hWd{h,x,) ; P, = ~^I\-Wd{h,x,),

it is evident that when the observations are worth an equal degree

of confidence, Pj = P^.

.'. lih^ — ij/ij J or, fj : ij = /i2 : «x,

or the measure of precision of two series of observations is in-

versely as their accuracy. An error \ will have the same degree

of probability as an error l^ when the measure of precision of the

two series of observations is the same. For instance if h^ = ^h^.

Pi = P2 when Zj = iZj, or four times the error will be committed in

the second series vnth the same degree of probability as the single

error in the first set. In other words, the first series of obser-

vations will be four times as accurate as the second. On account

of certain difficulties in the application of this criterion, its use is

mainly confined to theoretical discussions.

One way of showing how nearly the arithmetical mean repre-

sents all the observations, is to suppose all the errors arranged

in their order of magnitude, irrespective of sign, and to select a

quantity which will occupy a place midway between the extreme

limits, so that the number of errors less than the assumed error is

the same as those which exceed it. This is called the probable
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error, not "the most probable error," nor "the most probable

value of the actual error".

The probable error determines the degree of confidence we may
have in using the mean as the best representative value of a series

of observations. For instance, the atomic weight of oxygen (H = l)

is said to be 15-879 with a probable error + O'OOOS. This means

that the arithmetical mean of a series of observations is 15"879,

and the probability is J—that is, the odds are even, or you may bet

£1 against £1—that the true atomic weight of oxygen lies between

15'8793 and 15-8787.

Eeferring to Pig. 171, let MP and M'P' be drawn at equal dis-

tances from Oy in such a way that the area bounded by these

lines, the curve, and the «-axis (shaded part in the figure), is equal

to half the whole area, bounded by the whole curve and the a;-axis,

then it will be obvious that. half the total observations will have

errors numerically less than OM', and half, numerically greater

than OM, that is, OM re-

^ presents the magnitude of

the probable error, MP its

probability.

The way some investi-

gators refer to the smallness

of the probable error affect-

ing their results conveys the

impression that this canon

has been employed to em-

phasize the accuracy of the work. As a matter of fact, the probable

error does not refer to the aoov/raoy of the work nor to the mag-

nitude of the errors, but only to the proportion in which the errors

of different magnitudes occur. A series of measurements affected

vrith a large probable error may be more accurate than another

series with a small probable error, because the second set may be

affected with a large constant error (g'.'U.).

The number of errors greater than the probable error is equal

to the number of errors less than it. Any error selected at ran-

dom is just as likely to be greater as less than the probable error.

Hence, the probable error is the value of a; in the integral

1 2 r*"'

'^''^dQix), . ... (1)
2 V^J

page 517. From Table X., page 621, when P = = 04769

;
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or, if r is the probable error,

A?- = 0-4769 (2)

Now it has akeady been shown that

hdx ,o „

y-T.'-' (3)

From page 600, therefore, the probability of the occurrence of the

independent errors, x^, x^, . . ., x„ is thovproduct of their separate

probabilities, or

_ h"(dxY

For any set of observations in which the measurements have been
as accurate as possible, h has a maximum value. Differentiating

the last equation in the usual way, and equating dP/dh to zero,

^-^4mf)' • • • (6)

Substitute this in (2)

r=± 0-6745^^. . . (6)

But %{x^) is the sum of the squares of the true errors. The true

errors are unknown. By the principle of least squares, when
measurements have an equal degree of confidence, the most prob-

able value of the observed quantities are those which render the

sum of the squares of the deviations of each observation from the

mean, a minimum. Let %{v'^) denote the sum of the squares of

the deviations of each observation from the mean. If n is large,

we may put ^{x^) = S('U^) ; but if w is a limited number,

3(^2) < 5(a;2) ; .-. ^ix^) = %{v^) + u\ . (7)

All we know about iifi is that its value decreases as n increases,

and increases when %{x^) increases. It is generally supposed that

the best approximation is obtained by writing

, %{x^) S(a;2) %{v^)

n ' n n — 1

Hence, the probable error, r, of a single observation is

^_ i
,

. SINGLE OBSBBVATION (8)

which is virtually Bessel's formula, for the probable error of a

single observation. '${v^) denotes the sum of the squares of the

numbers formed by subtracting each measurement from the
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arithmetical mean of the whole series, n denotes the number of

measurements actually taken. The probable error, B, of the arith-

metical mean of the whole series of observations is

, TV . . ALL OBSERVATIONS (9)

The derivation of this formula is given as Ex. (2), page 531.

The last two results show that the probable error is diminished

by increasing the number of observations. (8) and (9) are only

approximations. They have no signification when the number of

observations is small. Hence we may write | instead of 0-6746.

For numerical applications, see next section.

The great labour involved in the squaring of the. residual errors

of a large number of observations may be avoided by the use of

Peter's approximation formula. According to this, the prob-

able error, r, of a single observation is

r = + 0-8453 , ,r. • single obseevation (10)
Jn(n - 1)

where !§( + v) denotes the sum of the deviations of every observa-

tion from the mean, their sign being disregarded. The probable

error, B, of the arithmetical mean of the whole series of observa-

tions is

B = + 0-8453
, . . ALL OBSEEVATIONS (11)njn - 1

Tables VI. to IX., pages 619 to 623, will reduce the labour in

numerical calculations with Bessel's and with Peter's formulae.

§ 162. Mean and Average Errors.

The arbitrary choice of the probable error for comparing the

errors which are committed with equal facility in different sets of

observations, appears most natural because the probable error

occupies the middle place in a series arranged according to order

of magnitude so that the number of errors less than the fictitious

probable error, is the same as those which exceed it. There are

other standards of comparison. In G-ermany, the favourite method

is to employ the mean error, which is defined as the error whose

square is the mean of the squares of all the errors, or the "error

which, if it alone were assumed in all the observations indifferently,

would give the same sum of the squares of the errors as that which
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ibciiually exists ". We have seen, on page 516, (5), that the ratio,

Number of errors between x and x + dx h 22
Total number of errors ~ ~1^^ ''

"

Multiply both sides by ai^and we obtain

Sum of squares of errors between x and x + dx h
Total number of errors

'^
T/J'"^* ^'''•

By integrating between the limits + 00 and - oo we get

Sum of squares of all the errors %(x^) h ['^^'
„ _A2j

Total number of errors ~ ^ ~ "7^1 _ * ^

Let m denote the mean error, then, by integration as on page 343,

and from (2) of the preceding section, we get

r = 0-674:5to. ... (2)

From (8) and (9), preceding section, the mean error, to, which

affects each single observation is given by the expression

SINGLE OBSERVATION (8)

and the mean error, M, which affects the whole series of results.

'-Mn{n -
:

M = ±^ ,^ _ j^y
. . ALL OBSEEVATIONS (4)

The mean error must not be confused with the " mean of the

errors," or, as it is sometimes called, the average error,^ another

standard of comparison defined as the mean of all the errors re-

gardless of sign. If a denotes the average error, we get from

page 235,

a = ^i+ll ^M'xe- "'-'dx=^ ; r = 0-8454a, (5)

The average error measures the average deviation of each

observation from the mean of the whole series. It is a more

useful standard of comparison than the probable error when the

attention -is directed to the relative accuracy of the individual

observations in different series of observations. The average error

depends not only upon the proportion in which the errors of differ-

1 Some writers call our " average error " the " mean error," and our " mean error
"

the"errorofmeansquare".
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ent magnitudes occur, but also on the magnitude of the individual

errors. The average error furnishes useful information even when
the presence of (unknown) constant errors renders a further appli-

cation of the " theory of errors " of questionable utility, because it

will allow us to compare the magnitude of the constant errors

affecting different series of observations, and so lead to their dis-

covery and elimination.

The reader will be able to show presently that the average error,

A, affecting the mean of n observations is given by the expression

A = ± j^ (6)

This determines the effect of the average error of the individual

observations upon the mean, and serves as a standard for comparing

the relative accuracy of tke means of different aeries of experiments

made under similar conditions.

EXA.MPLBS.—(1) The following galvanometer deflections were obtained in

some observations on the resistance of a oirouit : 37-0, 36'8, 36*8, 36"9, 37*1,

Find the probable and mean errors. This small number of observations is

employed simply to illustrate the method of using the above formulae. In

practical work, mean or probable errors deduced from so small a number of

observations are of little value. Arrange the following table :

—

Number of
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The mean error of the arithmetical mean of the whole set of observations is

written, 36-92 + 0-058
; the probable error, 36-92 + 0-039. It is unnecessary

to include more than two signifioant figures. You will find the Tables on
pages 619 and 620 convenient for the numerical work.

(2) F. Eudberg {Pogg. Arm., 41, 271, 1887), found the coefficient of expansion

o of dry air by different methods to be o x 100 = 0-3643, 0-3654, 0-3644, 0-3650,

0-3653, 0-3636, 0-8651, 0-3643, 0-3643, 0-3645, 0-3646, 0-3662, 0-3840. 0-3902,

0-3652. Eequired the probable and mean errors on the assumption that the

results are worth an equal degree of confidence.

(3) From Ex. (3), page 161, show that the mean error is the abscissa of

the point of inflexion of the probability curve. For simplicity, put h =cl.

(4) Cavendish has published the result of 29 determinations of the mean
density of the earth (PMl. Trans., 88, 469, 1798) in which the first signifioant

figure of all but one is 5 :—4-88 ; 5-50 ; 5-61 ; 5-07 ; 5-26 ; 5-55 ; 5-36 ; 6-29
;

5-58 ; 5-65 ; 5-67 ; 5-53 ; 5-62 ; 5-29 ; 5-44 ; 5-34 ; 5-79 ; 6-10 ; 6-17 ; 5-39 ; 5-42

;

5-47 ; 5-63 ; 5-34
;

5-46
; 6-30 ; 5-75 ; 5-68 ; 5-85. Verify the following

results: Mean= 5-45; 2( + i)) = 5-04; 2(tj2) = 1-367 ; M=±O-0il; »»= ±0-221;

B=+0-0277; r = ±0-149; a=0-18; 4 = +0-033.

The relation between the probable error, the mean error, the

average error, and the absolute measure of an error can be ob-

tained from (2), page 523; (2), page 516; and (5), page 516. We
have, in fact, if modulus, h = 1-0000; mean error, m = 0-7071;

average error, a = 0-564:2
; probable error, r = 0-4769.

The following results are convenient in combining measurements

afifeoted with different mean or probable errors :

#

I. The mean error of the sum or diffeebnob of a wwmber of

observations is equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of

the mean errors of each of the observations. Let x-^, x^, represent

two independent measurements whose sum or difference combines

to make a final result X, so that

X = ajj + x^.

Let the mean errors of x^ and x^, be Wj and m^ respectively. If

M denotes the mean error in X,

X ± Jf = (a!i ± mj) + (ajg ± Wj),

.-. ± Jf = ± OTj ± Wj.

However we arrange the signs of M, m^, Wj, in the last equation,

we can only obtain, by squaring, one or other of the following ex-

pressions :

—

]iP = mj^ + ^m^m^ + m^ ; or, ilf = m^ - %n^m^ + m^,

it makes no difference which. Hence the mean error is to be found
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by taking the mean of both these results. That is to say,

M^ = mj;^ + to/ ; or, M =± sjm^ + to/,

because the terms containing + to^to^ and - to^TOj cancel each other.

This means that the products of any pair of residual errors (TOjTOj,

TOjTOj, . . .) in an extended series of observations will have positive

as often as negative signs. Consequently, the influence of these

terms on the mean value will be negligibly smaU in comparison with

the terms m-^, m^, to/, . . ., which are always positive. Hence, for

any number of observations,

ilf2 = TOj2 + TO/+ . . ; or, M = + ^(to/ + TO/ + . . .). (7)

From equation (2), page 525, the mean error is proportional to the

probable error B,, TOj to rj, . . ., hence,

iJ2 = r/ + r/ + . . . ; or, -B = ± V('"i' + '"a' + • ) (8)

In other words, the, probable error of the sum or diffeebnce of two

quantities A and B respectively affected with probable errors ± a

and ±b is

B= ± JaFTbK . . . (9)

Examples.—(1) The molecular weight of titanium chloride (TiOlJ is known
to be 188'545 with a probable error + 0'0092, and the atomic weight of chlorine

35-179 + 0-0048, what is the atomic weight of titanium ? Anar. 47-829 ±
0-0213. Hints.

188-S46 - 4 X 85'179 = 47-829 ; B = ij (0-0092f + (4 x 0-0048)f = ± -0213.

It will be obvious that we shall ignore the advice given in § 94, pages 278

to 276, if we are not very careful in the interpretation of the probable error in

these illusirative examples.

(2) The mean errors affecting 0^ and 9, in the formula B = k(e^ - fl,) are

respectively + 0-0003 and + 0-0004, what is the mean error affecting fl, - Sj

and 3(62 - «i) ? Ansr. + 0-0005 and + 0-0015.

II. The probable error of the pboduot of two quantities A and
B respectively affected with the probable errors ± a and ±b is

B= ± si {Abf -^ {Baf. . . (10)

If a third mean, G, with a probable error, + c, is included,

i? = ± 'J{BGaf + {ACbY+ [ABcf. . . (11)

BxAMPDBS.—(1) Thorpe found ttat the molecular ratio

4Ag : TiOl^ = 100 : 44-017 ± 0-0031.

Hence determine the molecular weight of titanium tetrachloride, given the

atomic -weight of silver = 107-108 + 0-0031. Ansr. 188-583 + 0-0144. Hint.

R = ± \/{(* X 107-108 X 0-0031)3 + (44.017 X 4 X 0-0031)'}.

(2) The specific heat of tin is 0-0537 with a mean error of + 0-0014, and
the atomic weight of the same metal is 118-150 + 0-0089, show that the mean
error of the product of these two quantities (Dulong and Petit's law) is 6"34 +
0-1654.
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III. Theprobable error of the quotient {B ~ A) of two qttantities

A and B respectively affected with the probable errors ± a and ±bis

V(t)'
2

+ 62

i?=+JLL±4 . . (12)~ A

BxAMPLna.— (1) It is known, that the atomic ratio

Ou : 2Ag = 100 : 339-411 + 0-0039,

what is the atomic weight of copper given Ag = 107-108 + 0-0081 ? Anar.

63-114 + 0-0020. Hint.

B = ±V('''t3g.4r°'7+ ("-OQear ^ 389-411 = ± 0-0020.

Ou : 2 X 107-108 = 100 : 339-411 ; .-. Cu = 68-114.

(2) Suppose that the maximum pressure of the aqueous vapour,
f.^,

in the

atmosphere at 16° is found to be 8-2000, with a mean error + 0-0024, and the

maximum pressure of aqueous vapour, / , at the dewpoint, at 16°, is 13-5000,

with a mean error of + 0-0012. The relative humidity, h, of the air is given

by the expression h = f^f^. Show that the relative humidity at 16° is

0-6074 + 0-00O2.

IV. The probable error of the pbopobtion

4 : S = ; «,

where A, B, C, are quantities respectively affected with the probable

errors ± a, ±b, ± o, is

B=±1U-L— ,. . (13)

ExAMPLK.—Stas found that AgOlOj furnished 25-080 + 0-0019 °/„ of

oxygen and 74-920 ± 0-0003 % of AgOl. If the atomic weight of oxygen ia

16-879 ±0-0003, what is the molecular weight of AgGl ? Ansr. 142-303+0-0066.

Hints. 25-080 : 74-920 = 3 x 15-879 -.x; .: x = 142-303.

VIr''
'^

V!I
""
°'°"'

) + (^^-637 X 0-001)'^ + (74-92 x 8 x 0-0009)^}

B=+ LI
^25-08

^^

If the proportion be

A:B = G + x:D + X,

the probable error is given by

EzAMPLB.—Stas found that 31-488 ± 0-0006 grams of NH^Cl were equiva-

lent to 100 grams of AgNOj. Hence determine the atomic weight of nitrogen,

given Ag= 107-108 ± 0-0031; 01=35-179 ± 0-0048; H=l; 03= 47-687 ± 0-0009.

-Ansr. 18-911 ± 0-0048.

LL
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V. The probable error of the arithmetical mean of a series of

observations is inversely as the squa/re root of their number. Let

rj, rj, . . ., r„ be the probable errors of a series of independent

observations a-^, a^, . . ., a„, which have to be oombined so as to

make up a final result u. Let the probable errors be respectively

proportional to the actual errors da^, da^, . . . da„. The final result

M is a function such that

The influence of each separate variable on the final result may be

determined by partial differentiation so that

'^'' = 5h;^*i + §^/^''+ (^5)

where da^, da^, . . . represent the actual errors committed in

measuring a-^, a^, . . .; the partial differential coefficients determine

the effect of these variables upon the final result u ; and du re-

presents the actual error in u due to the joint occurrence of the

errors da^ da^, , . . Put B in place oi du; rj in place of da^, etc.

;

square (15) and

^©''<S)V- (-)

since cross products are negligibly small. The arithmetical mean
of n observations is

^ _^ «! + ag + . . + a„

therefore,

c>(Zi 3^2 ^ "
'
~ n' ' ' ~ n^

But the observations have an equal degree of precision, and there-

fore, r-^ = r^ = . . . = r^ = r^.

This result shows how easy it is to overrate the effect of multi-

plying observations. If B denotes the probable error of the mean
of 8 observations, four times as many, or 32 observations must be

made to give a probable error of ^B ; nine times as many, or 72

observations must be made to reduce B to ^B, etc.

Examples.—(1) Two series of determinations of the atomicweight of oxygen

by a. certain process gave respectively 15-8726±0-00058 and 16'8769+0"00058.

Hence show tliat the atomic weight is accordingly written 15-87475 +0'00041.
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(2) In the preceding section, § 161, given formula (8) deduce (9). Hint.
iTse (17), present section.

(3) Deduce Peter's approximation formulse (10) and (11), § 161. Hint.
Since i{x^)ln = S{v^)l{n - 1), page 524, we may suppose that on the average

2(!c): s/n = S(v) :ijn - X, etc. 5a;/w, is the mean of the errors, and if 2a;/»i=

probability integral, page 522, = Ijh sUT, it follows from (2), page 623, r =
0-8453 'S.xjn, etc. See also (2) page 516.

(4) Show that when n is large, the result of dividing the mean of the

squares of the errors by the square of the mean of the errors is constant.

Hint. Show that

This has been proposed as a test of the fidelity of the observationB, and of the

accuracy of the arithmetical work. For instance, the numbers quoted in the
example on page 554 give 2(ti) = 55-53; 2('iJ^) = 354-35 ; w=14; constant =1-60.

The canon does not usually work very well with a small number of observa-

tions.

(5) Show that the probable {or mean) error is inversely proportional to

the absolute measure of precision. Hint. Prom (1) and (2)

1 1
r = r- X constant; .-. roo ^. , (19)

§ 163. Numerical Values of the Probability Integrals.

We have discussed the two questions :

1. What is the best representative value of a series of measure-

ments affected with errors of observations ?

2. How nearly does the arithmetical mean represent all of a

given set of measurements affected with errors of observation ?

It now remains to inquire

3. How closely does the arithmetical mean approximate to the

absolute truth ? To Ulustrate, we may use the results of Crookes'

model research on the atomic weight of thallium (Phil. Trans., 163,

277, 1874). Crooke's determination of this constant gave

203-628; 203-632; 203-636; 203-638; 203-639

203-642; 203-644; 203-649; 203-660; 203-666;/^®*'^- 203-642,

The arithmetical mean is only one of an infinite number of possible

values of the atomic weight of thallium between the extreme limits

203-628 and 203-666. It is very probable that 203-642 is not the

true value, but it is also very probable that 203-642 is very near

to the true value sought. The question "How near?" cannot be

answered. Alter the question to " What is the probability that

the truth is comprised between the limits 203-642 + a;? " and the

answer may be readily obtained however small we choose to make

the number x.

LL *
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First, suppose that the absolute measu/re of precision, h, of the

arithmetical mecm is known. Table X. gives the numerical values

of the probability integral

sjTt

where P denotes the probability that an error of observation will

have a positive or negative value equal to or less than x, h is the

measure of the degree of precision of the results.

When h is unity, the value of P is read off from the table

directly. To illustrate, we read that when a; = + 0*1 P = 112

;

when a; = + 0*2 P = "223 ; . . ., meaning that if 1,000 errors are

committed in a set of observations with a modulus of precision

fe = 1, 112 of the errors will lie between + Q-l and - O'l, 223

between + 0'2~ and - 0'2, etc. Or, 888 of the errors will exceed

the limits + 0-1 ; 777 errors will exceed the limits + 0'2 ; . . . When

h is not unity, we must use -v- -r- , . . ., in place of 0"1, 0'2.

ExAMPLUB.—(1) If hx = 0'64, P, from the table, is 0-6346. Hence 0'6346

denotes the probability that the error x will be less than 0'64//i, that is to

say, 63-46% of the errors will lie between the limits + 0-64/fc. The remaining
36-54 % will li^ outside these limits.

(2) Required a probability that an error will be comprised between the

limits + 0-3 {h = 1). Ausr. 0-329.

(3) Required the probability that an error will lie between - Q-Ol and

+ 0-1 of say a milligram. This is the sum of the probabilities of the limits

from to - 0-01 and from to + 0-1 {h - 1). Ansr. J(0-113 + 0-1125) =0-06] 9.

(4) Required the probability that an error will lie between + I'D aud.+
0-01. This is the difference of the probabilities of errors between 1-0 and zero

and between 0-01 and zero (h = 1). Ansr. J(0-8427 - 0-0113) = 0-4157.

This table, therefore, enables us to find the relation between the

magnitude of an error and the frequency with which that error will

be committed in making a large number of careful measurements.

It is usually more convenient to work from the probable error B
than from the modulus h. More practical illustrations have, in

consequence, been included in the next set of examples.

Second, suppose that the probable error of the arithmetical mean
is known. Table XL gives the numerical values of the probability

integral

= M'"'-Mf>
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where P denotes the probability that an error of observation of a
positive or negative value, equal to or less than x, will be com-
mitted in the arithmetical mean of a series of measurements with

probable error r (or B). This table makes no reference to h. To
illustrate its use, of 1,000 errors^ 54 will be less than J^iJ ; 500
less than B ; 823 less than 2B ; 957 less than 3B ; 993 less than
iB ; and one will be greater than 5B.

Examples.—(1) A series of results are represented by 6-9 with a probable
error + 0-25. The probability that the probable error is less than 0-25 is J.
What is the probability that the actual error will be less than 0-75.

Here x/B = 0-75/0'26 = 3. From the table, p = 0'9570 when xjlt = 3.

This means that 95-7 °/o of the errors will be less than 0'75 and 4-3 %
greater.

(2) D. Gill finds the solar parallax to be 8-802" + 0-005. What is the

probability that the solar parallax may lie between 8-802" + 0-025. Here
xjR = 0-025 -=- 0-005 = 5. When B = 5, Table XI., P = 0-9998. This

means that £9993 might be bet in favour of the event, and £7, against the

event.

(3) Dumas has recorded the following 19 determinations of the chemical

equivalent of hydrogen (0 = 100) using sulphuric acid (H2SO4) with some,

and phosphorus pentoxide (PgOj) as the drying agent in other oases :

i. H3SO4 : 12-472, 12-480, 12-548, 12-489, 12-496, 12-522, 12-538, 12-546,

12-550, 12-562

;

ii. PjOb : 12-480, 12-491, 12-490, 12-490, 12-508, 12-547, 12-490, 12-551,

12-551. J. B. A. Dumas' " Eeoherohes sur la Composition do I'Eau," Amn.

Chim. Phys., [3], 8, 200, 1843. What is the probability that there will be an

error between the limits + 0'015 in the mean (12-515), assuming that the

results are free from constant errors ? The chemical student will perhaps see

the relation of his answer to Front's law. Hints. x/B = t ; B = 0-005685

;

X = 0-015; .: t = 2-63. From Table XI., when t = 2-63, P = 0-969. Hence

the odds are 969 to 31 that the mean 12-515 is affected by no greater error

than is eomprised within the limits + 0-015. To exemplify Table X,,

h = 0-4769/E = 102, .:hx = 102 x 0-015 = 1-53. From the Table, P = 0-924

when hx = 1-53, etc. That is to say, 96-9 % °f ^^^ errors wiU be less and

3-1% greater than the assigned limits.

(4) From W. Orookes' ten determinations of the atomic weight of thallium

(above) calculate the probability that the atomic weight of thallium lies be-

tween 203-632 and 203-652. Here x=± 0-01 ; B ± = 0-0023 ;
.-. «=!e/B=4-4.

From Table XI., P =0-997. (Note how near this number is to unity indicating

certainty.) The chances are 332 to 1 that the true value of the atomic weight

of thallium lies between 203-632 and 203-652. We get the same result by

means of Table X. Thus A =0-4769-^0-0023 = 207; .-. te=207x0-01 = 2-07.

When feB=«2-07, P= 0-997. If 1,000 observations were made under the same

conditions as Orookes', we could reasonably expect 997 of them to be affected

by errors numerically less than 0-01, and only 8 observations would be affected

by errors exceeding these limits.
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The rules and formulaB deduced up to the present are by no

means inviolable. The reader must constantly bear in mind the

fundamental assumptions upon which we are working. If these

conditions are not fulfilled, the conclusions may not only be super-

fluous, but even erroneous. The necessary conditions are^:

1. Every observation is as hkely to be in error as every other

one.

2. There is no perturbing influence to cause the results to have

a bias or tendency to deviate more in some directions than in

others.

3. A large number of observations has been made. In practice,

the number of observations may be considerably reduced if the

second condition is fulfilled. In the ordinary course of things from

10 to 25 is usually considered a sufficient number.

§ 16^. Maxwell's Law of Distribution of Molecular Velocities.

In a preceding discussion, the velocities of the molecules of a

gas were assumed to be the same. Can this simplifying assump-

tion be justified ?

According to the kinetic theory, a gas is supposed to consist of

a number of perfectly elastic spheres moving about in space with a

certain velocity. In case of impact on the walls of the bounding

vessel, the molecules are supposed to rebound according to known
dynamical laws. This accounts for the pressure of a gas. The

velocities of all the molecules of a gas in a state of equilibrium are

not the same. Some move with a greater velocity than others.

At one time a molecule may be moving with a great velocity, at

another time, with a relatively slow speed. The attempt has been

made to find a law governing the distribution of the velocities of

the motions of the different molecules, and with some success.

Maxwell's law is based upon the assumption that the same relations

hold for the velocities of the molecules as for errors of observation.

This assumption has played a most important part in the develop-

ment of the kinetic theory of gases. The probability y that a mole-

cule will have a velocity equal to v is given by an expression of the
'

type:

4 fvV -(^)",(H)%-(^)'.
. . . „

Very few molecules will have velocities outside a certain re-
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kinetic energies of the dN molecules will be i{mdN)v'', because

there are dN molecules moving with a velocity v. Prom (2), there-

fore, the total kinetic energy (T) of all the molecules is

r' = '» 5Nm 1"^ -- 3 3

^m ' •
w

whereM = Nm = total mass of N molecules each of mass m. The

total kinetic energy of N molecules of the same kind is

T = ^mvl + ^mv\ + . . . + ^v^ = ^{v^^ + V + • • • + ^^)- (5)

The velocity of mean square, U, is defined as the velocity whose

square is the average of the squares of the velocities of all the N
molecules, or,

from (6). Again, from (4) and (6), we have

Most works on chemical theory give a simple method of proving

that if p denotes the pressure and p the density of a gas,

P^yU" (8)

This in conjunction with (6) allows the average velocity of the

molecules of a gas to be calculated from the known values of the

pressure and density of the gas, as shown in any Textbook on

Physical Chemistry.

The reader is no doubt familiar with the principle underlying

Maxwell's law, and, indeed, the whole kinetic theory of gases. I

may mention two examples. The number of passengers on say

the 3-10 P.M. suburban daily train is fairly constant in spite of the

fact that that train does not carry the same passenger two days

running. Insurance companies can average the number of deaths

per 1,000 of population with great exactness. Of course I say

nothing of disturbing factors. A bank holiday may require pro-

vision for a supra-normal trafQc, and an epidemic will run up the

death rate of a community. The commercial success of these

institutions is, however, sufficient testimony of the truth of the

method of averages, otherwise called the statistical method
of investigation. The same type of mathematical expression is

required in each case.
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It will thus be seen that calculations, based on the supposition
that all the molecules possess equal velocities, are quite admissible
in a first approximation. The net result of the " dance of the mole-
cules" is a distribution of the different velocities among all the
molecules, which is maintained with great exactness.

Q. H. Darwin has deduced values for the mean free path, eto., from the
hypothesis that the molecules of the same gas are not all the same size. He
has examined the consequences of the assumption that the sizes of the mole-
cules are ranged according to a law like that governing the frequency of errors

of observation. For this, see his memoir "On the mechanical conditions of a
swarm of meteorites" {Phil. Trans., 180, 1, 1889).

§ 16S. Constant or Systematic Errors.

The irregular accidental errors hitherto discussed have this

distinctive feature, they are just as likely to have a positive as a

negative value. But there are errors which have not this character.

If the barometer vacuum is imperfect, every reading wiU be too

small; if the glass bulb of a thermometer has contracted after

graduation, the zero point rises in such a way as to falsify all

subsequent readings ; if the points of suspension of the balance

pans are at unequal distances from the centre of oscillation of the

beam, the weighings will be inaccurate. A change of tempera-

ture of 5° or 6° may easily cause an error of 0-2 to I'O % ^^ ^jU

analysis, ovTing to the change in the volume of the standard

solution. Such defective measurements are said to be affected

by constant errors.^ By definition, constant errors are produced

by well-defined causes which make the errors of observation pre-

ponderate more in one direction than in another. Thus, some of

Dumas' determinations of the atomic weight of silver are affected by

a constant error due to the occlusion of oxygen by metallic silver in

the course of his work.

One of the greatest trials of an investigator is to detect and if

' Personal error. This is another type of constant error which depends on the

personal qualities of the observer. Thus the differences in the judgments of the

astronomers at the Greenwich Observatory as to the observed time of transit of a star

and the assumed instant of its actual occurrence, are said to vary from ^^ to
-J

of a

second, and to remain fairly constant for the same observer.. Some persistently read

the burette a little high, others a little low. Vernier readings, analyses based on

colorimetric tests (such as Nesaler's ammonia process), etc., may be affected by

personal errors.
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possible eliminate constant errors. " The history of science teaches

all too plainly the lesson that no single method is absolutely to be

relied upon, and that sources of error lurk where they are least

expected, and that they may escape the notice of the most ex-

perienced and conscientious worker." ^ Two questions of the

gravest moment are now presented. How are constant errors to

be detected ? How may the effect of constant errors be eliminated

from a set of measurements ? This is usually done by modifying

the conditions under which the experiments are performed. " It is

only by the concurrence of evidence of various kinds and from various

sources," continues Lord Eayleigh, " that practical certainty may
at least be attained, and complete confidence restored." Thus the

magnitude is measured under different conditions, with different

instruments, etc. It is assumed that even though each method or

apparatus has its own specific constant error, all these constant

errors taken collectively will have the character of accidental errors.

To take a concrete illustration, faulty " sights " on a rifle may cause

a constant deviation of the bullets in one direction ; the " sights
"

on another rifle may cause a constant " error " in another direc-

tion, and so, as the number of rifles increases, the constant errors

assume the character of accidental errors and thus, in the long

run, tend to compensate each other. This is why Stas generally

employed several different methods to determine his atomic weights.

To quote one practical case, Stas made two sets of determinations

of the numerical value of the ratio Ag : KOI. In one set, four series

of determinations were made with KCl prepared from four different

sources in conjunction with one specimen of silver, and in the other

set different series of experiments were made with silver prepared

from different sources in conjunction with one sample of KCl. Un-

fortunately the latter set was never completed.

The ca,lculation of an arithmetical mean is analogous to the

process of guessing the centre of a target from the distribution of

the "hits" (Fig. 165). If all the shots are affected by the same

constant error, the centre, so estimated, will deviate from the true

centre by an amount depending on the magnitude of the (presumably

unknown) constant error. If this magnitude can be subsequently

determined, a simple arithmetical operation~(addition or subtraction)

will give the correct value. Thus Stas found that the amount of

' Lord Rayleigh's Presidential Address, B.A. Reports, 1884.
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potassium chloride equivalent to 100 parts of silver in one case
was as

Ag : KGl = 100 : 69-1209.

The KCl was subsequently found to contain 0'00259 per cent, of

silica. The chemical student will see that 0-00179 has conse-

quently to be subtracted from 69-1209. Hence,

Ag : KCl = 100 : 69-11903.

After Lord Eayleigh {Proc. Boy. Soc, 43, 356, 1888) had proved
that |he capacity of an exhausted glass globe is less than when the

globe is full of gas, all measurements of the densities of gases

involving the use of exhausted globes had to be corrected for

shrinkage. Thus Eegnault's ratio, 1 : 15-9611, for the relative

densities of hydrogen and oxygen was " corrected for shrinkage "

to 1 : 159105. The proper numerical corrections for the constant

errors of a thermometer are indicated on the well-known " Kew
certificate," etc.

If the mean error of each set of results differs, by an amount
to be expected, from the mean errors of the different sets measured

with the same instrument under the same conditions, no constant

error is likely to be present. The different series of atomic weight

determinations of the same chemical element, published by the

same, or by different observers, do not stand this test satisfactorily.

Hence, Ostwald concludes that constant errors must have been

present even though they have escaped the experimenter's ken.

Example.—Discuss the following :
" Merely increasing the member of

experiments, without varying the conditions or method of observation,

diminishes the influence of accidental errors. It is, however, useless to

multiply the number of observations beyond a certain limit. On the other

hand, the greater the numier and variety of the observations, the more

complete will be the elimination of the effects of both constant and accidental

§ 166. Proportional Errors.

One of the greatest sources of error in scientific measurements

occurs when the quantity cannot be measured directly. In such

cases, two or more separate observations may have to be made on

different magnitudes. Each observation contributes some little

inaccuracy to the final result. Thus Faraday has determined the

thickness of gold leaf from the weight of a certain number of

sheets. Foucault measures time, Le Chatelier measures tempera-
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ture in terms of an angular deviation. The determination of the

rate of a chemical reaction often depends on a number of more or

less troublesome analyses.^

For this reason, among others, many chemists prefer the standard 0=16
as the basis of their system of atomic weights. The atomic weights of most

of the elements have been determined directly or indirectly with reference to

oxygen. If H = 1 be the basis, the atomic weights of most of the elements

depend on the nature of the relation between oxygen and hydrogen—

a

relation which has not yet been fixed in a satisfactory manner. The best de-

terminations made since 1887 vary betweenH : =1 : 15-96 andH : =1 : lS-87.

If the former ratio be adopted, the atomic weights of antimony and urWum
would be respectively 119'6 and 239'0 ; while if the latter ratio be employed,

these units become respectively 118-9 and 237-7, a difEerenoe of one and two

units I It is, therefore, better to contrive that the atomic weights of the

elements do not depend on the uncertainty of the ratio H : 0, by adopting

the basis : = 16.

If the quantity to be determined is deduced by calculation from

a measurement, Taylor's theorem furnishes a convenient means of

criticizing the conditions under which any proposed experirnent is

to be performed, and at the same time furnishes a valuable insight

into the effect of an error in the measurement on the whole result.

It is of the greatest importance that every investigator should

have a clear idea of the different sources of error to which his

results are liable in order to be able to discriminate between im-

portant and unimportant sources of error, and to find just where

the greatest attention must be paid in order to obtain the best

results. The necessary accuracy is to be obtained with the least

expenditure of labour.

I. Proportional errors of simple measwements. Let y be the

desired quantity to be calculated from a magnitude x which can be

measured directly and is connected with y by the relation

y = /W-

f(x) is always affected with some error dx which causes y to deviate

from the truth by an amount %. The error will then be

dy= {y + ^)-y ^f{x + dx) -/(a;).

1 Indirect results are liable to another source of error. The formula employed

may be so inexact that accurate measurements give but grossly approximate results.

For instance, a first approximation formula may have been employed when the

aconraoy of the observations required one more precise ; ir = '7^ may have been put

in place of ir = 3-14159 ; or the coefflcient of expansion of a perfect gas has been

applied to an imperfect gas. Such errors are called errors of method.
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dx is neoessarily a small magnitude, therefore, by Taylor's theorem,

J{x + dx) = /(a;) + f(x) .dx + ...,

or, neglecting the higher orders of magnitude,

dy = f{x) . dx.

The relation between the error and the total magnitude of y is

% _ fXx) . dx

y Ax) • (1)

All this means is that the differential of a function represents the

change in the value of the function when the variable suffers an

infinitesimal change. The student learned this the first day he

attacked the calculus. The ratio dy : y is called the proportional,

relatiYe, or fractional error, that is to say, the ratio of the error

involved in the whole process to the total quantity sought ; while

100% : y is called the percentage error. The degree of accuracy

of a measurement is determined by the magnitude of the propor-

tional error.

„ . . , -, Magnitude of error
Proportional Error = ==-r-i rr^^ ; -r- -.

Total magmtude of quantity measured

Students often fail to understand why their results seem all

wrong when the experiments have been carefully performed and

the calculations correctly done. For instance, the molecular

weight of a substance is known to be either 160, or some multiple

of 160. To determine which, 0-380 (or w) grm. of the substance

was added to li-Ol (or Wj) grms. of acetone boiling at 0^° (or 3'50°).

on Beckmann's arbitrary scale, the temperature, in consequence,

fell to 62° (or 3-36°) ; the molecular weight of the substance, M, is

then represented by the known formula

M= 1670 ,.^ ^, ; or. M= 1670^, „f^" ,, = 323,

or approximately 2 x 160. Now assume that the temperature

readings may be ± 0'05° in error owing to convection currents,

radiationand conduction of heat, etc. Let O^ = 3 '55° and O^" — 3 '31°,

... M = 1670t3^S^5§0
^ jgg

14-01 X 0-24

This means that an error of ± ^V° i^^ ^^^ reading of the thermometer

would give a result positively misleading. This example is by no

means exaggerated. The simultaneous determination of the heat

of fusion and of the speci$e heat of a solid by the solution of two

simultaneous equations, and the determination of the latent heat
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of steam are specially liable to similar mistakes. A study of the

reduction formula will show in every case that relatively small

errors in the reading of the temperature are magnified into serious

dimensions by the method used in the calculation of the final

result.

Examples.—(1) Almost any text-book on oplios will tell you that the

radius of curvature, r, of a lens, is given by the fornyila

af

f~a
Let the true values of / and a be respectively 20 and 15. Let / and a be liable

to error to the extent of + 0'5, say, / is read 20-5, and a 14-5. Then the true

value of r is 60, the observed value 51'2. Fractional error = ^. This means

that an error of about 0'5 in 20, i.e., 2-5 7o in ^^^ determination of / and a

may cause r to deviate 15 °/„ from the truth.

(2) In applying the formula

V=8.a™»T5Jr,

for the influence of temperature on the velocity, F, of a chemical reaction

show that an error of 1° in the determination of T^, at about 800° abs., will

give a fractional error of 2 '4 in the determination of V. Hint. Substitute

Ti = 300, To = 273. Use Table IV. I make V = 41-52. Now put T, = 301.

I get V — 43"79, etc. Hence an error of 1° will make F vary about 6 % from

its true value.

If we knew that an astronomer had made an absolute error of

100,000 miles in estimating the distance between the earth and

the sun, and also that a physicist had made an absolute error of

*li6 10000,000000^^ of ^ ™1^ i'^ measuring the wave length of a

spectral line, we could form no idea of the relative accuracy of the

two measurements in spite of the fact that the one error is the

100 0,0 0^0 0.0 00 ooo^b P^'^* of *li® other. In the first measurement

the error is about
i opo °^ *^6 whole quantity measured, in the

second case the error ig'about the same order of magriitude as the

quantity measured. In the former case, therefore, the error is neg-

ligibly small ; in the latter, the error renders the result nugatory.

It is therefore important to be able to recognise the weak and

strong points of a given method of investigation; to grade the

degree of accuracy of the different stages of the work so as to

produce the required result ; so as to have enough at all points,

but no superfluity. I have already spoken of the need for

" scientific perspective " in dealing with numerical computations.

BlxAMFiiES.— (1) It is required to determine the capacity of a sphere from
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the measurement of its diameter. Let ?/ denote the volume, x the diameter,
then, by a well-known mensuration formula, y = \v3?. It ia required to find
the eSeot of a small error in the measurement of the diameter on the cal-

culated volume. Suppose an error dx is committed in the measurement, then

y + d/y = i7r(a5 -t- dxf = ^^{ccs + Zx'dx + Zx(dxY + (dxf).

By hypothesis, dx is a very small fraction, therefore, by neglecting the higher
powers of dx and dividing the result by the original expression

y + dy 1 fix? + ^x^dx\ dy _ dx

y " e'V i^^ )' y - X

Or, the error in the calculated result is three times that made in the
measurement. Hence the necessity for extreme precautions in measuring
the diameter. Sometimes, we shall find, it is not always necessary to be so

careful. The same result could have been more easily obtained by the use of

Taylor's theorem as described above. Differentiate the original expression

and divide the result by the original expression. We thus get the relative

error vdthout trouble.

(2) Criticize'the metflbd for the determination of the atomic weight of

lead from the ratio Pb : in lead monoxide. Let y denote the atomic

weight of lead, a the atomic weight of oxygen (known). It is found ex-

perimentally that X parts of lead combine with one part of oxygen, the

required atomic weight of lead is determined from the simple proportion

y.a^x-.l; or, y^ax; 01, dy=adx; .-. dyly^dxlx. . (2)

Thus an error of 1 % in the determination of x introduces an equal error in

the calculated value of y. Other things being equal, this method of finding

the atomic weight of lead is, therefore, very likely to give good results.

(3) Show that the result of determining the atomic weight of barium by

precipitation of the chloride with silver nitrate is less influenced by experi-

mental errors than the determination of the atomic weight of sodium in the

same way. Assume that one part of silver as nitrate requires x parts of sodium

(or barium) chloride for precipitation as silver chloride. Let a and 6 be the

known atomic weights of silver and chlorine. Then, if y denotes the atomic

weight of sodium, y+ b: a=x:l; OTC,y=CKC-b; .: a=(y + b)lx. Difierentiate,

and substitute ^=23, 6= 3S-6.

dy _ a _ y + b dx _ „.g.^
y ~ ax - b ~ y ' X

~
x'

or an error of 1 7o in ^^^ determination of chlorine in sodium will introduce

an error of 2-5% in the atomic weight of sodium. Hence it is a disadvantage

to have 6 greater than y. For barium, the error introduced is 1'5 % instead

of2-5''/„.

(4) If the atomic weight of barium y is determined by the precipitation of

barium sulphate from barium chloride solutions, and a denotes the known

atomic weight of chlorine, b the known combining weight of SO^, then when

a; parts of barium chloride are converted into one part of barium sulphate,

(6 - 2a)dx
+ 2a : y + b = X •!; — =

y (1 - «) {iix - 2a)"
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(6) An approximation formula used in the determination of the viscosity

of liquids is

irptr'

" = 1^'
where v denotes the volume of liquid flovsriug from a capillary tube of radius r

tni length I in the time t; pis the actual pressure exerted by the column of

liquid. Show that the proportional error in the calculation of the viscosity j;

is four times the error made in measuring the radius of the tube.

(6) In a tangent galvanometer, the tangent of the angle of deflection of

the needle is proportional to the current. Prove that the proportional error

in the calculated value of the current due to a given error in the reading is

least virhen the deflection is 45°. The strength of the current is proportional

to the tangent of the displaced angle x, or

., . „. , C. dx dy dx
y=/(a;) = Ctanx; : dy = -^^^ ;

or, - =^i^^,^oBX

To determine the minimum, put

d fdy\ sin^a; - oos^a;
3-1 — =^ 5— = ; .•. sm'a; = cos^s, or, sin x = cos x.
dx\ y J sva^x . oos'a; " > • •

=
> >

This is true only in the neighbourhood of 45° (Table XIV.), and, therefore, in

this region an error of observation vrill have the least influence on the final

result. In other words, the best results are obtained with a tangent galvo-

nometer when the needle is deflected about 45°.

What will be the effect of an error of 0'25° in reading a deflection of 42°,

on the calculated current 1 Note that x in the above formula is expressed in

circular or radian measure (page 606). Hence,

V 0*25
0-25(degrees) = .

g^
- = 0'00436(radians).

• ^ da; _ %dx _ 0-00872 _ . .. . „ „,"
y

""
sin I . cos X ~ sin 2a!

~ sin 84° ~ "'"^
'

*•*•' ^ '°'

since, from a Table of Natural Sines, sin 84°=0'9945.

(7) Show that the proportional error involved in the measurement of an

electrical resistance on a Wheatstone's bridge is least near the middle of the

bridge. Let B denote the resistance, I the length of the bridge, a the distance

of the telephone from one end. .•. y = B,xj(l + x). Proceed as above and

show that when a; = Ji (the middle of the bridge), the proportional error is a

minimum.

(8) By Newton's law of attraction, the force of gravitation, g, between

two bodies varies directly as their respective masses

—

m^, m^-^and inversely as

the square of their distance apart, r. The mass of each body is supposed to

be collected at its centroid (centre of gravity). The weight of one gram at

Paris is equivalent to 880'868 dynes. The dyne is the unit of force. Hence

Newton's law, g = imi-jn^r^ (dynes), may be written w = ajt'^ (grams), where

a is a constant equivalent to /» x mi x mj x 980 -SeS. Hence show that for

small changes in altitude d/wfw = - 2drjr. Marek was able to detect a differ-

ence of 1 in 500,000,000 when comparing the kilogram standards of the

Bureau International des Poids et Mesures. Hence show that it is possible

to detect a difference in the weight of a substance when one scale pan of the
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balance is raised one centimetre higher than the other. Hint. Radius of earth
= r = 637,130,000 cm. ; «; = 1 kilogrm. ; (ir = 1 cm.

;

_dMi 2 1 -^• w "637,130,000-318,565,000- ^^'^ '^ S^^^*^"^ ^^^'^
MoioOOiOOO"

As a further exercise, show that a kilogram will lose 0-00003 grm., if it be
weighed 10 cm. above its original position. Hint. Find -dw; r has its

former value ; w = 1000 grm. ; dr = 10 cm.

II. Proportional error of composite measurements. Whenever a
result has to be determined indirectly by comHning several different

species of measurements—weight, temperature, volume, electro-

motive force, etc.—the effect of a percentage error of, say, 1 per
cent, in the reading of the thermometer will be quite different from
the effect of an error of 1 per cent, in the reading of a voltmeter.

It is obvious that some observations must be made with
greater care than others in order that the influence of each kind

of measurement on the final result may be the same. If a large

error is compounded with a small error, the total error is not ap-

preciably affected by the smaller. Hence Ostwald recommends
that " a variable error be neglected if it is loss than one-tenth of

the larger, often, indeed, if it is but one-fifth ".

Examples.—(1) Joule's relation between the strength of a current

(amperes) and the quantity of heat Q (calories) generated in an electric con-

ductor of resistance B (ohms) in the time t (seconds), is, Q = 0-24:C^Bt. Show
that B and t must be measured with half the precision of G in order to have
the same influence on Q.

(2) What will be the fractional error in Q corresponding to a fractional

error of 0-1 % in iJ ? Ansr. 0-001, or 0-1 "j^.

(3) What will be the percentage error in C corresponding to 0-02
"/o in © ?

Ansr. 0-01 %.
(4) If the density s of a substance be determined from its weights (w, w^)

in air and water, and remembering that s = wJ{w~Wj), show that

ds _ w fdw-^ diiA

s ~ W-Wi\ M)i w J'

(5) The specific beat of a substance determined by the method of mixtures

is given by the formula

where m is the weight of the substai^pe before the experiment ; m^ the weight

of the water in the calorimeter ; c the mean specific heat of water between

02 and Bi ; fl is the temperature of the body before immersion ; flj the maximum
temperature reached by the water in the calorimeter ; 0^ the temperature of

the system after equalization of the temperature has taken place. Supposing

the water equivalent of the apparatus is included in OTj, what will be the

effect of a small error in the determination of the difierent temperatures on

the result ?

MM
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First, error in B^. Show that dsfs = - d9,/(fl2 - flj). If an error of say 0-1°

is made in a reading and fl^ - flj = 10°, the error in the resulting specific heat

is about 1 °l^. If a maximum error of O'Ol °/, is to be permitted, the tempera-

ture must be read to the O'OOOl".

Second, error in e. Show that ds/s = - del{e - e^). If a maximum error in

the determination of s is to be 0-1 °/„, when e - 6^ = 50°, fl must be read to the

0-05°. If an error of 0-1° is made in reading the temperature and - e^ = 50°,

show that the resulting error in the specific heat will be 0'2
°l„.

Third, error in ffj. Show that dsjs = 6,9^(9^-9^) + del^iS-e^. If the

maximum error allowed is O-l % and 6^-9^= 10°, e-9i=50°, show that 9^

must be read to the y^° ; while if an error of 0'1° is made in the reading of

Bj, show that the resulting error in the specific heat is 1*2 %,
(6) In the preceding experiment, if Wj = 100 grams, show that the

weighing need not be taken to more than the O'l gram for the error in s to be

within O'l % ; and for m, need not be closer than 0'5 gram when m is about

50 grams.

Since the actual errors are proportional to the probable errors,

the most probable or mean value of the total error d/u,, is obtained

from the expression

iduy^(^^da)\(^^da)\ (3)

from (16), § 162, page 530. Note the squared terms are all positive.

Since the errors are fortuitous, there will be as many positive as

negative paired terms. These will, in the long run, approximately

neutralize each other. Hence (3).

Ex4.MPi.ES.- (1) Divide equation (3) by u\ it is then easy to show that

(f)"-«(f)'H-(f)*(?)'.

from the preceding set of examples. Hence show that the fractional error in

Q, corresponding to the fractional errors of 0-03 in O, 0-02 in B and 0-08 in t,

is 0-07.

(2) The regular formula for the determination of molecular weight of a

substance by the freezing point method, is Jf = Kwj9, where £^ is a constant,

If the required molecular weight, w the weight of the substance dissolved in

100 grams of the solvent, 9 the lowering of the freezing point. In an actual

determination, w = 0-5139, 9 = 0-295, ^ = 19 (Perkin and Kipping's Organic

Chemistry), what would be the efiect on If of an error of 0-01 in the deter-

mination of w, and of an error o£ 0-01 in the determination of fl? Also show
that an error of 0-01 in the determination of 9 afiects M to an extent of

- 3-89, while an error of -01 in the determination of w only affects M to the

extent of 0-94. Hence show that it is not necessary to weigh to more than
0-01 of a gram.

From (16), § 162, page 530, when the effect of each observation

on the final result is the same, the partial differential coefficients
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are all equal. If u denotes the sum of n observations, a^, a^,..., a„.

But, in order that the actual errors affecting each observation may
be the same, we must have, from (17), page 530,

da-^ = da2 = ... = da^ = —?= ; . . (4)

with the fractional errors :

da^ _ da^ da„ _du 1
" u u ^ "' ~ u ~ u ' Jn '

(5)

BxAMPLBS.— (1) Suppose the greatest allowable fractional error in Q
(preceding examples) is 0-5 7oi what is the greatest percentage error in each

of the variables C, B, t, allowable under equal efieots ? Here,

„dC ^dB_dt^_ 0005
C~ B ~

t
~

v'3
'

Ansr. 0-22 for B and « ; and 0-11 °/„ for 0.

(2) If a volume v ol a, given liquid flows from a long capillary tube of

radius r and length lint seconds, the viscosity of the liquid is i) = irpHi/8uZ,

where p denotes the excess of the pressure at the outlet of the tube over

atmospheric pressure. What would be the errors dr, dv, dl, dt, d/p, necessary

under equal efiects to give jj with a precision of O'l%? Here,

dp dt .dr dv dl O'OOl „„„„,^— = -r = ^— = =- -r =—75- = 0-00045.
p t r V I ^5

It is now necessary to know the numerical values of p, t, v, r, I, before

dp, dt,.. . can be determined. Thus, if r is about 2 mm., the radius must

be measured to the 0-00022 mm. for an error of 0-1% in rj. K has been shown

how the best working conditions may be determined by a study of the formula,

to which the experimental results are to be referred. The following is a more

complex example.

(3) The resistance X of a cell is to be measured. Let Cj, Oj respectively

denote the currents produced by the cell when working through two known

external resistances ri and r^, and let iJj, B^ be the total resistances of the

circuit, E the electromotive force of the ceU is constant. Your text-book on

practical physics will tell you that

X = 0,r,-0,r,
(6)

C/i - Oa

What ratio Oj : C^ will furnish the best result ? As usual, by partial differ-

entiation, (4) above,

(.X)^ = (||.C.)-^{|§/0.). ... (7)

Fmd values for 3X/30i and dXjdO^ from (6) ;^nd put B^ for ^ ;
B^ for r^.

Prom Ohm's law, E = CB,E being constant, Oj : O2 = Ba :
B^. Thus

3X C,(r, - n)
" _Bi!^?_.5^_^M!Vliii = ^|j^^. (8)

Wr~ & - ci''
° - EWr^) 30. - (0. - 0.)" iS(B.-B.) ^'

Substitute this result in (7).
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(i) If a mirror galvanometer ia used, dC-i = dC^ = dC (say) = constant.

•\"-^> -
E^(B^ - Bj)^ W(x-ir • ^''>

by substituting x = B^: iJj. For a minimum error, we have, by the usual

method,

^(c^-^) = ; .-. «:3 - 2.^ - 1 = ; .-. «, = 2-2 approx.

Or, B^ = 2-2Bi ; or, Oj - 2-202, from Ohm's lavy. Substitute this value of x

in (9), and vre get

^^Jj^n^^ ..... (10)

which shows that the external resistance, B^, should be as small as is consistent

with the polarization of the battery.

(ii) If a tangent galvanometer is used, dGjG is constant. The above

method will not work. Hence substitute C^ — EB^ and 0^ — EB^ in the first

of equations (8), we get

ijj B^

Prom this it can be shown there is no best ratio B^ : B^. From the last ex-

pression we can see that the error dX decreases as iJj diminishes, and as B^

increases. Hence B^ should be made as large and i?i as small as is consistent

with the range of the galvanometer and the polarization of the battery.

You can easily get the fractional errors in each case. From (10) and

(11) respectively

dOj_J_ X dX dO^^l X_ dX
Ci ~v/20'-Ki" X' C ~2"Bi' X'

assuming in the latter case that Cj : Ca = 3 : 1 ; so that the intermediate

3tep from (11) is dX = V2 . SB^^KSBj^ - B^) x. dO/G.

§ 167. Observations of Different Degrees of Accuracy.

Hitherto it has been assumed that the individual observations

of any particular series, are equally reliable, or that there is . no

reason why one observation should be preferred more than an-

other. As a general rule, measurements made by different

methods, by different observers, or even by the same observer at

different times,! ^jq qq^ liable to the same errors. Some results

1 1 am reminded that Dumas, discussing the errors in his great work on the gravi-

metric composition of water, alluded to a few pages back, adds the remarks : "The
length of time required for these operations compelled me to prolong the work far into

the night, generally finishing with the weighings about 2 or 3 o'clock in the morning.

This may be the cause of a substantial error, for I dare not venture to assert that such

weighings deserve as much confidence as if they had been performed under more

favourable conditions and by an observer not so worn out with fatigue, the inevitable

result of fifteen to twenty hours continued attention,"
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are more trustworthy than others. In order to fix this idea,

suppose that twelve determinations of the capacity of a flask by
the same method, gave the following results : six measurements
each 1-6 litres

; four, 1-4 litres ; and two, 1-2 litres. The numbers
6, 4, 2, represent the relative values of the three results 1-6, l-i.

1-2, because the measurement 1-6 has cost three times as much,
labour as 1-2. The former result, therefore, is worth three times
as much confidence as the latter. In such cases, it is customary
to say that the relative practical value, or the weight of these three

sets of observations, is as 6 : 4 : 2, or, what is the same thing, as

3:2:1. In this sense, the weight of an observation, or set of

observations, represents the relative degree of precision of that

observation in comparison with other observations of the same
quantity. It tells us nothing about the absolute precision, h, of

the observations.

It is shown below that the weight of an observation is, in

theory, inversely as its probable error ; in practice, it is usual to

assign arbitrary weights to the observations. For instance, if one

observation is made under favourable conditions, another under
adverse conditions, it would be absurd to place the two on the

same footing. Accordingly, the observer pretends that the best

observations have been made more frequently. That is to say,

if the observations aSj, a^, . . ., a„, have weights <p^, p^, . . ., _p„,

respectively, the observer has assumed that the measurement a^

has been repeated p-^ times with the result aj, and that a„has been

repeated p„ times with the result (Z„.

To take a concrete illustration, Morley ^ has made three accurate

series of determinations of the density of oxygen gas with the

following results :

—

I. 1-42879 ±0000034; II. 1-42887 ± 0-.000048;

III. 1-42917 ± 0-000048.

The probable errors of these three means would indicate that

the first series were worth more than the second. For experimental

reasons, Morley preferred the last series, and gave it double weight.

In other words, Morley pretended that he had made four series of

experiments, two of which gave 1-42917, one gave 1-42879, and one

IB. Morley, "On the densities of oxygen and hydrogen and on the ratio of their

atomic weights," Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, No, 980, 56, 1895.
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gave 1-42887. The result is that" 1-42900, not 1-42894, is given as

the best representative value of the density of oxygen gas.

•The product of an observation or of an error with the weight of

the observation, is called a weighted observation in the former

case, and a weighted error in the other.

The practice of weighting observations is evidently oppn to

some abuse. It is so very easy to be influenced rather by the differ-

ences of the results from one another, than by the intrinsic quality

of the observation. This is a fatal mistake.

I. The best value to represent a number of observations of equal

weight, is their arithmetical mean. If P denotes the most probable

value of the observed magnitudes fflj, a^, . . . a„, then P - a-^,P — a^,

. . ., P - a„, represent the several errors in the n observations.

From the principle of least squares these errors will be a minimum
when

(P - a^Y + {P - a^Y + . . . + (P - a„)" = a minimum.

Hence, from the regular method for finding minimum values,

ai + a^ + ...+a„
n ' • • W

or the best representative value of a given series of measurements of

an unknown quantity, is an arithmetical mean of the n observations,

provided that the measurements have the same degree of confidence.

II. The best value to represent a number of observations of

different weight, is obtained by multiplying each observation by its

weight and dividing the sum of these products by the sum of their

different weights. With the same notation as before, let p-^, p^, . .
.,

p„, be the respective weights of the observations ttj, a2> • -> <*«-

From the definition of weight, the quantity ctj may be considered

as the mean of p^ observations of unit weight ; a^ the mean of p^

observations of unit weight, etc. The observed quantities may,

therefore, be resolved into a series of fictitious observations aU of

equal weight. Applying the preceding rule to each of the resolved

observations, the total number of standard observations of unit

weight wUl he Pi + P2 + •• + Pn'> ^^^ sum of the p^ standard

observations of unit weight wiU be p^a^^ ; the sum of p^ standard

observations, p^a^, etc. Hence, from (1), the most probable value

of a series of observations of different weights is

p- _ glfll + ^2^2 + • • - + PA ,„.

ft + P2 + • • + P« ^ '
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Note the formal resemblance between this formula and that for

finding the centre of gravity of a system of particles of different
weights arranged in a straight line.

Weighted observations are, therefore, fictitious results treated
as if they were real measurements of equal weight. With this

convention, the value of F in (2) is an arithmetical mean some-
times called the general or probable mean.

III. The weight of an observation is inversely as the square of
its probable error. Let a be a set of observations whose probable
error is B and whose weight is unity. Let p^, P2,...,p„ and r^,

*'2' • • •> >«> be the respective weights and probable errors of a series

of observations a-^, a^,..., a„, of the same quantity. By definition

of weight, ttj is equivalent to Pj observations of equal weight. From
(17), page 530,

B B^ B^ 111
'^•^

'JK''
^' °^' ^' = ^= - •••^-^-^3-.=;r.:;^:-... (3)

Examples.— (1) If n observations have weighta Pi, p^ ^„, show that

B:
Mp) '^'

Difiereutiate (2) successively with respect to Oj, a^, . . . and substitute the
results in (16), page 530.

(2) Show that the mean error of a series of observations of weights, p-^, p^,

• • •! Pm is

M= + / 3{px')

Hint. Proceed as in § 161 but use px'^ and pv'^ in place of d^ and v^ respectively.

If the sum of the weights of a series of observations is S{p) =40, and the sum
of the .products of the weights of each observation with the square of its

deviation from the mean of nine observations is S(p!c^) =0-3998, show that

\af= +0-035.
,

(3) The probable errors of four series of observations are respectively 1-2,

0-8, 0-9, 1-1, what are the relative weights of the corresponding observations ?

Ansr. 7:16:11:8. Use (3).

(4) Determinations of the percentage amount of copper in a sample of

malachite were made by a number of chemical students, with the following

results : (1) 39-1
; (2) 38-8, 38-7, 38-6

; (3) 39-9, 39-1, 39-3
; (4) 37-7, 87-9. If

these analyses had an equal degree of confidence, the mean, 38-8, would best

represent the percentage amount of copper in the ore—formula (1). But the

analyses are not of equal value. The first was made by the teacher. To this

we may assign an arbitrary weight 10. Sets (2) and (3) were made by two

different students using the electrolytic process. Student (2) was more ex-

perienced than student (8), in consequence, we are led to assign to the former

an arbitrary weight 6, to the latter, 4. Set (4) was made by a student pre-

cipitating the copper as CuS, roasting and weighing as CuO. The danger
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of loss of CuS by oxidation to OUSO4 during washing, leads us to assign to

thisset of results an arbitrary weight 2. From these assumptions, show that

38'91 best represents the percentage amount of copper in the ore. For the

sake of brevity use values 4bove 37 in the calculation. Prom formula (2),

-jj- = 1'91. Add 37 for the genera] mean. It is unfortunate when so fantastic

a method has to be used for calculating the most probable value of a " constant ~

of Nature," because a redetermination is then urgently required.

(5) H. A. Eowland (Proc. Amer. Aoiid., 15, 75, 1879) has made an exhaus-

tive study of Joule's determinations of the mechanical equivalent of heat, and

he believes that Joule's several values have the weights here appended in

brackets: 442-8 (0); 427-5 (2); 426-8 (10): 428-7 (2); 429-1 (1); 428-0 (1);

425-8 (2) ; 428-0 (3) ; 427-1 (3) ; 426-0 (5) ; 422-7 (1) ; 426-3 (1). Hence Howlan^
concludes that 426-9 best represents the result of Joule's work. Verify

this. Notice that Bowland rejects the number 442-8 by giving it zero

weight.

(6) Encke gives the 8-60816" ± 0-037 as the value of the solar parallax y

D. Gill gives 8-802" + 0-005. Hence the merit of Encke's work is to the

merit of Gill's work, as (0-005)2 : (0-037)^=25 : 1369=1 : 54-76. Or £54-76 may
be bet in favour of Gill's number against £1 in favour of Encke.

IV. To oombime several arithmetical means each of which is

affected with a known probable [or mean) error, into one genera]

mean. One hundred parts of silver are eg[uivalent to

49-5365 + 6-013 of NH^Cl, according to Pelouze ;

49-523 ±0-0055 „ „ Marignac;

49-5973 + 0-0005 „ „ , Stas (1867)

;

49-5992 + 0-00039 „ „ Stas (1882),

where the first number represents the arithmetical mean of a series

of experiments, the second number the corresponding probable

error. - How are we to find the best representative value of this

series of observations ? The first thing is to decide what weight

shall be assigned to each result. Individual judgment on the

" internal evidence " of the published details of the experiments

is not always to be trusted. Nor is it fair to assign the greatest

weight to the last two values simply because they are by Stas.

L. Meyer and K. Seubert, in a paper Die Atomgewiohte der

Elemente, aus der Originalzahlen neu berechnet, Leipzig, 1883,

weighted each result according to the mass of material employed

in the determination. They assumed that the magnitude of the

errors of observation were inversely as the quantity of material

treated. That is to say, an experiment made on 20 grams of

material is supposed to be worth twice as much as one made on

10 grams. This seems to be a somewhat gratuitous assumption.
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One way of treating this delicate question is to assign to each

arithmetical mean a weight inversely as the square of its mean
erroi?. F. W. Clarke in his " Eeoalculation of the Atomic "Weights,"

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, 1076, 1897, employed the

probable error. Although this method of weighting did not suit

Morley in the special case mentioned on page 649, Clarke con-

siders it a safe, tliough not infallible guide. Let A, B, G, .. ., be

the arithmetical mean of each series of experiments ; a, b, c,. . .,

the respective probable "(or mean) errors, then, from (2),

^ B G^

^2 + J2
"*"

(.2 + • • •

General Mean = ; , . (6)

a2+F + ^'+---

Probable Error = + i —
. . . (6)'-

/I _!. 1

Examples.— (1) Prom the experimental results just quoted, show tbat

the best value for the ratio

Ag : NHjOl is 100 : 49-5983 ± 0-00031.

Hint. Substitute 4= 49-5365, a = 0-013 ; B = 49-52^, 6 = 0-0055 ; = 49-5973,

c = 0-0005; D = 49-5992, d = 0-00039, in equations (5).

(2) The foUowing numbers represent tbe most trustworthy results yet pub-

lished for the atomic weight of gold (H=l) : 195-605+0-0099 ; 195-711 ±0-0224
;

196-808+0-0126; 195-624+0-0224; 195-896+0-0131; 195-77O±O-0OB2. Hence

show that the best representative value for this constant is 196-743+0-0049.

(3) In three series of determinations of the vapour pressure of water

vapour at 0° Regnault found the following numbers :

I. 4-54; 4-54; 4-52; 4-54; 4-52; 4-54; 4-52; 4-50; 4-50; 4-54.

II. 4-66; 4-67; 4-64; 4-62; 4-64; 4-66; 4-67; 4-66; 4-66.

ni. 4-54; 4-54; 4-64; 4-58; 4-58; 4-57; 4-58.

Show that the best representative value of series I. is 4-526, with a probable

error + 0-0105 ; series II., 4-653, probable error + 0-0105 ; series III., 4-561,

probable error + 0-0127. The most probable value of the vapour pressure of

aqueous vapour at 0° is, therefore, 4-582, with an equal chance of its possess-

ing an error greater or less than 0-0064.

As a matter of fact the theory of probability is of little or

no importance, when the constant, or systematic errors are greater

than the accidental errors. Still further, this use of the probable

error cannot be justified, even when the different series of ex-

periments are only aifected with accidental errors, because the

probable error only shows how unifoemlt an experimenter has
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conducted a certain process, and not how suitable that process is for

the required purpose. In combining different sets of determina-

tions it is still more unsatisfactory to calculate the probable error

of the general mean by weighting the individual errors according

to Clarke's criterion when the probable errors differ very consider-

ably among themselves. For example, Clarke Q.o., page 126)

deduces the general mean 136"315 ± 0-0085 for the atomic weight

of barium from the following results :

136-271 ± 0-0106 ; 186-390 ± 0-0141 ; 135-600 ± 0-2711

;

136-563 + 0-0946.

The individual series here deviate from the general mean more
than the magnitude of its probable error would lead us to suppose.

The constant errors, in consequence, must be greater than the

probable errors. In such a case as this, the computed probable

error ± 0-0085 has no real meaning, and we can only conclude

that the atomic weight of barium is, at its best, not known more
accurately than to five units in the second decimal place.^

V. Mean and probable errors of observations of different degrees

of accuracy. In a series of observations of unequal weight the

mean and probable errors of a single observation of unit weight

are respectively

The mean of a series of observations of unequal weight has the

respective mean and probable errors

^

=

±V(. ^Xkp) '-'"'-^ '-''''^j^r^y (8)

ExAMPDB.—An angle was measured under difierent conditions fourteen

times. The observations all agreed in giving 4° 15', but for seconds of arc

the following values were obtained (the weight of each observation is given in

brackets) : 45"-00 (5) ; 31"-25 (4) : 42"-50 (5) ; 45"-00 (3) ;
37''-50

(3) ; 38" -33 (3)

;

27"-50 (3) :
43"-38 (3) :

40"-63 (4) ; 36"-25 (2) ; 42"-50 (3) ; 39"-17 (3) ; 45"-00
(2)

;

40"'83 (3). Show that the mean error of a single observation of unit weight
s + 9"-475, the mean error of the mean 39"-78 is l"-397. Hint. 2(p)= 46

Sipv)" = 1167-03 ; w = 14 ; 2(pa) = 1830-00.

The mean and probable errors of a single observation of weight

p are respectively

m-W(^— io-e^Vd^.. (9)

1 W. Ostwald'amWg«eon Clarke's work {l.c.)u> the Zeit. phys. Ohem., 23, 187,1897.
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Example.—In the preceding examples show that the mean error of an
observation of weight (2) is + 6"'70; of weight (3) is + 5"-i7; of weight (4)

+ 4" -74 ; and o£ weight (5) + 4" -24.

VI. The 'principle of least squares for observations of different

degrees of -precision states that " the most probable values of the

observed quantities are those for which the sum of the weighted

squares of the errors is a minimum," that is,

p-^V-^ + p^V^'+ . . . + pjv'^ = a minimum.

An error v is the deviation of an observation from the arithmetical

mean of n observations ; a " weighted square " is the product of

the weight, p, and the square of an error, v.

§ 168. Observations Limited by Conditions.

On adding up the results of an analysis, the total weight of the

constituents ought to be equal to the weight of the substance itself

;

the three angles of a plane triangle must add up to exactly 180°

;

the sum of the three triangles of a spheiical triangle always equal

180° + the spherical excess ; the sum of the angles of the nor-

mals on the faces of a crystal in the same plane must equal 360°.

Measurements subject to restrictions of this nature, ate said to

be conditioned observations. The number of conditions to be

satisfied is evidently less than the number of unknown quantities,

i.e., observations, otherwise the value of the unknown could be

deduced from the conditions, without having recourse to measure-

ment.

In practice, measurements do not come up to the required

standard, the percentage constituents of a substance do not add

up to 100 ; the angles of a triangle are either greater or less than

180°. Only in the ideal case of perfect accuracy are the conditions

fulfilled. It is sometimes desirable to find the best representative

values of a number of imperfect conditioned observations. The

method to be employed is illustrated in the following examples.

Examples.—(1) The analysis of a compound gave the following results

:

37-2 % of carbon, ii-1 % of hydrogen, 19-4 "/^ of nitrogen. Assuming each

determination is equally reliable, what is the best representative value of the

percentage amount of each constituent ? Let 0, H, N, respectively denote

the percentage amounts of carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen required, then

C -1- H = 100 -N= 100-0 -19-4 = 80-6. .-. 20 + H = 117-8; C + 2H = 124-7.

Solve the last two simultaneous equations in the usual way. Ansr. = 36-97 "/;,

;

H=43-86 7o; N =19-17 %. Note that this result is quite independent of
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any hypothesis as to the structure of matter. The ohemioal student will

know a better way o£ correcting the analysis. This example will remind us

how the atomic hypothesis introduces ' order into apparent chaos. Some
analytical chemists before publishing their results, multiply or divide their

percentage results to get them to add up to 100. In some cases, one consti-

tuent is left undetermined and then calculated by difference. Both practices

are objectionable in exact work.

(2) Tbe three angles of a triangle A, B, G, were measured with the result

that ^= 51°; JB=94°20'; 0=34° 56'. Show that the most probable values

of the unknown angles are 4 = 51° 56' ; B=94° 15' ; = 34° 49.

(8) The angles between the normals on the faces of a cubic crystal were

found to be respectively a. = 91° 13'
; /3 = 89° 47'

; y = 91° 15' ; S = 89° 42'.

What numbers best represent the values of the four angles 1 Ansr. a = 90°

43' 45"
; j8 = 89° 17' 45"

; 7 = 90° 0' 45" ; S = 89° 57' 45"-

(4) The three angles of a triangle furnish the respective observation

equations : 4 = 86° 25'' 47"
; B = 90° 36' 28" ; = 52° 57' 57" ; the equation

of condition requires that A + B + C - 180° = 0. Let x^, x^, x„ respectively

denote the errors affecting A ,B, 0, then we must have

Xt^+ x^+x^^-H (1)

I. If the observations are equalVy trustworthy, ajj = aij = aSj = h, say. Sub-

stitute this value of x^, x^ Xg, in (1), and we get 3A: + 12 = 0; or, & = - 4;

.-. A = 36° 25' 48"
; B = 90° 36' 24"

; O = 53° 57' 53".

The formula for the mean error of each observation is

w= S(V')

w +q
where w denotes the number of unknown quantities involved in the n ob

servation equations
; q denotes the number of equations of condition to be

satisfied. Consequently the w unknown quantities reduce to «) - 2 inde-

pendent quantities. 2(«^) denotes the sum of the squares of the differences

between the observed and calculated values of A, B, 0. Hence, the mean

error = ± s/ 48 = ± 6"-98.

II. If the observations have different weights. Let the respective weights

of A, B, 0, be Pi = 4 ; P2 = 2 ; pj = 3. It is customary to assume that the

magnitude of the error afieoting each observation will be inversely. as its

weight. (Perhaps the reader can demonstrate this principle for himself.)

Instead of x^ = X2 = x.^ = h, therefore, we write "aji = Jfc ; ajj = JS; ; x^ = Jfc.

Prom (1), therefore, 18fc -1- 144 = ; fc= - IIW ; Xj = - 2"-77
; sEj = - 5"-54

;

a!„ = - 3"-69.

m = Mean error = + A/- w + q

0-cm— + 11'52. The mean errors m^, m.^, m^, respectively afEeoting a, b, c, are

m m m

Hence

A = 36° 25'44"-23+ 5"-76; B=90°36'22"-46±8"-15; 0=52°57'53"-31±6"-65.

It is, of course, only permissible to reduce experimental data in
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this manner when the measurements have to be used as the basis

for subsequent calculations. lu every case the actual measure-
ments must be stated along with the "cooked " results.

§ 169. Gauss' Method of Solying a Set of Linear Observation
Equations.

In continuation of § 108, page 328, let x, y, z, represent the

unknowns to be evaluated, and let aj, asj 6j, b^, . . ., c^, c^,

-Bj, B^, . . ., represent actual numbers whose values have been

determined by the series of observations set forth in the following

observation equations

:

ttj^x + \y + c-^z = Ej ;%

a^x + b^ + c^z = Eg

;

fflgCB + b^y + c^z = i?3

;

a^x + b^y + c^z = B^.

,

If only three equations had been given, we could easily calculate

the corresponding values of x, y, z, by the methods of algebra, but

these values would not necessarily satisfy the fourth equation.

The problem here presented is to find the best possible values of

X, y, z, which will satisfy the four given observation equations.

We have selected four equations and three unknowns for the sake

of simplicity and convenience. Any number may be included in

the calculation. But sets involving more than three unknowns are

comparatively rare. We also assume, that the observation equa-

tions have the same degree of accuracy. If not, multiply each

equation by the square root of its weight, as in example (3) below.

This converts the equations into a set having the same degree of

accuracy.

I. To convert the observation equations into a set of normal

equations solvable by ordinary algebraic processes. Multiply the first

equation by ttj, the second by a^, the third by a^, and the fourth by

% Add the four results. Treat the four equations in the same

way with b^, b^, h^, b^, and with Cj, c^, Cg, c^. Now write, for the

sake of brevity,

[aal= a^^ + a,^ + a^ + a,^

.

[ib\ = b,^ + b,^ +V + h' ;

[ab\= ajb-^ + aj)^ + a^b^ + a^b^
;

[ao\ = a^^c^ + a^c^ + a^c^ + a^c^

;

\_aB\= a^B^ + a^B^ + a^B^ + a^^, \pB\ = b-fi^ + 62-^2 + ^3-^3 + ^A ''

and likewise for \co\, \bc\, \cB\. The resulting equations are
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[aa\x + [ab\y + [ac\z = [aB\
;

[ablx + [bbly + [bcl, = [bBl; . . . (2)

[ac\x + [bc\y + [ccjj^r = [cB\.

,

These three equations are called normal equations (first set) in

X, y, z.

II. To solve the normal equations. We can determine the

values of x, y, z, from this set of simultaneous equations (2) by

any method we please, determinants (§ 179), oross-multiplioation,

indeterminate multipliers, or by the method of substitution. ^ The

last method is adopted here. Solve the first normal equation for

X, thus

r - _[^ _ l>i. + [^ rs^

Ml Ml Ml
Substitute this value of x in the other two equations for a second

set of normal equations in which the term containing x has dis-

appeared.

([^^]i - [^;mi).-^ ([^4 - [^;[«^]>

=

{m, - ^^m}
(Ml' -^Mi). + ([col - g];Mi). = {[cEl - ^[.5],).

For the sake of simplicity, write

[bb], = [bbl-^^[ab],; [CO], = [CO], -^[ao],;

[bcl = [bol-^abl;

[bB], = [bBl - ^[«i?]i ; [oBl = [oBl - ^^[aBl ;

The second set of normal equations may now be written

:

[bbly + [bc],z = [bBl;l
\bc\y + [cc],« = [cB\. ] ' •

• (*)

Solve the first of these equations for y,

y- [bb]f + [bbi- • •
(s)

Substitute this in the second of equations (4), and we get a third

set of normal equations,

{[ccl-^^[bciy={[cBl-^^[bBl),

' The equations cannot be solved if any two are identical, or can be made identical

by multiplying through with a constant.
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wMoh may be abbreviated into [ccjj^j = [cB]^. Hence,

Ma- •
• •

[bb]^, [bo]^, . . ., [ccjg, ... are called auxiliaries. Equations (3)

(5), (7), collectively constitute a set of elimination equations :

(6)

x= -

2/=-

aa\ [aa]j
•

[cB]3

Ms'

[661
z +

z =

(7)

The last equation gives the value of z directly; the second gives

the value of y when z is known, and the first equation gives the

value of X when the values of y and z are known.

Note the symmetry of the coefficients in the three sets of normal

equations. Hence it is only necessary to compute the coefficients

of the first equation in full. The coefficients of the first horizontal

row and vertical column are identical. So also the second row and

second column, etc. The formation and solution of the auxiliary

equations is more tedious than difficult. Several schemes have

been devised to lessen the labour of calculation as well as for test-

ing the accuracy of the work. These we pass by.

IV. The weights of the values of x, y, z. Without entering

into any theoretical discussion, the respective weights of z, y, and x

are given by the expressions

:

r -,
ibb\ [ca\lbh]^

P. = [ool ; P = J',^ ; P. = P^lcc],[bb], - [bcnbo],-

III. The mean errors affecting the values of x, y, z. Let

a^x + b^y + c^z - iJj = Uj

;

a^X + 622/ + C2Z - ^2 = ^2 »

Let M denote the mean error of any observed quantity of unit

weight,

(8)

W,^w

M- -V??
%{pv^)

for equal weights

;

for unequal weights

(9)

where n denotes the number of observation equations, w the number
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of quantities x, y, z, . . . Here w = 3, n = i. Let M^, My, M„ re-

spectively denote the mean errors respectively affecting x, y, z.

M M M

Examples.—(1) Find the values of the constants a and 6 iu the formula

y = a+bx (11)

from the following determinations of corresponding values of a; and y

:

—
y = 3-5, 5-7 8-2 10-3, . . .

;

x = 0, 88 182, 274,. . .

We want to find the best numerical values of a and 6 in equation (11). Write

X for a, and y for b, so as to keep the calculation in line with the preceding

discussion. The first set of normal equations is obviously

[aa]iX + lab\y = [aB\ ; and [a6]ia! + [bb\y = [6iJ]i.

"- [aa]y + [aay ••2'
[66V

Again, [aa']^ = i ; [65]i = 115,944 ; [a6]i = 544 ; iaB\ = 27-7
; [6^1 = 4,816-2;

[66]2 = 4,853-67
;
[6i?]2 = 115,951-4. x = 3-52475

; y = 0-02500 ; or, reconvert-

ing X into a, and y into 6, (11) is to be written,

y = 3-525 + 0-025X.

u.
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with weight 1; ix + y + ie = 21, with weight 1 ; - 2x + By + 6z = 28, with
weight J. By the rule, multiply the last equation by v^f = J and we get
set (12). Show that x=+ 2-47 with a weight 24'6

; y = + 3-55 with a weight
13-6

;
and a = + 1-9 with a weight 53-9. It only remains to substitute these

values of x, y, z, in (14) to find the residuals v. Hence show that M = ± 295.
Proceed as before for M^, My, M^.

(4) The length, I, of a seconds pendulum at any latitude L, may be re-

presented by A, 0. Olairaut's equation : Z,= i,, + 4 sin^i, where L„ and A are
constants to be evaluated from the following observations :

i = 0° 0', 18° 27', 48° 24', 58° 15', 67° 4'

;

I = 0-990564, 0-991150, 0-993867, 0-994589, 0-995325.

Hence show that I = 0-990555 + 0-005679 sin^i. Hint. The normal equa-

tions are,

X + 0-44765 y = 0-993099 ; x + 070306 y = 0-994548.

(5) Hinds and Galium {Journ. Ameri Ghem. Soo., 2i, 848, 1902) represent

their readings of the percentage strength, y, of a solution of iron with the

photometric readings, x, of the intensity of transmitted light by the formula
y(x + b) = a. The readings were

X =3-8, 4-3, 4-7, 5-3, 6-0, 6-7, 7-4, 8-1, 8-7, 9-7;

y xlC/' = 8-64, 7-57, 6-92, 6-06, 5-28, 4-70, 4-22, 3-79, 8-52, 3-13.

The authors state that a = 0-2955 ; 6 = 0-375. The probable error of one

determination of y is given as 0-000034, or as 3 parts in 10,000,000. Use (9).

The above is based on the principle of least squares. A quicker

method, not so exact, but accurate enough for most practical pur-

poses, is due to Mayer. We can illustrate Mayer's method by

equations (12).

First make all the coefficients of x positive, and add the results

to form a new equation in x. Similarly for equations in y and z.

We thus obtain,

9x - y -2z = 15; 5a; + 7^/ = 37 ; x + y + Uz = 3S.

Solve this set of simultaneous equations by algebraic methods

and we get x = 2-4:85; y = 3-511; z = 1-929. Compare these

values of x, y, z, with the best representative values for these

magnitudes obtained in Ex. (2), above.

F. Errors affecting two or more dependent observations. There

is a tendency in computing atomic weights and other constants for

all the errors to accumulate upon the constant last determined. The

atomic weight of fluorine is obtained from the ratio : CaPj : 0aSO4.

The calculation not only includes the experimental errors in the

measurement of this ratio, but also the errors in the atomic weight

determinations of calcium and sulphur. It has been pointed out

by J. D. van der Plaats {Compt. Bend., 116, 1362, 1893) that with

sufficient experimental data the given ratio can be made to furniab
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three atomic weights over which the errors of observation are

equally distributed, and not accumulated upon a single factor.

F. W. Clarke [Amer. Ghem. Journ., 27, 32, 1902) illustrates the

method by calculating the seven atomic weights : silver, chlorine,

bromine, iodine, nitrogren, sodium and potassium—given = 16

;

H = 1'0079—from thirty ratios arranged in the form of thirty

linear equations, thus,

Ag :Br = 100 : 74-080 ; .-. 100 Br = 74-080 Ag

;

KOIO3 : O3 = 100 : 39-154 ; .-. 39-154 K + 39154 01 = 2920-608
;

These thirty linear equations are reduced to seven normal equa-

tions as indicated above. By solving these, the atomic weights of

the seven elements are obtained with the errors of observation

evenly distributed among them according to the method of least

squares.

When two observed quantities are afflicted with errors of ob-

servation and it is required to find the most probable relation

between the quantities concerned, we can proceed as indicated in

the following method. The observed quantities are, say,

2/ = 0-5, 0-8, 1-0, 1-2;

X = 0-4, 0-6, 0-8, 0-9,

and we want to find the best representative values for a and 6 in

the equation

y = ax + h.

You can get approximate values for a and h by the graphic method

of page 355 ; or, take any two of the four observation equations

and solve for a and b. Thus, taking the first and third,

Q-6 = 0-4a + b; 1-0 = 0-8a + h; .: a = 1-25 ; 6 = 0.

Let a and /3 be the corrections required to make these values

satisfy the' conditions of the problem in hand. The required

equation is, therefore,

y = (1-25 + a)x +13.

Insert the observed values of x and y, so as to form the four

observation equations

:

0-5 = (1-25 + a)0-4 + ^i 1-0 = (1-25 + a)0-8 -t- ft;

0-8 = (1-25 -1- a)0-6 + y8 ; 1-2 = (1-25 -t- a)0-9 + ^

;

From these we get the two normal equations
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0-1250 = 2-70a + i-0^; 0-0975 = l-97a + 2-7^8.

.-. a = + 0-089
; /8 = - 0-029.

And finally

a = 1-25 + 0-089 = + 1-339 ; b = 0-000 - 0-029 = - 0-029.

The best representati-ve equation for the above observations is

therefore,

y = l-339a! - 0-029.

See A. F. Eavensliear, Nature, 63, 489, 1901. The above method is given

by M. Merriman in A Textbook on the Method of Least Squares, New York,

127, 1891 ; W. H. Keesom has given a more general method in the Com-
munications from the Physical Laboratory at the University of Leiden, Suppl.

No. 4, 1902.

§ 170. When to Reject Suspected Observations.

There can be no question about the rejection of observations

•which include some mistake, such as a wrong reading of the

eudiometer or burette, a mistake in adding up the weights, or a

blimder in the arithmetical work, provided the mistake can be

detected by check observations or calculations. Sometimes a

most exhaustive search will fail to reveal any reason why some

results diverge in an unusual and unexpected manner from the

others. It has long been a vexed question how to deal with

abnormal errors in a set of observations, for these can only be

conscientiously rejected when the mistake is perfectly obvious.

It would be a dangerous thing to permit an inexperienced or

biassed worker to exclude some of his observations simply because

they do not fit in with the majority. "Above all things," said

S. W. Holman in his Discussion on the Precision of Measure-

ments, New York, 1901, " the integrity of the observer must be

beyond question if he would have his results carry any weight

and it is in the matter of the rejection of doubtful or discordant ,

observations that his integrity in scientific or technical work

meets its first test. It is of hardly less importance that he should

be as far as possible free from bias due either to preconceived

opinions or to unconscious efforts to obtain concordant results."

Several criteria have been suggested to guide the investigator

in deciding whether doubtful observations shall be included in the

mean. Such criteria have been deduced by W. Chauvenet, Hagen,

Stone, Pierce, etc. None of these tests however is altogether

satisfactory. Chauvenet's criterion is perhaps the simplest to

NN *
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understand and most convenient to use. It is an attempt to

show, from the theory of probability, that reliable observations

will not deviate from the' arithmetical mean beyond cerfcaia limits.

We have learned from (2) and (6), page 623,

04769
r= = 0-674:5

If a; = rt, where rt represents the number of errors less than x

which may be expected to occur in an extended series of observa-

tions when the total number of observations is taken as unity, r

represents the probable error of a single observation. Any mea-

surement containing an error greater than x is to be rejected. If

n denotes the number of observations and also the number of

errors, then nP indicates the number of errors less than rt, and

n(l — P) the number of errors greater than the limit rt. If this

number is less than J, any error rt will have a greater probability

against than for it, and, therefore, may be rejected.

The criterion for the rejection of a doubtful observation is,

therefore,

By a successive application of these formulae, two or more doubt-

ful results may be tested. The value of t, or, what is the same

thing, of P, and hence also of n, can be read off from the table of

integrals, page 622 (Table XL). Table XII. contains the nu-

merical value of x/r corresponding to different values of n.

Examples.—(1) The result of 13 determinations of the atomio weight of

oxygen made by the same observer is shown in the first column of the sub-

joined table. Should 19'81 be rejected ? Calculate the other two columns of

the table in the usual way.

Obserration.
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The deviation of the suspected ohservation from the mean, is 3 '59. By
Ohauvenet's criterion, probable error = r = 0-7281, n = IS. From Table XII.,

xjr = 3-07, .•.x = 3-07 x 0-7281 = 22-7. Since the observation 19-81 deviates

from the mean more than the limit 22-7 allowed by Chauvenet's criterion,

that observation must be rejected.

(2) Should 16-01 be rejected from the preceding set of observations ?

Treat the twelve remaining after the rejection of 19-81 exactly as above.

(8) Should the observations 0-3902 and 0-3840 in P. Rudberg's results,

page 527, be retained ?

(4) Do you think 203-666 in W. Grookes' data, page SBl, is afieoted by

some " mistake " ?

(5) Would H. A. Eowland have rejected the " 442-8 " result in Joule's

work, page 552, if he had been solely guided by W. Chauvenet's criterion ?

(6) Some think that " 4-88 " in Cavendish's data, page 527, Is a mistake.

Would you reject this number if guided by the above criterion ?

These examples are given to illustrate the method of applying

the criterion. Nothing more. Any attempt to establish an arbi-

trary criterion applicable to all cases, by eliminating the knowledge

of the investigator, must prove unsatisfactory. It is very question-

able if there can be a better guide than the unbiassed judgment

and common sense of the investigator himself. The theory you

will remember is only " common sense reduced to arithmetic ".

Any observation set aside by reason of its failure to comply

with any test should always be recorded. As a matter of fact, the

rare occurrence of abnormal results serves only to strengthen the

theory of errors developed from the empirical formula, y = he~ "^

There can be no doubt that as many positive as negative chance

deviations would appear if a sufficient number of measurements

were available.^ " Every observation," says 0. L. Gerling in his

Die Ausglewhungs-Bechnungen der praktischen Geometrie, Ham-
burg, 68, 1843, " suspected by the observer is to me a witness of

its truth. He has no more right to suppress its evidence under the

pretence that it vitiates the other observations than he has to shape

it into conformity with the majority." The whole theory of errors

is founded on the supposition that a sufficiently large number of

observations has been made to locate the errors to which the

measurements are susceptible. When this condition is not ful-

filled, the abnormal measurement, if allowed to remain, would

exercise a disproportionate influence on the mean. The result

1 F. Y. Edgeworth has an interesting paper " On Discordant Observations " in the

PM. Mag. f5], 23, 364, 1887.
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would then be less accurate than if the abnormal deviation had

been rejected. The employment of the above criterion is, therefore,

permitted solely because of the narrow limit to the number of ob-

servations. It is true that some good observations may be so lost,

but that is the price paid to get rid of serious mistakes.

It is perhaps needless to point out that a suspected observation

may ultimately prove to be a real exception requiring further

research. To ignore such a result is to reject the clue to a new
truth. The trouble Lord Eayleigh recently had with the density of

nitrogen prepared from ammonia is now history. The " ammonia"
nitrogen was found to be ^ih part lighter than that obtained

from atmospheric air. Instead of putting this minute " error " on

one side as a " suspect," Lord Eayleigh persistently emphasized

the discrepancy, and thus opened the way for the brilliant work of

W. Eamsay and M. W. Travera on " Argon and Its Companions ".



CHAPTER X.

THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS.

"MTatura, operatur per modos faoiliores et expeditiones."—P. db
Fermat.i

§ 171. Differentials and Variations.

Nearly two hundred years ago Maupertkis tried to show that

the principle of least action was one which best exhibited the

wisdom of the Creator, and ever since that time the fact that

a great many natural processes exhibit maximum or minimum
qualities has attracted the attention of natural philosophers. In

dealing with the available energy of chemical and physical phen-

omena, for example, the chemist seeks to find those conditions

which make the entropy a maximum, or the free energy a mini-

mum, while if the problems are treated by the methods of ener-

getics, Hamilton's principle

:

" If a system of bodies is at A at the time t^, and at B at the time

tj, it will pass from 4 to B by auoh a path that the mean value of the

difEerence between the kinetic and potential energy of the system in

the interval t^-t^ is a minimum "

is used. Problems of this nature often require a more powerful

mathematical tool than the differential calculus. The so-oaUed

calcnlas of variations is used.

If it be required to draw a curve of a certain fixed length from

to .4 (Fig. 173) so that the area bounded by OB, BA, and the

curve may be a maximum. The inquiry is directed to the nature

of the curve itself. In other words, we want the equation of the

curve. This is a very different kind of problem from those

• " Nature works by the easiest and readiest means."—P. de Fermat in a letter to

M. de la Chambre, 1662.

567
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hitherto considered where we have sought what special values

ruust be assigned to certain variables in a given expression in

order that this function may attain a maximum or minimum
value.

Whatever be the equation of the curve, we know that the area

must be furnished by the integral jydx ; or ff(x)dx. The problem

now before us is to find what must be the form of /(«) in order

that this integral may be a maximum. It is easy to see that if

the form of the function y = f(x) is variable, the value of y can

change infinitesimally in two ways, either

(i) By an increment in the value of the independent variable

a;; or

(ii) By a change in the form of the function as it passes from

the' shape /(«) to, say, the shape (f){x) ; or, to be more explicit, say

from y = sin x to, say, y — tan x.

The first change is represented by the ordinary differential dy

;

the second change is called a variation, and is symbolized, in

Lagrange's notation, by 8^. Consequently, the differential

dy = /(a; + dx) - f{x) ;

while the variation

hj =^ 4>{x) - fix). ... (1)

Care must be taken that the symbol " 8 " is only applied to those

measurements which are produced by a

change in the form of the function. The
change, dy, is represented in Fig. 173

by % = NQ - MP ; the change ^y by

Sy = MF -MP; dx = MN; Sx = MM'.

It is not dif&cult to show from the above

diagram that the symbols of differentia-

tion and variation are interchangeable, so that '

dSy = Sdy. . . . . (2)-

MM'N N'

Pig. 173.

§ 172. The Variation of a Function.

To find the variation—not the differential—of a function. Let

y be the given function. Write y + 8y ia place of y, and subtract

the new function from the old, and there you have it. We at once

recognize the formal analogy of the operation with the process of

differentiation. Thus, if

M = y,
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the variation of u m

8u = (:y +Byr-r = ^Sy, . . (3)

by Taylor's theorem, neglecting the higher order of infinitesimals.

Let us adopt Newton's notation, and write y for dy/dx
; j? for

dhjjdx^ ; • . -1 then, if

u=fiy,y),

when y changes to ?/ -+ Sy, y becomes y + 8^. Accordingly

. du^ du.. - du^ du ^/dy\
«" = ^'y + d^^y '

-• «" = Ty^ ^7W{\£)' ^'^

\Tx)

by the extension of Taylor's theorem, neglecting the higher powers

of small magnitudes. You will remember that "8," on page 19,

was used to represent a small finite change in the value of the in-

dependent variable, while here " 8 " denotes an infinitesimal

change in the form of the function.

To evaluate 8^, 8jf, hy you follow exactly the same methods.

rdy\ d{y + Sy) dy _ dSy
_

d^y

^ ~ \dx) ~ dx dx~ dx • W ~ dx^ '••• '^^'

So far as I know the verb " to variate " or " to vary," meaning to

find the variation of a function in the same way that " to differ-

entiate " means to find the differential of a function, is not used.

§ 173. The Variation of an Integral with Fixed Limits.

Let it be required to find the variation of the integral

U = \\.dx .... (6)

where

y=f{-,y>%%-)'-'y=f^-'y'^'y'-)- c^)

The value of U may be altered either by

(i) A change in the limits x^ and x^ ; or,

(ii) A change in the form of the function.

We have already seen that if the end values of the integral are

fixed, any change in the independent variable x does not affect the

value of U. Let us assume that the limits are fixed or constant.

The only way that the value of U can now change is to change

the form of F = /(. . .). But the variation of V is W, and, by the

above-mentioned rule.
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For the sake of brevity, let us put

and we get

Let us now integrate, term by term. We know of old (A), page

205, that
:,

so that if we put Q — u; dQ = du ; dSy = dv ; v =5?/, then"

\Q'^d.^QBy-\^,yd..,

similarly, by a double application of the method of integration by

parts, we find that

fr>'^%j T.% CdB d&y^ dby dB^ ^dm^ .

and consequently, after substituting the last two results in (10),

we get

The last two terms do not involve any integrations, and depend

upon the form of the function qnly. Let Iq represent the aggregate

of terms formed when x^ is put for x ; and Jj the aggregate of

terms when x^ is put for x ; then (11) assumes the form

&U=L-Ia+['Mydx, . . . (12)

where K has been put in place of the series

The variation when the function V includes higher derivatives than

y, is found in a similar manner.

§ 174. Maximum or Minimum Yalues of a Definite Integral.

Perhaps the most important application of the calculus of varia-

tions is the determination of the form of the function involved in a

definite integral in such a manner that the integral, say,
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^ = £f.<^.. . . . (U)

shall have a maximum or a minimum value. In order to find a
maximum or a minimum value of a function, we must find suoh a
value of X that a small change in the value of x will produce a change
in the value of the function which is indefinitely small in com-
parison with the value of x itself. We must have

SJ7 = 0; and I^-I^ + \^ Mydx = 0. . (16)

This requires that

Ii - Jo = ; and I Mydx = 0, . , (16)

for if each member did not vanish, each would be determined by
the value of the other. Since Sy is arbitrary, the second condition

can only be satisfied by making

_ _ ^ dQ dm

Most of your troubles in connection with this branch of the calculus

of variations will arise from this equation. It is often very re-

fractory ; sometimes it proves too much for us. The equation then

remains unsolved. The nature of the problem will often show
directly, without any further trouble, whether it be a maximum or

a minimum value of the function we are dealing with ; if not, the

sign of the second differential coefficients must be examined. The
second derivative is positive, if the function is a minimum ; and

negative, if the function is a maximum. But you will have to look

up some text-book for particulars, say B. Williamson's Integral

Calculus, London, 463, 1896.

Examples.—(1) Wliat is the shortest line between two points ? A straight

line of course. But let us see what the calculus of variations has to say about

this. The length of a curve between two points whose abscissae are % and x^,

is, page 246,

/:VW27"- •
"»'

This must be a minimum. Here F is a function of i/. Hence all the terms

except dQjdix vanish from (17), and we get

g = 0;or,g = O, . . . . . (19)

where Cis constant. But, by definition (9),

g = ^= *_ = 0, , . . (20)
dy Vl+S''
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since V = \/l + p^ ; .-. dV = (1 + y^p i ^ . d^. Accordingly,

y = (1 + ^2)0^; .-,§''(1-0^) = 1 ; .-. 5 = a, . . (21)

where a must be constant, since C is constant. Hence, by integrating y = a,

we get

y = ax + b, . . . , . (22)

where 6 is the constant of integration. The required curve is therefore a

straight line "(8), page 90. Again, from (16) and (20),

If the two given points are fixed, S^j = 0, and Sy^ = 0, hence I^-Iq vanishes.

Let Xg, 2/q, and x^, y^, be the two fixed points. Then,

ya = axo + b; yi = axi + b (24)

If only Xq, and x^ are given, so that y^ and y^ are undetermined, we have, by

the differentiation of (24), y-^ = a. Hence, by substitution in (23),

Since Sy and Sy are arbitrary, (25) can only be satisfied when o = 0. The
straight line is then y = b. This expresses the obvious fact that when two

straight lines are parallel, the shortest distance between them is obtained by

drawing a straight line perpendicular to both.

(2) To fijid the " curve of quickest descent " from one given point to

another. Or, as Todhunter puts it, " suppose an indefinitely thin smooth tube

connects the two points, and a heavy particle to slide down this tube ; we
require to know the form of the tube in order that the time of descent may be

a minimum"- This problem, called the bracMstocTvrone (iracMsios= shortest

;

cferowos= time), was first proposed by John Bernoulli in June, 1696, and the

discussion which it invoked has given rise to the calculus of variations. Any
book on mechanics will tell you that the velocity of a body which s;tart3 from

rest is, page 376, Ex. (4),

| = n/^, . . c . . (26)

where the axis y is measured vertically downwards, and the s-axis starts from

the upper given part. The time of descent is therefore

as you will see by glancing at page S69, (6). Accordingly, we take

^=V'^.' • • • • (^«)

so that V only involves y and ^. Hence, for a minimum, we have

p <iQ . dV d (dr\ „

When Fdoes not contain x explicitly, the complete difierential of the function

r = f{y, y, 'S, ) (30)
is evidently
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.as indicated on page 72. Multiply (17.) througli with dy/dx,, and subtract
the result from (31). The P terms vanish, and

dV fdQ dy dp\ (dm dy \ „ , , , ,

remains. This may be written more concisely,

^_^ ( r,^\ dfdBdy \
dx - lx\ '^dxj ~ 'Wydx -Tx' ^y)'^

which becomes, on integration,

^ -^dx dx dx'^dx-'^ •••-^^'
('^^'

where C is the constant of integration. Particular cases occur when P, Q, or

B vanish. The most useful case occurs, as here, when V involves only y and

y. In that case, (29) reduces to

^=0S+C , (33)

I'^rom (28) we get

(34)

Fig. 174.

V y ^/2/^l + y')'^ ' • • ^y{l + y'^)

Consequently,

y[l + y') = constant, say = 2a. . . . <35)

/%Y^2a-j/_ . g^^/_j_V^. ^ (36)
• \dx} y '

•• dy \2a - yj ^J2ay - y'^'

On integration, using (17), page 193,

x = a vers- - - >J 'iy - f + 6, (37)
^ Ok

where 6 is an integration constant. This is the

well-known equation called the cycloid (Fig. 174).

The base of the cycloid is the K-axis, and the

curve meets the base at a distance 6, or. Ox,

Fig. 174, from the origin. When 6 = 0, the origin is at the upper point so

that iB = 0, when 6 = 0. Now

But the extreme points are fixed so that Sj/j and Sj/i vanish, hence, J^ - Jq also

vanishes. If only the abscissa of the lower point is given, not the ordinates,

Jj vanishes, as before, and therefore,

'"% «
But Sj/i is arbitrary, hence, if Jj is to vanish, ^j must be zero. This means

that the tangent to the cycloid at the lower limiting point must be horizontal

with the SB-axis.

§ 17S. The Variation cf an Integral with Variable Limits.

The preceding problem becoraes a little more complex if we as-

sume that we have two given curves, and it is required to find " the
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curve of quickest descent " from the one given curve to the other.

Here we have not only to find the path of descent, but also the

point at which the particle is to leave one curve and arrive at the

other. The former part of the question is evidently work for the

calculus of variations, and the latter is readily solved by the differ-

ential calculus : given the curve, to find its position to make t a

minimum. The value of the integral

Vdx, .... (40)

not only changes when y is changed to y + Sy, but also when the

limits x-^ and »„ become ajj + dx-^, and iCQ + dx^, respectively. The

:hange of the limits augments U by the amount

V.dx - Vo.dx; . (41)
"1 1

J »^o

or, neglecting the higher powers of dx-^ and dxi^, U receives the

increment

dU = V^dx^ - V^dXo. . . . (42)

The total increment of U is therefore

Total incr. U = dU + 8U = V^dx^ - Y^dx^ +8 F. dx. (43)

In words, the total increment which a quantity receives from the

operation of several effects is the' sum of the increments which each

effect would produce if it acted separately. This is nothing but the

principle of the superposition of small motions, pages 70 and 400,

under another guise.

The maximum-minimum condition is that the total increment

be zero. This can only obtain when Fj = 0, and Fj = 0. We
thus have two new conditions to take into consideration besides

those indicated in the preceding section.

BsAMPLE.—Finct the " curve of quickest descent " from one given curve to

another. Ex. (2), page 572, has taught us that the " curve of quickest descent

"

is a cycloid. The problem nov7 before us is to find the relation between the

cycloid and the tvro given curves. We see from (15) and (43) that the maxi-

mum-minimum condition is

PidiBi - Fo^JiTo + -^1 - -^0 + I
-if52/(Z!B = 0. . . . (44)

ve can use the results of Ex. (2), page 573, equations (33) and (38), there-

he maximum-minimum condition becomes

F,*^-r„^„-H-7=p^-;^4^, + fXp-gW (*5)

\'2/i(l -1-
i/i^) ^2/0(1 + 2/o«) iW °^l
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As before, (29) holds good, consequently,

n'sM1+^= '^2a. .... (46)

.•.y..Z.,-F„<i.„ + ^(|s,,-|-0«,„) = O.. . (4T)

Eemembering that the end values of the curve are Xf„ 2/o.
and a!i, y^, let y

Buffer a variation Sy so that

y = y+Sy. (48)

with fixed limits, and, at the same time, x„, y^, and x^, y^, respectively become
a!„, To, and a^, Tj. Let us find how Sy„ and Sj/, are affected vrhen the values

of X change respectively to a;,, + dx^, and x-^ + dx^. By Taylor's theorem,

instead of y^ becoming Y^, we have Tj changed to

^ dY,^ 1 d^Y.
^i + 3c.>i+2T-S^V^)' + (*9)

or, from (4) and (43),

{Vi + Sy,) + (^^dx^ + ^8^1 .dx,^ + (50)

Neglecting the higher powers of dx, and the product Sy,, dx,,

Ti becomes y^ + Sy, + y,dx, (51)

as a result of the variation and of the change of x, into Xj + dx,.

Let the equation of one of the curves be

y=f(<h) (52)

then the abscissa of the end value of Y, is changed into f{x, + dx,) after the

variation. Consequently, after variation,

Vi + ^Vi + VidiCi =f(x, + dx,) =f{Xi) +f'{x,)dx„

by Taylor's theorem. From (50) we can cancel out the y'B and

82/1 = {n<h) - 'Si]dx (53)

remains. A similar relation holds good between Sj/q and dx,,.

Let us return after this digression to (47), and, in order to fix our ideas,

let the two given curves be

y, = TOXj + a ; 2/0 = '"^^n + 6 ;
••• ^i = »» ; So = »• • (5*)

From (58) we have
sy, = {m- i-^dx, ; 8^0 = (w - '^o)^^- • • • (55)

Substitute these values in (47), and

Since dx, and dx^ are arbitrary, the ooefacients of dx, and da;,, must be

separately zero in order that (56) may vanish.

dy, 1 dy^ 1 ,

.-.1+^1^ = 0; 1 + S„w = 0; or, ^=--; 3^ = --.
. (S7)

Now compare this result with (18), page 96, and you will see that the two

given curves are at right angles with the "curve of quickest descent".

§ 176. RelatiYe Maxima and Minima.

After the problem of the brachistochrone had been solved,

James BernoulU, brother of John, proposed another variety of

problem—the so-called isoperimetrical problem—of which the fol-
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lowing is a type : Find the maximum or minimum values of a certain

integral, U-^, when another integral, U^, involving the same vari-

ables has a constant value. The problem proposed at the beginning

of this chapter is a more concrete illustration. Here, SJ/^ must

not only vanish, but it must vanish for those values of the vari-

ables which make fJj constant. It will be obvious that if U-^ be

a maximum or a minimum, so wUl Uj -H aJJj ^1^° ^^ * maximum
or a minimum ; a is an arbitrary constant. The problem therefore

reduces to the determination of the maximum or minimum values

of U^ + aU^. If

Crj=|Vi<Za;; U^ = \Widx; . . (58)
J «0 J lO

Ui + aU^ will be a maximum or a minimum when

L (Fi-t- V^a:)dx = 0, . . . (59)

(60)

is a maximum or a mioimum. When U^ is known, a can be

evaluated.

Example.—Find the curve of given length joining two fixed points so

that the area bounded by the curve, the SB-axis, and the ordinates at the fixed

points may be a maximum. Here -we have

as indicated on page 246. Here then

V^ + aVi = y + ajl + y\ .... (61)

We require the maximum value of the integral

7 is a function of y and y, hence from (19) we must have

y=Pi + 0; (63)

,.y + ajrTr = ;j^^ + Gr,.:y+;j^,= 0„. (64)

By a transposition of terms,

^+\d^) -(y- Cf \dx) -a?-(y-G, (65)(y-G,f'
'

which becomes, on integration,

a; - Oa = J a^ - (y - G^)^; or, (a; - CJ^ + {y - G^f = a\ . (66)

This is obviously the equation of a circular line. The limits are fixed, and
therefore Jj - !„ = 0. The constants a, Oj, and Oj can be evaluated when
tha fixed points and the length of tte curve are known.
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§ 177. The Differentiation of Definite Integrals.

I must now make a digression. I want to show how to find the
differential coefficient, dujda, of the definite inte'gral u = $/(«, a)dx
between the Hmits y^ and y^, when y.^ and t/j are functions of a.

Let /(a;, a)dx become /(a;, a) after integration, we have therefore

« =
J,
/(a'. <^)dx = f{y^, a) - f(y^, a). . (67)

Hence, on partial differentiation with respect to y^, when y^ is

constant
;
and then with respect to «/„, when y^ is constant, we get

^u d 7)u d

Now suppose that a suffers a small increment so that when a be-

comes a + h, u becomes u + k, then, keeping the limits constant,

luec. V = ^{f(x, a + h)-fix, a)}dx. . . (69)
Dividing by 8a, and passing to the limit, we have

i°CT-M pi /(a;, a+/t)-/(a!, a) ^_. du fyidf'(x,a)^ ,„„^

^^^^^L h ^' • Ta^l^-d^^'^- (70)

If both ^^ and y^ are functions of a, then du/da must be the

sum of three separate terms, (i) the change due to a
;
(ii) the change

due to
j/i ; and (iii) the change due to y^. These separate effects

have been evaluated in equations (68) and (70), consequently,

da aajj/o Js/o "* 7)y^da ly^ da ^ '

•'da~]y, da '^^J^^'"'>dE ^^yo'"^-. • ^^^'

The higher derivatives can be obtained by an application of the

same methods.

§ 178. Double and Triple Integrals.

We now pass to double integrals, say,

U=:iSVdxdy, .... (73)

where F is a function of x, y, z, p, and q, and

dz dz ,^^.

We apply the same general methods as those employed for single

integrals, but there are some difficulties in connection with the

limits of integration of mxiltiple integrals. Let Sz denote the varia-

tion of z which occurs when the form of the function connecting z

with x, and y is known, x and y remaining constant during the

00
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variation. Further, let 87 denote the variation of V, and SCthe

variation of U, when z becomes 8« ; then by the preceding methods,

8^ = ^82 +|?Si,+^8g=P82 + g8p+i?8g, . (75)

where we have put for the sake of convenience,

We therefore write, from (75),

8U= \^^Wdx&y = J|(PS0 +0^+ B^)dxdy. . (77)

Still keeping on the old track,

(78)

The differential coefficients with respect to x and y are complete.

We get, on integration with respect to y,

rrS{BSz)dxdy=\^lBSzTdx, . . (79)

where B8z , as on page 232, represents the value of BSz when
L Jyo

2/i and y^ are each substituted in place of y, and the latter then

subtracted from the former. Again, from (70) followed by a trans-

position of terms, we get

£"-r* =!!:«"» -K'ffl:- •
™

, where {QSz)y denotes the value of (Q8z)p when y-^ and y^ are
L J»o

each substituted in place of y, in Qdx, and the latter subtracted from

the former.' Hence, we may write

By substituting (79) and (81) in place of (78), we get

m= pfYp- §e_^Wd2/+ ['UBz'rdx+
JJmV dx dyj ' J^L J« .gg.

If the limits y^ and y^ are constant, y-^ and y^ vanish, and we can

therefore neglect the last term. If the limits also change, we must
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add on a new term in accordance with the principles laid down in

§175.

For the maximum-minimum condition, 8f7 of (82) can only-

vanish when the coefficient of 82, namely,

p dQ dB „^-^-^ = 0-
• • • (83)

The solution of this partial differential equation furnishes z in terms
of X, y, and arbitrary functions ; the latter must be so determined
that the remaining terms of (82) vanish.

For the triple integral

U = fjjVdxdydz, . . . (84)

where F is a given function of u, x, y, z, p,q,r; and m is a function

such that

du du du
^ = 5i'2 = 3^'*" = di-- •



CHAPTBE XI.

DBTEBMINANTS.

" Operations InTolving intense mental effort may frequently be re-

placed by the aid of otker operations of a routine character,

with a great saving of both time and energy. By means of the

theory of determinants, for example, certain algebraic opera-

tions can be solved by writing down the coefficients according to

a prescribed scheme and operating with them mechanically,"

—

E. Macb.

§ 179. Simultaneous Equations.

This chapter is for the purpose of explaining and illustrating a

system of notation which is in common use in the different branches

of pure and applied mathematics.

I. Homogeneous swmltcmeous equations m 1/wo unknowns.

The homogeneous equations,

a^x -h 61^ = ; a^x + b^ •> 0, . . (1)

represent two straight lines passing through the origin. In this

case (§ 29), x = and y = 0, a, deduction verified by solving for

X and y. Multiply the first of equations (1) by b^, and the second

by by Subtract. Or, multiply the second of equations (1) by ttj,

and the first by a^. Subtract. In each case, we obtain,

a;(aA-a2M = 0; 2/(«2^-»A) = 0- • • (2)

Henoe, a; = ; and y = ; or,

ajftg - fl^2&i = ; and a^b^ - ajb^ = 0. . . (3)

The relations in equations (3) may be written,

jai, 6ij = 0; andja^, fcjj = 0, . . (4)

where the left-hand side of each expression is called a determinant.

This is nothing more than another way of writing down the differ-

ence of the diagonal products. The letters should always be taken
680
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in oyolio order so that b follows a, c follows b, a follows c. In the

same way 2 follows 1, 3 follows 2, and 1 follows 3.

The products Oi6j, aj)^, are called the elements of the determinant;
O], 6i, Oa, 62, are the constituents of the determinants. Commas may or may
not be inserted between the constituents of the horizontal rows. When only

two elements are involved, the determinant is said to be of the second order.

Prom the above equations, it follows that only when the de-

terminant of the coefficients of two homogeneous equations in x and

y is equal to zero can x and y possess values differing from zero.

II. Linea/r cmd homogeneous equations in three unknowns.

Solving the linear equations

a^x + &i2/ + Cj = ; ajic + ^2^ + Cg = 0, . . (5)

for X and y, we get ,

^ ^
b^c^ - &2C1

_ ^ c^a^ - Catti

If a-fi^ — b-fl^ = 0, X and y become infinite. In this' case, the two

lines represented by equations (5) are either parallel or coincident.

ifcWhen

X = Q—-'=co; y g = CO,

the lines intersect at an infinite distance away. Eeduoe equations

(6) to the tangent form, page 90,

i/ = -t-i'y--t-i' w
but since a^b^ - b^a^ = 0, a-^lb^ = a2/^2 ^ *^® tangent of the angle

of inclination of the lines ; in other words, two Hues having the

same slope towards the re-axis are parallel to each other.i

When the two lines cross each other, the values of x and y in

(6) satisfy equations (5). Make the substitution required.

ajfi^c^ - b^Cj) + hjc-^a^ - c^a^) + c^ia^b^ - a^bj) = 0,

or, writing

X =-^; andy = -^ {fi)

we get a pair of homogeneous equations in X, T, Z, namely,

a^X + iiF + Ci.^ = ; a^ + b^Y + c^Z = 0. (9)

iThus the definition, " parallel lines meet at infinity," means that as the point

of mterseotion of two lines goes further and further away, the lines become more and

more nearly parallel.
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Equate ooeffioients of like powers of the variables in these identical

equations.
•• «! : &i : Ci = flSg : b\ : c^,

or, from (8) and (6),

X.Y:Z = fijOg - 62C1 : c-^a^ - c^a-^ : a^b^ - a^b^,

1 62 cj Icj a^l 1^2 &2I

The three determinants on the right, are s3rmbolized by

||«i b, cq . . . . (11)

II ^2 *2 "211

where the number of columns is greater than the number of rows.^

The determinant (11), is called a matrix. It is evaluated, by

taking the difference of the diagonal products of any two columns.

The results obtained in (10) are employed in solving linear

equations.

Examples.—(1) Solve 4tx + 5y = T; 3x-10y = 19.^

X:T:Z = i 5, i- '7 | : I- T;' 4 1 : U^ 5|;

l-io/ -fgl 1-1^; 3 1 1
3,'- 10

1

= - 165 : 55 : - 55 ; or a!= + 3 and ^= - 1.

(2) Solve 20a! - 19j/ = 23 ; 19a! -20y = 16. Ansr. x = i,y = 3,

(3) Solve the observation equations

:

5x - -Sy = -4 ; 14a; + -Sy = 1-18. Ansr. x = 2,y = 3.

(4) Solve ix-^ = 6 ; ix-^ = -1. Ansr. a; = 24, 2/ = 18.

The condition that three straight lines represented by the

equations

Uj^x + b-^ + 6j = ; ti^^ + b^ + C2 = 0; a^ + b^ + 03= 0, (12)

may meet in a point, is that the roots of any two of the three

lines may satisfy the third (§ 32). In this case we get a set of

simultaneous equations' in X, Y, Z.

a^X + b-J'+c^Z:= a^X+b^Y+o^Z= a^X+b^Y+c^Z = 0, (13;

by writing x = XjZ and y = YjZ in equations (12). From tha

last pair,

X:Y:Z = \b^, cA:\e^, aA:\a^, bA. . (14|b„
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which is more conveniently written

^1 -b^ Oi =0, . . . . (16)

^2 \ H
fflg &3 Cg

a determinant of the third order.

It follows directly from equations (13), (14), (16), only when
the determinant of the coefficients of three homogeneous equations

in X, y, z, is equal to zero, can x, y, z, possess values differing from
zero. This determinant is called the eliminant of the equations.

Each determinant in (li) is called a subdeterminant, or minor
of (16).

§ 180. The Expansion of Determinants.

It follows from (15) and (16), that

,a,

I a.
3 "3

= »1Vs +
'»2^8<'l+ «3*lC2 - «lV2 - '^iW<^3 - 0'ih<^V (17)

A determinant is expanded, by taking the product of one letter

in each horizontal row with one letter from each of the other ro\ys.

The first element, called the leading element, is the product of

the diagonal constituents from the top left-hand corner, i.e., a^h^c^
;

its sign is taken as positive. The signs of the other five terms ^

are obtained by arranging alphabetically, and observing whether

they can be obtained from the leading element by an odd or an

even number of changes in the subscripts ; if the former, the

element is negative, if the latter, positive. For example, ajb^c^,

is obtained by one interchange of the subscripts 2 and 1 in the

leading element ; a^iO^ is, therefore, a negative element ; aJ)^o^

requires two such transformations, 2 and 1, and 2 and 3, hence

its sign is positive.

Examples.—(1) Show

(2) Show h e

b a

e a

2

3

4

= 2abe.

2 2

1 1

|
= 2 + 12-|-8-4:-6-8=4.

1 The number of elements in a determinant of the second order is 2 x 1, or 2 I

of the third order 3 x 2 x 1, or 3 I, of the fourth order, 4 I, etc.
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i 181. The Solution of Simultaneous Equations.

Contimiing the discussion in § 179, let the equations

ajX+ h^y + c^z = d-^ ; a^^ + \y+ o^z= d^ ; a^x + b^y + c^= d^, (18)

be multiplied by suitable quantities, so that y and z may be elimi-

nated. Thus multiply the first equation by A-^, the second by A^,

the third by A^, where A-^, A^, A^, are so chosen that

b^Ai + b^A^ + bgA^^ = ; o^A-^ + c^A^ +c^A^ = 0. (19)

Hence, by substitution,

x{a-yA^ + a^A^ + a^A^ = d^A^ + d^A^ + d^A^. (20)

Equations (19) being homogeneous in A-^, A,^, A^, we get, from (10),

Ai '. A^ .A,= \h \

Substituting these values of ^j, A^, A^, in equations (20), we get,

as in equations (14), (15), (16),

b.

"l
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(5) To illustrate the solution of simultaneous equations " by the writing
down of the coefficients according to a fixed scheme and operating upon them
according to a prescribed scheme," take the proof of (2), from (1), page Hi,
as an exercise. In equation (1) take « as an independent variable and solve
the two simultaneous equations for dxjdz and dy/de. Hence,

dx
Q, B,

ft B^
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two unknowns disappear, and, if the equations are oonsisient,

ag(6iC2 - Vi) + ^s(''i*2 - Vi) + <'3(«i*2 - <»a^i) = 0.

remains. But this result is obviously the expansion of the de-

terminant

«!
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§ 183. Fundamental Properties of Determinants.

The student -will get an idea of the peculiarities of determinants

by reading over the following :

—

I. The value of a determinant is not altered by changing the

colvmms into rows, or the rows into oolvmns.

It follows directly, by simple expansion, that

6i 62

and Ol h Oi
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This is Illustrated by the expansion of the following

:

I ?na^ &g

(80)

FIT. 2w order to. divide a determmmt by any factor, divide each

constituent in one row or in one oohimm by that factor.

This follows directly from the preceding proposition. It is conveniently

used in the reduction of determinants to simpler forms. Thus, •

= 9.6.2.2 112. . (31)

111
4 3 1

VIII. Ifthe sign ofevery constituent in a row or colwmn is changed,

the sign of the determinant is changed.

6 9 8
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Thus from X. and III.,

Ot. ± ^1. \>

a, + 65, h,.

Ol
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The proof follows directly on expanding the right side of the

equation. We thus obtain,

= ajdj, \e^



§186.

then,

DETEEMINANTS.

d(D) = x^dy^ + y^dx^ - x^dy^ - y^dx^
;

= (2/2^*1 - y-idx^ + {x^dy^ - x^dy{)
;

= I dx. + X

691

(39)
\dx^ y^\ \x^ dy^i

Ifithe constituents of the determinant are functions of an in-
dependent variable, say t, then, writing cb^ for dx/dt, y^ for dyjdt
and so on, it can be proved, in the same way,

D^Ui y^i; d(D)/dt=\x^
y^

Xn Xa

ExAMPMB.—(1) Show that iiD = lXi Vi % I

I x„ y„ i„

d(D) =
I

dasi ^1 2i I
+

I dx, V. s.

JKj %2 %|

<2(Z>)/d« =
I ;£i 2/j aj| +
pa 2/2 ''a

'Bi ^i «i I + I
aq

2/i *i
I

iBa ^2 ^al P2 Vi h\
Vs

(2) If Oj, 6„ c,, ajj,, 63, . . ., are constants, show that

Id, b,v c,z

=
I

a^dx b^y c^zl+ , etc., = dx I b^y e^s eto.

(40)

§ 186. Jaoobians and Hessians.

I. Definitions. If u, v, w, be functions of the independent vari-

ables, X, y, z, the determinant

. (41)7)u
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3«M
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(2) bhow that 3(^-^ = w a condition that .^ = shall be an in-

tegral of Pd^ldx + Qd^ldy = B. Hint. ,^ is a function of x, y, z, and can be
expressed as a function of m and v.

(3) If P, Q, and B are given, the Jacobian of u and v must be pro-
portional to P, Q and B. This follows from the equations on page 453.

III. The Jacobian of a function of a function. If u^, u^ are
functions of x-^ and x^, and aij and x^ are functions of y^ and y^,

''2/1 <)a;i '^Vi '^x^ ' ^i ' 'dy^ Tsx^ ' l>y^ ^ Ix^ ' 3^-

By the rule for the multiplication of determinants,

• . (46)
SMj SMj
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Or ^(i^- g) <>(w, «) _ _ ^(P, g)

Ku, v)' 7)ix, y) i3(a;, y)'

A result which may be extended to include any number of inde-

pendent relations.

§ 187. Illustrations from TheFmodynamics.

Determinants, Jaoobians and Hessians are continually appear-

ing in different branches of applied mathematics. The following

results will serve as a simple exercise on the mathematical methods

of some of the earlier sections of this work. The reader should

find no difficulty in assigning a meaning to most of the coefficients

considered. See J. E. Trevor, Jov/rn. Phys. Chem., 3, 523, 573,

1899 ; 10, 99, 1906 ; also E. B. Baynes' Thermodynamics, Oxford,

95, 1878.

If U denotes the internal energy, ^ the entropy, p the pressure,

V the volunie, T the absolute temperature, Q the quantity of heat in

a system of constant mass and composition, the two laws oflihermo-

dynamjcs state that

dQ = dU + p.dv; dQ= Td<l>,. . . (1)

pages 80 and 81. To find a value for each of the partial derivatives

(M\ fH\ fM\ (H\ (H\ h<k\.
[i^): \Tp),-[w); W): [Ti); \Tv);

/'dv'S /^\ f'dv\ /3^\ /'iv\ /3i)\

\i>p); \ip)^' W); W)^' [hK'WU'
in terms of the derivatives of U.

I. When v or ff> is constant. Prom (1),

- p = lUj-dv ; anil r = 7)U/14,. . . (2)

First, differentiate each of the expressions (2), with respect to (j> at

constant volume.

^p\ 'ii-'U /arx l^U

By division, -
^^Ij

=^ (4)

Next, differentiate each of equations (2) with respect to v at constant

entropy.

_ /lp\ _ W. /M;\ 32{7

-S)
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By division, _ QP\

696

(6)

II. When either p or T is constant. We know that

'^P = Sf^^ + ^^ '• -'i '^^ = &« + If^'^- • (7)

First, when ^ is constant, eliminate dv or d(j> between equations

(7). Hence show that

dv dip _ do

3£ 'ip~ J'

<)<^ "bv

where J denotes the Jacobian a(p, r)/^('y, <^). If ff denotes the
Hessian of U, show that

_ f^^ =-^ ^^ ^.

3^ = - \m^ = -5^
' \vi% -— ^^1

Finally, if T is constant, show that

D^U i^U W
/3^\ Dv^KJ) /a^\ _'^v^ _/''*^\ -^"t"^ (9)

\dvj mj_ ' VV, ~ Is" '

\Jp)r ~T

§188. Study of Surfaces.

Just as an equation of the first degree between two variables

represents a straight line of the first order, so does an equation of

the first degree between three variables represent a surface of the

first order. Such an equation in its most general form is

Ax + By + Cz + D = 0,

the equation to a plane.

An equation of the second degree between three variables re-

presents a surface of the second order. The most general

equation of the second degree between three variables is

Ax^ + B2/2 + Gz^ + Dxy + Eyz + Fzx + . . . + N == 0.

All plane sections of surfaces of the second order are either circular,

parabolic, hyperbolic, or elliptical, and are comprised under the

generic word comcoids, of which spheroids, paraboloids, hyperboloids

and elMpsoids are special cases.

J. Thomson (Phil. Mag., 43, 227, 1871) developed a surface of

pp.
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the second degree by plotting from the gas equation

f(p,v,T)^0; or pv = BT,

by causing p, v and T to vary simultaneously. The surface pabv

(Fig. 175) was developed in this way.

Since any section cut perpendicular to the T- or 6-axis is a

rectangular hyperbola, the surface is a hyperboloid. The iso-

thermals T, T^, T^, . . . (Fig. 29, page 111) may be looked upon as

plane sections cut perpendicular to the 0-axis at points correspond-

ing to Tj, Tj, . . ., and then projected upon the jjv-plane. In

Pig. 176, the curves corresponding to pv and ab have been so

projected.

As a general rule, the surface generated by three variables is

not so simple as the one represented by a gas obeying the simple

laws of Boyle and Charles.

Yan der Waals' "i|/" surfaces are developed by using the

variables ^, x, v, where ^ denotes the thermodynamic potential at

Fia. 175.-r;*i;e-surfaoe. FiQ. 176.—Two Isothermals.

constant volume {U ~ T0) ; x the composition of the substance

;

V the volume of the system under investigation. The "ij/" surface

is analogous to, but not identical with, pabv in the above figure.

The so-called thermodynamic surfaces of Gibbs are obtained

in the same way from the variables v, U, ^ (where v denotes the

volume, U the internal energy, and the entropy) of the given

system.

The solubility of a double salt may be studied with respect to

three variables—temperature, 0, and the concentrations s-^ and s^ of

each component in the presence of its own solid. Thus a mixed
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solution of magnesium sulphate, MgSO^, and potassium sulphate,

K2SO4, will deposit the double salt, MgSO^.KsSOi.eHjO, under

certain conditions. The surface so obtained is called a surface

of solubility. The solution can also deposit other solids under

certain conditions. For example, we may also have crystals of

MgSO^.THgO deposited in such a manner as to form another

surface of solubility. This is not all. The above system may
deposit crystals of the hydrate MgSO^.GHjO, the double salt

MgSO4.K2SO4.4H2O, or the separate components. The final

result is the set of surfaces shown in Pig. 177.

The surface which is represented by the equation,

f{x, y,z) = Q; ot, z = <l>{x, y),

will exhibit the characteristic properties of any substance with

respect to the three variables x, y, and z. The surface, in fact,

Fig. 177.

will possess certain geometrical pecuharities which depend upon

the nature of the substance. It is therefore necessary to be able

to study the nature of the surface at any point when we know the

equation of the surface.

I. The tangent line, and tcmgent plane. Let the point P{x^, y^, z^)

be upon the surface
u = f(x,y,z) (1)

The equations of a line through the point P are, page 131,

x-x^
___ y-y-i, _ z-z.^

mI m n '

and where the line meets the surface

u.= /(iCi +h;yi + nw, z-^ + nr) = 0,

By Taylor's theorem,

(2)

(3)

Ji^ + J^+n^ +\i(li- + m;^ + np)u + . . .
=0. (4)

TS; +
&y,

^ dz, ^J2ydx, ^ dy, dzj
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One value of r must be zero since P is on the surface ; and if we

ohoose the line so that

^,+'^d^,^'%r^' ... (6)

another value of r will vanish ; so that for this direction another

point, Q, wiU coincide with P and the line will be a tangent line.

Equation (6) gives the relation between the direction cosines of a

tangent line to the surface at the point Pip^, y^, gj. Eliminating

I, m, and n, between (2) and (5), we get

This equation being of the first degree in x, y, and z represents a

plane surface. All the tangent lines lie in one plane. Equation

(6) is the equation of a tangent plane at the point {x^, y^, «i).

If the surface had the form

z=f{x,y) .... (7)

equation (6) would have been

at the point (ajj, y^, z-^.

Examples.—(1) Show that the tangent plane of the sphere x^+y^+V=''

at the point (x, y, g) is xxi+yyi+sgi=r''. Hint. 'duj'd!'Oi=^; 3m/3^i=%i!
Iduj'dZi= 2%. Substitute in (6) and it follows that xa^+ yy^ + zz^= !»^+ J/^+ «' =1^.

(2) The equation of the tangent plane at the point (x^, y^, Zj) on the para-

boloid

5 + p = 4i»! ; is ^ + ^' = 22)(« + zj.

(3) Show that the tangent plane to the surface (1) or (6) above Is hori-

zontal, that is, parallel to the x^-plane. « - a^ = 0. Hint. When a line is

parallel to the as-axis, the angle it makes with the axis is zero, and tan 0°= 0,

hence we must have 'duj'dx and 'duj'dy both zero ; and 3m/33 not zero.

II. The normal. By analogy with (1), page 106, or by more

workmanhke proofs which the student can discover for himself, we

can write the condition that a plane normal to, or perpendicular to,

the tangent of the surface f{x, y, z) at the point (pSy, y^, z{) is

lu lu lu ' • -bu lu ^ ^1- ^^>

Saj liy "bz 7>x by

BxAMPLBS.—(1) Show that the normal to the sphere x^ + y^ + x'^ = r', la

xjx^ = ylyi = «/«!. Use the results of Ex. (1) above, and substitute in (10).
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(2) The normal to the surface xys = aS at the point (x^, y^, zj is

iCSBi - !Ci= = xy^ - y{^ = zz^ - z^\

(3) Show that the equations of the normal and of the tangent to the
curve ya = 2a! - a!2 ; z^ = 4^ - 2!B, at the point (2, 3, - 1) are jrespeotively

« - 2 = J(2/ - 3) = z + 1 ; and « - 2 = - 3(y - 3) = 2 + 1.

(4) We do not know the characteristic equation connecting p, v, and T.
If the substance is an ideal gag, we have^w = BT. From equations (13) and
(15), pages 81 and 82, we get the fundamental equation

dU=Td<j> -jpdm (10)

connecting v, V, and i(i. This expression is the differential equation of some
surface of the form

U = f(v,.p):,.dU=[^)d4. + [^^\dv. . . (11)

Where - 1, and the two partial derivatives are proportional to the direction

cosines of the normal to the surface at any point. Again, it follows from (10)

and (11) that

(|),= 2';and(g)^ = -^. . . . (12)

In other words the direction cosines of the normal at any point on the surface

are proportional to T, -p, and - 1 respectively. Hence, v, U, and <(> are the

coordinates of the point on the surface, and the remaining pair of variables p
and T are given by the direction cosines of the normal at the same point.

The whole five quantities p, v, T, U, and <(> can thus be represented in a very

simple manner.

III. Inflexional tangents. We can discuss the equations of a

surface by the aid of the extension of Taylor's theorem, on page

292, and the methods described in § 101. There are an infinite

number of lines

?^i=^_Zli=-_zZi,
. . . (13)

I m n ' ^ '

which satisfy the relations

l)z liz

l^ + m^ + n^^l;ly^ + m^y-n = 0. . (14)

These lines cut the surface at two coincident points ; two of these

lines also satisfy the relation

These two lines cut the surface at three coincident points. These

lines are called inflexional tangents. They are real and distinct,

coincident, or imaginary, according as the quadratic in I, and m,

zj^ + 2zjm + z^m-^ . . . (16)

has real and different, double, or imaginary roots. This depends

upon whether
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<)a;2 ly^ \l)x7>yj

( + — ousp

;

!0 = conjugate point

;

. (17)

(_
— = node.

Each inflexional tangent to the surface will cut the curve in three

coincident points at the point of contact. The inflexional tangents

have a closer contact with the surface than any of the other

tangent lines. At the point of contact of the curve with the tan-

gent plane there will be a cusp,' conjugate point, or a node, ac-

cording as the above expression is positive, zero, or negative.

• The equations of the inflexional tangents at the point (x^, y^, e-^)

are obtained by the elimination of I, m, and n between (13) ; the

second of equations (14) ; and (15). If we treat the equation of

the surface

u=f(x,y,z) = Q, . . . (18)

in a similar manner, we find that we must know the value of

3a; liz

as weU as of

/,<) 3 3V
fe +^ + '^W"^'^'

(19)

(20)

in order to determine the inflexional tangents. These tangents will

be real and different, coincident, or imaginary according as the

determinant

• • • (21)u^
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COLLECTION OF FORMULA AND TABLES FOR REFERENCE.

" When for the first time I have occasion to add five objects to seven

others, I count the vrhole lot through ; but when I afterwards

discover that by starting to count from five I can save myself

part of the trouble, and still later, by remembering that five and

seven always add up to twelve, I can dispense with the counting

altogether."—E. Maoh.

§ 189. Calculations with Small Quantities.

The discussion on approximate calculations in Chapter V. renders any

further remarks on the deduction of the following formulse superfluous.

For the sign of ecLuality read " is approximately equal to," or " is very

nearly equal to ". Let o, /3, 7, . . . be small fractions in comparison with unity

or a;:

.(1.+ a) (1 ± J8) = 1 ± a ± i8 (1)

(1 ± o) (1 ± j8) (1 ± r) . . . = 1 ± a ± ;8 ± 7 ± (2)

(1 ±0)2 = 1 ± 2a; (1 ± 0)" = 1 + Ma. ... . . . (3)

^(l + a) = l + Jo. s/^=J(o + )3) (4)

^^-^ +
'^'-(rh^«

= -^ + na;~-^^^l-ia. • . (5)

m^-±«±^^^^» <«'

The third member of some of the following results is to be regarded as a

second approximation, to be employed only when an exceptional degree of

accuracy is required.

eoi = 1 + a; Ofl- = 1 + aloga P)

^ log (1 + a) = o = a - Ja^ "
• (^)

log(a; + o) =loga! + o/a! - Jo'/SB". P)

iog5J:^ = ?« + |.i: (10)
X - a X Z X^

By Taylor's theorem, § 98,

sin (a; + ^) = sin a) + jSoosas - J/S'siniB- p'oosa: + . .

.

If the angle ,8 is not greater than ^'>, /8 < -044 : W < -001
1
\^' < 'OOOOl.

But sin X does pot exceed unity, therefore, we may look upon

sin (a; + )3) = sin a; + ;8 00a x,

601
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correct up to three decimal places. Tha addition of another term " - ^;8''

"

will make the result correct to the fifth decimal place.

sin o = a = o(l - Ja") ; oosa = 1 = 1- Ja". .... (11)

sin (a; + /3) = sin a; + /3 cos x ; cos (as + ;8) = cos a! + /3 sin x. . (12)

tan a = a = o(l + la') ; tan (ai + ;8) = tan x± $ seo^. . . (13)

Example.—Show that the square root of the product of two small

fractions is very nearly equal to half their sum. See (4). Hence, at sight,

n/ 2400092 X 24-00098 = 24-00096.

§ 190. Permutations and Combinations.

Each arrangement that can be made by varying the order of some or all

of a number of things is called a permutation. For instance, there are two

permutations of two things a and b, namely ab and ba ; a third thing can be

added to each of these two permutations in three ways so that abc, acb, cab,

bac, bca, cba results. The permutations of three things taken all together is,

therefore, 1x2x3; a fourth thing can occupy four different places in each

of these six permutations, or, there are 1x2x3x4 permutations when four

different things are taken all together. More generally, the permutations of

n things taken all together is

n{n - 1) (»i - 2) . . . 3 . 2 . 1 = »

I

tcI is called " faotoral n".^ It is generally written
|
n.

Using the customary notation »?„ to denote the number of permutations

of n things taken n at a time,

namber of things -^ Dumber of things taken =^ n^n ^^ "^ '

If some of these n things are alike, say p of one kind, 2 of another, r of

another,

"^"^pTqTV] (^)

If only r of the n things are taken in each set,

^Pr = w(n - 1) (» - 2) . . . (« - r + 1) = (^
"

^) ,

• . . (3)

Each set of arrangements which can be made by taking some or all of a

number of things, without reference to the internal arrangement of the things

in each group, is called a combination. In permutations, the variations, or

the order of the arrangement of the different things, is considered; in com-

binations, attention is only paid to the presence or absence of a certain thing.

The number of combinations of two things taken two at a time is one, because

the set ab contains the same thing as ba. The number of combinations of

three things taken two at a time is three, namely, ab, ca, bo ; of four things,

ab, ac, ad, be, bd, cd. But when each set consists of r things, each set can be

arranged in r I different ways.

' It is worth remembering that n ! =r(m + 1), the gamma function of § 136. When
n is very great

n ! = wxe — «ij 25TO,

known as Stirling's formula. This allows » ! to be evaluated by a table of logarithms.
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Let „0, denote the number of combinations of n things taken r at a time.

We observe that the „0, combinations will produce „Cr x r I permutations.

This is the same thing as the number of permutations of n things in sets of r

things. Hence, by (3),

«Cr = 77 -^ . . . (4)

rat

"''' " r\(7i -r)\ (^)

Nearly all questions on arrangement and variety can be referred to the

standard formulse (3) and (5). Special oases are treated in any text-book on

algebra. In spite of the great number of organic compounds continually

pouring into the journals, chemists have, in reality, made no impression on

the great number which might exist. To illustrate, Hatohett's (Phil. Trans.,

93, 198, 1803) has suggested that a systematic examination of all possible

alloys of all the metals be made, proceeding from the binary to the more

complicated ternary and quaternary. Did he realize the magnitude of the

undertaking ?

ExAMPMis.—(1) Show that if one proportion of each of thirty metals be

taken, 435 binary, 4,060 ternary and 27,408 quaternary alloys would have to

be considered.

(2) If four proportions of each of thirty metals be employed, show that

6,655 binary, 247,660 ternary and 1,013,986 quaternary alloys would have to be

investigated.

The number of possible isomers in the hydrocarbon series involving side

chains, etc., are discussed in the following memoirs : Cayley (Phil. Mag. [4],

13, 172, 1857 ; ¥1, 444, 1874 ; or, B. A. Reports, 257, 1875) first opened up this

question of side chains. See also O. J. Lodge (PMl. Mag., [4], 30, 367, 1875),

Losahitsch (Ber., 30, 1,917, 1897), Hermann (ib., 3,42*), H. Key (46., 33, 1,910,

1900), H. Kauffmann (ib,, 2,231).

§ 191. Mensuration Formulae.

Reference has frequently been made to Euclid, i., 47—Pythagoras' theorem.

In any right-angled triangle, say, Fig. 184,

Square on hypotenuse = Sum of squares on the other two sides. (1)

Also to Euclid, vi., 4. If two triangles ABC and DEF are equiangular so

that the angles at A,:B, and of the one are respectively equal to the angles

D, E, and F of the other, the sides about the equal angles are proportional—

Eule of similar tiiangles—so that

AB:BO = DE:EF; BO -.OA = EF : FD; AB : AC = DE : DF.

ir = 3'1416, or, V-i oil 180° ; = degrees of arc ; r denotes the radius of a circle,

L Lengths (arcs and perimeters).

Ohoed of OiRoiiii (angle subtended at centre 9) = 2r sin J». . (2)

Abo of Oibolb (angle subtended fl) =^^ (^)

Pbrimbtbb of Oibolb = 2nr = ir x diameter. • • '
(*)

Pbeimeteb of Ellipse (semiaxes, a, b) = 2tn/ JCa" -I- 6^)- . • (5)

Tbianglb. a" = 6« + c' - 26c 008 4 ;
(5a)
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IL Areas,

BEOiANStii! (sides a, b) = a:b. i

Paballelogeam (sides a, b ; included angle 9) = db sin 0.

Ehombus = J product of the two diagonals

TbiahoIiE (altitude h ; base b)

= JZt. 6 = Ja6 sin O = >J s(s, -a) (s - 6) (s - c),

where a, 6, c, are the sides opposite the respective angles A, B, 0,

178, and s = J(a + 6 + c).

Spherical Tbianglb = (A + B + - wy, .

(6)

• P)
(8)

\ (9)

of Fig.

Fio. 178. Fia. 179.—Spherical Triangle,

where r is the radius of the sphere, A, B, C, are the angles of the triangle

(Fig. 179).

Tbafezium (altitude h ;
parallel sides a, b) = \h(a + b).

Polygon of to Equal Sides (length of side a) = ^wa^ cot ^r- •

OiBCLE = Tir' = J* X diameter

OiBCULAB Seoior (included angle fl) = J arc x radius = ^^t^Bt^.

OiBOniiAB SE8MBNT=areaof sector -area of triangle *^7rr2-^ sin 9 (16)

The triangle is made by joining the two ends of the arc to each other and

to the centre of the circle. 9 is angle at centre of circle.

Parabola out off by Double Ordinate (2y) = ^xy ;

== f Area of parallelogram of same base and height.

Ellipse = ira.b. . . . • (17)

Curvilinear and Irregular Figubes. See Simpson's rule.

Similar Figubeb. The areas of similar figures are as the squares of the

corresponding sides. The area of any plane figure is proportional to the square

of any linear dimension. E.g., the area of a circle is proportional to the square

of its radius.

(11)

(12)

(13)

(U)

(16)

m. Surfaces (omit top and base)

Sphbbe = ijtr'K

Oylindbb (height h) = 2itrh. .

Prism (perimeter of the base p) = ph.

OoNE OR Pyramid = ^ x slant height.

Spherical Segment (height h) = iiirh.

(18)

(19)

(2,0)

(21)
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fc2 = P - (|s)2 = |P. But CD :=2BD = I; BC = AB = s; CE = h. Hence,

h—sj ^P. From a result in V, above, the middle of the tetrahedron cuts OM
at O in the ratio 3 : 1.

.-. sin
J(/)

= iAG^ 00 = ^Ijih ; or, ,(> = 109° 28'. . . (29)

II. To find the angle of deflection of the " direction of attraction " when 2

to 6 ca/rbon atoms form a closed ring. From (29), for aeetelyne H^O | CHj,

the angle is deflected from 109° 28' to 4(109° 28'), or 55° 44'. For tri-

methylene, assuming the ring is an equilateral triangle, the angle is deflected

J(109°
28' -60°) =24° 44'. For tetramethylene, assunaing the ring is a square,

the angle of deflection is J(109° 28' - 90°) = 9° 34'. For pentam.ethylene, assum-

ing the ling to be a regular pentagon, the angle of deflection is J(109° 28' - 108°),

or 0° 44'. For hexamethylene, assuming the ring is a regular hexagon, the

angle of deflection is J(109° 28' - 120°). or - 5° 76'.

The value of the angle fl, in Fig, 180, is 70° 82'. See H. Saohse " On the

Configuration of the Polymethylene Eing," Zeit. phys. Ohem., 10, 203, 1892.

§ 192. Plane Trigonometry.

Beginners in the calculus often trip over the trigonometrical Vfork. The
foUovfing outline will perhaps be of some assistance. Trigonometry deals

with the relations between the sides and angles of triangles. If the triangle

is drawn on a plane surface, we have plane trigonometry ; if the triangle is

drawn on the surface of a sphere, spherical trigonometry. The trigonometry

employed in physics and chemistry is a mode of reasoning about lines and
angles, or rather, about quantities represented by lines and angles (whether

parts of a triangle or not), which is carried on by means of certain ratios or

functions of an angle.

1. The measurement of angles. An angle is formed by the intersection of

two lines. The magnitude of an angle depends only on the relative directions,

or slopes of the lines, and is independent of their lengths. In practical work,

angles are usually measured in degrees, minutes and seconds. These units

are the subdivisions of a right-angle defined as

1 right angle = 90 degrees, written 90°
;

1 degree = 60 minutes, written 60'

;

1 minute = 60 seconds, written 60".

In theoretical calculations, however, this system is replaced by another.

In Pig. 181, the length of the circular arcs P'A', PA, drawn from the centre 0,

are proportional to the lengths of the radii OA' and OA, or

arc P'A' arc PA
radius OA' " radius OA'

If the angle at the centre O is constant, the ratio, arc/radius, is also constant.

This ratio, therefore, furnishes a method for measuring the magnitude of an

angle. The ratio

—^.— = 1, is called a radian.
radius

Two right angles = 180° = ir radians, where ir = 180° = 3-14159. (1)
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The ratio, arc/radius, is called the circular or radian measure of an angle.

(Badian = unit angle.)

2. Relation between degrees and radians. The circumference of a circle

of radius r, is Snr, or, if the radius is unity, Zir. The angles 360°, 180°, 90°, . .

.

correspond to the arcs whose lengths are respectively, 2ir, «, Jx, . . . If the

angle AOP (Fig. 181) measures D degrees, or a radians,

D°:360° = a:2ir. . D" = H-360; or, a = srkSit. (2)

Examples.— (1) How many degrees are contained in an arc of unit

length? Here a = 1,

. (3),D = '^ = 57-295° = 67° 17' 44-8".

(2) How many radians are there in 1° ? Ansr. ir/180 ; or, 0'0175.

(3) How many radians in 2jj[° ? Ansr. 0'044.

A table of ^he numerical relations between angles expressed in degrees

and radians is given on pages 624 and 625.

3. Trigonometrical ratios of an angle as functions of the sides of a triangle.

There are certain functions of the angles, or rather o£ the arc PA (Fig. 181)

P

Fig. 181. Pig. 182.

called trigonometrical ratios. From P drop the perpendicular PM on to OM
(Fig. 182). - In the triangle 0PM,

(i.) The ratio q^, or,
MP perpendicular

base
, is called the tangent of the angle

POM, and written, tan POM.

It is necessary to show that the ma^nitiide of this ratio depends only on

the magnitude of the angle POM, and is quite independent of the size of the

triangle. Drop perpendiculars PM and P'M' from P and P' on to OA

(Fig. 181). The two triangles POM and P'OM', are equiangular and similar,

therefore, as on page 603, M'P'lOM'^MPjOM.

(ii.) The ratio^, or. perpendicular- '^ ^^''^^ *^« '=°*^°^^''* °' *^^ ^"^'^

POilf, and written, cot POM. Note that the cotangent of an angle is the

reciprocal of its tangent.

(iii.) The ratio^ = '^^^, is caOed the sine of the angle POM,

and written, sin POM.

fiv \ The ratio ^ = ^^^"^T'f , is called the cosecant of the angle
(iv.j i.ne raiio

j^p perpendicular'

POM, and written, cosec POM. The cosecant of an angle is the reciprocal of

its sine.
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0JI4" 1l38bS6

(v.) The ratio rpg = r jr—^. is called the cosine of the angle POM,
* ' OP hypotenuse' ° '

and written, cos POM.

(vi.) The ratio 7yjj> = "y: > is called the secant of thp angle POM,

and written, sec FOM. The secant of an angle is the reciprocal of its cosine.

Example.—If x be used in place of POM, show that111
sin X = : cot x= j ; cos x=

coseo X

'

tan a;

'

sec a!

The squares of any of these ratios, (sin x)\ (cot a;)^, . . ., are generally

written sin'^'a;, cot^a;...; (sin a;)^', (cot a::)-', ..., meaning rjr^' ^^ta;'-"'

cannot be written in the forms sin^^x, cot~'x, . . because this latter symbol

has a difierent meaning.

4, To find a numerical value for the trigonometrical^ ratios.

Fig. 183. Fig. 184.

(i.) 45° or Jir. Draw a square ABOD (Fig. 183). Join AC. The angle

BAG =la.aii a right angle=45°. In the ri^ht-angled triangle BAG (Euclid, i.,

«),
AC^=ABf>.^BCK

Since AB and BO are the sides of a square, .-. AB=BO, hence,

40»=24B3=2B02 ; or, AC= iJi^.AB= n/sT BG.

.« -BC 1 . „„„ .«o AB 1 BG
""^fi =10= Jl=

"""^^ =7?i= -7S; tan 45°=^=!.
40"- va" 'AB' (4)

Fig. 185. Pig. 186.

(ii.) 90° or Jtt. In Fig. 184, if POM is a right-angled triangle, aft M
approaches 0, the angle ilfOP approaches 90°. When MP coincides with

OB, OP=MP, and Oif=2iero.
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MP OM
.•.sm90"=op=l; cos90° =^= 0; tan90» =^=co. (6)

(iii.) 0°. In Fig. 185 as the angle MOP becomes smaller, OP approaches
OM, and at the limit coincides with it. Hence, PM=Q; OM=OP.

. „„ MP CM MP
.•.smO»=-gp=0;cosO°=op =l;tanO"=^=0. . (6)

(iv.) 60° or Jt. In the equilateral triangle (Pig. 186), each of the three
angles is equal to 60°. Drop the perpendicular OM on to PQ. Then

2PM=PQ=P0.
By Euclid, i., 47,

P03= 2krp2+M0\ . : iPM^=M02

+

PM' ; oi M0''=3PM^.
.: M0=>J3.PM; angle J1£P0 = 60°.

MO n/s* PM 1 MO
.-. sin 60°=pg = -2- ; cos 60°= ^g =-^ ; tan 60°=p^= ^37 (7)

(v.) 30° or ^ir. Using the preceding results,

„„„ -MP 1 MO Ja MP 1
.-. sm

30°=o^=2-; cos 30°=gp=^; tan30°=g^=^-.

The following table summarizes these results

:

Table XIV.

—

Numebical Values of the Tkigonometbical Eatios.

(8)
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of cos 35° to four .decimal places are respectively 0-5736 and 0;8192. The

value of sin {a +9) is, therefore, •5737,

6. Conventions as to the sign of the trigonometrical ratios. This subject

has been- treated on page 123. In the following table, these results are

summarized. The change in the value of the ratio as it passes through the

four quadrants is also given.

Table XV.

—

Signs of the Tbigonombteicaii Eatios.

It the Angle is in
Quadrant.
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8. To prove that sin a/oos a!=tan x.

sin X

cos X
^MPiq]£_MP OP_MP
OP OP~OP''^ OM'OM^^^^ '"

9. To prove that sin^x + oos^a; = 1. In Fig. 189, by Euclid, i., 47,
OP^=MP'^+ OJIiP. Divide through by 0P2, and

OF'_MP^ om /MPy /OMy
0P^~0P''^0P^^\0P) '^{OPJ'

••• sin2a;+ cos2a;=l.

10. To show that sm {x + y) = sm x. eos y + cos a: . sin y. In Pig. 189,

PQ is perpendicular to OQ, the angle HPO= angle NOQ (Euclid, i., 15 and 32)

, MP
, sm {x+y) = Qp =

PB ON
OP'^OP'

PB PQ NQ OQ
OP'^'OQ''OP'

= sin X. 0OS1/+ 0OS X. sm y.

11. Summary of trigonometrical formulss {for reference). The above defi-

nitions lead to the following relations, which form routine exercises in

elementary trigonometry. Most of them may be established geometrically

as in the preceding illustrations :

Note: ir=180°; or, 3-U159 radians ; one radian= 57-2958°.

sin (Jir+ a;)=cos a;; cos (J7r-a!) = sin a;; -.

coseo {Jir-a;) = sec a; sec (4ir-a;)=cosec a;;
J-

tan (j7r-ai) = cot a; cot (Jir-a;)=tan a;.
-'

sin(ir-a;) = sin a;; cos (w - a;) = - cos a;

;

"I

tan (7r-a!)= -tan a;; oot (tt - a;) = - cot a;. /
sin {j7r+ a!) = cos x ; cos (^t+x)= -sin a;

;

\

tan (Jir + a;)= -oot a;, cot (Jir+a!)= -tana;. /
sin (ir+ a;)= -sin a;; cos {7r+ a!)= -cos a;; \
tan (7r + a!) = tan a;; cot {7r+a!)=cot X. /

sin (-a;)= -sin a;; cos (-a;) = cos a;; tan ( - a;) = - tan a;.

(9)

(10)

(11)

Lt^ =
sin X tan x

= cos a!=l

;

sin - 'as tan - 'x

X
1.

(12)

(13)

(14)

When n is any negative or positive integer or zero.

sina!=sin{«5r+(-l)''a;}

cos a!= oos (2TCir ±x)
tan a; = tan (»nr + a;)

tan a!=sin a;/cos a; ; oot a;= cos aj/sin a;.

sin^a;+ oos^a/=l.

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

QQ^
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sin x= ijl-cos'^x; cos x=>Jl- sin^a!.

coseo x= »yi+ oot^l' sec x= s/T+iaJ^x,

tan X 1
Bill »= -

/^ . ^ , uuoa/= —T=—7 5-.
Vl+tan^a; Vl+ tan-^a;

. sin (a! + y)=sin s. cos y + 00s a;, sin y.

cos {x + J/)
=cos ai . cos ^ + sin a; . sin y.

sin (a>+3/)+sin (a!-2/)=2 sin as. 00s y.

sin (a;+ ^)- sin (a; -J/) =2 COS a;, sin y.

cos {a^+ 2/) + COS (a; - y) = 2 cos a; . cos y.

cos (a!+^) -cos {x-y)= -2 sin ». sin y,

If a!=2/, from (23) and (2i),

sin 2a;=2 sin x . cos a;.

cos2a!=cos%-sin'a!. .

=2cos*a!-l

=l-2sin»a!. ....
Bin x=2 sin Jx. cos Ja;.

cos a;=2 cos'Jaj-l; or, l + oos »=2 oos^ia;,

=1-2 sin'Ja; ; or, 1 - 00s a;= 2 sin^^Ja;.

sin 3a!=3 sina!-4 sin'a;, ...
oos3a!=4cos'a!-3cosa!. .

If in (25) to (28), we suppose «!+j^=o; x-y^fi; x

Now put X for a, and y for ;8, for the sake of uniformity,

sin a;+ sin y=i sin i{x+y) . cos i{x-y).

sin a!-sin y=2 cos i{x + y) . sin i(x~y).

cos a!+cos 2/=2 cos J(a!+^) . cos i(x-y).

cos x-cos y= -2 sin i(x+y) . sin i(x-y)

By division of the proper formulas above,

tanas+tany
*^° ("+2/) =1 -tana!, tan «

tan (as-y)

tan 2x

tan X - tan y
1+ tan X . tan y'

2 tano!

1 - tanW
sin (x ± y)

tan a; + tan y— „„„ ' „ °.
.-— " cos a; . cos y

sin (a; + y)

"sin a;, sin y"
cot » + cot y

cos Jas=A/-

=4(«+i9)

Thus,

§193.

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(38)

.(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

2/= i(«-i8).

. (38)

. (39)

. (40)

. (41)

+ C0S x
a

sin ^-^ 2
tan }j<x--VJ

-COS a;

H-cosa:

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

§ 193. Relations among the Hyperbolic Functions.

cos a!=oosh ia!=J('*+fl-'*). . (1)

sina/=—smhi»=5-(ei*-«-i*)
(2)

cos as+ isin a!=oosh lai+sinh ia!=«'« '
(8)

cos a;-isin (B=cosh ia!»-sinh laje:*-'*
(4)

cosh a!=cos laj; isinh as=sin las. , (5)
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tanh s=3mli se/oosh a; ; ooth a!=oosli aj/sinh x , "|

ooseoh a!=l/sinh a;; seoli s=l/oosh ». J
"

oosliO=l; sinhO=0; tanliO=0
cosh (+ oo)= + 00 ; slnh (+ oo) = + oo ; tanh (± oo)= + 1

sinh a; tanh a; oosli a;

=1; iiSx=o—;;r— =i;-^'«=o—;;;;
—=!•

-«) = tanh X.sinh (-a!)=" -sinh as; oosh (-a;)= oosh a;; tanh
(

sinh (x + J/)
= sinh as. oosh y ± oosh x . sinh y.

oosh {x ±y) = oosh a; . cosh y + slnh a; . sinh y.

tanh a: + tanh y
*^°^(*±2') = l±tanhx.tanh2/- ' • •

oosh (a;+ ey)= oosh a; . cosh i^+ sinh a; . sinh ly ;
l^

= cosh a;, cos y+isinh a;, sin y. / "

sinh (a!

+

ly) = sinh a; . cosh ly+ oosh x . siuh ly ; \

= sinh a;, cos 2/+ 4 oosh a;, sin y. J
'

sinh a;+ sinh 3/=2 sinh J(a!+ J/), oosh J (a; -2/). .

sinh a!-sinh 3/=2 cosh J(a/+y) . sinh J(a!-j/). .

cosh a!+ oosh y=2 cosh i{x+y) . oosh Hx-y). .

oosh a/-oosh y=2 siuh i{x+y) . sinh i{x-y). ,

sinh 2a;=2 sinh x . oosh a;=2 tanh a!/(l - tanh'^a;). .

oosh 2a!=oosh''a/+ siuh^a;;

= 1 + 2 sinh^'a;= 2 coshi^a! - 1 ; .

= (l + tanh2a;)/(l-tanh2a!)

oosha!+l=2 oosh^Ja; ; oosha!-l=2 sinh^Ja;.

tanh Ja!=sinh xl(l + cosh x) ; ^

= (cosh X - 1)/Binh x. j '

sinh2a!-cosh'a!=l

l-tanh''a/=seoh'»; ooth^-lssooseoh'a!.

oosh a;=l/ ;^(1 - tanh^a;) ; sinh a!=tanh xj ^/(l - tanh'a;).

sinh 3a;=3 sinha!+4 sinh^a;

oosh 3a!=4 cosh'a!-3 oosh x.

Inverse hyperbolic fimctions. If sinh -'^y = x, then y = sinh x.

!/=sinh»=J(e»^-e-'); .: 0^-2ye'-l=O; ..e'=y± s/y'+l.

For real values of as the negative sign is excluded from sinh -'a;.

..sinh-'a!=log{2/+\/^+l}; oosh - i2/=log{2/ ± s/^-l).

tanh-'2/=J log {(l+y)l(l-y)} ; ooth-iy=J log {(y+l)/(2/-l)}.

Beoh-i2/=log{(l+ iJl-y^yy}; oosech-iy=log{(l- Vl+ j/^j/j/},

Gtcdermatmians. In Fig. 138, page 347,

e=co3-iseoh a;; COS 9=sech a;; sec fl=oosh a;.

e'= oos fl+ sinha/=seo e+ tan 9.

e=log (seo9tanfl)=logtan (Jir+ Je)

tanh Ja!=tan J9

when e is connected with x by any of these relations 9 is said to

gudermannian of x and is written gd x.

Analogous to Demoivre's theorem

(cosh as + sinh a!)»= oosh na; + sinh nas.

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

Since

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

be the

(38)
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It is instructive to compare the above formulae with the corresponding

trigonometrical functions in § 192. The analogy is also brought out by

tabulating corresponding indefinite integrals, in Tables I. and III., side by

side. A few additional integrals are here given to be verified and then added

to the table of indefinite integrals which the student has been advised to

compile for his own use.

Table XVI.

—

HypebboijIG and TBiaoNOMETBicAL.FnKCTioNS.

Hyperbolic.



APPENDIX II.

REFERENCE TABLES.

" The human mind is seldom satisfied, an,d is certainly never exercising

its highest functions,- when it is doing the work of a calculating

machine."—J. C. Maxwell.

The results of old arithmetical operations most frequently required are

registered in the form of mathematical tables. The use of such tables not

.

only prevents the wasting of time and energy on a repetition of old operations

but also conduces to more accurate work, since there is less liability to error

once accurate tables have been compiled. Most of the following tables have

been referred to in different parts of this work, and are reproduced here be-

cause they are not usually found in the smaller current sets of " Mathemat-

ical Tables". Besides those here you ought to have " Tables of Reciprocals,

Squares, Cubes and Roots," " Tables of Logarithms of Numbers to base 10,"

" Tables of Trigonometrical Sines, Cosines and Tangents " for natural angles

and logarithms of the same. See page xix. of the Introduction.

Table I.—Singular Values of Functions.

(Page 168.)

Table II.—Standard Integrals.

(Page 193.)

Table III.—Standard Integrals. (Hyperbolic functions.)

(Pages 349 and 614.)

615
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Table lY.—Numerical Values of the Hyperbolic Sines,

Cosines, e*, and e-*.

X.
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Table lY.

—

Continued.

X,
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Table ¥.—Common Logarithms of the Gamma Function.
(Page 426.)

Table YL—Numerical Values of the Factor

0^6745'y^^. (Page 523.)

n.
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Table YIII.—Numerical Values of the Factor

n.
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Table X.—Numerical Values of the Probability Integral

2 C'"P = -p. e- ^\U(hx), (Page 532),
N-kJ n

where P represents the probability that an error of observation will have a

positive or negative value equal to or less than x, h is the measure of precision.

hx.

0-0
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Table XL—Numerical Values of the Probability Integral

. = -^pe(?)d(^?^, (Page 532),

where P represents the probability that an error of observation -will have a

positive or negative value equal to or less than x, r denotes the probable error..

r

0-0
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Table XII.—Numerical Values of - Corresponding to Different

Values of n, in the Application of ChauYenet's Criterion.

(Page 564.)

71.
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Table XIII.—Circular or Radian Measure of Angles.

(Page 606.)

n

12'. 24'. 30'. 42'.

10
11

12
13

14

15

16

17

18
19

20
21

22

23

24

25

26

27
28
29

80
31
32

33

34

35
36
37
38
39

40
41

42
43
44

00000
01745
03491
,05236

06981

08727
10472
12217
13963
15708

17453
19199
20944
22689
24435

'26180

27925
29671
31416
33161

34907
36652
3839Y
40143
41888

43633
45379
47124

50615

52860
54105
55851
57596
59341

61087
62832
64577
66323
68068

69813
•71558

73304
75049
76794

00175
01920
03665
05411
07156

08901
10647
12392
14137
15882

17628
19373
21118
22864
24609

26354
28100
29845
31590
33336

35081
36826
38572
•40317

42062

43808
45553
47298
49044
50789

52534
54280
56025
57770
59516

61261
63006
64752
66497
68242

71783
73478
75224
76969

00349
02094
•03840

05585
07330

09076
10821
12566
14312
16057

17802
19548
21293
23038
24784

26529
28274
30020
31765
33510

35256
37001
38746
40492
42237

48982
45728
47478
49218
50964

52709
54454
56200
57945
59690

61436
63181
64926
66672
68417

70162
71908
73658
75898
77144

00524
02269
04014
•05760

•07505

09250
10996
12741
14486
16232

17977
19722
21468
23213
24958

26704
28449
30194
81940
88685

85430
37176
38921
40666
42412

44157
45902
47647
49393
51138

52883
54629
56374
58119
59866

61610
63355
65101
66846
68591

70387
•72082

73827
75573
77318

00698
02448
04189
•05934

07679

09425
11170
12915
14661
16406

18151
19897
21642
23387
25133

26878
28623
30369
32114
33859

35605
37350
89095
40841
42586

44381
46077
47822
49567
51313

53058
54808
56549
58294
60039

61785
63580
65275
67021
68766

70511
72257
74002
75747
77498

00873
02618
04363
06109
07854

09599
11345
18090
14835
16581

18326
20071
21817
23562
25307

27053
28798
30543
32289
34034

35779
37525
39270
41015
42761

44506
46251
47997
49742
51487

53233
54978
56723
58469
60214

61959
63705
65450
67195
68941

70686
72431
74176
75922
77667

01047
02793
04538
06283
08029

09774
11519
13265
15010
16755

18500
20246
21991
23786
25482

27227
28972
30718
82463
34208

85954
37699
39444
41190
42935

44680
46426
48171
49916
51662

53407
55152
56898
58643
60388

62134
63879
65624
67870
69115

70860
72606
74351
76096
77842

01222
02967
04712
06458
08203

09948
11694
18489
15184
16930

18675
20420
22166
23911
25656

27402
29147
30892
32638
84883

36128
87874
39619
41864
'43110

44855
46600
48346
50091
51886

53582
55327
57072
58818
60563

62308
64054
65799
67544
69290

71035
72780
74526
76271
78016

01396
03142
04887
06632
08378

10123
11868
13614
15359
17104

18850
20595
22340
24086
25831

27576
29322
81067
82812
34558

86303
38048
39794
41539
43284

45029
46775
48520
50265
52011

53756
55501
57247
58992
60737

62483
64228
65973
67719
69464

71209
72955
74700
76445
78191
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Table XIY.—Numerical Values of some Trigonometrical

Ratios.

(Page 609.)

Table XY.—Signs of the Trigonometrical Ratios.

(Page 610.)

Table XYI.—Comparison of Hyperbolic and Trigonometrical

Functions.

(Page 614.)

Table XYII.—Numerical Yalues of e^^ and e-*^ from

;r = 0-1 to A^ = SO.

X.
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Table XVIIl.—Natural Logarithms of Numbers.

Many formulae require natural logarithms, and it ia convenient to have at

hand a table of these logarithms to avoid the necessity of having recourse to

the conversion formulae, page 28. Table XVIII. is used as follows :

' I. Vor numbers greater than 10, follov? the method of Ex. (2) and (3) below.

II. For numbers between 1 and 10 not in the table, use interpolation

formulae, say proportional parts.

III. For numbers less than 1, use the method of Ex. (5) below.

If there ia going to be much trouble finding the natural log it may be

better to use standard tables of logarithms to base 10 and multiply by 2-3026

in the ordinary way.

logelO = 2-3026.

Examples.—(1) Show that log.ir = log,(3-1416) = 1-1447.

(2) Required the logarithm of 5,540 to the base e. Here

log„5,540 = loge{5-540 x 1,000) = log,(5-54 x 10');

hence, log,5,540 = log,5-54 + 3 log.lO = 8-6198.

(3) Show that log„100 = 4-6052 ; log.1,000 = 6-9078 ; log.lO.OOO = 9-2103

logelOO,000 = 11-5129. Hint, log 1,000 = log lO'' = 3 log 10.

(4) If 100 CO. of a gas at a pressure of 5,000 grams per square centimetre

expands until the gas occupies a volume of 557 c.c, what work is done during

the process ? From page 254,

W = PiVi logB;p = 5,000 X 100 X log<,5-57 = 850,700 grm. cm.

If a table of ordinary logarithms had been employed we should have written

2-3026 X log,„5-57 in place of log,5-57.

(5) Find logsO-00051 ; log 0-0031 ; and log 0-51. Here we have

log 0-00051 = log 5-1 - log 10,000 = log 5-1 - log 10* = log 5-1 - 4 log 10 =

1-6292 - 4 X 2-^026 = 1-6292 - 9-2104 = 9'-4188, or - 8-5812 ; log,0-0031 =

1-1814 - 6-9077 = 6-2287, or - 5-7763 ; log 0-51 = 0-6292 - 2-3026 = 2-3166

or - 1-6734.

The bar over the first figure has a similar meaning to the " bar" of ordi

nary logs.

BE'
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INDEX.

Abegg, 371.

Abscissa, 84.— axis, 83.

Absolute error, 276.— zero, 12.

Acceleration, 17, 65.— curve, 102.
— Normal, 179.— Tangential, 179.— Total, 179.

Accidental errors, 510.
Acetochloranilide, 8.

Acnode, 171.
Addition, 273.

Adrian, 515.
Airy, G. B., 451.

d'Alembert's equation, 459.
Algebra. • Laws of, 177.
Algebraic functions, 35.

Altemando, 133.

Amagat, 176.

Amago, 74.

Amonnt of substance, 6.

Ampere, 29.

Amplitude, 137, 427.

Angles. Measurement of, 606.
Circular, 606, 624.

Radian, 606, 624.— Vectorial, 114.

Angular velocity, 137.
Anti-differential, 190.

Aperiodic motion, 410.

Approximate calculations, 276.— integration, 335, 463.'

Approximations. Solving differential equa-
tions by successive, 463.

Arc of circle (length), 603.

Archimedes' spiral, 117, 246.

Areas bounded by curves, 230, 234, 237.

Arithmetical mean, 235.

Arrhenius, S., 146, 215, 332, 342.

Association. Law of, 177.,

Asymptote, 104.

August, 171.

Atomic weghts, 540.

Austen, W. C. Roberts, 151.

Auxiliaries, 559.

Auxiliary equation, 400.

Lagrange's, 453.

Average, 235.
— error, 525.

Average velocity, 7.

Averages. Method of, 636.
Axes. Transformation of, 96.
Axis. Abscissa, 83.— Conjugate, 102.— Co-ordinate, 83, 121.— imaginary, 102.— Major, 100.— Minor, 100.— Oblique, 83.— of imaginaries, 177.— of reals, 177.— of revolution, 248.— Real, 102.— Rectangular, 83.— Transverse, 102.

Bacon, P.i 4, 273.

Bancroft, W. D., 120.

Bayer, 605.

Baynes, R. B., 594.

Berkeley, G., 32.

Bernoulli, 572, 575.
Bernoulli's equation, 388, 389.— series, 290.

Berthelot, M., 3, 227.
BerthoUet, 191.

Bessel, 311, 514.

Bessel's formula, 523.
Binomial series, 36, 282.
Biot, 65, 74, 319.

Blanksma, J. J., 223.

Bodenstein, M., 222, 228.
Boiling curve, 174.

Bolton, C, 290.
Bolza, 0., 679.

Bosscha, 63."

Boyle, 19, 20, 21, 23, 45, 46, 62, 114, 254,

444, 457, 596.

Boyntou, W. P., 114, 260.

Brachistochrone, 672.

Bradley, 514.

Bradshaw, L., 390, 442.

Break, 143.

Bredig, G., 337.

Bremer, G. J. W., 328.

Briggsian logarithms, 25.

Bruclcner, C, 303, 308, 356.

Bunsen, B., 270.

Burgess, J., 344.

Byerly, W. B., 467, 481.
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Caillctet, L. P.,150.
Calculations. Approximate, 276.
— with small quantities, 601.

Calculus. Dlfl'erential, 19;

— finite differences, 308.
— Integral, 184.

— variations, 567>
Gallendar, 39.

Callum,-561.
Cane sugar, 6.

Cardan, 353.'

Camot, 32, 34.

Carnot's function, 386.

Cartesian co-ordinates, 84.

Catenary, 348.

Cavendish, 527, 565.

Cayley, 169, 170, 603.

C-discriminant, 394.

Oentnerszwef, M., 329.

Central differences. Interpolation by,

315.

Centre, 98, 100, 101.— of curvature, 180.— of gravity, 605.

Ceratoid cusp, 170.

Characteristic equation, 79.

Charles' law, 21, 24, 91, 596.

Charpit, 454.

Chatelier, H. le, 318, 539.

Chatelier's theorem, 265.

Chauvenet's criterion, 663, 623.
Chloracetanilide, 8.

Chord of circle (length), 603.
Christoftei; 42.

Chrvstal, G.,351, 364.

arcle, 97, 121.
— (area of); 604.
— Arc of (length), 604.— Chord of (length), 604.
— Perimeter of (length), 604.
— of curvature, 180.— Osculatory, 180.

Circular functions, 346.
— measure of angles, 606.
— sector (area), 605.— segment (area), 605.

Clairaut, A. C, 192, 391, 393, 457, 561.
Clapeyron, E., 453, 457.

Clapeyron's work diagram, 239.

Clarke, F. W., 55^, 554, 562.

Clausius, R., 6, 504.

Clement, 81.

— J. K., 350.

Coexistence of different reactions. Prin-
ciple of, 70.

Cofactor (determinant), 589.

CoUardeau, B., 150.

Colvill, W. H., 275.

Combinations, 602.

Common logarithms, 25, 27.

Commutation. Law of, 177.

Comparison teat (convergent series), 271.
Complanation of surfaces, 247.

Complement (determinant), 589.— Error function, 344.
— of angles, 610.

Complementary function, 413.

Complete differentials, 77.— elliptic integrals, 426.
— inte^al, 377, 450.— solution of differential equation, 377-

Componendo, 133.

— et dividendo, 133.

Composition of a solution, 88.

Compound interest law, 56.

Comte, A., 3..

Concavity of curves, 159.

Condensation. Retrograde, 175.

Conditional equation, 218, 353.

Conditioned maxima and minima, '301.— observations, 555.
Conditions. Limiting, 363, 452.

Conduction of heat, 493.

Cone, 135.
— (oentae of gravity), 605.— (surface area), 604.
— (volume), 605.

Conic sections, 97.

Coniooids, 595.
Conjugate axis, 102.— determinant, 590.— point, 171.

Conrad, M., 303, 308, 356.

Consistent equations. Test for, 585.

Constant, 19, 324.
— errors, 537.— Integration, 193, 198, 234.
— of Tourier's series, 471.
— Phase, 137.

Constituent (determinant), 581.

Contact of curves, 291.—Orders of, 291.

Continuous function, 142.

Convergent series, 267.
—— Test for, 271.
Convertendo, 133.

Convexity of curves, 159.
Cooling curves, 150.

Co-ordinate axis, 83, 122.
— plane, 122.

Co-ordinates. Cartesian, 84.
— Generalized, 140.
— Polar, 114.
— Transformation of, 115.
— Trilinear, 118.

Correction term, 278.
Cosecaiit, 607.
Cosine, 608.— Direction, 124.— Hyperbolic, 347, 613.
— series, 283, 474.

Euler's, 285.
Cotangent, 607.

Cotes and Newton's interpolation formula,

337
Cottle, G. J., 223.

Criterion. Chauvenet's, 663.
— of integrability, 446
Critical temperature, 150.

Crompton, H., 146.
Crookes, W., 229, 280, 531, 533, 565.

Crunode, 169.
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Cubature of solids, 248.
Curvature, 178.
— Centre of, 180.— Circle of, 180.— Direction of, 181.— Radius of, 180.
Ourve, 85.
— Equation of, 85.— Error, 512.
— Frequency, 512.
— Imaginary, 177.— Orders of, 120.— Plotting, 86.
— Probability, 512.— Sine, 136.— Smoothed, f49.
Cusp, 169.
— Ceratoid, 170.— Double, 170.
— First species, 170.— locus, 394.— Ehamphoid, 170.— Seeoud species, 170.— Single, 170.
Cycle, 239.

Cyclic process, 239.

Cycloid, 443, 573.
Cylinder, 135.— (surface area), 604.
.— (volume), 605.

Dalton, 491.

Dalton's law, 64, 285:

Damped oscillations, 404, 409.
Damping ratio, 409.

Danneel, H., 197, 215, 217.
Darwin, G. H., 537.

Decrement. Logaritbmic, 409.
Definite integral, 187, 230, 234, 240.— Differentiation of, 577.

, 607.

of differential equation, 378.— of freedom, 140.

Demoivre's theorem, 351, 613.
Dependent variable, 8.

Descartes, E., 84, 488.

Determinant, 580.— Conjugate, 590.— Differentiation of, 590.
— Multiplication of, 589.— Order of, 581.
— Properties of, 587.
— 3l£ew, 590.
— Symmetrical, 590.

Developable surface, 134.

Dew curve, 175.

Diagrams. Work, 239.

Qapeyron's, 239.

Difference formulas. Differentiation of,320.

Differences. Calculus of finite, 308.
— Central. Interpolation by, 816.

— Orders of, 308.
— Table of, 309.

Differential, 10, 33, 668.— calculus, 19.

Differential, coefficient, 8.

Second, 18.— Complete, 77.— equation, 66, 371, 374, 378.
Degree of, 378.
Order of, 378.
Solving, 371.— Exact, 77, 384.— Partial, 69, 448.— Total, 69.

Differentiation, 19.

— by graphic interpolation, 319.— Integration by, 495.— Methods of, 8.

— of definite integrals, 577.— of determinants, 590.— of difference formulae, 320.— of hyperbolic functions, 349.— of numerical relations, 318.— Partial, 68.
— Solution of differential equations by

391,
— Successive, 64.
— — partial, 76.

Diffusion law. Ficlc's, 483.

Fourier's, 482.— of gases, 199, 491.— of heat, 493.
— of salts, 483.

Direction cosines, 124.
— of curvature, 181.

Directrix, 98.

Discontinuous functions, 142, 143, 149.

Discriminant, 352.— «-, 393.— C-, 394.

Dissociation, 111, 255.
— isotherm, 112.

Distribution. Law of, 177.

Divergent seiies, 267.

Dividendo, 133.

— et componendo, 133.

Division, 274.
— shortened, 275.

Dostor's theorem, 588.

Double cusps, 170.— integrals, 251.

Variation of, 577.

Duhem, P., 141.

Dulong, 60, 273.

Dumas, J. B. A., 533, 548.

Dupre, A., 53.

Edgeworth, F. Y., 515, 519, 565.

Elasticity. Adiabatio, 113.

— Isothermal, 113.

Elements (determinant), 581.

— Leading, 583.
— Surface, 251.
— Volume, 253.

Eliminant, 583, 586.

Elimination, 377.
— equations, 669.

Ellipse, 99, 121.

— (area of), 604.
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Ellipse, (length of perimeter), 603.

Ellipsoid, 134, 695.

Elliptic functions, 428, 429.

— integrals, 426, 427, 429.

Empirical formulse, 322.

Encke, 514, 552.

Enteotic, 120.

Envelope, 182.
— locus, 394.

Epoch, 137.

Epstein, F., 337.

Equilateral hyperbola, 109.

Equilibrium. Van't Hoff's principle, 264.

Equation. Conditional, 352.

— Differential, 64.
— General, 89.

— Identical, 352.
— of curve, 85.
— of line, 89.
— of motion, 66.

— of plane, 133.
— of state, 78.
— Solving, 352.

Homer, 363.

Newton, 358.

Sturm, 360.

Error. Absolute, 276
— Accidental, 510.
— Average, 525.
— Constant, 537.
— Curve of, 512.
— Fractional, 541.
— function, 344.

Complement, 344.
— LavK of, 511, 515.
— Mean, 824, 527, 528, 530.
— of method, 540.
— Percentage, 276, 541.
— Personal, 537.
— Probable, 621, 624, 526, 628.
— Proportional, 639, 540, 545.
— Relative, 641.
— Systematic, 537.
— Weighted, 550.

Bsson, W., 332, 389, 436, 437, 438, 440.

Etard, 88.

Eulerian integral, 424, 420.

Euler's cosine series, 283.
— criterion of integrability, 77.— sine series, 283.
— theorem, 74, 449.

_ Even function of x, 476.
Everett, J. D., 519.

Ewan, T., 63.

Exact differential, 77, 384.
equation, 378, 431.

• Test for, 432.

Forsyth's, 432.

Expansion. Adiabatic, 257.
— Isothermal, 254.
Explicit functions, 593.

,Exponential functions, 54.
— series, 285.

External force, 418.

Extrapolation, 92, 310.

Factorial, 38.

Factors. Integrating, 77, 381, 383.

Faraday, M., 5, 639.

Federlin, W., 332.

Fermat, P. de, 567. -

Format's principle, 165, 299.

Fick, 6, 492.

Fiok'a law of diffusion, 483, 492.

Field, 584.

Figures. Significant, 274.

Finite differences, 308.

First integral, 431.

— law of thermodynamics, 81.
— species of cusp, 170.

Fluxions, 34. ,
Focal radius, 98, 100.

Focus, 98, 100.

Forbes, 6.

Force. External, 413.

Forced oscillations, 413.

Forces. Generalized, 138, 141.

Formulse. Finding, 322.
— Reduction, 206, 208, 211.

Forsyth, 464, 467.

Forsyth's test for exact equations, 432.

Fourier, J., 343, 467, 481.

Fourier's diffusion law, 481, 482.
— equation, 401.
— integrals, 479.— series, 469, 470, 477.

Constants of, 470.

— theorem, 470.

Fraction. Partial, 212.
— Vanishing, 304, 305.

Fractional errors, 541.
— index, 28.

— precipitation, 229.

Free oscillations, 414.

Freedom. Degrees of, 140.

Fresuel, 5, 30.

Fresnel's integral, 424, •

Frequency. Curve of, 512.

Friction, 397.

Frost, P., 168.

Frustum of cone (volume), 605,

Function, 19, 322.

— Coroplementary, 413.
— Continuous, 142.
— "Discontinuous, 142, ,144.

— Elliptic, 428.
— Error, 344.

Complement, 843.
— Even, 474.
— Explicit, 593.
— Gamma, 423, 424.
— Illusory, 304.
— Implicit, 593.
— Indeterminate, 304.
— Multiple-valued, 241.
— Odd, 475.
— Periodic, 136.
— Single-valued, 242.
— Singular, 304.
Fundamental' laws of algebra, 177.
Fusibility. Surface of, 118.
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GalUeo, 29, 225.

Sallitzme, 60.

Gamma function, 423, 424.
Gas equation, 78, HO, 139, 596.
Gauas, C. F., 176, 311, 332, 409, 513, 515.

520, 560.

Gauss's law, 353.
of errors, 516.

— interpolation formula, 315.— method of solving equations, 557.
Gay Lussao, 88, 91, 285, 510.
Geitel, A. C, 440.
Greneral equation, 89.
— integral, 451.— mean, 551.
— solution of diflferential equation, 377.
Generalized co-ordinates, 139.— forces, 139, 141.

Generator, 134.

Geometrical series, 268.
Gerling, C.,L., 565.

Gibb's thermodynamic surface, 598.
GUbert, 424.

Gill, D., 533.

GUles, h. P. St., 227.

Glaiaher, J. W. L., 344.

Goldsohmidt, H., 215.

Graham, T., 199, 486, 490.— J. C, 497.

Graph, 88.

Graphic interpolation, 318.

Differentiation by, 319.
-^ solution of equations, 355.
Gray, A., 467.

Greenhill, A. G., 351, 431.

Gregory's series, 284.

Gudermann, 428.

Gudermanuians, 613.

Guldberg, 191, 226, 354.

Hagen, 507, 563.

Bailey's law, 62, 260.

Hamilton, 567.

Haroourt, A.V.,332, 389, 435, 437,438,440.
Hardy, J. J., 245.

Harkneas, J., 45.

Harmonic curve, 136.
— motion, 135, 234.

Hartley, W. N., 332.

Haskins, C. N., 350.

Hatohett, 603.

Hayes, E. H., 146.

Heat. Conduction of, 493.

Heaviside, 0., 370, 377, 496.

Hecht, W., 303, 308, 356.

Hedlay, B. P., 332.

HeUbom, 196.

Helmholtz, 203, 372, 471, 472.

Henrici, 0.,116, 335. 472.

Henry, P., 216, 227.

Henry's law, 87.

Hermann, 603.

Herschel, J. P. W., 325, 515.

Hertz, H., 5, 109.

Hessian, 592, 594.

HUl, M. J. M., 394.
Hinds, 561.
Hinrichs, G., 519.
Hoar frost line, 152.
Hobson, B. W., 267.
Hoff, Van't. Principle, 264.
Holman, S. W., 563.
Holtzmaun, C.,457.
Homogeneous differential equations, 372,— function, 75.
— simultaneous equations, 581, 584.
Hooke's law, 458.
Hopital. Rule of 1', 307.
Hopkinson, J., 4, 332.
Horatmann, A., 318, 319, 321, 326.
Humboldt, 510.
Hyperbola, 100, 121.— equilateral, 109.— rectangular, 109.
Hyperbolic cosine, 347.— functions, 347, 612.

Differentiation of, 348.
Integration of, 349.— logarithms, 25, 233.— aine, 247.

— spiral, 117.

Hyperboloid, 133, 595.

Hyper-elliptic integrals, 430,

Ice line, 162.

Identical equation, 213, 362,
Illusory functions, 304.
Imaginaries. Axis of, 177,
Imaginary axis, 102.— curve, 177.— point, 177.
— quantities,il76.— roots, 353.
— semi-axis, 102.

— surface, 177.

Implicit functions, 593.

Indefinite integral, 187.

Independence of different reactions. Prin-

ciple X)f, 70.

Independent variable, 8, 448.

Indeterminate functions, 304,

Index. Fractional, 28.

— law, 24, 177.— of refraction, 165.

Inequality. Symbols of, 13.

Inferior limit, 187.

Inflexion. Points of, 143, 160.

Inflexional tangents, 599.

Infinite series. Integration of, 341, 463.

Infinitesimals, 18, 33.

Infinity, 11.

Instantaneous velocity, 9.

Integrability. Criterion of, 446.

Euler'a, 77.

Integral, 187.
— Complete, 377, 450.
— Definite, 189, 231, 240.
— Differentiation of, 577.

— Double, 251.

_ Elliptic, 427, 428, 429, 430.
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Integral, Elliptic, Oomplete, 430.— Eulerian, 424, 426.— First, 431.— Fovirier's, 479.
— Fresnel's, 424.— General, 451.— Hyper-elligtio, 430.
— Indefinite, 187.
— Limits, 187.
— Mean values of, 234.
— Multiple, 249.
— Partioular, 400, 418.
— Probability, 616, 531, 632, 621, 622.

— Space, 189.
— Standard, 192, 193, 349.
— Time, 189.— Ultia-Blliptlo, 480.
— Variation o^ 568, 569, 578.

double, 577.
triple, 577.

Integrating factors, 77, 380, 381.

Integration, 184, 189.
— Approximate, 341, 469.

— by differentiation, 495.
— by infinite series, 341. •

— by parts, 204.
— by successive integration, 206.
— constant, 198, 194, 234.

— formula of Newton and Cotes, 336.— hyperbolic functions, 349.
— Substitutes for, 333.— Successive, 249.— Symbol of, 189.

Intercept equation of line, 90.

of plane, 132.

Interpolation, 310.
— formula, Gauss', 315.

Lagrange's, 311, 312.

Newton's, 811, 312.

Stirling's, 318, 3^0.
— Graphic, 317.

Differentiation by, 319.

Inverse sine series, 384.
— trigonometrical functions, 49.

series, 283.

Invert sugar, 6, 184.

Invertendo, 133.

Ions, 112.

Irrational numbers, 178.
Isobars, 110.

Isometncs, 110.

Isoperimetrical problem, 576.
Isopiestics, 110.

Isothermal expansion, 254.
Isotherms, 110, 112, 113.

Jacobi, C. G. I., 69,428.

Jacobian, 453, 591, 594.

JeUet, J. H., 579.

Jevons, W. S., 142, 143, 498,<610.

Johnson, S., 3.

Jones, D., 109.

Joubert, 431.

Joule, 61, 189. ,
Judson, W., 216, 222. .

Keesom, W. H., 563.

Kelvin, Lord, 56, 60, 168, 343, 481, 496,

616.

Kepler, 6, 29, 226.

Kinetic theory, 504, 534.

Kipping, S., 546.

Kirchhoff, 503, 504.

Kleiber, 503.

Knight, W. T., 217.

Kohlrausch, F., 327, 408.

Koo^i, D. M., 224.

Kopp, 324.

Kramp, 38, 348, 424.

Kuhl, H., 216, 440.

Kundt, 620.^

Jjaar, J. J. van, 356.

Lag, 417.

Lagrange, 287, 311, 568.

Lagrange's auxiliary equations, 453.

— criterion maxima and minima, 298.

— interpolation formula, 311, 312.

— method of undetermined multipliers,

301.
— solution of differential equations, 453.

— theorem, 301.

Lamb, H., 610.

Langley, E. M., 272.

Laplace, 114, 456, 461, 495, 499, 503, 504,

515.

Laplace's theorem, 300.

Laws of algebra, 177.

Lead, 417.

Leading element (determinant), 583.

Least squares, 617.

Method of, 326."

Legendre, 424, 426, 430, 517.

— equation, 403.
— parameter, 429.

Lehfeldt, R. A., 334.

Leibnitz, 19, 32, 83, 35, 61.

— series, 284.
— theorem, 67.

— — Symbolic form of, 68.

Lemoine, G., 340.

Lenz's law, 404.

Liagre, J. B. J., 498.

Limiting conditions, 363, 452.

Limits of integrals, 187.

— inferior, 187.'

— lower, 187.

— superior, 187.

— upper, 187.

Linear differential equation, 387, 399.

Exact, 431.

LiouviUe, 413.

Locus, 88.
— Cusp, 394.
— Envelope, 394.
— Nodal, 394.
— Tac, 394.

Lodge, 0. J., 146; 603.

Logarithm, 24, 274.
— Briggsian, 25.
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Iiogarithm, Common, 25.— Hyperbolic, 25, 233.— Naperian, 25.— Natural, 25, 627.
Logarithmic deorenjent, 408,— differentiation, 53.— functions, 51.— paper, 331.— series, 290.— spiral, 117.
Lorentz, H., 443.
Losanitsoh, 603.
Losohmidt, 74, 491.
Love, 83.

Lowel, 88.

Lower limit, 187.
Lowry, T. M., 146.
Lupton, S., 333.

Maoh, E., 126, 184, 580, 601.
Maclaurin's series, 280, 282, 286, 288. 301

305, 322.
•

' ' ' >

— theorem, 278, 280, 281, 301.
Magnitude. Orders of, 10.
Magnus, 55, 171.
Major axis, 100.

MaUet, 504.

Marek, 544.

Marignao, 552.

Mascart, 431.

Material point, 65.

Mathews, G. B., 467.
Matrix, 582.

Matthiessen, 44.
Maupertius, 567.
Maxima, 154, 155, 157, 161, 293, 296, 299,

570, 575.
— Conditional,. 300.
— Lagrange's criterion, 298.

MaxweU, J. C, 5, 511, 534.

Mayer, R., 82, 114, 260, 561. •

Mean, 234.— Arithmetical, 235.
— Error, 524, 525, 526, 527.— General, 551.— Probable, 551.
— Square, 236.
— Values of integrals, 234.— Velocity, 7.

Measure of precision, 513.

Measurement of angles, 606.

Circular, 606, 624.

Radian, 606, 624.

Mellor, J. W., 139, 221, 390, 442, 466.

Mendelteff, D., 39, 117, 139, 145, 146, 276.
Mensuration, 594.

Merrifield, 0. W., 340.
Merriman, M., 563.

Metastable states, 152.

Method. Errors of, 537.

Meyer. L., 652.
— 0. E., 504.

Meyerhofer, W., 216.

Midsection formula, 340.

Mill, J. S., 126.

Minchin, 149.
-Vlinima, 154, 155, 157, 161, 293, 296, 299,

570, 575.
— Conditioned, 300.
— Lagrange's criterion, 298.
-Minor (determinant), 583.
— axis, 100.

Mitchell, 503.
Modulus, 427.
— of logarithms, 27.— of precision, 513.
Molecules. Velocities of, 534.
Momentum, 189.
.Morgan, A. de, 13, 204, 281.
Morley, E., 549, 553.— F., 45.

Mosander, 229.
Moseley, 454, 455.
Motion. Aperiodic, 410.— Equation of, 66.— Harmonic, 136, 234.— Oscillatory, 396.— Periodic, 136.
Multiple integrals, 249.— Determinants, 689.— point, 169.

Valued function, 241.
Multiplication, 274.— Shortened, 275.
Multipliers. Undetermined, 301.
Mutual independence of different re-

actions, 70.

Naperian logarithms, 25.

Napier, J., 63.

Natural logarithms, 25, 27, 627.— oscillations, 414.

Nernst, W., Ill, 112.

Newcomb, S., 514.

Newlands, 117, 139.

Newton, I., 5, 19, 29, 30, 32, 34, 58, 60, 61,

114, 189, 192, 311, 396, 461, 544, 569.
Newton-Cotes interpolation formula, 337
Newton's interpolation formula, 312.
— law, 441.
— method of solving equations, 358.

Nicol, J., 320.

Node, 169.

Non-homogeneous equations, 373.

Nordenskjold's law, 64.

Normal, 105, 598.
— acceleration, 179.

equation, 558.

of line, 91.

plane, 133.
— Length of, 108.

Noyes, A. A., 223.

Numerical equation, 352.

— "values of trigonometrical ratios, 609.

Obermayer, 0. A. von, 74, 491.

Oblique axes, 83.

Observation equations, 325, 582, 584.

Solving, 325.

Gauss, 557.
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Observations, Conditioned, 553, 558. .

— Rejecting, 563.
— Test for Hdelity of, 531.

Odd function of x, 475.

Ohm, 483.

Ohm's law, 3, 388, 483.

Operation. Symbols of, 19, 396.

Orders of contact, 291.
— of curves, 120.
— of differences, 308.
— of diiferential equations, 378.
— of determinants, 58.
— of magnitude, 18.

— of surfaces, 595.
Ordinary differential equations, 378.

Ordinate, 84.— axis, 83.

Origin, 84.

Orthogonal trajectory, 395.

Oscillations. Damped, 404.
— Forced, 413, 414.
— Free, 414,— Natural, 414.
— Period of, 137.

Oscillatory motion. Equations of, 396.

Osculation. Points of, 170.

Osculatory circle, 180.

Ostwald, W., 139, 224,226, 275, 545, 554.

Parallelepiped, 71.

Parallelogram (area), 604.
— of velocities, 125.

Parallelepiped, 71.

— of velocities, 125.
— (volume), 605.

Paraboloid, 134, 595.

Parabola, 99.

— (area of), 60J.

Parabolic formulae, 336.

Parameters (crystals), 132.
— Legendre's, 429.
— variable, 182.

Pamell, T., 320.

Partial differential, 70.

equations, 378, 448, 449.— differentiation, 68.

— fractions, 212.

Particular integrals, 400, 418.
— solutions, 377, 450.

Parts., Integration by, 205.

— Interpolation by proportional, 311.
— Rule of proportional, 289.

Paschen, 332.

P-discriminant, 393.

Pelouse, 552.

Peudlebury, R.,344.
Percentage error, 276, 541,

Perimeter of circle (length), 603.
— of ellipse (length), 603.

Period of oscillation, 137.

Periodic functions, 136.
— motion, 135.

'

Perldn, W. H., 546.

Permutations, 602.
Perpendicular equation of line, 90.

Perry, J., 72, 331, 332, 472.

Personal error, 637.

Peter's formula, 524.

Petit and Dulong, 60.

Phase, 119.

— constant, 137.

Pickering, S. V., 146, 148.

Pierce, B. O., 205, 663.

Plaats, J. D. van der, 561.

Plait point, 176.

curve, 176.

Planck, M., 79, 357.
Plane, 122, 132.— Co-ordinate, 122.
^- Equation of. Intercept, 132.
— — General, 133.

Normal, 133.
— Projection, 129.

Normal, 133.

Plotting curves,. 87.

Poincar^, H., 274, 515.
Point, Imaginary, 177.

Poisson, S. D., 449, 456.
Polar co-orditiates, 114.

Polygon (area), 604.

Polynomial, 38.

Preoht, J., 332.

Precipitates. Washing, 269.

Precipitation. Fractional, 229.

Precision. Measure or modulus of, 513.

Pressure curves. Vapour, 147, 151.

Priestley, J., 91.

Primitive, 377.

Prism (surface area), 604.
— (volume), 605.

Probability, 498.— curve, 612.
— integral, 516, 531, 632, 621, 622.

Probable error, 521, 526, 628, 529.

— mean, 551.

Projection, 128.
— of curve", 129.
— of point, 128.— plane, 129.

Properties of determinants, 587.

Proportional errors, 539, 541.

— parts. Rule of, 289.
'

Interpolation by, 311.

Proportionality constant, 21.

Prout's law, 504.

Pyramid (centre of gravity), 605.

— (surface area), 604.
— (volume), 605.

Pyth,igoras' theorem, 603.

Quadratxire of surfaces, 232.

Quantities. Small. Calculations with,

601.

Kadian, 606.

— measure of angles, 607.

Radius, SS.
— focal, 99, 100.
— of curvature, 180.
— vector, 100, 114.
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Ramsay, W., 566.
Eaukine, 6, 323.

Rapp, 278.
Rate, 9.

Ratio. Damping, 408.— Test, 272.

Eavenshear, A. F., 563.

Eayleigh, Lord, 538, 539, 566.

Raymond, E. du Bois 410.

Real axis, 102.— semi-axis, 102.

Reals. Axis of, 177.

Rectangle (area), 604.

Rectangular axis, 83.— hyperbola, 109.

Rectification of curves, 245.

Reduction formulse, 205, 208, 211.

— Integration by successive, 206.

Reech's theorem, 81.

Reference triangle, 117.

"Refraction of light, 165.

Regnault, 147, 171, 323, 326, 539, 553.

Eeioher, L. T., 223.

Rejection of observations, 563.

Relative errors, 541.
— zero, 12.

Renyard, 210.

Restitution, 397.

Retardation, 18.

Retrograde condensation, 175,

Revolution. Axis of, 247.

— solid of, 248.
— surface of, 134, 247.

Rey, H., 603.

Ehamphoid cusp, 170.

Rhombus (area), 604.

Richardson, 0. W., 320.

Riemann, B., 244, 467, 481.

Roche, 171.

Eontgen rays, 214.

Roots, 352.
— Imaginary, 353.
— of equations. Separation, 359.

Roscoe, H. E., 584.

Eouth, E. J., 415.

Rowland, H. A., 552, 565.

Eows (determinants), 582.

Riioker, A. W., 146, 278.

Eudberg, P., 527, 565.

Ruled surfaces, 134.

Runge, C, 332.

Sachse, H., 606.

Sargant, E. B., 512.

Sarrau, Q.

Sarrus, 232.

Schmidt, G. C, 326.

Sohorlemmer, C., 584.

Sohreinemaker, F. A. H., 372, 373.

Schuster, A., 503.

Secant, 60S. ^ ,„ ar
Second differential coelBoient, 18, 65.

— law of thermodynamics, 81.

— species of cusp, 170.

Sector. Area of circular, 604,

Segment. Area of circular, 604.
— Surface area of spherical, 604.
— Volume of spherical, 605.
Seitz, W., 488.

Semi-axis, 102.
— Iraaginaryi 102.— Keal, 102.

Semi-logarithmic paper, 331.

Separation of roots of equations, 359.

Series, 266.
— Bernoulli's, 290. •

-- Binomial, 282.— Convergent, 267.

Tests for,^271.— Cosine, 2a5J:7'3.~

Euler's, 285.
— Divergent, 267.
— Exponential, 285.
— i'ourier's, 469, 470.
— Geometrical, 268.
— Gregory's, 284.
— Integration in, 341, 463, 464.

— Leibnitz's, 284.
— Logarithmic, 290.
— Maclaurin's. See "Maclaurin".
— Sine, 283, 473.

Euler's, 285.

Invers", 284, 285.
— Tangent, 283.— Taylor's. See "Taylor".
— Trigonometrical, 283, 473.

Inverse, 283.

Seubert, K., 552.

Shanks, 274.

Shaw, H. S. H., 85.

Shortened division, 275.

s- multiplication, 275.

Significant figures, 274.

Signs of trigonometrical ratios, 610.

Similar- figures (lengths), 603.

— — (areas), 604.

(vohimes), 605.

Simpson's one-third rule, 336, 338.

— three-eight's rule, 338.

Simultaneoui'. differential equations, 4d4,

441, 444.

— equations, 580, 584.

Sine, 607.— hyperbolic, 347, 613.

— series, 283, 473.

Euler's, 285.

Inverse, 283, 284.

Sines. Curve of, 136.

Single cusps, 170.

Single-valued functions, 242.

Singular functions, 304.

— points, 167.

— solution, 392, 450.

Skew determinant, 590.

— surface, 134. „„..

Small quantities. Calculations with, 601.

Smopthing of curves, 148.

Sneli's law, 165.

Solduer's integral, 423.

Solubility curves, 87, 88.
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Solubility, surface, 597.

Solution, 352.
— Complete, 377.

— Extraneous, 363.

— General, 377.— of differential equations, 370, 377, 449.

by dilferentiation, 390.

— of equations, 352.
Graphic, 355.

Horner's equations, 363.

Newton's, 3^8.

Sturm's, 360.

— Particular, 377, 450.
— Singular, 392, 450.
— Test for, 363.

Solutions, 145.

Solving equations, 352.

Differential, by successive approxi-

mations, 467.

Observational, 324, 326, 330.

Gauss, 557.

Mayer, 561.

Soret, 199.

Simce integral, 189.

Spencer, H., 3.

Sphere, 134.
— (surface area), 604.
— (volume), 60o.

Spherical segment (surface area), 604.

(volume), 605.
— triangle (area), 604.

Spheroids, 695.

Spinode, 169.

Spiral Archimedes, 117.
— curves, 116.
— Hyperbolic, 117.
— Logarithmic, 117.

Sprague, J. T., 1B4.

Square. Mean, 234.

Squares. Method of Least, 326, 517.

Standard integrals, 192, 193, 349.

Stas, 273, 530, 552.

State. Equation of, 78.

Statistical method, 536.

Steam line, 151.

Stefan, 60.

Stirling, 281, 311.

Stirling's formula, 317, 320, 602.

Stone, 563.

Straight lines, 89.

Strain theory carbon atoms, 605.

Striitt, R. J., 604, 496.

Sturm's functions, 360.

— method solving equations, 360.

Sub-determinant, 583.

Sub-normal, 108.

Substitutes for integration, 333.

Substitution, symbol of, 282.

Sub-tangent, 108.

Subtraction, 274.

Successive approximation. Solving differ-

ential equations by, 467.
— differentiation, 64.
— reduction. Integration by, 206.

Successive integration, 249.

Sugar. Cane, 6, 184.

— Invert, 6, 184.

Superior limit, 187.

Superposition of particular integrals, 400.

Supplement of angles, 610.

Surd numbers, 178.

Surface, 122, 132.

— Complanation, 247.
— Developable, 134.
— elements, 230, 251.
— Imaginary, 177.— integral, 249.
— of fusibility, 118.
— of revolution, 134, 247.

— of solubility, 697.
— Orders of, 595.
— Quadrature, 232.
— Ruled, 134.
— Skew. 134.
— Thermodynamic (J. W. Gibbs), 596.— VanderWaals',596.
Symbftl, 196.
— of inequality, 13.

integration, 189.

operation, 19, 396.

substitution, 232.

Symbolic form of Leibnitz' theorem, 68.

of Taylor's theorem, 428.

Symmetrical equation of line, 131.
— determinant, 690.

Systematic errors, 537.

Table of differences, 309.

Tabulating nu^ibers, 309.

Tac locus, 394.1

Taonodes, 170.

Tait, P.G., 6, 405, 469, 496, 515.

Tangent, 102, ]l04, 144, 607.

— form of equation, 91.

— inflexional, p99.
— Length of, 108.

— Line of, 597.1

— plane, 597, 598.
— series, 283. i

Taagential acceleration, 179.

Taylor, F. G., 28.

Taylor's theorem, 281, 286, 290, 301, 354,

458,569 592. <

symbolic form of, 458.

— series, 286, 287, 288, 291, 292, 293, 305,

322.

Temperature. Critical, 150.

Terminal point, 171.

Test for exact differential equations, 77,

379, 431.

Forsyth's, 432.

— consistent equations, 585.
— convergent series, 271.
— solutions, 363..

Test-ratio tefit (convergent series), 272.

Theoretical formulae, 322.

Thermodynamics, 79, 80, 81, 82,

— First law, 81.
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Thermodynamics, Second law, 81,— Surfaces (J. W. Gibbs), 596.
Thermometer, HI.
Thomsen, J., 79.

Thomson, J., 148, 586.— J. J., 214, 442, 509.— W. See Kelvin.
Thorpe, T. E., 278.
Time integral^ 189.

Todhunter, I., 290, 572.
Total acceleration, 179.— differential, 70.

equations, 448.

Trajectory, 395.— Orthogonal, 395.
Transformation of axis, 96.— Co-ordinates, 118.

Transition point, 145.

Transverse axis, 102.

Trapezium (area), 604.

Trapezoidal formulae, 339.

Travera, M. W., 566.

Trevor, J. B., 594.

Triangle (area), 604.

— of reference, 118.— Spherical (area), 604.

Triangular lamina (centre of gravity), 605.

Trigonometrical functions, 47.

Inverse, 47.— ratios, 608.

Numerical values of, 609.

Signs of, 610.
— series, 283, 473.

Inverse, 283, 284.

Trigonometry, 606.
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